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This is not the first time Michalowski has dealt with the letters to and
from the kings of the Ur III monarchy: he edited them as his PhD dissertation in
1976. He has returned to them recently and the result is a new, extended and much
changed version of the correspondence.

The book is divided into two parts: (1) The Royal Correspondence of the Ur
III Kings in Literary and Historical Perspective and (2) The Correspondence of the
Kings of Ur: Text Editions.

The first part consists of eight chapters (followed by four appendices)
constituting historical and literary analyses of the letters and their background.

The first chapter (‘Introduction’) presents a general sketch of political
history of the Ur III state; it also introduces the main thesis of the publication,
namely that, in principle, the correspondence should not be used to reconstruct the
history of the Ur III monarchy.

Michalowski begins the second chapter (‘Sumerian Literary Letters’) by
comparing Sumerian literary letters (the majority of which originated in the Old
Babylonian period) with simple letter-orders, which dominate in the records from
the Ur III period. He emphasizes that the ‘literariness’ of the former is too often
narrowly understood: that those letters only belonged to school curriculum and
possessed a characteristic ductus. Michalowski maintains that the Royal Correspon-
dence of Ur is ‘literary’ in the full sense and should not be treated on equal terms
with the sources contemporary with the described events for reconstructing their
course; it is better to use the correspondence to study the next generations’
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perception of the Ur III kings. This chapter also concerns the provenience and date
of composition of Sumerian literary letters and their formal structure.

The third chapter (‘The Royal Letters in Their Literary Setting’) argues that
the corpus is a creation of modern scholars, who created it from a number of letters
transmitted in antiquity individually or in sets of a few exemplars. Michalowski
in his examination adduces the archaeological context of every exemplar whenever
possible. He also analyses the letters with respect to their place in the school
curriculum; he isolates a ‘Hypothetical CKU Core’, a group of letters that were
copied by students most often (ten of the twenty-four letters treat Šulgi’s
interventions in disputes between his officials, the building of the wall Muriq
Tidnim and the struggle between Ibbi-Sin’s followers and those of Išbi-Erra) and
based on these he defines – alongside hymns praising Šulgi – the limits of the
tradition of the Ur III monarchy among the Old Babylonian scribes.

In the fourth chapter (‘The Royal Letters in Their Historical Setting 1. The
Affairs of King Šulgi [Letters 1–12, 15–18]’), Michalowski examines the letters’
historical content. He compares pieces of information about the important persons
of the Ur III Period included in the Correspondence with those from contemporary
sources. He views those regarding ‘The Apilaša Affair’ (1–3) as the most historically
valuable letters from that group. The presentation of two antagonists there, the
mighty general Apilaša and the sukkal-mah Aradmu (Arad-Nanna), although not
verifiable, does not contradict data we have from contemporary sources. The story
of ‘The Apilaša Affair’ is, according to Michalowski, an interesting example of the
perception of king Šulgi, impelled to intervene because of tensions between his
subordinates, as a canny ruler, yet also acknowledging the limitations of his power
– in contrast to the well-known image of an almighty sovereign and a god of the
Land. Although there is a possibility that some authentic writings from the Ur III
Period could have been used in these letters, this is not the case with the remaining
ones discussed in this chapter. In Michalowski’s view they are the product of Old
Babylonian scribes’ imagination (with the exception of the correspondence between
Šulgi and Amar-Suena, about which Michalowski is not sure what to think).

The fifth chapter (‘The Amorites in Ur III Times’) is an extensive excursus,
the purpose of which is to prepare the reader for the argumentation of the next
two chapters. Indeed, the originality in addressing the issue, together with its
highly polemical character, makes this chapter notable by itself, thus I devote larger
space to it in this review. Michalowski challenges the attitude of many Assyriologists
towards the question of Amorites’ genesis. He rejects the common practice of
treating various occurrences of the term ‘Amurru/MAR.TU’, spread over the whole
of Mesopotamia and its environs for a thousand years, as invariable continuum. He
emphasizes also that many publications of his colleagues have insufficiently
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awareness of the newest theoretical works concerning nomadism, ethnogenesis
and linguistic change. Michalowski mentions six hypotheses, which ‘crop up over
and over’ but ‘not a single one of them can be substantiated on the basis of
currently available information’, moreover, ‘these propositions are simply false’
(pp. 87–88).

First he addresses the conception that the Amorites encountered by
Mesopotamians were nomads. Its critique can be summarised as follows: it
highlights the inaccuracy of nomenclature concerning nomadism, pastoralism or
tribalism and ambiguousness of meaning of available sources which are used to
support this hypothesis.

Another view, which points to the west as the place from which Amorites
infiltrated Mesopotamia (I suppose that Michalowski is thinking about southern
Mesopotamia, since his argumentation concentrates only on the Ur III state), is
refuted as vain reasoning unsupported by the evidence, based only on a strong
collocation of ‘Amurru’ with ‘the west’ from later times and on the first
appearance of the MAR.TU logogram (in Ebla, ca. 24001). However, there is some
indirect indication that MAR.TU meant ‘the west’ (or more properly ‘the
northwest’) already in Ur III times and possibly much earlier. I refer to the
similarity (likely a case of cognates) between the Sumerian words Amurru (see
below) and ‘amaru’ – ‘flood’. ‘Amaru’ could be used not only as a term for great
masses of water but also as a designation of something very violent and catastrophic.
I recall here the concept that the famous Flood described in Sumerian literature
originated as a rendering of the first intrusion(s) of Semitic people into Mesopotamia
in the beginning of the third millennium2.

Michalowski offers an excursus inside the excursus called ‘War and Foreign
Relations during the First Half of the Ur III Period – An Overview’, where he
relates the foreign policy of Ur-Namma and Šulgi, especially dealing with the
latter’s expansionist program in the east and identifying two of its reasons: the
desire of resource-poor Mesopotamia to seek out resources, and the ‘memory’ of
the end of the Akkadian State, which fell under the strikes of Gutium from beyond
the Zagros Mountains. Thanks to the year names we can identify roughly the areas
affected by Sumerian military expeditions – Michalowski exploits this and localises
Amorite lands known to the Ur III State, based on the Drehem texts listing
provisions of ‘nam-ra-ak kur MAR.TU’, ‘the booty of the Amorite high-
lands/borderland’. This area is situated by the author in the vicinity of the Diyala
Valley and Jebel Hamrin and on the southeast of these, along the Khorasan Way,

1 All dates refer to Before Christ Era and use the Middle Chronology.
2 W. Hallo, Limits of Scepticism, JAOS 110 (1990), 196–197.
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but he also indicates that because ‘kur MAR.TU’ lacks the postdeterminative ‘KI’,
that designation is a rather loose description of the Amorites’ dwelling place rather
than distinct geographical name with strict borders.

‘Did Some Amorites Undergo a Process of Sedentarization that Can Be
Traced in Texts?’ is the title of the next section, in which Michalowski criticises
the statement that nomadic Amorites, after encountering southern Mesopotamian
civilisation, almost automatically went through the sedentarisation process. He
repeats the arguments from the first section, while the value of this section is in
the observation that ‘MAR.TU/MAR.DU3’ was a logogram also in Sumerian, read
as ‘Amurrum’. He concludes that virtually all Amorites from the contemporary
economic sources who are not POWs or ‘ambassadors’ are members of elite guards,
therefore the term ‘Amurrum’ could refer not only to an ethnos but also to
a profession.

The fourth hypothesis, which states that there was a massive infiltration of
Amorites into the Ur III State, Michalowski rebuts on the grounds that existing
material does not allow such a pronouncement: out of the 75,000 economical Ur
III tablets published till now only 600–700 people designated as Amorites can be
found (although I think that refuting this hypothesis is right, counting it among
those ‘simply false’ is an exaggeration – we have little documentation from the
majority of Mesopotamian archaeological sites dated to that period – there is a lot
yet to be found).

Michalowski denies the fifth idea – that Amorites played a significant role
in the fall of Ur III State – because it is based on literary sources from the Old
Babylonian period. He analyses the occurrence of the names ‘Tidnum’ and
‘Ia’madium’, two known Amorite tribes from the end of the third millennium. He
concludes that they were marginal to the interests of the southern Mesopotamian
kingdom; he explains the only thing suggesting something quite different – the
name of the mighty fortifications ‘bad Amurrum Muriq Tidnim’, ‘the (Anti-)Amorite
Wall “Holding Tidnum at a Distance”’ – in the sixth chapter.

Michalowski also rebuts the statement that Amorites took over the power
in Babylonia-to-be in the aftermath of the fall of the Ur III State. He refutes
treating Išbi-Erra as an Amorite as a matter of fact: there are no indications of this;
scholars incorrectly assign such ethnicity to this ruler because of his name
(however it can be understood also on the grounds of Akkadian: ‘Erra became
sated’) and a mention in the Royal Correspondence of Ur that he came from Mari
(but according to Michalowski there is no evidence of the presence of Amorites
there in the third millennium). Amorite dynasties appear in the southern
Mesopotamia more than a hundred years after the fall of the Ur kings (with the
possible exception of Naplanum taking over Larsa).
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Indeed, Michalowski’s opinion on the Amorites of the Ur III Period differs
substantially from the scholarly mainstream. But, as for me, he is very convincing
– I appreciate his accentuation that many theories do not take into account lacunas
in our state of knowledge. I only hesitate to accept some of his more categorical
remarks about them.

In the sixth chapter (‘The Royal Letters in Their Historical Setting 2. Great
Walls, Amorites, and Military History: The Puzur-Šulgi and Šarrum-bani Corres-
pondence [Letters 13–14 and 19–20]’) Michalowski analyses correspondence between
King Šulgi or Šu-Sin and their commanders dealing with the construction of
fortifications in the borderland. The main outcome of his study is proving that two
lines of fortifications (not single walls!) usually equated by modern scholars (‘Bad
Mada’ and ‘Muriq Tidnim’) are in fact two different structures, built for different
purposes. His set of proofs stems from contemporary sources but also from parts
of the Correspondence that he discusses – Michalowski thinks that the Correspon-
dence should not be discarded but used with caution – some authentic information
might be contained there. He argues that ‘Bad Mada’ had to be a kind of ‘in
depth-defense’ (this term is borrowed from historians writing about the strategy
of Imperium Romanum) – designed to enfeeble and make vulnerable hostile armies
that were raiding the kingdom after breaking the first lines of defense. ‘Muriq
Tidnim’, according to Michalowski, had to preserve and control the region of
Diyala valley and be a base for royal armies attacking the Iranian plateau – its
name was created to mask its real function.

The seventh chapter (‘The Royal Letters in Their Historical Setting 3. Ur,
Kazallu, and the Final Decades of the Ur III State [Letters 21–24]’) presents the
author’s views on the collapse of the Ur III State and its rendering in the
Correspondence. Michalowski tries to find political causes for the fall (the only
certain reason we can think of on the basis of existing sources) thus providing
a very interesting reconstruction of events: expansion towards the east consolidated
enemies of the ‘Sumerian’ State making them able to defeat their antagonist.
Moreover, those enemies, under the banner of Šimaški, began dismantling of the
empire by taking Susiana in the third year of the reign of Ibbi-Sin and allowing
Ešnunna to declare independence. New polities emerged after that – the most
significant was the casus of Isin, whose ruler, Išbi-Erra, cut off Ibbi-Sin’s access to
northern parts of the state. The next years passed and rule of the last king of Ur
was ended by the next Šimaškian invasion.

Michalowski indicates that parts of the Correspondence concerning the end
of Ur empire, on which scholars base their reconstruction of events, are, probably
with the exception of the Išbi-Erra letter to Ibbi-Sin (nr 21 in this edition), Old
Babylonian fabrications. They are valueless for describing the fall of the Ur III
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State, but valuable to study Mesopotamian perceptions of it. Moreover, as
Michalowski assures, they are perfect material for exploring the historical reflexions
of Old Babylonian literates and even (together with other letters from the corpus)
their insights into the nature of literature and fiction.

The eighth chapter (‘Afterword’) is a summary of results of Michalowski’s
work. He states that the value of the Royal Correspondence of Ur for the
reconstruction of events described in them is very low, because the majority of the
letters are purely fictional; the rest probably had contained authentic material, but
was brought under such thorough literary processing that separating the original
layer from the later ones is impossible.

The second part of book (‘The Correspondence of the Kings of Ur: Text
Editions’) contains transliterations of composite texts of the letters, each followed
by English translation, extensive philological commentary and textual matrix.
Michalowski has done enormous work – he collated them from almost all known
exemplars, placed in various museums all over the world. Their photographs are
situated in the DVD disc attached to the book. The pictures are of good quality;
every tablet (or fragment of one) was photographed from a range of positions.

A reconstructed texts in the edition ‘is a redactional fiction created for
analytical, citation, and translation purposes that does not correspond to any
actual version of the composition that existed in antiquity’ (p. 237). Some
exemplars of a letter are much different from each other and in this case they
comprise a dual composite text. The transliteration used is a traditional one (with
the addition of ĝ) – its task is only to render the signs used in writing the
compositions, not to represent their phonological shape of utterances. Michalowski
states, that ‘[...] such projects (aiming at creating a transliteration system suited to
render the vocalisation accurately – K.S.) are ultimately futile and misguided
because they create the illusion that the cuneiform system used to write Standard
Old Babylonian Sumerian accurately represented the language as it was read
aloud’; furthermore, ‘[...] there existed in antiquity a broad range of variation in
the perception of Sumerian, subject to local and individual teacher/student
idiosyncrasies and received traditions’.

Much improvement has been made in the understanding of many of the
words used in the Correspondence in scholarship since the time of the previous
edition. The English translation is not a mere formality: it shows how Michalowski
understands the text; he interprets some fragments different than many scholars–the
passages of text in question are italicised.

The philological commentary of the Correspondence is extensive and skillfully
helps in understanding the used Sumerian words.
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The really worthy elements of the edition are its textual matrixes: they
enable acquaintance with all the discussed exemplars of the letters. Comparing
various versions of a letter in regard to their provenience, time of composition and
contents would be a very interesting study.

To sum up, the book as a whole is a true treasure in Sumerological circles.
It provides an excellent edition of texts and thought-provoking commentary. Many
ideas are truly revealing, though some of them undoubtedly controversial.

Kamil Salmanowicz
k.salmanowicz@student.uw.edu.pl

Institute of History
University of Warsaw
Krakowskie Przedmieście 26/28
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Foreword 

My work on the royal letters of the Ur III kings began many years ago as a doc
toral dissertation at Yale University under the direction ofW. W. Halla. Soon after I 
began work on my thesis, I visited the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago 
to examine the pertinent cuneiform documents that were in their care. Advised by 
a friend to pay my respects to the great master, A. Leo Oppenheim, I knocked on 
the frame of his open door and was granted an audience. After a minor exchange of 
pleasantries, Prof. Oppenheim asked me what I was doing at the Institute; when I 
told him that I was editing the Sumerian literary correspondence, he looked into my 
eyes and stated dismissiveiy: "This is work for an experienced scholar, not for a be. 
ginner." This was hardly what I wanted to hear at the time, and I left in a somewhat 
depressed mood. I eventually finished my dissertation, and by that time I had come 
to appreciate the wisdom of his prescient, if troubling statement, but I never saw him 
again and was unable to acknowledge his advice. 

Oppenheim was right, of course, and once I finished my dissertation I never 
wanted to touch the topic again; I was tired of the subject, the material seemed too 
difficult, and I could not imagine doing it j ustiee. In addition, personal and political 
affairs prevented me from traveling abroad for a time, and thus I could not collate 
many of the sources. Over the years, colleagues would remind me of the obligation 
I had taken on and implored me to publish my editions of the royal letters; periodi
cally, I retumed to the subject, only to be sidetracked by other interests and obliga
tions. In 2005, I was able to visit the Museum of the Ancient Orient in Istanbul to 
photograph all the relevant tablet, in that collection, and this opportunity spurred 
me on to make a serious attempt to finish this book. The final product bears little 
resemblance to my otiginal dissertation and I therefore decided to rename it, to dis
tinguish it from the unpublished "Royal Correspondence ofllr" (RCU), which has, 
in photocopy, often been cited in the literature. As I send this out into the world, I 
still hear Oppenheim's words in my head and worry that they may continue to ap
ply to this difficult material, the only large hody of Sumerian literary prose that we 
possess at present. 

This book is divided into two parts: an analytical section, and one that contains 
the text editions. For practical reasons, I have used different citation conventions 
for each: in the first part, scholarly works are referred to according to the social 
science format, but in the commentaries to the text editions, which will only be 
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Trent, Lloyd E. Cotsen). 
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of the British Museum. The Uruk tablet is published with the permission of Dr. 
Marg~rete Van ESB, Deutsches Archaologisches Institut - Orient-Abteilung, Urub 
Archlv. Photographs of texts from the Louvre Museum are published with permission 
of Dr. Beatrice Andre-Salvini, Conservateut general, Directeur du department des 
Antiquites Orientales, Musee du Louvre. Tablets from the Yale Babylouian CoHec-
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of the Ur III Kings in 

Literary and Historical Perspective 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This book is about the Sumerian-language letters of the kings of the Third Dy
nasty of lJr (2112~-2004 B,C.), texts known to us through the medium of school 
exercises left behind by young elite students who were learning to read and write 
in eighteenth-century Mesopotamia. The main part of the monograph consists of 
editions of all twenty-four items of this literary correspondence; in the pages that 
follow, I will provide background material and analysis that will facilitate the further 
study of these intriguing letters. The preserved copies may be Old Babylonian, but 
the setting of these compositions····-real, imaginary, or a mixture ofboth-lies in the 
time when all of Bahylonia was ruled by a highly c_entrali~ territorial state with the 
capital located at the city of lJr. I -

This short century oflJr's hegemony was only the second time that anyone had 
managed to bring the disparate city-states of southem Mesopotamia under one ban-
ner, about a hundred years or so after the collapse of the previous experiment of this ? 
kind under the kings of the Sargonic Dynasty. The founder of the new state, lJr-
Namma (2112-2095 B.C.) and his long-lived son and successor Sulgi (2094-2047 
B.C,), took great pains to create a unified polity in a political landscape dominated by 
regionalism and local autonomy.2 Following in some ways the patterns established 
1iyi1;'~Sargonic rulers, the new dynasty consolidated power, in theory at least, in the 
person of the charismatic supreme monarch, transcended local traditions without 
completely suppressing them by means of cooption aB well as coercion, developed 
an elaborate road and water transport system, and created a new training system for 
bureaucrats. They also imposed centralization by partly standardizing the official 
mechanisms of communication and control-·-namely, weight measures, calendars, 
and the writing system itself. This allowed for increased monitoring capacity or, at 

1, For a comprehensive overview of an things Ur Ill, with extensive bibliography, see Sai
laberger 1999. 

2. When citing ancient perwnal and geographicalnames1 1 have used conventional rendir 
tlons and not etymolDgical or phonological approximations, eschewing length marks, etc.; after 
alL to paraphrase Chatpin and Ziegler (2003: vi), this is a book about epistolary history, not about 
onomastics.. 
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least, a potential for such activity, a factor that some modern scholars consider es
sential for the development of bureaucracy (e.g" Kiser and Cai 2003: 512), 

At the same time, these kings and their commanders conducted an incessant se
ries of skirmishes and raids, as well as outright major wars, on their northeastern and 
southeastern border areas, fighting on rhe frontier as well as deep in enemy territory. 
O~e ca~ obse~e certain pa~tems in all of this m~rtial excess: the search for booty, 
preemptive strikes agamst rmders, or the defel1lle ot trade and communication routes 
to areas that were sources of prestige goods, but much of it also seems haphazard and 
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pointless, even taking into account the poor state of our knowledge. In the end, all 
they achieved was the consolidation of powerful new rival polities in the east and 
this, coupled with an exhaustion of resources and military power, brought about the 
collapse of the Ur III experiment. 

For most Assyriologisrs, Ur !II studies are synonymous with research on archi
val documents. The study of ideological matteI'S, of official self-representation, and 
of state-integrating strategies, has lagged behind the abundant research on socio
economic matters and has been split between different disciplines. Att historians 
have focused on contemporary Ur III materials such as seals, while literary specialists 
have looked at royal hymnography and epic texts, which are attested primarily in 
later, altered versions, TI,e letters that are the subject of this work belong together 
with these literary compositions, all of which were incorporated into the various 
school curricula of Mesopotamia sometime after the fall of Ur. Since we cannot es
tablish definitively when most of the later poetic and prose texts about Ur-Namma 
and his successors were originally composed, it is difficult to know which of them 
belong together, which proVide evidence of contemporary royal legitimization and 
self-representational strategies, and which were composed or radically altered in Old 
Babylonian times and are thus part of a later portrait of the earlier age. 

Legitimation and legitimacy are often invoked to explain the ideological mes
sages of Mesopotamian writings. 111ese concepts, with theit Webedan overtones, 
have rarely been systematically debated within Sllmerology, and one suspects that 
they are often used in a vague manner as a substitute for intuitive notions concerning 
propaganda and acceptance of central authority. There are, of course, many views on 
the theoretical aspects of these issues; here it will be useful to cite a recent statement 
by Rodney Barker (2001: 30), who writes: 

[Self-legitimation] is an activity, which can be observed and which comprises all 
those actions which rulers, but not only rulers, take to insist on or demonstrate, as 
much to themselves as to others, that they arc justified in the pattern of actions that 
they follow. Self, legitimation is an inherent and characterizing activity of govern
ment, just as worship is one of the characterizing activities of religion DC singing one 
of the chamcterizing features of choral music. 

In this formulation, self, legitimation is an inherent characteristic that helps to de
fine the very essence of royal rule (or any other type of rule, for that matter), one that 
simply has to be taken for granted as an essential attribute of kingship, In any given 
SOCiety and historical fomlation, one must investigate the tools used by the monarch 
as well as the intended audience for such display, Most important for our purposes is 
the observation that the self-justification of personal rule is usually concerned with 
legitimating the ruling individual, not the corporate state. This is useful, because we 
have very little information on the structural fabric of early Mesopotamian states 
on elite levels; it is difficult enough to determine who the elites wete and what 
their relationships to the crown were. Equally important, we cannot investigate the 
continuity or lack of continuity of social and economic structures between specific 
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formations such as the Sargonic and Ur III polities. There is no doubt that certain le
gitimating strategies of earlier rulers were adopted and transformed by dynasties that 
were to follow, but we cannot at this time say anything about the carry-over of elite 
strata between these states, and thus the continuity of the audience is a moot point. 

There is still much to be learned about early Mesopotamian kingship, but there 
can be little doubt that the ideological and representational aspects of supreme rule 
changed radically with the rise of larger territorial states-specifically, with the ad
vent of the Sargonic and Ur III dynasties. Sargon (2334-2279 B.C.), the first king of 
Agade, had to create new ways of controlling and representing power in a manner 
that subjugated and subordinated various smaller political units with long traditions 
of independent rule, and these mechanisms were eventually refashioned by his suc
cessors, most notably by his grandson Naram-Sin (2254-2218 B.C.).3 When, a cen
tury or so after the collapse of Akkad, Ur-Namma founded a new territorial state, he 
had only that single precedent to work with, and he had to rework the ideological 
foundations of centralized rule anew into a manner that was right for the times. 
Although the details of his conception still elude us, it seems that his project was 
successful in the short term, since we cannot detect any large-scale opposition to the 
central government for the three or more generations that he and his first three suc
cessors occupied the throne. 

The person of the king, in Sargonic as well as in Ur III times, was represented in 
a manner that meant to portray the monarch as the focal axis of the state and of the 
universe as well. For city dwellers and visitors, the visible signs of royal authority per
meated daily experience. The Ur III kings virtually remodeled the urban landscapes 
of their realms. Although we have only limited archeological confirmation of these 
activities, the votive texts, year~namesJ and monumental inscriptions document ex ... 
tensive building and rebuilding work throughout the land. The organizational and 
fiscal efforts were considerable, to say the least. During his eighteen-year reign, Ur
Namma initiated and perhaps even completed work on at least four massive stepped 
temples (ziggurats) in the most important cities of his realm: Ur, Eridu, Uruk, Nip
pur, and possibly Larsa. 4 These massive works required immense labor and invest
ment resources, not to mention logistical support. The ziggurats dominated the inter
nal and external view of the cities, drawing the gaze to the ceremonial center and to 
the royal patronage that made these structures possible. And this royal patronage of 
select cities resulted in major expansion. Thus, we know that "the city of Nippur had 
been much smaller until Ur III times, when it had expanded greatly. Subsequently, 
it shrank in size and presumably population, growing to its full size in only two other 
periods (Kassite and early Neo-Babylonian)" (Gibson 1998-99). In the countryside, 
the vigorous work on major canal networks likewise affected the rural landscape. On 
a smaller scale, royal public messages were encoded on monuments, of which only 

3. See the essays in Liverani ed., 1993. 

4. Sauvage 1998: 45 with n. 4. On Ur-Namma's work on the Ekur in Nippur, see Frayne 
1997: 17. 
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. ificant example, the Ur-Namma stele from the ceremonial center of Ur, 
one ,Slgn(Canby 200 1) And on an even smaller scale, the relationships between the 
survives· . h f h 

d ell'tes were visually rendered on cylmder seals and on t e sur aces t at crown an 
carried their impressions. .. 

The scribes of the land, who in their youth had to memonze and copy various 
texts extolling the magnificence of their prince, were not exempt from daily remind

f royal accomplishments, as they had to copy the same year-name countiess =0 h "d times daily for twelve months or more. But in the surviving sources t e most VIVI 
, examples of royal self-representation come fi'Ol~ the hymnography (Hallo 1963b). 
Th Old Babylonian corpus of such texts, selectively preserved, reWritten, modern
. de nd perhaps even archaized now comprises more than forty compositions, al-lze J a J ,. , • 

though the exact number very much depends on various opmlons about generic 
adscription. Just how much is lost to us at present can be gauged from th~ Ur 1II Y~le 
catalog of unknown origins published by William W. Hallo p963a), which contams 
forty-two incipits, of which only one, the ubiquitous hymn Sulg< A, can be Identified 
with certainty.s The rhetoric and contents of these hymns is well known; suffice It 
to say that most of the central themes that run thorough all ofUr III royalliterat~re 
are designed to place the figure of the king in the center of the U11lverse and to Imk 
him with the maintenance of order in the state as well as in the universe at large. 
Divine birth, divine care and nurture, mythological foundation in the time of Uruk 
heroes, as well as extraordinary and all-encompassing personal abilities-martial, 
sexual, linguistic, and intellectual-all locate the individual of the king at a central 
locus where both state and cosmos achieve immanent harmony and order. Analo
gies to this are not hard to find. Consider the following statement by Sarit Helman 
(1989: 126-27): 

The Javanese concept of order assumed the immanency of the sacred in the world. 
Thus, it lacked the perception of a separateness and consequent tension between 
the mundane and the cosmic realm. The immanency of the sacred in the world and 
its very embeddedness in the center of society implied that there were no criteria 
beyond those of the center in which the performance of institutions could be evalu ... 
ated. Therefore, any instability, any event which destabilized the socio-political or
der and the smooth functioning of nature} was interpreted in catastrophic terms} as 
driving both society and the cosmos into chaos. 

This description could easily be applied to the central ideas of early Mesopotamian 
political world order as represented in Sumerian royal literature: in hymns, city la
ments, and in the Gilgamesh stories, which in their original formulation articulated 
the foundation myth of the family ofUr-Namma. It may also reveal the ideological 
fragility of the state and help us understand why it was so easily toppled. Neverthe
less, one must be careful not to over-interpret the evidence, reducing all literary 
analysis to politics and ideology. I am by no means espousing such reductionism: I 

5. Line 42, dumu anona, may perhaps be the Baba hymn of "Luma" (eT 36 39-40). 
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concentrate on these issues as they are pertinent to the discussion at hand and by 
no means renounce poetics, A few examples will illustrate some of the more salient 
points, 

An exceptional pair of examples can be found in two texts that in a sense bracket 
the literary portrait of Ur-Namma, The first is Ur-Namma Hymn B, whleh provides 
divine sanction for his rule at Ur, and the second is his Hymn A, written after his 
death, which attempts to deal with his untimely demise, The latter is unique, and its 
poetic depiction of the death and burial of the king serves as the best example ofUr 
III concepts of the temporal embeddedness of the sacred in the political center of the 
state, The premature, violent death of the ruler could only signal divine displeasure 
and must have precipitated an ideological crisis that threatened to undermine the 
fragile fabric of the new state, which was only eighteen years old and in which local 
ideas of independence fur outweighed the burden of Imposed state authority, The un
usual nature of this event and of the text that commemorated it becomes particularly 
vivid when we observe that, with very few exceptions, the death of kings appears to 
have been a taboo subject in early Mesopotamian literature, The Ur-I\amma text 
aside, there are only two other compositioru that touch on this subject-namely, 
a cultic text that lists the burial places of early kings (Jacobsen 1963: 476-77 n, 8) 
and an incompletely preserved Akkadian-language text that is concerned with the 
death of Naram-Sin O. Westenholz 1997: 203-20), Anecdotes about unusual roval 
deaths appear sporadi~ally in the omen literature (Glassner 1997: 101-5), but thi~ is 
undoubtedly a separate tradition that belongs to a different semantic space, 

We often assume that the Old Babylonian school Life of older royal hymru is a 
secondary development: that is to say, we assume that they were originally written for 
specific occasions and were only secondarily and quite selectively inscribed into the 
school curricitlum after undergoing various degrees of orthographic, grammatical, 
and even thematic modernization, This may indeed be the case with some texts, but 
there is actually no evidence to support this view as far as the vast majority of royal 
hymns are concerned, To the contraty, a number of such poems written in the name 
of Sulgi and his latter-day admiters specifically refer to the glorification of the king 
in the eduba'a, that is in the place where the literary arts were taught in Ur III and 
Old Babylonian times (Sj6berg 1975a; George 2005), 

The meaning of the word eduba'a remains elusive, As is well known, there is a 
strong disjuncture between archaeological evidence that strongly suggests schooling 
was done in private and institutional settings and the literary depictions of more
formally organized schoolhouses, For the Ur III period, the only school texts we have 
come from the Inana temple in Nippur (Rubio, in press), What did ilulgi have in 
mind when he stated that he had established centers of learning? Adam Falkenstein 
(1953) was certain that the crown controlled schooling, but this interpretation has 
not been in favor of late, I suggest that in a sense Falkenstein was right, namely, that 
there were royal academies where poems were composed and elements of the cur
riculum were established, although these were probabLy quite separate from the pri
vate houses where instruction of a few schoolboys at a time actually took place, It is 
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possible, although one cannot prove this at present, that some of this compositional 
and redactional activity took place in places designated as IH:jestuz-dnidaba, the 
"establishments of Nidaba's wisdom," The term eduba'a may have been antiquated 
by Old Babylonian times, referting back to Ur III and early lsin reality (Oeorge 2005: 
7),6 In this context, royal self-repre~entation addressed the schoolmasters, to \1se a 
somewhat anachronistic term, as well as their pupils, the future bureaucrats and elite 
scribes of the land, 

These were the places from whleh knowledge emanated to those who taught in 
the large institutions and in their own houses, The masters of the eduba'a adapted 
various existing compositions for pedagogle uses and composed hymns in honor of 
rulers for the use of adler teachers and of their students, One might also speculate 
that these were fbe places where the Ur III writing reform, as well as the whole
sale revision of fbe contents of the curriculum, took place, Although contemporary 
evidence is still sparse, it appears that sometime under Ur.}\ amma and Sulgi the 
masters of t.he academies wiped the literary slate clean and discarded all but a few 
of the old compositiOns that went back to Early Dynastic times, They kept most of 
the lexical teaching tools but discarded old narratives, replacing them with materi
als written in honor of fbe contemporary ruling house--royal hymns, stories about 
their Uruk ancestors, and SO on, Once again, I suggest that the literary texts had a 
circumscribed social role--thar is, they were addressed to the literate minority and 
to select schoolchildren, 7 

The Ur III state has often been described as a patrimon ial state, a distinctive form 
of rule typified by segmentation of sovereignty between ruLers and corporate elites 
(Garfinkle 2008), If we continue to view the house ofUr through a pattimoniallens, 
then the identification and description of such corporate groups is absolutely neces
sary for any meaningful analysis, Certainly, we can speak of a few powerful fumilies 
such as the well-known dynasty of grand viziers, discussed in chap. 3, the hereditary 
governors of Umma (Dahl 2007), thc' house of Ur-Meme at the Inana temple in 
Nippur (Halla 1972; Zertler 1984), or the clan of the cantor Dada (Michalowski 
2006b), Our knowledge of these groups is suggestive, but it is hardly adequate for a 
broad-ranged analysis, 

aUTent knowledge sheds little light on the origins and formation of the Ur III 
state, We simply have no way of establishing the degr~e of force or co-option that 
was reqUired to bring together various local power centers that rose to promise in 
the wake of the Akkad collapse and to subject them to a new central authority, Here 
the distinction made by social scientists between con.sent-understood as behav-

6. Vario", etymologies of .,-dub-ba-. have been proposed, but none of them have found 
general acceptance. The Akkadian tf'".J.nslation bu tuPpi points to the sitnplest solution-that it 
indeed does mean uhouse of tablets ll and that the additional final ~a is there to distinguish it from 
e·kWb,(DUB)-ba, "storehouse." 

7. There is evidence that suggests, howeverl that the study of literature was only available 
to elite schoolchildren and that the majority of Old Babylonian scribes-to-be learned to read and 
wdte by tneans of basic exercises only; see Michalowski 2011, 
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ioral acceptance and legitimization, perceived as normative assent-is particularly 
Important (Della Fave 1986: 477), To what extent did the various strata of society, 
including the important elites, simply consent to the rise of a new center, what was 
the degree of coercion, and how was the legitimating process used to arrive at norma
tive assent? \Vere the existing elites co-opted and integrated into the power structure 
of the new state or was it dominated by a few families from Uruk and Uri We know 
that during the Akkad period local elites were dominated by officials sent from the 
center, and it appears that simHar methods may have been used by Ur-Namma and 
hL' successor, but the fact remains that, while data on civilian and military governors 
grows, we actually know very little about most of them, especially about their origins 
and corporate allegiances, 

One of the most powerful methods of vertical social integration in this period 
was the familial expansion of the patrimonial state, Multiple royal wives tcsulted in 
a multitude of children, When one con.,iders that the Drehem texts alone provide 
us with the names of almost a hundred princes and princesses during a period that 
spans no more than two generations, the issue is thrown into particularly sharp relief, 
A hundred children means many more mothers than are currently known; more im
portant, these children could potentially have at least a hundred spouses, and even 
if we subtract a dozen or two who became unmarried priestesses, the number is still 
imposing (Sigrist 1992; 361 n, 41). One of the best-known uses of royal children is 
for international alliances by means of dynastic marriages; the Ur 1Il kings managed 
to create such bonds with most of the bordering and outlying polities, including 
Marl, Hamad, Simanulll, BaSime,. MarhaSi, Zabsali, Simanum, and AnSan, as well as 
others, including possibly ~ineveh. These marriages did notalwayshave the desired 
effect, and not all hostilities were averted, More important, they did not prevent a 
number of these polities from taking part in the wars that ended the Ur III state. 

These dynastic marriages have received much attention, but other familial al
liances may have been more significant for internal integration and for the domi
nance of the royal family, The evidence is incomplete, but there are good reasons 
to believe that the top echelons of state otganizations, including the military, were 
occupied either by members of the extended royal family or by men who had married 
into the family of Ul'-Namrna. Princely generals aside, prominent examples include 
Arad-Nan~a, the grand chancellor, whose wife was a daughter of Sulgi, and Babati, 
the queen s brother, who was perhaps as important during the reign of his nephew 
Su-Sin, 111e Garsana archive offers a unique picture of a strategic lural estate run 
by a princess and her spouse (Owen and Mayr 2007). Royal children who did not 
marry into other elite families--within and without the state-became high priests 
and priestesses; in one sense, they were betrothed to divinities, thus extending royal 
frumltal control over central religious institutions, 

The manner in which the rulers represented themselves to these corporale elites 
is only partially recoverable, In addition to the visual manifestations of power de
scribed above, we have to take into account the pomp and circumstance of public 
ceremony, the constant banquets, royal progresses, and ceremonial events during 
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h' h kings affirmed their power, status, and charisma, constantly defining thelr 
~a: in the world to their elite subjects, their large extended family, as well as to 
themselves. These were the primary loci of self-representation, and literature, so dear 
to many of us, had only a minor role in this game. , 

In the works of our time, the short century when Sumer and Babylonia were 
ruled by the house ofUr-Namma is uniformly described as a marvelous time of great 
architectural, military, literary, and of scholarly achievements, albeit one that, for 
some. was also a period when the heavy hand of a strongly centralized government 
oppr~ssed various strata of the population, Until recently, the period was often de
Scribed as a "Neo-Sumerian Renaissance," and even though most now thl11k that 
it was neither "neo" nor a "renaissance" of anything and although opinion is more 
divided on the matter of its "Sumerianness" and what that might have actually en
tailed, the descriptive term is not completely dead in some circles,8 Much of this 
requires reexamination for the simple reason that the manner in which ;-e often de
scribe that period is in essence not much more than a paraphrase of anCIent sources, 
in concert with the self~reptesentation strategies of the monarchs ofUr, The propa
gandistic language of the royal hymns, particularly those of Sulgi, and the hyperbolic 
touting of accomplishmen~' in year-names have surVIved the ages and have had theIr 
desired effect on an audience that the ancient authors could not have even imag
ined, One has to admit to an admiration of their efforts, 

Sulgi is remembered as a semidivine polyglot who could outrun and outfight 
any opponent, whose strategic and martial efforts created a world-class empire, and 
whose organizational, legal, and bureaucratic imagination reinvented ancient state
craft, while his second successor Su-Sin lives on in the Assyriological imagination as 
a gentle but charismatic lover (Su-Sin Hymn B 1-8): 

Youth of my heart, my beloved man; 
Your allure is sweetness~ sweet as syrup. 
Lover of my heart, my beloved man; 
Yout allure is sweetness itselfj sweet as syrup, 
You have captivated me, I will come to you on my own, 
I will snatch you, 0 youth, right into the bedchamber; 
You have captivated me, I will come to you on my own, 
I will snatch you, 0 youth, right into the bedchamber! 

But his scribes also wanted the world to obey him out of fear, anticipating what A T, 
Olmstead (1918) so felicitously describ~-d as the "calculated Jrightfulness" of the 
Assyrian kings. All Old Babylonian copy of an inscription placed on an illustrated 
stele with representations of scenes from a victory over the highland land of Zabsali 
contains these words: 

(Su-Sin) killed both the strong and tbe weak, heads of the just and wicked he piled 
up like (heaps) of grain, corpses of their people he piled up like sheaves. , .. their 

8. Por acdtique of the term IIneo .. Sumerian renaissance/' see Becker 1985. 

, l". 
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established cities and villages he turned into (empty) tells, destroyed their walls, 
blinded all the young men of the cities he had conquered, and made them serve in 
the orchards ofEnlil, Ninlil, and in the orchards of aU the great gods; he donated all 
the women of the cities he had conquered to the weaving establishments of EnliL 
Ninlil, and of the great gods.'" . 

These seemingly contradictory portraits of a Swnerian sovereign are, of course, 
hardly unique as far as tyrants are concerned. And yet the word "tyrant" is scarcely, 
if ever, used in describing ancient Mesopotamian kings. Instead, d,ey are usually 
portrayed, in the manner of their O\vn propaganda, as heroic and patriotic, bringing 
together quarrelling smaller political units for the common good, From the modem 
nationalistic worldview, nation-states, especially one's own, are superior, and the 
bigger tbe better; but it is questionable if the projection into the past of such feelings 
results in good history-writing. In the study of early Mesopotamia, we invariably fa
vor periods of centralization of authority, if for no other reason than that such times 
provide more ample documentation. But this sort of centralization is the anomaly 
rather than the norm; in the third and early-second millennia, it accounts for 250 
years or so at the most. We may celebrate the various civil accomplishments of the 
famous kings associated with these times-namely, Sargon, Naram-Sin, Sulgi, or 
Hammurabi-but we should also remember the piles of corpses and shattered lives 
that they left in their wake. 1. M. Diakonoff (1969) famously dismissed the glorious 
vision ofUr, charging that it was a highly despotic state, and although his opinion is 
often cited without approval, his insights may prove to be much more prescient than 
is often assumed. And yet one has to also look at all of this from a different angle 
and ask if the members of the Ur-Namma dynasty actually dominated their realm 
to such a degr,ee, or rather if "the Ur III state was centralized only in the sense that 
the crown was the locus for the direction of resources from throughout the state," as 
Steven Garfinkle asserts (2008: 60). 

1l,ese states were not only ephemeral, but, as Norman Yoffee (1995) keeps re
minding us, relatively small affairs, even if they are sometimes described as "empires." 
Ibe Ur III polity was undoubtedly more compact and less expansive than the Old 
Akkadian kingdom, but we must keep in mind that it lasted only a few decades lon
ger than the one-person "empires" of Puzur-Instlliinak or Samsi-Addu, which may 
have been equal or even ten'itorially more extensive in size. to Likewise, one must 
be cautious not to overestimate the militaty power of Ur and the intensity of war at 
the time. To be sure, some of the expeditions mounted by Ur-Namma's successors 
were serious military offensives that drove deep into the highlands of Iran, but the 
Orwellian year-names-the main source of our knowledge of most of these events
tteat all battIes, border skirmishes, and low-intensity warfare on the frontier quite 
equally and describe them all as "destructions" of the enemy. The well-known case 

9. Su-Sin E3/2.L4.3 iii 16-21, lv 11-31 (Frayne 1997: 303-4). 
10. For a discussion of tlle Ur III state as much smaller and much less militarily effective 

d\an is assumed by some modem scholars, see Michalowski 2009a, 
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of the highland city of Simurum serves as the best illustration of the futi! ity of some 
of the martial successes proclaimed in the year-names: Sulgl claimed vlctory or, more 
literally, the destruction of Simurum, nine times, and yet it still caused problems for 

his successors. 
This is, broadly sketched, the ideological and political background against which 

we have to judge the stories that the Ur III royal correspondence purports to nar
rate, As Old Babylonian literary pieces, they contribute to the manner in which 
Mesopotamians looked at their past, but it is not at all clear if they can be used to 
illuminate the i£sues that have been highlighted in the preceding paragraphs. Much 

. of this depends, as already noted, not only on when the texts were included in the 
loosely structured school system but also on the date of composition of each indi
vidual member of d,e royal letter collection. One author, in the context of defending 
the "authenticity" of the letters, writes provocatively: "I defy anyone to write the 
history of that period without its Royal Correspondence and other literary sources" 
(Hallo 2006: 100). I hope my teacher will forgive me, but on the preceding pages, I 
have, quite briefly to be sure, attempted to do just that. But the proper response to 
this challenge must take into account many factors associated with the Sumerian 
language school curricula and on how one confronts the information found in the 
correspondence with the data of Ut III archival and historical records. In the chap
ters that follow, I will address a range of literary, archival, philological, historical, and 
historiographic issues associated with the interpretation of the letters. Because these 
epistles straddle, in an often-messy manner, the borders between history and fiction, 
reality and make-believe, as well as betweenliterarure and everyday writing, my own 
approach will be equally discursive, mirroring to a degree the structural idiosyncra
sies of this group of texts. I begin with an analysis of the place of the Correspondence 
of the Kings of Ur in its most immediate setting: the Old Babylonian school tradition. 

i, 

Ii 



Chapter 2 

Sumerian Literary Letters 

Letters came late in the history of cuneiform writing. The earliest examples 
known to us have been found not in Mesopotamia but in Syria, in the third
millennium archives ofTeH Mardikh, and are written in Eblaite, the Semitic archi
val language of the area (Fronzaroli 2003). It is hardly surprising that letters were 
not composed before Early Dynastic times, because until tben the cuneiform writing 
sYstem was not suitable for such expression. The five earliest Sumerian letters from 
Mesopotamia itself were discovered in the city of Girsu and probably date to the 
time ofUrukagina, around 2390 B,C, (Kienast and Yolk 1995: 25-3.5). Another Early 
Dynastic ten of this type of unknown provenience may come from roughly the same 
time (Kienast and Yolk 1995: 36). 

Letter-writing in Sumerian and Akkadian came into its own during the Sargonic 
period, More than a hundred texts of this type have been recovered to date, and 
they were found in almost every place that has yielded cuneiform tablets from this 
period, from Susa in Iran to Tell Brak in Syria, from the Diyala region as well as from 
both northern and southern Babylonia (Kienast and Yolk 1995: 37-198). There is 
even an example of a training letter from this time (Foster 1982a, 1982b). The vast 
majority of Sumerian letters come from the time of the Third Dynasty of Ur, even 
if they are possibly to be counted as a different form of written expression than the 
standard letter. Most of them are relatively simple orders or reports, and few of them 
ever achieved the complexity that we find in Akkadian-language epistles (Sollberger 
1966; Michalowski 1993). The generic epistolary of these texts differs contextually 
from what we think of as "letters"; they may be ascribed to the genre on formal 
grounds but from a pragmatic point of view they are artifacts of a different sort. 

Individual letters, described in Western classical literature as part of a conversa
tion between absent friends, are elements in a complex semiotic interchange and 
are usually part of a theoretically endless epistolary chain, One can see this in the 
literary ordering of the Correspondence of the Kings of Ur (CKU) and in the politi
calletters of the Sumerian Epistolary Miscellany (SEpM) (nos, 2-5), which tend to 
be transmitted in pairs; that is, a letter to a king followed by an answer, The aptly 
named letter-orders are not intended to elicit an epistolary response; they require an 
action that mayor may not be recorded in writing. When it is, the form is a receipt, 

14 
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. . h I· tter and therefore they are to be thought of more properly as part of ot aoot er e , , . Th I d' 
n I 'verse of the administrative recording archives. e etter-or er IS a 
the textua um d h ,. II 

d £ action and once the recipient fulfilled the or er t e ongma etter 
deman .or an h· I £ 'D I 

I ed with dav and the new surface became the ve Ie e lOr a receipt. .. 
was enve op P 'f I rd (1972. £ 
Owen published a rare pres~rved ~xampl:. of thIS sort 0 etter-o er , .or ao-
other fragmentary one, see CUSAS 3 103,): 

Tablet (Letter-Order) 

L he-sa6-ra 
2. u-na-a-dug4 
3, 1 (ge~) 3 (u) 5 (as) se gur 
4, sa e dSiira-ka 
5. su-dIM-ra 
6, he-na-ab-sum-mu 
7. na-mi-gur-re 

"Tell Hesa to give 95 kor of grain 
to Su-Adad in the temple of Sara, 
and not to argue (about it)," 

Envelope (Receipt) 

1. 1 (g<'&) 3 (u) 5 (a.~)Se gurlugal 
2. ki mGIR-ba-ni sabra-ta 
3. su-dIM kus7 
4. su ba-ti 
5, sa e dsara-ka 
seal: 
suAM, kus7 [ugal, dumu ga-mi-lum 

"The animal-trainer Su-Adad received 
95 kor of grain from the administrator 
Hum-bani, in the temple of Sara." 
Seal: "Su-Adad, royal animal-trainer, son 
of Gamilum," 

In this case, someone ordered Hesa to arrange for the transfer of grain t~ the royal 
animal-trainer Su-Adad, The name of the person who made the request IS now lost, 
as it would have been certified by the seal impression on the original envelope th~t 
Hesa, or his representative, had cracked open to reveal the mes~age. Hesa then ;n 
tum gave an order to Hum-bani, who took care of the matter, dlsbursmg the gral~ 
to Su-Adad; a new envelope was created around the original letter-order, and thIS 
served as the surface for the receipt of the transaction, which was certified by the seal 
of the recipient. The inclusion of both the order and the receipt thus provides the 
"c1av trail" for the transaction. 

As one can See in this example, Ur III letter-orders do not as a rule include the 
full letter-address formula, as the sender of the message is rarely mentioned in the 
body of the letter but is identified by his 01' her seal impression rolled either on the 
tablet or on the envelope. The recipient in the process of reading destroyed the 
envelopes, and therefore these texts were not meant to be permanent record,s of any 
kind. This Is a pattern that will be continued in letter-orders from later periods, as, 
for example, in the often unaddressed messages of this type known from the Late 
Old Babylonian period (Finkelstein 1972,4-6), although by Late Babylonian tim,;" 
missives of this type include the names of both senders and recipients (MacGtnl1ls 
1995), 

As things stand today, there is only one text from those times that can be con
sidered a true narrative epistle, The letter was first published by D. LOwen (1980) 

I 
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and has largely been ignored, although H, Neumann (2006: 17-19) has recently 
contributed to its understanding, The text is extremely difficult and wilt prolit from 
further study; it is presented here in full to show just how different it is, in tone and 
in language, from both the UI' III letter-orders and from the Old Babylonian school 
letters written in Sumerian (MVN 11 168 [HSM 7192]): I 

1, Ucij -' air -ra 
2 ,,' d ' u -11a-a- ug4 
3, a-11a-aS-am 
4, tur-tur-e-nc-kc4-es 
5, inim-sig,gu10 fb,be 
6, 60 (dis) ninda !iu-lir-ra 2 (ban) zid 
7, kus-a-ga-Ia-se ha-mu-n[-kes 
8, e-a se l-gal-Ia-am munus-ra la-ba-an-kes 
9, e-kiSib3-ba-ka-na a-tu-da nu-me-a nu-un,ku,-re-ello 

10, nfg-guru mMms-gal-Ia-ni ga-e ib-bi-bi-re 2 

11, e-a,na 1 (u) 1 (diS) bappira {,gal-am im-ta-e sa-gal <'-a-se 1-21 
12, se apln-Ia-a nam-erin-e ba-ab-de6 

13, e-a se na-me nu-gal 
14, a-sa-ga-ke4,es lu-"nanna-ra 
15, in-na-dug4 ga-ra-ab-sum-bi ma-an-dug, 
16, tukum,bi a-sa su,na nu-um-sum 
17, ki na.me,a apin-la ga,ba-ab,dabs 
18, gu4,du,ke4-eS lu-us ga-ar ha-mu-si-in,gi4,gi4 
19,8e e,a nu,mu-da,gal 
20, se liu ha-ma,ab,talc4-tak4 
21. a-ma,ru-kam he,em-du 
22, igi-du8-e lu~k(g-gi,'a dsara ba-an,§i,DU lna-an-dug4 
23, na,am,mu-dab- he-em,du , 

HSay to Kiaga: 3-5Why am I being maligned about the children/servants, 6")even 
though 1 bound up sixty half,loafS of bread and two ban of flour in leather sacks 
(for provisions for each of them)? BThere is grain in the household but none 
was bound up (in sacks as provisions) for the WOman, ~She would not allow me 
to enter into the storehouse without Atu's permission, IDWould I squander the 
property that belongs to him? 

II The eleven beer-breads that were in his house have been taken out; they have 
been distributed as food for the household, "TIle troops/workers took away the 
seed grain, l3and (now) there is no grain whatsoever in the household, 

1, eoUated on photographs kindly provided by James A. Armstrong, The translation is ad
rr.ittedly tenuous, and many lines could be rendered diffetently, [ am grateful to Wolfgang Heim
pel for helping me with the understanding of this letter, even U' we do not agree on ail poin"" 

2, Read pethaps nfg-gurll,me-enB (n(I!>'gal,la,ni ga,e fb,bi-bi're, and tmnslate, per
haps, as "That is my/your properly, I would only squander it if it belonged to hlm/her!" 
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I+-lSI spoke to Lu-Nanna about the field, and he gave me his word that he would 
give it to me, 16 If he does not entrust it to me, "then I will have to take (lease 
of a field) somewhere else, lSand then he should send me a drover 3 in the mat, 
ter of the oxen, 19There is no grain in the household, Wand therefore he should 
dispatch grain to me, 21 Please-let him come! 

22He (Lu-Nanna') told me: "The dike worker 4 took along the messenger of the 
(temple of) Sara," 23He must not be detained-let him come! 

, The exceptional nature of this piece is striking, but it may be that it represents the 
kind of letter one might find in a private archive, and therefore it is possible that 

hen more such non-official tablet collections are recovered we will have a different 
;icture of Ut III epistolarity, Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that a text of thi~ s,ort 
could be unique; the extensive use of letters among entrepreneurs and state ofllclals 
in Old Assyrian and Old Babylonian times, some of whom could undoubtedly read 
and write, could not have been completely unprecedented, While direct evidence 
is admittedly extremely limited at the present time, the numerous references to the 
circulation of messengers in Ur III times lead one to suspect that many of them may 
have carried letter tablets, By analogy, it is interesting to note that in India there is 
no direct evidence for early letter writing, and yet circumstantial evidence suggest.:; 
tbat there probably was a vigorous culture of international epistolary exchange al
ready in the third century B.C,E, during the reign of Aioka (Hiniiber 2010). 

'The lack of proper epistolary materials from the Ur III period makes it difficult 
to assess the elaborate Sumerian letters, some supposedly written during that period, 
that were copied in the Babylonian schools of the eighteenth century when dle lan
guage was long dead and ordinary epistles were composed in Akkadian, These are the 
letters that we consider to be "literary" simply because they were part of the school 
curriculum and were written in the ductus reserved for such texts, Indeed, although 
they are therefore considered "literary," they are often not treated as true "literature" 
and are thought to be found objects, somehow inferior to epic, myths, or hymns, But 
a generic value judgment of this sort ignores cultural realities and perpetuates as' 
sumptions about textual authority that can hardly be substantiated from a theoretical 
or practical point of view. 

The matter of lettets as literature has been the subject of much debate, In the 
words of one author, "since the seventeenth century, 'letters' have been made to 
serve (as) 'literature,' that is letters have been made to serve the law of literary 
genre" (Benstock 1985: 257), This implies a definition in which the law of genre is 
a dominant force, an arbitrator of the social and epistemological status of texts as 
literature, Although this type of generic imperialism has surfaced often in literary 
studies, in theories as varied as those of Northrop Frye or Mikhail Bakhtin, to name 
but two oft-cited authors, the immediate impetus for the statement cited above was 

3, Assumingiu'us~~, 
4, I provisionally assume that igi,d"" is the Umma equivalent of a-igi-dus "dike/canal 

worker" (,ekiru), commonly attested in Girsu, 

I 
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the notorious Carte Pastale of Jacques Derrida (1980), which dominated much late
twentieth-century discussion of both epistolarity and genre, The epistles of tlle Carte 
assembled together achieve the form of a love letter (Benstock 1985: 258), and this 
has led many to debate the sexual aspects of the exchange of letters, desire, the body, 
and the role of the feminine in Western letters, From the point of view of literary 
reception, genre is above all a matter of model and tradition, and for European read· 
ers, the erotic and gendered aspects of epistolariry reach at least as far back as Ovid's 
Epistulae Heroidum (de Jean 1989: 60; Cherewatuk 1993: 31 with n. 18), 

Such a long continuous tradition of reading and misreading creates its own laws 
and values, and therefore much of this discussion is historicist and culture specific; 
whatever its intrinsic interest might be, it remains to be seen if it has much to offer 
to the student of Mesopotamian writings, The same can be said. of course, about 
'my invocation of the matter of genre, but the issue is particularly delicate when the 
epistolary genre is in focus, The letter has figured prominently in Western specula
tions about literature and wliting: since Greek times, letters have been at the center 
of debates about genre and literature, truth and f,ction, as well as gender and power 
(Altman 1982). This makes sense in the Western environment, but one can question 
just how relevant all ofLhis is to writings from different places and different times. 

Letters loomed large in the debate about mimesis, truth, and the ontological 
status of literature itself because the literary form mirrored epistolary exchanges from 
everyday life, The chaining of letters, or rather the seriation of epistolary exchanges, 
has reappeared at various times in ancient Greece as well as in mucb later epochs 
in the West, in a manner that has been seen as leading to a new genre. the noveL 
Indeed. this is precisely why epistolarity has been so important in speculations about 
genre, The rise ~f the epistolary novel, as well as those of the non-qualified garden 
variety, has been linked to epistolarity and feminine discourse; genre and gender 
have been engaged in this discussion, leading to the problem of power and authority 
and the problem of the law of genre (e.g., Cherewatuk and Wiethaus 1993). These 
\Vestern debates are rooted in a variety of culture-specific hermeneutics and have 
centered on spedfic bodies of epistolary texts that were often self-consciously com
posed by authors well versed in the rhetorical and generic debates of their time, 

Are the laws of genre universal, or do they only rule over the intellectual descen
dants of Aristotle? More important, can one ill any way link the debates ovet the 
rise of the epistolary novel in ancient Greece or latter-day England witb develop
ments that took place thousands of years ago in Mesopotamia? To answer these ques
tions. one would have to invesrigate synchronic and diachronic aspects of ancient 
systems of categorization of discourse, but such an lmdertaking would undoubtedly 
be hampered by the lack of any written native critl.cal tradition, the uneven syn
chronic and diachronic distribution of texts, as well as the incomplete recovery of 
cuneifom1 documents, I have argued in a very different context (J999a: 89) that 
"genetic qualities were essential properties ofMesopotamiandiscoutse, qualities that 
surfaced in the way in which texts spoke to each other, in the way that they were 
transformed. and in the way that they lived out their existence in the flow of literary 
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traditions, , , they found their expression not in extemallabels and taxa but in the 

poetics of a complex "'Titten w~rld," " ' 
To the scribes of second-mdlenmum Babyloma, the letter was emblematIC. and 

'ts complicated history may have some bearing on the native perception of the fOlm. 
~he only old story that we have concerning the origin of writing is embedded in the 
long poem that we caU Enmerl<ar and the Lord of Aratta, and it deal~, as chanc,G would 
have it, with the origin of the letter, The Borge.tan paradox of thIS eplsode IS worth 

entioning here because it sheds light on the native perceptions of epistolarity, 
r:weT and corporate identity. I will limit my remarks to pertinent facts, since Her
~ann'Vanstlphout (1983,1989) has already written well about thes matter. The set
ting is a contest between a Sllmerif1ll city, Umk, and its batbarian double, a mythical 
place called Aratta, somewhere deep in a fantasy image of some area of present-day 
Iran. The lulers of the twO cities exchange riddles, and the, requires that a messenger 
travel with lightning speed across the mountain ranges that separate the two, carry
ing in his brain ever-longer messages. To ease his burden, the Sumerian king invent.s. 
cuneiform writing on the spot and sends his rival a letter. which the latter cannot, 01 

course, read, I cite the pertinent passage according to Catherine Mittemtayer's new 
edition (2009: 144-45), which she graciously pur at my disposal before publication 

(Enmerkar and the Lord of Amtia 500-506): 

dUll-ga-ni-am sa-bi su·su·a-am 
kcg'gi4-a inim i-dugud 5U nu-mu-un-da-an-gi4-gi4 
bar k{g-giL-a inim .-dugud su nu-mu-un.da-an.gi4,gi4-da-kam 
en kul-ab~l'-a-ke4 im-e su bi-in·ra inim klSlbr gin7 bi-in-glib 
u.-bi-ta inim im-ma gub-bu nu-ub-ta-gal-la 
l,,~e .. se dutu u4 ... ne ... a ur5 he ... en .. na .. nam--ma..-am 
en kul-aba/:-a-ke4 in[im im·ma b]{-in-gub urs he-en-na-nam-ma 

This was his message but its meaning was lost; 
The words were too difficult for the messenger, so he could not repeat (them); 
Because the words were too difficult for the messenger, so he could not repeat 

(them), 
1he king of Kulaba applied his hand to clay and stamped the message as if with 

a seal. 
Before that time no one had ever written down words on a tablet, 
But now, under the sun of this very day, indeed it was so! 
TI,e king of Kulaba wrote down words on a tablet, indeed it was so: 

The messenger takes the tablet with him and once again tackles the long road to 
Aratta; he presents himself before the local ruler, and then the narrator informs us 
that (Enmerl<ar and the Lord of Aratta 537-541; Mittermayet 2009: 146-47): 

en arattah-ke4 k(g-gi4-a 
1m Sll nigin2~na'"ni Bll ba"si"in .. ti 
en arattaktke4 im~ma igi i .. nir"in .. bar 
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inim duwga gag-am sag-ki mi-rf-da-am 5 

en arattaki-ke4 im su-nigin2-na-ni igi im-bar-bar-re 

The king of Aratta received 
'{be tablet on which all was recorded for him; 
The king of Aratta looked at the tablet, 
The spoken words seemed like nails, ' , , 
The king of Aratta continued to look at the tablet on which aU was recorded for 

him, 

The symbolism of this episode is self-evident, but it also includes a critical absurdity. 
It is obvious that a letter is useless unless it has a recipient, but one never doubts, i~ 
correspondence, that the addressee can read or, in Mesopotamia, that the messenger 
who carrie,,; it can read it to him or her. Here is a new twist on or, perhaps better, a 
blind anticipation of the purloined letter, for the message of this particular epistle 
lies not in its content, which is irrelevant, but in its form. The letter is in plain 
sight but cannot be understood, The medium is tmly the message-for once the 
cliche fitl!--since the surface message of the letter is gibberish to the illiterate king 
of Aratta, There is an underlying epistemological as well as epistolary theory here, 
one that comes dose to the way in which letters have been theorized in the West, 
Consider the words of Claudio Guillen from his excellent essay on the Renaissance 
letter (1986: 78): 

In the history of OUf dvilization lettel's have signified a crucl.al passage between 
orality to writing ltselt~r a practical interaction between the two, As ecriture) 
it begins to involve the writer in a silent, creative process if self ... distancing and 
self-modeling, leading perhaps, as in autobiography, to fresh knOWledge or even to 
fiction. 

I will pick up some of these strands below, For now, One can simply note that the real 
message of the newly invented Sumerian letter is clear: it heralds the superiority of 
literate Mesopotamian ciViliZation, much to the despair of the highland king, who 
must recognize the inferiority of his own culture, which had no writing and no let
ters. This is the obvious ideological import of this story for a modern reader versed 
in contemporary theory, but it is not necessarily the only or the best interpretation. 

For the scribes who taught the Sumerian poem in school, as well as for their pu
pils, this passage may have carried additional meanings, as they would recognize their 
own power as writers and readers for nobles and kings, many of whom were illiterate 
and needed them for access to written communication. Nor can this story be dis
"Bsociated from the similar etiological tale of the origin of clay envelopes for letters, 

5. The reading of this linefollows Keettnan 2010: 73 ("Diegesprochen Worte waren PflOcke 
waren (wie) cine zornig geruh,elte Stirn"), Mitremleyer 2009: 146 reads the first half of the line 
as u4~ba dUI1""ga~ni (<lDamals war [dies Enmerkaras] Forderung, eli war elne wotende Willenr 
silusserung"), This is not the place to discuss the difficulr second half of the line, 
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which, similar to the story recounted above, was embedded in a tale about another 
. f ancient kings Ur-Zababa of Kish and the future ruler of Agade named Sargon patro !) 6 

(Sargonand UrcZababa 53-56 . 

-biota im-ma 'gub-bu he-g,,]' im 'shi'-ge ba-ra-gal-Ia-am 
~ b b [. I" 'd'·' , "d ga ar lugal ur-",a- ",' a, sar'fU-um- (Hn rgir-re,e cne su, Uw -
im-ma gub-bu nig nf ba-ug7-a-ta 
ttvup-pa is-tucur-su ~a su-mu-ur ra-ma,ni-[su] 

.:uugkl_ga lugal-za-ge4-e-si su bacni-ib-tag4-ta~ 

In those days, writing on tablets already existed but the enveloping of tablets 
did not exist, 

So King Ur-Zababa, for Sargon, the creature of the gods, 
Wrote a tablet that could cause his (Le., Sargon's) own death, 
And dispatched it to Lugalzagesi in Umk. 

Here the envelope is invented in order to hide the contents of the epistle from the 
eyes of the messenger, since the letter contained i!~tfUctions for the r~cipient to 
murder the carrier. Thus, a letter can kill, transgresslllg the separations imposed by 
mimesis; ecriture becomes potential deed, and fiction is subordinated to the mur' 
derer's dagger. It is important to observe that these two passages concerrung the 
origins of writing tablets and hiding their content with an envelope have to do w,rth 
letters and not any other form of written communication, We cannot determme 
the date at which these two pieces of literature were first composed, but it seems 
that it is not accidental we have them from the very same time that letters become 
literature-that is, when the geme is extended and reformulated by inserting it into 
the inscribed world in which focus is brought upon the very mechanisms of language 
and discourse, 

I will now move on to a brief survey of Sumerian literary correspondence. This 
survey is limited in scope: it serves only as introduction to the main topic of this 
book, the royal letters of the Ur III kings. The matter is dealt with in more detail by 
Brisch (2007) and Kleinerman (2011). 

The Number of Letters 

At present, there are more than 73 texts that have been qualified as Sumerian 
literary letters, although some of them are known only by name ftom "literary cata
logs!' In the rather confusing modem classification currently in use, the largest num
ber, 24, belong to the CKU, 17 to the SEpM (now fully edited in Kieinerman 2011), 

6. There is a clear intertextual relationship between the Sargon story and the Enmerkar 
passage, as the metaphor of applying a seal to the invented letter anticipates the discovery of ~c 
envelope, which is the normal vehicle for such impressions; but this is a complex matter that 11es 
outside of the topic of this discussion. 
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as well as more-or- less 35 other miscellaneous private and royal letters, letters to 
gods, and letters of petition, including four or more compositions from the Royal Cor
respondence of Larsa (RCL; Bdsch 2007: 75-89).1 The imprecise figures given here 
reflect the uncertainty about the attribution of fragments, redactional differences, as 
well as other philological problems that cannot be addressed here. The SEpM was 
formerly designated as Collection B (Ali 1964), but this is somethlng of a misnomer, 
because there is no "Collection A." Three of the most-commonly-copied letters of 
the CKD were included together by one Nippur scribe on a single tablet, but there 
is no evidence that this constituted a regular "collection."" 

Geographical and Temporal Distribution 

Copies of letters have been found at almost at! sites that have Old Babylonian 
Sumerian-language instructional texts; at Nippur, Dr, lsin, Cruk, Kish, Sippar, Me, 
turan, Mati, and Susa. The CKC letters are found in all of these places except Me
turan and MarL 9 

With only a few exceptions, the Sumerian-language epistolary texts are known 
from Old Babylonian copies that testify to their use in scribal itlstruction during this 
period. As such, they were used at a somewhat advanced level of the curriculum. The 
few examples of letter extracts used for elementary instruction come from Sippar and 
Susa, where round tablets with Sumerian epistolary phraseology were found. 10 Only 
a handful of these letters survived the Middle Babylonian revision of education. An 
expanded bilingual version of letter SEpM 22 was widely copied during the second 
and first millennia; it has been found in a Neo-Babylonian verSiO!l from Babylon 
and Ur, as well as on earlier tablets from Assur, Dgarit, Boghazkoy, and Assut (Civil 
2000; 109-16). A Middle Babylonian tablet found at Susa contains two CKU letters 
in syllabic Sumerian with Akkadian translations. ! 1 Only one Sumerian literary letter 

7. Kletnennan (2009: vii) refers to seventeen of these letters as the Ancillary NipPUT) Ur, 
and Uruk Corresponde11Ce (ACL. AukC, AUrC); she now uses the tefin Add,tional NiPPU! Letters 
(ANL) in her revised publication (Kleinerman 2011, with editions). Briseh 20C7: 87 is undoubt
edly correct in her suspicions that ReL "is perhaps a !niSIlomer;J} the label is retained here only 
for the sake of convenience, 

8. 3 N-T 311, compilation tablet Nd (p. 54, below). See !vIichalowski 2006d: 152. 
9. The only letter tabl.et found at Meturau is H 184 C, which had the Letter ofNinratapada 

to Rim-Sin on one side and the Letter of Sm-samulJ f1) Enki on the other (Bnsch 2007: 82): a tablet 
with part of SEpM was found at Mari, but nothing from the CKU hus been identified up to the 
present time. See Cavigneaux and Colonna d'Istria 2009: .52; the "extrnit de la correspondence 
littecaireJi mentioned there contains SEpM (personal communication, Antoine Cavigneaux; now 
included in the edition of Kleinerman [2011]). 

10. Sus.: MDP 27 87, 88; Sippar: USFS 134 (Si. 420). Currently, only two other round epis· 
tolary exercises are knO\\'n: BIN 2 53 (SEpM7), of unknown ongin, and CBS 4078, from Nippur 
(Letter of Sin-iddinam to U"'; Halla 1982: 97, source N3 in Brisch 2007: 170). 

11. MDP 57 no. 1 (compilation tablet SuI, pp. 56-56 below). 
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has been found in the Assurbanipallibraries, namely, the Letter of Sin-iddinam to Dtu. 
Finally, one should mention a curious Neo-Babylonian fragment that contains what 
seems to have been" Sulgi letter, copied or forged in a script imitating an archaic Dr 
III hand (Neumann 1992a).12 

Original Date of Composition 

Letters by definition mention people by name and, thus, togethet with royal 
bymns, are among the few Old Babylonian Sumerian literary texts that proclaim 
their historical context, spurious or real. The royal letters and letters of petition 
of the Dr Ill, Isin, and Larsa kings constitute a large percentage of the total. Many 
of the private letters and letters of petition appear to have originated in the Dr III 
period or were made to look as If they did. The letter SEpM 21 is addressed from 
Inim-jnana to Enlil-massu. Toward the end of the missive there is an invocation to 
the former professors for wisdom. They are named Lugal,su, Nabi-Enlil, and Enlil
aIsa. 13 The latter appears as a witness in SEpM 14, which is not a letter at all but a 
public announcement of the loss of a sea! of a merchant by the name of Dr-dun. The 
name of an Ur III governor of Nippm from the time of Amar-Sin is also mentioned 
as a witness, providing a date and locale--spurious or real·-for many of the letters in 
SEpM. These names also gave opportunity for it fonn of intertexrual bleeding and ge
neric play. The schoolmaster of Nippur (um-mi-a nibru"), Enlil-alsa, also appears 
in these letters under the name Zuzu, a nickname that Ineant "teacher/' "wise one/' 
perhaps even "know-it-ali" (Hallo 1977: 57). One of the elementary schoolbooks 
from this period was a list of simple personal names, verbs, and other elements, listed 
in a form maximized for memorization, presently known as Silbenalphabet A. During 
the late Old Babylonian period, a second and third column were added, providing 
esoteric as well as playful etymological and other comments and games in the form 
of explanations and simple associations. One section reads (Sollberger 1965: 23, 11. 
39-41) 

I-ZU dub-sat dalamus 

a ... z-u sa"tam cas-n[a-an] 

ZU ... zu um~mi ... a dh[a-ia] 

The verbal forms derived from Sumerian zu, "to know," are associated in the second 
column with various professional names such as dub,sar, "scribe," sa-ram, "admin
istrator, auditor," and um-mi-a, "scholar, schoolmaster." The third column contains 
divine names: I have no idea why the first is here; the goddess of grain, Asnan would 
ptesumably have something to do with the "auditor," and Haja was the husband of 
Nidaba, the patroness of writing, so there can be little mystery as to what he is do-

12. For general surveys of the liternry letters, see Hallo 1968, 1981; and Michalowski 1981. 
13. On some of these issues, see Hallo 1977. 
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ing here. The associations of this passage dearly hark back to the entries in SEpM. 
which the author had to suffer rhrough during his school days, leading up to the 
association of Ztl-ZU with um-mi·a, just as in the letters where the former is a nick. 
name for Enlil-alsa. l4 

Native Designation 

The standard Old Babylonian Sumerian word for "letter" was u·na- (a )-dug4 or 
u-ne. (e)-dug4, borrowed into Akkadian as unnedukkum, a frozen verbalform taken 
literally from the opening formula of letters (Brisch 2007: 31). TI1C word is used in 
Sumerian to refer to all letters, even the simplest letLer.orders, and is attested from 
lJr III times on, although in texts from this period a-ag-ga was used as well (Sal
laberger 2003). One occurrence of the word suggests that in the north, during Old 
Babylonian times at least, it was also used as a designation for literary epistles; if not 
as a Sumerian word, then at least as a logographic writing for Akkadian unnedukkum. 
This usage is found only in an Akkadian language literary catalog of \1nkno,,'11 pro
venience, most probably from the north, which includes ilie line (M. C'Alhen 1976: 
132, L 25):"' 

'u u.ne '.e.dug4 'sa' dml-gi (= eSer unnedukki sa sulgi), "ten Sulgi letters" 

A different term is encountered in the subscript on a large tablet of unknown pro
venience that contains the fOLlr letters of the Ibbi·Sin and Isbi-Erm correspondence 
(A 7475). These texts are summarized as limmu4 lugal-ilulO-ra, literally, "four 
'to-my-kings'." Here a scribe took a different part of ilie salutation, ilie one from 
letters addressed to kings and gods, and created a telm for "royal letter." In the Ebla 
archives, the S~mitic word for "letter," whatever it may have been, remains hidden 
behind the logogram n(g.mul (Saltaberger 2003). In the CKU, two terms for "let
ter" are used: im·sar-ra and u-na,a-dug4.!6 

Letters are not present in the two listB of incipits that are thought to enumerate 
the central texts of the Old Babylonian curriculum of Nippur (Kramer 1942). TI,e 
two Old Babylonian catalogs that do include letters have no known parallels. The 
first has already been mentioned above (M. Cohen 1976: 131-33). This text, of 
unknown origin, lists a variety of Sumerinn al1d Akkadian compositions, including, 
in lines 25--27: '1 

14, A more detailed examination of the Nippur connections of SEpM is provided in Micha. 
lowski 1976: 19-27 and more comprehensIvely In Kleinerman 2011: 102-3. 

15, See u. 17 below, The terlU "literary catalog" must arouse some suspicion and) therefore, 
I use it here only as a convenient label, fully aware thnt the lists of this type served a variety of 
purposes: some simply recorded tablets at hand, but the purpose of most of them unl<nown; see, in 
general, J. Krecher (1976-·1980). 

16. See the commentary to SArl: 31 (2), 
17. See above; I collated rhis texr many years ago and was able to do so agaIn on photo

graphs kindly provided by Constance Gane of the Andrews University Archaeological Museum. 

" __ ~ __ . ______ - ·---:::---~·--~-·---'-r; 
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'lJ u.ne '.e.dug4 'sa' d~ul-gi (~ der unnedukki sa .\u!gi) 
[denl.zu lugal ud·sar mah u-na-a-dug4 
[su-mu.l]a.ellugal-gulO-ra il-na-a-dug. 

25 

If lilY restoratiom are cor::ect, two otherwise unattested missives follow the unidetl
t!liable ten Items of the Sulgi correspondence,-namely, a letter of petmon to the 
moon god Nanna, and a letter to King Sumu·la-e! of Babylon (l880-l8451l.c.). One 
should note that this catalog alro includes compositions that were part of the ~entral 
Nippur curriculum, such as Sulgi Hymn A, Lipit-EStar Hymn A, Inana and Ebih, and 
the Parmer's Instructions. 

More informative is a unique list ofletter Incipits discovered in the city ofUtuk. 
Unfortunately, it Is difficult to reconstruct the complete list, which consists ofletters 
as well as two compositions, the Tumallnscription and An Axe for Nerga/ (Behrens 
1988), which were often included in various letter collections, including certain te
dactions of the SEpM. Although this catalog has been edited twice (van Dijk 1989; 
Cavigneaux 1996: 57-59), its impOitance for our discussion requires a full transllt~ 
eration here, collated from photographs. 18 Note that of the 27 preserved entries, 
only three cannot presently be identified (these are marked by an asterisk): 19 

[1, lugal~gulO-ral 
[2. arad-gulO-ra! 
[3. lugal.gulO-ra] 
4. su-den.zu'sar·t\!-um-ba.ni'-[ra] 
5. sar ... ru~um .. ba,.r ni .. ra 1 

6. i-biA,n.zu lugal-'gulO' 
7. i-bi-'den.zu' [x xl x x [ .. ,J 
8. puzur4•dsul-g[i PjATE.(SI> k[a-zal-lukIJ 
9. dnanna 'dumu sag den-If!,-l" 

lO. den-'kien' z[ag?-dib? xJ l< x [ ... ] 
11. lugaHtulO'ra [x x x xJ x [ ... J 
12. 'pisall-dub-ba' x x [ ... J 
13. 'Cutu' lugal-gulO" urI' [dJi-kus mah an ki 
14. den-iliib-bara-gc4-' si' 
15. a..'11-lfI-mas-'su-ra' 
16. fses' ... guw"/ ne \·ra 

The tablet has deter lora ted somc\vhat since Mark Cohen copied it. The readings offered here 
differ somewhat from the original edition (see already MichalomkI1991). 

18. Courtesy of lnngard Wagner. The original is in Baghdad; a scan of the photograph is 
included on the disk that accompanies this book. 

19, The top of the tablet is broken, but the scribe marked every tenth line on the left side, 
although this is not indicated in rhe published hand-copy. The first preserved notation is on line 
7, so the first preserved line is actually Hne 4 of the tablet; the second notation is 20 on the left 
edge before line 20. The scribe also marked lines 13', 27', and 28' with a PAP sign on the left side; 
such notations are attested on other tablets, but their meaning escapes us at present, 

, 
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17. 'hi-di' du 'ama-gulO-ra"20 
18. Isu-mi-a-tar 
19. damnITum dumu an-na 
20. lnibruki_ta_hl 
21. dinin-an.dul-dulO·ga.ra 
22. dnin.tin.ugs-ga agrig 2i <'-[leur'I'd] 
23. 'urA1anna-ra 
24. li-la-ak·nu-;-id 
25. Ibur_den.zu 11lga!-gu\C 
26. Icen·!{l-mas_su inim dulO ad-gi4 sla,; ... j 
27. lugaJ.x-me-ra 
28. ens; saga-ra 
29. sakkana-e-ne 
30. lugal.nisag-g[a ".J 

[1. c-radmu to SU/gi 1 (CKU 1)]21 
[2. Sulgi to Aradmu 1 (CKU 2)] 
[3. Aradmu to Suigi 2 (CKU 3)J 
4. Sarrum.bani to Su.Sin 1 (CKU 18) 
5. Su.Sin to Sarrum-bani 1 (CKU 19) 
6. ISbi·Erra to Ibbi·Sin 1 (CKU 21) 
7. Pu-"Ur-Sulgi to Ibbi·Sin l(CKU 23) 
8. Ibbi·Sin to Puzur·Numurda (PuZW'.Sulgi) (CKU 24) 
9. Letter of Petition to Nanna (known only from Uruk; Cavigneaux 1996: 

no.I13) . 
10. Letter.of Sin.samu~ to Enid 
11. Possibly CKU 4 or 711 

12. Letter 23 • 
B. Letter of Sirviddinam to Utu 
14. SEpM 9 
15. SEpM 21 
16. SEpM 15 
17. SEpM 16 

20. This is what [ see on the photographs, and it agrees with the reading of van Dijk (1989: 
444,445) and ",ith his identification of this as the Letter afMonkey to Mother (SEpM 16); Cavi. 
gneaux (1996: ~8) preters kur.'!'" DU.'DU.gu;c' ra '. 

21. Atrested at Uruk; see n. 23 below. 
,22. 10 view of the context, this should be the first item of SEpM, which could be either 

AbSl (4) or ArS3 (7); both beginluga! ·~uw·ra u.na-a.dug., and both can open the collection. 
2?, Without collation of the originaC one cannot be sure of anything, but perhaps this is 

a vel'SlOn of the letter ISET 1 121 [179J (NL 9710). This fragmentary tablet may perhaps be teo 
stored as! [pisag~dubJ~rbe '_0. garza a~na~me"a~r as\ [ul .. na~r dug4 \ [den.z]u~miJ"ba~al~H ... rtf 
'oa·ab,b'" .[a] (rest broken). Or, it might reference SuLuSal (200; see p. 414 below). 
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18. Letter of Iddntum to Sumutara 
19. Letter of Etei·pi.Damu to Amurrum 
20. SEpM 10 
21. I.etter of Lu,-Ninurta to Inin.andu/.-duga 
22. SEpM 19 
23. Letter to Ur·Nanna 
24. SEpM 17 
25. Letter to King Bur·Sin 
16. SEpM 18 
27. SEpM 13 
28. SEpM 12 
29. SEpM 11 
30. SEpM20 

27 

ANL3 

ANL6 

* 

* 

If the listing of these entries is any indication of the order in which they were used 
in school, someone in Umk had a repertoire that was similar to what was generally 
used in Nippur, albeit with a few additions and perhaps some omissions. Only three 
literary letter·tablets were actually found in Uruk: an otherwise unattested bilingual 
letter of petition to Nanna, equivalent to line 9 of the catalog; two identical tablets 
With the first eight lines of SEpM 6, which is not in the catalog; as well as a compila,
tion tablet that had at least one letter to Sulgi, which may have been the first entry of 
this list, preceded by SEpM 2, which is not mentioned in the catalog. 241ncleed, based 
on the distribution of letters, as reconstructed below, it is more than likely that the 
missing three lines contained ineipits of the Sulgi correspondence-more precisely, 
of the items ArS1 (1), SAri (2), and ArS2 (2): and the beginning of the text has 
been restored-hypothetically, to be sure-in accordance with this assumption. It 
is possible that all or most of SEpM and ANL were also utilized in Uruk education, 
with the addition of Sin.samu/J to Enid, Etel-pi·Vamu to AmUl'rum, Letter of Petition 
to Nanna, as well as the two otherwise unknown items from the list addressed to Ur· 
Nanna (23) and to the Is in ruler Bur-Sin (25). None of these letters are presently 
attested in Nippur. 

The inferences one can draw from these fucts are sketchy at best. At least some 
Old Babylonian schoolteachers appear to have thought of Sumerian letters as a sepa
rate category and on occasion listed them together in catalogs in association with a 
few other miscellaneous compositions. They do not appear to have been used at the 
earliest levels of instruction, since they are not, as a rule, written on round tablets or 
on other types of preliminary exercise tablets. They were clearly not models for prac· 
ticalletter,writing, since contemporary correspondence was conducted exclusively 
in the Babylonian language. The authors of Sumerian literary epistles anticipated 

24. Cavigneaux (1996: 110. 143; compilation tablet Uka). This fragment is unidentified but 
it conmins at least SEpM 2, the Letter of Sin-rill an to Iddin.Dagan, and SAri (1, source Uk]). An· 
other unidentrned literary fragment in the volume is no. 148, which can now be identified as a 
manuscript of Nidaba Hymn C (both tablets collated from photograph,). 
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classical theorists and kept their narratives to one theme; Akkadian letters often in
troduced second and even third issues, sometimes introduced by the adverb Sanitrlm, 
"on another matter," Akkadian model school-letters do exist (Michalowski 1983a), 
and one wonders if students studied equivalent Sumerian models in earlier times, 
when the language was still used for practical epistolary exchanges, 

Formal Structure 

In a pioneering overview of Sumerian litemry epistolography, W, W, Hallo 
(1968) proposed a formal distinction between "letters" and "letter-prayers," This 
nomenclature bas remained with us to this day. For formal reasons, to avoid ritual 
connotations and in order to stress the generic similarity between the Sumerian and 
the Akkadian examples, such as the much larer elaborate pleas addressed by the 
exorcist Urad-Gula to King Assurbanipal (Parpola 1987), it might be better to use 
the term "letter of petition" rather than "letter-prayer." Tbere are specific fonnal 
differences between these two types of epistle, but the major distinguishing feature 
is the opposition between poetry and prose. Although literary letters are cettainly 
characterized by some use of poetic language, they were essentially prose texts, while 
letter-prayers used all the devices of Sumerian "verse," including construction by 
mearu of written lines, figurative and marked literary language, as well as assonance 
and parallelism, Letters shared certain formal and semantic features: they used a 
limited set of opening and closure fonnulas; they were dialogic, and thus often came 
in pairs; they named names; they purpotted to come from the past; and they were 
written in prose. 25 The letter-prayers/letters of petition had similar features except 
that they wete unidirectional and written as poetry, 

As a general rule, this distinction has much to recommend it-but the distinc
tion is not so ·simple. Many years ago, I analyzed the poetic characteristics of one 
poetic epistle, the Letter of Ursaga to a King (SEpM 6; Michalowski 1976: 12-16), I 
will not repeat that exercise here but I will paraphrase something 1 wrote many years 
later in a volume on Mesopotamian poetic language (Michalowski 1996; 148-49), 

Synonymons parallelism is one of the defining characteristics of Sumerian po
etry, It is therefore disturbing to encounter it in a letter that one would normally 
consider to be prose, The opening lines of the first letter of CKU read (ArSl: 1-5); 

lugal-jlulO-ra u-na-a-dug4 
larad-mu arad-zu na-ab-\,e-a 
kur su-bir/'-se har-ra-an kaskal si sa-sa-e-ra 
gun ma-da-zu ge-en-ge-ne-de 
a-rti ma-da zu-zu-de 

25. On the formal organization of letters and letter~prayers, as well as on the literary nature 
ofOOth, see Brisch 2007: 31-33, 
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Speak to my king, 
saving (the words) of Aradlllu, your servant: 

ci ou commanded me), , , . 
hile I was on an expedltlon to Sub,r, 

w thfr" t firmly secure the taxes on e antler terr!tory\ 
t~ thoroughly investigate the state of (thLs) frontier, . , 

Someone who is convinced of a strict distinction between poetry and prose 
might not expect the synonymous word-pair in the third line., One could see in this 

I ' l'lzatl'on of the compound and leave it at that, were It not for the obvIOUS 
a eXlea . , d l' 
I i hJ 'ghtinp of SVllt.agmatic elements in lines 3-5, These Imes are orgamze as mes 
1 g 1 n , d d 1 d ' ed ' Il I' , 
f t t, they are perceived as visually istinct an lear or reclt In para e lStlC 

o ex, h h' 1 h ' fdshiou. Line 3 include, a synonymous pair in whic t e first e ement ar-ra-an \s 
a loan from Akkadian /Jananum, while the second is the nonnal Sumerian word for 
"road highway," Sumerian texts use both words independently, but Lbe use of syn
onyn:ous parallelism appears to be a poetic device. Thffi kind of pairing is not unique 
t.o Sumerian: examples can be found in languages as diverse as Georgian, Tok PlSlll, 
Proven~al, Middle English, Thai, or Hindi. Characteristically, such pairs, which are 
oftenlexicalized in poetic contexrs, always begin with the loan, followed by the na

tive word (Boeder 1991). 
The nonnnite verbal forms at the end of each line unite all thtee, and the redu

plicated roots at the end of lines 4 and 5, as well as the repetition of ma-da, "l~nd, 
frontier," a loan f!'Om Semitic and a partial synonym of kur 111 the prevIOus lme, 
echo, in a sense, the relationship between bar-ra- an and kaskal, loanword and na
tive tenn, in line 3. All of tbis creates a complex system of parallelism and repetition 
that is characteristic of Sumerian poetic language. One does not expect such things 
in a prose letter. We perceive literature as a distinct form of language and action, In 
the words of Peter Steiner (1982: 508): 

But unlike other vltitten forms, literary discourse is especially vulnerable because 
it is impersonal. Personal wtitten communication benefits from the mutual ac~ 
quaintance between the communicants since this helps in bringing their tespec,.> 
dve semantic contexts together .... But literary communication appears through 
an institutionali1.ed channel and undergoes editing, grammatical and typographical 
standardization and comtnetdal dissemination. 

This is an enlightening perspective because we are dealing with epistolary commu
nication, normally the opposite of "literary discourse," and yet we appear to be in 
the realm of poetic language. In our case the institutionalized channel is the school 
environment, in which letters were no longer bounded by the immediate contexts of 
communication, They became literary texts, nO different contextually than hymns, 
epics, and other literary poems inherited from earlier times, Thus, even documents 
could become art, either by simple appropriation or by extensive reworking, 
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When Hallo (1968) distinguished letters from letter-prayers, his approach was 
strictly evolutionary generic, and he considered the letter-prayer as an example of 
a larger category of "individual prayer," More important, the letter-prayer Was for 
him the precursor to the ersahunga, a form of prayer used in rituals down to the 
first millennium, Subsequently, Old Babylonian ersahungas contemporary with the 
most-developed examples of the letter of petition came to light (Michalowski 1987; 
Maul 198~: 8-16), and therefore we can no longer posit any direct "evolutionary" 
relationshIp between the two forms, The letters of petition and the er&ahungas not 
only overlap in time but also have more formal differences than similarities; they 
also fulfilled different rhetorical functions, In the present context, one recalls the 
oft-quoted statement by E. D. Hirsch (1967: 98) that "every disagreement about an 
interpretation is usually a disagreement about genre," 

From a formal point of view, the main differences between the letter and the 
letter prayer are prosodic and structural. The former was written in prose and the 
latter in poetry. Moreover, the letter was usually organized in the following manner: 

RECIPIE'N'T-ra u-na-a-dug4 To RECIPIENT speak: 
ADRESSOR-e na-ah-be-a saying (the words) of: 
ARC;UMENT 
SALUTATION 

CLOSiNG FORMULAS 

In CKU, the dosing formulas, which can sometimes be expanded with an additional 
phrase (+), are: 

A, Letters to kings conelude !ugal-!!ulO he-en-zu, "now my king Ls informed 
(about all this)," This is a calque from Akkadian (annitam) beiliu idi, which is 
sometimes used as the last element in Old Babylonian letters to royalty, 16 

B. Letters from kings conclude a-ma-ru-kam, "it is urgent," "please." This literally 
means, "it is a flood"; M. Civil (1994: 179-80) explains this as having originated 
from a shout of warning that was meant to alert those downstream of a coming 
flood wave. This formula, which is already found many times in Ur 1II letter
orders and in the letter presented ahove on pp, L5-16, is also used in SEpM 
12, 15, 16, and 17, none of which is addressed to a roval. 

C. Additionally, five letters addressed to Sulgl end with the formula nilllugal ab
be-na-(!!llw) (ga-ab-ak), "whatever my king orders me, I will do" (ArS2: 14: 
14 [7], ArS5: 13 [9], ArS6: r 8' 110J, UdS1: 20 [l1J, AmSl: 12 (16]), another 
calque from Akkadian sa belr iqabba lupus, 17 In the first two of these letters, this 
is included before formula A. 

26, E.g., ARM 26 27: 46: ARM 27 J: 4; 72: 37. 
27. On this Akkadian construction, see Buccellati 1972: 13, Note also iia qahii bi!l!ja !~, 

"whatever my king might decide, I will do," e,g" ARM 28 129 r, 1 '-2'; 138: 30 (also discussed by 
BuccellatO. 
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The typical letter of petition is structurally more complex:.a string of poetic epi-

h . ctimes coverino many lines, anticipates the name oj· the RECIPIENT, whose t ets som. e, d 
' ay be followed by further epithets. TI,en comes the verb u-na-a- ug4' 

namem db h b " ak " which can he followed by more epithets of the RECIPIENT an y t ever 
spe d" dah "and furthermore," Then comes the argument of the letter~-the very 

li-na- e~ , , . 2 ~7 2) 28 
tition itself-followed by a fo~mulmc plea (H~llo 1968: 76-77; BtIS.eh Ou : 3 . 

pe Sumerian letters are narratIves embedded 111 a frame that consIsts of an I11tro-

d t ry formula and a series of optional endings. 'TIle opening formula has been d,e 
tiC 0 d" I d .. 

I bject of some debate, and there are contra lctory grammatlca an pragmatic 111-

,I retations of the evidence. The Old Babylonian literary letters use a formula that 
~:~ru to crystallize in Sargonic times but is formalized, with som~ variation, during 
tbe Ur III period, The basic outline of this development was descnbed hy Sollberger 
(1966: 2-3) and his outline remains valid to this day. In its classic fonn, the formula 

reads: 

RECIPIENT-ra il-na-(a)-dug4 
ADDRESSOR na-ah-be-a 

Most seholars have interpreted the first verb as formally "prospective" but function
ally imperative, corresponding to Akkadian qibima. Thus, the exhortation is to the 
carrier or other reciter of the letter, who is to read it aloud to the recipient, who 
would most probably be illiterate. Civil (2008a: 11-12) takes a different view; for 
him, the "prospective" refers to the speech situation, that is, not to the letter or 
message itself but to the traditional greetings and salutations that messenger must 
offer before actually reading aloud the text of the letter. In his rendition, the open
ing formula should be translated: "After you address PN!, (you will say) 'this is what 
PN1 says'," This makes pragmatic sense, but there is evidence to support the older 
interpretation, which links the formulas in the two languages. 

The first argument is diachronic. The oldest Sumerian letters-the five from 
Early Dynastic III Girou and one of unknown origin-all use the formula PN[ na-e
a, PN)-ra duwga-na, "(This) is what PN[ says, speak it to PN,," with the second 
verb in the imperative (Kienast and Volle 1995: 25-36). In the Sargonic period, the 
imperative is replaced with the prospective u-na-dug4, At the same time, some 
letters have a new version of the formula in which the order of the constituents is 
interchanged-that is, the classic order that will bc'Come standard in Ur 1II times 
and later, Without listing minor variations, the development of all of this can be 
summarized thus: 

PNjna-e-a, PNrra duWga-na > PNI na-e-a, PN2-ra tl-na-(a)-dug4 
-+ PN1-ra u-na-(a)-dug4, PN 1 na-ah-be-a 

28. Lexical texts preserve an invocation for a third part, u"na..<Je~peSl "say for the thil'd 
tUne," but this is rare in actual letters (Brisch 2007: 32). 
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As I have already noted above, the Ur III letter-orders are functionally and structur_ 
ally different. The few texts that include the names of both correspondents have 
varying orders of constituents: 

PN1-ra u-na-a-dug4' PN,-e na-ab-be-a: TCS 1 7; AOAT 274 246 4 
PN,-e na-ab-be-a, PN 1-ra Ll-na-a-dug4: TCS 11; BiOr 1578; BiOr 26 

173; Michalowski, LEM, 182; AuOr 17-18 228 40 

As a result, one can observe that the standardization of the opening formula of 
Sumerian-language letters is first encountered in Old Babylonian literary epistles 
but when this regularization actually took place is impossible to determine. In the' 
earliest examples, the name of the person who sends the letter is fronted, as this 
is the new information that the recipient needs to hear first, but this requires an 
awkward relative construction with a deleted head (na.[bj.e.a, "which PN says") 
and eventually the order is reversed, most likely for aesthetic reasons but also under 
the influence of the more familiar Akkadian epistles. Whatever the origins of the 
formula may have been, by Old Babylonian times the prospective form u-na-a
dug4 u.na.i.e.dug must have referred to the message of the letter and not to an 
oral greeting recited by the messenger, as is clear from the poetic letters of petition 
which often have long bipartite introductions, the first headed by u-na-a-dug and 
the second by u-na-de-dah, "say furthermore." 4 

The pragmatics as well as the interlingual relationship are similar to what one 
finds in the instruction sections of certain kinds of incantations in which Sumerian 
prospective forms are translated as imperatives in Akkadian. '9 

These structural differences notwithstanding, there is no indication in the col
lections or in the catalogs that letters and letters of petition were kept separate in 
the native tradition. Nevertheless, we are undoubtedly justified in following Halla 
and considering the letter of petition as a specific category. The history of this form 
can be well traced and is instructive for the history of Sumerian literature: while it 
has its origins in the Ur III period, if not earlier, its floruit came in the middle of the 
Old Babylonian period, long after Sumerian ceased to be a spoken language. Indeed, 
one could argue that it is the only nonritual Sumerian genre that evolved and grew 
in Old Babylonian times. 3o Royal hymns and various prayers were still composed at 
this time, but most of the texts that were copied originated much earlier. 

Royal letters of petition, unlike many other literary works, can be dated fairly 
precisely and thus, together with royal hymns, they are the perfect objects of study 
for literary historians. The earliest datable example of a letter of petition was written 
to king Sulgi of Ur, written by a military officer by the name of Abaindasa who had 
fallen upon hard times (AbSI 14]). This short text, consisting of 27 lines in most 
redactions, shows all the characteristics of the form: the formulas are all there, and it 

29. On the pragmatics of Sumerian epistolary practice) see also now Michalowski 2011. 
30. On the literary revival under the Larsa kings, see the analysis in Brisch (2007), with 

special emphasis on the letter ... prayers of the period. 
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is laden with metaphor and poetic parallelism. Indeed, the text is so filled with meta
phorical imagery that it is impossible to ascertain what actually caused Abaindasa to 

. fall out of favor with his liege. Fortunately, unlike any other text of this genre, this 
one has a larger epistolographic context, as there is an exchange of letters between 
the Grand Vizier Aradmu and King Sulgi concerning this matter to the king. 31 

The most recent known Sumerian archival letter (Sollberger 1966: 92) is dated 
the time of Lipit-Estar (1934-1924 B.C.) but literary letters in Sumerian mention
Isin kings continued to be composed and used for school purposes. The Sumerian 

:.'ltp~,tol'ary Miscellany begins, after one transitional CKU letter, with pairs of letters 
between the kings Iddin-Dagan (1974-1954 B.C.) and Lipit-Estar and their military 

. officers (SEpM 2-5). The seventh king of the dynasty, Bur-Sin (1895-1874 B.C.), is 
listed as the recipient of a letter in the Uruk catalog (line 23') but no manuscripts of 
this composition have been identified to date. A fragmentary ten-line letter to Enlil
bani (1860-1837 B.C.) is known from a solitary manuscript from Nippur. 32 This ruler 
was well known to Old Babylonian schoolchildren, who had to study a very simple 

c.-roval hymn to this king in the early days of their instruction (Enlil-bani Hymn A); 
later generations Imew of him from an ominous anecdote recounted in the Chronicle 

Kings (Grayson 1975: 155; Glassner 2004: 271). According to this story, he 
was a gardener who was installed as a substitute king by King Erra-imitti (1868-1861 
B.C.), but when the rightful ruler died after drinking a "hot porridge," he remained 
on the throne as the new sovereign. 33 It is possible that there was also a letter to 
Sumu-Ia-el of Babylon (1880-1845 B.C.), a contemporary of Enlil-bani, according to 
the Berrien Springs literary catalog cited above, but no copies of the text have been 
recovered. 34 

The last Isin king who figures in the curriculum is Iter-pga (1833-1831 B.C.), 
whose four-year reign is otherwise only documented in the Sumerian King List and 

a handful of documents, but no other literary texts in his name were preserved 
the schools. A 24-line letter of petition to this king from a Nippur priest named 

. is documented in the pre- and post-WW II school exercises from N ip
on a tablet from Ur, and from a tablet of unknown provenience. 35 The author 

,idenltifi.os himself as a scribe as well as a n u -d priest. 36 This is the only letter of peti-
addressed to an Ism king, and it is formally much closer to the one addressed 

,uy fiDalll1dlasa to Sulgi than to the elaborate, structurally more complex letters of 
pet:iticm of the Larsa dynasty. There are at least two other Sumerian literary letters 

-wriW'n by individuals named N abi-Enlil. One fragmentary missive is addressed to 

31. Letters 5-9: see pp. 75-78 below. 
32. Ni. 4326+9534: ISET 2119,9'-18'. 
33. pappas" emmetu. 
34. See p. 25 above. 
35. 3 N-T901, 48 (SLFN 23): 3 NT919, 455 (SLFN 23): 3 NT 454 ~ UM 55-21-329: CBS 

: CBS 14041 + N 2740: UET 6/3563 (*425); MS 2287, reconstructed by M. Civil. 
36. Lines 7-8: Ina_bi_den_lrl dub-sar nu-e[l ... Jlli lud-de lugal dumu nib[ru~ ... J. 
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his "colleagues,»'17 but little can be made out of the contents at present. Still another 
letter of someone by that name deals with scribal education (ANL 9). 

Ancient Greek, Arabic, Byzantine, Italian, Spanish Renaissance, as well as Brit
ish and Continental eighteenth-century writings testifY to the semiotic importance 
of letters in the rise of generic consciousness, in debates about the nature of fiction 
and in the development of one particular genre-the novel. Mesopotamian litera
ture, focused on poetry more than on prose, never developed anything that we could 
label as a novel but the closest relative of such a form of storytelling Were letter col
lections. Students in Old Babylonian schools studied these letters and often copied 
them in groups on latge tablets or on successive smaller ones. Like most Sumerian 
literary exercises, the letters were no longer a part of the school curriculum after the 
middle of the second millennium, so as a genre they had no effect on later tradition. 
The internal history of the genre in the centuries before its abandonment cannot 
be recovered, for many of the reasons outlined earlier in this chapter, although one 
can see a definite elaboration of the letters of petition in the years between tlulgi 
of Ut (2093-2046 il.C.), when the first preserved letter of petition may have bc£n 
composed. and the time of King Zimri-Lim of Mad (ca. 1770 B.C.). to whom the 
last known epistle of this type was addressed. 38 In other traditions. generic growth 
and innovation is often based on imitation and recovery of old examples. especially 
in weakly developed genres (see e.g., Javitch 1998), but with our current state of 
documentation. Sumerian literature in general defies such analysis. Letters are no 
exception, Nevertheless, certain characteristics of the genre, if we may now use rhe 
term with more confidence, are of interest for the general history of textuaHty and 
ecriture, and one may conclude with two simple observations. The first is formal 
in nature: in many cultures, such as in the Arabic-language world, epistles played 
a crucial role In the development of prose (see, e.g., Latham 1983). Prose never at
tained any importance in Sumerian literature; indeed, the most substantial corpus of 
literary prose consists of the very letters under discussion here. Moreover, this form 
could not hold its own against the power of poetry and thus produced its own poetic 
form: the letter-prayer. The second observation is more substantive. C. Brant (2000: 
377), writing about the European epistolary novel, noted that, "in the novel oflet
rers, the author plays on the link between reality and fiction to sow seeds of doubt." 
There are reasons to believe that the Old Babylonian school masters used Sumerian 
letters-above all. the epistles of the house of Ur-in just such a fashion, as I have 
attempted to describe above. One may even go as far as to suggest that this question
ing of received history, of royal power, of the roJe of writing, and of the scribal classes 
in the stlucture of the state was deeply embedded in these cuneiform exercises. 

37. Nt. 4491 (ISET 2 121) gt,-me-a-as-~uIC~ne u-[na-(a),dug4]' 
38, Let"r to Zimri-Lim, edited in Charpin 1992: a copy was subsequently published in Gui

chard 1997, followed by a new translation by Durand (1997: 103-10). 

Chapter 3 

The Royal Letters in 
Their Literary Setting 

The letters of the kings of Ur are the topic of this book. Became we only know 
them from cuneiform tablets written during the eighteenth century B.C., approxi
mately two-and-a,half centuries after the collapse of the Ur !II state, they cannot 
be considered direct witnesses to the events they profess to relate. The texts that 
have sUl"vivcd are all exercises of young students, who studied these letters as they 
learned Sumerian in cities such as Nippur, Ur, Uruk, and elsewhere, long after the 
demise of the writers and recipients of these letters as well as of the language of their 
(X)\'fCbllondence. The core of this work is rhe edition of these letters but, because of 
their double alterity and double reception, in Old Babylonian days as well as in our 
own time, they must be situated in both of their environments, as participants in 
the educational process and as purported historical documents from an earlier age. 
In order to effect this analysis, I offer here an overview of the material that will be 
discmsed in the pages that follow, 

'llie Correspondence of the Kings of Ur (CKU), as we know it today, consists of24 
Sumerian, language letters, reconstructed from 115 cuneiform tablets; most of these 
epistles have survived in multiple copies, bur some are known from only a single 
SOUTce, Until now, this "corpus" has been known to modem scholars as "TIle Royal 
Correspondence of Ur," a title that was bestowed by W. W. Hallo in his pioneering 
work on literary letters (1968) and that served as the title of my doctoral disserta
tion, which included preliminary editions of most of these texts (Michalowski 1976). 
Decades have passed since that thesis was completed: the editions offered here have 
been constructed anew and the order of the items changed, raising the possibility of 
confusion, because some scholars have cited the letters according to the number
ing used in my now-obsolete edition. 1be clearest way to avoid misunderstandings 
about these letters is to rename the corpus and to provide it with a new acronym
hence CKU. The old designation RCU will be reserved for reference to the 1976 
dissertation. 

A list of these letters follows, with an abbreviation that helps to identify the text, 
followed by the number assigned in Miguel Civil's catalog of Sumerian literary com-
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positions and by the old ReU number. j A concordance between CKU and ReU is .' 
provided on p. 246 below. ' 

The Correspondence of the Kings of Dr (CKU) 

1. Aradmu to Sulgl 1 (ArSl; 3.1.1, AI; ReU 1) 
la. Aradtnu to Sulgl la (ArSla) 
2. Suigi to Aradmu I (SArI; 3.L2, A2; RC(2) 
3. Aradmu to Sulgi 2 (ArS2; 3.1.3+3.1.11, A2a; Reu 3+4) 
4. Abalndasa to Sulgl 1 (AbSl; 3.1.21, B1) 
5. Sulgl to Aradmu 2 (SAr2; 3.1.61;+ReU 16) 
6. Sulgi to Aradmu 3 (SAr3; 3.1.13.1; RCU 8) 
7. Aradmu to Suigi 3 (ArS3; 3.1.5; ReU 7) 
8. Aradmu to Sulgl 4 (ArS4) 
9. Aradmu to SUlgi 5 (ArS5; 3.1.6; RCU 6) 

10. Aradmu to Sulgl 6 (ArS6; 3.1.4; RCU 5) 
11. Urdun to SUlgi 1 (UrSI; 3.1.11.1; ReU 14) 
12. Aradmu1 to SUlgi l 7 (Arf:m 
13. Puzur-Sulgi toSulgi 1 (PuSl: 3.1.7; ReU 11) 
14. Sulgl to Puzur.Sulgl 1 (SPul~ 3.1.8; ReU 9+ 10) 
IS. Sulgi to lSbi·Erra 1 (SISl; 3.1.13.2; ReU 15) 
16. Amar-Sin to Suigi ! (AmSl; 3.1.12; ReU 12) 
17. Sulgl to Amar-Sin (SAm!; 3.1.13; ReU 13) 
18. Sarrum·bani toSu-Sin (SaSul; 3.1.15; ReU 17) 
19. Su.Sin to Sarrum-bani ! (SuSa!; 3.1.16; ReU 18) 
20. Su,Sin to Lu-Nanna and Sarrum.hanl 1 (SuLuSa!; 3.3.31) 
21. isbi·Erra to Ibbi·Sin! (!sIbl; 3.1.17; ReU 19) 
22. Ibbi·Sin to ISbl-Etra 1 (Ibm; 3.1.18; ReU 20) 
23. Puzur·Numu~da to Ibbi·Sin ! (PuIbl; 3.1.19, A3; ReU 21) 
24. Ibbi·Sin to Puzur.Numusda 1 (IbPul; 3.1.20; ReU 22) 

Origin and Date of the CKU Manuscripts 

Origin 

As noted above, the eKU is preserved on 115 clay tablets, all of them from the 
Old Babylonian period, with the exception of a Middle Babylonian manuscript from 

1. The catalog remains unpublished. butsome of the information has been used in the OX, 
ford University online editions of Sumerian literary texts. That edition was for the most part 
done without collations and without ut!llzation of unpublished matetials and will therefore not 
be referenced here. Lette" I, 3, and 23 were once known as Collection A. hence the A numben;i 
see above. p. 22. 
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These tablets derive from Nippur, Ur, Isln, Klsh, Susa, Sippar, and elsewhere. 
exact breakdown is as follows: 1, 
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8 6 • • 3 2 - - -
Nlppur Ur Susa Sippar Kish Urul< Isln Unidentified 

As Is evident from the chart, the majority of the tablets-just over half-are 
Nippur. The fest of the provenienced texts are available in much smaller num· 

, . eight texts from Ur, six from Susa, three from Sippar, and one each from Isin 
and Uruk. In terms of percentages, this may be represented as: 

50.00% 

31.58% 

2.63% 1.75% 0.88% 0.88% 

Nippur Ur Susa Slppar Kish Uruk Isln Unidentified 

2. Wen after the completion of this manuscript, I became aware of four unpublished tablets 
CKU letters; they are not included here. Moreover, Niek Veldbuis identified a newdupltcate 

letter Pulhl (23), which was posted on COLI (P341755) when this book was already in press. 
L, included in the edition as source X4. It is not included in the counts in the charts on this 
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Few of the manuscripts were found in the course of controlled excavations, and 
even fewer have reliable, well-described information about the exact location and 
context of their discovery, A synopsis of what is currently known about the origin of 
these tablets follows, 

Nippur 

Ten of the tablets from the site are from the third post-World War II season of 
excavations at the site, and they are the only tablets that have well-established find ' 
''Pots (McCown and Haines 1967; Civil and Sjoberg 1979; Civil 1979a: 7-8).3 

::::::: ':; 
3N-T8 

3 N-T 80 7 (N!), SEpM 2 
3 N-T 306 21 (Nl) 
3 }';·T 309 4 (N2) 
3 N-T 311 1 (NI), 2 (Nl), 23 (}.;]) 
3 N-T900,25 TA 205 level XI floor 1 1 (N2) 
.3 N,T 903,102 TA 205 level XI 1I0or 2 2 (N3) 
3 :-J-T 918,440 T 3 },;-T 919,486 TA 191 level XI floor 1 1 (NJ) 
3 :-J-T 919,459 TA 191 level Xl floor 1 23 (N!) 
3 N-T927,516, TA general area, sub 1 (N4) 

Xl 

With the exception of 3 N-T 80, all of these were discovered in House F, which was 
a private house used for scribal instruction in the first decade of the reign of Samsu- " 
Huna of Babylon, The house provided archaeologists with almost 1,500 exercise tab
lets (Stone 1987: 56-59; Robson 2001)/ 

The other 47 Nippur CKU tablets derive from the excavations conducted by the " 
University of Pennsylvania in the last four years of the nineteenth century, For all ;, 
practical purposes, there is no reliable information on their original location, The' 
literary tablets apparently were mostly found on "Tablet Hill," that is, in the 
residential section in which the later trenches TA, TB, and TC were sunk, Although 
the early excavators at Nippur recovered tens of thousands of school texts, it is likely 
that most of them come from only a handful of private houses that were used for 
t~aching, 1Jt.0bably similar in style and layout to House R Here is a desCription of the '. 
discovery ot one such house, on Hill X, Site F (this has nothing to do with the post- " 
WW II "House FH; Peters 1897,2: 210-11): ' 

3. On Nippur tablets, see also Wikke 2COC, 17--22, 
4, 3 N-T 80 WllS found m the adjacmt House l. 
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Here, in one room of a house of unbaked brick, about ten metres long by five me
tres broad, there had evidently been a depository oi tablets: these had been placed 
around rhe walls of rhe room on wooden shelves, rhe ashes of which we found mIxed 
with the tabiets on the lloor, We took out of this room rhousands of tablets, and ftag
ments of t.blets, of unbaked day, For four days eight gangs were taking out tablets 
{tum this room, as fast as they could work, and for four days the tablets wete brought 
into camp by boxfuLs, faster than we could handle rhem, These tablets were of later 
date than the ones found at E, as might be conjectured from the difference of leveL 
Other rooms of rhis group contained rablets in fulr numbers, but in no other had 

" theV been stored in rhe same way in which they had been stored in R Close to F, to 
rhe norrheastward, was a brick structure, on which tablets were found half-imbedded 

'in bitumen, Between the rwo was a brick well, rhe bricks laid in bitumen, Thedebri. 
In this well, like all rhe debris in that immediate neighborhood, was full of unhaked 
tiblets, with occasional baked ones intermixed, We excavated the well to a depth of 
14.5 meues, at which point, 4.5 metres below plain level, we struck water, finding 
for ovet thirteen met1'es, fragments of tablets, most of which were badly injured by 
water, Neither in this series of rooms, nor at E, did we find any pottery or household 
utensils. 
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, ' description, and similar descriptions embedded in the unpublished papers from 
Pennsylvania expedition stored at the University Museum, provide ample proof 
the majority of the Nippur literary texts were found in teaching establishments 

the well-to-do parts of the city, in places similar to House F, as already noted 
, as well as comparable locations at Sippar, U r, and elsewhere. Note that the 

ineteentl\-c,~nt:ury excavators had undoubtedly discovered a house with a watet ba
used for recycling student exercise tablets of the kind found in other houses used 
learning writing (Faivre 1995). 

The eight CKU tablets from Ur were all discovered during Sir Leonard Woolley's 
~'~"t-l~;''t excavations at the site, Most of the Old Babylonian literary texts were 

In three houses, No. I Broad St. and at 5 and 7 Quiet St,; they are currently 
in the British Museum and in the Iraq Museum, Some stray tablets of a simi-

" type are registered as having come from elsewhere in the city or are without any 
, information, but most of these were undoubtedly excavated at No, 1 Broad 

houses, and the texts they contained, have been analyzed extensively by 
!"-narpi,,, (1986: 419-86), Diakonoff (1990: 126-54), and, most recently, by Brusasco 
\lW'9-2000: 152--54, 159-61}, Wilcke (2000: II-D), Delnero (2006: 44-46), and 

(2009: 4-8). 
following list provides the known findspots of the CKU tablets from Ur:5 

5, ! wish to thank Christopher Walker for his help in this matter; he provided the explana
comments in the footnotes to this list, 
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~ .. ~ .. 
~. 

UET6/2173 (0. 7741) No.7 Quiet St. 4. Url 
UET6/2174 (U. 16853) No.1 Broad St. 1, Ur!; 2. Ur 1; 23, Uri 
UET 6/2178 (U.16857) No.1 Broad St. 4, Ur2 
[JET 6/2179 (0. 16894B) No.1 Broad St. 4, Ud 
[JET 6/2181 (U. 17900V) ?5 2, Ur2 
IJET6j2183 (G. 16885) No.1 Broad St. 18, Uri 
[JET 613 558 23, UrI 
UET6/3561 12. Uri 

Other literary letters known from Ur have similar contexts: 

UET6/2175 (G. 16272) I' SEpM 16 
UFT6/2176 (U,16894A) :\0. I Broad St, SEpM 16 
UET6/2177 (G. 16849) No.1 Broad St. SEpM6 
UET6/2180 (lJ. 169000) No.1 Broad St. SEpM 17 
UET6/2182 (0. 7707) 1 ("EM loose in soil") Letter to [J/U 

~s is evident from this list, the majority of the Ur tablets were found at No.1 Broad 
vt." a house that contained tablets brought together from a variety of places and . 
which was probably destroyed around the tenth year ofSamsu-iluna. Only one of the 
~etter tablets-the epistolary collection UET 6/2 173-was found at No.7 Quiet St., 
~n a level that most likely dates from the time of the Rim-Sin rebellion. It l~ interest-
1l1g that this compilation tabid is different in content from anything we know from . 
Ur, or from elsewhere, for that matter. 

Sippar 

The three tablets excavated from this site are in the Sippar (5i) collection of the 
Istanbul Archaeological Museuru.s and almost certainly derive from the excavations 
conducted in 1894 by VincentScheil (1902) at the site of Abu Habbah-that is the 
site of the city that was called Sippar YalJrurum in Old Babylonian times. ' 

6. According to C. :Valker, "The only item in the dig register is a cylinder seal; therefore 
the entlte ~blet group C.17900 represents a duplicate numbering, therefore with no recorded 
provenance,,1 

7. "The item re<'.orded in the dig register is a mace-head of Shu-Sin; so the tablet has a 
wrong number and therefore no provenance." 
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420 (USPS 134) 
514 

.. 5l. 557 

= letter 3 (SiO 
= letter 23 (Sill 

letter 24 (Sil) 
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. found most of the Old Babylonian school-texts in one hOlbse (1902: 30-54; 
and Robson 2005: 47-48). It is clear from Scheil's description that he discov
a teaching establishment similar to those excavated at Nippur and Tell ed>Der, 
that many of the school exercises were found abandoned in an enclosure used to 

wet clay and to recycle old tablets. Unfortunately, it is impossible to discern 
redselywhich tablets were actually found in this house and which came from other 

on the mound during the same excavations. All the finds were deposited in 
is now the Istanbul Archeological Museum and cataloged with Si(ppar) num

has been some suspicion that some of the tablets in the Si collection are 
,r.nmlliv Nippur pieces that were mixed in with them in the museum, but personal 

!li>sipe(;tic>!1 of a number of the Si literary tablets in Istanbul convinces me that most 
them are not from Nippur at all. My recollection is that the ones I saw were physi, 

different from tablets uncovered in the southern city, and I am fairly confident 
they were indeed found at Sippar. Thus, although some tablets from the Nippur 

exc:av,ati(llls may have made their way into this collection, none of the three CKU 
with Si numhers are from Nipput. 

There are seven other tablets that may possibly have originated from Sippar; 
are discussed in the section on provenienced sources below. 

The two Kish sources derive from the 1912 excavations on the mound of Chai, 
and Inghara directed by Henri de Genouillac (1924 = PRAK). 

AO 10630 (PRi\K II ClO) 
AO 10819 (PRAK I D60) 

letter 24 (Kil) 
letter 13 (Kil) 

, The published reports of the excavations are less than informative, and almost noth-
ing IE known about the finds pots of tablets, except that the Old Babylonian school 

were mainly found 011 the mound of Uhaimir. A number of tablets were pub, 
lished by de Genouillac (1924), arrangcd as series A through D, but these desi!,>!la
(ions have nothing to do with their original locations. It is possihle that til(' French 
eltcavators found some of the Old Babylonian school-texts in one large house, but 

is impossibk, to confirm this conjecture (de Genouillac 1924: 23; Delnero 2006: 
51-53; see now Ohgama and Robson 2010: 2.08). 

The six Susa manuscripts come from two different contexts. Five are Old Baby
lonian practice texts on round tablets, and nothing is known about rheir tindspots; 
the sixth is a Middle Babylonian two-column compilation tablet (see Susa below), 

! 
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There is only one other CKU round tablet. 8 Only two other such "lentils" with lines 
from literary letters are currently known. 9 It therefore appears that in Mesopotamia 
proper letters were not used very early in the school curriculum. 

MDP 1851 
MDP2787 
MDP 2788 
MDP27207 
MDP 27 212 

~ letter 4, Sui 
~ letter 2, SuI 
~ lettet 2, S"I 
~ letter 4, Su2 
~ lettet 23, Sui 

The Old Babylonian Susa exercise tablets have unique characteristics and deserve a 
full treatment, bllt that lies beyond the scope of this study. Most of the round tablets 
are inscribed with elementary exercises such as lexical excerpts, divine and personal 
names, as well as proverbs, but also with lines from literary compositions such as 
Message of Ludigira (MDP 27107) or Gi/games and Huwawa A (MDP 1849; MDP 27 
93, 217}. It seems that three of the most-commonly encountered core CKU letters 
wcre also used: ArSI (2), AbSI (3), and Pulbl (23), bllt no other literary letters. 10 

On a Mesopotamian text of this type, one would expect the reverse to contain 
the student's version of what the teacher wrote on the obverse. At Susa, the reverse 
often contains an Akkadian translation, a syllabic transcription, or both, sometimes 
contained within a rectangular border that seems to imitate the shape of a portrait
or landscape-oriented imgida. 

The date of the Old Babylonian school-texts from Susa is not pteAoisely es
tablished; in the introduction to MDP 18, Schell wrote that "its s'etendent chro
nologiquement du temps d'Agade 11 celui du prince Pala i;\l'an, c'est-a-dire assez avant 
dans la periode correspondant a la premiere dynastic de Babylone" (Dossin 1927: i). 

The other Susa tablet is the multicolumn text. 11 The format of this text is un
usual: it is bilingual, in 'syllabic Sumerian and in Akkadi an, and the two languages 
are not written in separate lines but run one into the other. The precise date of this 
tablet is dif6cult to establish. There are very few internal criteria to go by, because we 
do not have usable comparable materiaL It was found at Susa during the 1962-1963 
campaign together with ten Akkadian-language omen texts in a pot in a cache that 
was hidden in a prepared pit in level AXIl, locus 14, in the sector that the excava
tors named "Chantier A." There has been some controversy concerning the dating 
of the level and the ascription of the tablets to a particular stratigraphic context. 
TI,e original editor of the literary texts, R. Labat (1974: 2), could only state that the 
tablets were undoubtedly later than the Old Babylonian period but had to be writ
ten prior to the time of the great Assyrian libraries. The proper placement of these 
finds had to be postponed until the archaeological sequences of the Ville Royale at 

8. Si. 420 (Si1 of ArS2 [3]). 
9. BIN 253 (SEpM 7) and CBS 4078 (Brisch 2007; [70, Letter of Sirviddinam to Uru). 

10. Unless MDP 27 104 conrains a version of line 10 of Letter of Gudea to His God 10. TIle 
text reads: di~ir~~ulC ttl kUhtU nu~me~en I ba~ar,..mi~en~tar~re, 

11. Compilation tablet Sua; see pp. 56-56 below. 
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S ere analyzed in full; this began with the publication of H. Gasehe's (1973) 
U,;':~tive analysis of the pottery. In a review artide of that book, E. Carter (1979: 

~~ 1) presented her own scheme for the dating of levels in the Ville R~yale a~d pro-

d that level AXil should be assigned to approximately 1400 B.C. Steve, Gasche, 
pose d Cr'" d de Mayer (1980) subsequently published a long rejoin er to artc s rev[ew m 
:ich they provided more-precise information on the context of the literary texts 
from Chantier A. The matter is complicated by the fact that, although the tablets 

re found in level Xli, they were in an intrusive feature and undoubtedly belonged 
~e a later time, although one can only surmise as to the date and purpose of this pit 
(Sreve, Gasche, and de Meyer 1980: 123, 125}. On the basis of their reanalysis of 
the stratigraphy of Chantier A, the three scholars proposed that the pit had to have 
been dug from a later level and ascribed it to the period of abandonment of the area 
between levels Xl and X-IX. Then R. D. Biggs and M. Stolper (1983) pubhshed an 
omen text from the Iranian site of Choga Pan West that shared many features with 
the unusual texts of the same type that were found il1 Susa together with the CKU 
tablet and presented persuasive arguments for dating all of them some time late in 
the 6fteenth or early in the fourteenth century B.C. 12 

'W'hatever the exact date, it is clear that the tablet was written by someone who 
Wall using language and writing conventions that were different from those known 
to us from the OB Susa school-texts. 'W'hile maintaining writings such as sa for the 
Akkadian ptonoun sa, a convention that goes back at least as fat back as the Ur III 
documents from that city, the CKU tablet does not seem to represent the type of 
Sumerian syllabic orthography that is characteristic of the older Sumerian school~ 
texts from the city, Similar to other texts from the jar found at Susa, it represents a 
unique literary world whose contours are not well known, that was current in Iran in 
Middle Babylonian times and made its way to Mesopotamia as well (Rutz 2006: 64}, 

Uruk 

Only one C'KU tablet was found at Uruk, the compilation Uka containing SAr 1 
(1), SEpM 2, and possibly other SEpM items. The tablet was found together with 
179 other OB tablets that were discarded in antiquity in a Scherbenwch, or sherd pit, 
located near the ceremonial complex in the center of the city (Cavigneaux 1996: 
2-5). Although none of these literary tablets bears any date, the nonliterary tablets 
that were discarded together with them all date from Rim-Sin 31-42. The Uruk col
lection consists, for the most part, of standard school texts very similar in content to 
those found in N ippur. However, only four orher literary letters were found in this 
group: SEpM, found on the compilation tablet, as well all two copies of SEpM 6,. and 
abilingualletterofpetition to Nanna (Cavigneaux 1996: 59-61, nos. 113-1.5). nus 
stands in contrast to the u[lique catalog of letter inelpits from the sherd pit, which 

12. See also Daneshmand 2004 for a similar omen tablet from Haft Tope and Rut, 2006 for 
an astronomical omen in the same style from Nippur, copied from an original fmtn Susa, See also 
Midla!ow,ki 2006f. 
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,>vas discussed above (pp. 25-27). The catalog ls broken and does not have the 
full listing of the royal letters, but what ls preserved indicates that the Su-Sin and 
lbbi-Sin correspondence was known to someone in OB Uruk. 

!sin 

The one CKU source from loin is a landscape-oriented practice tablet. [J It was 
found in "Grabungsabschnitt NUn, Bauteil 5: Raum 335N 35E 8: 332,15N.34,60E 
4),24."14 This tablet was found in the house at this locus; the house, as well as the 
street outside, contained numerous literary and administrative tablets, seemingly 
/i'om the time of Samsll,iluna. It seems fairly certain that whatever else may have 
been going on in this building, instruction in cuneiform was part of the picture. For 
more detail and bibliography, see Wilcke 2000: 15-16 and Delnero 2006: 49-50. 

Tutub 

Two tablets in Berkeley are said to have come from Tutub ( Khafddje), in the 
Diyala region (Foxvog 1976: 101). In reality, the provenience of these tablets is 
difficult to establish. Niek Veldhuis was kind enough to investigate the matter at 
the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology of the University of Califormia, 
Berkeley, on my behalf and informs me that many of the tablets that are reportedly 
from Khafadje were actually purchased by Henry F. Lutz in New York in May/June of 
1930 from Alfred Kohlberg, while others were brought back by Lutz from Baghdad 
in 1929. Since controlled diggmg at the site began in 1930, these cannot come from 
the official excavations. It is thetefore impossihle to know if these two tablets actu
ally came from Tutub or not. 

Tablets of Unl,nown Origin 

Little can be said about the 37 tablets of unknown provenience. 'nlC eight Yale 
Babylonian Collection tablet~ are said to have come from Larsa. Dyckhoff (1998; 
1999: 108-13) has suggested that they are patt of a large group of literary texts that 
come from a "library of the Enki temple in Larsa" that were subsequently scattered 
in a variety of European and American collections. '5 Until a full investigation of 
these tablets is undertaken, this remains an unsubstantiated hypothesis (Brisch 2007: 
33-34).lt is certainly possible that some of these tablets were found in an estate be
longing to a family that was closely related to an Enki temple in Larsa, but this by no 
means suggests that they belonged to a temple library; more probably, this is another 
example of home-schooling by temple officials. Certainly, Enki/Ea is prominent in 
some of the Yale texts. There ls an unpublished myth concerning this deity in the 
collection; three of the CKU letters were copied in Samsll-iluna year 1 by the stu-

13. IB 733 ~ 1M 766444, SAm! [17]!,1. 
14, I am grateful to Claus Wilcke for this information. 
15. Dyckhoff (1999: 110) suggests that the Yale tablets in the r<l!lge It'om YBC 4{)OO through 

10JOOO came from this "library!) in Larsa, All the texts used here fall between these two numbers. 
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dent Qisti-Ea, whose other exercises are also to be found among unpublished tablets 
at Yale, as noted below. It is perhaps relevant that, on the Yale tablet YBC 7149, the 
name ofLu-Nanna, governor of Zimudar, is written as Lu-Enki. 16 

One tablet in the Abbey of Montserrat in Catalonla is said to come from Bahy
lon, but this ascription is shaky Ht best. Even less reliable is the annotation "said to 
be from Warka" that accompanies the publication of AN1930,581 (OECT 5 28 
[p.54J).17 

Very little can be said about the majority of the unprovenienced sources ofRCU 
that are scattered in museums and private collections. The first list contairu; tablets 
that are in the British Museum: 

1. BM 54327 (82-5-22,479) + 82993 (83,1-21,156) 
2. BM 54894 (82-5-22,1224) 
3. BM 108869 ~ 1914-4-7,35 
4. BM 108870 ~ 1914-4-7,36 
5. BM 16897+22617 (92-7-913 + 94-1-15 419) 

Texts 3 and 4 are from purchase, and nothing [(lstmcrive can be said about them 
at present. The first two tablets are likely to be from Sippar, although it cannot be 
said which mound, Abu Habbah or Tell ed Der, is the probable source. The 82,5,22 
collectioru; also included tablet, from a late archive from Babylon (van Driel1989: 
114-15), but there is no information on any possible Old Babylonian texts from that 
site in the mix. 

Here one must refer to CBS 346 (PBS 1O{4 8, ArS5 [9]), from the "Khabaza col
lection" of the University Museum in Philadelphia. The Sippar provenience of this 
tablet, while hardly certaiu, is most probable. The "Khabaza" tablets were purchased 
in London in 1888 and 1895 (Civil 1979b), and because most of the administra
tive texts in these lots are from Sippar, it is assumed that many of the literary texts 
from these acquisitions come from there as well. The CRS text is quite different in 
appearance, ductus, and format than the excavated tablets from Abu Habbah but is 
simllar to some others in the Khabaza collection at the University Museum and to a 
k'W in the "Sippar Collections" of the British Museum. These texts are all bilingual, 
with the interlinear Akkadian lines ,,'ritten in smaller script; some passages are fully 
translated, while others are only partially glossed or omitted altogether in tile Ak, 
kadian version. For examples of similar tablets, one might compate the three sources 
for the apocryphal Lugalanemundu Inscription,18 all in Phlladelphia, and CT 58 5 
from the British Museum, but there are other texts of this type in both collections. 
The Khabaza collections in the University Museum of the University of Pennsyl
vania were acquired at about the same rlt';c as the Bu 82-5-12 group in the British 

16. See the commentary to S.Suj: 27 (18). 
17. Inventory numbers in the Ashmolean Museum were formerly marked as Ash!u.; this has 

been changed to A'l. 
18. On the sources) see Civi11979b. 
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Museum and similarly seem to have been found at Abu Habbah or Tell ed Dcr (van 
Oriel 1989, 112). 

Finally, one should note that collective tablet Xa, which has all four letters of 
the Ibbi-Sin correspondence, may also have been written in Sippal'. If one looks 
at the matrix of the letter Pulbl (23), in lines 6--16 and 3.5-46 there is an overlap 
of text with source Sil, excavated in Sippar, and the number of unique variants 
shared between the two tablets strongly suggests that they belong to the same textual 
tradition. 

Date 

All the sources, as noted above, are Old Babylonian in date, with the excep
tion of the Middle Babylonian Susa tablet (compilation tablet SlIl), and possibly 
compilation tablet Xf (Nt 3083 [1SET 2 115]). More precision is difficult to come 
by, since so few of the CKU tablets bear year-names. Fifteen of the manuscripts have 
colophons. 19 One h"" only "day 26" (F), and eight have only the month and day (A, 
B, C, D, G, J, M, N). Five tablets have the month and day, followed or preceded by 
the name of the scribe (A, Sin-ismeanni; B, QiSti-Ea; D, Ali-baniliu; G, Zababa-[ ... 1; 
],Ibni-ilum). 

Year-names are used to date five unprovenienced tablets, ranging from the 1st 
(1749 B.C.) to the 28th year of King Samsu-iluna of Babylon (1 n2 ll.C.). Source X2 
of letter 18 (SaSul, col. C) w"" written on the third day of the eleventh month of 
Sil. Three other tablets, all written by one Qisri.Ea, were written that same year: 
manuscript X5 of letter 2 (vii!.?) has no year-name but must belong to that year, 
as the same young man copied letter 13 (PuS 1) on two consecutive tablets on the 
20th and 25th days 'of month nine of Samsu-iluna's accession year (X4, X5). Three 
months later, he worked on YBC 4705, which contains the l.etter of Sin-iddlnam to 
Nininsina (Si1.xiL16; Brisch 200?, 76). 

The last two dated tablets are compilation tablet Xa (col. 0), a two-column 
tablet of unknown origin that contained the non.Nippur versions of the whole Ibbi
Sin correspondence, that is, letters 20-24, written by someone whose name ends in 
·ia-a, son of Kubulum, on Si27. v.l7; and one by Samas.musallim, written on Si28. 
bt's (ArS4 [8j, Xl, col. E). 

The earliest-known manuscript of CKU may be a tablet from Untk, since the 
sherd pit in which it was found contained tablets dated RS 31-42 {1822-1763 
B.C.).20 The tablets from No.7 Quiet St. in Ur and House F in Nippur were writren 
at some time before Sill (1739 B.C.). The tablets from No. I Broad St. also date from 

19, The colophons/subscripts are collected on pp. 247,-248 below, listed by letters of the 
alphabet. 

20. ArSl source Ukl. Huber (2001, 205) claims that the earliest source of CKU goes back 
to the nineteenth year of Sumu.la-el of Babylon (1880-1845 B.C.). She notes that the Kish tublet 
PRAK ll, D 60 (PuSI [13], source Kil) belongs to the archives of the Zababa temple restored 
in that year by the Babylonian king, But lab.ba in the colophon is simply the beginning of the 
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before this year, but because they may have been brought there, from one at more 

th h uses their date is uncertain. The Nippur tablets, which make up the largest 
oero, hal'!" ' lth h 

t (,f the sources bear no dates but arc eo oglca mIOlmatlon, a oug 
peteen 'age " ,. ( ) 

b,'guous suagests that many of them come from atound SIlO 1740 B.C. 
not unum 'b' '1 f h 
and at the latest from Si29 (1721 B.C.), or from the first two years of lluma-I u ate 

Sealand Dynasty (Civil 1979a: 8).21 

The Royal Correspondence as School Literature 

The ltterary letters, including those of CKU, are almost exdusively Old Babylo

nian school exercises written by young boys and perhaps occasIOnally by young g~rls 
, Sippar (Lion and Robson 200S, Lion 2009). The curricular approach to Sumenan 

l'~ 'rature has become fashionable of late, and the elements of this instruction have 
lei I . II' d t '1 been recounted so many times that it makes itt e sense to go over It a meat 
once again; therefore, 1 will only provide a brief description of the issues involved to 

provide the proper background for further analysis. , 
A few decades ago, a statement such as "all Sumetian literature was school ltt

erature" would have been greeted with sotne skepticism; but now, due to the exem· 
larydetailed research of Hermann Vanstiphout (1978,1979), Niek Veldhuis (1996, 

i997), and Steve Tmney (1998,1999), the core cutriculum of the Old Babylonian 
sehools in Nippur and places that used a similar syllabus is well known, at least as 
far the early phases of instruction are cOl1cemedu As originally reconstructed by 
Veldhuis (1997, 63), "Phase 1" of instruction consisted of four graded sets of texts, 
beginning with sign- and personal-name lists, moving on to thematic lexical texts 
such as the tree- and wood-list, and then to more complex sign-lists such as Proto
Ea, Proto-Din, and mathematical tables. Then students studied their first connected 
Sumerian sentences, as found in model contracts and proverb collections. Having 
mastered the elements of cuneiform writing, the young adepts were ushered into the 
world of Sumerian poetry. According to Tmney (1999,162), the initial part of this 
phase involved learning a quartet of short hymns to kings and deities ("the tetrad"); 
this in tum was followed by "the Deead," a set of ten compositions of various kinds, 
hymns to the kings Sulgi and Upit-EStar, to the goddess Nungal, the temple ofNin
hursanga at Kes, as well as myths (lnana and Ebih, En"i's jourrte'j to Nippur) , and 
a Gilgamefi tale (GUgames and Huwawa A). kJ After thiS, the curriculum was hlled 

personal"name of the student and has nothing ~o do with a {empIe, and thus this dating must be 

abandoned. 
2 L "The commol1ly~held opinion that Nippur and other southern dties were completely 

abandoned toward the end of Samsu ... iluna~s reign may have to be revised in light of the new evi~ 
dence marshaled by S. Dalley 2009,7-8. 

22. See also, among others, Robson 2001; Volk 1996, 2000; and Witeke 2000. For a recent 
survey, w1th some new perspectives! see Delnero 2006: 27-147. 

23. Full matrixes of aU the Deead texts ate now available in Delnero 2006,1857,,2473. 
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with other literary compositions, but it is unclear if there was any specific ordet that 
was generally followed or if teachers chose whatever they liked at this point. Thus, 
E. Robson (20CH: 54) has identified a group offourteen poems that seem to follow at 
some point aftet the Decad in House F at Nippur. 

One of the primary criteria for assigning texts to 'l'ecific phases of the curriculum 
is the physical character of the cuneiform tablets inscribed with school compositions. 
These were first defined by M. Civil (1979a: 5) in a study of lexical texts and refined 
by S. Tinney (1999: ] 60-61). They are: 

Type I 

Type II 

TypellI 

Type IV 

Large tablets, cylinders or prisms 

The obverse contains a two-column calligraphic exercise: the lett 
side is written by the instructor, the right-hand side is the work 
of the student; the reverse contains a multtcolumn excerpt from a 
longer list. 

Small, onc ... column tablets that contain material extracted from a 
]ongcr text, 

Small lentil-shaped tablets: these have one or more lines of text 
written by the teacher on one side and copied by the student on 
the other. 

Tinney adjusted this typology, which was developed for lexical compositions, adding 
the following categories for school literary exetcises: 

Type S One-column rectangular tablets containing between ten and forty 
or even more lines of text. At Nippur and Ur they are almost 
exclusively oriented in portrait fashion; at some ~ther places, such 
as Isin and Uruk, landscape-oriented tablets of this type were also 
used. The Sumerian teon for these is im~g(d",da. These correspond 
to Civil's Type III. 

Type M Larger tablets with two or more columns on each side. 

Type P Prisms that have ftotn four to nine sides. Type M and P are sub
sumed by Civil's Type I. 

Texts from the elementary phases of instruction, through the Tetrad, are usually 
found on tablets of the II and tV variety; beginning with the Decad, Types I and III 
predominate. 

Eighty-four of the 114 Old Babylonian CKU tablets are one-column daily prac
tice tablets (Type 1Il). About a sixth 5izable-19 tablets-are compilations that con
tain more than one letter; most of these have more than one column per side (these 
are usually referred to as Type M) but there are some that have only one column and, 
though they are technically Type S, in practice some of them are functionally more 
like Type M items, containing many more lines than the l.sual im-g(d-da. Three 
compilation tablets is a prism {Pl. Type IV round tablets ("lentils") are likewise rare; 
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rh . "Ie example from Sippar and the live Susa items are t.he only indicators that " e SIn", , 
."ts from CKU were used somewhere at the earlier level of learning. 

excerl~ 

85 75% 

'9 17% 

I 6 3 • S% 3% 1% • - - -
Type I Type III Type!V Prisms Other Type [ Type III Type!\! Prisms Other 

Statistically, the proportion of tablet-types is similar to the distribution established 
by Kleinerman (2009: 82; 20\ 1: 81) for the SEpM and by Delnero (2006: 99-100) 
for the Decad: 

""""'''''"''''','"'---- .,--- -~--~ -,~- - _. ---, -'-'. -'-_.-
eKU SEpt J)ll\:ad 

TypeJ 17% 16.5% 24% 

Type II 0% 0 less than 1 % 

Type III 75% 75.5% 72% 

Type IV 5% 1.3% less than 1 % 

P 3% 4% 4% 

The Type III Pracrice Tablets 

Because the majority of preserved CKU texts are preserved on single-column 
tablets, it is useful to take a brief look at the number of lines that these exercises 
contain. For obvious reasons, this analysis only takes into account exemplars from 
Nippur and Ur. 

~: TYj;l! JJi"CKU T\lbl~t~ frnmNlpl/lIl·· 
AtS! (1) 36 lines 

N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N6 
N8 

20'06 
1-20 
1/20-36 
1-13 
20-36 
1-1 

T~e Ul eli\) Tilbll\t3 from Nlpp!t! 
SAri (2) 34 lines 

N2 
N3 
N4 
NS 
N7 
N9 

1-34(1) 
2134 
1-34 
17-26 

1-34 
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1'y~" 1lI CRI,J Tabl.otsf~om Nippur ~~ III Olm Tablets wom NipP"I 

ArS2 (3) 22+ lines 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N6 
N7 

AbSl (4)24 
NI 
NZ 
N3 
N4 
N7 
N8 
N9 
NIO 

ArS3 (7) 15 line, 
NI 
N3 
N4 

Pu~ 1 (13) 34 lines 
Nl 

AmSI (16) 12 lines 
l~.n Nt 
1_7 15Ib (21) 30 lines 
2'-20' (shorr version) 

1'-20' NI 
1'~20'( +) N2 

N3 
Pulbl (23) SIUnes 

N2 
N3 
N4 

N6 
N7 

N8 
N9 

1-15 IbPul (24) 36 lines 
1-15 Nl 
1-15 N2 

N3 
1-34 
1-34 

T~~' 11I ClUJ 'fahli>t~ ir~m1Jr 
SAri (33 lines) 

Ur2 1-33 
AbSl 

Ur2 
Ud 

ArS7 (20+ lines) 
UrI 1-20+ 

< , 

saSu! (18) 41 lines 
UrI 1-23 

Pulbl (23) 
Ur2 1-36 

.. --.-.-.~.-.~.-.~.:...:.:~-

1···12 

1~14 

1-14 
1-30 

23-51 
23'-51 
I-51 (two column 

tablet) 
1-51 
?-51 
1,~22 

1-23 

19·~3625 

1-19 
1-36 

24. All these mblets appear to contain complete versions of the c01Tlposition~ but because 
the number of hnes differs in each case, it is difficult to g'duge the exact COUnt for each exemplar, 
The same holds true for the two Ur practice tablets, See the commentary to the edition. 

25. Nt and N2 were written by the same scribe. 

~"~t 
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As a rule, the CKU dally exercises consist either of a complete letter or, in the case of 
longer epistles, only half the composition, Thus, each day a Nippur student learned 
anywhere from 14 to 36 lines of epistolary Sumerian. The much more limited Ur 
documentation suggests a similar practice in some school or schools in that city. This 
compares well with the figures established for the Decad, the ten elementary Sume
rian literary compositions used at Nippur, According to Delnero (Z006: 103-4), the 
average shortest number of lines on Type III exercises belonging to this group is 15, 
and the general average runs in the range between 28 and 37 lines. This type of evi
dence is not in itself conclusive, but it does suggest that at Nippur and Ur the CKU 
was studied at a relatively early level of instruction, in conjunction with, or perhaps 
even before or right after, the Decad. 

If we look beyond N ippur, another indication fat the way the CKU lelters were 
used in school instruction comes from a set of tablets in the Yale Babylonian Collec
tion that were written during the reign ofSamsu-iluna hy a student named Qisti-Ea. 
Wherever these texts may come from, the only other scribe by this name known to 
me is the "royal scribe" (dub-sar lugal) who inscribed a Louvre tablet containing 
the Tale of the Three Ox Drivers from Adab, dated to year 8 of Ammi~duqa-that is, 
110 years later d,an the Qisti-EB who wrote the Yale tablets--and thus he cannot be 
the same person. 26 The Yale tablets written by someone by this name are: 

YEC 4185: SAri (2), Sn.viiL7 
YBC 4654: PuS 1 (13) Sil.ix.20 
YBC 4606: Pust (13) Sil.ix.25 
YEC 4705: Letter of Sin-iddiMm to NininsiM: Si1.xii.l6 
YOC 6713: Two Scribes, Sil1.i.8 
YOC 7176: SupeTl-isor and Scribe, Sil Ltv, t 

If we assume that Qisti-Ea did not spend ten years in school, someone else by the 
same name must have written the last two, It took more than a month for QiSti-EB 
to progress from CKU 1 to 13. Moreover, he waited four days before finishing the 
latter, because the two tahlets from the nintb month contain two halves of the com
position but are not dated on consecutive days. He then labored for another three 
months, perhaps working through a version of SEpM, before he tackled one of the 
Larsa letter-prayers (Erisch 2007: 34). 

What of the tablets themselves and the manner in which they were u..<ed in the 
schnols?Though the consenBus is that Type III tablets represent daily exercises, there 
is no agreement on the function of the large Type I exemplars, Some yeats ago, Jer
rold Cooper (1983: 46) famously observed that the larger tablets often do not have 
the best text and can contain more than the usual level of errors, but he did not offer 
any explanation as to why this might be the case, Nevertheless, his remarks remain 
important, as some modern redactors tend to give more credence to variants from 

26, Cavigneaux (1987: 12) note, that, from the paleographic point of view, the tablet may 
have been copied in the Kassite period; see aho Alster 1991-1993: 27. 
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the larger texts in their edirlons. Recently, Eleanor Robson (2001: 49), writing about 
mathematical exercises, stated: 

The shon extracts on Type IIli and Type III tablets we'e deployed in a srudent's 
first enCQUllLerS with a composition, at< he memorized it section by secrion, The 
longer passages on Types I, nlz, and P tablets, on me other hand, seem [() be writtell 
ill order to revise earlier work) consolidating individually memorized sections into 
lengthier segments. 

Delnero (2006: 105-6) investigated the relationship between Type I and Type III 
tablets of the Decad and concluded that compositions were generally divided into 
four sections, each on a sepatate Type III tablet, to aid memorization, after which the 
student was required to write out the whole poem from memory. \V'hile working on a 
very different project that involves the reconstruction of the Old Babylonian "fore
runners" of the first two tablets of the canonical version of the lexical series HAR-ra 

~ubu!!u, I came to a similar conclusion that the best explanation for the longer 
tablets is that they are the ancient equivalents of exam tex ts. There are problems 
with this proposal, to be sure; for example, what are we to do with a composition 
such as Nidaba Hymn C, which is attested almost exclusi vely on Type I tablets? But as 
it stands, Delnero's proposition serves to explain the wide range of competence evi
denced in these bigger formats, 1m well as tbe fact that on some such texts the level of 
accuracy deteriorates within the text, because some students did better than others. 
If one accepts this proposal as a working hypothesis, then the order and content of 
the compilation tablets provides some evidence for the reconstruction of the man
ner in which CKU letters were studied in Old Babylonian schools. I will investigate 
this matter below, but first I would like to end this section with comments about the 
nature of early school instruction. 

It is now generally assumed thar school children memorized texts from dicta
tion and/or from model written exemplars and then wrote them down for teachers 
to check (Delnero 2006: 81). The problem is that none of the model tablets have 
survived, and therefore one suspects that most of the instruction was done by dicta
tion. Nevertheless, certain features of school exercises, some of them present in CKU 
tablets, can only be explained by some form of recourse to a written original. There is 
a remarkable unity, for the most part, in the way that each text is divided into lines. 
The reasons for this may be purely syntactic, but the variations in the way lines are 
laid out are most often explained hy the size of tablets or columns and not by scribal 
whim. One remarkable example of a feature that is best examined by redactional 
activity that leads to a common written manuscript, at least in the hands of some 
gtoup of scribes or teachers, is an Instance of crasis found in SArlo 24 ([2]; see top of 
p. 53 J. Basic, commonly accepted rules of Sumerian morphology, as well as writing 
practices, require that the line be read as ~lo igi-bar-ra-ka-ni lu li-bHib)-diri, 
and indeed, this is what one finds in only two texts from different origins: Nl, from 
House F in Nippur, and X2, from the Sippar Collection in the Brttish Museum,2; It 

27. N1 is a c.olnpHation tablet (Na), and it does not often have the bf-st text. It may even 
be that: what to us is the COn"oct writing here was actually a mistake or a hypercorrection as far as 
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10 igi-bar-ra-ka-ni lo-al-li-b,-ib-diri 
Nt + + + + + + + + - + 
N2 0 + + + + + + 
N3 + + + + + + + a 0 a 0 

N5 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N7 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NB 0 a 0 0 0 a + + + + 
Nll. + + + + + + + + 
Ur2 0 0 0 0 0 + + <liu al-did-ge 
Xl + + + + + + ra '+ 0 a 
X2 + + + + + + + - + + In + 
X4 + a + + +a + + r a'. rin '0 

X6 + + + + + + + a + + In + 

is impossible to know what N5 had at this point, but nve Nippur duplicates have the 
crasis form lu-al.H.bHib)-diri. It is always possible, of course, that all of these 
tablets came from the same house or from a group of related teaching establ ishments, 
but the fact that three of the four unprovenienced items (Xl, X4, X6) have a different 
form of ctasis (llI-a- Ii-b (- in/ib-diri) suggests thar the eliding oflu with the verbal 
form in this line had at some point become a traditional part of the text, and it is 
hard to explain this without recourse to a written example for students to copy. After 
all, we know that schoolmasters sometimes sent texts to one another (Civil1979a: 
8), and this could be one form of dissemination of certain redactional features. This 
is not to say that all school texts were copied from actual physical examples, only 
to suggest that, although memorization from oral dictation may generally have been 
used at certain levels of instruction, at some point in their study students may have 
had recourse to sample tablets as well. 

To get a better grasp on the curricular function of the CKU, it is useful to survey 
the disttibution of the CKU letters on compilation tablets, their order as evidenced 
by catch-lines, as well as the geographical distribution of the sources. 

Compilation Tablets 

Here follows a brief description of aU the compilation tablets, some of which 
actually belong to SEpM but begin or end with elements of CKU. The main reason 
for this listing is to help establish the order of the letters in the curriculum. Nineteen 
of these are Type M, three are prisms, one is an oval-shaped tablet with extracts from 
two letters, and two are of Type !lI (S) but contains two letters each. 

school tradition was concerned. This would work well with my hypothesis that many Type 1 
tablets are examination pieces written from memory. 
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Nippur 

A. Prisms (P) 
Na CBS 7848+ 7856 (SL xxxviU). A fragment containing the first three sides of what 

was once a large prism that most probably contained all ofSEpM (l-B are pte' 
served), beginning with ArS3 (7) SEpM 1a. 

Nb :-li. 9702 (lSET 2 122). Fragment of rhe bottom part of H prism; what remains of the 
lirst preserved side is blank, suggesting that it is the final side. Therefore, the other 
face must be the first side; it contains the last part ofSAr3 (6) and the litst three 
lines of AtS3 (7) SEpM] a. 

Nc :-li. 9703 (ISf:T 2 120). This is a broken part of a ptism that probably contained all 
of SEpM; the third preserved column, which was probably the last, has the end of a 
letter, followed by the only known manuscript of the beginning ofSAr2 (5), but the 
f"ce breaks off before the end and therefore thete are no clues as to what followed, 
For a discussion of this prism, see Kleinerman (2011: 14). 

B. Multiple Colllllm Tablets (M) 
Nd .3 N-T 311 (SL xxii~xxiii). This two-column tablet, from House F, was the basis for 

the reconstruction of the phantom Collection A. It contained ArSI (1), SAri (2), 
and Pulbl (23). 

Ne CBS 7787 + N 1200 + N ]203 + N 1204 + N 1208 + N 1210,27a + N 1210,27b 
+ :-l121O-l7d + N 1210-27e + N 1212 + N 1214 + N 1218 (+') NL 4061 + NL 
4188 (lSET 2 118). A two-column tablet that contained ArS2 0), IbPul (23), and 
PuIbl (24). The reconstruction of tbis tablet is almost, hut not completely certain. 
It consists of two pieces, one in Philadelphia and one in Istanbul. The assumption 
that these two sections are probably part of the same tablet was crucial !Dr the proper 
reconsttuction of ArS3 (3). Soon after I made this discovery, Steve Ttrmey and then 
Jeremiah Peterson were able to join many small fragments to the larger CBS tablet 
in Philadelphia and kindly sbated their discoveries with me. A hypothetical photo
graphk join between the two sections is presented on the accompanying disc. 

Nf }Ii. 4149 (lSET 2 122). Two or more columns per side. In the original publkation, 
the one inscribed side is marked "Obv.," but the order of the columns, which read 
from right to left, indicates that it is the reverse. Howevet, dle other side appears to 
be uninscribed, which is not what one expects of the obvel~e. Tbe first preserved col, 
umn has lines 1-9 of ArS I (1); after rhe break, tbe text resumes in the next column 
with line 32 of the compooition; from this one infers that the tablet had approxi, 
mately 31 lines per cohunn. TIle order of the surviving letters is ArSI (1), followed 
by SAri (2). 

Ng Ni. 4164 (lSET 2 117). This is a fragment of a multicolumn tablet with official let
ters Dnd l'elated texts, There are four compositions of this type in the preserved parts, 
including the otherwise unduplicated SuLuSal (20), and the tablet undoubtedly 
contained more. 'TI,e other three fragmentarily preserved letters on this tablet can' 
not be identilied at. d,e present time. 

Nh Ni. 9706 (ISET 2112). This is a sizable fragment of what was a very large tablet that 
had at least five columns on each side, as evidenced from the reverse, The remains of 
two columns on the obverse indicate that the tablet originally began with SEpM: the 
remnants of tbe text on col. r are impossible to identify but may be SEpM 8, and col 
u' has SEpM 9 (the Tumal Inscription). Only traces are preserved of the flist column 

Ni 

NJ 

Nk 
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of the reverse, which must have contained SEpM letters. Column it' contains almost 
the entire last letter from that coliection (SEpM 22: 2-12), followed by AtS 1 (I). 
Judging by the reconstructed outline, it does not seem likely tbat any other CKU 
letters wete included on this tablet. I therefore assume that the tablet ctmtained the 
whole ofSEpM, followed by ArSl (I), SAd (2), ArS2 (3), and PuSl (13). 
Ni. 9854 (ISET 1 189). The remains of the obverse of a multicolumn tablet. One 
column h,B SAl (1), and t.he next side has PuSl (13).1r is impossible to estimate if 
ArSI (2) and perhaps another text was included between them. 
UM 29-13,20 + UM 29,13-24 (both SL liii). Probably a three-column tablet that 
hadSEpM 1-9, beginning with AbSI (4) SEpM 1. 
\JM 29-16-13 + :-l3264 + N 3266 + N 3294 + N 3301 + N 3303 + N 3308 + 
N 3310 (Rll 5L xxiv-xxv) + Ni. 9701 (lSET 2 114). Muiticoillmn tablet with the 
complete SEpM, beginning with AbS I (4) = SEpM I. 

C. Single Column Tablet (S) 
~ 3 N-T 80 (A 30135, 5L xxxi). One column tablet with ArS3 (7) = SEpM la, fol, 

lowed by SEpM 2. From house I. 

Ur 

A. Multiple Column Tablets (M) 
Uta U 7741 (UET 6/2173). This two-column tablet from No.7 Quiet St. had a medley 

of/etters different from any other collection.111e ~rved section contains SEpM 
19, an otherwise unatte.sted Inim,Enlila Letter; AbS[ (4), SEpM 4, atl0therwise 
unidentifIed letter; and SEpM 8. 

Urb U 16853 (UET 6/2 [74) + VET 6/3 "537. A three' (or more) column tablet, this 
one from No.1 Broad St, sandwiched the three most commonly arrested CKU letters 
in between SEpM letters. The preserved order is (x), SEpM 7, ArSI (I), SArl (2l, 
Pulb 1 (23), SEpM 17, and possibly more letters. Even if the tablet only had three 
columns per side, there is room for at lcast thirty line, before SEpM 7 in col i'. 

B. Single Column Tablet (S) 
Ure [JET 6/3561 (*187). One,column tablet that contained ArS? (12), preceded by 

anothet unidentified letter. See the commentary to letter 12. 

Uru" 
Ub W 16743 gb (C",vigneaux, LJrulo 143). This is a lowerright,band fragmelltofa tablet 

that contained parts ofSEpM, followed by some patts ofCKU. The original is in 
Baghdad and could not be inspected, and therefore it is difficult to determine the 
possible dimensions of the piece, but I suspect that it was a two-column tablet. From 
photographs, I was able to establish that the end of the last,pre.served column on the 
obverse has traces of the first four lines of Letter of Sin,tiUat; to 1m,Dagan (SEpM 
2), and the final column has lines of ArSl: 25-28 (1), which continues on tbe first 
column of the reverse with line. 29-32, and then it breaks off. It is impossible to 
know what preceded SEpM 2 and how many more of the !sin letters were in the last 
column of the obverse. The remains of the top of the second column of the reverse 
are blank, and therefote the tablet ended with ArS! (1) or perhaps with SAr I (2). 
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Susa 
Sua SusaA XX/I 1962/3 (MDAI57 I). This Middle Babylonian two-column tablet 

contains SPul (14) and SI!1 (15). On the date, see pp. 42-43 above. 
This tablet is unique: it is bilingual, with the Sumerian text running on into the 

Akkadian. separated, when the language changes within a line. by an U Sign, but 
otherwise continuous, so that it does not respect lines as such, with words continu .. 
ing from line to line. It also turns like the pages of a modem book rather than on 
the bottom axis. There are examples of Old Babylonian tablets with lexical texts 
that read in this manner, but I know of no standard literary exercises of this kind. 
Indeed. the only other example of a literary tablet that turns in this manner "' Xf 
(see below). 

Origin Unknown 

A. Multiple Column Tablets (M) 
Xa A 74 75. This two-column tablet has all four letters of the Ibbi-Sin correspondence. 

including the long ven;ions: IsIb (21), IbiS I (22). PuIbl (23). and IbPu (24). There 
is no information on its origins--only that it was purchased in Iraq by Henri Frank .. 
fort. The tablet is possibly from Sippar. 

Xb A win. This two-column tablet contains ArSI (/), SAri (2), ArS2 (3), PuS1 (13), 
SPuOBal (14a). and SPuOBbl (14b). 

Xc EM 54327. This is a fragment of what must have been a two-colmnn tablet, judging 
by the curvature. When complete, it had ArSI (I), SAri (2), a gap ofaround 70 
lines, SuSal (19). and PuIbl (23). The scribe misjudged the size required and began 
to run out of space in the last column, so that lines of Pulbl (23) had to be skipped, 
and eventually the composition remained uncompleted. The gap may have been 
filled by either ArS2 (3) or PuS! (13) and, most probably, by SaSul (18). 

Xd EM 54694. This is a small left"hand fragment from the middle of what must have 
been a rather large tablet that contained a version of SEpM, followed by CKU let
ters, similar to Nd. The obven;e had a number of letten;, of which only a few lines 
(2-10) of SEpM 4 remain. The remains of the final column of the reverse have the 
beginning of pu~n (13); it is likely that this was the last CKU text on this tablet. 

Xc Crozer 206 •. This is a two-column tablet that contained the first eight letters of 
SEpM, beginning with AbSl (4). Nothing is known about its origins, and its pres" 
ent location is likewise a mystery: the Crozier Seminary collection, last held by the 
Rochester Theological Seminary in Rochester, NY, was sold at auction to anony~ 
mous purchasers. 

Xi Ni. 3083 (lSE'[ 2 115). This tablet is housed in the Nippur collection in Istanbul, 
but there are reasons to be cautious about its provenience. My doubts about the 
origin of this tablet begin with paleography: the tablet simply does not look like an 
Old Babylonian Nippur text; it may be either late OB or even MB in date. I am fully 
aware of the subjective nature of such an aSSC'SSlIlent, but this is based on decades of 
work with Nippur tablets in Philadelphia and Istanbul. Be that as it may, there are 
more precise reasons for doubting the Nippur origin of this tablet. 

There is anothet fearure that sets this table, apart from most OB. and certainly 
from most Nippur school texts of this format. namely. that it turns like a modem 

Xg 
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book: the columns on ,he reverse have to be read from left to righ, ra,her than from 
r;ght to left. Thus the marking of obven;e and reverse on the published capy has ro 
be reversed. On this kind of rablet, see the comments on tablet Sua above. 

Assuming that each column contained approximately 51 lines, Xf preserves the 
remains of five letters: PuSI (13). SPul (14), AmSI (16). SAml (17). SaSul (18), 
and l~lbl (21). Two of these-letters 17 and 18- al'e otherwise not attested at Nip, 
pur and one (AmSI) is documented by only one other Nippur duplicate. 
YBC 7149. This is a two-column tablet conmining the Su"Sin correspoodence, 
SaSul (18) and SuSal (19). 

B. Single Column Tablet (S) 
. Xh YBC 4596. This is a one"column tablet with ArSI (1) and SAri (2). 

C. Oval ExerciJie Tablet 
Xl LB 2543 (TLB 3 172). This is an almost complete oval,shaped exercise tablet that 

y , 

has excerpts from ASI (I) and SeAl (2). 

A survey of the documentation reveals that, from the curricular point of view, 
Ab~1 (4) and ArS3 (7) belong to SEpM. although tbey are treated here as part of 

"~I. _,,"u on thematic grounds. Usually, Ur III royal letters were studied before SEpM, al
though there are at least two compilation tablets on which the order is reversed (Nf, 

possibly Xc).l1ic Abaindasa letter of petition was edited by F. Ali (1964: 53--62) 
as the /irst item of his "Collection Bn-that is. SEpM-and as a result it has been 
considered to be the "canonical" Bl, with ArS3 (7) ~ SEpMla as all alternative. 
But there is no reason to privilege one over the other, and the alteration between 
them seems quite free, in Nippur at least, since the latter is only documented in four 
tablets from that city. For example, one AbSl source from House F has a catchline 

. to SEpM2,28 but in a house next door (I) someone copied ArS3 and SEpM on the 
same tablet. 29 If we tabulate the order of items on the compilation tablets, without 
including those that belong strictly to SEpM, adding the sequence in the Uruld..etter 
Catalog (ULC, lines 1--8; ( ) ~ restored), we obtain the results shown in the table on 
p. 58: This correlates well with the information derived from catchlines, which are 

present on tablets from Nippur: 

Letter Sources Letter SOUyc<cs 
2--+3 N3, N4, Nll.lO 7--+SEpM2 N3,N4 
3--+ 13 N6 16--+ 17 Nl 

--+23 N4 23--+24 N3 
4--+SEpM2 N2·l1 

28. 3 N-T 309 = AbSI (4), N2. 
29. 3 N,T 80 = ArS3 (i), N1. 
30. The catchlines are alllugaH!uLO,ra h-na-a-dcIg<\1 and while this could refer to some 

other Aradtnll-Sulgi letter, it is most likely a reference to ArS2 (3). 
31. The catch lines all letters 4 and 7 aU read lugaHla (I-na-dug,; the use of ~a for the 

:. pronoun is a way of indicating diat this is SEpM 2 rather than one of the CKU letters. 

:: 

".1 

I 
>1 

I 
I 

, 
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x 

The order of ite!TIE.on the compilation tablets and the catchlines is our best source 
for the reconstruction of the native ordering of the CKU letters. There are some 
other lines of evidence that may offer supporting documentation. First, there is the 
evidence from House F, which had the following (Robson 2001: 58, revised): 

Letter 
SArl (1) 
ArS1 (2) 
AbS1 (4) 
181b1 (21) 
Pulbl(23) 

Number of Sources 
4 
2 
2 (one has catchline to SEpM 2) 
1 
2 

This must be compared to the small collection of rablets found in House I (Robson 
2001: 59), which had one tablet with AtS3 (7, followed by SEpM 2). This house 
had only a few literary tablets; aside from this tablet that had rhe first two items of 
SEpM, it had one with SEpM 9,33 a tablet with one of the three surviving Nipput 
manuscripts of Nidaba Hymn C, 34 as well as one unidentified literary exercise. 

32. See p. 429 below. 
33. 3 N·T 109 (A 30146). 
34. 3 N.T213 (A 30179, AOAT 25 pI. XVI·). 
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1 

la (ArSl) 

2 (SAd) 

3 (ArS2) 

4 (AbSl) 

5 (SAr2) 

6 (SAr3) 

7 (ArS3) 

8 (ArS4) 

9 (ArS5) 

10 (Ar86) 

11 (UrS) 

12 (Ar!':7) 

13 (PSl) 

14 (SPul0Ila) 

(SPul0Bb) 

(SPulMB) 

15 (SIS) 

16 (AmS!) 

17 (SAm!) 

18 (SbSl) 

19 (SSb1) 

20 (LuSSl) 

21 (Ill I) 

22 (IIS1) 

23 (PIl) 

24 

11 

7 
10 

1 

5 

4 

2 

1 

3 

9 

2 

3 

1 

2 

(x) 

x 

x 

x' 

x 

x 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

136 

8 

1 

6 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

5 
2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

5 

2 
5 

2 

20 

1 

21 

10 

18 

1 

2 

5 

1 

1 

1 

9 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

4 
2 

1 

8 

2 

17 

8 

59 

Finally, there is the matter of the number of sources for each letter and their 
provenience, which are correlated in dlC table above. The existing data, which are 
hardly abundant, lead to the conclusion that the main body of Ur III letters that 

35. Entries from ULe are entered 9$ x. 
36. Middle Babylonian. 
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schoolteachers drew upon in Nippur at the time of Samsu-iluna consisted of the 
Aradmu/Sulgi correspondence about the officer Apilasa (lerters 1~3), one letter from 
general Puzur-Sulgi to Sulgi (13), as well as a missive from Puzur-Sulgi, the general of 
Kazallu to King lbbi-Sin (23). Then, depending on criteria that are sim1?ly unknown 
1'0 us, they chose either the petition letter of rhe cap min Abaindasa to Sulgi (4) 01' a 
Letter from Aradmu to the king about this officer and then moved on into the SEpM 
collection (7). Only two other letters have some presence at Nippur, augmenting 
this cere batch of six or seven irems: a letter from lsbi-Erra to Ibbi-Sin (2I) and Let
ter 24, a reply from Ibbi-Sin to the general Puzur-Numu~da (23). This expands the 
Nippur CKU core to eight or nine letters, but there are also single exemplars of four 
more (5, 6, 15,20). 

At the same time, compilation tablets demonsrrate that at least two school
teachers, one at Nippur and one elsewhere, utilized an even smaller set consisting 
only of the three Apilasa letters (1-3) and the Puzur-Sulgi missive (13) and that 
these were taught after SEpM (Nd, Xd). If one takes into account all of this informa
tion, it is apparent that the core of CKU in NippuJ' consists of letters 1,2,3, p, 23, 
to which must be added the two alternating SEpM I letters, AbS I (4) and ArS3 (5), 
and no 21. The Sippar Yabrurum (Abu Habbah) documentation points in a similar 
direction, since the only CKU tablets actually found in the OB "schoolhouse" in the 
city are part of letters 3, 23, and 24. The only Kish witness of CKU is also part of the 
core, namely, letter 13. Finally, at OB Susa, the existing evidence also represents the 
same small subgrouping (2, 4, 23). 

The evidence appears as scattered, fragmentary, statistically unrepresentative, 
and heterogeneous, because the recovery situation at each of these cities is quite dif
ferent; all of this only bolsters the hypothesis that there was a basic cor,e set of fewer 
than ten CKU letters that were used in Old Babylonian schools in Nippur, Sippar, 
KiJ;h, and Susa, and possibly elsewhere. The number of manuscripts from these sites 
supports this assumption; given the small percentages of the manuscripts from Sip, 
par, Kish, and Susa in the overall number of CKU witnesses, the relatively uniforn, 
choice of core letters seems representative after all. 

This north-south curricular harmony is disturbed by the evidence from Uruk, 
which provides only one actual CKU source, part of the ubiquitous letter ArSl (1), 
but the catalog from the city includes the Su,Sin correspondence, which is not part of 
the Nippur core. The main evidence for this reconstruction is found in the first pre
served lines of the Uruk Letter Catalog, which was presented in full on pp. 25~2 7 
above. The first legible lines have the two Su-Sin letters (18 and 19), followed by 
Bib! (21), IbPul (24), PuIbl (23), and then, after a letter prayer to Nanna that is 
only known from Uruk, by what is possibly AbSI (4). It is impossible to kno:" how 
the list began, but it probably had SAd (l) and SArI (2) and possibly ArS2 (3). 
One would like to know if PuSI (13) was included or not, because it is quite possible 
that it was replaced by the Su-Sin letters, as at Ur.l? 

37. Note, however, that compilation tablet Xfhad both letter 13 and 18. 
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At Ur, the list is similar but not quite the same; SArI (1), SArI (2), 12, 18, 23, 
'well as AbS1 (4). 11,e undllplicated no. 12 aside, Ur used the Nippur core (albeit 
~ v 

thus far letter 13 does not show up there) but with the addition of the Su-Sin cor' 
respondence (letter 18),:, in Uruk. It may be only a matter of chance ,;f dis~overy, 
but letter 13, the Puzur-Sulgi letter that describes the work on the foruficatlOns at 
Bad-Igihursaga,)s missing at both Ur and Uruk, and in its place teachers seem to 

have used the Sarrum-bani correspondence that concerns the corutruction of an
other line of forts, Mutiq:ndnim. This trio of epistles (18-20) will be discussed in 
detail in chap. 6. 

Hypothlltkai CKU CO~lcfj$ 
N, St, Ki 2 3 13 (21) 23 (24) 4/7 

Ur 1 2 18 [19] 21 4 

Uruk [2 3] 1819 23 24 4 

Finally, a word must be said about the tablers of undetermined origin that consti, 
rute 32 % of the total CKU documentation. As already noted, anecdotal information 
and guesswork aside, there are few clues to where they were discovered, and though 
some of them may come from majot sites such as Larsa or Sippar, it is equally pos
sible that some proportion of these tablets may have been found in peripheral sites 
and may have been written decades after the majority of the provenienced tablers. 

TIle rest of the letters, outside of the core, are poorly attested and widely dis
tributed, and this has important implications for the analysis of the Old Babylonian 
versions of Ur III toyal correspondence. The quantity of extant sources tells a story. 
While 114 tablets may seem to be a large number, one has to keep in mind that 
this total covers 24 different, if related, compositioru from various places of origin 
and that, core teKts aside, most CKU letters are very poorly documented. In many 
ways, the general statistics presented above are in concert with the situation found 
inHouse F in Nippur. As observed by Robson (2001: 58), this locus produced only 
Ol1e or two manuscripts of letters and related texts, from CKU as well as from SEpM. 
lbe only exception to this is, as can be expected, ArSl (1). which is represented 
by four exemplars. This contrasts markedly with the number of tablets from the so
called Decad and of some other examples of school literature found in the house, 
which are documented by up to thirty or more manuscripts, although there are also 
other hymns, "law codes," debates, etc., that are represented by single exemplars 
(Robson 2001; 53~56). Taking together all the evidence adduced above, it seems 
tnost probable that selections from the available corpora of CKU, SEpM, as well as 
sundry literary letters, not to mention ad hoc epistolary creations by teachers as well 
as by studetlts, constituted a regular but relatively marginal part of the instructional 

38, In this chart ( ) mark the Hextended corel~ and [ J denote reconstructed items, 
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materials utilized in Old Babylonian schools and that the choice of items very much 
depended on the preferences of individual instructors. 

Beyond the Core 

I have indentified the core of C'KU on purely distributional grounds, without any 
consideration of the contents of the letters. Moving further, but taking into conBid
eration only the general thematic, of these items, it seems that Old Babylonian edu· 
cators and their wards most often became familiar with the problems that the grand 
vizier Aradmu and his king Sulgi had with an officer by the name of Apilasa, with 
difficulties that the general Puzur.Su\gi encountered when he was repairing sections 
oflarge fortifications, and with elements in the early history oflShi-Erra's usurpation 
of power at the time of King Ibbi·Sin, as related by Puzur·Nmnusda, governor of the 
city of Kazallu. In addition, they knew something about a lower-level Ur ll! officer, 
Abaindasa, who had been demoted and perhaps even imprisoned by Aradmu. Those 
who explored more of the Ur III royal correspondence learned about IShi· Erra when 
he was still working for the state and studied Ibbi·Sin's answer to the governor of 
Kazallu. As already asserted, this appears to be the situation at Nippur, Ur, Sippar, 
and Susa, but it only pertains to 9 of the extant 24 CKU letters, and it still leaves us 
with 15 items of this correspondence that need to be accounted for. 

v v ~ )\ 

Letters SAr2 (5), SAr3 (6), and ArS4 (8) belong to the Aradmu/Sulgi carre· 
spondence concerning Abaindasa. The first two may be variam recensions of one 
another, but because only the beginning section SAr2 (6) is preserved, this cannot 
be firmly established. Letters.5 and 6 are found in sequence on a Nippur prism (Nc) , 
but this does not n"cessarily undermine the hypothesis that they are variants of one 
another, because thete is another example of this kind of sequence in the case of 
SPu1 (14), which is found in two recensions on the same tablet. 39 The letter SAr2 
(5) was also known outside of Nippur, as documented by a manuscript of unknown 
Origin (Xl), but SAr3 (6) is unduplicated at present. 

Letrers ArS1a (13) and ArS6 (10) are represented by unique manuscripts and 
may all be one-off exercises, possibly by students rather than teachers. This is cer
tainly the case with la, which is simply a muddled attempt at combining letters 1 and 
2 to create a new letter. The only OB bilingual CKU letter, ArS5 (9), is duplicated 
by an unpublished text and therefore is no longer represented by a solitary manu· 
script. Item 15 of CKU (SI8l), purportedly written to Isbi-Erra by King Sulgi two 
decades after his death, known only from a bilingual MB manuscript from Susa, is a 
late concoction, perhaps written in late OB times or later. 

Three letters may be secondary creations designed for curricular symmetry in 
order to,provide epistolary pairs expanding the core: SPu1 (14) as an answer to PuSl 
(13), IbS1 (22) as a reply to IsIbl (21), and IbPul (24) in response to PuIb1 (23). 

39. A win (compilation tablet Xb). 
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All of ci,is accounts, more or less, for the curricular status of 17 of the 24 CKU 
letters. The situation is less clear when it comes to the two letters concerning a 
merchant by the name ofUr-dun (letters 11 and 12), and to an exchange of missives 
between Sulgi and his succe.ssor·to-be Amar·Sin (letters 16 and 17). TI,e first two 
are, in all likelihood, one-off creations that utilized literary materials from various 
sources, including lexical texts and the SEpM, but the Amar·Sln correspondence, 
which has wider distribution but is still badly documented, is more difficult to evalu
ate. The fact that tablets with these letters were fOlmd at Nippur and Isin as well as 
on a tablet of unknown origin suggests that they had a more secure presence in school 
study than one might assume from the bad state of the preserved documentation. 

In conclusion. the CKU, unlike SEpM, is not an established, mostly set group \ 
of texts utilized in a systematic manner in school instruction. Instead, it consists of \ 
a general, sometimes shifting core group of texts, with occasional additions, some of 
which are clearly ad hoc creations made by teachers or students, while others belong 
to a peripheral collection of materials that instructors could call upon to round out 
their teaching materials. The exact contours of this phenomenon are somewhat fuzzy 
due to the aleatoric manner in which the Old Babylonian literary sources have been 
reccvered, but the general outline of the problem is clear: the CKU is not a native 
category but only a modern construct assembled for heuristic purposes, for ease of 
publication and citation. The CKU was not a fixed "corpus;" instead, it is better 
understood as an expandable set of epistles, purportedly between the kings of Ur and 
their subordinates, that were, by and large, studied together before, after, or alongside 
the SEpM and other literary letters. 
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Chapter 4 

The Royal Letters in 
Their Historical Setting 1 

The Affairs of King Sulgi (Letters 1-12, 15-18) 

Of the 24 CKU letters, 17 are written to and from Sulgi. These can be divided, 
on thematic grounds, into groups: the Apilasa affair (letters 1 ~3), the Abaindasa 
affair (4~8), miscellaneous Aradmu letters (9-10), the Ur·dun effair (11-12), the 
Puzur.SWgl correspondence (13-14), the letter from ISbi.Erra to Sulgi (15), and the 
Amar·Sin correspondence (16-17), Here I survey these letters, with only a cursory 
discussion of items 13 and 14, because these will be analyzed ill chap. 6, which deals 
with fortifications-that is, with the major topic of the Puzur.Sulgi/Su1gi epistles as 
well as of the correspondence of King Su.Sin (letters 18-20), 

The ApilaSa Affair (Letters 1-.3) 

The most commonly attested epistolary exchange in Sumerian consists of three 
letters between the grand vizier Aradmu and King Sulgi conceming a military officer 
by the name of ApHasa (letters 1-3), Aradmu, !~.e powerful,grand vizier of the Ur III 
state, is the only correspondent who figures in more than two CKU letters; indeed, 
he is either the author or recipient of 10 or 11 of the 24 items in this set (1-10 and 
possibly 12), but only the Apilasa letters and missive 7 are part of the core group, 

Ibe lives of Aradmu and Apilasa are well documented, and nothing in the Ur III 
record contradicts the information CfIDtained in CKU, I begin the discussion of the 
first part of the literary royal correspondence with a brief look at the biographies of 
the main protagonists, 

Aradmu 

The information pertaining to this individual has been collected in other places 
and need not be reiterated here in fulL I It is usually agreed that Aradmu is a form 

L Sollberger 1954-1956: 37; Goetze 1963: 9-12; Scharaschenidze 1976; Sallaberger 1999: 
188-90; Dahl 2007: 22-24, Here I use the conventlonal traditional rendering, although some 
scholars prefer other forms such as urdu/lR~g1110j on the reading of the name, see Appendix B, 
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of the name Arad· Nanna, well known as the highest military and political official 
of the Ur III state from some time late in Sulgi's reign into the reign of Ibbi·Sin. His 
primary title was sukkal.mah, "grand vizier," and under Amar·Sin he also took over 
direct rule of the Girsu province: at least from AS7 on he carries the title ens I Girsu, 
"govemor of Girsu (province).'" From SSI he was also deEignated as sukkal.mah 
ensi, "grand vizier and govemor of Girsu (province)," but only in documents from 
Girsu (Sallaberger 1999: 192).3 In the long inscription dedicated to Su.Sin, he is 
described as sukkal,mah ensi lagasak' (Frayne 1997: 324, lines 11-13). In CKU, 
as in most Ur III references ro his name, he never carries any title, 

There is some confusion concerning the early parts of Aradmu's career: it is 
generally assumed that he rose to the status of grand vizier with the accession of 
Amar.Sin (AS3, according to Huber 2001: 196 and Sallaberger 1999: 189), and this 
has been used as evidence of the fictitious nature of his corr~..sponde!lce with SU1gi 
(Huber 2001: 195-97), A reevaluation of the beginning of his long tenure at the side 
of the Dr III king.~ is therefore necessary here, 

The office of the sukkal·mah appears to have its roots in Glrsu, where it is first 
attested in documents from the Early Dynastic period in archival texts as well as in 
the Reforms of Urukagina, where it comes right after the ruler (ensi), but the title is 
also attested at Nippur and Uruk, 4 References to such an official continue through, 
out the Old Akkadian period in texts from Girsu and Adab. 5 The same tradition was 
maintained at Girsu when the city was once again independent, during the time that 
is usually referred to as the "Gurian period," when the so,called Second Dynasty of 
Lagas ruled the city and its environs. We know that a certain Bazi was the suk kal· 
mah in the second year of rhe reign ofUr.Ningirsu I (MVN 7 512:6), An unnamed 
Individual held this position in the twentieth year of Gudea (MVN 7 399:8), and 
the grand vizier of the last independent king of Girsu, Nammahani, was named Ut· 
aba (&Izard 1997: 202-3). If the trddition documented at the time of Urukagina Is 
any measure, these officials were the "Grand Viziers" of the kings of the Laga~ polity, 
This hierarchical relationship was carried over when LagaB was incorporated into 
Ur.Namma's state, but now the sukkal·mah answered to the king in Ur, In the 
immediate aftermath of the collapse of Ur, the title continues to be attested [nisin 

2, First atrested in the Iasr month of AS7 (PDT 21161:2), The title sukkal'lIlah is the only 
one he lIseS In hi' seal dedicared ro Su.8in (Frayne 1997: J47,line 6). 

], First documented in the basket tag ITT 2810 (581..,.), probably ftom rhe latter part of 
the year. CuriouslYI this combination of titles is attested only in Hcourt protocols" (di til~la) or 
basket tags for collections of such documents, with one exception only (TCT1620 t, Iv 11-12), 

4, See, for example, VS 14159: ii 4; VS 14171: vii 1; VS 14173: it IS: VS 14179: vi 6: DP 
132: iii 4; TSA liv 9, For Urukaglna, see Wileke 2007: 32, Note also at Nlppur asp 1 137:1 and 
possibly BibMes 3 30: iii 2, See also the dedication of!u-na·mu.gi, [sukkal.mlah-e for the life 
of Ensaku!ana ofUruk (Frayne 2008: 432; ELl4.17.3:2-3l, and Lugalzagesi's title sukkal-mah 
'en,zu (Frayne 2008: 435; ELl4.20, 1 :II-22), 

5, See, for example, ITT I 1282:6; Donbaz·Foster, OPBP 5 53:3: 128: 14, MCS 9 276:6; Nip. 
pur: osp 1137; Adab: alP 14144: 5, 7 (= PPAC 1 A 795). 
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and Bnunna, although little is known abour the role of this official in post-Ur III 
times. 6 As is well known, in post-Ur 1Il times the title sukkal,mah was borne by 
the rulers ofElam, in vague memory of their earlier overlords and of Aradmu's func, 
tions. In an inscription of Idaddu II, one of the last rulers of the "Simasld Dynasty," it 
denoted the status of a secondary ruler ofElam, subject to the king (luga/) of Ansan, 
Simaski, and £lam (Steinkeller 2007a: 222), and therefore was not that far removed 
from its Ur 1II meaning. Soon after, during the firsr half of the second millennium, 
the nomenclature used by the sovereigns of £lam changed, and sukkal,mah usually 
described the supreme ruler ar Ansan, while his sons were addressed as sukkal when 
they adminisrered rhe various parrs of the stare: Elam, 8imaski, and Susa. The un
derstanding of these titles is somewhat complicated by the fact that at various times 
the former may have been used to designate both the concept of "supreme ruler" as 
well as that ofUregent," according to Vallat (1994: 9).7 

I should note that, in my estimation, the term "Gutian period" is a misnomer and 
should be avoided in discussions of early Mesopotamian history. It follows a tradition 
sanctioned by the Old Babylonian redaction of the Sumerian King List, a history
creating compesition that illustrates an ideology that supports and justifies large, 
centralized statehood, as opposed to regional autonomy and city,states. 1be period 
between the collapse of the Akkad kingdom and the rise of the territorial Ur III 
state was a time when Sumer and Akkad were ruled in various ways from different 
cities. The area west and northwest of Nippur, around Kazallu and Marad, was oc' 
cupied at least for some of this time by the forces ofPuzur,ln~usinak ftom the Iranian 
highlands; in the south, Adab, Umma, and possibly a few other cities acknowledged 
some form of domination by Gutians from the eastern highlands, while others, such 
as Girsu, Uruk, and Dr, thrived independently. Tne native historiography, emblem, 
atically represented by the Sumerian King List, is very murky on the subject of this 
period, and every manusctipt of the text that pteserves this section has a differ€nt set 
of Gutian rulers, many of whom may be fictitious (Michalowski 1983b). The modern 
historian is by no means bound by such native views of history. Piotr Steinkeller 
(forthcoming) is preparing a more expansive criticism of received ideas about this 
period, and I am in agreement with most of his views on the matter. 

I have raised this issue here to underscore the fact that, prior to the reign of 
Ur-Namma, Oirsu stood at the head of a powerful independent polity, and nothing 
in OUt documentation ,heds any light on the mechanisms~~military, political, or 
economic-that the founder of the Ur III kingdom utilized to bring LagaS into his 
territorial state. In the introduction to his so,called "Law Code," Dr,Narnma claims 

6. For Elnunna see Whlting 1987: 83. In early hen texts, rhe sukkal-mah functioned 3S 

ma~kim for transactions concerning diplomacy and war, just as Arndmu did in Drehern texts, 
such as, e.g. BIN 9 383.388. BIN 10 149, TLS 5 S, etc. 

7. The title may have had an at'rerllfe farther north, in Georgia; according to Krebernik 
(2006: 91): "FaiLs da, Wort im OnoInllStikon der geotgi:;chen Myrhologie wetterlebt-Sul,alma\li 
heH-it dart cler Vater des HeIden Amirani-mtiBste es durch Elamische vermittelt worden sein, I' 
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to have done something to King Narnmahani of GirHu, but the verbal root is difficult 
to read at mill point and scholars have variously seen this as a violent overthrow 
("he killed") or the instillation of a vassal/governor ("he elevated/installed," Civil in 
press). It is possible that one of the ways in which the king oiUr compelled Girsu to 
become a part of his kingdom was to appeal to the self,interest of the ruling elites in 
the city. 'The documentation for the early parr of the Dr III period is scant indeed, 
but we know that the governor ofOirsu, between the second and twelfth years ofUr
Namma's reign (at least) was named Ur,aba, and iE it; possible that this was the same 
person who had been the grand vizier under Nammahani. 8 'This kind of continuity 
may indicate that other elite families were co-opted and acquired additional prestige 
and wealth under the new masters oi the land. It may very well be that the "dynasty" 
of sukkal,mahs of Ur !II times came from one of the most important lineages in 
Girsu and that the office of grand vizier was instituted by the government at Dr as 
part of that province's acquiescence to membership in the new state; this could also 
serve to explain why the title seems to have been kept in one family for much of the 
duration of tl,e state founded by Ur,Namma. 

'The offiee of sukkal,mah is first attested,for Dr \lI times, in S25 (OB11< 141 :4; 
TEL 250: r, i 5), but the name of the holder of the offiee is unknown. The first identi, 
fiable grand vizier of the state was Lani, who is known only from four impressions of a 
seal of one of his underlings, named Iddi,Erra. The earliest dates from 829.12., (TCL 
25537) and the latest from S32.12.' (TCL 2 5538; see also Ontario 1 166 [~i30.4.-1 
and PDT 1 374 [831.12.-])9 'The latter does not mean very much, because the seal 
may have been in use for some time after Lani no longer held mat position. The next 
grand vizier was Ur,Sulpae, son of Lani, who is known only from four references: 
ArtOr 72 (836.9.,), from the impression of his seal on an undated bulla (NFT, 185), 
tmd on an envelope fragment (NATN 388), and in an unpublished document with 
a broken 8ulgi year,name. 1O 1berefore, unless someone else came in between, Ur, 
Sulpae's son Aradmu must have become suk/( al,mah at some time after the last two 
months of 836, not during the reign of Amar,Sin. Indeed, two texts provide direct 
evidence for his tenure in this high office under 8ulil,i. 

First, he is indisputably already grand vizier in S45, as documented in BaM 16 
(1985) 217 no. 2, which contains tl,e imprint of his seal. which reads: 

dsul_gi, nita kala'ga. lugal uri/i,ma. lugal an ub-cIa limmu,-ba, arad,[dnannaj, dutuu 
ur,[dsul]_pa_'e" sukkal,[tuah], tirad·I,u] 

o Sulg\, mighty male, king ofUr, king of the four comers (of the universe), Arad
Nanna, son of Ur~Sulpae) grand vizier, is your servant! 

8. RTe 261, (UN2.-.-) to RIC 265: r. i' 8, iii' 5 (tJN12). 
9, The reading of the second sign in the name, NIl is uncertain. 

10, Newark Public Library 27:14 mentions dam ur,d!ul'pa-e 5ukkal-mah (courtesy of 
Marcel Sigrist). 
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Second, he continues in this role a year later, as evidenced by TIM 6 36:7, dated 
846.3.-, which mllSt be read arad-dnanna sukkal-(mah> maskim. 

Other information allows us to move this accession to higb office back a few 
more years, to 542 and perhaps even a year earlier. The basis for this is the career of 
a person named Ahuni, who is described as dumu sukkal-mah, "son of the grand 
vizier." If we assume that this refers to the current holder of that position-and all 
evidence suggests that there was only one such dignitary at any one time~then 
the dates of these documents tell a story, hccause he is attested in the follOWing 
documents: 

CT 1044: 16 
MVN 13 641: 17 
NYPL 27: 4 
Nebraslw [: 26 

S 42.-.
S 47.5.
AS 4.-.
ASS.9.· 

This line of reasoning is bolstered by the fact that. beginning with the last month 
of 841 (TCL 2 5502+5503, 841.12.-), Aradmu (as maskim) authorized Drehem 
disbursements connected with the royal family, their closest retainers, including the 
toyal bodyguard, as well as foreign dignitaries and their entourages. There are at least 
130 such texts from the remainder of Sulgi's reign; indeed, this would remain one of 
his official responsibilities for three decades-that i", for the rest of the duration of 
the Pmris-Dagan depot. 11 Of course, Aradmu did not reside there; he also presided 
over the province of Girsu and at least one other administrative center, a place that 
was located not far from Nippur and housed the prisoners of war brought back from 
8u-Sin's campaign against Simanum. " Officials acting under hi" authority ascribed 
documents and transactions to his name, but state officers of the highest ranks did 
not always have to be present for operations conducted under their authority. 

In conclllSion, it is fairly certain that Aradmu succeeded his father and grand
father as grand vizier at some point between the years 8.36 and 841 (he is undoubt
edly sukkal-mah by 845) and retained that position throughout the rest of Sulgi's 
reign, those of his two successors, and into the first years of the last mler of the dy
nasty, King Ibbi-Sin.13 He is last attested in IS3 bur may have held the position for 
up to a decade after that. 14 The next grand vizier is not documented until a decade 
later, when Ninlil-amagu was in this position (UET .3 45 scal, 1814.9.-). Eight years 
later, he had been replaced by Libur-Sin (UET .3 826 seal, IS22.6.-); we know nexr 
to nothing about either of these men and therefore cannot estahlish if eithcr one of 

11. He is last documented in this role in IS2.12.12 (MVN a 207:7). 
12. This archive is being prepared for publication by Benjamin Studevent-Hickman. 
13. This sequence is apparently interrupted by the evidence provided by MCS 6 106 = 

MVN 37 (848.10.-), which carries a seal that read, according to the copy, urednin-mug, dub-sar, 
dumu hi-dba-ba., sukkal-' mah'. Collation. courtesy of Piotr Steinkeller, deunitely excludes 
this reading of the una[ line. 

14. He is last attested in two Oirsu documents, both dated IS3.-.-: TCn 1 897: f. v l5 and 
Zinlr.m 18 (1982) 961: r. Ii' 6'. 
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them belonged to the same lineage as Aradrnu, but by then the office would have had 
a different scope, because Girsu was no longer part of the kingdom. 15 

In light of these facts, one must also set aside the prosopographic arguments pre
sented by Huber (2001: 196-97), who tho~ght that Arad-Nanna/Aradrnu was still a 
junior military officer in the last years of Sulgi. There are a num bet of other people 
named Aradmu and/or Arad-Nanna in documents from 5ulgi's reign, but at present 
there is no reason to identify any of them with the person of the grand vizier. IS 

This was an extraordinary career; throughout the reigns of fout kings, he was in 
charge of diplomacy, the military, and some of the border regions of the state during 
almost three decades of constantly shifting foreign alliances and continuous warfare. 
He was married to a princess of the house of Ur, find one of his daughters in turn 
married a prince of the realm.17 His ceremonial, military, and diplomatk functions 
in the state are best observed in the Pmris-Dagan texts, where he canies the respon
sibilities (maskim) for transactions involving the royal family, foreign dignitaries, 
and high members of the military. As already noted, in the latter part of Amar-Sin's 
reign, he was put in charge of the Girsu province, officially returning to the place 
that was most likely his ancestral home, thus obviating any tensions between his 
high rank and the role of the city governor. It may only be the lack of sources that 
leads lIS to this conclusion, but it does appear that his status increased as the years 
went on, and late in the reign of 8,,-Sin, he took charge of the military administra
tion over much of the eastern frontkr, which he would have controlled from Girsu. 
The evidence for this comes from a dedicatory texr inscribed on door sockets from a 
temple of8u-Sln in Glrsu (Frayne 1997: 323-24) that was built by Aradmll.ln addi
tion to his standard titles, the grand vizier is now also a temple administrdtor (saga) 
of the god Enki, as well as the general in charge of U~ar-Garsana, BaSime, Sabum 
and the territory of Gutium, Dimat-Enlila, Al-Su-Sin, Urbilum, Hamad, Karhar, 
Nihi, 8imaSld, and Karda. lS The multiple responsibilities parallel those given by 8u
Sin to his own uncle Babat!, as we shall shortly see; the list of place-names suggests 

15. Ninlil-amagu occurs once before, in 1S23.' (SET 168: 5). Thete are no other teferences 
to LilrureSin. 

16. [f we limit ourselves to Oirsu. among these afe Arad-Nanna; lu-ka~4 (ITT 7690: 4, 
833.l.e); aga-us (ITT 48089: 3, 54.e.-); "ga-usluga[ (ITT 4 7306: i j, S30N); nar (Princeton 
I 570: 1.835.1.-); and engar (CT 1 2 it 12, SJ7N). There is one text that definitely tefers to 
the person we are dealing with: Nisaba 7 3:10 (842.-.-, Oirsu), kiSlb, igi-Iam-[am dumu nr
dsul~pa"e ki arad~mu~ta. It is clear that both 19i1amlam and Aradmu were brothers l sons of 
Ur.Sulpae, the sukka[-mah. 

17. His wife, nin-he-du1 appears as dam sukka[-mah in the undated Oirsu tablet AS} 
9 (1987) 12657: iii 13 (otherwise she is listed only as dam Bukkal-mah, without a name). 
His daughter;in;law, geme,.e~al1~na, appears as e ... gi4~a l:iradJffill 8ukkal~lnah (OIP 121 9~7; 
AS2.12.l0); she wa.' sttll alive, albeit ill, in AS6.4.5 ([gemeJ-' e' ean-na e-g4-a 'arad'-mu' 
~1 ru"ta l.·.rtne~a\ MVN 13 635:11), Both wornen are listed 311l0ng princesses (dumu~munus 
lugal) in CTMlvlA I 17: 1 28 and ii 1 (AS6.7.-). 

18. On all of these places, see Steinkeller 2010. For Billiime, 66 km north of Amarah, see 
row Hussein et at. 20[0; on the location ofHamazi, see Appendix 0 below. 
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that this new status was connected to war with the lands ofZabsali that took place in 
Su-5in's sixth year and that it was bestowed upon Aradmu either during the prepa_ 
rations for, or in the immediate aftermath of this military effort. We should beat in 
mind, however, that many of these titles may have been more honorary than real , 
since the grand vizier already shouldered many responsibilities; indeed, a survey of 
administrative and legal texts in which his name appears makes it clear that he could 
not have been physically present at every transaction that he officially sanctioned. 
Therefore, there must have been ofticers [0 whom he delegated authority to act in 
hts name, and we must assume that reference to his name is often institutional rather 
than personaL 

Aradmu also carries the title ensi lagasak1 in his inscription, and this has created 
some confusion in the modern literature (see below). Thus, Dahl (2007: 24) cites 
this as evidence that the man "was able to add the governorship of Lagash to his im
pressive array of Ettles" and also states that this tide was only used in his monumental 
inscription. This is only pardy true: the title is also used in a dispute resolution from 
Girsu, whIch, unfortunately, has a broken date (ITT 2 1034 = TCT11 1034). The 
matter is more complex, however, and has ro do with the terminology used to de
scribe what was probably the largest province of the Ur HI state (de Maaijer 1998). 

In documents from Girsu and from adler parts of the realm, the governors ap
pointed to rule this area are always-other than the two installces cited above-des
ignated as ensi gir-su';. But on the seal inscriptions of local officials, the governor 
is always, without exception, refetred to as ensi lagasak1 , "governor ofL~aS (ten'i
tory)." These governors, and following them the Grand Vizier as well, are using the 
traditional local terminology, which is explicitly explained by the goddess Nanse as 
she addresses King Gudea (Cy!. A6.15): glr-suk[ e-sag ki lagasak'-Se glri-zu ki 1-
bl-us, "after you direct your feet to rhe dty of Glrsu, storehouse of Lagas-land .... " 

The signiiicance of this is difficult to gauge; perhaps there is an element of op' 
positional fervor, which may also be seen, for example, in the use of a seal dedicated 
to the famous ruler Gudea during the time of Su-Sin, but it is also possible that this 
is simply a local custom, with few ideological overtones.!' Thus, Aradmu did not ac
quire a new title; in his own inscription and in one legal dispute he utilized the local 
terminology, while on documents from the governor's office his scribes continued to 
use the official title ensi gtr-su", just like his predecessors. 

ApilasalJ) 

Apilasa appears only in the Sulgi correspondence. In the letters, his only title is 
gal,zu unken-na, conventionally rendered here as "prefect," which is nnattested 

19. Aradzu seal ofUr-Samra, ITT 24216 (SS6.11.0). 
20. Kutscher 1968-69; Huber 2001,202-5. On the name, see Hilgert 2002: 240. In Ur]]l 

documents, it IS written a/a>pi/pi5~la~sa; in CKU l it is consistently rendered aFpi .... iI~la ... sa in 
Nippur sources and a,..pi~la,,~a in texts from other plar.(":s. 
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. Or III sources, and in CKLJ it is borne by only one other official, Sarrum-bani, the 
~an sent by Su-5in to rebuild the Mutiq-l1dnim fortiflcations. 21 

Apilasa's militaty career is document.ed in mot: than 60 dosuments ~:om Dre
hem, Urruna, Girsu, and Nippur, coverlng at least 22 years, from 544 to ~59. By the 
. e he first makes an appearance in the documentary record, he had obVIOusly men 

:ugh dle ranks to a top military position. !n the 44th year of Sulgi, he d,eHvers part 
fthe booty from a highland place called Suruthum (MVN 20 193: 5, S44.4.-).ln 

~he following year, he is mentioned llSvone of the collectors of grain alongside gen
CUlls such as Huba'a (HLC 52: r. 33, 545.-.-, Glrsu). This is also the case in many 
texts mentioning Api/asa from the time of Sulgi and Arnar-Sin. He is first designated 
as sakkana, "general, commander," in the last year of Amar-Sin's reign (TCTI 2 
3315:3, A59.9.-), but by then he had already been appointed governor of a major 
dty; it is probable t.hat he held the rank much earlier. Z2 

TIle references from the last years of Sulgi indicate that he belonged to the high
est militaty echelons at the time; texts in which he is mentioned in tile company of 

high military officials are marked by Im/. 

45.-.-
46.1.24 
4.5 
5.13 
9.7 
12.29 
47.12.8 
12.12 

HLC 52: 28 (Girsu) 
AfO 24 pl. 15 S 21:\:3 
PDT 1 168:17 
OIP 115203:17 
PDT 1408:12 
PDT 1678:6 
TRU 109:9 
OIP 115 268,5 

m 
m 
m 

In 

Sometime between the 15th and 30th day of the fourth month of AS7, Apilasa as
sumed the governorship of Kazallu, an important dty in the frontier military zone 
in the area west and northwest of Nippur and south of Kish. 24 It is rare that we can 
pinpolnt an offtcial appointment wit.h this degree of precision in this period, but In 
this case we have a document that records both the contributions of the pl'evious 
governor, Su-Mama, on the fifteenth day, and those of Apilalia, with his new title, 
on the last day of the month (]CS 14 [1960J no. 9).25 This last text refers to him as 
governor, but his own seal inscription, impressed on the tablet, .!lives his title as "gen
eral of Kazallu." He continued to hold this post at least lmtil 553 (]CS 22 [1968/9J 

21. On this title. see Appendix B. 
22. He holds the, tide in three other Oi"u texts, but two of them are undated: RTC 317: 

".38 (881.10.-); DAS 77,13; and DAS 329;4. 
23. He delivers ~imaskian animals, undoubtedly from the booty garnered in the campaign 

against Simurum and Lullubum in the previous year. 
24. On thls zone ("mad,,"), see pp. 125-129 below. , 
25. Kazallu was governed 6"t by Itit! (528.5- [PDT 1 ~16: 9)), then by issariq.(S31.4.- [YOS 

475: rev. 2']; &33.3.- [AnOr 7 92:7-ilD, then by Kallamu (S43.2.- [PDT I 509:31: S'46.8.~ [Nisaba 
8 App. 4+A: 4)), who was transferred CO Bnunna (Hallo 1953: 76), then by Su-Mama from 
847.10._ (TRU 116: 4). until Apilaia took over. 
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63); a recently published tablet provides no title but places him in Kazallu in the 
first month of SS5, and we would assume that he was still in charge of the city. liS 

He seems to have remained there for some time, but the lack of evidence makes it 
difficult to ttace his residency in Kazallu, because no subsequent governor ofKazallu 
is attested in Ur 1lI sources, if we exclude the CKU. Apilasa is last mentioned in 
the last years of Su.Sin's reign, when he seems to have once again been involved in 
frontier matters. l7 

His tenure at Kazallu was interrupted once in ASS, and ApilaSa must have been 
seconded to other duties, because just after his appointment a certain ltiti is men. 
tioned as governor of Kazallu. How long this lasted is unknown, but less than two 
years later, in SS 1, Apilasa was back at his post in charge of the city. l8 

The Aradmu-Sulgi letters concerning Apila,a provide unique perspectives On 
power relationships in an early Mesopotamian state. While most of the school lit. 
erature presents King Sulgi as a superhuman figure of unlimited charismatic author
ity-political, intellectual, and martial-the CKU compositions offer a portrait of a 
realistic and canny ruler who is cognizant of the limits of his authority. In ArS1 (1), 
the grand vizier writ~.!! to his master, reporting that he has been sent on a royal mis. 
sion to the eastern frontier to check on the siruation in the territory controlled by 
the officer Apilasa, to assure the flow of taxes back to the homeland and to bring 
new instructions to the local,. There are three issues in the opening lines that require 
comment: the exact location of Apilasa's camp, the taxes imposed on the area, and 
his official title. 

The general area that Aradmu has traveled to is referred to by the name Subir 
(ArS]: 3 [fl). The same term occurs twice more in CKU: in Aradmu's subsequent 
answer to Sulgi's reply and in the letter of puzur-NumtiSda to Ibbi·Sin, where we 
encounter a certain ilinnum, who is a governor of/in Subir."9 Much has been written 
about this geographical term, which changes reference over time and space; in third· 
and early-second.millennium sources, it refers to an area east of the Tigris in tru, 
mountains of Iran (Michalowski 1986, 1999a; Steinkellet 1998). In Old Babylonian 
literary texts, it is often coupled with Elam, and the division between seems to lie in 
the Diyala region (Michalowski 2008). The example of ArS2: 6 [3J, where Simutum 
lies in the territory of Sub!r, is in harmony with this literary usage. 3D It is important 

26, A Drehem tablet from a private collection mentions sheep given to Lamassatum~ the 
brideldaughter.in.l.w (e~gi4-a) of Apil.~a, "when she went to KazaUu" (Halla 2008, 114 lines 
21-22). 

27. Trouvaille 50:6 (859 .... ), where he is responsible for the undelivered dues from troops 
of Arman in the Diyala, and AS] 16 107 7:8 (859.9.3). He is also responsible for deliveries of 
one .b·b. lil NE.dn.DUN" in BPOA 72340:25-26, an undated Drehem account that probably 
comes from some time after Ss6, 

28. Ititi is\isted in PDT 1 561:9 (A58.5 .• ). Apila!. is mentioned nexr as governor of Kazallu 
inSAT31219:3 (SsLlI.-). 

29. Ar82: 6 (3) and PuIbl: 34 (23). 
30, The text reads: zag si~mu~ur4'''ru''utn ma,.da su .. blr}d~~e. 
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to note, however, that the term Subir does not appear to have been included in the 
geographical language of the Ur III bureaucracy: there is not a single mention of the 
word in any text from the period. 

The taxes that Araclmu is sent to regulate are designated as gun mada (ArSl: 4 
[1]). In administrative texts from Ur III times, this is a technical term that desig
nates a specific kind of obligation imposed on military outposts In frontier areas, as 
described in detail by Piotr Steinkeller (1987). However, as Pascal A ttinger already 
observed (apud Huber 2001; 204 n. 153), the exact phrase gun mada never occurs 
in texts from the time of Sulgi; indeed, it only makes an appearance from the year 
Ss3 on, although the aetnal tax is no difierent ftom what is earlier designated sim· 
ply as gun. For some, this is proof of the spurious nature of this letter, but we must 
keep in mind that the difference between gun and gun mada only applies in the 
acrounting terminology used at Drchem, and the change takes place at a time when 
variouS other reforms of the administration and technical language were introduced 
at this redistribution depot (Sallaberger 2003.A). There is no reason to associate 
the language of the letter so closely with the technical jargon of one administrative 
center, and t.herefore the meaning of these words in the letter may be more general
that is, it may refer to all forms of frontier taxation. 3t 

Apilasa is referred ro by the unusual title galzu unkena, which may signify that 
he was not a regular general of the region but a spedal emissary, involved with some 
unspecified task. 32 But the welcome accorded Aradmu was offensive to some degree, 
and, what is more, the insults were aimed not at him personally but at the king 
himself, since he was acting as a royal representative. When the grand vizier arrived 
at the gate of Apilalla's establishment, most probably an elaborate military camp, no 
one inquired, as etiquette required, about the king's well· being: those sitting did not 
rise in his presence and did not prostrate themselves before him. As argued in the 
commentary to ArSl: 10 (1), the expression of concern about the king's health was 
apparently a formalized greeting that was considered proper in such circumstances. 
Refusal to rise before a royal messenger was a serious offense in the ancient world, 
as is well illustrated in the much later myth of Nergaland Ere!kiga! (Foster 2005: 55) 
in which this is the main narrative trigger that opens up the entire drama. \{'hen a 
messenger arrives in the heavens from the queen of the Netherworld, all the gods 
and goddesses rise except one, and this creates a major diplomatic row between the 
two realms. 

In the Aradmu letter, these offenses lead to further denunciations by the grand 
vizier. Not only is Apila~a acting in a high. handed fashion-in essence rejecting the 
ceremonial symbols of his subservient status-but he has also apparently usurped 
the very trappings of royal power and, by implication, is acting as if he were an inde
pendent ruler. He receives visitors on a dais-···a symbolic object usually reserved for 

31. It is this kind of general usage that most likely kd to the inclusion of tbe expression in 
the lexical tradition. See gUll ma,da MIN (hi.lad ma·a."" (Hh II 371 [MSL 580]); also pos
sibly in Nigga 469 (MSL 13 109), 

32. See Appendix B. 
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deities and king&-in an elaborate enclosure made of carded animal skins and filled 
with treasure. To underscore Apila.~a's alleged arrogant attitude, Aradmu calls his 
camp <,-gal, the same word that is usually applied to the royal seat of power. JJ The 
vizier expresses his apprehension early on in his letter; but when Apilasa serves him 
a feast fit for a whole army and then has his bodyguards turn over the table before 
Aradmu can enjoy his meal, the situation becomes more than just tense. The vizier 
writes to the king that he is afraid that Apilasa's rebellious stance will end in real 
violence. Aradmu's rhetoric is carefully chosen and covers much ground, damning 
Apilalla in the eyes of the king. 

Sulgi's reply comes as something of a surprise. Rather than support the most 
powerful member of his court and express indignation at the reported actions of his 
officer who was on assignment in the east, he turns the rhetorical game back against 
the grand vizier and defends Apilasa's actions. Briefly stated, the ruler of Ur expresses 
his own ourrage at Aradmu's accusations; how could he have been so foolish to mis
undersrand the situation he had observed? Apilalla, stationed in a dangerous territory 
far from Ur, had no choice but to take matters into his own hands and to resort to 
ruthless methods; indeed, his actions were in fact the proper way of executing the 
king's own orders. Having cleverly chastised the grand vizier, he then turns around 
and asks both Aradmu and Apilalla to cease their feud and to arrive at a mutually sat
isfactory agreement. The discourse of the letter is designed to reveal both the wisdom 
of the king-who understands the limits of his power in frontier regions---··as well as 
his clever manipulation of the people on whom he must rely as he rules his kingdom. 
The epistolary exchange continues, however, and in the only extant answer to a 
royal reply in the whole of CKU (ArS2 [3]), Aradmu takes cues from his master and 
utilizes his OWn rhetorIC of subordination to diffuse the situation and to maintain 
his own high position. The letter is difficult to understand, but the general outlines 
of the grand vizier's discourse strategy are clear. He begins by reporting the general 
state of the entire C'r III state, which is, by implication, in magnifiCent shape due to 

his personal efforts. He then reports on brigands who have settled in the area outside 
the cities, where royal control is weak; but this passage is simply a defense of his own 
actions, He then turns to the main topic of his epistle, an explanation of hLs relation
ship with Apilasa, whom he has known from childhood. In this manner, he alludes to 
the intimate, close-knit nature of the elite groups that were close to the Crown and 
to his own status with them; Aradmu has nothing but praise for the wise king who 
recognized the other man's abilities and promoted him to his high rank. How could 
Aradmu ever be set against such a faithful servant of the Crown? The sycophantic 
language of the grand vizier reaffirms the hierarchical relationsh ip between the king 
and his most powerful subordinate. He appeals to the patronage of the king, while at 
the same time implying a similar relationship between himself and Apilasa. 34 

33. See the commentary co ArS!: 9 (1). 
34, I am using the term {'patronage" in the limited sense that has been investigated by Ray~ 

mond Westbrook (2C05). 
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The opening lines of Aradmu's reply include an interesting geographical per
spective on the borders of Sulgi's state (ArS2: 4-6 [3]): 

'(The enrire kingdom), from rhe sea of Dilmun land 'to rhe brackish warers at rhe 
foor of rhe Amorirc Highlands 6to the borders of Simul1lln in the land of Subir. 

Here the Persian Gulf is referred to as "the sea of Dilmun land" (a-ab-ba kur dil
munkl ) but later in CKU, in a letter addressed to lbbi-Sin at the very end of his 
reign, this body of water is designated as "the sea of Magan" (a-ab-ba ma-gan-na b , 

PuIbl: 9 [23]). lbe former refers to the island of Falatka and its viciniry, while the 
latter is now thought to designate roughly the at'ea of the United Arab Emirates/ 
Northem Oman (Zarins 200S: 215). References to Magan, although hardly abun
dant, occur from Sulgi's time into the reign of lbbi-Sin, 35 but the rate occurrences of 
Dilmun begin only with Amar-Sin's second year.1ndeed, Dilmun is only mentioned 
three times in the Ur III record, in a cluster of texts concerning a group of "Amorite" 
mas-mas practitioners who arrived from there (AS2.6.3-4), 36 in u record of a boat 
loaded for a trip to Dilmun in IS1.6.14 (URT 3 15(7), and in an enigmatic undated 
Girsu record that documents a group of royal bodyguards (aga-us lugal), who had 
arrived from Dilmun but were ill (RTC 337). 

To summarue: the three letters concerning the Apilallu affair provide a perspec
tive on the image of Mesopotamian kings that is complementary to the overpower
ing poetic self-representation of the royal hymns and related literature. In the letters, 
King Sulgi is portrayed as a wise and judicious tuler who understands the limits of 
his own power and knows bow to balance the various claims to authority among 
his subordinates, siding with a provincial governor against the grand vizier, bur also 
controlling Aradmu without losing his loyalty. 

The Abainda.~a Affair (Letters 4-9) 

The epistolary material conceming an officer by the name of Abaindasa is het
emgeneous and badly documented. Five of the six letters belong to the Aradmu dos
sier and the sixth is a letter of petition from Abaindasa himself to Sulgi (AbSl (4)= 
SEpMl). The latter is the only poetic letter of petition in the CKU, although some 
of the SEpM poetic epistles of this type were undoubtedly addressed to Ur III rulers 
or were later cotnposed as such (Kleinerman 2011). Moreover, this composition, al
though preserved il1 15 sources from Nippur, Ur, and Susa. as well as on three tablets 
of unknown origin, is extremely unstable, with a level of textual variation that is 
unmatched by any other CKU item. Indeed, in my experience, the textual variation 
in this text is unique in the standard OB literary corpus. Not only is the text open 

35. The references CO Magan are discussed in Englund 1990: 13 2-34 and now in Zarins 
2008: 211. 

36. 111" amurru111 .ua>-ma! dHmun-ra e-ra-ne-Sl" Owen, Ebla 1975-1985 281 Ai 3 
(AS2.6,), CST 254: 2 (AS2,6.3), TRU 305:3 (AS2.6.4). 
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to manipulation by teacbers and perbaps even students, but its place in the N ipput 
curriculum is also unfixed: on some tablets, it opened SEpM, while on others, it is 
replaced in this role by the prose letter ArS2 (7) = SEpMla, whicb deals with Aba
indasa but was sent from Aradmu to 8ulgL 

Even though Abaindasa was the subject of more letters than anyone else in 
CKU, the whole affair is murky, and it is difficult to establish anything more than the 
broadest outline of the problems that beset him. Of the five prose letters (nos. 5-9), 
two are attested only at Nippur (8Ar3 [6]; ArS3 [7]) but are documented only on a 
single prism that seems to have a unique, expanded version of SEpM. One is known 
only from a single manuscript from that city and from a somewhat different manu
script of unknown provenance (8Ar2 [5]), another is documented by a unique tab
let of unknown origins that is difficult to read in places (AI'S4 [8]), and the final 
manuscript, possibly from Sippar, is definitely a spurious later scribal creation that 
only mentions Abaindasa in passing in broken context (Ar85 [91). None of these 
compositions can be fully reconstructed at present. 

One is tempted to create a single narrative from all of these letters, but the 
dossier is essentially a modern fiction, created from sources that were never read 
together in antiquity. From the Nippur perspective, the affair appears to have been 
documented primarily by the letter of petition of Abaindasa (AbSI [4]) or by ArS3 
[7], which alternated as the first item of the SEpM; that is, it is quite possible that 
students only knew one or the other, depending on the tradition that their teachers 
followed. 

Abaindasa's letter of petition (AbSl [4]), which is the most intelligible of the 
whole group, describes his lot in metaphorical telms and provides no information 
on the details of his experiences. All one gathers from the entire dossier is that he 
was an officer statio~ed in Zimudar and that he was dismissed from his position and 
imprisoned. The Zimudar reference (ArS3: 5 [6]) is somewhat suspect and may point 
to the Su-Sin correspondence as the source of this contamination or perhaps as the 
inspiration for a complete fabrication. Aradmu investigated his case on behalf of the 
king, and it may be that Abaindasa was returned ro his post. As matters now stand, 
the only full description of an episode in the ongoing Abaindasa drama is contained 
on a tablet of unknown provenance that is almost complete but extremely difficult 
to understand (ArS8 [8]). 

Although partly impenetrable, this letter is critical for understanding the Aba~ 
indasa affair. It seems that Aradmu reports that the officer, cashiered from the ranks 
and thrown into prison, had been let free and reinstated as a result of royal interven
tion, perhaps due to the effectiveness of his letter of petition to Sulgi (AbSI [4]). 
The second half of Ar84 (8) is extremely difficult to make out, but we may discern 
that Aradmu, unhappy with the king's ruling, is accusing Abaindasa of further mis
chief and insubordination. The "authenticity" of the missive is suspect, to be sure; 
furthermore, it may link the position of Abaindasa with the bad mada fortifications 
that are the likely subject of the Puzur-8ulgi correspondence, if the reconstruction 
and interpretation of a crucial line is correct (Ar84: 16 [8]): 
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Ik(jg lugul-gu/O mu-un-sub bad im-mi-in-du 

(Abaindasa) abandoned the task (assigned by) my king and applied himself to work 
on huilding the fortifications. 
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None of this makes very good sense, because we would think that the king would 
want Abaindasa to work on fortifications, but since the actual task (klg) that is the 
subiect of all of this correspondence is never specified, it may have concerned other 
mai:rers altogether. Either the person who composed this had no idea about these af
fairs and knew them only from existing letters or the word bad here does not allude 
to the bad mada and this letter has nothing to do with the Puzur-8ulgi works. 

This letter contains at least one line that is somewhat suspect (line 5): 

ta-bi si-ik-ka-tum ugula nu-banda, erin dagaVla lugal·tj:l'-ke4 

·The military rank rabi siklurtum is not attested in Ur III times. 37 

The impression one gets is that, at some points in the transmission of CKU, new 
letters concerning Abaindasa were added and some of the already existing letters 
were modified along the way, but which episties or motifs may have originated in 
Ur III times and which ones were later elaborations is impossible to discern at pres
ent. It is also important to note that the name Abaindasa is unattested as such in any 
Ur III text; it is documented only once in the fotm a-ba·an-da·sa (UDT 58 r. iii 
15,843.-.• , Girsu).38 This form of the name is also known from Old Akkadian times 
(MAD 470:11, BCn 29: rev. iii 11). In the letters, his title is ugula eren zu-kesda 
(lugal), which is likewise unattested in Ur III. 

Origins and transmission aside, the letters of the Abaindasa affair, much like the 
Apilasa correspondence, reaffirm the statecraft of King 8ulgi, who knows when to 
defend junior officeholders against higher ranking officers and who is willing to over
turn local verdicts. How this relates to actual Ur m practice is unknown, because we 
have no information on the role of the Crown-if indeed there was any-in control
ling and affirming local decisions of this type, including judicial proceedings on the 
frontier, although we must assume that mechanisms for complaints by local officials 
existed. In light of the fact that at least some of the Old Babylonian students who 
were learning these texts were children of local officials and would eventually assume 
the roles of officials themselves, we can see the Ur III disputes between Aradmu and 
his master as distanced examples of relationships between the Crown and its officers. 
As W. F. Leemans (1968) noted some years ago, in Hammurabi's time, the king was 
personally invested in various provincial issuES, arbitrating disputes on his own, but 
as N. Yoffee (1988: 104) has observed, "these decisions do not represent resolutions 

37. See Pientka-Hinz 2006 and the commentary to the edition below. 
38. This is an entry in a long list of workers! perhaps connected with aga~usj assigned Lo 

various shrines in the temple complex ofNan~e. This particular feHow is marked as deceased, See 
also NATN 955 I 17 a-ba-an-x-Ixl (Nippur; the text is in Baghdad; collated on a cast in the 
University Museum, Philadelphia). 
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between disputants but were, rather, political acts of a king either supporting or occa_ 
sionally restraining his own bureaucrats against complaints about their behavior." At 
some level, at least, the CKU exemplifies relationships of this kind but depoliticizes 
them to some degree by projecting them into the past. 

Miscellaneous Aradmu,Sulgi Letters (Letters 9-10) 

TI,e correspondence between the grand vizier and his king also includes two 
solitary items that are without duplicates and without an answer; both are undoubt. 
edly OB concoctions. 

Letter 9 (ArS5) combines elements of the Puzur-Sulgi correspondence, namely, 
the construction of fortifications at 19ihursaga, with the mention of Abaindasa. The 
text is bilingual, but the Akkadian version does not always match the original very 
precisely, and it appears that the scribe who wrote this version had a somewhat idio
syncratic knowledge of Sumerian compared with what we are accustomed to, at least 
from Nippur. It is also clear, however, d,at the author of this exercise, or perhaps of 
an earlier version, had other sources to draw on, even if some of it became garbled 
at some point in the making of the letter or in the process of transmission, The last 
preserved line of the obverse mentions the Ur III princess Kunsi-matum, who was 
married off to the ruler of the highland principality of Simanum, only to be ousted, 
together with her husband, in some form of coup at the beginning of the reign of 
Su-Sin (Michalowski 1975; Sallaberger 2007: 442). The king of Ur led a punitive 
expedition against Simanum and reinstated KUnSi-matum on the throne of the allied 
state. The name seems to have survived in this letter but was misunderstood as an 
Akkadian intrusion and was therefore translated into Sumerian, creating additional 
confusion. 

The last Aradmu missive of this "dossier" (ArS6 [10]) resembles the beginning of 
letter 3 in tone if not in wording, offering praise for the king and apparently moving 
on to report the grand vizier's achievements, but the fragmentary state of the only 
existing manuscript hinders any fuller analysis. The language of this section is more 
reminiscent of royal hymns than of the epistolary literature, very much suggesting a 
late date of composition. This supposition is further bolstered by the mention of the 
place names Gutium, Mari, and Rapiqum, because the first and last really have no 
place in a letter from Ur III times. 39 

The Ur-dun Affair (Letters 11-12) 

The two letters concerning a merchant by the name of Ur-dun are known to us 
only in single manuscripts. 4o The first (UdSl [11)), which was sent by this man to 

39, Lines 5'-6'; see the commentaty to the edition. 
40, The reading of the second element of the name is uncertain; the reading Ur~dun i.s con .. 

vemion.! (see the commentary to UrSl: 2 [II]). 
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k' g who must be Sulgi, is clearly a post-Ur III fabrication, written by someone 
a h: hrew the Apilasa.affuir letters as well as the Su-Sin cOlTespondence, Following 
rlre example of Aradmu, the merchan.t fe.minds th~ king that he had be~ sent on a 
royal mission, in this case to purchas,: Jumper resm.m the eastern mountams., But the 
high-handed Apilasa had sent for him and had hIS men confiscate Ur·dun s goods. 
In words that echo Aradmu's denunciations of the very same officer, the merchant 
describes how no one bothered to hear his complaint when he appeared at the pre
fect's palace. He gren explains that Aradmu and Babad-the latter borrowed from 
Su-Sin's letter to Sarrum-bani (SuSaI: 3.5 [19])-were not available to help hIm, be
cause they had gone on a mission from Zimudar to Simurum; notably, th,!' only other 
letter in which these toponyrru arc both mentioned is the missive from Sarrum-bani 
to Su-Sin (SaSul: 9, 14 [18]). The rest of the text is imperfectly preserved, but it 
appears that Ur-dun warns Sulgl that he fears th~ affair can only end in violence. As 
noted in the commentary to the edition of UrSl (11), the borrowings from other 
letters as well as the questionable grammar of the letter strongly suggest that this is 
an Old Babylonian creation. .. 
-". Letter 12 (ArS7) seems to have little in common with no. 11 except for the 
mention of the same merchant, Ur-dun. The solitary manuscript from Ur is incom
plete, and we are missing the beginning and end of the letter. The contents indicate 
that me addressee must have been royalty, and therefore we suspect that once agam 
Sulgi is involvc~. The identity of tile writer remains unidentified for now, and it is 
only conjecture that Aradmu is involved. No juniper resin is mentioned; instead, it 
appears that precious stones of various kind are the subject of the narrative; perhaps 
the acquisition of precious materials from the highlands is the thematic link between 
me two letters. As noted in the commentary to the composition, it is filled widl rare 
words and utilizes vocabularv taken from the lexical and school epistolary traditions, 
strongly suggesting that thi~ composition, like the one that precedes it, is an Old 
Babylonian fabrication. 

HaIlS Keumann (l992b, 2006) cautiously tried to connect this Ur-dun, known 
at the time only from UrdSl, with a merchant by that name who was active in Ur III 
times, although he was weIl aware of the problems involved. In view of the fabricated 
nature of these missives, I would argue that this fictitious character had nothing to 
do with his Ur III namesake; instead, he was lifted, for the purposes of fiction, from 
another Old Babylonian school text, one that was studied together with textl! of an 
epistolary nature, namely, the Announcement of a Lost Seal that was part of the SEpM 
(text 14). This composition will be edited and commented upon by A. Kleinerman, 
so here I only offer a composite text and a translation of the main part of the text: 

1, ki~ibllnU~Sa[~ra ur..flundam--gar .. ra u~gu ba .. an .. de 
2, initn" pu .. uh.-ru.-um .. ma .. ta 
3. ruglr-e sila-sila-e si gt) ba-ni-in-ra 
4. lu-na-me ntg-na-me ugtl-na \i-bt-in-tuku 
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An inscribed cylinder ,eal of the merchant Ur-dun has been lost, By otder of the 
assembly, a hemld (announced this by) bluwing the horn rhraughout the Streets, 
(From mis day forward) he will not owe anyone any obligation, 

Whatever the genealogy of letters 11 and 12 might have been, they are missing at 
Nipput and are clearly marginal within CKU, 

The Puzur-Sulgi Correspondence (Letters 13-14) 

In the CKU, Puzur-Sulgi is the geneml of a location named Bad-Igihursaga, a 
place-name that is unknown outside of the literary tradition, It is probably intended 
to be understood as the fortress that anchored the fottifications built by Sulgi that 
was celebrated in the names of his 37th and 38th regnal years; the historical circum
stances of this entire construction are discussed in chap. 5. 

The Letter from ISbi-Erra to Sulgi (Letter 15) 

This fascinating epistle is obviouslX,"a late cre~tion, attested only in a single 
bilingual Middle Babylonian version from Snsa, What makes this text so interesting 
is that it was composed by someone who had imagination-possibly even a sense of 
humor-but also knowledge of the Sumerian literary and lexical tradition; moreover, 
this person knew well many of the other parrs of the Ur III royal correspondence, 
There are absurdities, including the very synchronism between Sulgi and I~bi-Erra, 
as well as the amounts of silver and gold mentioned, which are excessive, to say the 
least, While technically not impossible, it is improbable that these two individuals, 
the second Ur Ill' monarch and someone who came from Marl but is first attested a 
generation later, would have had any contact, epistolary or otherwise. Indeed, as we 
shall presently see, ISbi-Erra Ls mentioned only once in the extensive Ur III archlval 
documentation, and by that time he was already the independent ruler of Isin. 

The amount of gold that Babati is said to have received from the crown for ISbl
Erra---600 talents of silver and an equal amount of gold-is preposterous even by 
imperial Mesopotamian standards and in a sense anticipates the absurd amounts of 
treasure contained in a much later literary epistle, ,he first-millennium Akkadian
language Letter of OJ/games. 41 

The derivative nature of this text is impossible to miss: the mention of the high 
commiSSioner Babati, with his tide p isag-dub- ba, is derived from the Su-Sin cor
respondence, the subject of gold and silver for purchasing grain, as well as the very 
figure of lSbi-Erra was taken from the Ibbi-Sin letters, and a passage about the nature 
of punishments available to royal officers (lines 24-16) is lifted almost verbatim 

41, This composition, thus far attested only in the late-sevemh~century Assyrian literary 
collection at Sultantepe (ancient Hllzlrina)j was first edited by Gurney 1957; sce Poster 2005: 
1017-19, with further literature" 
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, I tter 2 (SAd), Thus, although the linguistic features of both the Sumerian 
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have been available, and that the text we have shows mar S 0 ater ~e actIOn. -
, ely we have to posit that the knowledge of some parts of CKU lasted longer temativ , . . 

than can presently be documented and that other Middle B~byloruan manuscnpts 
may 1I1timately surface. TIlis is not completely unexpected, 8mee w,e know that the 
second-millennium purge of the majority of Old Babylonian Sumerian-language ht
erature was a complex affair that may have proceeded in stages, as can be observed 
from the material collected by N. VeJdhuis (2000). 

The late Old Bahylonian/early Middle Babylonian literary tradition that was 
transmitted to the west, known from places such as Bogazkoy, Ugm"it, Amarna, ,md 
Ema!, preserves very little memory of the Ur III l<lngs, but this might hav~ been dif
ferent at Susa and elsewhere in the east. At present, however, we know lttlle about 
the complex cuneiform traditions of second-millennium Iran, which appear, judging 
from the modest remains recovered to date, to have been quite different from what 
was preserved in the west. 42 

The Amar-Sin Correspondence (Letters 16-17) 

The letters from .l\mar-Sin to Sulgi and the king's answer offer the biggest chal
lenges to any editor of the CKU materiaL The state of preservation of the existing 
manuscripts, described in full in the commentaries to the editions, simply does not 
allow for reliable reconstructions. The fragmentary remains testify to the distribu
tion of these letters in Nippur, Isin, and elsewhere, but the contents are difficult to 
evaluate. 'The subject seems to be much more prosaic than the usual CKU topics: 
it appears that Amar-Sin, who seems to have military responsibilities, is writing to 
the king abollt fields and irrigation work. If [ tmderstand the oblique reference to 
the area around Apiak correctly, the prince may have been stationed in the military 
zone discussed in the next chapter~perhaps even at the fortifications built by his 
father that are the main focus of the Purur-Sulgi correspondence, Nothing can be 
said about the genealogy of either of these two letters; it lnay be that they are not 
derivative, because the main topic is not generic and is nor borrowed from elsewhere, 
but at the same time it is possible that: its atypical character may also indicate later 
composition, 

42. On this Iranian tradition, see pp. 43, above. 



Chapter 5 

The Amorites in Ur III Times 

'The "Amorite question" has been one of the most debated and contested issues 
in the historiography of ancient Near Eastern studies for more than a century. It 
has occasioned such publications as The Empire of the Amarite, (Clay 1919), with 
its pan-Amorite hypothesis, as well as its refutation by T. Bauer (1926, 1929), not 
to mention others such as Who Were the Amorites (Haldar 1971), or other more 
modem studies by D. O. Ecizard (1957: 30-45), H. B. Huffmon (1965), G. Buecel
lati ([966), C. Wilcke (1969), and M, Streck (200e). The conversation changed 
f'adically as a result of the discovery, in the 1930s, of the archives in the palace of 
the kings of the dty of Mari on the Euphrates River, French excavators discovered 
thousands of eighteenth-century-B,c. cuneiform tablets in the ruins of Tell Hariri 
(the modem name of the mound), wdtten in the Babylonian language, contain
ing hundreds of Amortte personal names, and many of these texts are available for 
study. The ongoing reexamination of these texts by Jean-Marie Durand, Dominique 
Charpin, and their collaborators has changed the way we view social, ethnic, and 
political relationships in northern Mesopotamia and Syria in the first centuries of the 
second millennium-so much so that they have insisted on renaming the Old Baby
lonian period (quite incorrectly, I think) the "Amorite Epoch" (e.g., Charpin and 
Ziegler 2003; Charpin 2004a, 2004b; Durand 2004). The dynastic lines in most of 
the principalities of the time may have had Amorite roots, but this is not necessarily 
an aspect that should be chosen to essentialize a historical moment. We reaUy do not 
know how important this "ethnic" factor was in society and how deeply it was rooted 
in very different states and social groups. Although the documentation is extensive, 
our most abundant and informative source of information, the Marl archives, covers 
no more than 50 years, and the main body of the texts-primarily letters--8pans no 
more than two decades or so (Charpin and Ziegler 2003: 1). As important as these 
texts arc~and some have dedicated their entire lives to the study of the Mad mate
rials--they provide us with a small and idiosyncratic entry into this ancient society; 
this is hut a peephole, and our field of vision has definite boundaries. 

The scribes of Mari wrote in Semitic Babylonian--more specifically, in one 
scribal dialect of Babylonian used in ESnunna-but in all probability many of the in
habitants of Syria and northern Mesopotamia at this time spoke a variety of Amorite 
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dialects. Amorite, although also a member of the Semitic branch of the Afro-Asiatic 
language family, was definitely distinct from Babylonian, and the two languages, 
related though they were, would not have been mutually understandable, 1 It is im
portant to note that not a single sentence has becn preserved in Amorite and that we 
know the language almost exclusively (TOm personal names and loanwords, Arnorires 
may be defined as Amorite speakers, but to us they are known only through their 
writings in Babylonian-that is, Akkadian. 2 

Defined in traditional AssyTiological terms, the Amolite dialects were relatively 
new to Syria. In the Ebla archives of 70C or 800 years earlier, there is not a trace ;f 
dle Amorite language, and the personal names of Syrians appear to have belonged 
to a different Semitic language group or, perhaps, even groups, } In the Sumerian re
cords pertaining to Syda from around 2000 B.C., few if any people from the West have 
Amorite names, and in the small number of published Mari tablets that predate the 
period of the main archives, there is likewise no evidence for Amorite. Whatever so
cial and historical forces underlie this situation, there can be little doubt that we are 
wimcss here to the replacement of one dialect continuum by another. 'These Amorite 
speakers lived not only in Syria; many of the urban centers of Babylonia were ruled 
by dynasts with Amorite names and lineages, and Amorite personal names are found 
in westem Iran as well as in areas of the Persian Gulf. These peoples-~and it is not at 
all dear who was new and who was old-utilized Mesopotamian cuneiform and the 
Babylonian language for communication, and only a limited repertoire of their own 
L'Ultural traits can be detected behind the veneer of adopted written conventions. At 
the time ofYasmalJ-Addu, and even more so during the time when Zimri-Lim ocCu
pied the throne of Mati, central and eastern Syria was host to a number of Amorite 
ethnic groups, or tribes, that had come to live in both the cities and on the steppe. 
Some of their members lived in permanent residences in Villages, towns, and cities, 
while others, deSignated in the local texts by the term lJanumlha.na, were more 
mobile, moving along the pasture and water areas with their flocks (Gelb 1961; 37; 
Durand 1998: 417). The complex relationships between the settled people and their 
more mobile relatives are still being analyzed and debated. 

The general portrait I have just sketched is one that describes matters on which 
there is much consensus. The picture becomes more difficult when we attempt to 
look more closely at the early history of these "Amorites" and try to ascertain the 
denotation of the term in the native sources. 

1. This can be inferred from the words of Samsi-Addu, addressed to his son Yasmah-Addu at 
Mad: 'I)'ou can't (even) speak Amorite with them!J! (a--mu .. ur,..re .. e it .. ti ... su ... nu da .. ba,-ba.-am u...ul te ... 

ie-i) referring to the local pastoral tl'ibesmell (/)anum) [Ziegler and Charpin 2007: 61, lines 6"-7'1. 
Pl'esuC'lably, Yasmah-Addll spoke Akkadian. Amorite is also listed as a ,eparate language that has 
to be tran.lated in Sulgt Hymn B 213 and Sulgi Hymn C 119--124; see Rubio 2006: 167-70. 

2. On the general background of these matters, ,ee Heimpel 2003, 13-36 and Durand 2004. 
, J, The Ebla texts do, however, contain references to a MAR-TUri as well as to daggt~rs made 
in the I(Amorite manner"j see Archi 1985, For possible local language variation in Syrla as re" 
fleeted in Ebla onomastics! see Bonechi 1991, 
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Thehigh Old Babylonian period may be a time of "Amorite Dynasties," but, in 
Baby loma at least, youngsters studying the ancient Sumerian tongue were exposed 
to an ideology that was less than kind to outsiders, including "Amorites." In the 
older Sumerian, texts, there are literary depictions of "the other" that are predictably 
less than flattenng (Cooper 1983: 30,·36), In this semantic universe, Sumer Was the 
"homeland" (kalam) and others were depicted in terms of negations of what Was 
perceived of as markers of dvilization, much as outsiders were defined in the classi
cal world_ And so in Sumerian primary curriculum texts, such as The Curse of Agade 
Enki and the \X/arid Order, or Lugalbanda II, these people are described as ignorant of 
agriculture and of the finer points of civilization, with neither permanent abode nor 
burial places, or as fools who live in the mountains (Cooper 1983: 31-33), It should 
be noted, however, that most of these negative depictions of Amorltes are in fact 
Old Babylonian and shed little light on earlier ways of thinking about these matters, 
The only securely dated Ur III depiction of these people, which is found in a later 
copy of a royal inscription, is highly negative to be sure, but it is impossible to know 
how pervasive prejudices might have been at the time (Su-Sin E3/2.1.4,1 v 24-29; 
Frayne 1997: 299): 

u4~bi-ta MAR,TU I" ha-lam-ma4 
d(m~ma ur .. ra.-gin1 
ur-bar-ra-gin,/ 
rur x [xl x 
bi [se nul-zu 

Then, the Amorites. who are evil, with minds like beasts, like wolves, who. , . sheep
stalls, who are ignorant of agriculture .. , , ' 

Any proper understanding of who was designated by the term MAR,TU in Ur III 
texts requires some discussion of how one understands the issues associated with 
ethnicity and tribalism in the context of early ancient Near Eastern history. Tradi
tionally, the study of this history has focmed on a succession of "peoples": Sumerians, 
Akkadians, Amorites, Kassites, Arameans, and many others, The identification o( 
these groups Comes from a mixture of ancient labels and linguistic classification, so 
that historically divergent peoples are directly associated with specific languages or 
dialect groupings. This approach made sense decades ago, but after a half-century of 
cross-cultural studies on ethnicity and social identity, it is truly wanting. Although 
Kamp and Yoffee (1980), Emberling (1997), and Emberling and Yofree (1999) have 
attempted to steer the discussion of ethnic issues into a more theoretically and com
paratively informed arena, their efforts have apparently had little effect on the way 

4, This word seems to mean "evi! (destroyers)"; see OB Lu A 36 = B 39 (MSL 12 158. 178 
:= Sa li~mu"uHim); Limet compares the term "vandals." The same tetm is used to describe Sironski 
and 81am (Ur I.ament 244, Eridu Lame", 4;10) and Gutlum (Lamentation over ,he Destrw:tion of 
Sumer and Ur 230), 

5. The passage is broken, and what follows cannot be restored with confidence. 
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in which these matters have been considered, and this is evident when one surveys 
the subsequent literature that deals with the topic of the Amorites. 

Most current discussion of the "Amorite problem" distorts the issue by creating 
a unitary semantic concept that combines notions of common origin, ethnic and 
linguistiC identity, tribalism, and nomadism as a way of life. As.I see it, this way of 
essentialist thinking about terms such as MAR.TU leads to convenient historical 
fictions. We take aU of the references to the word from all periods and throw them 
all in dIe same basket, implying that they all denote the same loosely defmed notion 
'of an Amorite people. A handful of Early Dynastic references; two Old Akkadian - ,I 
military encounters at the Jebel Bishri in Syria; a few hundred Ur III designations ! 
of individuals as MAR.TU; not to mention the famous wall built to exclude them, 
ate all seen through the lens of a much more abundant Old Babylonian document \ J 
set. some of it from one or two generations of scribes from Mari in Syria. Seen in I 
thi; manner, a master narrative emerges in which nomads orpasroralists move across ! 

Syria and Mesopotamia. from the desert to the sown; first raiding and harassing, then 
. transgressing and finally dominating the urban areas of the Near East, from tent to 'i 
city after city, 

Undet\ying all of this is the assumption that the appearance of an Amorite lan
guage or dialect continuum in Syria and Mesopotamia, as documented in personal 
and tribal names, must be considered as evidence for intensive population spread
in other words, it is a symptom of an influx of new people from the west, sometimes 
imagined as great invasions. The ancient sources are silent about these issues, and 
therefore all historical and sociolinguistic reconstruction can only be based on theo
retical principles and presuppositions, But comparative studies of language spread 
suggest that such phenomena are rarely the result of massive population shifts or 
replacement. Thus, for example, one influential archaeologist and linguist, Colin 
Renfrew (1992), has proposed that the spread of Indo-European must be explained 
as an example of an "elite-dominance" replacement process, whereby a small number 
of Indo-European speakers supplanted local elites, eventually leading to linguistic 
change. Johanna Nichols describes three knovm, mechanisms of such change: lan
guage shift, demographic expansion, and migration: 

There are probably no pure cases: Language shift is normally in response to the pres
ence of at least a few influential immigrants; demographic expansion involves some 
absorption of previous population rather than extermination: and migration leads to 
language shifr (either to or from the immigranrs' language), The terms language shift, 
de1TJQgraphic expansion, and migration refer to the predominant contributor with no 
claim that it is exclusive, Almost all literature on language spreads assumes, at least 
implidtly; either demographic expansion or migration as the bask mechanism j but 
in fact language shift is the most conservative assumption and should be the default 
assumption (1997; 372), 

Nichols's "shift" is similar to, ifless precise than, Renfrew's "elite-dominance" model. 
A recent study of genetic diversity in a linguistically complex area, the Caucasus, 
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where many languages, some unrelated, are found in proximity to one another in 
a relatively small area, has demonstrated that linguistic diversity is not reflected in 
the distribution of genetic features (in this case, DNA), which led the researchers to 
Renfrew's model as the most probable explanation for language spread in the Cauca_ 
sus (Nasidze and Stoneking 2001: 1205). More recent work on genetic analysis and 
language groupings has not solved the problem, and linguists such as Lyle Campbeti 
(2006) have drawn attention to the errors that are often found in this type of analy
sis. Indeed, comparative work has revealed the complexiti~s and many variables in
volved in large-scale language shift, with competing models in different disciplines 
favoring or avoiding the issue of broad population replacement as an explanation for 
such phenomena (e.g" Bellwood 2001). 

These alternative models for the spread of language undermine the idea that 
the appearance of various languages or dialect groups in the Near East-such as, for 
example Sumerian, Akkadian, Hurrian, Amorite, Kassite, or Aramaic--{:an only be 
explained as a symptom of concentrated and substantial population movements and 
that the appearance oflinguistically distinct personal and geographical names signals 
the arrival of new peoples moving in from the West or from the North. Some popula
tion movemem certainly took place, but the relative numbers of peoples involved 
and the manner in which languages spread throughout the existing population are 
matters that need to be modeled and analyzed in each individual case; we cannot 
simply assume in each instance that waves of people Overran large areas and brought 
new languages-and new cultures--with them. 

In the c~se of Amorites, it is unlikely that the presence of speakers of this lan
guage continuum arrived in Mesopotamia in one fell swoop or that all aspects of 
Amorite self-definition can be ascribed to the same set of ideological constructs. We 
cannot dispute that evidence exists for native notions of Amorite identity in Old 
Babylonian times or at least for ideological constructs at state levels that utilize these 
ideas for social comrol, but it is important to analyze them in their historical context 
and to recognize the fluid nature of such ideas. This is not the place for a full analysis 
of these matters, and one example will have to suffice. I leave out the later genealo
gies found in the famous funeral ritual text from the time of l\mmil'aduqa, as well as 
the Assyrian King List, because they come from a different time and may appeal to 
ideas that stem from another era (Michalowski 1983b). An oft-cited example of the 
recognition of common ethnic identity comes from a letter of Anam, king of liruk, 
written to the Babylonian ruler Sin-muballi~, in which Anam appeals for military 
assistance to his fellow monarch, reminding him that the two cities were "of one 
house" (bftum iSrenma; Falkenstein 1963: 58 Hi 25), Many scholars, including Kamp 
and Yoffee (1980: 90) and A. Goddeeris (2002: 324), see this as evidence of a sense 
of common Amorite ethnic ties as members of the Amnanum tribe, but it is more 
likely that this refers, in a much more limited manner, to the dynastic marriage that 
had bound the two ruling families a generation earlier, when SallUl'lum, the daughter 
of the Babylonian king Sumu-Ia~el-,the founder of the dynasty-had married King 
Sin-kasid ofliruk (Rollig 1972-1975: 283). In other wotds, kinship alliance by mar-
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riage may be the issue hert:, rather than ethnicity, although quite obviously one does 
not exclude the other, 

I have stressed the relatively recent arrival of the Amorite language on the can
vas that we are scanning. There are also other developments that accompany these 
linguistic phenomena .... -triballsm and transhumance~but they also do not necessar
ily imply that a completely new population had moved into the area, There can be 

. no doubt that, at t1", time of the Mari archives, native categorizations included no
tions of identity that were linked to Amorite tribal units and that these notions oper
ated on local as well as state levels in Syria and to some degree in Babylonia as well 
(Michalowski 1983b), But tribal nomenclature was fluid, and there were a variety 
offorms in which nilers appealed to the population, pronouncing their legitimacy, 
claiming allegiance, and facing reminders of the tensions within their kingdoms. I 
suggest that the genealogies, far from being primordial, were recent in origin and may 
have been secondary at best. Taken further, we can see in these genealogies and tribal 
names invented realities that resulted from and reflected the complex relationships 
between city and countryside, settled and mobile, old and new. TIle shifting and 
peripatetic family relationships of the rulers of often-ephemeral polities, centered on 
old urban centers, required new legitimizing mechanisms, and the written evidence 
at our disposal was of negligible impcttance in the search for identity and power that 
must have been of paramount significance in those politically volatile ancient times. 
There can he no doubt that part of this reality was infused into a variety of identity 
labels and that there was a definite hierarchy of such terms in which the notion 
"Amorite" played a significant but variable role in various times and various places. 
\I:.'hat these roles may have been we are only beginning to understand. 

This is, briefly stated, a summary of the Old Babylonian situation that often 
serves as a model for understanding earlier issues concerning Amorites. AU current 
work on the Ur III Amorites is still based on the only substantial collection and 
analysis of this material in the standard work on the subject, Giorgio Buccellati's 
pioneering 1966 work, The Amarites of the Ur III Period. It was an excellent hook for 
its time, but it was published almost 50 years ago; many texts have been published 
since then, and our historical and historiographic perspectives have changed in the 
intervening years. Lists of newly discovered U r 1Il Amorite names have been pro
vided subsequently (Wilcke 1969; Edzard and Farber 1974; Owen 1981: 256-57), but 
a full reexamination of all the material is clearly overdue. 

In modern works on the Amorites and Ur III times, the['e are six propositiOns 
that crop up over and over, perhaps best illustrated hy three of the most recent 
publications on the matter·-,those by Michael Streck (2000), Brit Jahn (2007), and 
Walther Sallaberger (2007). These propositions are: 

1, The Amorites Mesopctamian encountered in Ur III times were nomads. 
2, Amorites came at Mesopotamia from the west, 
3. Some Amorites underwent a process of sedentarization that can be traced in 

texts. 

:: 
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4. Amorites infiltrated the Ur III state in large numbers. 
5. Hostile Amorites played a significant role in the collapse of the Ur III state. 
6. Amorires took over power in Mesopotamian cities after the Ur III collapse. 

Most authorities. particularly those cited above, would aform these propositions as 
correct. Here I wish ro demonstrate that not a single one of them can be substantiated 
on the basis of currently available information. Furthermore, I will argue strongly, 
on empirical as well as comparative and theoretical grounds, that these propositions 
are simply false. First, however, it is important to remember that there are essentially 
two kinds of Amorites in the Ur 1lI archival records: (1) outsiders who are visiting, 
primarily for diplomatic reasons, and (2) those who live in Mesopotamia, either per
manentlyor in passing. The few references in literary texts and inscriptions written 
during the period refer only to hostile Amorites on the eastem frontier. Most of the 
comments below concem those living within the borders of the Ur III state proper. 
Let us take up these issues one by one. 

1. Were the Amarites Whom Mesopotamians Encountered 
in Ur 1II Times Nomads? 

Although It Is said that the Amorites were nomads, there is not a single piece 
of evidence from Ur III times to support this assertion. Once again, It is worth men
tioning that the issue is undermined by a number of underl,1ng probleffiB. First and 
foremost, we have often essentialized the notion of "the Amorltes," treating it as 
unitary by projecting historically determined information into the past. The matter 
is further complicated by confusion in Assyriological literature over if and how to 
distinguish the corcepts of nomadism, pastoralism, transhumance, and tribalLsm.6 

Not all pastoralists are transhumant or fully nomadic, and while tribal organiZation 
is common among nomads and transhumant pastoralists, it is not a defining char
acteristic of either. Most important, there is good reason to question whether there 
ever were any nomads, in the classic sense, In the early history of the ancient Neat 
East-although this depends on a subtle definitional matter. Anatoly Khazanov is 
quite adamant, stating that, "despite the opinion of certain scholars, there are no 
grounds for thinking that pastoralists of the third and even the second millennium 
9.C. were real nomads" (Kbazanov 1984: 91). Though Brian Spooner (1986: 184), 
who has more research experience in Weste1'11 Asia, has criticized this formulation, 
Khazanov's statement reflects the recognition that ethnographic information on 110-

madism in the area cannot be used uncritically to model historical situations prior 
to the domestication of the camel and the spread of Islam. Glenn Schwartz (1995: 
240) likewise calls attention to the importance of the camel for the development of 
mobile forms of life.style. 

6. See now the essays published in Szuchman 2009. 
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The development of pastoralism in the western Zagros region is important for 
our discussion, because this Ls one of the places where sheep and goats were. origi

n domesticated. Kamyar Abdl (2003) has studied the archaeological eVidence 
::r ~iS development with an eye on nuanced definitiol1S of the ter~. If Abdi is cor
rect, by Uruk times, pastoral modes of life fully complemented agr.lculturai forms of 
roduction in the western Zagros. Therefore, any hypothetICal amval of a nomadic 
~morite population may have had an impact in cultural terms but would not have 
b any means introduced any new mode of life. It is more probable, if we are to for
:ulate hypotheses, that the Amorite groupings documented in Ur III times in the 
Zagros constituted new sociopolitical units that resulted from a form of ethnogenesis 
in which new and old populations adjusted to one another. Among these groups, 
herding strategies were more determined by geography and climate than by ethnic 
tradition. 

Because some Amorites at Marl in the time of Zimri-Lim seasonally moved their 
herds by no means implies that Amorites ebewhere, or in other times, lived in the 
same manner; but even if they did. this would not make them nomads in the modern 
ser"e of the term. Most recently, W. Sallaberger (2007: 448) has pointed to the fuet 
that in Ur 1lI times people who are designated as Amorites sometimes delivered fat
tailed sheep, and from this he concludes that they must have been nomads, because 
these animals, which have the ability to store extra energy in their tails, are particu
larly suited to a nomadic lifestyle. Breeds of such sheep, such as the Awassi, which are 
prevalent in the Middle East today, are well adapted to arid landscapes and are raiEed 
by nomadic and settled communities alike, but there is n~ good reason to correlate 
the raising of fat-tailed sheep with any particular lifestyle. ' Moreover, as Steinkeller 
(1995: 51) has observed, fat-tailed sheep are commonly mentioned in the Drehem 
archives and therefore cannot be specifically identified with nomadic existence. As 
Sallaberger himself points out, the Amorites also b~ought other types of animals, in
cluding cows and oxen, creatures that ate not well suited for nomads. The texts listed 
below that register booty from the Amurtum lands mention fat-tailed sheep, but 
other animals appear as well, predominantly equids. All of this evidence points to 
mixed husbandrv, with various animals used for different purposes. And the sources 
themselves are ~ompletely silent ahout whether these groups were pastoralists or 
nomads. It iE quite possible that some of them were nomadic, but more than this one 
cannot say; Norman Yoft"e (2005: 146), in a discussion of people of the Amoriti
cal persuasion, puts it succinctly; "being Amorite has little to do with any common 
subsistence pattem (pastoralists vs. agriculturalists), or a cornmon residential pat
rem (nomads vs. city dwellers), or any common economic status." This becomes 
quite clear once the notion that the Mari situation is paradigmatic for the study of 
Amarite ethnlcity in other times and other places is discarded. More recently, Die
derik Meijer( in press) writes: 

? For example, in a survey of villages in the Blnt jtx:il and Mrujeyoun disrrlcts of South 
Lebanon, all of rhe sheep were of rhe Awassi fur-tailed breed (Rouda 1992: 115). 

li,i . I 
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"nlC disrinction made between Amorites and Akkadians in some ways is 8triking~ 
but, . , no discrimination in the modem sense can be noted, Such often repeated 
notions that "rhey didn't bury their dead, they lived in tents, etc,~" are obvious 
contradisrinctions ro the urban, settled way of life, undoubtedly used to bolster the 
cohesive spirir of the urban, settled popuiation ... J perhaps even to Ilindoctrinate" 
one's subjects against these unruly dangers ftom the steppe. Bur how closely corre
lated were these notions of 1iAmoritell and '~unruly dangers from the steppe!) really 
for rhe man in the stteet, at a time when the Amorite, were accepred in the higher 
echelons of SOCiety? 

The identittcation of the "Amorites" with nomadic lifestyle undoubtedly grows Out 

of a conceptualization that creates radical distinctions between urban and tural, state 
and non-state, centcr and periphery, settled and mobile, and other binary opposi
tions, some of them actually rooted in ancient ideological formulations. But for SOme 
time now, it has bee'11 apparent that such categorizations impede rather than assist 
historical analysis, Indeed, some archeologists with very different points of view on 
many matters have been arguing that early cities in certain ecological zones were 
founded, in Syria at least, as centers for semipastoralists who occupied both urban 
and non-urban occupational niches, The best examples of research along these lines 
can be found in the work of Anne Porter (2002, 2004, 2007) and Bertile Lyonnet 
(1998, 2001, 2004, 200S); in addition, we must also mention studies by Giorgio 
Buccellati (1990, 2004, 2008), who suggests, following well-known theoretical pos
tulates, that pastoralism in Syria was secondary to agriculture. All three scholars 
stress that there was a fluid back-and-forth movement between settled and mobile 
or semimobile ways of iife, Here J must stress again that seasonal pastoralism should 
not be equated With fully mobile nomadism. 

The comments just made concem the specific geographical and ecological reali
ties of Syria, but the theoretical concems about the misleading role of binary op
positions are important for understanding the very different situation found in Mes
opotamia, particularly in its southem areas. Nonetheless, the notion that cities and 
settled countryside must be distinguished from the sometimes friendly, sometimes 
hostile nomads who are "outside" oversimplifies historical reality, even if it reflects 
categorizations occasionally encountered in the ancient literature, which sometimes 
presents stereotypes of barbarian outsiders (Cooper 1983: 30-33). Adams (1981: 
136) notes that "the accounts of ancient scribes, offiCials, and literati do not supply 
us with entirely balanced and comprehensive testimony on matters from which their 
authors were socially remote and of which they were technically ignorant," Adams 
goes on to provide a powerfu l argument for the existence of large areas, within the 
borders of the Ur III state and not beyond, that were primarily but not exclusively 
dedicated to the raising of very latge animal herds by pastoral semisedentary folk 
(1981: 149). In other words, the very large numbers of animals recorded in Ur III 
texts, and which were exploited for milk, wool, hides, and other products, came from 
within the alluvial plain. Although it is obvious from the Drehem records that the 
frontier regions to the east were also a source of animals of this kind, the state was 
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not solely dependent on outlying regions for pasturing flocks, even if some flocks may 
have been moved seasonally into the flanks of the highlands, If Adams is correct, 
then we must discard the idea that all pastoralists were "outsiders"; some of them 

l f h ". 'd" were an integra part 0 t e lnSt e economy, 
It is true that the native Ur III and later literary stereotypes portray Amorites 

as people who raise animals and who are "ignorant of agriculture" (Cooper 1983: 
3l), In the Cu:rse of Agade 45-46, which may be one of the earliest portrayals of the 
Amorites in this manner and which was composed in Ur III times or slightly earlier, 
they are described as breeders of both cattle and caprids: 

MAR:rU kur-ra lil Se nU-Zll 

gud dUl mas durda mu-un-na-da-an-ku"ku,8 

Highland Amorit"", who are ignorant of agriculture, 
Delivered to heT (lnana) butting buHs and burting bucks. 

Goats certainly are raised by mobile folk, but cattle typically are not. So while this 
depiction of Amorites characterizes them as people who mise animals but do not 
grow grain, it does not necessarily follow that in Ur 1II times they were imagined 
as nomads in the romantic mode that permeates some of our modem studies. Some 
may have moved from pasture to pasture in the highlands during the course of the 
year, but there is no evidence at present that the Amorites on the eastern borders of 
Babylonia lived some version of a fully nomadic lifestyle, 9 

Finally, I would like to question the explanatory value of the very problem: even 
if some Amorites in fact were nomads, how much would this really matter? The 
extensive research on this problem has only served to demonstrate that, as noted by 
Khazanov, it is very difficult to define nomadism, aside from the fact that nomads lack 
permanent dwellings. Brian Spooner (1971), already cited above, has insisted on an 
ecological focus in studies of nomadism, and his perspective is highly relevant for our 
work. 10 Once again, I stress that the historical situation revealed in the Mari letters 
is determined by unique eeological as well as political and ethnic circumstances and 
can by no means be considered as paradigmatic for the analysis of this problem in 
other times and places, Moreover, with all due respect to the brilliant work of our 
Paris (XllIeagl.les, the Marl infonnation is itself open to further analysis, braced by 
thecretical and comparative work. For example, it is unfortunate that the translation 
"Bedouin," fltst proposed by l. J. Gelb (1961: 37) for the native term, !Janum!ha,na, 
used for transhumant groups, has been widely adopted of late (Heimpel2003: 34-36, 
with earlier literature). Of course, we understand that this translation is meant as 
a generalized analogy, but it is nevertheless unfottunate, because it brings to mind 

8. "The translation a5sumes that the prefix da is transitivizlng here, in accordance with the 
theory espoused by Miguel Civil (2010: 52&--29), 

9. Deiderik Meijer (in press), writing about Bronre Age Syria, also focuses on pastoralism 
in COntrast to nomadism-that is, herders of' animals but not necessarily nomadic. 

10. He is not alonej see, for example, more recently, S¢rb0 2003. 
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many modern myths pertaining to a category of people whose identities have shifted 
in various ways throughout the centuries and whose culture has been associated 
although not explicitly, with two elements thut are obviously missing in the second 
millennium B.C., the camel and Islam (D. P. Cole 2003). 

Comparative study has revealed the endless varieties of cultural, organizational, 
structural, and adaptive stl'ategies developed by nomadic peoples all over the world 
and has provided ample evidence for a distinction between nomadism and pastoral
ism. According to Spooner (1971: 208): 

Nomadism is an extreme form of adapcation which generates extreme degrees of 
instability of minimal social groupings and requires a high degree of fluidity of social 
organtzation. There ate, however, no forms of sodal organization or other cultural 
features which are found in all nomadic societies or found exclusively in them. 

To press the point further, I refer to the wotk of Philip Carl Salztnan, who summa
rized years of research in a comprehensive essay entitled "Pastoral Notnads: Some 
General Obsetvations Based on Research in Iran" (Salzman 2002). He begins by 
asserting the distinction between "pastoralists," who raise livestock on natural pas
ture, and "nomads," who move from place to place. He begins with a summary that 
includes the following (2002: 245): 

[NJomadism is not tied to one economic sy'Stern.; some nomads. have generalized 
consurnption~oriented production, while others are specialized and 1Ila:r-ket~oriented. 
Nor is nomadism limited to one cype of land tenure; some nomads migrate within 
a territory that they control, while others have no political or legal claim over land 
that they use. , .. Pastoral nomads vary in political structure trom state."concfolled 
peasants, to centralized chiefdoms, to weak chiefdoms I to segmentary lineages. 

He concludes (2002: 261): 

The peoples whom I have in this essay called "nomads" could equally-depend
ing upon the particular case-be labeled htribesmen'l or Hpeasants/1 !(lY1uslimsl1 or 
IIpagans!ll HPersianl1 or "TurkicH 01' uBaluch': or "Arab," "fierce warriors," or "pacific 
clvilians,'-' There are many aspects and dimensions to peoples l lives and to a peoples 
culture, For us to select and emphasize one aspect as pammount would be a distor~ 
lion of the always complex human reality. And such an essentialism and reduction
ism would be a distortion of nomadism. for to understand nomadism truly, we must 
grasp its dependence on human objectives and upon multiple social, cultural, and 
envitomuental circumstances and thus appreciate its variability~ its malleability, and 
its impermanence. 

I cite Salzman at length because his words force us to rethink what we mean by the 
term "nomad" in the context of early Mesopotamian history. As a result. we must 
also avoid using the word as if it were a unitary term thut allowed us to associate 
various groups of people with one another over time and space just because they 
sometimes are denoted by the same descriptive terms in the native sources. One 
must therefore be careful not to automatically identify cultural and ethnic groups 
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d'fferent times and places simply because they are desigrlated by the same labeL 
jn J I f h" d" d"'b" d I . 
I l ed the explanatory va ue 0 terms sue as nOlna an ttl e an t le practice 
nr. e , Ii' h . h b'l f associating cultural patterns such as a speci C Kin" ip system Wit mo I e groups 
~oas questioned a quarter of a cenrury ago by Rudi Lindner (1982) in an essay titIed 
"\V'hat Was a Nomadic Tribe?" At this juncture, it is important to recall that Robert 
McC. Adams (1974) has warned us that the boundaries between people living in 
agricultural towns and villages and those who moved about on the outskirts of these 
towns, tending herds, was quite fluid in ancient Mesopotamia. There must huve bee~ 
considerable population flux between these modes of life due to the instability ot 
funning conditions, and these modes of life must be seen as nodes on a continuum, 
rather than as contrasting means of subsistence. Furthermore, as Adams observes 

(1974: 2): 

The antipathy between the steppe and the sown is deeply rooted, of course, in West. 
ern religious and literary rraditiotls~ finding perhaps the most comprehensive expres~ 
sion in Ibn Khaidun's statement that nomads are "the negation and antithesis of 
dvi1izatlon,~j , . , That same attitude may be at least partially implicit in Sumerian 
myths and proverbs .... But these are the views of urban literari. ... Hence norma
tive statements like these) important as they are for the continuities of Mesopota~ 
mian literate dvilization) must be treated with reserve as an expression of the forces 
and patterns of behavior actually prevailing in the countrySide. 

In light of this, we must be careful not to view nomads through romantic Western, or 
even later Middle Eastern lenses, but at the same time we also must remain skeptical 
about the perspectives of ancient Mesopotamian elites as well. 

With regard to the subject at hand, the lIr III period, I repeat what I said above: 
there is no evidence that permits us to determine if the people on the frontiers of the 
kingdom who are described ru; MAR.TU were nomads, pastoralists, or both. Some 
may have been pastoralists who moved up and down between pastures during the 
year but lived part~time in durable homes; others may have been on the move, with
out permanent abodes; the evidence available at present is inconclusive on these 
points. But even jf the MARTLI raised livestock and moved from place to place, this 
would, in the end, tell us very little about them, because designating them vaguely
and anachronistically-as "nomads" would have little if any historical explanatory 
value.lI 

2. Did the Amorites Infiltrate Mesopotamia from the West? 

Many authorities have assumed that, because there were peoples described as 
Amorites living in Syria, they must have made their way into Babylonia and Sumer 
down the Euphrates through the Jezira. Some published maps in. for example, the 
standard compilation on lIr III geographical names (EdzanI and Farber 1974)' show 

11. Note. however, the nuanced approach to Mari-era nomadism in rhe remarkable study by 
J.-M. Durand (2004). 
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arrows implying this sort of movement. Wilcke (1969) had already questioned this 
conclusion, as had Lieberman (1968-1969), and in RCU, I argued that there was no 
historical basis for this movement. It is true that hostile as well as allied Amorites 
that had contact with the Ur III state were located in the mountain regions to the 
east of Mesopotamia, most probably in the valleys around the Jebel Hamrin, and 
this can be understood as supporting some, but by no means all, of the ideas of Bauer 
(1926, 1929). Some have accepted our conclusions but others have not, continuing 
to seek the Amorites in the west, unwilling to disassociate the specific historical situ
ation from the general "western orientation" of MAR.TU / Amurru in other periods. 

The eastern location of these Amorites can be discerned from an analysis of 
administrative documents from Orehem that mention kur MAR.TU, that is the 
"Amorite (high)1ands;" many of these texts are concerned with war booty (nam
ra-ak), but it is also evident that there were also peaceful relationships with these 
areas. 1 will revisit this material below (p. 102),12 but first we need to take a close 
look at the larger context of the military and diplomatic strategy of the Ur III state 
so that we do not see these texts, and the events that lie behind them, merely from 
a philological and literary perspective. 

War and Foreign Relations during the First Half of the Ur III Period
An Overview 

We know next to nothing about how Ur-Namma pieced together a new ter- " 
ritorial state, bringing together a variety of polities that had been independent for 
approximately a century and driving out invaders from the highlands out of areas in 
the south such as Umma, ~s well as from the territory around Marad, Kazallu, Girkal, 
and AkSak. Foreigners aside, we simply do not know how much assent there was for 
his state building and which efforts required force. Suffice it to say that, at the end of 
his eighteen-year reign, the core of the Ur III state had apparently been established, 
but his ill-fated death on the field of battle undoubtedly threatened to undermine 
the very foundations of the nascent state. As I have argued elsewhere (Michalowski 
2008), the battlefield death of a king was only possible as the result of the withdrawal 
of divine favor and thus constituted the worst possible negative omen: it signaled 
nothing less than divine abandonment. Ur-Namma's successor, Sulgi, worked hard to 
reestablish his authority by demonstrating his piety toward the divine world, and this 
is reflected in the year-names of the first half of his reign, which almost exclusively 
commemorate cultic activities, culminating in his divinization around year 21. It is 
telling that his 11th and 12th years were named in honor of "introducing" the city
gods into their towns, Oer and Kazallu; the former is a transfer center that controlled 
the piedmont route into the highlands, and the latter is a major city in the northern 
defense territory, the mada.13 It is likely that these two place-names defined the 
eastern and northern borders of the state at the time. 

12. See also Steinkeller 2004; Sallaberger 2007. 
13, On the mada as jjfrontier," see p. 132 below. 
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A diplomatic marriage with Mari under Ur-Namma had already created a per-

l bond with the state that controlled the Euphrates corridor to Syria (Civil 
sona " 'hb 1962). In his seventeenth year, Sulgi arranged to have one of hIs daug ters ecome 
queen of Marhalii, a powerful polity deep in Iran. But matters were not peaceful 
closer to home, and in year twenty he was forced to move agamst Oer to secure a 

't 1 node on one of the most important roads into the highlands and even to the 
r~;lands of Susa. This was the very same place that he had dealt with on a cultic 

level just a few years earlier. . 
A diplomatic marriage contracted with the highland polity of Ansan m year 

twenty-nine did not guarantee peace, however, because four years later the king 
fUr had to wage a major war there, as commemorated in his thirty-fourth and 

iliirty-fifth year-names. Now Sulgi and his advisers sought to pacify the areas on the 
eastern frontier, presumably to ward off raids against the homeland and to safeguard 
the routes through the eastern mountains that were critical for access to many of 
the luxury goods required for display and gift-giving to allies and clients but also 
for the export of cloth and grain. 14 The peace established by war and marriage with 
the powelful states in southwestern Iran-namely, Ansan and Marhasi-event~
ally calmed the far frontier, and the alliances appear to have remamed mtact until 
the last decades of the kingdom. Between these two polities and Ur lay the more 
troubling highland areas that were much less stable politically and militarily. Some 
of the people living there controlled the communication routes through the moun
tains: in the south, through Susiana; to the north, up the Oiyala Valley and past the 
Jebel Hamrin; as well as even farther north, through the valleys around the Adheim 
and lower Zab rivers on the one hand and the passage known much later as Great 
Khorasan Road on the other. All of the areas were in the hands of smaller powers 
centered around cities or areas such as Kimas, Hurti, Urbilum, Suruthum, and, most 
important, an entity that is referred to in the texts as SimaSki. 

The term Simaliki does not refer to a unitary state like the one centered in Ur 
but rather to a loose confederation of local people, towns, and cities whose scope 
and control ebbed and flowed but whose fate was undoubtedly influenced by the 
Mesopotamian state that they interacted with on both diplomatic and martial terms 
(Stolper 1982; Steinkeller 2007a; Potts 2008 [see chap. 6]). The term is used both 
in a geographical and in a political sense; politically, it encompassed many different 
subgroups, individual cities, and kin groups and had various rulers who were contem
poraneous-though they may also have been organized in a hierarchical manner that 
makes it difficult to trace its development. In the end, however, pressured by Ur, the 
disparate elements that made up the areas ofSima~ld finally consolidated into a pow
erful polity that also involved An~an and eventually overran its western opponent, 
ending the already weakened state ruled by the House of Ur-N amma. 

The ebb and flow of war in these areas can be mapped only partially, but even 
without a full picture, it is obvious that the endless, and ultimately futile, military 

14. On Drehem as a redistribution center for elite gift giving, see Sallaberger 2003-4. 
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encounters in these regions must have put massive strain on the resources of the 
state, draining manpower, organizational capacity, and wealth, This is a long and 
complicated story, however, and here we are only interested in certain parts of the 
narrative, concentrating on the reign of King Sulgi and providing detail to the story_ 
line sketched out above. 

N; already observed above, in the second half of Sulgi's reign, h is administration, 
having consolidated the core of his kingdom, began a long process of pacification of 
areilS directly to the east, northeast, and southeflSt. We can trace some of this activ
ity in the year-names and in chance references in the administrative record, but this 
information is sometimes unreliable and more often incomplete. Moreover, Sulgl's 
claims of victory were often exaggerated to various degrees: for example, it took him 
nine such announcements before his armies supposedly subdued an entity called 
Simurum. We often tend to think of every victory that is celebrated by a year-name 
as a separate «campaign," but the record, as we will presently see, nlakes it mote 
likely that these wars went on with very little respite for decades, even if the exact 
contours of the flow of this military activiry cannot be established from the surviving 
documentation. Some of the year-names undoubtedly commemorated major battles 
or campaigns, bur it is also more than likely that many of them were actually inspired 
by border skirmishes or low-level military encounters. The problem is that we rarely 
are in a position to distinguish between a major military undertaking, such as the one 
against Huhnuri during Amar-Sin's reign, or Su-Sin's assault on ZabSali, and smaUer, 
badly documented skirmishes. : S Equally important, we should not underestimate the 
ideological nature of the year-name discourse, which undoubtedly often represented 
defeat or minor victories as major military successes. How we perceive this military 
history is very much a function of the year-names we read, and therefore we are often 
influenced, unintentionally, by ancient ptopaganda. But we should not always think 
of years as campaigns; the conduct of these wars was as much determined by physical 
and organizational factors as by the requirements of immediate politics or ofbroadet 
strategy. Hot sununers and cold winters, topography, access to food and water for 
people and for animals, as well as to supply lines, must all have played a significant 
role in the conduct of these wars. 

The motivations for this sustained and complex military activity are nowhere 
to be found in the ancient literature, and we can only hypothesize regarding what 
factors drove Sulgi's regime to undertake these wars. All of them took place in the 
highlands, within the Zagtos ranges. The best summary of the geography of these 
areas is still Louis Levine's (1973, 1974), whose personal knowledge of the topog
raphy was critical for his analysis of these mountain areas in Neo-Assyrian times. to 
Levine mapped out the various routes through the mountain valleys, and though we 

15. The campaign against Huhnuri (AS YN7) is documented by an inscription found in 
[ran (Nasrabedi 2005); tl,e war against 7..ab!aH and surrounding regions (5S YN7) is docu:uented 
in a variety of sources (Steinkeller lOO7}. 

16. Subsequently, 11mothy Potts (1994: 38-43) provided an excellent ovetview of the over' 
land communication routes between rvicsopotamia and the highlands, 
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cannot pinpoint the location of any of the placeE that fought against Gr, it is possible 
to approximate the general area that was the object of much of this military activity. 

One such place is Assylian Harhar, which Levine (1974: 117) suggested was 
located close to or directly bordering the Great Khorasan Road, in the central part 
of eastern Mahidasht. If this is indeed the Karhar of the Cr III texts-and this is 
by no means certain-then at least one of the polities that was the target of armies 
from Sumer has been !ocated with some degree of probability. The defeat of Karhar is 
mentioned in rour of Sulgi's year-names: YN24, 31, 33, and 45; interspaced with this 
are no less than eight claims of victory over Simurum, culminating, in YN45, with 
a version of the year-name that includes mention of a decisive rout of Urbilum and 
LuUubum, in tandem with Simurum and Karhar. 1nese seemingly unending wars, 
stretching over more than two decades, known to us from self-serving claims of vic
tory, suggest that Sulgi's armies were well matched by the forces of the highlanders. 
But the tenacious dtive for victory over the highland polities requites some kind of 
explanation. 

Ail obsetved above, the most obviolls conclusion to be drawn is that Sulgi's ad
ministration had a strong interest in controlling the communication routes through 
tlle Zagros--those moving north toward what would later be Assyria, perhaps to 
Urroia and beyond, and those moving south along the Great Khorasan Road that 
ultimately led to the Hamadan plain and connected to further routes in various 
directions. ['I It seems that this was accomplLshed by the time of YN45; Karakar, 
if it was indeed where Levine places it, would have marked the southern, and Ur
bilum (Erbi!) the northern, limits of this control, and the main goal of this policy 
would have been achieved, covering the main routes through the Zagros outlined 
in Levine's study. The next three years are named after victories over the lands of 
Kimas and Harsi. The locations of these polities are likewise a matter of speculation: 
many, following A. Goetze, have placed them in the vicinity of Kirkuk, but this is 
improbable, because two well-known passages in inscriptioru of Gudea specify that 
Kima, encompassed areas where copper waB mined, tB This, as Vallat (1993: 139-40) 
and Lafunt (1996: 92) have argued, could refer to the documented copper sources of 
Kashan or Anatak, roughly in the area of the archaeological site ofTepe Sialk, which 
has revealed abundant evidence of copper smelting in antiquity, alth()u~h there are 
other sources of copper in Iran. 19 Thus, it was only toward the end of Sulgi's reign 
that his kingdom achieved, for the time being at least, control of trade fmd of copper 
mining areas in the frontier, extending control, if only nominally in many places, 
beyond the Zagros. 

l?, One of the nodes ill this communications nexus was Susa; the Ut III kings, according 
to Elisabeth Carter (1985: 46) "seemed to have viewed central Khuzi,tan and the Deh Luran 
regions as a kind of corridor through which valuable highland commodities could be channeled 
and transshipped to points northwest along the foothill road or eastward into the Zagcos valleys," 
, 18. See alteady Edzard and R6Hig 1980. A discussion of these issues, with bibliographical 
lnformation is provided in Lafont 2006. 

19. Tomothy Potts (1994: 24) also summarizes succinctly the information on Kima~ and 
suggests that a location linear the mines of the Ttyari mountains north of Amadiyeh is [X)sstble." 
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Economic issues must also have been part of the equation, because the moun~ 
tains and valleys of the Hamrin and Zagros could be exploited for natural resources, 
labor forces, and pasture. But it would be a mistake to see such specific local benefits 
as the only motivation for a costly and exhausting mllltary policy, which must have 
been organized and sustained with a broader set of concerns in mind. It is important 
to recall here that, when Sulgi's father Ur~Namma was creating the Ur state, he had 
to drive out highlanders who had occupied important parts of Babylonia·-the Guti 
in the south near Umma, Adab, and elsewhere, and Puzur~ lruusinak's forces that 
were ensconced in the area of Murad and Kazallu west and northwest of Nippur. 
Puzur-lruusinak's polity may not have outlived its creator, but he had demonstrated 
well that at any moment a variety of highland politics could coalesce into a powerful 
enemy force that could ovetwhelm the lowlands. The armies of Ur had to make SUre 
that nothing like this would happen again in the frontier areas on Sumer's borders, 
and such potential fears would have been well Justified, because thl' is exacdy what 
happened a few decades later, when the various highland polities banded together 
into a powerful coalition that eventually toppled the kingdom of Ur. 

At the same time, Sulgi had to contend with powerful polities that lay beyond 
the Zagros--for example, MarhuSi and, most importantly, Aruan in Fars, ruled from 
the city that is now Tal-e Malyan. Sulgi's diplomats arranged for an alliance through 
dynastic tnartiage (YN30), but this did not prevent an eruption of hostilities, as is 
documented by claims of victory over Ansan four years later (YN34), as already 
mentioned above. In the following decades, before the collapse ofUr, the only docu
mented contacts with An,an appear to be peaceful, but it is impossible to trace the 
shifting dynamics of this relationship and of the history of Ansan itself, which was 
eventually merged with the polities of Simaski (Steinkeller 2007a). But even with 
these uncertainties, itis possible to imagine that some of dIe conflicts with areas that 
lay between Ansan and Ur were in essence proxy wars that involve.d polities that 
w~re in the buffer zone between tl,e two larger states. 

1be end of the third millennium was a time of complex long-distance relation
ships between sophisticated cultures that stretched from the Mediterranean to Mar
giana, Bacttia, Baluchistan, Makran, and beyond. Lyonnet and Kohl (2008) have 
provided a compact synthesis of the complex movements of people, ideas, represen
tations, finished goods, and raw goods across these broad areas. Sumcr was a major 
player in this interconnected world, but it was hardly the dominant one. Elements of 
spiritual and material culture were transmitted overland and by sea, some rCsources
for example, lapis--had to come from one area only, while copper or workable stone 
such as steatite could be obtained from multiple sources. We still cannot pinpoint 
the origin of much of the tin used in Mesopotamia and Iran at this time, but it is 
probable, as Lyonnet and Kohl (2008, 39) have suggested, that it came 

eithet from Afghanistan south of Herat ... ,or the tin~belt extending from the Ky.yl 
Kum to the Pamirs to ttle south of the Zeravashan Valley. It is probably not purely 
coincidental that the BMAC developed directly between these areas. We now know 
that some of those who were involved in tin mining l and probably in the prcpara .... 
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tion of metal ingots~ belonged to Andi'Onovo-related st< .. 'PPe groups who were jn~ 
st.lled in the Zer.vashan Valley itself. '" 
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The BMAC (Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex) refers to late third-
d early second-millennium cultures reconstructed from archaeological sites in 

~esent-day northern Afghanistan and Turkmenistan. Daniel Potts (2008) has re
~ntly drawn the attention of Assyriologists to the BMAC in a remarkable study that 
sheds light on the exchange of luxury goods between that area, Elam, Anhn, and 
other parts of West em Asia, complementing the synthesis of Lyonnet and Kohl and 

oviding concrete evidence for late third-millennium circulation of worked metal 
pr I'h' Id Zl 1'h goods and shared artistic conventions over a large area 0 t e anetent wor. . e 
military activities of the Ur III state are but one element among competmg strategl~s 
of participation in this complex communication network; indeed, while we by habIt 
isolate martial acts for heuristic purposes, driven partly by the nature of the survlvlllg 
data, it might be bettcr to view them as but one node in a differentiated strategy di
rectal at full participation in the broad interconnected world of the nme, a strategy 
that involved devices that we would label with terms such as trade, gift exchange, 
kinship tics, vassalage, political and military control, or diplomacy. 

It is impossible to determine, with the evidence at hand, how much of this was 
driven by detailed broader central strategic planning and how much was due to ad 
hoc decisions made either by the centtal govenunent or by local commanders on the 
frontier or simply in reaction ro immediate contingencies. Those of us who study 
early Mesopotamia have rarely asked such questions, but they have been broadly dis
cussed by other historians of the ancient world, prodded, during the last century by 
&1ward Luttwak's provocative, albeit highly flawed, monograph The Grand Strategy 
of the Roman Empire (1976). The book was not well received by historians of ancient 
Rome, but the ensuing debate brought new focus to the issues raised by the author, 
even if the criticisms of Classicists have not deterred specialists in other disciplines 
from taking it much too seriollsly. 22 Subsequent research on Roman frontiers and on 
the potential forms of military and diplomatic decision-making have shown just how 
difficult it is to analvze the contingencies of organization, information flow, COtIV 

munications, as well' as the roles of central and petipheral officers in the defensive 
and offensive policies of the state, even though the available information on these 
matters is much richer than it is for the Ur III kingdom. n As summarized by Kagan 
(2006: 347): 

20. 'Note also the recent suggestion that some of this tin may have originated in Gujarat/ 
Somhern Rajasthan (Begemalm and Schmitt·Strecker 2009), 

21. I sidestep here his linal conclusion that BMAC ;, to be identified as ancient ~imaliki, a 
conclusion that I find highly unlikely. NOle that Maurice Lambert (1974: 11-12), more than30 
years ago, had already drawn attention to the importance of Central Asian contacts, in reference 
to Old Akkadian times. 

22. }\n early) devdstating review was produced by Maru\ (1979), For a recentcomprehen..qive 
review of the objections leveled against it, see Kagan 2006. 

23, There are many works on this subject; my thinking on these matters has been particu~ 
larty intluenced by Fergus Millar (1982), 
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Because the Roman state did not apparently have a fannal body that made imperial 
security decisions, and because records of sLlch decision~maki.ng do not survive, it is 
very difficult [Q prove that the emperors or their advisors engaged in consistent or 
systematic planning. And the eVidence from the narrative sources, combined with 
the archaeological record} suggests that ad hoc security anangcments far outnumber 
in''itances of systematic long~tel'm planning, which occHtred mainly (but not exclu~ 
sively) at major tuming points such as the reigns of Augustus (31 B,C,-A,D, 14) and 
Diocletian (A.D. 284-305), 

In light of these analogies, I hesitate to ascribe to Sulgi, or to whatever group or 
groups in his state that might have been empowered to make strategic decisions, any 
well.planned long. term grand strategy beyond a general policy of securing defensible 
frontiers and control of communications routes that may have acquired a !lfe of its 
own and led to many unpredictable consequences, with unexpected reactions. 14 

This is a complex set of issues that is worthy of a much fuller investigation; here 
I only touch on the major outlines of the story to provide some historical background 
for the main topic of this discussion, The chart on pp. 101-102 provides a compi
lation of all the existing documentation on Ur III wars based on the administrative 
texts. 1he narrative of Ur 1II warfare on the eastern, northeastern, and southeastern 
fronts, told through the medium of year-names, may appear to be triumphant, but 
when we look more closely, it is possible to dismantle the official story. The military 
conflicts in the highlands during the last 28 years of Sulgi until the sixth year of 
Amar-Sin, if not longer, may seem to be represented as a series of victories, but there 
are indications that there were defeats and setbacks as well as successes. A glanee at 
the chart indicates that wars with Urbilum, Simurum, Sa!5rum, Suruthum, Simaski, 
Karhar, Harst, Hurti,'and Kimas, which a!llay near one another up and down the Za
gros, went on and on, and even though the year-names and the economic texts pro· 
vide evidence of victories for the Ur III state, these successes seem to be short· lived 
and not to have resulted in stability on rhe eastern frontier. Victories over Karhar 
adorned the names of four regnal years, spanning more than two decades. Nine de
feats of Simueum are mentioned, while Sa!5rum, supposedly crushed in Sulgi's fortieth 
year, remained a problem, together with its neighbor Suruthum, until at least AS6, 
14 years later, It took 2Z years to subdue Harsi. The case of Kimas and Hurti, already 
referred to above, is illustrative of the difficulties faced by Ur: year 46 was named 
after a victory over these principalities. But administrative records show that hostili
ties continued; the records even mention celebrations of the capture of the king of 
Kima~ in the fifth month of S46 and various announcements of subsequent victories, 
but it took another year before, once again, a year,name would proclaim military 
success (YN48). The peace thus established lasted for two decades; it is difficult 
to determine the exact status of Kimas, be it vassal, ally, client state, or colony, but 
its relations with Ur remained strong at least until the very end of ISZ, when the 

24. A very different perspective on these issues will be presented by Piotr Steinkeller in a 
forthcoming es..<;ay. 
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Oer defeated YNZl 
523 Karhar defeated YNH 
524 Simumrn defeated YN25 
525 Simururn defeated YN26 
526 Hatst defeated YN 27 
829 diplomatic marriage w. Ansan YN30 
530 Karhar defeated YN31 
531 Sirnurum defeated YN32 
832 Karhar defeated YN 3.3 
833 AnSan defeated YN.H 
5.33.11.- n, AuYan AOAT240806 
t;36 Bad mada built YN 37&38 
540.5.- n. kur Amurrum Ontario 1 50 
841 Sasrum defeated YN42 
54U2.- n. Simurum m, S TCL 2 5502 +5503 
843 Simufilm, Lullubum defeated YN44 
544 Urbilum, Simurum, Lulubum, YN45 

Korhar defeated 
t;44.3.· n. kur Amurrum BIN 3. 321 
544.4.- n,8uruthuffi MVN20193 
545 Kimas and HarSi defeated YN46 
545.7.17 n, Urbilum Trouvaille 86 
545.11.15 n, Urbilllm MVN 13423 
545.12,21 n. Urbllurn AUCT 2326+336 
846,4,27 Kilnas (destroyed)'" TRU144 
546.2,' Kima~ (desrroyed)17 YOS474 
546.5.3 celebration: king of Kimas OIP 115 428 

captured 
8465.. n. Badadu Sima1iki Princeton 1 130 
S46.12.7 n. kur Amurrum SumRecDreh 9 
547 Har~i, Kimas, Hurti defeated YN48 
847.2.0 n, 5ima1iki ]CS31175H 
S47.2.. n. Siffia~ki ZVO 251341 
847.2.11 nn. SmithCS 38 7 (animals are Simaiiki) 
547.3.20 n. kur Amurrum ]CS 22 57 
847322 n. kur Amurrum Nisaba B App. 3 
5473,22 n. kur Amurrum BM 104355 (unpub!.) 

25, In the chart, YN :0:: yeatp llil1ue, n. = nam .. ra-ak "booty,"l,U. = military context. Forcom~ 
pl'ehensiveness j the chart covers the entirety of the period. not only the reign of SnlgL 

26. Une 2: U, ki.ma!", "the day/when 1C!n:ulli (was defeated)," 
27. Line 2: u4 ki.maski , "the day/when Kim~ (was defeated)." 
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n. kur Amurmm Amorites 11 (pL 4) ~ 
547.5.· n, kur Amurl'ulIl & n, Simaski PDT 2 802 
547.5.. n. kur Amurrum 011'115336 
547.5.8 n.[ 1 VN 13 113 
548 .•. 20 n. kur Amurrum, n, Urbilum Ontario 1 53 (includes Badadu !ima!ki) 
548.4.14 n, Hurtt MVN 15 201 
1348.6.16 n. Hadi www.smm.orgSMM 12 
848.7 .• n. Harst SAT 2 611 
848.7 .• n. Kima~, Harsi, [l-lurtil Priru:etoll 1 60 
548.7., n. Hat·n TCL 2 5485 
S48.7.- n, kur Amurrum Amorites 12- OIP 115 287 
548.10.- n. SimaSki OlP liS 355 
ASl Urbilum destroyed YN2 
ASI.!.· n. ku r Amurrum RA 62 811 
AS2.!.- news of SaSnl defeat28 AnOr 183 
ASH.- sa n. AUCT2284 

AS3.7.28 sa n. AUCT 1 028 
AS.4.8 .• 11. Suruthum YOS 467" 
AS4.8.29 n. 5asrum Suruthum TCL 2 5545 
AS4.8JO sag n, TRU 326 

AS4.12.18 n. kut Amurrum SAT 2 800 
ASS SMrum, Suruthum destroyed YN6 
AS5.!.03 n. kut Amurrum PDT 132 
AS5.1.20 n. ur u NCl'gai BIN 3532 
AS5.1.20 n. uru Mesla11ltaea PDT 1 120 
AS6.J.- news of Sa§ru defeat10 UTI42315 
AS6 1abru, Huhnuri destroyed YN 7 
SS2 Simanum defeated YN 3 
5S3.·.- news of Simanum defear31 Ml'-I'V 16 960 
SS6 Zabsali defeated YN7 
152 Simurum defeated YN3 

----~-~.~~.----~.---~.-~--~~----~-~.--

2B. Unes 3-4' a-ag·ga sig, !a-a~·su,ru hu[.a, "(on the occasion of) the good news of the 
defeat of Sa~nL'! 

29, An 3C('A)Unt of female prisoners of war wirh children, from Suruthum (written ~a~rl-itl 
ip~hu~um) destined to be ex~voto slaves for the temple of Sara, taken in charge by the govemor 
of Umma. There are at least four other near duplicate, of this text> AS] 7 191, Pritrul del'alfabeto 
33, RA 15 61, and SAT 2 1163. 

30. Lines 3--4: a-ag-g" sig, la·as-86-tll hu!-a, "(on the occasion of) the good news of the 
defeat of Sasru. lI 

31. Line 16: Jugal~sf .. sa ra~gaba a: ... ag-ga siR, 8i"ma~11umkl hul~a dec~a, ufor the mes .. 
senger Lugal~sisa who brought the good news of the defeat of Simnnum.u 
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last known messenger returned from Kima, through Garsana.32 Two months earlier, 
representatives of Klmas had sworn a loyalty oarh in the Ninurra temple In ).fippur 
(MVN 13128: 16-18, 1S2.1O.25). 

A glance at rhe chart presented above shows that by year 33 the Sulgi adminis
tration had ended openly hostile relationships wirh far-off Anlian, and from then on 
the wars took place in the Zagros and surrounding areas, some of them in what might 
be described as the buffer zone between the two states. The difficulties in locating an
cient toponyrns hinder any precise indentification of the locale of these wars, but it is 
safe to say that Urbilum undoubtedly marks the northern or northwestern Hmit and 
rhat the enemies of Ur controlled communications routes and access to resources. 
Most importane, however, is the fact that wars with all of these places stretched up 
and down the Zagros and spanned three decades, all the way into the reign of Amar
Sin, targeting the same areas again and again, suggesting that the armies of Ur faced 
tenacious opposition. More ominously, their strategies were driven less by overall 
design other than the control of the marches than by the exigencies of events and by 
rhe intentions of their enemies. 

Kut Amurrum 

Having sketched Ln broad outline the eastern and northern military confronta
tions of the Ur III state, r now return to rhe issue of d,e location of the area that 
contemporary administrative texts label as kur Amurrum (MAR.TU), which may 
be rendered "Amorlte mountain lands." A listing of Drehem texts that mention 
booty from the Amorite land provides some information but only makes sense when 
viewed within the context of rhe general martial situation outlined above! II 

!~~~ .. 1ht~. ·DI>!~ri~~· 
.. M 

'I .~. 

540.5.- Ontario 1 50 kids 
44.3.- BIN 3321 glr Abuni equids 
46.12.7 SumRecDreh. 9 glt Hun-Habllt FrS, goats 
47.3.20 ]CS 22 57 Lu .. Nanna equids 
47.3.22 Nisaba 8 App. 3 equid,;; 
47.5.- alP 115 336 equids 
47.5,· PDT 2 802 goats, kids 
48.-.20 Ontario 153 gh 5u.i!i nu-banda equids, ITS 
48.7.19 OIP 115 287 ki Lll·Nanna ~akkana equids 
AS1.1.- RA62811 equids 
4.12.18 SAT 2800 ITS 
5.1.3 PDTl32 ITS 
~~--~---~--~-~--~---~---~---.-~-- ~--~---~-

32. Unpublished messenger text, courtesy of David Owen (IS2.xii-). 
33. All these texts document animals from nam-ra-ak kur MAR.TU, "booty from Amori,e 

maunain lands," It must be stresse.--l that these accounts concern the fate of parts of the booty 
within the Drehem system, not the dste of their seizure. See now alsoSallabcrger 2007: 407, with a 
vCl.y different analysis and conclusions. In d'lis listing, frS stands for I/fat~tailed sheep') (gukkal), 
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A glance back at the listlng of references to military operations on the chart above 
reveals dlat booty from Amurrum lands comes from ilie same time that wars were 
taking place against such places as Urbilum, Simaski, !:iaruilium, Kimas, and Harsi
that is, against locations to the east, northeast, and noriliwest, but not to the west of 
Sumer. The military officers who deliver iliis boory-often generals-are the same 
as those who are dolng much of the fighting in the highlands: Abuni, Lu-Nanna, 
and Hun-Habur. The captain Su-ili delivers goats and sheep in 1347.10.18, as do ilie 
generals Sillus-Dagan and Su-EnHl (OIP 115 262). 

These people all took part in ilie expedition against Urbilum; in Trouvaille 86 
(!:i45.7 .17) officers deliver metal objects from the plunder, and among them are Abu
tab, a subcrdinate of ilie general Abuni, acting on behalf of the prince !:iu-Enlil, the 
leader of the expedition, as well as ilie general Hun-Habur. Five months later, Abunl 
was lnvolved in another delivery from iliat booty (AUCT 2 326+336, !:i45.12.2+). 
Note also that, in Ontario 1 53, the boot)' ofUrbilum follows that ofkur amurrum. 

No year was named for any expedition against this Amorite land, suggesting that 
skirmishes wiili Amorites were not significant and took place on the way to the more 
important war areas. It is also possible that the hostile Amorites were not penna
nently associated with any specific geographicalloeation and that the term "Amorite 
land" was a shifting component in Mesopotamian mental maps. 

Not all relationships with ilie hostile Amorite lands were comprised of battle 
and strife. This was clearly a frontier region that could serve as a place of refuge, as 
is documented by a fragmentary Nippur text that records that a slave woman had 
escaped there for the third time, although the very fact that she had been apparently 
caught there implies that the Ur authorities had some way of retrieving runaways 
who fled to the area (NATN 354). Various people are documented as having traveled 
to and from there, includihg ilie chief Naplanum, who may have been the head of 
ilie Amorite royal bodyguards. J4 

The term kur MARTU is not, properly speaking, a specific location, which Is 
why it never has a place-name classifier (ki/ but is a descriptive term that refers to the 
highlands in which certain Amorites were thought to Itve. As such, it has no bcrders 
and could possibly be used of more ilian one area. 35 It is important to observe iliat 
the use ofkur in tbis term, traditionally rendered "highland," is probably better con
ceived simply as "hostile territory" or "borderland," since it is fairly obvious that this 
is not a single mountain. To be sure, in Ur I\I times, enemy lands were almost always 
located, by defmition, in the highlands, but when Gudea informs us that he was in 
contact with highland Amorites, he speciftcally uses the term hur~sag "mountain 
(range)," not leur. 36 

34. See MVN 13 656; MVN 11 179; Ebia 1875-1985 286; AVeT 1 942; AlJCT 1 133; 
AVeT 1276; OrsP 47-49 38: alP 121543 (Naplanum). 

35. Piotr Steinkeller (2004: 39 n. 68) suggest, that the renn was used of the entire piedmont 
regton ftom the Itmiddle course of the Tigris to the region of Susiana, within which the Amorite 
groups moved back and forth) pasturing their flocks." 

36. On the meaning ofhur~sag 8B C'mountain l'ange/chain/! see StelnkeHer ZOO7b. 
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In conclusion. al1 evidence leads us to think that, as far as ilie Ur III state was 
concerned, all hostile Amurrum resided in the borderhmds flanking the Diyala Val
ley and perhaps in the Jebel Hamrin and in ilie valleys beyond, as well as further 
southeast along the Great Kh01"llSan road, where they raised equids, sheep, goats. 
and cattle in areas that the Drehem administrators thought of as the Amurrum bor
derlands. TIIls is not to say that peoples who wet·e called Amurrum did not live 
elsewhere at the time, but only that iliose who were of enough concern to the Meso
potamian state to be mentioned in documents did so. There is also circumstantial 
evidence to suggest that some people designated as Arnurrum were dwelling east of 
Mesopotamia already in late Sargonic times. 31 

3. Did Some Amorites Undergo a Process of Sedentarization 
That Can Be Traced in Texts? 

More ilian forty years ago, G. Buccellati (1966; 355-60) devoted a chapter in his 
book on Ur III Amorites to the issue of the sedentarization of these "nomads" and 
their integration into Mesopotamian societies, and his conclusions have never been 
questioned. If Amorites were not nomads, then the issue of seAientarization is moot. 
But in order to disprove ilie notion completely, we need to take a closer look at the 
actual documentation concernlng people who are labeled "nomads." This exercise is 
important because it sheds light on several issues at the same time. Before addressing 
the matter of "sedentarization" directly, it is important to analyze the word MAR. 
TU, because it has a direct bearing on the problem. 

It is commonly accepted that the Akkadian word for "Amorite" is Amurru( m) 
and that the Sumerian is mar-tu or mar~du. There is no evidence at present for 
any Amorite language equivalent of the term, if one actually existed; indeed, it is 
important to note that ethnic terms often are invented by outsiders and are not 
necessarily used by those to whom the label is applied. 3s The Akkadian word is rare 
before the Old Babylonian period; in early texts, MAR.TU functions both as a Su
merian word and as a logogram f01' Amurrum as a "people" and as the name of a deity 
(Kupper 1961; Klein 1997). The assumption that mar-tu/du is the Sumerian word 
for this group is purely hypothetical and is not based on strong data. There is very 
little evidence for the reading of mar-tu/du in Sumerian; indeed, the few existlng 
"phonological" renditions of the word-Martu, Mardu, of even Gardu-have been 
deemed unhelpful for resolving the problem of the reading of this sign combination 
(Wilcke 1974-1977: 93; Marchesi 2006: 11). 

'Ibe term JvlAR.TU is first attested in the third-millennium literary texts from 
Fara, Abu Salabikh, and Mari and is then more amply documented in the Ebla texts 
(Atchi 1985), where it is clearly used as a logogram for an Eblaitic word that cannot 

37. Note the mention of "l,gab. MAR.TU gu-ti-urn in texts from this period {e.g., Lam· 
be" 1974: 2}. 

38. I sidestep the issue of the use of the term amurrum/MAR.TU in Old Babylonian times at 
Mari or in the edicts of rhe kings of Babylon. 
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be recovered at present,39 The term is encountered more ofi:en in texts from the 
Old Akkadian period (A Westenholz 1999: 97) but is most often found in Ur 1lI 
documents (Buccellati 1966), I refer here only to the term MAR.TU and do not link 
these sporadic references with a historical ,narrative, 

The thousands ofUr III OCCUl'rences are of no help in determining the reading of 
MARTU, There are, however, a small number of texts that may proVide us with an 
important clue to the matter, The sign sequence a-mu-tu-um is known only from 
five Ur III documents, fottr of which are fi'om Girstt and one [TOm Nippuf, The latter 
(NATN 909: 2) is fragmentary and should be left out of the discussion. The Girsu 
references are: 

1. lu-dnin-gfr-sudumua-mu-ru~um (TlJT 160 r. vilt: 22~23) 
2. a~mu-ru·'um' 1~dab5 (ITT 47134:2) 
3. rna a-mu-ru~um (AS] 2 30 86: 1) 
4. 10 a-mu~ru~um (WMAH 33 iii: 4) 

There can be no doubt that nos. I and 2, and most probably 3, have to be construed 
as personal names. This is how Buccellati (1966: 133) interpreted nos. 1 and 4. The 
last example, however, requires closer examination. While it [s always possible that 
it contains nothing more than a personal name, the immediate context suggests 
otherwise: 

iid. 4 gud TOG 'KIN' 
4. 10 a·mu-ru·um 
5. [ugula] 'ur-"ig.alim' 
6. [x gud TlJG.KIN] 
7. [xl'lu'.hulH!>" 
8. [ugula urj/d'nanse 
9. [3' gudl 'TOO,KIN' 

10, [1 gud] 'gis'~ur 
11. [ugula] 'hi'.dJgir.ra 
12, [",J x x [ ... ] 
13. 20 lu~hug-ga 
14. asags ur ~d' en.zu ' 
15. 3 gud nJG:KIN' 
16, 1 gud gis~ilr 

iv 1. [x]lu·[hug·gaj 
2. [ugula] 'Iu.,isul.gi' 

etc. 

39. Uterary text from Fara and Abu Salabikh: kur MAR:ru (SF 39 iv 15 and 17) = 
UD[= kur] MAR:ru (lAS 118 v 4) [m"s. K. Zand]: Mad: sipa MAR:rU (&)[1&hi and Durand 
1992: 153 iv' 5'), Also in a Fara administtative document \VF 78: Ii 5. A type of dagger, ~(r MAR. 
'TU, which is often encounteted in Ebla documents, is also attested in contetnporary lexical textS 
from Southern Mesopotamia; see Civil 2008b: 88 . 
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The pattern in this section of the text is dear: a number of oxen are followed by an 
entry with a designation of a group of people; here it is hired workers (hi-hug-ga), 
although earlier sections of the tablet do include personal names in this position. 
This strongly suggests that the spelling .'mD·ru-um is a syllabic writing for the 
nonnal designation MAR.TU; the entry in line iii 4 therefore has to be read as 
10 Amurrum and rendered "10 Amorites." The occurrel1ces of a~mu·ru·um in 
the other texts in this list (nos, 1-3) are undoubtedly personal names and have to 
be interpreted as full writings of the name MAR.TU that occurs in accounts from 
Girsu (see, e.g" Rev. Sem. 11 184: 3; ITT 47051: 4; HSS 4 2: ii 18; CT 12: 8, engar 
["fanner"]; ITT 4 7955: 4, musen-du ["fowler"]; ITT 48106: 4, ugula ["foreman, 
captain"], etc.). This demonstrates that a-mU'fU-um is equivalent to MAR:rU, 
both as a personal name and as an ethnic or professional name. The conclusion is 
clear: there is no Sumerian word mar~ tu/da; in Sumerian, as in Akkadian, the word 
is Amurrum. 

There is an important corollary to this analysis d,at brings us back to the main 
topic of this section. Buceellati (1966: 357), and others following him, assumed that 
the G irSll teferences elted above provided proof of the integration of Amorites into 
local society: since "Amorites" were farmers, fowlers, and the like, this was evidence 
for a process of sedentarization of nomads. If Amurrum is simply a personal name, 
then all instances of persons designated as MAR.TU holding these occupations dis· 
appear. A closer look at the evidence confirms this conclusion, In his section on 
"the Amorites as residents," Buccellati (1966: 340-42) summarizes the evidence 
for dle occupations of people referred to as "Amorites." First, we must take out all 
references to individuals whose names are etymologically Amorite but who are not 
designated as MAR.TU. Second, we must eliminate functions, as opposed to occupa· 
tions-that is, people who serve as "conveyors" (gl r) in ''Peciiic contexts. Finally, we 
mlL,t dispose of all references to Amurrum who temporarily served as "musical orga' 
nizers" (gala) at certain ceremonies, perhaps weddings (Michalowski 2006b). Once 
this ., done, we are left with a much smaller collection of references and with a few 
exceptions that are entirely military. In texts from Umma and Girsu, we find docu. 
mentation concerning a cohort of aga-lis amurrum, "Amorite bodyguards," who 
were stationed in the capital during the last two years of SuIg!'s reign, 40 and in one 
Dmma account, there is an ugula ges-da amurrum, "captain of sixty Amorites."4t 
A small group of undated accounts from Umma record beer rations for amurrum 
igi lugal-~e tus-a, "Amorites stationed before the king"-that is, most probably, 
royal bcdyguards. 42 

40. Ginm: HLC 1311: 2, (846.11..); MVN 12 112: 2 (846.11.·), flLC 1305: 2 (846.12.-); 
Umma: OrSP 18 7 24: r. i 9 (847.2.-); NYPL 291: 2 (848,1,.); see also possibly TSDU 108: iii 22' 
(n.d.). 

41. TSDU 108: 15' (n.d.), followed by ratiolls for aga-us. 
42, CHEU 56: 5, RA 8156: 5, OrsP 47/9 477: 5, MVN 13 726: 5, SAT 3 2083-6: 5. 

\ 

\ 
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The idea that some of these people may have been royal and elite bodyguards 
leads us to the best-known Amorite of Ur III times, namely, Naplanum. This man, 
who lived in Sumer for at least 19 years, from S44 to 8S6, is documented in more 
than 90 texts, sometimes with other members of his family.4J Piotr Steinkeller (2004: 
38) wrote that he was "one of the most important persons of his age" and located his 
Mesopotamian home in K1Sig, close to Larsa, although I am not as certain that we 
can establish his base. The claim about Naplanllm's importance is based partly on 
the sheer number of references to this individual and his family, as well as on the fact 
that he was undoubtedly the eponymous ancestor of the lineage that eventually took 
power in Larsa after the collapse of the Ur 1II state. "4 But what was Naplanum actu
ally doing in Sumer? The fact that he appears so frequently in Drehem documents 
suggests that he was a foreign envoy or a visiting dignitary or even a ruler, member 
of the state elite, courtier, or member of the extensive house of Ur. If we set aside 
Drehem texts that record his receipt or delivery of animals apart from any context, 
he appears most often together with foreign rulers, with thcir ambassadors, or with 
members of the Dr III royal family. What sets him apart from anyone else in the 
Puzri~-Dagan archives is the large group of tmderlings who are part of his entourage, 
some of them definitely kin. He first appears in 844 (MVN 13 704: S44.3.21), but a 
year later he appears at the end-and therefore at the head--of a list of 21 Amurrum; 
all of them are receiving one sheep each from the booty of UrhHum (MVN 13 423, 
845.11.15). The information we have is insufficient for any secure conclusions, but 
iu light of the facts we do have it is quite possible rhat Naplanum and his cohorts 
constituted the personal guatd of the Ur lllldng and his entourage. In this case, they 
may have accompanied him on the campaign or been present for a victory celebra-
tion at home. -

While we cannot prove this conclusion decisively at present, the concept of an 
elite foreign royal guard in Dr III times is hardly surprising and has many historical 
analogs. To cite one historian on the matter (Kiernan 1957: 68): 

Despots have often chosen to sU1Tound themselves with bodyguards of aliens: we see 
Byzantine emperors With their Varangians, French kings with their Scots and their 
Swiss Guards, Napoleon with his Poles, Franco with his Moors. 

In the Middle East, examples include the early J anissaries or the Mamluks, but there 
are even more pertinent Mesopotamian examples of kings surrounding themselves 
with foreign elite legions. Julian Reade (1972: 106-7) observes that Sennacherib's 
bodyguard may have consisted of men from the Levant and that Elamites were part 
of a similar cohort around AssurbanipaL Most important, however, is Mario Liv~ 
erani's (1995; 2001: 391) fascinating reexamination of the famous Vassal Treaties of 

43. Forreferences, see Fitzgerald 2002: 165-,,7 and Steinkeller 2004: 37-40. 
44. Sallaherger (2007: 446) tries to !ink Naplanum with the Old Babylonian Yamt;tbal 

utribe," because the larter were associated with Larsa, but this only holds for the lineage of Kudur-' 
mabuk) not for the descendants of Nap lanum . 
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Esarhaddon, discovered in the ruins of 1\ imrud; he v iews them not as vassal treaties 
but as loyalty oaths given by Medes who served as palace guards. I should also note 
that this view of the term Amul'rum in Ur III and early Old Babylonian times is 
not new; othefs had made similar claims before, albeit mostly in passing. Among 
the scholars who claimed that in Babylonia the word A murrutn may, in certain 
circumstances, have denoted a profession rather than an ethnic description were 
R Thureau-Dangin (1910: 18 n. 2) and l. M. Diakonoff (1939: 61).4\ 

We have now narrowed down the context in which some of the people desig
nated as Amurrum surface in the Ur 1lI accounting record, with everything point
ing in the direction of the military.~6 This parallels the Ur lIl-period use of the term 
elam, the other non-native bodyguard designation in texts from the period (Mi
chalowski 2008b: 109). In this case as well, the same word is used in both Sumerian 
and Akkadian, The people named as clam apparently were guards in the employ of 
envoys from eastern, northeastern, and southeastern foreign lands, but Amurrum 
designated military personnel that for the most part protected the royal family and 
important individuals from abroad, as well as their representatives, although like 
all Dr III soldiers, they also performed many other duties as well. This is the profes
sional role of most Amodtes who actually lived in Sumer, and there is nothing in 
the currently known Dr III records that documents a process of "sedentarization" of 
a putatively nomadic people. 

It is also true that the word Amurrum was utilized in Dr III times in a way that we 
might today describe as ethnic. The clearest case of this comes from documents from 
AS4 from an "industrial park" in Girsu that include rations for amurrum munus, 
"Amarite females," who were apparently prisoners of war (Heimpel1998: 397-98). 
This is certainly the case in the full version of8u-Sin's fourth- and fifth-year formulas 
that celebrate the construction of bad amurrum muriq-tidnim, "the fortifications 
against the Amorites 'Mllriq-Tidnim' (The One That Keeps the TIdnum at a Dis
tance)," an event also commemorated in at least one royal inscription. 41 Slightly 
later, after the collapse of the Ur III state, this usage is encountered repeatedly in the 
early Old Babylonian letters from Tell Asmar (Whiting 1987) and in the early Isin 
literary letter to King Iddin-Dagan (SEpM 2). 

I should be clear on this: I am only claiming a military role for some, not the 
majority, of people resident in Babylonia who are designated as AmulTum in Dr III 

45, Thuteau .. Dangin presciently described rlle word for "AmorLte'l as a I!gentilice employe 
comme !lorn de function; comparer p. ex. notre terIne 'Suisse/,n For a contrary view, sec Buc.ceHatl 
1966: 351-

46. This is not exactly new: Wecks (1985) and Whiting (1995) suggested, in different ways, 
that Amorites j being organized militaniy, were in a position to take power in times of chao..r;. 
Charpin (20043: 57 n. 134) criticized Weeks and rejected his ideas, claiming that they were based 
011 Out .. of.·date information, But although new information has improve..<J our knowledge, there is 
much to be said for \Veeks1s main thesis, even if his analysis is not without problems. 

47. For the year .. name and inscription, see p. 124 below. 
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administrative records, but there are other occasions in other times when the term 
referred to an area, ethnic groups, as well as to a language, and while ultimately these 
meanings are all related, they are not the subject of the present investigation. 

4. Did Amorites Infiltrate the Dr III State 
in Large Numbers? 

In order to understand the function of these people in the state, it is important 
to examine the statistics. Buccellati (1966: 100) based his analysis on a corpus of 
309 names of people who were designated as Amurrum. ,a By now, the number has 
almost doubled, but it is still a relatively insignificant number in the overall Dr III 
documentation available to us, which now numbers almost 75,000 published tablets 
(Molina 2008: 20). It is bard to believe that several hundred references constitutes 
evidence for a major infiltration of a new population into the land, Moreover, only 
39.8% of these peopLe have names that can be identified etymoLogically as Amorite. 
What does this say about attempts to recover ethnicity on the basis of personal 
names? The core ptoblem is that naming and tenaming patterns involve many vari
abLes, and it is impossible to reduce this to something that we label loosely as ethnic
ity. Wbat is one to do with a family in which the father has a Hurrian name (HaBib
atal), his son an Akkadian name (Puzur-SuIgi), and whose bride or daughter-in-law 
(e-gi,-a) bore a Sumerian name (Eres-hedu; Limet 1972: 134)? The same holds true 
for the matter of native language as a marker of ethnic identity, now drdmatically un
dermined by evidence that Yasmab-Addu, who governed Mari on behalf of his father 
SamBi-Addu, usually considered to have 'been a classic "Amorite," could not speak, 
Amorite and therefore could not communicate directly with the tribal units in his 
area of the kingdom (Charpln and Ziegler 2007). These cases force us as Assyriolo
gists to question the traditional means by which we have assigned ethnic identity-, 
that is, solely by means of language and onomastics-and, therefore, once again, we 
need to reexamine what we mean by the term "Amorite," Here, Buccellati's (1990, 
2004,2008) ideas about the urban/rural distinction are particularly pertinent, 

As I have already attempted to demonstrate, in most cases, the term Amurrum 
is a professional designation in Dr III documents and shouLd probably be translated 
as "elite Amorite guards" or the like, not as a general ethnic LabeL But even if one 
does not accept this conclusion, the ethnic identity of these persons is difficult to 
determine, even if one uses the evidence of personal names. 

One-fifth of the individuaLs who were designated as Amurrum bear Sumerian 
names, leading some to suggest that this is evidence of acculturation. But the major
ity of these people are documented in Girsu texts, where 59 of the 89 Amurrum have 
Sumerian names (Buccellati 1966: 255). Consider these numbers: 

48. Streck 2000: 34 has somewhat different numbers. 
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Total Amurrum 309 
Amurrum at Girsu 89 
1btal Amurrum with Sumerian PNs 63 
Amurrum with Sumerian PNs at Girsu 59 

Note that of the 63 Dr III Amurrum who have Sumerian names, 59 are known only 
from Girs\! documents. Are these statistics indicative of ethnicity, or do they simply 
provide evidence for naming pattemsllt has been observed repeatedly that, during 
the Ur III period, personal names in the Girsu province are almost exclusively Su
merian. For example, Heimpel (1974-77: 173) calculates that they constitute 93.8% 
of all names. These calcuLations have been used by a number of scholars as proof of 
the persistence of Sumerian speakers in the south (Woods 2006: 94 with previous 
literature). I suggest that none of this data provides any information about ethnicity 
or spoken language but only about onomastic habits. It is even possible that people 
who carried Akkadian, Elamite, or Amorite names were registered in Girsu texts 
with ad hoc Sumerian names, but this may be difficult to prove. 

Let us assume that there are at least 600 or 700 people designated as Amurrum 
in Dr III texts. Even if new definition of the wotd offered here is not accepted, given 
the wealth of epigraphic documentation for the period, this is a strikingly insignifi
cant number, and this discovery supports the idea that there is no empirical evidence 
for a massive Amorite infiltration of Mesopotamia in Dr III times. 

5. Did Hostile Amorites Playa Significant Role in the 
Collapse of the Dr III State? 

This notion is derived almost exclusively from Old Babylonian literary sources, 
from the Lamentation OVer the Destruction of Sumer and Ur, as well as from the CKlJ. 
Ti,e Dr 1lI and early Isin documentary record points to Simaliki as the main military 
foe that brought down the House of Ur-Namma. There were, however, hostile Amo
rite polities on the eastern borders of the state, but we have hardly any knowledge 
about them at the present time. The two political-perhaps ethnic--entities that 
fought Ur during the reign of Su-Sin are Tldnum and la'madium, 

Tidnum and Ia'madium 

Much has been written about 'ndnum, and recently Gianni Marchesi (2006: 
7-19) has offered an exhaustive treatment of all references to this word in cuneiform 
sources, in previous scholarly literature on the subject, and of the root DDN in other 
ancient Near Eastern traditions. The classic philological method Marchesi uses has 
its value, but here I would like to take a somewhat different look at the matter. The 
word Tidnum, in various guises, is attested in Mesopotamia from at least as far bacle 
as the Akkad period into late Old BabyLonian times and survives, in the lexicaL and 
literary tradition, into the first millennium. There can be little doubt that at root this 
is an Amorite subgroup name, but it does not follow that all occurrences of Tidnum 
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(sometimes written as PIRIO,PIRIO) and its variants denote the same referent. The 
occurrences are so sporadic and isolated that any discussion of the issue at this time 
remains highly tentative, In light of the full documentation presented by Marchesi, 
only relevant references are repeated here. 

1. Although the sign sequence PIRKi.PIRIO is attested already in the archaic 
"Cities" lexical list, it is unlikely that this is already a reference to Tidnum. 

2. The earliest attestation of the root is the place name da-da-nu ld in Syrian 
texts from Ebla. 

3. The use of PIRIO.PIRIO in connection with Eanatum of Lagash does not 
seem to have anything co do with the word under discussion, as Marchesi has shown 
quite clearly, 

4. All extant references to Tldnum as a geographical/political entity are re
stricted to the Ur 1Il period and to the time immediately preceding and succeeding 
ir, as well as to literary texts that are dependent on Ur III traditions. 

5. 111e first reference comes from Gudea SUlfue B (Ed,ard 1997: 34). This pas
sage has been cited many times, but it nevertheless bears additional scrutiny, The 
king is rebuilding the Eninnu, the main temple of the state god Ningirsu, and he 
wishes to demonstrate that he can obtain precious items from the whole known uni
verse. Therefore, in columns v and vi he describes in detail how he obtained wood 
and stone from a broad arc of source areas that begin close to the Mediterranean, 
then move eastward. First, he acquires "cedars" from the Amanus (v 28), then aro
matic woods from Ursu, which he locates in the "Ebla ranges" (hur-sag ib-la-ta, 
v 53-54), and then inyi 3·8 he brings down great blocks of stone from two highland 
areas that are described as: 

u,..ma ... num 
hur .. sag me ... nu,..a .. ta 

PlJ-sal-la 
hur-sag amurrum-ta 
",4na gal 
im ... ta .... e1l 

(Gudea) brought down great (blocks of) stone fwm Umanum, in/of the 
mountain range(s) of Menua, and from PUsala in/of the mountain range(s) of 
Amurrum. 

None of these places can be identified at present. The only toponym in this sequence 
that seems familiar is PO-sal-Ia, which has generally been read ba,;-sal-Ia and 
identified with BaSar, the ancient name of the mountain range known today as Jebel 
Bishri (Marchesi 2006: 12). Marchesi questions the reading ban of pO and, conse
quently, of the identification of this toponym with the Syrian mountain range;49 as a 
result, some doubt remains concerning its connection with Ba~ar. Finally, Gudea pre-

49. See also Sallaberger 2007. Heimpel (2009b: 27) is apparently unconvinced by Marche, 
si~s doubts and promises a future discussion of this passage. 
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sumably goes farther east, describing how he brought "alabaster" from still another 
Amurrum highland area (vi 13-16): 

ti-da-num 
hur,sag amurrum-ta 
nUll-gallagab-bi-a 
mi-ni,de6 

(Gudea) brought in blocks of alabaster from Tidnum, in/of the mountain 
range( s) of Amurrum. 

Here Tidnum is a geographical name or an ethnicon rhat serves as a place-name. 
We cannot determine what is meant, except to suggest that it is a distinct place and 
farther east than Umanum and PUsala. 50 

6. The second occurrence, and the first alleged Ur III example, is found in a 
broken passage of a fragment of an Old Babylonian royal hymn in honor of the 
god Neq,'lll, one that perhaps may be a copy of an Ur III poem of Sulgl (Hymn U), 
although it may very well be later in date. The pertinent lines read (BL 195: 23-26, 
van Dijk 1960: 13-15):51 

'ki' dib-ba,zu erin ur-bi-~e hul m[i-ni,ih- ... J 
an-sa4-an,i ti-da-nu-um-m[a . , ,J 
"nergal ki dib-ba-zu erin ut,bV~e' [hul mi-bi'ib, ... J 

Wherever you go, evil falls on all the troops, 
Aruan, Tidnum ... 
a Nergal, wherever you go, [evil faUs] on all the troops! 

This broken passage is hardly revealing, although the association ofTidnum with the 
highbnd polity of Ansan once again suggests an eastern or northeastern location of 
these Amorites who were of concern to the Ur III kings. 

7. The third reference is also embedded in Old Babylonian manuscripts of a 
poem that may have been composed in Ur III times, namely Sulgi Hymn X 116-117: 

kur-m <"bi-a igi mu-ni,bat-bar 
tidnum-e Uc duw t-mi-dug. 

In the foreign land (the inhabitants) looked upon them (Sulgi's deeds) from 
their dwellings, 

Tidnum admired (them) in joy. 

50. For a different interpretation, see Marchesi 2006: 14. Keeping in mind the uncertain-
ties about the identification of nuw gal, it is useful to point out that sources of alabaster are well 
documenred in Iran; see Beale 1973: 136 

51, The composition is known from a single manuscript of unknown ongln. The ascription 
to Sulgi "based on van Dijk's reading ofHne 36 as ur-sag ',uI1,gi' 'ca z[i. . ,J, based on a colla
tion from a photograph. 
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8. The set of references linked to the line of fortifIcations that are mentioned in 
Su-Sin's fourth yeat-name: Muriq-TIdnim, "The One That Keeps the Tldnum (Amor

ites) at: a Distance." 
Just before these fortifications were built, the king's armies encountered enemies 

as they marched against the northern principality of Simanum, which had rebelled 
against Ur and deposed a mling family that was tkd to the house of Ur-Namma 
by means of a dynastic marriage (Michalowski 1975). An Old Babylonian copy of 
an inscription of Su-Sin contains the lines (Su-Sin E3/2.1.4.1 iii 38-44, Ftayne 
1997: 297): 

amunum 1[" kur.r]a 
"d [ ]kl tid .. n U"'Uffi. 

ta-a.ma-d[I·,lmlk; 

im·ma-d •• !e.es] 
lugaVbi' 
me sen-s[en-na gaba] 
im-mla-dla-r[eJ-es 

Hostile Amurrum came down against (him) from Tidnum and la'madium. 
Their chiefs confronted him in battle. 

'This passage, now fully restored by C. Wilcke (1990) and O. Marchesi (2006: 12), 
is particularly important. Tidnum is never mentioned in Ur III documents outside 
of the Sll-Sin year-name and the texts cited above, and this means that it had no 
diplomatic relations with the Sumerian state, or at least that none are known in the 
preserved record. The only Amorite subgroup name that is mentioned in these texts 
is in fact la'madium. 52 D:!. Owen (1993: 183-84) has collected all the references on 
the matter, which can be briefly summarized here. 51 

1. Orient 16 4210: 3 (S46.8.3) mu hi-kin-gi4-a 16 la-ma'-dl-um 
2. Owen, FS Hallo 183: 11 (AS2.7.21) du,ul-qa,num I" la,a-rna,-dl-umki 

3. ]CS 7 (1953) 105: 8-9 (AS2.8.-) du-u!.qa-nu-um amunum lll-iMflllrdl 
4. ]CS 7 (1953) 106; 14-15 (SS6'.- .• ) j-p(-iiJ-re·e·u 'amurrum' lll-LVma,dfH.unj 
5, Amorires 22: ii 31' (SS 6.-.20) j.p(-iq.re-e-u 'amurtum' )a-a-ma-dHum) 
6. Amorites 21: 17 (SS 6.8.14) i-/){-iiJ-re.c-u amm'rum la-a-T1U!-dl-um 

These texts inform UR that ambassadors from Ia'madium were treated like those of 
other independent polities, including Syrian prlndpalities such as Udu, Ebla, and 
Mari, as well as SimaSki and other principalities in the Iranian highlands that were 
allied to the house ofUr. Contrary to Owen (1993: 181) and Sallaberger (2007: 450), 

52. Note also the PN )a~a~ma .. tu, an Amurru who was part of Naplanum's cohort (BibMes 
25 151 54:8, SSL6.24)). There were, of COUl'se, other groups and chief, at ,he time. but they 
rarely make an appearance in the archival record; see, for exampLe na"ap.Jta \·nurn t6 keg, 
gi"a na.ap.ra·num. "Napmnum, envoy of Nap ranum," (]CS 57 [2005129 10: 17, n,d.). 

. 53. See also Sallaberger 2007, 437-38. 
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I do not think that the order of entries in the Drehem accounts is in any way indica
tive of the geographical location of Ia'madium; some of these texts list it together 
with Syrian cities, but others include places in Iran. These texts provide fragmentary 
glimpses of three separate diplomatic events, one in Sulgi 46 (text 1), another in the 
second year of Amar-Sin (texts 2-3), and a third in Su-Sin year 6 (texts 4-·6). Each 
event is discreet; the Amar-Sin references document interue diplomatic activity at 
the beginning of the king's reign, and the Su~Sitl texts are p1'Obably evidence for 
complex international negotiations that accompanied the massive attack on ZabSali 
and neighboring lands in Iran that took place that year; this will be discussed further 
below. The fact that la'madium was vilified as an evil enemy only two years earlier is 
hardly surprising, similar to many other relationships between eastern principalities 
and Ur, swinging back and forth from military confrontation to alliance. 

Therefore, in Ur III documents, Ia'madium was the only polity whose emissar
ies are qualified as Amurrum tbat had diplomatic relatiom with the Mesopotamian 
state, and, according to the Su-Sin inscription, it must have been located close to 
another such unit, TIdnum, which remains undocumented in the archival texts. But 
geographical proximity and Amunum identity aside (from the Mesopotamian point 
of view), the two shared one more important feature, in the Su.Sin text at least: 
they were both governed by rulers whom the scribes of Ur designated as luga!. Of 
course, we have no way of knowing what the natives called their sovei'cigns, but 
the Sumerian designation is almost unique. In Ur III political language, there is 
only one lugal in the terrestrial realm, and that is the king of Cr. All other tulers 
are ensi at most, even the king of the powerful kingdom of Ansan, which dwarfed 
the Mesopotamian state. 5~ One may be reading too much into this, but it is striking 
that the scribe who fashioned this inscription had such a high opinion of the rulers 
of Tidnum and [a'madium that he described them as lugals. Perhaps Tidnum and 
la'madium were a well-organized force that constituted a true threat to the kingdom 
at this time, and this justified using this lahel for their leaders. But it is mote likely 
that this is simply the way that scribes chose to render the idea of an ethnic chieftain 
in Sumerian, just as some time later landun.Lim ofMari would use the word LUOAL 
to describe various sheiks in his well, known foundation deposit inscription (Frayne 
1990: 606-7, lines 67-75, 96). References in some Mari letters to the Bene-iamina 
may reflect a similar scribal practice (Durand 2004: 158). Dominique Charpin (2007, 
171) suggests that in passages like this the logogram LUGAL is used to express the 
term sugilgum, "tribal leader/king," an Amorite loanword into Mari Akkadian. 

Tidnum, which proved to be such a bother that it was immortalized in the name 
of Su-Sin's fortincations, seems to have escaped the grasp of Ur, leaving no trace in 
the Mesopotamian archival tecord, while la'madium, as noted above, did participate 
in a small number of diplomatic exchanges, three of which are known to us at pres
ent. As a military and political entity, the latter disappears fmm the historical record 

54. The one exception was a ruler ofMari whose daughter married one ofUr-Natnma1s sons; 
see Clv111962 . 
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after Su-Sin's sixth year, while the former leaves a few more traces. The poet who 
wrote the Lamentation Over the Destruction of Sumer arul Ur, which describes the faU 
of the state built by Ur-Namma, counted Tldnum among the areas that contributed 
to the final fall ofUr, cursing them aU in the final sections (lines 486-492): 

U4 kl-en-gi-ffi ba-e-zal-la kur-re he-eb-zal 
U4 ma-da ba-e-zal-la kur-re he-eb-zal 
kur ti-id-nu-um"-ma-ka he-eb-zal kur-re he-eb-zal 
kur gu-ti-um"-rua-ka hez-eb-zal kur-re he-eb-zai 
kur an-sa4-anki-na-ka he-eb-zal kur-re he-eb-zal 
an-~a4'ank'-e im-hul dal-Ia-gin'l kull7 he-nHb-su-su 
sa-gar lu nfg-hul he-en-da-dab, tig he-em-si-gam-e 

So that the storm that blew over Sumer will blow over the foreign counties, 
That the storm that blew over the frontier will blow over the foreign countries, 
Blow over Tidnum-Iand, blow over the foreib'11 countries, 
Blow over Gutium-Iand, blow over the foreign countries, 
Blow over Arnan-land, blow over the foreign countries, 
So that it will level Ansan like a blowing storm, 
And seize it with a horrid famine,55 Its people be brought down low before it. 

Here l1dnum is associated, as one would expect, with two general terms for large Ira
nian geographical areas, Ansan and Gutium, suggesting tbat the author thought of it 
as a major player in the geopolitical confIguration of the time. Such glory was short
lived, however, because, save for two enigmatic references in somewhat later literary 
texts,56 TIdnum as a 'political entity never appears again in the historical record. 

The location of the people designated as 'Odnum and la'madlum is difficult to· 
establish. The fact that they appear together as enemies of Ur who sided with 5i
manum suggests, but does not prove, that they are to be sought in proximity to one 
another, and the manner in which they appear in theSu-Sin inscription cited above 
seems to indicate that the armies of the Ur III ruler encountered them as they made 
their way north to subdue the rebels of Slmanum. Whatever one thinks of the real 
motivations behind the building of Muriq-TIdnim, the fact that the fortifications· 
were supposedly directed against Tidnum indicates that at least a sizable portion 
of them had to be in its vicinity, and this means that they must be localized in the 
mountains that bordered the Diyala valley. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 
that TIdnum as well as la'madium attacked the forces of Ur as they made their way 
toward Simanum, either ftom their encampments in dle old strategic center around 
Apiak, Marad, Kazallu, and Urum, or from the newer military ontpostE in the Diya-

55. "Jote the rrahsitivizing use of -da-. 
56. Nippur Lament 231: ugu,bi-ta ti-id-nu-um/tidnum net-gat-ta (b-ta-(an)-zi

ge-eS-[,,,n), "They removed treacherous T"lnum ftom upon it (Umma)," Letter of LugaJ-.nisaJIe 
(SEpM 8: 4): ,i-id,nu-um!tidnum",e su br-in-gar sibit-bi mu-un-dab,-baigar, ";vho sub
jugated Ttdnum, seized its royal staff,1l 
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laY The road that Su-Sin's armies took on their way to Simanum is not described 
in the surviving nan-ative of the expedition. It is possible that they went up along 
the Tigris, but it is more likely that they moved up the Diyala, or started from the 
Diyala area, crossed the Hamrin range and then proceeded toward what would later 
be Assyria, in essence taking in reverse the roads that many years later Satrni-Adad V 
would traverse in his campaign against Babylonia (Levine 1973: 22). In this scenario, 
SwSin's armies would have encountered hostile Amorites somewhere in the valleys 
surrounding the Jebel Hamrin. 

In this context, it may be relevant to recall that there is an account from Ur, 
dated to 1S4.8.--less than a decade after the Simanum campaign-that mentions 
gifts (n1!;:-su-taka4) for "Amorites of the bolt of the frontier (sag-kul ma-da}."58 
There are, quite obviously, different ways of interpreting this phrase; it may not be 
simply fortuitous that in much later Akkadian literary texts Ebih-that is, the Jebel 
Hamrin-is described as sikkur mati, "bolt of the land," most prominently in the 
"tWlur litanies" edited by Erica Reiner (1956: D41ine 37). The phrase occurs else
where in first-millennium texts, 59 but as Reiner (1956: 131) notes, there are indica
tions that these liranies may have originated in Old Babylonian times. 

1he sparse and sometimes contradictcry evidence on TIdnum that has survived 
is inconclusive and is open to a number of interpretations. It is important, however, 
tc isolate the Ur III data that refer to a lc'Olitical entity from earlier, and espedally 
from later, references that contain the same Semitic root but have no bearing on the 
historical issues that are under consideration here. By contextualizing the informa
tion in the political geography of the time, we can reach certain conclusions, always 
keeping in mind their highly speculative nature. 

Just before the rise of the Ur 1II state, during the reign of Gudea, Tidnum was an 
Amorite subgroup name, one that was known to Mesopotamians, although the area 
in which they were encountered cannot be located at present. Some time during 
the Ur III period, at least two groups that had settled in the upper Diyala region and 
further east in the vaUeys around the Jebel Hamrin and beyond came into contact 
with the Mesopotamian state-Ia'madium and TIdnum. The former was engaged 
in diplomatic relations with Ur, but the latter was not. Nevertheless, at least by the 
time of Su-Sin they constituted a military threat; their geopolitical importance may 
have been amplified by their location, because they seem to have menaced the all
important trade and military routes that lead from the Diyala region intc Iran. It is 
most probable that their own political emergence was also precipitated by their loca
tion, caught between the powerful highland polities of Ansan, SimaSki, and Zabsali 
and the Mesopotatnian kingdom. It is highly unlilcely that both Ia'madium and Tid
num were wiped off the map durlng their encounter with the forces of Su-Sin; more 

57. Sallaberger (2007: 449), Implausibly tD my mind, suggests, "the Yamadium ;vete a main 
group of pnstoralist. of the Balikh and Khabur plains and/or around the Jebel Sinjar." 

58. Ub.T 3 1685: 4-5. 
59, For other examples, see CAD S 258. 
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probably, they disintegrated in the aftermath of the fall ofUr, when the Diyala area 
became the seat of new political entities, some of them dominated by Amorite lead
ers, many of whom may at some time have been a part of these tribal confederations. 

This is all that is known with any degree of precision about hostile Amurrum in 
Ur III times, The tole of Amorites in the military events that led to the collapse of 
the state has been gleaned from the CKU, specifically, from the Su-Sin, and most 
specifically, the Ibbi-Sin, correspondence (Wilcke 1969,1970), As we will presently 
see, this evidence is tenuous at best and difficult [Q interpret, but everything points to 
the conclusion that these people had only a minor role to play in the disintegration 
of the Ur III kingdom. 

6. Did Amorites Take Power in Mesopotamian Cities after 
the Ur III Collapse? 

Historians of early Mesopotamia often claim that Amorite dynasties took power 
in the afrermath of the Ur III collapse, Most recently, D, Charpin (2003b; 43) wrote: 

J d ' Au moment 011 disparut le dernier roi d'Ur, des nomades amorrites, venu~s e ~yrie, 
envahirent In }"1esopornmie et fundercnt un certain nombre des dynasties, cc/me a 
Isi11 ou 11 Larsa, , . , f 

My goal here is not to criti.cize one author but to exemplify a comm011ly held opin
ion, one that I in part shared until recently, Here I am proposing that a reexamina
tion of the pertinent information does not fully support this conclusion. In light of 
the data collected earlier in this chapter, there is no evidence that the Amorites 
mentioned in Ur III texts were nomads, and those who posed a danger to Ur were 
located in the east ot north, not the west. Moreover, the matter of the early histo-
ries and ethnic identity of the "dynasties" that were established in lsin and Larsa is 
likewise less than clear. 

The main actor in the post-Ur III drama was !sbi-Erra, who had already taken 
over Isin and Nippur and possibly a number of other towns and cities before the fall 
of Ur; of him we will have more to say in chap, 7. A decade or so after this event, he 
was able to OLlst the Elamite, from the old capital and add it to hw new kingdom. The 
dynasty he founded at [sin lasted more than two centuries, but nothing about him 
or his sue.cessors can even remotely be linked to anything "Amorite," however one 
may interpret the term, Indeed, tt appears that some of his descendants, most notably 
Iddin-Dagan, !Sme-Dagan, and Lipit-Estar, quite consciously appropriated many of 
the outer trappings of Ur III self-representation, thereby laying claim to continuity 
With the former regime in the land. And even though it is often asserted that Igbi
Erra was an Amonte officer in lbbi-Sin's employ, there is not one piece of evidence 
to suppott the claim that he was either an officer or an Amorite. As already noted, 
the only indication that he ever served Ibbi-Sin comes from CKU, and even here his 
status and rank are unstated, Unless I am mistaken, the notion that he was a military 
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officer goes back to T, Jacobsen (1957: 40 n, 45), but Jacobsen's comment was only 
an infmmed guess that was not directly supported by any contemporary evidence and 
only interred from the CKU. Isbi-Erra is mentioned only once in the entire Ur III 
documentation, bur this one citation refers to him as an independent ruler at Isin,6{) 
Literary references, including the CKU, link him with Mari, but again without any 
further information, and even if his original homeland was there, this does not in any 
way indicate rhat he was an Amodte of any kind (Michalowski 2005b). 

I know of no evidence for Amorire presence in Mari dnring the Ur III period. 
The language of the written texts from the city and of many of the personal names 
that appear in them w a d,fferent Semitic language altogether, Finally, while it w 
often asserted that lsbi-Erra's name i, linguistically Amorite, it is equally possible to 
analyze i[ as Akkadian: "Erra Has become Sated,"61 

In ESnunna, a local dynasty freed itself from Ur 1II rule, and even if these kings 
did link themselves by means of dynastic marriages to Amorite chieftains in the 
area (Wbiting 1987), they themselves were not of Amodte origin, as far as we can 
determine. Only in Larsa did an Amorite group take over, but they were uniquely 
positioned, because it w possible that [hey had made their home in nearby Kisig 
(Steinkeller 2004: 38,~~39) or elsewhere in the vicinity. If my speculations about Na
planum and his people are correct, this is hardly surprising. A well-organized elite 
military troop, bound by kinship ties, with intimate knowledge of the Ur III court, 
would have no trouble seizing power and holding a nearby ciry during a time of 
war and disorder, How they did this is a matter of pure speculation, because no 
contemporary sources illuminate the matter. Naplanum himself is last attested in 
SS6 (PDT 2 1 [ 7 2), and his son is mentioned in an unpublished Drehem text from 
IS2.9.20 (Buccellati 1966: 263), at a time when Larsa was still part of Ibbi-Sin's orbit 
(Fitzgerald 2002: 19). It seems likely that Naplanum, ifhe were still active or alive, 
would not have establwhed any independent polity before IS3, which seems to be the 
watershed year for lbbi-Sin's kingdom. In the Isin texts there is no mention of the 
great man, bur there are two references to one e-mi!me-zum, otherwise unquali
fied, who may be the Jem~ium who is listed as the second ruler in the Larsa Dynastic 
List, As Fitzgerald (2002: 26-27) observes, he is listed together with Amorite chief
tains, some of who are known from contemporary texts from E§nunna, suggesting 
that Jetru)iLlm was likewwe a high-status individuaL There w no way of establishing 
whether he was actually an independent ruler at Larsa or a vassal of i§bi-Etta, Royal 
insCriptions only begin with the fourth and fifth 11llers of Larsa-Zabaya (1941-1933 
s.c.) and Gungunum (1932-1906 B,c.)-and therefore we cannot determine the 
natllre of kingship in the city before that time. It w not possible to establish the role 
or even the precise geographical location of this lineage before that time. 

60. See p. 182 with 11, 28. 
61. Thus CAD S/Z 253 sub "bu, Others disagree; see. for a recent example, ScI, 2005: 104 

("der Name ist amutitisch~). 
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One must be careful not to con/late the political, demographic, and social land
scape of Old Babylonian times with events that took place generations earlier. A case 
in point concems the alleged ascription of "Emutbalian" origins to Naplanum during 
the Ur 11I period. P. Steinkeller (2004: 40) cauriously has suggested that a connec_ 
tion of this sort existed, based essentially on the fact that his entourage included a 
man by the name of Napsanum, who was a messenget of one la-a·mu-tum (TCL 
25508: 12, Dtehem, AS 4.1.6). 62 1 find thts unconvincing, but one must note that 
Steinke tier himself was awate of the very tenuous natute of this suggestion, Aside 
from the fact that connections with an envoy of a person named lamutum does not 
make one a member of a putative Emutbal tribe, it is important to stress that the 
connections between Larsa and this corporate name are attested only for the last 
independent rulers of the city, Warad-Sin and Rim-Sin, as well as for their father 
Kudur-mabuk. But these persons constitute a completely new lineage on the throne 
of Larsa, and there are absolutely no grounds for projecting these genealogical claims 
back to earlier times, to the rulers who claimed descent from Naplanum. The fact 
that the first members of this lineage who ruled at Larsa used titles such as rabiiln 
amurrim can be explained in a number of ways (Michalowski 1983b: 240-41; Seri 
2005: 55-60), but It has nothing at all to do with Emutbal, as fur as we know. 

However, Steinkeller's cautious conjecture has fueled further speculation, lead
ing D. Charpin (2003a: 15) to suggest that already in Ur III times Naplanum and 
his group had migrated from the region south of the Jebel Sinjar in Syria and had 
brought with them new toponyms that they applied in Babylonia. I think that this is 
an anachronism, because it projects the claims of Kudur-Mabuk and his descendants 
several centuries into the past. More importantly, however, R Joanne. (1996: 353) 
had already argued that the issue at hand is not tribal affiliation but the naming of 
places and regions. Indeed, there is no evidence to support the notion that Emutbal 
was ever a tribal name to begin with--only a geographical designation, although 
Charpin (2003a: 17) remains unconvinced. More recently, W, Sallaberger (2007: 
446) has taken this even further, reversing the direction of Charpin's toponymic 
renaming, stating that "the CllBe of Yamut-balum may serve as a prime example of 
the extension of a Mardu tribal name from the South to Upper Mesopotamia." In 
other words, unless this is simply a redactional lapse, a hypothetical identification of 
Emutbalum in one Ur III text has now led to the historical scenario of an Amorite 
tribal movement from Babylonia to Syria. 

62, The account lists animals given to various foreigners~ beginning with Naplanurn, his 
brothet, his son, and his brother', wife, followed by "lap~anllm, and then two individuals, Sulgi. 
obi and Hun-Sulgi, and these are (all?) summarized as MAR-TU-me (line 16). Then follow the 
envo~s of various eastern states, follow"ed by members of the royal family, Hun .. Sulgi

1 
his suboroJ ... 

nate Suigi"'abi, and in some texts also Sulgi ... Hi were important members of Naplanum's troop and 
were often present when foreign envoys and royal family members were present. It is unlikely, in 
my opinion, that the envoy Napaanum was part of Naptanum's organization; instead, the latter 
and hIS family and lieutenants were assisting and gllordl.ng Imnmumls ambassador) because this 
was part of their normal duties, 
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Instead, I suggest a somewhat different scenario for the developments that took 
place in the aftennath of the Ur III collapse, one that does not simply paint all the 
new polities as "Amorite" nor link them to an otherwise unattested large influx of 
new peoples in the preceding decades. In the Mesopotamian homeland, the main 
new political center was in lsin, which to some degree portrayed itself as the legiti
mate extension of the Ur III kingdom. From what little we know, it seems that the 
new kingdom had extensive relations with small polities in the Diyala and surround
ing regions, many of which were now in the hands of Amorite chieftains, although 
some of the older urban centers, such as Esnunna, were not. It is only somewhat 
later that Amorite leaders established themselves in Babylonian dties such as Larsa, 
Sippar, and Babylon. TIle apptoxlmate time of these events can be assodated with 
the beginning of the reign ofSumu-la-el in Babylon, around 1880 B,C, by the Middle 
Chronology-that is, more than a century after the fall of Ur. Indeed, while one 
may ultimately see this as a long-term consequence of the Ur III collapse, the rise of 
"Amorite dynasties" for the most part takes place generations after the IllBt king of 
Ur was carried off to Ansan, 63 The first Amorite royal family carne to dominate Larsa 
some time around 1940 B.C., but these Amorites were not outsiders and certainly not 
nomads, because their ancestors had been living in Babylonia fat generations. 

With these general thoughts in mind, let us return to an earlier period and focus 
on "Amorite" matters that are highlighted in the CKU, especially the fortifications 
that were supposedly built against their dangerous intrusions. In light of the con
clusions reached above, we must llBk the question: if Amorites posed no significant 
threat to the Ur III kingdom, why would King Su~Sin order the construction of mas
sive fortifications that were ostensibly designed to keep them from infiltrating the 
Mesopotamian homeland? 

63, Charpin (ZOOta: 80) and Charpin and Ziegler (2004: 29-30) already recognized that 
there might have been a "new wave)! of Amorite infiltration into upper and lower Mesopotamia 
ar01.U1d 1900 B,C.) the first taking place in Ur III times; they are proponents of Amante invasions 
from the west, {yom Amurrum, which diey sltuate in the mountainous region from east of Ugarlt 
up to the Jebel Bi*rL 
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Great Walls, Amorites, and Military History: 
The Puzur-Sulgi and Sarrum-bani Correspondence 

(Letters 13-14 and 19-20) 

The Great Walles) 

Ancient Mesopotamians are often accused of collapsing history by narrative con
centration on emblematic personages and events. Modem historians, however, often 
share some of the same discursive strategies. One such characteristic moment that 
practicaUy serves to define an era is the construction of a great waH that, according 
to many of our modern anthorities, served to separate Sumcr from hostile nomadic 
Amorite infiltrators in Lir !II times. Indeed, no matter how sketchy the description 
of the period may be, one can be sure to find a mention of the wall tbat Su-Sin 
claimed to have built, a wall he named Muriq-Tidnim [·-"The One That Keeps the 
l1dnum (Amorites) at a Distance." The image of a massive wall separating Sumer 
from the barbarians certainly appeals to the imagination, but it may not accurately 
reflect historical reality. Lacking informative sources, some scholars have turned, by 
analogy, to the image of the Great Wall of China, which has become part of Western 
popular imagination going back at least into the sixteenth century and is reflected 
in art and literature as disparate as the works of Franz Kafka (1917) and Jorge Luis 
Borges (1964). R. D. Barnett (1963: 18), in his influential article on the "Median 
Wall" mentioned by Xenophon, already invoked the metaphorical connection: 

Nebuchadnezzar (604~561 B.C.) constructed a sort of Babylonian equivalent of the 
Great Wall of China; whereas that was intended to keep out the Mongols, this was 
intended to keep Out the Medes, who were then threatening the Empire. 

L For the interpretation of the Akkadian participle as mureniq, see Marchesi 2806; 11-12 
n. 33. Here. the conventional rendition of rhe name of the fortifications wilt be used. 
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He also made the most forceful connection between this notion and Su-Sin's con
structions based on a ttatlElation of the first eleven lines of SaSul (18) that he had 
received from C. J. Gadd, who utilized the only source known at the time, a then
unpubliEhed tablet in the British Museum found at Dt. 2 Barnett's (1963: 20) descrip
tioll, couched in language characteristic of his time, reads: 

Fifteen hundred years before Xenophon's time, the SumeJians found themselves 
faced with the problem of protecting their flourishing countryside and wealthy dties 
from the incursions of barbarian nomads from ,he north. The Third dyn3Sty of 111' 
stmgglcd to keep out the Amorite Bedouin or Matru as they were called, and Shu
Sin, King of Ur, dateB the fourth year of his reign (2038--·.2030 B.C.) by the official 
description as that in which 'Shu-Sin constructed the wall called Muriq Ttdnim~·~ 
that which keeps out elle barbarians'. 

Most recently, another scholar (Marchesi 2006: 19) has reiterated the historical 
metaphor, asserting that: 

During rhe period of the Third DYllasryofUr, a sort of Great Chinese Wall was built 
ill order to keep them ( ~ Ttdnum) out of the territory of the Ur state." 

One can easily see how the Chinese example influenced thinking about this con
struction, although much of what most of us think we know about the Chinese 
Great Wall is based on nationalism and myth (Waldron j 992). Ancient Near East
ern polities were certainly capable of building long defensive or offellsive walls, as 
illustrated by Nebucl1adnewlr's construction, or the Sasanian wall on the Gorgal1 
Plain in northern Iran, 195 kilometers or more long, with a canal and 33 forts that 
reached [TOm the Caspian Sea up to the highlands to the east, marking the northern 
border of the state; the latter is currently under study by Iranian and British archae
ologists (Nokandeh et a!. 2006; Rekavandi et al. 2007; 2008; Sauer et al. 2009). 
The excavators of this amazing construction claim, "if we exclude earthworks, the 
Gorgan Wall may be the longest wall anywhere in the ancient world" (Nokandeh et 
al. 2006: 121). There are traces, however, of an even longer ancient wall, more than 
200 kilometers long, in Syria, that was probably built in the third millennium B.C.E. 

(Geyer et al. Z007: 278--79; Geyer 2009). 'Ine height of this wall is unknown, as is 
its purpose. As with so many similar constructions, it is impossible to know if the 
primary motivation for its construction was to keep people and/or animals in or out. 

And yet if we are to believe the CKU, Muriq-Tidnim spanned a length of at least 
269 kilometers and when finished may have covered another 100 kilometers or more; 
in other words, it may have b('en almost twice the size of either of these construc-
tions. Of course, the analogy goes only so far. The Sasanian and Syrhm walls were 
continuous stone·made constructions, but Su-Sin's project was most probably a line II :! 
of discontinuous fortifications. 

2. Source Uri of the present edition. 
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What do we actually know about this phantom wall, or line of forts, from Dr III 
sources? The answer is, practically nothing, since our evidence consists of two year
names and half a sentence in a dedicatory inscription, 

Sulgi year-names 37 and 38: mu bad rna-da ba-du, "The year: the wall of the 
![and' was huitt,~' 

Su~Sin year~names 4 & 5: mu (~su~den.zu lugal uri"k!~ma"ke4 bad amurrum 
mu_r(_iq_ti_id_ni_irn rnu-diJ, "The year: Su,-Sin, king of Ur, built the 
fortificarions against the Amorites 'Muriq,Tidnim'(The One 111at Keeps the 
TIdnum [Amorite,] ar a Distance)." 

Su-Sin inscription 17 (Frayne 1997: 328, E312.1.4.17, 20-26): u, bad amurrum, 
mu~ri .. iq, .. ti"id .. nt ... imj mu .. diJ .. a) tl gIrl amurrum , ma .. da .. ne.-e} b( ... 
in-gi.,a, "When he had huilt the fortifications against the Amorite, 'Muriq' 
T,dnim' (The One That Keeps the Tidnum [Amoritesl at a Distance) and 
turned back the incursions of the Amorites to theif territories. U 

Perhaps because rhe evidence is so meager, it has fueled much speculation on the 
location and purpose of rhese fortifications. Indeed, it may be apt to cite the words 
of the great British historian R. G. Collingwood (1921: 37), written abollt a differ
ent but equally notorious military construction, words that could be appropriated to 
apply to the Dr III situation as well, 

The theories that have been advanced concerning the Roman Wall in England and 
its attendant works hay"\'; been so many~ so divergent, and at times so rapid in their 
succession as almost to justify the favourite taunt of irresponsible critkism, that 
their sequence is a matter of fashio11, or caprice rather than of rational development. 

As far as I can determine, it is generally assumed that the Suigi and Su-Sin year
names, alrhough' 23 years apart, refer to the same project (e.g., Sallaberger 1999, 159, 
2009: 37);' Muriq-Tidnim was an extension ofthe earlier bad mada, although noth
ing in the surviving Dr III documentation links rhese two ventures. The assumption 
is exclusively based on the information from CKU; indeed, rhe two projects have 
been lumped together under the common name "MAR.TU-Mauer" (Wilcke 1969, 
O. Moreover, the Dr III references tell us nothing about the location of rhese con
structions, their fnlliength, or basic characteristics, and little, names aside, about 
their purpose. Although it is usually taken for granted that rhe "wall(s)" had to be 
continuous, it is more likely that one or both could have consisted of a line of for
tifications or a combination of strongholds and walls. Most important, there is not 
a single direct reference to rhese massive building projects in rhe tens of thousands 
of known Dr III documents, and later texts, excluding CKU, are likewise silent on 
this matter, The only information on the location and possible length of the Sulgi 
consttuction is found in two C'KU letters, 13 and 14 (PuSt, SPul), written fTom the 
military officer in charge of the fortifications, or at least part of them, to the king, It 

3. 1. have myself contrlbuted to the confusion between the mo by asserting~ incorrectly, that 
Su-Sin renamed Sulgi's wall Murlq-Tidnim (}.'lichalowski 2005a: 200). 

-'----;- . 
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is only supposition, however, that these letters actually describe the bad mada. Be
cause the authenticity of this ep~stolary information cannot easily be established, it 
is best to consider all orher relevant data first and then compare d,e results with tes
timony from the Old Babylonian literary correspondence. Before proceeding, how
ever, I would like to note rhat the lack of archival evidence should not be considered 
a good argument for dismissing all other forms of documentation on this subject; 
some have gone so far as to claim that. Muriq-TIdnim might have been a small local 
construction. 4 It is tnte that the existing Dr III administrative documents record ex
penditures and other official acts connected with c~rtain large building pr.;>jects, such 
as the rebuilding of the Tuma! during the time of Su!gi, or work on the Sara temple 
at Umma that is the subject of Su-Sin's ninth year-name and is also documented in 
archival texts (Frayne 1997, 294).' But there are aL~o many examples of large con
struction undertakings that have left no footprint in the recovered archives, even 
though rhey are known from royal building inscriptions and year-names. The fact 
that the constntction of Muriq-lldnim was hem lded in two successiw year-names 
test.ilies to the significance and the very scope of the undertaking. 

The bad mad a of Sulgi 

The lack ofUr III archival information is not surprising in the case of the Sulgi 
constntctions, since rhe work antedates the founding of Puzris-Dagan, commemo
roted in the names of Sulgi's thirty-ninth, fortieth, and forry-first years, and therefore 
comes from a time when documentation is extremely sparse and is limited to the 
archives of Umma and Girsu, relatively far from the area of the fortifications. To 
get some insight into the pUll'ose or nature of this consrruction, it might be best to 
start with its name, which, as already noted, is known to us only from the Sulgi year
naroes, The expression bad mada (bad rna-da) is llsually translated as "the wall of 
the land/des Landes/du pays," which is imprecise and seems to leave the impression 
[hat it was designed to protect the whole "country,n that is, the state of Dr itself. But 
Sumerian ma-da-obviously a loan from Semitic (Jacobsen 1957: 40 n. 47}-does 
not mean "country" in this sense when it stands alone and does not qualify a geo
graphical name (certainly not in Dr III times) but designares, more narrowly, the 
concept of "territory, countryside, march, frontier (area)," in the general as well as 
political sense, as distinct from the geographical term ki-en-gi, "Sumer," and ka
lam, "homeland."· When used in connection wirh a place-name, it has a somewhat 

4. E.g., "The wall irself may have been built as a modest protecting wall against sheep and 
serving as a demarcation line" (Sallaberger Z007: 445). He has now changed his mind on the 
scape of these fortificatlO!1S: see SaUaberger Z009. 

5. On such projects) see now the forthcoming p'dper by Piotr SteinkeHer, "Cofvee Labor in 
Ur 111 T,mes," 

6. It"' only during the time of the Isin kings that, under Akkadian influence, ma-da comes 
to lUean more and can be applied to the "homeland/ as in Isbi~Errals title lugai ma~da~na~ 
IJking of his own land. II The semantics of all three tenns require a full jnvestigation! because their 
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different shade of meaning. For example, in Su-Sin's description of the raid on Sima
num, the expression ma-da ma-da-bi describes the telTitories surrounding the city 
that were under its control (iv 29), and the same holds for Amar-Sin's claim earlier, 
in the formula for his seventh year, that he defeated Bitum-rabi'um, labru, as well 
as their surrounding territories. 1 Similarly, Ur III texts use mada ON to refer to the 
specific provinces of the state, such as Girsu, Umma, and so on. In administrative 
documents, mad a often means "countryside," as in "the orchard of the estate of 
Amar-Sulgi, in the Isin countryside,'" or refers to small chapels in the Umma prov
ince. 9 As "frontier," mada is an areal concept and must be distinguished from zag, 
"ftontier (line)."10 I should add that these distinctions may not have been apparent 
to all teachers and students in Old Babylonian times and, therefore, some if not all of 
them may have interpreted the CKU usage of mada as the full semantic equivalent 
of Akkadian matum. 

The use of mada as "frontier" is documented in certain literary texts that go 
back to Ur III and somewhat later times; subsequently, semantic leveling with Ak
kadian miltum restricts the range of the term in Sumerian. The best example comes 
from the curse at the end of the Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur, 
486-87, where the storm is beseeched to return home: 

U4 ki-en-gi-ra ba-e-zal-la kur-re he-eb-zal 
U4 ma-da ba-c-zal-la kur-re he-eb-zal 

So that the storm that blew over Sumer should blow over the foreign lands, 
So that the storm that blew over the frontier should blow over the foreign lands! 

This is followed by Tidnum, GlItium, and Ansan; 11 mada here is not a quasi-syn
onym of Sumer; instead, the progression is geographical, from Sumer to the frontier, 
then to the "Amorite" lands on the edge of the eastern frontier, and then on through 
to the large territory of Ansan in the southeast. 

Similarly, in Sulgi Hymn A 45-47: 

anzumukn kur ... bt .. se igi fl"b--gin 7 du10 ... gu IO hu ... mu",su",sll 
uru ma ... da ki gar .. gar ... ra ... gulO ha .... ma ... suB ... sll8 ... ge ... eS ... ~l.ln 
ug sag ... gi6 ... ga us"gin7 lu ... a U6 dulO ... ga ha.-ma.-ab ... dug4 

usage and meaning change over timej for example~ as a logogram in Sm'gonic inscriptions, kalam 
conesponds to Akkadian matum. Jacobsen (1953: 40 n. 47) argued tbat ma-da is to be under· 
stood as "levelland that may be found at the edge of the desert." For a discussion of these terms, 
with somewhat different conclusions, see Limet 1978. 

7. mu damar ... den.zu lugal ... e bf ... tum.-ra ... b(.-umk1 1 ... ab ... ruk1 ma ... da ma ... da ... bi u hu .. lih ... 
nu.-ril.:.i mu ... hul, "The year: King Amar ... Sin destroyed Biturn ... rabi'urn, labru, their surrounding 
territories, as well as Huhnuri/' 

8. '''kiri, e amar-dsul-gi, ma-da is in,'''''' (MVN 18132:5-6; see also BCT 1 1274:5). 
9. es-didli ma-da (Nebraska 37: 1'. iv 12'; Nik 2:236 t ii 23; AnOr 1 88: l' iii 5', et passim); 

see Steinkellet 2007d: 193. 
10. The latter is equivalent to Akkadian pai'<, for wbicb see Cbarpin 2004b: 53-55. 
11. See p. 116 above. 
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Like Anzu, sighting his mountain (lair), I elongated my steps, 
And so the (inhabitants of) the cities I had founded on the frontier stood up for me, 
And the Black-Headed People, numerous as ewes, gazed at me with sweet 

admiration. 

And in Sulgi Hymn C 87-88: 

uru ma~da ki~bala gu ... erim ... ma mu .. da.-gllb ... na..-guIO ... se 
me .. gulO a ... ma .. ru ... kam sag nU'-llm.-S:i .. fb .. en 

When I stand up to the cites of d,e hostile rebel frontier, 
My war (making) is as a flood wave that cannot be withstood! 
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The notion of the frontier is critical for our understanding of salient aspects of the 
Mesopotamian geographical imagination. A frontier is not a line in the sand but 
a liminal zone, an area of multifaceted interactions that can unite as much as it 
separates, and is often the place where new cultural and political orders can estab
lish themselves and gtow, challenging established centers and resisting hegemony 
(House 1980; Lightfoot and Martinez 1995). This fits in perfectly with certain as
pects of the denotation of mada, as we shall presently see. 

Seen in the light of what has been said above, bad mada must be rendered 
as "wall/fortifications (guarding) The Territory/Frontier," but this then leads to the 
question: what is the specific territory that required such protection? 

As it happens, there is some neglected Ur III archival information that might 
shed light on a province or area that was designated, in native tenninology, as mada. 
Two texts from Umma document the existence of an entire dossier of transactions 
concerning the hi ensi ma-da- (ke 4-ne), "representatives of the governors of 'The 
Territory/Frontier.'" The first, and the only dated text, mentions a reed basket with 
accounts of these officials covering the years 1333-45,12 and an undated tag from the 
same city was used to label a basket with similar transactions." Only one text of the 
kind referred to in these tablets has been published to date, and it needs to be cited 
in full (MVN 14 228, collations in MVN 16: 231-34): 14 

1. 348.0.0 se gur 
2. mu i-sa-ri-il<-s<' 
3. kiSib) hi-bi-DIGIR 
4. 2.2.3 dabin gur kisib) der-ra-ul-li 
5. 120.0.0 se gur kisibl di-ni-Ii 
6. 572.0.4 se gur 
7. kiSibl-bi 2-am kiSib) i-~ut-DIGIR 
8. 51.0.3 1 slla 12 gin se gut 
9. kisib) l-li-be-Ii 

12. 1 "'pisag kisibl/dub ensi ma-da (SANTAG 6 20:3). 
13. pisag-dub-ba, kisibl/dub lil ensi ma-da-ke,-ne, I-gal (BRM 3 174:2). 
14. 1 refrain from speculating on the specific nature of the transactions involved, but I doubt 

that tbey have anytbing to do witb the building of the Sulgi fortifications. 
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10, 55,2.5 .5 .IlIa dabin gut 
11. kiSib,-bi 2-am 
12, ki~ib, e~a~ma~lf·il( 
13, [u ensi ka~zal·luki 
14, 3.0.0 se gur kisib, puzur,'ma"ma 
15. 1055.0,0 se gur 
16, kisib,.bi 4·am 
17. kUlib, e"a·ba·ni 
18. 77 ,0.0 se gur 
19. kisib"bi 2",,,n 
20, kisib3 ntHir,dadad 

(line) 
21. III ensi mar·ra·adki 

22. 2,0.0 se gur kiSib, puzur,·sd 
23, Id ur·"EN,ZU ensi drum" 

(line) 
24. su"nfgin 2286.0.0 12 gin lie z{z gur 
25. kiliih,"hi 16-run 
26. kisib, dab,"ba ki lu'giri t7"zal"ta' 
27, ut"dsara.ke, ba.an·dab,' 
28. kiSib3 ld ensi ma.da·ke,"ne 

The last line, "accounts of the representatives of rhe governors of'Tbe Territory/ 
Frontier,'" is the key to our understanding of one particular Ur III usage of the term 
mada, Althoughundated, the document can be assigned to the period covered by the 
reed container with similar accounts. lssariq, the person mentioned in line 2, must 
be the earliest known governor of Kazallu, first attested in the position in 833.3,. 
(YOS 4 75:7), His successor, Kallamu, first appears in 843,2." (PDT 1509:3), and so 
this transaction is probably earlier than that.!S Issariq is followed by three persons; 
the tirst, !;:lib· iii, belongs with the governor: the second, Etta·uIli, is documented in 
another Umma tablet, where he is described as a man working for the governor of 
Kazallu; i6 and in line 13 Ea"malik is specifically described as the man of the governor 
of Kazallu. One may conclude that the wbole section up to line 13 or 14 concerns 
Kazallu and that Din-ili (5), I!!uf"ili (7), and lli"beli (9) are also associated with the 
administration of that city.n Thereupon follow representatives of the governor of 

15. Ur·Su'ena, governor OfUrulU is firsr at rested in 542.7.15 (Ontario 1 12:2). 
16. BPOA 6 1530: 3~4 (538 .. ,.) der.ra·ul~ll, III ensi ka"zal. lub. The rablet bears the seal 

of Erra~ulli and rnav be one of the sealed accounts summarized here. Note that the editors) Marcel 
Sigrist and Tohru Ozaki, recognized the association between the en[ries in the two texts, which 
concern the exact same transaction, providing a date fat the z.,.·fVN documenc, 

17, There 18 a Dan~i1i who appears in Umma texts, known from texts and his seal, as dub~ 
sar. He is first attested in SAT 2 263 (533.7.-). This is undoubtedly not the same person as the 
representative of the governor of Adab in V, ScheH. RA J2 (1915) 164 r. ii I (AS4."."). In this 
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Mal'ad: Ea"bani and Nur-Adad.!S Ur·Sin is otherwise attested as governor of Urum 
in 542,7.15 (Ontario 1 12:2) sometime around AS7,1' so thls would be his earliest 
appearance in the Ur III record, All the identifiable people fit into the time around 
833 or slightly later, and judging by the Erra"ulli entry, it may be dated to 838, 

Seven of the eleven people mentioned here-excluding the officials in charge 
of the transacdons--are from Kazallu, Marad, and Urum, Tbe rest remain uniden
tified at present, and until evidence is uncovered that proves otherwise, one may 
assume, as a working hypothesis, that they also represented the governors ofKazallLl 
or Marad. Should new texts demonsrrate otherwisL~for example, if some of these 
people were linked to Adab--the argument presented here wOllld be invalidated, In 
that case, one would have to render ensi ma"da"ke 4"ne as "governors of various 
provinces;" but in fuel' one would expect something along the lines of ensi ma·da 
ma~da.ke;. ne for such a meaning. 'o 

If my hypothesis is correct, these three records offer proof that there were nu" 
merous emma accounts pertaining to the mada that have not been recovered to 
date and that the MVN text is only one of many transactions from this period that 
concerned these governors, To be sure, there are similar texts from Umma that list 
"accounts" (kisib 3) of governors of dries and provinces of the Ur III srare, includ
ing Adab, Marad, and Kazallu (RA 12 164, AS2,.,-, bricks), or Marad, Babylon, 
Flnunna, Nippur (SNAT 404, ASS.-.", breads and flout), bur sucb texts-and there 
are others of this kind-never mention the "govemors of the mada," 

In light of these f>lCts, tenuous though they may be, one can formulate two alter· 
native hypotheses, both of which are difficult to substantiate: either the bad mada 
was located somewhere in tbe Diyala or even beyond, in tbe areas where 8uIgi was 
engaged in almost constant warfare, or it was located closer home, in a different 
tnada region, 

The Early Ur III Defense Zone 

Although only these fragments of a larger dossier have survived, they do provide 
clues that permit us to narrow down the meaning of a specific area that was desig" 
nated as mada. It clearly denotes the area that included the cities of KazaIJu, Marad, 
and Urum, all of which lay just northwest of Sumer proper, west of Nippur, and just 

text, Adab is foHowed by Marad and KazaIIu, but this order is simply the bal. order for AS 4, as 
documented by the text published by W, W, Halla inJCS 14 (1960) 113:21. 

18. Ea .. bani, who is not to be confused here with the governor of Eres by the same name, is 
the hi ~nsi mor·da" in BIN 5 154:6~8 (536.,.-) and Baby!. 7205:3-4 (536.8.-). It is impossible 
to establish if Puzur .. Mama ends the Kazallu section or begins the part concerning Marad. 

19, YBC 130, wlth a broken date, summarized by A. Goelze (1963: 21). which is most prob· 
ab;y from AS? 

t 20. For a different view of this matterl see now the forthcoming paper by Piotr Steinkeller, 
'Corvee Labor in Ur III Times" [added in proofs]. 
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south of Sippar. KazaUu and Marad were situated south of Kish, on the Abgal cana\, 
northwest and west of Nippur, while Urum was north of the great city, between 
Kutha and Sippar, in the "district of Sin," according to the Ur.NammH "cadastre," 
as demonstrated by Steinkeller (1980: 24-27). After throwing the yoke of Puzur· 
InSuSinak's polity, Ur·Namma proceeded to organize the area as he included ir in 
his state. A record of this activity was probably inscribed on a public stele that has 
not survived, but the text that adorned it was copied in Old Babylonian times and 
is known from two tablets from Nippur known today as The Cadastre Text> of Ur. 
Namma (Kraus 1955; Frayne 1997: 50~56), and this is the composition that describes 
the area in question. Zl 

To understand the military and ideological status of this region in Ur III times, 
one must go back even earlier, to the beginnings of the dynasty, as recounted by its 
founder, Ur-Namma, in the prologue to his "Lau' Code,"" 

u4T ba ak~akki rm'ir--daki ~(l' .. kalki ka~zal .. lukj U mas>gan",bi u~za .. ru"~lmk! 11(~ an ... sa.,.run$i.-u 
nmn-arad he-eb~ak-e a 'nanna [ugal.ga-ta ama.ar.gi,.bl hU·l11u.gar 

Ar that time, by the power of my master Nanna, I liberated i\ksak,13 Marad, Girkal, 
Kaza1lu) their (surrounding) settlements and U~arum) which were all in servitude 
roAnsan. 

This then, hypothetically to be sure, is the military area designated as mada, which 
included Kazallu, Marad, and probably Urum, along with other cities and towns. It is 
curious that Kish, which lay in the middle of this area, is not included in the list, but 
at some point it must have been integrated into the conceptual framework of this ter~ 
ritory. "It is likely that some of the state army was positioned here and that the mada 
was conceived of as axi in-depth defensive line against raids from the highlands, as a 
buffer that srood.behind the first protective areas. In a sense, this is the frontier area 
of the state in the time of Ur· N amma but also throughout most of Sulgi's reign, as . 
we shall presently see. 

On the face of it, it seems unlikely that such an area would function as the 
frontier military staging area for the northwestem part of the Ur III state during the 
reign of SulgL The campaigns that originated there, targeting areas in the highlands, 
would have to be mounted through the Diyala Plain and the break in the Hamrin, 
which is essentially the route of the later Great Khorasan Road, while other armies 
would have marched from or through Susa. It would therefore appear to be more 
likely that the Diyala Plain would he more suited for this role and, indeed, there 

21. There is a new piece of this composition thar will be published by PIO(f Steinkeller. 
22. Code oflJr·NammaA Hi 125,134, C I 1-10 (Roth 1995: 16, Wilcke 2002: 308), collated. 
23. Frayne (1997: 48) and Sallaberger (1999, 134 n. 51) read Lmma, rejecting the reading 

Akliak reported in Steinkeller 1991: 15 n. 1, which was based on my collation of the original 
tablet . 

24. A Drehem account from 543.5.- (Princeron 2 1 iv-r i 2') includes a cluster of governors 
and officials from the same area (Girt.b, Kutha, Kazallu, Klsh, Marad) but without mention of 
mada. The only earlier Lr 111 reference to Kish is CST 45:5 (839.3.-). 
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Fig. 2. The central part of the Vr 111 state: the hypothetical mada of Sulgi's time. 
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is evidence for precisely such a situation in the time beginning with the reign of 
Amar<Sin. But information on earlier Ur III presence and control east of the Tigris 
is neither abundant nor easy to interpret. A closer look at the geographical reality of 
early Ur III times helps to clarify the issue. 

As already noted above, the mada must be associated with the areas described in 
the Ur<Namma cadastre text. The first section of this composition delimits precisely 
the borders of districts belonging to specific towns and their titular deities: Kiritab 
(Numusda), Apiak (Meslamtaea), possibly Urum (Sin), two or three others, and 
then Marad (Lugal<Marada), followed by a fragmentary section with other districts. 
The location of these towns has been the subject of much speculation in the past but 
can now be seen more precisely due to the work of Steven Cole, Hennann Gasche, 
and their collaborators, who have used a broad range of interdisciplinary tools to 
map out the complex and shifting runs of the river system of northern Babylonia in 
the late-third and early<second millennium (Cole and Gasche 1998; Gasche et a1. 
2002). According to their work, as well as that of their predecessors (Carroue 1991: 
123-30; Frayne 1992: 48-51), the branch of the Euphrates (Buranun) that flowed 
through Kish split downstream of the city, with the Abgal flowing from the right, 
running through the territories of Kiritab, Apiak, and Marad; then, around Marad, 
the Me<Enlila watercourse branched off the right side of the Abgal, possibly running 
south to Nippur, Larsa, and beyond (Cole and Gasche 1998: 28-29).25 If this is cor< 
rect, then the first three districts of the Cadastre were located along the Abgal south 
of Kish. The same authors have also reinterpreted the location of the fourth district, 
centered on Urum, which they place farther north, just south of modem Baghdad, 
stretching from the Euphrates to the Tigris, bordering on the place at which the 
Diyala joins the Tigris. 26 

If we combine all of this information, it is highly probable that in the latter part 
of Sulgi's reign the whole area west of N ippur and up to the conjoining of the Tigris 
and the Diyala was designated as mada, "frontier territory." It is equally probable 
that this designation was abandoned when the frontier moved into the Diyala and 
into the highlands in the last years of Sulgi and in subsequent times. This would 
explain why the tax named gun, which was applied to the valleys and highlands 
outside of Babylonia, became gun mada during the reign of Su<Sin, when the fron< 
tier had shifted. 

Piotr Steinkeller (2010) has focused attention on a frontier district just north 
of the region that may have been the mada, south of Sippar on the Arahtum ca< 
nal, that included such places as Dimat-Enlila, Ur<Zababa, Maskan<Amar<Sin, and 
Al-Su<Sin. While Steinkeller suggests that the settling of this region was a state 
undertaking that may have begun already under Ur<Namma, it is possible that the 

25. It must be noted that neither the Abgal nor the Me-Enlila is currently attested in Ur 
III administrative documentsj both make an appearance, however, in the Cadastre Texts of Ur .. 
Namma (Frayne 1997: 51, 53). 

26. Steinkeller (1980) provides a full discussion of Urum but places the district of Sin closer 
to Sippar. 
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development of this agricultural and military area took place only after the construc< 
tionofthe bad mad a and was actually a northern extension of the frontier that took 
place in subseque\:t years. Dimat-Enlila is mentioned for the first time in Sulgi's last 
year (BE 3/2 84, S48.8.<), and the rest of them only appear in the record later, two 
of them founded, as their names indicate, under later kings. The region was already 
fully integrated into the Ur III administration by Amar<Sin's second year, when men 
from the area were included, together with workers from what had been the mada, 
in a large harvesting project that brought together men from different cities and their 
hinterlands, documented in a tablet that was analyzed many years ago by Albrecht 
Goetze (1963) in his classic study of the commanders of the Ur III state (TCL 5 
6041, AS2.<.<). 

Recall that the bad mada was the subject of two consecutive Sulgi year<names, 
years 37 and 38. This was followed by a two<year celebration of the building of Puzris< 
Dagan. This suggests that the two events were linked and that these fortifications 
and the founding of an administrative center for the collection of provincial taxes 
were possibly but part of an elaborate restructuring of the territories and dues of the 
state. This supports my contention that these fortifications were meant to protect 
military staging areas and to provide a central mobilization point for offensive activ< 
ity. Nevertheless, as I have repeatedly asked above, why would one create a military 
zone at some distance from the wars that were taking place in the highlands and from 
the vulnerable Diyala Plain? 

One answer to such a question may lie in the concept of defense<in<depth. The 
term was first developed by Edward Luttwak (1976) in his much<criticized book on 
the grand strategy of the Roman Empire, already referenced in the last chapter. AI< 
though specialists on antiquity have rightly disproved most of his claims on the mat< 
ter, the concept has been adopted in a variety of other contexts, from military and 
peace studies to chess and even computer safety. 27 Dankbaar (1984: 150) defines the 
issue in the following terms, within the context of modem warfare: 

[Alttrition by firepower is achieved not so much by a formidable concentration of 
fire on one zone, but by confronting the attacker with a never .. ending network of 
anti ... tank groups, constantly engaging in smal1 fights, using prepared positions, ani ... 
lidal barriers and natural obstacles, avoiding a big battle, but slowly absorbing the 
attacking fotce. 

Wnile one would not want to project these ideas literally into the past, it is possible 
to modify the notion somewhat and suggest that, in addition to serving as an inland 
mustering area, the mada was also conceived of as a secondary defensive area that 
was designed to repel any infiltrators or attackers who might have managed to skirt 
or penetrate any of the forward defenses on the outer frontier. 

27. For example, C. ]. Mann (1979: 180-81) dismantled Luttwak's claims on Roman de
fense~in~depth in an early review. 
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The Diyala Plain in the Time at Sulgi 

References to the Diyala Plain and to the area immediately outside the Hamrin 
gates only begin to show up in the latter part of .13ulgi 's reign, The lower region of 
the valley in mentioned once in a fragmentary Old Babylonian copy of an Akkadian 
royal inscription, probably from Kutha (Frayne 1997: 14, lines 1'-5', coUated): 

fU 1 r;c1 
.. da.-ba .. an, riS\,bi".i'r~!na! ii in <a)"'lxi~ri ... im, fdl"ma~a"ma, ir~l(.tvun 

He then crossed the Taban watercourse and bunt a rampart in the swamp. 28 

The beginning of the irucription is nO( preserved, but one must assume that it be
longs to the reign of5ulgL It Ls impossible, however, to relate this to any other infor
mation from the time, and therefore this piece of informatiol1 is of little use to the 
historian in irs present form. " 

The main Diyala Plain city that was nearest to the core of the state, ESnunna, is 
fitst documented in 536 (MVN 218:2,536.5,.), and by 545 had a governor whOile 
name was Bamu. 30 Zimudar, even closer to the homeland, is first mentioned in :346 
(UCP 9~2-2 38:3, .1346.3.24), and its status is unclear. It pays taxes, but there is 110 

governor there, nor, it seems, is it under the control of a general as it would be dur
ing the time of .13n.Sln. Most references from this time mention "men" (hi) of the 
city, and it seems to be a small transitional military post during this period. The town 

of ISim.Sulgi, apparently somewhere in the vicinity of Esnunna, is mentioned only 
once during .13ulgi's reign; the first of its many governors, Lugal-pa'e, is documented 
in 548. 3J The same holds true for Garnene and Tabla!a, two Outposts that were al,o 
close by.n Little is known of the area farther east; Maskan-sarrum and Kismar are 
documented together in 545 and 546 in a manner that is difficult to interpret: 

(twelve animals) nig-guc" MAS.EN.KAK lugal" giS-mark II mas-kan.sar~ru.um~· 
ke,-ne (TRU 144:11, 1345,4,27) . 

(twelve animals) n(g-gurL MA13.EN.KAX ki.is·mark" U mas~kan-sar·!U·um ~-ke4~ne 
(MVN 2 99:3-9, 846.4,27) 

28. I take the first verb as a faulty form of eberum. Frayne (1997: 143) understood ir differ· 
ently and translated the passage "and the River Taban he smashed and in a swamp he annihilated 
(theenemy).lI 

29, UnlessJ of course I one accepts the translation offered in the footnote above, Frayne 
(1997: 103) relates this passage to the conquest of Dcr in Sulgi!s twentieth year and connects it 
with a passage in SWgi Hymn C that is difficult to read and requires collation. 

30. PDT 2 1246:3 (845,10,-); more than a year earlier he officiated (glt) over a delivery of 
equids from Elinunna and may have already been governor cl,ere (Princeton 1 51;4, 844.4.·). He 
also appears in the next year in CST 119:4 (546.7.-), but by ~4S.1O.- had been repbced by Kal· 
lamu (alP 115 355(7), who was moved from Kazallu. Kallamu remained at his new post at leasr 
until AS7.7.26 (NATN 453:2). By Ss2 Lugal-kuzu had been posted in Elinunna (Torino 1 72:12, 
8S2.8.6). 

31. A[)CT2 281 (548.8.-). 
32. SACT 165:3, 6 (848.7.22). 
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The two traruactioru are dated one year apart to the day, but the almost identical list 
of animals makes one suspicious that the first tablet has a mistake and that the year 
should be 546 racher than 545. The term nig·gur [I is generally assumed to mean 
"property," although it has been argLled by K. Maekawa (1996) that in some cases it 
mearu, more precisely, "(confiscated) property." However, a survey of the Drehem 
references suggests that it must be some kind of a minor tax on military personnel 
from small outlying places. No one really knows what MA5.EN.KAK, later trans~ 
lated in Akkadian as muSl<knum, really means in this era; perhaps these arc low~status 
bomesteaders in the atea." It is all the more interesting because it is one of only two 
other Cr III occurrences of such people in connection with a specific geographical 
name found in a very similar context from just two years late,,]4 

(animals) udu ba.ug, Sa nig.gurll MAS.EN.KAK me-clur-an" (MVN 15 195:20, 
S 48.6.9) 

The town of Me turan, known from Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian, and later sources, 
has been identified a, Tell Haddad on the Diya!a east of the Hamrin gates (Muhamed 
1992), but it never appears, outside of this passage, in any other Ur III document. 
Kismar and Maskan·sanum, however, became important military centers. Toward 
the end of 846, Isar-ramas, a man who ran affairs in the middle Diyala region for 
years, delivered animals from troops from nearby Abal J5 and then in 847 from the 
"shepherds" (sipa) of Kismar.'" Almost exactly a year later, the same man oversees 
deliveries from a group of shepherds who are listed by name bur without any place
name, hut who are clearly from the same area.37 At least one of them, Sl.A,a, rose to 
become a military officer (nu-banda,) by ASS, as documented ill a text that men
tions lsar-rama~ again and the troops of Aba!." 

Finally, the towns or hamlets of Puttulium and Sabum, which in all probabil
ity lay in the Diyala Plain, make their first appearance in 548 (AUCT 1 743:2,5, 
848.9.19). 

The evidence Ls admittedly quite thin and its interpretation hampered by philo· 
logical uncertainties, but it all points to a weak Ur III presence on the Diyala Plain 

33. See OB Diri Nippur 7:29 (MSL 15 30); OB Diti Nippur 9:22 (MSL 15 32); OB Diri Ox~ 
ford 498 (MSL 15 48); and Aa IJ6 131 (MSL 14 228). This is not the pbce to discuss rhe reading 
and meanings of this difficult Sumerian word; the reading masda is not used here, following the 
stricrures of CiVIl 2008b: 88 n. 195. 

34. Nore a MAS.EN.KA!( named Gtsguga who functions 3S glr, delivering animals left over 
from an accounting of booty from Urbilum in 848. He is described as MA8.EN,KAK IIi l-If-am· 
ra", an otherwise unattesred place·name (Ontario 1 53:20, 848 .•. 20) 

35. ]CS 52 7 6:2-3 (846.9,11). 
36. MVN 13 868:14-15 (S47.7.17). On 1.!or·ratnaS, possibly the govemor of Awnl and Tallil, 

see Steinkeller 1981: 165. 
37. OrsP 18 (1925) p1.5 15 (343,6.26) mentions a number of shepherds under (ugula) 1,01'

ramaS. Among these are !li·tappe, SLA·., and Puzllr-EbilJ (puzut,-a.bHilY), 
38. MVN 15 350 (AS5.9.24). 
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and in the valleys adjacent to the Hamrin to its north prior to the last years of Sulgi. 
The main administrative and military centers for the region still lay close to the 
homeland in places such as ESnunna, ISim-Sulgi, and Zimudar. It seems likely that 
the stabilization of the Hamrin area and the lands beyond took place around 517 
and 848, One must conclude that prior to this the staging areas for major military 
expeditions against Iran had been located within Babylonia itself, possibly in the 
district designated as m ada, The armies from this area may have traversed the un
ruly Diyala Plain on their way to the highlands, or they may have skirred it by the 
piedmont route through Der. Henry Wright, who knows the area well, informs me: 

Armies going from Babylonia into the north-central Zagros valleys would have to 
proceed either northeast up the pass above Sar-i Pol-i Dokhtar, then southeast into 
the Islamabad atea, or north up the Diyala and into the Sanandaj Area or southeast 
into the Mah-I Dasht and the Kermanshah Area. Once in either of these places, 
they would be in a sedes of large inter-connected north.eent!])1 Zagros valleys, It Is 
diffteult, however, to go from these valleys southwestwards over the high and altnost 
continuous mass of Kabir Kuh and get to the foothill region and Sasiana. Alterna
tively, if they were going toward SaBlana and the southern Zagros, they would have 
to go southeastwards to Der, and from there to Su.siana and even beyond towards 
Ansan. 'J') Once could, of course do a looPl moving directly via the plain of Ru .. 
mlshgan into the Saimarreh (upper Karkheh) or more circuitously via Nehavand 
and Khorramabad and into Susiana, retuming to Mesopotamia via Der. There wete 
routt'",,> marked by settlements in Uruk and Early Dynastic times~ and groups of no ... 
mads and traders with goods had been ttaveling them fot centuries. However I do 
not know of an account of any army doing this before Hellenistic. times. 

I should alse note that the general area that was considered to be mada at the 
time of Sulgi, which needs to be studied in full, was a trouble spot that created prob
lems for various rulers in third- and second-millennium Mesopotamia. When Rimus 
ascended to the throne of Akkad, he had to put down a massive rebellion in Sumer. 
No sooner had he quelled this uprising. when "thereupon, on his return, Kazallu 
revolted. (RimuS) vanquished it and slew 12,052 metl inside Kazallu. He took 5,862 
prisoners and captured Asared, ruler of Kazallu, and tore down its (city) wall.";o 
The area in question was also part of the "great revolt" against Naram-Sin, which 
included the cities of Kish, Kutha, llwe, Sippar, Kazallu, Kiritab, and Aptuk, as well 
as Dilbat, Sippar, and Borsippa. 41 Centuries later, Hammurabi faced a conspiracy at 
Kazallu and its countryside, which at that time was named MutiabaL After discover
ing that their elites wei'e plotting with the ruler of Ham, he destroyed the city and 
deported its inhabitants to Babylon (Van De Mieroop 2005: 118-19). The punish-

39, On rhe importance ofDer (Tell 'Aqar) and the roads that passed through It, see Postgate 
and Mattila 2004: 24C and now Frahm 2009: 51. Det figures prominently in the Ur III messenger 
texts fr01n Urusagrig (personal communkatlOUt courtesy of David 1. Owen), 

40, RimusE2,U,4: 44-63 (Frayne 1993: 48). 
41. Narum·Sin E2,L4,6: i' 14'-20' (Frayne 1993: 104) and passim, 
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ment was apparently not severe enough, because Kazallu rebelled soon thereafter 
gainst his son Samsu~iluna. These are some of the more dramatic moments in the 
~ong history of Kazallu and its environs, but they are important because they signal 
the long-term strategic importance of a town that plays an important role in CKU. 

The bad mada and BaJ..igihu'I'saga 

If one accepts the information gathered above pertaining to an area designated 
as mada, then it is possible to go further and hypothesize that this provides some 
evidence on the location of the bad mada that is known from Ur III year-names. 
But once again, one must stress that this na~e never appears in the CKU. The only 
mention of any sizable fortifications in the Sulgi correspondence is found in letters 
Pu~l (13) and 8Pu1 (14), an exchange between the king and an officer by the name 
ofPuzur-Sulgi or Puzur-Numusda, Is it possible that the subject of these letters is the 
bad mada commemorated in Sulgl's thirty-seventh year-name? Many seem to think 
that this is indeed the case (Witeke 1969: 1; Sallaberger 2007: 445; 2009). If we as
sume that these letters do indeed refer to the bad mada, then, in light of the argu
ments laid out above, the puzur-Sulgi works should be localized somewhere within 
or on the perimeter of the defensive zone of Urum, Marad, and Kazallu; but here 
we mOve from hypothesis to conjecture. None of these cities is mentioned in the 
correspondence, and the officer in charge is the commander of a place named bad
(igi)-hur-sag-ga, which is unattested anywhere in the literary or documentary re
cord outside of the CKU, As he addresses his master, he states (PuSl: 6-8 [13]): "My 
king, for the well-being of the army and his country has built the great fortifications 
of Igihursaga against the vile enemy for the sake of his people and his country." 

There are two ways of understanding the toponym or descriptive phrase bad 
igi hur-sag-ga: one can take it literally and translate it "fortification(s) facing the 
mountains" or "fortification{s) facing Hursag."" Most scholars have preferred the 
first solution, but Douglas Frayne (1992: 19) has observed that the Ur-Namma cadas
tre text mentioned a place, or geographical feature, named an·za-gar hur-sag-ga, 
"tower of the Hursag," and linked it to the subject of the CKU letter; the use of 
hursag fits well with Heimpel's definition cited in the last footnote, Frayne's felici
tous discovery provides a reasonable, if not absolutely convincing, reason to place 
Bad-igihursaga within the defensive zone of the mada, although his conclusion has 
been contested (Huber 2001: 193). Therefore, in light of this, unless theCKU mate
rial concerning the issue is pure fabtication, one may think of Bad-igihursaga as a fort 
that anchored the "wall" of bad mada, 

42. This is generally taken to refer to the mountains to the northeast of Sumer. On the in-
terpretation of hu[sag as Hmountain rangeJ hills," see now SteinkeUer 2007b, Heimpel (2009b~ 
26 n, 3) has taken this interpretation further and states that it designated Hanything that was not 
flat alluvium or a hill created by a ruined settlement.>! The references to the use of the phrase igi 

hur·sag.ga are collected in Appendix C below, 
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The Officials of the Puzur-Sulgi Correspondence 

At this point, we must take a closer look at the people and places that are men
tioned in CKU letter PuSI (13) and attempt to harmonize this information with the 
archival record ofUr III times. From the prosopographic point of view, this epistle is 
the most rroubling one in CKU. In contrast to most of the other items of cl:!e royal 
correspondence, none of the officials mentioned in the letter from Puzur-Sulgi to 
Sulgi, including the writer himself, can be identified in Ur [[[ documents, and their 
respective areas of responsibility do not correspond to anything that we can find in 
the surviving texts of the time. To add to this, there was clearly a good degree of 
confusion in the transmission of the passage that corresponds to lines 15-22 of the 
reconstructed text: no two manuscripts contain the same line order, and there are 
significant variants in the names. 

Puzur-Su!gi 

The name of the writer is not without problems, as there is some textual confu
sion between the governor of Bad-Igihursaga (PuSl [13], SPul [14]) and the gover
nor of Kazallu who is one of Ibbi-Sin's correspondents (Pulbl [23] and IbPul [24]), If 
we tabulate the different names of the two ofticers who exchanged letters with Sulgl 
and Ibbi-Sin, with reference to the sigla designating the various manuscripts of the 
composition, the problems of textual transmission become evident:"' 

PuSl SPul PuIb1 IbPu1 

Puzur-5ulgi Nl,Xl XI, X3, X4 Uri, Ur2, Xl XI 

Puzur-Numusda N4 N5, N8, N9 N2 

Puzur-Marduk Kil 

The name Puzur-Numusda occurs onlv once attested in Ur !II sources; 44 the variant 
Puzur-Marduk is clearly an editorial anachronism that requires no comment. How
ever, the name Puzur-Sulgi is documented in tablets from Drehem, Girsu, Ur, and 
Nippur, ranging in date from S41 to ISI4. Two different persons are identified by pro
fessional designation: a lu g;!tukul (MVN 17 135:8, messenger text, no year-name) 
and a sar-ra-ab-du, son of Abi;a (MVN 8 207:rev. 4' and seal, IS2.12.12).45 Other 
messenger texts may contain references to the former, namely, RTC 388:3; MVN .5 
250:24; DAS 144:3; and Nisaba 3 2 32:8. There was also another Puzur-Sulgi, active 
at least between A88 and SS3, who was identified twice as the son of the general 
Hasib-atal, an officer who was stationed in Arrapha (]CS 31 166A:2; CT 3236: ii 

43. The lertel' and numbers refer to rhe individual manusctipts of the composition, defined 
in the edition below. 

44. AUCT 1 294:3, a fragmentary document ftom Umma; date broken. 
45. I C2"not offer translations of these designations, alrhough the funnet dearly has military 

connotations and the larrer "may be involved wirh surveying and agricultural work" (CAD Sill 
67, sub Jarrabt£!). 
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8). Much lower on the social ladder was sOll3eone by that name whose seal, dedicated 
to a certain [bani, is attested at Nippur in S83, if the reading of the name is correct 
(TMHnf In 76) 

In addition, there Jlre other attestations of one or more Puzur-Sulgi's in Drehem texts 
from the reign of Sulgi, beginning with year 41, but it is impossible to determine the 
exact tide or function of any of them: 

Nisaba 8 172:5 

OlP 115 151:8 

PDT 186:10 

5A39:1 

Nil" 2523:10 

541.7.22 
54353 

543.6.14 
543.9.00 

544.-.-

The contexts and dates strongly suggest that this is one and the same person and that 
he was part of the military establishment. 

Whatever the origins of the letter, the passage that contains the names of officers 
in charge of segments of the fortification looks suspiciously as if it had been redacted 
with school tlJathemalical exercises in mind. All of this is presented in detail in the 
edition of PuSl (13), but the composite text for lines 15-21 is reprised here for ease 
of discussion: 

15. nam 'puzur4-dnu-ml1s-da ensi ul,-lum-TUR.RA k' 

16, ninnu nindan uS sag ba-ab-gfd murub,-ba itn-ma-an-ri 
17. nam Ilugal-me-lam sabra illsegs-Segs 
18. (a nindan us-ni ha-ni-dar-dar 
19. nam lka-ku-ga-ni ensi ma-da murubf' 
20. 35 nindan uS gaba dut-bi ba-gul-glll 
21. nam lta-ki-U-l-lf-su ku-gal (d ab-gal u fdme_den_lfl_la 

22. nimin nindan us-ni gur ugu-bi-~e nu-ub-gar 

"In the sector under the responsibility of Puzur-NumuSda, governor of Ullum
;;e\}rum, l'a 300 m. section had sagged and collapsed in the middle; "in the sector 
under the responsibility of Lugal-melam, the ovetseer of the Se~ektum canal, 18 30 
m. of his section can be breached; lOin the sect.or under the responsibility of Kaku
gani, governor of the Inland territory, 20a 210 ffi. section, its face and based are dam .. 
aged, "(and) in the part under the responsibility of Takil-ilisu, canal inspector of 
the Abgal and Me-Enlila waterways, "240 m. of his section does not have its perimeter 
laid out yet. 

Puzur-Numusda, Governor (ens!) of Ullum-~ehrurn (line 15) 

This name, wbich only occurs in the solitary Nippur manuscript for this line 
(Nl), is rare; ind<:ed, It occurs only once in Ur III times, as already noted above. All 
the other sources have different names, which are also relatively rare, or even non
existent, in Ur III: 
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Sll-Marduk (Kil) Unattested in Ur Ill, the name of Marduk is clearly an anachro
nism here. The satne manuscript u~es the name Puzuf,Marduk 
for the sender of rhe letter. 

Sll-Numu~da (X2) Only two people are known by this name: one at Umrna,46 and 
a bodyguard (aga-tis) documented In a Drehcm text." 

Su-N unu (Xl) There are five examples of this name in Ur 1Il, but 'lone of them 
is even rernotely related to the functionary in the letter, ill 

The place name Ullum-~ebrum is attested in a variety of spellings from the Old 
Akkadian texts through Old Babylonian lexical lists; the first sign is variously writ
ten bU, bi!, bU, and 1114' and the last patt is either TUR or TUR.RA. n1ere was 
also a Billllm (known already from Early Dynastic sources) and a Billum-rabiuru. 
The various spellings of this place-name are collected by Steinkeller (1986: 35). 
The reading ul, rather than g(r is based on the gloss ul in MSL 11 p. 16 (McEwan 
1980: 159). Although it is impossible at present to identify the place-name, it was 
definitely located in northern Babylonia. If one assumes that Billum, Billum-~e\:)tum, 
and Billum-rabium were located in proximity to one another, then the listing of 
bil-lum in line 165 of the ED geographical list from Ebla and Abu Salabikh in the 
section dealing with northern Babylonia (Steinkeller 1986: 35; Fmyne 1992: 19~·20) 
provide, evidence on the matter. Two Old Akkadian references to Billum-~e\:)rum 
(MAD 569: ii 8') and to Billl1m-rabillm (MAD 5101: ii' 14) eOme from "Umm-el
JTr," on which see Gelb's comments in MAD 5. Althougb the provenance of tablets 
that have been described as coming fTOm this place is somewhat problematical, they 
are all from northern Babylonia, close to Kish. Frayne (1992: 19), moreover, points 
to the presence of an <,-dufU, i-bil-lum, "Hamlet of Ibillum," in the cadastre text, 
right after an-za-g,n hur-sag-ga, "The Tower of Hursag," which supports the ge
ography of the letter but suggests the reading BllIum fat the place-name. 

Lugal-roelam, Overseer (~abra) of the Sessektum Canal 

In contrast to ·the other personal names discussed here, there are almost 280 
examples of this name in Ur III texts, although not one of them can be connected 
with the individual mentioned in the Puwr-Sulgiletter. 

The waterway is not attested in a single Mesopotamian administrative text, and 
even the reading of the name is uncertain. Lexical texts provide information on a 
reading selig, for the sign URUxTU as well as (}ISGALxTU (also EZENxTU and 
KAxTU). Thus Proto-Ea 544 (MSL 14 53) has the readings Si-ig and si-ig, a tradi
tion repeated in the later lexical texts; the Akkadian glosses indicate the meaning 
saqummatum, "silence" (e.g., Aa VI/4 45-46 [MSL 14442]; Reciprocal Ea Tablet A 
191 [MSL 14 528]). All of this is somewhat confusing. The Standard Babylonian 
versions of HAR-ra XXII and Diri III provide the most direct evidence: 

46. ErN 5298:6 (A87.8.3); MVN 14573:8 (A88.11.2), MVN 20 46:4; MVN 20 57:4, both 
with date brokclL 

47. BOAlvl2 34 86:41 (852.7.29). 
48. CST 263 r. iii 7 (AS6.1.., Oil',\I); Princeton I 7 (S81.5.8, Drehem); RA32 190:7 (889.-.-, 

provo udm.); SAT 3 1952:2 (lS2.Z.-, Dtehem); YOS 4 35 (182.12.-, provo unkn.). 
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The earlier documentation is somewhat more complicated. The entry does not seem 
to be attested in the preserved part of the "forerunners" to Hh XXII. There is an 
entry in the Ugatit vetsion that may shed light on the Emar and Nippur redactions: 

"'sig-sig""'~ zj.ni.ki (Hh XX-XXI! Ras Shamra. A iii rev. 15 [MSL 11 46]), which 
corresponds to: 
"SALSILA,-s ig ls-me-e-ru, (Hh XX-XXI! Emar [Arnaud, Emar V\.4 148J 
"SALSILA,-slg (Hh XX~XXII Nippur F 333 [MSL 11106]) 

If SAL.S1LA,-sig is another writing of the same watercourse name, then line 5 of 
the third kirugu of lSbi-Erra Hymn B is the only other Old Babylonian literary text 
in which it occurs (collated): 

"buranun-na "!dlgna "'SAL.SILAt-sig ld_kisk. zag-bt im-ml-in-gll, 
He found nourishment on the banks of the Euphrates, Tlgrls, Sigslg', and Klsh 
watercourses. 

Jacobsen (1960: 478) identified id-SAL.SII.A,-sig as the Sumerian writIng of the 
Ismnitum canal, which branched off fi'om the Euphrates north of Nippur, an inter
pretation that was followed by CAD If] 197 and by Frayne (1992: 39). nle lexical 
enrry cited in CAD, which is one of the two data items that constitute the main basis 
for this identification, is now read as Ud-x.x] ki-en· gi (ki-ur i'l i-ii,,-ni-' tum' (Hh 
XXII 4 ii 16' [MSL 11 25]). The other is a Sultantepe bilingual. This identification, 
which now has no solid basis, is also not supported by any archival evidence. The 
other is a bilingual hymn to Ninisina, KAR 6 15 and duplicates, recently reedited, 
with new copies and an Old Babylonian manuscript, by K. Wagensonner (2008: 
281). In the Assur version, from the 10th or 11th century, id ("SAL.S1LA,-sig.a is 
translated as i-na i-si-ni-ti (VAT 9304 [KAR 16]: 15). The earlier version does not 
preserve these signs. Could SAL.SILA. have been read as sig.l~eg, in the literary 
mode? Whatever may have been the case, the identification of this Sumerian name 
with the Isinnitum i;tentative at best and is not supported by any archival evidence. 

The Isin canal is attested as i-si-nu in the ED LON (Frayne 1992: 39) and in 
Cr III texts as (d-i-si-inM-(na) (ROTC 2 270). It is therefore possible that these 
entl'ies represent a separate manuscript tradition of the lexical text and that they 
stand for the k1seg"seg,". This is far from certain, howevel', and the information on 
this watel'course name remains highly unclear, the fact that it is known primarily 
from the lexical tradition suggests that the CKU reference is spurious. 

Finally, the use of the title sabra for the overseer of a waterway is also unknown 
in Ur III times, and in this letter it looks suspiciously like a back-translation from the 
title Ka.pir narim, "governor of the river {system)," known primarily from Old Baby
lonian sources. 
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Kakugani, Governor of the "Inland" (murub.) Territory 

There atc at least thirteen attestations of this personal name, from 848 (\l;?MAH 
176: iii 4) to 151 (Anal' 45 60: r. iv 14), mostlv from Girsu but also once from Umma 
and once ffOm Nippur. None of these refere;'ces provides any information on the 
function of these individuals. 

The geographical designation ma-da murub/, is not attested in any text other 
than this one and Sa8ul:21 (letter 19). The only similar usage is found in a year
name of Sin-iddinam of Larsa: mu ia_ab_ra_atki UTU mutub, lIfu-didli ba-an
tuku/dab" "The year: Iabrat, (its) centml ciry, and various surrounding settlements 
were taken" (Goetze 1950: 97-98). In the present letter, the term has to refer to an 
area within the military zone discussed above; in the Sarrum-bani missive, it has (.0 

refer to an area in the Diyala Plain or its surroundings. In all likelihood, this is to be 
interpreted as "central region," or simply "inland," and not as a specific toponym. 

Takil-ilissu, the Canal Inspector (kil.-gal) of the Abgal 
and Me-Enlila Waterways 

There are only two attested occurrences of this personal name in Ur III docu
ments: in a court protocol from Umma from the time of Amar-Sin (SNAT 3 73:19), 49 

and in a seal inscription dedicated to Ibbi,Sin by the geneml Takil-iltssu, impressed 
on a tablet from Garsana (C[JSAS 3 525, IS2.i.2). The interpretation of the name 
is uncertain, as discussed recently by Hilgert (2002: 485-86). Only three sources for 
PuSl preserve the name in full: one uses the modernized Old Babylonian wdting 
(Kil), but Xl has ta-b-i/.-l·/:{-i~-su, while X4 uses ta-/,i·i!-l-li-su. 'There was clearlv a 
tradition that preserved a garbled version of an earlier writing convention or ~t
tempted to archaize the name.' 

The waterways are not attested in Ur III adminisrrative texts, although they 
are already known from Old Akkadian documents and from the Cadastre Texts of 
[Jr-Namma. The combination of the two suggests that an area around Marad is the 
subject of chis official. 50 Moreover, both canal names were familiar to persons living 
in Old Babylonian times. 

The Fortifications of the Pw:;ur-Sulgi Letter 

Complex as this presentation of the facts has been, dle analysis of geographic 
data from the PuSl letter confirms only that the location of the Sulgl fortifications 
conforms reasonably welJ to information gleaned f!'Om other sources. Unfottunately, 
this only confinns that the author or successive redactors of the composition were 
aware of the lexical tradition and of the geographical reality of a specific part of 
Babylonia. 

49. See WHcke 1991. 
50. On the location of these waterways, see p. 132 above. 
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Whatever its origins and redactional history, neither of which can be traced at 
the present time, the letter PuS! (13) is part of the core ofCKU. The reply from the 
king, SPul (14), however, is not, and is attested only in two different OB versiofl1l 
on tablers of unknown origin and in a bilingual Middle Babylonian tablet from Susa 
that has been iilrther redacted. The letter begins with the king's highly rhetorical 
explanation of his reasons for building Bad-Igihursaga, and these are couched in 
language more familiar from hymns than from epistolary works. What follows seems 
to have been adapted from the Su.Sin correspondence, including anachronistic ref
erences to Lu-Nanna, the governor of the province of Zimudar. There can be little 
doubt that letter 14 of CKU (SPu1) is a post-Ur III fabrication tllat was concocted, 
possibly in northern Babylonia, to create a symmetrical pail' with PuSl (13). By 
chance, it survived in the periphery long after the rest of the royal correspondence 
was deleted from the literary tradition. 

This survey has marshaled quite a bit of factual information, but it fails to answer 
dle main historical questions that come to mind, namely, does the narrative ofletters 
PuS! (13) and SPu! (4) in any way deal with matters surrounding the construc
tion or maintenance of the bad mada that we know from the Sulgi year-names? 
The general geographical context points in tllat direction, but that is all. I therefore 
provisionally connect Bad-Igihursaga with part of the bad mada, as earlier authors 
have already.done, even if I remain agnostic about the historical vemcity of parts 
of the Puzur-Sulgi letter, But even if the bad mada is the subject of these epistles, 
the affairs described in PuS 1 (13) concern small local issues and not any large-scale 
defensive wall or line of forts. If these pieces are part of the bad mada, they are only 
small elements of a construction massive enough to warrant commemoration in two 
successive year-names. The letter, whatever its evidentiary status, implies that the 
"wall" is something that could be measured linearly, so it was not perceived as a line 
of forts but as an actual wall. One must keep in mind, however, that if we add up all 
the numbers in this letter, the deteriorating sections enumerated in PuS! altogether 
amount to 130 nindan, approximately 780 meters, and therefore this is but one 
small part of a larger construction. 

The Fortifications 

TIlere is not a shred of contemporary Ur III evidence concerning the purpose of 
Sulgi's fortifications. Ali the surviving information on military activities places war
fare far from the homeland and not on its doorstep, but if I am right about the fact 
tlmt the Diyala was not under full Ur III control until very late in Sulgl's reign, then 
the location of dle staging area in the environs of Kazallu and east to the TIgris may 
be less surprising. Some historians have asserted that it was built against Amorite 
invaders, but this is merely a supposition that 12.rojects their interpretation ofSu-Sin's 
constructions into the time of SuIgi. The PuSI (13) letter is no more informative, 
because it refers to enemies in a generic manner, without identifying the source of 
the danger that is apparently at the gate.s. The answer from Sulgi (SPul, 14) does 
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implicate the Amorites, but it is dearly spurious, as the reference to the Amorites is 
a paraphrase of a similar passage from the Su-Sin correspondence; this passage will 
be cited below. 

Recall that the bad mada was the subject of two consecutive Sulgi year-names, 
years 37 and 38. This was followed by a two-year celebration of the building of PuzriS
Dagan. Earlier, I suggested that the two events wete linked and that these fortifica
tions and the founding of an administrative center for the collection of provincial 
taxes were possibly but part of an elaborate restructuring of the territories and dues 
of the state. This would support my contention that these fortifications were meant 
to protect military staging areas and to provide a central mobilization point for of
fensive activity. 

Muriq-Tidnim 

If the Ur III sources are silent on dle reasons why the SUlgi fortifications were 
constructed, the purpose of the later Muriq-Tidnim is seemingly well documented. 
First and foremost, there is the very name itself, "The One That Keeps the Tid
num at a Distance," and second, there is the Su-Sin inscription, cited on p. 124 
above, commemorating the rebuilding of the temple of Sara in Umma "when he 
had built the wall against the Amorites Muriq-Tidnim and turned back the incur
sions of the Amorites to their territories." As far as the CKU is concerned, the letter 
from Sarrum-bani to the king sets out the motivations behind the work simply and 
directly (SaSul:1-7 [18]): 

1 Speak to Su-Sin, my king: 'saying (rhe words of) the prefect Sarrum-bani, your 
servant: 

3 You COmtnissLO!fcd me to can')' out construction on the great fortifications (bad 
gal) of Mutiq-Tldnim 'and presented your views ro me as follows: "The Amorires 
have repeatedly raided the frontier territory." 7 You commanded me 5 [Q rebUild [he 
fortifications~ to cut off their access, 6-7 and thus to prevent them from repeatedly 
overwhelmil1g the fields through a breach (in the defenses) between [he 'ngrl' and 
Euphrates. 

Sarrum-bani continues his narrative with the following information (SaSul:1l-17 
[18]): 

II When I had been working on the fortifications that [hen measured 26 dana (269 
kin,), 12 after having reached (the area) between the two mountain ranges} lJ the 
Amorite camped in the mountains turned his attenrion to my building activities. 
14 (The leader of) Simunun came to his aid, and U he went out against ine between 
the mountain ranges of Ebih to do battle. 16 And therefore I, even thollgh 1 could not 
spare corvee workers (for lighting), 17 went Ollt to confront him in battle. 

In this manner, the literary correspondence unequivocally insists that the main pur
pose of the fortifications was to keep hostile Amorites away from the homeland of 
the Ur III kings. In this epistolary world the massive works were a patent failure, 
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since a dozen or so years later a man by the name of ISbi-Erra was writing to Ibbi-Sin, 
Su-Sin's successor on the throne (l8Ib1:7-12 [21]): 

1Woro fu'lving reached me that hostile A1110rircs had entered your frontier territorYJ 
'I proceeded to deliver all the grain-~72,OOO kor~into (the city of) Isin. 9 But now 
all the Amorites have entered the homeland, 10 and have captured all the great store
houses, one by one. II BecallSe of (these) Amorites I cannot hand over the grain for 
threshing; 11 they are too S[rong for me, and I am made to stay put. 

nre infOlmation cited here seems to leave no doubt: early in the time of Su-Sin, the 
state faced a serious danger from a group, or groups, of Amorites identifi.ed as belong
ing to the Tidnum, an incipient statc, ethnic group, or confederation. Moreover, the 
menace was so seriotls that it required an enormous expenditure of treasure and labor, 
including a line of fortifications at least 300 kilometers long, perhaps as kmg as 500 
kilo~eters. Who, then, were these Amorites, and were they really so threatening 
that Su-Sin's administration was fotced to build what may have been, potentially, 
the longest military construction cteated in the ancient world? In the previous chap
ter, I argued that the Amorite problem on the eastern frontier was mostly limited 
to low-level hostilities and did not pose a serious threat to the Ur III state. Should 
we therefore take the name of the fortifications at face value, or is it possible that it 
was purposely misleading, and that they were constructed for offensive, rather than 
defensive purposes? 

With little else to go on, we must tum to the evidence of the Sn-Sin corre
spondence and, as with the other CKU compositions, confront it with information 
contained in the available documentary record. Rather than criticize previous local
izations and explanations of the construction, I will simply build my own argument, 
relying on my own interpretation of the sources. 

According to SaSul (18), the king has commissioned the author, named Sarmm
bani, to build Muriq-Tidnim and, at the time of his writing, the fortifications had 
reached the territory of Zimudar in the Diyala region, a place under the control of 
the governor Lu-:Kanna. In his reply (SuSal [19]), the king admonishes Sarrum-bani 
and telieves him oHtis duties, replacing him with his ovm uncle BabatL Felicitously, 
all three officials are well documented in Ur III texts in a manner that conforms to 

the image found in the royal correspondence. 

Sarrum-bani 

The name Sanum-hani appears more than a hundred times in Ur III texts from 
Drehem, Gil'su, Umma, and :Kippur, and it can be demonstrated that a number of 
different individuals ate involved, from a messenger (sukkal) to a kennel master 
(sipa ur-ra), As already obsetved by A. Goetze (1963, 16), one of these was a high
ranking military official who held the tanlc of sakkana, "getleral." He is designated 
by this title only twice in texts fromAS7.1.20 (Nisaba8161:2) and in 8S1.10.- (TEL 
61:9), but there can be little doubt that he held a high military rank much earlier, 
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and his high status is reflected in the fact that he married a princess of the realm," 
He first appears in Drehem tablets from the last six years of Sulgi's reign, and even 
though he is without overt title, the company he keeps in these accounts strongly 
suggests that he was already part of the highest ranks of the military, perhaps even 
already a general. His importance at this time is documented on a tablet that was 
made out when the king and queen, together with their closest entourage, dined at 
his estate, 52 He kept his military title when he also assumed the role of governor of 
Apiak in the northern defensive zone; he is attested in this position from AS5,3 .• 
through AS8,1,29, but using other sources one can pin down his tenure more pre. 
cisely. Although the city had a governor as early as S31 (OIP 115 17: 8). only two 
name" of such officials are known: 

Su-Tirum 

Sarrurn.banl 

SAT 2 785, 5 
OrSP 47/980,10 
OlP 121587,8 
]CS 17 21 
UDT 128, 5 

AS4,4.30 
AS4,9,. 
AS5.3.
AS7r .... ~ 
AS8,1.29 

This narrows the time of his appointment at Apiak to some moment between the 
ninth month of AS4 and the third month of the following year, How long he re
mained at the post after the (,ighth year of Amar-Sin is unknown; the only gov· 
ernor of the city known by name after this is none other than Babati. whose seal 
inscription, which will be discussed below, includes the title: it is tirst documented 
on SS3.1O, •. In CKU, Sarrllm-bani bears the title gal-zu unkena, "prefect." 

Sarrum.bani continued his career throughout the reign ofSu-Sin, A possible ref
erence to his estate and, therefore, presumably to his death or disfavor is documented 
in the very beginning of the first year of Ibbi·Sin's reign (AUCT 1 53:3, lS1.2,7), 

According to the Su,Sin correspondence, Sarrum-bani sought assistance ftom 
another officer, Lu.Nanna, who is described as the governor of the territory of 
Zimudar." 

Lu-Nanna 

The name Lu-Nanna is common, and this complicates the study of the man's 
career; moreover, there may have been two or more generals by this name. Com· 
manders named IA·Nanna are attested in texts from S46 through AS3; a Lu·Nanna 
is twice describ(.x\ as general of the town ofNagsu, which was located in the province 
ofUmma (TIM 6 36:5 [S 46.3,.] and TCL 2 5488:7 [546.4,·]),54 A general Lu· Nanna 

51. An unnamed wife (dam) of o3arnlm-bani appears in a list of princesses (dumu-munu, 
lugal) in CTMMA 1 17,44 (AS4,7.·); one assumes that this is rhe officer under discussion here, 

52. This tablet, which was once in rhe USA and was published on rhe Internet. is nOW in 
, the Or.tianu, Stiftung in Germany and will be published soon by Konrad Yolk; see Yolk 2004, 
'The dare fonnula is broken. but it is undmlbtedly one ofSulgi's last years, 

53, For previous discussions of this official, see Ooetze 1963: 16-17. Lieberman 1968-69: 
59-60. Owen 1973: 136, and Michalowski 1978.: 34-49, 

54. The reading of the first sign, NAG, is uncertain in this name. For its location on the 
lturungal canal, see Steinkeller 2001. 
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is mentioned in texts from Umma (SAT 2 601:5 [S48 ' 1..]), Girsu (HLC 221:13, DAS 
179:17, TCTI 11021+1022: v 28', RA 19 4018:10, WMAH 284: rev, iii' 12', all un
dated), and Ur (UET 3 1770:4', date broken), Although no one can say for certain, 
it is likely that all of these references-the dated ones cover only six years--refer to 
the same individual. 

After a hiatus of approximately six years, beginning with the first year of Su.Sin, 
there is evidence for a Lu·Nanna serving as general of Zimudar. in the Diyala, where 
he remained for at least eight years., His tenure there continued into the early part 
oflbbi-Sin's reign: in lS2, he is one of the officials in charge of delivering taxes from 
the Diyala region (CT 32 19 iii 1,26, lS2,4,29), 55 In Ur III texts, he is always a com· 
mnnder (sakknna) of Zimudar, while in CKU letters he is a governor (ensi) of the 
province. The only imprint of his seal, preserved on a fragmentary envelope from 
Nippur published by David 1. Owen, reads (NATN 776 [851.-,.]): 

[tlFsu ' .. den,zu 

lugal kal-go 
lugal uri,".ma 
lugal an.ub-'da' limmu,-ba 
lu.d[nannal 
tsakkana 1 

zl-' mu' .[da""l 
arad-[zu] 

o Su.Sin, mighty king, king of Cr, king of the four corners of the universe, Lu
Nanna, commander of Zimudat, is your servant. 

In one receipt from Ur, his dues are delivered "in the town of Sulgi.Nanna, on the 
banks of the Diyala,"56 A document from Nippur demonstrates that his son was 
also involved with matters in the Diyala region (NRVN 1 176, lS2), The tablet is a 
simple loan of grain, to be repaid after the harve~t, and the borrower, Ennam.Sulgi, 
is to pay back the loan in mnunna, From the seal impression on the tablet we learn 
that Ennam-Sulgi was the son of the general Lu.Nanna, 

The third individual mentioned in the Su·Sin correspondence is named Babati, 
and he is likewise welllcnown from the Ur III record. 

Babati 

The Bobati of the royal correspondence is the brother of Queen Abi.simtl and 
uncle of King Su.Sin; of this there can be no doubt, However, the Ur III arch ives 
document the activities of a number of people named Babati, and it is difficult to 
distinguish which person appears in each document, There were Babatis in Girsu 
and Umma, including an envoy (suklcal) and a bodyguard (aga-us). but thequeen's 
brother may also have been involved with certain matters in these provinces, 

55, UET 375:2--3 (5S1.1 .• ); ASI4 1402:2 (o3S8.5.19); PDT 1170:4 (d,b" o3S); UTI 6 3800: 
it 15' (d.b! "treasury" text, Ss or early IS). 

56, h J!ul.gi.'nanna, gil "dur·til (UET 3 75:6-7. o3Sl.l.-), 
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The main sources of information on our man come [TOm the Drehem archives, 
but even here it is difficult to unravel the documentation pertaining co this particu
lar Babati as distinguished from the work of a bureaucrat (dub-sar) who l' well at
tested throughout the reigns of Amar-Sin and Su-Sin. The dignitary who holds our 
imerest first appears in the third month of Amar-Sin's third year, described as "the 
Queen's brother" (ses eres, BCT 1 126: 4, AS3.3.3.l9). His exact function at this 
time is difficult co ascertain, but he may have heen serving in the military, possibly 
even with the rank of captain (nu-banda,) or general (sakkana). One may draw 
this conclusion from a passage in a receipt dated AS5.1.23 (jCS 23 113 23:8-15) in 
which he is listed as delivering one lamb in the company of officers of the army, Nir
idagal, lliar-ramas, Murhigaba, Ur-Eana, Huba'a, and Ur·mes, as well as the governor 
of Umsagrig. Just four months later, he appears, once again delivering a single lamb, 
together with two other captains (PDT I 25:2 [AS5.5.l9]). From a text dated five 
months later, one can conclude with little doubt that Babati had achieved the status 
of genc1'lll, because he is listed in a long text that registers deliveries of one lamb each 
from most, if not all, of the generals of the state (TCL 2 5504: ii 18 [AS5.10.9]). 
When his nephew, Su-Sin, officially took ovet the throne of Ur, Babati, as expected, 
continued his career among the elite and eventually rose in prominence, but first 
he had to officiate, together with his two sisters, Queen Abi-simtl and Bizu'a, at the 
funerary rites of his brother Iddin-Dagan. 57 

By the end of Su·Sin's second year, Babari had acquired a new tole: he is now 
described as pisag-dub-ba, "high commissioner," which was to be his main title for 
the remainder of his career (Rochester 217:5--{i [SS2.1O.-]). Amazingly, this is his title 
in two spurious letters, Ud~)1 (ll:12) and sm (15:8); at some point, therefore, the 
author or redactor of this composition relied on material that went back to Ur III 
times. It was to be the first of many titles on his seal, discussed in full below, and 
when his son Girini-isa joined the bureaucracy, it WJS the word he used to describe 
his father's official role, as already noted by A. Goetze (1963: 23}.58 . 

As is often the case with terms for titles and professions, it is difficult to define 
the exact meaning of the word pisag.dub-ba (Akk. sandabakkum). The word is 
commonly rendered "archivist," but as W. H Leemans (1989: 231) observes, this does 
not properly describe the activities of persons who held the title; I follow Leemans in 
using the translat[on "commissioner."" Persons who bore it functioned in both royal 
and temple contexts. Ai, used by Babati, the title is much more prestigious. There 
is an interesting later analogy to this: Anam. who was to rule Uruk following the 

57. TI_B 324 (SSl.l2.-): for a full discussion, see Michalowski 20050. 
58. Seal on AOS 32 P4 Frayne 1997: 357. The tablet Is dated to the year 5S9, with no 

month or daYI but it must come from the very end of the year: because the seat inscription already 
extols Ibbi~Sin: Ji .. b(,..den,zu 1 lugal kata~gal lugal url,'''''ma, lugal an ub·da l[mmul~ba, 
glrl-ni-l·sa", dub-sar, dumu ba-ha-ti, pisag-dub·ba, [gtad-zu], "0 Ibbi.Stn, mighty king, 
king of the four corners of the ~miverse, Girini .. isa) "scribe," son of Babati, the high commissioner) 
[is your servant!l. The tablet. belongs to the Guzana archive, discussed by Steinkeller 1982b: 640-
42. For the Diyala atea origin of this group of tabiets, see p. 151 below . 

59. On the flU1ction of this high official at Mati, see Maul 1997. 
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death of Sin'gamil, held this title before he assumed power, and his position was high 
enough that he left behind two monumental t.exts from the time when he was still a 
saru:labakl<um (F1'llyne 1990: 467-68). During the Kassit.e period, this title designated 
the governors of the city of Nippur (Sollberger 1968: 191-92}.6Q 

Sometime around the third year of Su-Sin, the Ur III bureaucracy was trans
formed in a number of ways, and Babari, together with the grand vizier, Arad-Nanna, 
was granted many new powers; indeed, these two members of the extended royal 
family now seem to share military and diplomatic ranks second only to the king. 
After six or so years of glory, Babati disappears from the scene at about the same time 
as the rest of the family. The king and queen both die in the last months of SS9 and 
Babati is last attested in the previous year (PDT 1 483 [5S8.8.29]).61 

This brief survey of the Iive.s of the three protagonists of the Su-Sin letters situ· 
ates this epistolary exchange within the realia of Ur 111 times. This does not in any 
way prove that the letters are genuine copies of actual records, because even if they 
do go back in some form to the time of the Third Dynasty, they would have been 
heavily redacted and rewritten by one or more generations of scribes. It is also pos
sible that they are later fabrications based on some documentary material that had 
survived the fall ofUr. Nevertheless, there is clearly some historical material in these 
compositions, even if it has been altered in a manner that is impossible to recover; 
indeed, no other texts of CKU, with the possible exception of Pulbl (21), can be 
matched so closely with the archival record. At the same time, one must recall that 
the Su-Sin correspondence is not part of the core of CKU and is unattested in Nip
pur, but it may have been part of such a collection at some earlier time. This is sug
gested by the contaminatio in PuS! (13), where Lu·Nanna of Zimudar was inserted 
anachronistically, undoubtedly on the basis of SaSul (19) or a similar letter, and also 
by the very existence of the Lu-Nanna/Sarrum-bani Letter (SuLuSal [20]) at Nippur, 
which would otherwise seem completely out of context. 

These text-historical and ['edactional problems must be kept in mind when using 
the evidence of the Su-Sin letters for reconstl1lcting events surrounding the building 
of Muriq-Tidnim. We must, no doubt, proceed with caution, but it would be folly 
to reject this material out of hand, given the close prosopographic fit between the 
letters and people wbo not only lived in the times described therein but also partici· 
pated in some of the events that are narrated in the epistles. 

60. See now CAD S/13 73. 
61. See Michalowski 2005b; 70. In rhis article, I state that "the pOSition of pisag-dub.ba 

that had been hIS. was taken over by one Lugal-"ida UCS 1928.3 seal, IS I)." This argumenr 
may have to be set aside; fitst, Babatlls never a.roally described as pisag-club-ba lugal, but only 
as plsagrdub .. ba; and second, it is possible that there was more than one pisag .. dub ... ba lugal 
in this period, as documented by the career of Nani, who worked at Girsu. He appears as pisa~,.. 
dub·ba in sixteen texts, from AS7.8.11.· (TCTI 2 3764,2) to IS2.-.- (TCTI 2 3846:7), but In 
Oile of them, from 854.·.- (ZA 53 [1959J 89 25: 11) he may be pisag-dub- ba lugal, overlappmg 
with both Babati and Lugal-a.lda. The final sign in the line is nor well preserved and requires 
COllation. 
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The Construction of the Fortifications 

The major topic of this part of CKU is the building of Muriq-Tldnim, finished 
in the third year of Su-Sin's reign. As described earlier in this chapter, the only 
contemporary information on this consttuctlon comes from a, year-n,ame and from 
an uninformative dedicatory inscription, and there is not a smgle dlrect reference 
to it in the archival material of the time. This does not mean, however, that ~uch 
documentation cannot be used, if only obliquely, to assist us in an analysIS ot the 
complex events surrounding the construction ofMuriq-Tidnim, The lack d concrete 
information has forced scholal~ to speculate and then to take specuiatlsm as fact. 
Some have taken it for granted that the Su-Sin work was an extension of Sulgi's Bad 
Mada/Igihursaga (e.g., Wilcke 1969: 1; Gasche et al. 2002: 542; Sallab~rger 2007: 
445). Edzard (1957: 44), in his pioneering study of the Early Old Babylontan penod, 
frankly admitted dlat we simply did not know its location. It wa~ usually thought 
of as starting near Fallujah or Umm Ra'ils (Wi!cke 1969: 9) or, Slmply, somewhat 
north of Baghdad (Whiting 1995: 1233); more recently Cole and Gas~he (1998: 29) 
and Gasche et a!. (2002: 542-43) have placed it farther south, running west of the 
Euphrates toward Zimudar, but there is no good reason to argue that either locale is 
correct. I will suggest that, if we take information relayed in the CKU and combme tt 
with hitherto untapped data from Ur III sources, we will be able to recollS:ruct so;:ne 
of d,e geogrdphical and ideological facto~s surrounding the matt~r of MunqTidmm. 

The epistolary exchange between Sarrum-bani and d,C ktng of Ur ptovides 
certain important concrete pieces of information: that the fo:tHications began at 
the Abgal watercourse; that they had reached the terdtory of Zlm~dar, spanntng 26 
dana, or approximately 269 kilometers; and that Su-Sm replaced Sarrum-bam WIth 
his uncle Babatt. While no Ur III document refers directly to any of th,ese matters; 
there is one text that may provide indirect support for the presence of SarrUl,!!-ba;ll 
in the Diyala Plain in a military capacity at exactly the time specified by the Su-Sln 
correspondence (MVN 3 257, SS},4.-, collated): 

L l(ges) 2(u) 7(a8) 3(barig) 2(ban) se gur 
2. etin ugnimk·"ma61 

3. l,fl-Ia-ne/de 
4. su ba-ab,tl 
5. Sa kiSib,/dub sar-ru-um-ba,ni 
6. lu-dutu-ta ba-an-na,zi 
7. kisib, sakkana''"-bi tumu-da-bi 
8. kisib, lu-digir-ra dumu 
9. IlV'utu-ka zi-re-dam 

9--10. date 
seal: 
lu-digir-ra 
dub-[sarj 
dumu lu-dutu 

62. Written KLSU,LU,Kl.GAR-rm. 
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87.3.2 kat of barley were taken by the conscripted troops in the military encamp
ment from rhe account of Sarruffi"bal1i. consigned to Lu~Utu, When the sealed 
receipt from the geneml is brought over, the document sealed by Lu,digira, son of 
Lu-U tu will be destroy",,!. Date. 
Seal inscription; Lll~di~Fra, scribe, son of Lu,.U tu. 
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This text is from the unprovenienced Guzana archive, reconstructed by vPiotr Stein, 
keller (1982b: 641), There can be little doubt that this is the general Samml-bani 
who had been working on Muriq,Tidnim; indeed, Stein keller (1982b: 642) already 
suggested that two texts in the archive that mention soldiers srationed "next to the 
wall" (da bad-da) might in fuct refer to these fortifications, but he could not se, 
curely place its origin, because none of the geographical names mentioned in these 
texts is known from any other Ur III document. There L, one clue, however, that may 
help us locate Guzana's depot somewhere in the lower Diyala region. A transaction 
from this archive (MVN 3 278: 5, 5S?) is said to have taken place in Dur-Sarrum 
(b"d,sar-rlkumkl

), which may be identified with the Middle Babylonian a.sa bad. 
lugal gu rdia,ba-an, "the field of the city of Our,Sarri on the bank of the Taban;"6J 
the Tahan watercourse was located in the Diyala Plain, and cllis makes a good case 
for l~caring Guzana's establishment somewhere in the same vicinity, 

Thus, we have been able to locate Sarrum-bani in the Diyala at the time specified 
by CKU. As we have seen, this man's destiny was, in the epistolary literature at least, 
linked to that of Babati.It may be pure chance, but there is one moment in nabari's 
biography that may provide a direct point of contact with the royal correspondence; 
indeed, it may be the only other such convergence between the Old Babylonian 
literary letters and archival data from Ur JII times. A document excavated in the 
Divala city ofEsnunna, dated 8S3.1O.- (Whiting 1976: 173-74) records an allotment 
of flour to (king) Tis-atal of Nineveh, on behalf of the governor of Bnunrm, but the 
whole affair is certified by Babati, whose inscribed seal was rolled over d,e tablet. 
Apparently, Tis-aral was on his way to Sumer to swear allegiance to the king ofUr, 64 

bllt this does not concern us, for it is probably only tangentially associated with the 
fortifications we are chasing. However, the very fact that Babati can be located in the 
Diyala region exactly at the time that he is said to be there according to SaSul (19) 
can hardly be brushed off as coincidence. This is the earliest example of the use of 
Babati's cylinder seal, which is now known from different sealings on tablets dated as 
late as SS8. 65 The inscription is the longest of its kind from the period, and its size, 
38 mm high and 28 mm in diameter, makes it "very possibly d1e largest seal known 
from impressions of the Ur III period (when the average seal was little over 20 mm 
in height)" (Mayr and Owen: 2004: 153) 

Equally unique is an unprovenienced Old Babylonian version of a similar Ur 
III text, published more than a quarter of a century ago by Christopher Walker 
(1983) fi'om the holdings of the British Museum. Unlike the seal inscription, which 
was dedicated to Su-Sin by Babati, the copy had been made from an item that was 

63. MDP 2 87 33, see Nashef1982a: 99. On the Taban, see Nashef1982b. 
64. Zettler 2006, with clarifications by Steinkeller 2007e. 
65. For references, see Mayr and Owen 2004: i53, 
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given by the king to his unde, ending with the formula in-na-ba, "bestowed upon 
him." This formula has hitherto only been known from cylinder seal inscriptions, 
and therefore Walker understandably assumed that the text had been copied from a 
somewhat different seal of Babatl that had survived to Old Babylonian times, but this 
now appears unlikely. A copper bowl from Tell Suleima, discussed below, provides 
proof that prestige objects other than seals with inscriptions utilizing the "in-na-ba" 
fommla already existed in Ur 1Il times, or at least in the reign of Su-Sin, and it is 
likely that just such a royal gift had survived into later times. 

The two inscriptions read as follows; the Ur III seal inscription is on the left, and 
the Old Babylonian copy of a dedication rext is on the right, 

1. dsu_den.zu 
2. nita kala-ga 
3. lugal uri/I-rna 
4. lugal an ub-da limmul -ba-ke4 
5. ba-oo-ti 
6. pisag-dub-ba 
7. sa-tam lugal 
8. sakkana 
9. mas-gan-sar-nI-umkl-ma 

10. ensi 
11. a-wa-alki 

12. u a-pi_ak'i 
13. ku-gal 
14. ma-da a dulO-ga 
15. saga 
16. 'be-Ia~at-suh-nir 
17. u dbe-la-at-te-ra-ba-an 
18. les a-bf-si-im-ti 
19. ama ki-ag-ga-na 
20. arad-da-ni-ir 
21. in-na-ba 

Su-Sin. mighty man, king of Ur, king 
of the four corners of the universe l 

gave (this) to Babati, high commis, 
sionerl royal accountant~ commander 
of Maskan-samlm, governor of Abal 
and Apiak, canal inspector of the sweet 
warer territory) temple administrator 
ofBelat-suhnir and Belat-terraban, 

1. "su-den.zu ki-aga den-iii-Ie 
2. lugal den-lrl-Ie 
3. ki-aga sa-ga-nt [-pad 
4. lugal url,'l-ma 
5. lugal ki-~n-gi ki-urik, 

6. lugal an ub-da limm~-ba-ke. 
7 'b'b 'db' 'x" , . a4 '" a4~t1 u .. sar ~a"' tam 
8. 'pisal::' -dub-ba giSkim z[i ']6S 
9. fenSe a"wa .. rarLl{i] 

10. u a-pl-ak'lu' 
11. ku-gal ma-da a dulO'ga 
12. sabra eres min-a-bi 
13. saga 'be-la-NIR-ba-an 
14. u dbe-la-at-suk-nir 
15. se! "-bl-si-im-ti 
16. etd'(dam) ki-aiHla-ni 
17. arad-zu 

Su.Sin, mighty man, king of Ur, 
beloved by Enlil, king, beloved of Enlil 
who called bim (to kingship already) 
in the womb, king of Ur, king of 
Sumer and Akkad, Babatl, the scribe, 
accountant, trustworthy high commis .. 
sioner, royal steward, governor of Abal 
and of Apiak, canal inspector of the 

66. Walker (1983: 91) read, agrig l[uga!'] , which is also possible. 
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brother of Abi-simti, his beloved 
mother, his servant. 

sweet water Lerritory) officer in waiting 
to both queens, temple administrator 
of Belar -suhni! and Belat-termban, 
brotbcr of Abi-simtl, his beloved 
queen, l~ your servant, 

The last part of the inscription refers to Babati's status within the House of Ur: he 
is the high priest of the goddesses Belat-suhnir and Belat-terraban, divine patrons 
of the royal fmnily (about whom there will be more to say in a moment), brother 
of the Dowager Queen, and-in the later copy only-officer-in--waiting to the "two 
queens," whom I rake to be Abi,simti and Kllbatum, that is, the Dowager Queen and 
the Royal Consort. 67 More perplexing are his new administrative and military duties 
that encompass three cities and their territories: Maskan-sarrum, Abal, :U1d Apiak. 

The Areas under the Control of Babati and 
the Run of Muriq. Tidnim 

In order to unravel the symbolism of Babati's newly acquired domains, we must 
go back to the beginnings of the dynasty as documented in the claims preserved in 
the inscriptions of its founder Ur-Namma. The new king had to wrestle control of 
various strategic territories from Puzur/Kutik-Imusinak. the king of the highland 
kingdom of Awan (Andre and Salvinil989; Potts 2008). In a broken passage, he lists 
these lands in the following manner (Wilcke 1987: 109-11; Frayne 1997: 65 col. v'): 

16', a-wa-al" 
17'. kHs-ma-ar"i 
18'. maS-kan--LUGAU' 
19'. [mla-da es-nun-nakl 

20'. [mla-da tu-tu-t'ibki 

21'. [ma-dla zi-mu-dar'" 
22', [ma-dla a_ga_dekl 

This inscription maps out the route of Puzut-In~u~inak's assault on Mesopotamia. 
The result of this invasion was described in the prologue to the Code of Ur-Namma, 
cited above on p. 130, wherein the new king of Ur stated that he had liberated 
"A\clak, Marad, Girka\, Kazallu, their (surrmmding) settlements and U,arum, which 
had (all) been taken in servitude by Aman." 

It is clear that the highlanders had attacked Mesopotamia at some time after 
rhe dissolution of the Akkad state, coming through the break in the Jebel Hamrin 
and down the Diyala, and had established themselves in the area around Marad and 
Kazallu-that is, the later defensive zone described earlier in this chapter. ESnunna 

67. Others interprer this to refer to the two deities mentioned above, which I find difficult 
to believe (e.g., Frayne 1997, 341). 
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(Tell Asmar) and 1utub (Khafajah) are the only cities in this list that have been 
securely located, and then follow Zimlldar and Agade, undoubtedly on the Tigris not 
far from Sippar (Wall-Romana 1990). 

The location of Abal/Awal, which was governed by Babati and heads the Ur
NanlTna list, is of obvious importance for our inve:Jtigations. The place is attested 
in a variety of sources, beginning with Old Akkadian texts from Susa, GasUl', and 
Tell Suleima (Edzard et a1. 1977: 20-21; Rashid 1984).'" A quarter of a century ago, 
R Rasheed (1981: 55) proposed that it was Tell Suleimeh in the Hamrin Basin, but 
subsequently D. Frayne (1992: 67) and Y. Wu (19983: 578; 1998b: 579) rejected this 
claim, suggesting instead that Tell Suleimah was the site of Batir. The main reason 
for this identification is the cult of a deity named Batiritum, who is documented in 
votive and seal inscriptions from the site, and two references to ba-ti-ir". Most of 
the information comes from Old Babylonian sources from the Hamrin basin. From 
Tell Suleimeh itself, we have a seal inscription of a gud a priest of Batiritum, a tablet 
that mentions an oath by the weapons of the goddesses 8arratum and Batiritum, and 
a brick inscription of a petty ruler or sheik (mbian arnurrim?, Sed 2005: 58) of Batir 
who built or rebuilt a temple of Batiritum, all cited by Wu. OutBide of Tell Suleima, 
there is an Old Babylonian extispicy report from the neighboring mound of Tell al
Seib (ai-Rawi 1994: 38-40; Glassner 2005: 277-78) that reads, in part (lines 7-10): 

da-du-sa i-na nj-q[f dbJa-ti-ri.t[im-ma1 
u ne-pe-e.!-tim Ii-,-u-u[m an'-nu1-um' [ ... J 
iti da-du-sa a-na gu.za e [a-bHu j-",-buJ 
it §i-mu-ru-um bu-,,-[ir ... J 

Dadusa~ .... ~i~ the sacrifice to Batiritu1n and in the oracular consultation, these were 
the signs .... Month when Dadusa ascended the throne of hi, patrimonial house, and 
[ .... J Simurum and/in Batir. ... 

There are Old Akkadian references to Batil' in texts from 1ell Suleimeh, but the geo
graphical name is absent from Ur III administrative sources, which reveal only one 
mention of the goddess: a Drehem document records items that are the property of a 
certain Arzanu, the temple administrator of Batiritum, who came from Zimudar, and 
the transaction was officiated by a guard of the "man" of that city. 69 This may mean 
that the goddess was worshipped in Zimudar, but it is more likely that Arzanu only 
came through there on his way to Sumer. One other Ur III text from Tell Suleimeh 
still awaits full publication: a bronze bowl with a dedicatory inscription of 8u-Sin 
found in an elite grave rich in prestige ite1l1S (Muller-Karpe 2002, 2003). The text 

68. The roponym is v,'lirren a- ba-al in Ur JI] sources, but a-wa-al in OAkk and OB texts; 
see Whiting 1976, 179-81 and Owen 1981: 247. The dry of e-ha-al, which may have been in 
rhe same region, must be kel?t distinct from Abal ror the time being, 

69. Ontario 1 25:3-6 (S47.7.13) nlg-gur lt ar-'a-uu saga dba-U-riotum_ma, ,I-mu
-dar"-ta, glr bi-Ia-bi aga-us lil zi-mu-dar"-ka, "(confiscated') property of Arzanu, 
temple administrator of BatirituUl, from Zimudar. Conveyor: BilabL bodyguard of the (man' of 
Zimudar." 
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is incomplete, but it appears to document a gift (in-na-ba) from King 8u-Sin to a 
man whose name is broken off but who was a temple administrator (saga) of a de
ity whose name is likewise incomplete. It would hardly be surprising if it were none 
other than Batiritum. Of course, it is impossible to say if this was the grave of the 
temple officer or if someone else had been buried with an heirloom or booty, but it 
does provide some indication ofUr III presence in the area. Equally important, the 
inscription demonstrates that dedications with the in-na-ba formula, until now 
known only from cylinder seals, were used on other luxury objects as well in Ut III 
times; thus, the Old Babylonian copy of the Babati text need not have been taken 
from a seal but was more likely found on a larger votive object, as already observed 
above. 

But the most important references to Batir are found in the rock inscriptions 
of Annubanini of Lullubi and Iddin-Sin of Simurum, both of which were carved 
ina Sadu)im bat/r, that is "in the mountain(s) of Batir" (AI-Rawi 1994: 39). As). de 
Morgan and V. Scheil (1893: 104) already observed more than a century ago, Batir is 
obviously first and foremost the name of a mountain and not of a city, and Batiritum, 
together with 8al1"dtum, was probably worshiped in more than one place, but noth
ing would prevent her from being the patron deity of AbaL Both were probably local 
manifestations of l~tar. There may have been a village at the foot of the mountains 
that bore the same name, but it is unlikely that this would have been Tell Suleima. 
Therefore, echoing the same caution that Piotr Stein keller (1981: 164) expressed 
some years ago, I would still insist that Awal/ Abal was indeed the ancient name of 
this mound, and if not, it lay very close to it. 

Both R. Whiting (1976) and P. Steinkeller (1981) have collected Information 
on Hamrin and Diyala Plain place-names, but neither utilized the Ur-Namma list
ing. As P. Steinkeller observed, Aba! is associated with TMil, since the official Isar
ramas seems to have been in charge of both cities. He is also associated with the 
town of Kismar (MVN 1.3, 868, 8.47.7.17), which was listed together with Awal in 
the Ur-Namma text and in an inscription ofIlu~uma of Assur. TMil, in turn, is listed 
together with Maskan-wrum, the other city gov(,rned by Babat!, in an undated Dre
hem text (Owen 1997: 371). Maskan-sarrum has also been located in the same area, 
so it would appear that prior to the time when Babati took over these functions, the 
military rule of Abal, Ta~il, and Kiamar was in the hands of lSar-ramM. i~ close look 
at his command reveals that he was in charge of this area from at least S46 to AS5 
or possibly even up to AS7. 70 

The copy of the Ur-Namma inscription provides the only solid information on 
the location of Zimudar. It is generally agreed that it was located in the Diyala re
gion, but chere has been little evidence for a more precise identification (Micha
lowski 1978a).ln one Ur III text that mentions Lu-;;!anna, who, as we have already 

70. ]CS 52 (2000) 5276:1-3 (Abal, 346.9.11) to MVN 15350:4 (AS5.9.24). See already 
Goetze 1963: 18 (the text he publishes probably dates to AS7). Later occurrences of' the same 
name may refer to someone else. 
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demonstrated, was the officer in charge of the city and region during the reign of 
Su-Sin, the transaction takes place in Sulgi-Nanna, "on the bank of the Diyala."71 
A somewhat later document from Nippur records a loan of grain that was borrowed 
by Ennam-Sulgi, Lu-Kanna's son; he ptomises to return the capital in the city of 
E~nunna after the harvest. n The logical geographical progression of the listing in 
the Ur~Namma inscription leads to the unavoidable conclusion that this city and its 
territory lay between Tutub, which is modern Khafajah, and the Tigris. 

A number of other cities lay on this route from the Hamrin basin down the Di
yala, including Ma~kan-abL There were close administrative links between the vari· 
ous administrative centers along these lines, with Esnunna most likely the dominant 
one, as far as Ur was concerned. The area also seems to have been religiously unified, 
because most of the major deities of the towns are connected with the underworld. 
Bnunna had TIspak, but it was also the place that housed a major temple of Belat· 
suhnir and Belat-terraban, who often occur in religious ceremonies in Ur in tandem 
with Annunitum of Agade and with two underworld deities, Allatum, the goddess 
of Zimudar, as well as Meslamtaea, who was the patron deity of Kistmlr. In addition, 
Maskan-sarrum was sacred to Kaka, ,mother minor netherworld god (Stetnkeller 
1982a). Over the years, many have tried to interpret the significance of the Ur III 
cult of Belat-suhnir and BelaHerraban; most recently, Sallaberger (1993: 19) sug
gested that SUlgi's spouse, Sulgi-simti, who seems closely associated with the cult of 
these goddesses, might have come from Elinnnna," It is dear that the joint cult of 
this pair in Ur together with deities from the whole Diyala region must have some 
important significance, Perhaps it is not Bnunna that is key here, but Agade, and it 
is more likely that Sulgi,simti came from the old imperial city. But the fact thar th~ 
kings of Agade are only rarely mentioned in Ur III texts suggests that if a line of the 
House of Ur actually derived from Old Akkadian elites, it was probably not from the 
main branch of the descendants of Sargon but from those who had come to power 
in the city when that dynasty collapsed. This explains the somewhat reticent cult of 
Sargon and Naram-Sin in Dr III times. 14 Nevertheless, Babati's title, which links him 
with the two goddesses, most probably signals his control over the city of Bnunna. 

Babati's governance of Abal and Maskan-sarrum wOLlld put him in charge of the 
areas immediately bordering on the Hamrin pass, perhaps on both sides of the open
ing. But Apiak is nowhere near that area; in fact, it lay on the Abgal watercourse, 
more than 2CO kilometers from his other domains. 

The Abgal, as we now know from the work of Gasche and Cole (J 998: 27-29) 
and Gasche, Tamet, Cole, and Verhoeven (2C02: 542) discussed above, was the 
branch of the Euphrates that split off at Kish, or JOEt below it, and moved south 

71. UET 375:6-7 (S1.1..): sa ",ul-gi-<nanna", gil ((·dur·ilL 
72, NRVN 1176:6-B (lS2,~ ... ); egir buru J4"se, f Sa ' a~~nun~nalu·ka, ag .. e~dam) (Ito 

be measured out after the harvest in E~nunna,~J The seal inscriptlon explains that Ennam,,~ulgl 
was the son of the general Lu .. Nanna. 

73. See the discussion 111 Sharlach 2002~ with previolls literature, 
. " 
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through Apiak to Marad and, presumably, further south. Among the towns associ
ated with the defensive zone described above one stands out-often in tandem with 
Kazallu-narnely the city of Apiak As we have already established, the govemor of 
that city prior to Babati was none other than Sarrum-bani, who, according to the 
CKU letters 18 and 19 was in charge of building Muriq-Tldnim until Su.Sin replaced 
him with Babati. As already mentioned earlier, it may be pure coincidence, but the 
fact that the tablet that bears the earliest example of Babati's seal places him in the 
Diyala region in Su-Sin's third regnal year, that is exactly at the time when the for
tifications were being built, provides the one point of real contact, ptosopngraphy 
aside, between events that actually took place in Ur 1II times and those described 
in a CKU letter, The Sarrum-bani letter describes precisely the state of the work at 
the moment when he is writing, just before being relieved of his duties, and even if 
the precise interpretation of parts of this passage are open to discussion, the general 
tenor is clear (SaSui [18]8-13): 

'l\" I was leaving (for rhe assignment), 'from rhe banks of the Abgal canal up ro the 
rerritoty ofZlmurlar, "I levied workers there. 

"When I had heen working on the fortifications that then measured 26 dana (269 
km.), II after having reached (rhe area) between the rwo mounrain ranges, 13 the 
Amorite camped in the mountains turned his attention to my building activities. 

Sarrum-bani had mustered workers from the banks of the Abgal, possibly from his 
own domains at Apiak, up to Zimudar, which clearly bordered Bnunna. This does 
not specifically state that MuriqTidnim began at Apiak, but in light of the Babati 
seal inscriptions it appears more than probable. If we take the admittedly risky step of 
combining Ur III information with the testimony of the CKU, then it would follow 
drat when Sarrum-bani was relieved of the task of overseeing the building of Muriq
TIdnim he also lost his job as governor of Aplak, and the man who replaced him 
took over both responsibilities, Seen in this light, the geographical scope of Babati's 
new position as defined in his inscriptions makes sense: the combined governor
ships of Apiak and Abal define the run of Muriq-TIdnim, It was apparently designed 
to stretch from the defensive region on the Abgal canal to the atea between the 
Hamrin gates and beyond, although it is impossible to know if these ambitious plans 
were ever actually completed. In short, Babati's inscriptions from the time ofSu-Sin 
define his new responsibilities when he was appointed to finish Muriq-TIdnim and 
the areas that were put in his charge by the king define the planned end points of 
the fortifications. 

The facts and analysis presented above, while obviously speculative, provide 
some evidence for the run of Muriq-TIdnim from Apiak into the Diyala region, per
baps as far as Awal, beyond the break in the Hamrin. Beginning at Apiak, these 
fortifications did not bifurcate the state into two; they only spanned part of the width 
of its territory. This differs with all existing reconstructions of its location. 15 

75. The one person who antidpated these conclusions, most presciently. was Michael Row~ 
ton flQR), n\ 
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The Historical Setting of the Construction of Muriq Tidnim 

Military Policies in the Time of Su-Sin 

We cannot view the construction of these fortifications, as announced in Su
Sin's fourth date formula, in isolation from the major events of the surrounding years, 
because it is only part of a complex, shifting military policy that consumod much of 
the government's energies during his reign. 

TI,e reign of Su-Sin marks a turning point in Ur III milltary strategy, and one 
must wonder what outside forces or transformations of political configurations out
side of the realm brought about these changes. At the outset of his reign the new 
king was facod with a crisis in the far northeast and soon sent the forces of Ur north 
for the first time, attacking Simanum, Habura, Mardaman, and other areas on the 
Tigris north of the confluence with the Upper Zab (Sallaberger 2007: 442-44). This 
region had never been under direct Ur III control, but: the state had influence there 
by means of allied, client, or even vassal states such as Assur aod Simanum. In his 
inscriptions, Su-Sin claims that he was forced to act when a local revolt ousted the 
ruling family of Simanum, which had been allied by man'iage to the house of Ur 
when the princess Kunst-matum was betrothed to one of the sons of Pusam, ruler 
of the highland country (Michalowski 1975). Although the kings of Ur engaged 
in many such diplomatic marriage alliances, this is the only known instaoce when 
they intervened militarily to protect an allied ruling family, and one must suspect 
that there was mOre to this affair than just a palace coup. This was the only military 
campaign in the north; as far as we know, no Ur III army had ever moved into this 
region, and this clearly marks a new dynamic in state strategy. It is during this cam
paign that the Amorite poltty of Tidnum is encountered--or at least mentioned in 
the surviving documentation-for the first time. The events of the second year were 
followed by the work on Muriq-Ttdnim, which gave its name to two consecutive 
years, namely, years four and five. 

The evidence is murky at best, but there are indications that there were many 
changes in strategy as well as organizational structure that took place in the second 
and third years of Su-Sin's reign (SaIIaberger 1999: 170). This was the time when 
Muriq-Tidnim was nearing completion, and it was a time when the official state 
calendar was reformed. As we have already observed, this is when Babati was given 
expansive new responsibilities, as recorded in his seal inscription. There is another 
interesting phenomenon that can be observed in this year that may be linked to the 
same cluster of events . 

In his seminal work on the taxes contributed by military personnel from the 
border regions of the Ur II! state, P. SteinkeIIer (1987) was able to describe in pre
cise terms the obligations of various ranks of soldiers and officers that were due to 
the crown, and he describod them all as gun mada (gun m8-da), "frontier taxes." 
The taxation does indeod seem uniform from Sulgi to the early years of Ibbi-Sin, but 
the actual term gun mada occurs only from the third year of Su-Sin on, until then, 
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the actual name of the tax is never specified. It is always possihle that this term was 
used to lahel these taxes earlier; after alL the word appears in SArl (1), where it may 
be anachronLstic, as already noted by P. Attinger (apud Huber 2COl: 204 n. 153), 
but the fact remains that, in the Drehem administrative language, the term does 
not appear before SS3. Maeda (1992) saw in this a new form of taxation, but this is 
lmlikely (Sallaberger 1999: 197). Earlier taxes--or perhaps, better, tribut~ d1Ls 
kind from the border and frontier lands encompassed a whole range of places, from 
occupied Susa and deeper into southwestern Iran, to allies or clients such as Nineveh 
and Simanum in the north, as well as various areas beyond the Hamrin. But the taxes 
from the time of Su-Sin cover a much more limited territory; this may be a result of 
political and military problems that beser the Ur III kingdom at the time, as Stein
keller (1987) suggests, but it may also be a reflection of strategic readjustment and of 
concomitant administrative restructuring, 

The list of places that supply gun mada is not easy to analyze, because many of 
them are unique or cannot be located at present. 76 The tablet that documents such 
taxes from the first two years of [bbi-Sin's reign covers localities in the Diyala; with 
the exception of Zimudar and ISim-Sulgi, they are all relatively small army posts (CT 
32 19). Notably, many of them seem to be located in the lower Diyala Plain, and 
places further north such as Maskan-sarrum, KLsmar, or Abal are not included. Such 
taxes during the reign of Su-Sin were sent from other places, including }\zaman, Dal
tum, [sum, and Su-Sin-idu, which are otherwise unknown, as well as Del', Urbilum, 
Setirsa, and possibly Simurum, which lie outside of the plain in the highlands. It is 
diflicult to see any pattern here, but it may lead to the conclusion that while out, 
lying posts were still holding on, setdements on both sides of the pass were no longer 
under the control of Ur a;ld that processes that would lead to the loss of ESnunna 
and other closer cities were already at work in the first two years of [bbi,Sin's reign 
and' perhaps even earlier. 

To put this in a larger perspective, we must go back earlier and review some of 
the military events of previous years. The intensive, seemingly uninterrupted warfare 
of the last part of Su[gi's reign seems to have continued into the reign of his successor, 
Amar-Sin, when war with Urbilum resurfaced once again. After thLs, the new ruler 
appears to have concentrated his military activity in the nearby Lower Zab region, 
mounting campaigns against Sasrum and Suruthum that are attested in documenta
tion from his third and fifth year, and then against Huhnuri, far to the southeast of 
the area attacked by his ptevious expeditions (Nasrabadi 2005). This was hardly a 
time of peace, but it appears that many of the regions pacified or subjugated by his 
predecessor remained calm, ThLs is also the time of a remarkable increase in diplo
macy, as evidenced by the presence in Sumer of ambassadors and envoys from vari
ous principalities in Syria and Iran (Owen 1992; Sharlach 2005; Sallaberger 2007: 
441). Many of them are undoubtedly independent ofUr, some bound by family ties 
to the successors of Ur-Namma, while others owed various levels of allegiance and 

76. For a chart of the texts and list of places, see Maeda 1992: 163. 
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subservience. It is difficult to discern if all of these foreigners had traveled willingly, 
and it is possible that some of them were actually hostages who had been sent to 
Sumer to guarantee political and military arrangements, Some came from far-away 
Ebla, Urau, and Tuttul in Syria, at from Mari on the Euphrates. Others had trav
eled from Simanum, Urbilum, Simurum, Harsi, Simaski, and MarhaSi-that is, from 
vdtious parts of northern Mesopotamian and Iran. A glance at the tables in Tonia 
Sharlach's study ofUr III diplomacy (2C05) reveals the clustering of these embassies 
in the reign of Amar-Sin, although such relationships began much earlier, and would 
continue in some fashion after his death. A more thorough investigation of the full 
documentation raises more questions than answers, because the patterns that emerge 
are difficult to interpret, and some of the clusters of information as well as silences 
may be due to the chance nature of archival recovery and are therefore somewhat 
illusionary. 

While the concentration of infotmation on diplomatic relationships is certainly 
more abundant for the reign of Amar-Sin, it does carryover into the first years of the 
next king, Su-Sin. Some of the foreigners remained while othets were replaced at 
about the time the new king came to the throne, and it Ls impossible to determine 
if there is any correlation between these events. The distinct possibility that Su-Sin 
was already running the state at some point before the death of his predecessor COlW 

plicates matters further. The case of the envoys of Har~i serves as a good example 
of the issues involved, In the period under discussion, a certain Marhuni first repre
sented this polity; he ftrst appears in ASI 77 and remained at his post until the sixth 
month of ASS. 7a Thtee months later, at most, he was replaced by prince Isa-wer, the 
son of Adda-gina, the roler of the country, who may have only come for a short visit, 
as we can only document a three-day stay in Sumer. 19 Then, in SS 1, a new envoy ap
pears once, and after that we have no record of any such delegation from Harst. We 
are, as usual, at the mercy of the preserved fragmentary documentation and therefore 
cannot establish if the data reveal something about the flow of events or if all of this 
is but a reflex of partial archival recovery. 

All of this diplomacy, if this is the correct term, appears to collapse in the sixth 
year of Su-Sin, the year that the Ur III state mounted a massive attack agairut ZaMali 
and more than fifteen cities and territories that were part of the atea of SimaSki 
(Steinkeller 2007a: 216-17). A unique pair of documents from the time of the ZalA~ali 
campaign records disbursement of tlour and other commodities to various foreigners, 
including ambassadors and their assistants. lID The main text (Amorites 22) is dated to 
day two of the sixth year of Su-Sin, without mentioning the month, while the second 

77. HUCA 29 (1958) 754:8-10 probably records his arrival at court: mu ma-ar-hu-ni, u 
"rin tnu·da~a-re~e-sa-a-~e, III ha-ar-!i~-me, "on behalf of Marhunl and the troops that had 
travelled with him, people of Hat!L" 

78. BIN 3 402:11 (AS8.6.10). 
79. Prom AS8.9.13 (OIP 121 555:6) until AS8.9.16 (BCT 1 83:7-8). 
80, 1 discuss here texts 4-6, which are listed above in the discussion on la)madium on 

p·1l4. 
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text, (JCS 7 [1953] 106), which duplicates exactly the fmt two-thirds of the first 
one, is undated. The goods are destined for people from Simaski and Hurti, as well 
as imprisoned messengers; from Banana of Marhalli and his translator, to Ari-buduk 
(ofSa~mm), as well as to others, including Abu-tab of Mari, the Eblaites hin-Dagan 
and Kurbilak, an Amurrum named Ipiq-re'u from Ia'madium, as well as men of Assur 
and Crbilum. The very same people from Mari, Ebla, and Ia'madium appear in the 
record only once again in a receipt dated two months later, to the eighth month of 
the very same year, which records the disbursement of provisions that were loaded on 
a boat when they returned to their homes (Amar/res 21 [SS 6,8.14]). Only one other 
person from the longer list of foreigners is ever heard from again-namely, Ari·buduk 
of Sasrum, who seems to have remmed a year later. S' To put it more strongly, for rea
sons that are impossible to establiBh but which must have had something to do with 
the war that was being waged in the highlands, these envoys all appear in the record 
for the last rime, and it may be that most of them, if not all, had lett Sumer for good. 

The Zabsali Campaign 

The seventh regnal year of King Su-Sin was named 

(a) mu d5u~den.zu lugal urili~ma~ke4 m3~da za~ab~5a~W:1 ffiuMhul 
TI,e year: Su-Sin, king ofUr, defeated the land of ZabSalt. 

But what exactly was Zabiafi? The royal inscriptions that described these events 
read, in part: 82-

(b) u4~bal simaskil<J ma,.da ma~da za,.ab,.sa~li:':l, zag an .. sa,.anLi .. ra, a~ab~ba 19i~nim" 
tna-ile, buru,-gin7 zi-ga-bi 
At that time Simaski (as well as) the lands of Zabsali, from the borders of AnSan EO 

the Upper Sea, whose levy is like a flock of bird, ... 

(c) u4 ma~da za~rab'~sarWrl, U ma .. /da ma1~da, simaSkiH ... ka, mu .. hulru 
When he had defeaced the land of ZaIA~li and all the lands of ~imailki , . , 

The wording of (b) is somewhat ambiguous; Stolper (1982: 4.5), Frayne (1997, 303), 
Potts (1999, 13.5), Steinkellel' (2007a, 217), and others took this to mean that ZabSali 
was part of Simaski; indeed, they all accepted the translation of the opening words 
of the passage, either literally or by implication, as' "at that time Simaski (which 
comprises) the lands of Zabsali. .. ," But it is seems more likely, on the combined 
evidence of the yeat-name, of the last-cited inscription (c), as well as on the basis 
of administrative texts that will be dealt with below, that in Ur III nomenclature 
Zabsali was perceived as a separate polity that was contiguous with the area generally 

81. ]CS 57 114 1:2.-3 a~rri~du1~bu~uk ~lu sa '''as~ruki, dub~sag uru~a kU4~ra"ni, He ap~ 
pears Ollce again two years later, with the identical phrase (CST 455,859,[2.(4). 

82. (b) Frayne 1997: 303 (E.3/2.1.4.3) lines 1114-20, (e) Frayne 1997: 313 (EJ/2.1A.6) 
lines 5'-8', 
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designated as SitnaSki by the scribes of Snmer. Indeed, throughout the descriptions 
of Su-Sin's campaign, the territories of Simallki and ZabSali appear as distinct geo. 
political areas, not as synonyms. 

The general location of the Zab:sali lands, as perceived from Mesopotamia, is dif
ficult to determine. Stolper (1982, 46), using the information embedded in ISbi~Erra 
Hymn B, concluded that it "locates one of the Simallkian lands, Zabsali, immediately 
north of'Elam'." I would read the passage in question as (Bbi·E'Ta Hymn B, Segment 
c: 4-5, collated), 

ba-si-mi" gaba a·ab.'ba' -[tal zag za-ab-sa-[Iik'_sel 
a-ra.wa"sag-kul e1am[k'ma-tal zag mar.hn-!si".!,,] 

From Ba~ime, on the edge of the sea, to the borders of Zah,ali, 
From Arawa, the lock-bolt of Elam, to the borders of Marhalli ... 

The interpretation of these lines as depicting, in rough terms, a south-to-north and 
a west·to-east axis is bolstered by recent archival and archaeological work. There is 
a good chance that Basime/pallime is to be located at or in the general area of leil 
Abu Shija, 66 km north of Amamh in Iraq (Hussein et al. 2010). Marha~i most likely 
lay to the east around the Halil·rud alluvium (Steinkeller 2006), and if A-ra-wa, 
which is otherwise unattested, is the Same place as Urua (CRUxA), it may have 
to be located in the Deh Luran Plain, either at Tepe Musiyan (Carter and Stolper 
1984, 212 n. 275) Or more probably at Tepe Farukhabad (Wright and Neely 2009; 
Michalowski and Wright 2010), 

Recalling that SueS in's inscription describes his campaign as reaching the Up
per Sea, it is ['easonable to assume in conjunction with the evidence just cited above 
that the lands ofZah.Sali bordered on the "epper Sea," which could be the Caspian 
Sea or Lake Crmia (T. Potts 1994: 33). No other new evidence on the matter has 
come to light in the intervening years, and such a hypothesis stands, to my mind, as 
the best we can do at present. The supposed northern location of Zabsali lands, and 
by implication of the parts of Simallki attacked by the armies of C r, bas important 
implications for the analysis of the general flow of military and political events dur
ing the reign of Su-Sin. 

The possible breakup of long.nurtured diplomatic relationships, described ear
lier, in concert with the drain that the war put 011 troops and other state resources, 
may have had catastrophic long-term consequences for Ur, while ZaMali apparently 
recovered and would now play an important role in international events. The in
scriptions trumpet the great extent of the enemy lands, "from the borders of Ansan 
to the Upper Sea," and the king claims victory over a coalition of mOre than 13 
polities or cities (Steinkeller 2007a). After much maiming and slaughter, tbe king 
claims that he installed prisoners from Mardaman to work in the gold and silver 
mines in the highlands and brought the rulers of the conquered tenitories to Sumer. 
The mention of Mardaman prisoners is particularly suggesttve, because they had to 
have been taken during the raid on Simanum, ostenSibly conducted five years earlier. 
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Heft', once again, Simanum and Zab~a1i are referred to together, as in the documents 
cited above, and it makes one wonder about the wars conducted against them, which 
we separate into cwo distinct events on the basis of year-names. 

The grand byperbole of Su-Sin's inscriptions lli impressive, but only four years 
after the great victories that they describe, Zabsalian ambassadors received rations 
in Umma on their way to or from Ur, and still another four years later, Ibbi-Sin gave 
a daughter in marriage to the ruler of Zabsali (IS YN 5).81 Whatever punishment 
was meted out by Su-Sin's armies was not fatal, and the land recovered and thrived, 
governed by a new leader loyal to Ur or by a local ruler who was strong enough to 
force his enemy into diplomatic alliance. 

The Issue of SimaSki 
The name of Su-Sin's seventh ycar mentions only the defeat of ZabSaIi, but 

the associated rOyal inscriptions also describe various principalities, towns, or even 
villages as part of the lands of SimaSki, presumably its northern regions, as already 
noted above. The geopolitical concept of SimaSki denoted both a gecgraphica\ afea 
as well as a number of shifring polities, each led by individuals who were bound by 
kinship ties. Many have analyzed the history and location of Sima~ki, but all modem 
work on the subject begins with Matthew Stolper's (1982) synthesis, supplemented 
by the discoveries and analysis of Timothy Potts (1994: 30-34), Daniel Potrs (1999: 
130-59, 2009), Katrien de Graef (2005: 113; 2006: 43-55; 2008), and Piotr Stein
keller (1988, 2007a). An Old Babylonian "king lllit" from Susa regL'ters the names 
of twelve successive rulers of Simaski, but as Stolper demonstrated, a number of 
these rulers can be identified in the Ur III and Early Isin administrative record. 
Steinkeller (2007a: 221) has recently collected all the information on this matter 
and concluded, "since Ebarat I (Yabrat), Kimame, and Tazitta (Ta'azite) ate named 
concurrently in Ur III sources, the conclusion is unavoidable that they were con
temporaries." Stolper (1982: 48) already noted that two other Simaskian rulers from 
the list, Kindattu and Idaddu, are attested in a text from the time ofl'bi·Erra (BIN 
9 382). The details of all of this are of little consequence here, except to note, once 
again following Steinkeller, that these rulers and the polities under their contTOI do 
not seem to have been targeted by Su-Sin's armies, which fought only against some 
smaller Sima~kian polities that bordered on the lands of ZabsalL 

The areas mled by Ebarat and his kin survive.d this war without any apparent 
damage; indeed, as Steinkeller (20078: 227) has argued, their lands did not take part 
in the war. We have no direct evidence for the immediate consequences of these 
events, but only six years later Ebarat'. forces entered Susa and stayed there for at 
least two years, if not longer (De Graef 2005: 99). Two decades later, Simaskian 
annies, apparently now led by Kindattu, would defeat Ur and occupy the city for a 

83. UTI 5 3472:5-7 (IS1.12.-): lLi-kfg-gi.-a, an-sa-an", u za-ab-la-'li "·-[ke,-ne]. 
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decade. Stolper's compelling analysis of the pol itical situation of the time deserves 
to be cited in full (1982: 51): 

The war was not an isolated foray, bnt an escalationi Ur had been v.1mpaigning on its 
eastern and notthea."ltcm marches almost incessantly since late in the reign of SulgL 
Conflict stiffened local opposition and created communities of interest among Ur's 
adversaries. Loose political affiliations perhaps antedated the campa1b:rrt, Su~Sin's 
war stimulated or accelerated political or mHitary liaisons among the several regions. 

In the end, Simaski merged with Ansan, and their cOlllbined forces were able to 
challenge Ur (Steinkeller 2007a: 224). \'t'ben this actuallY took place is impossible 
to discern at present. A Mesopotamian document from SS8 Call be interpreted as 
treating Ebara!'s part of Simaski and AnSan as separate polities (TEL 46, SS8.12 .• ). 
One text from Ur lllay refer to leather bags for the ruler of Ansan, perhaps meant to 
hold previous items to curry favor with th~ growing power in the southeast. 84 

The military and politicaL actions of Su-Sin's reign are usually analyzed as dis
crete unrelated events, but there may be profit in taking a different view, linking 
tbem together into the flow of history. The wars and diplomatic contacts docu
mented in the fragmentary record do not represent by any means a full portrayal of 
what transpired during those years, and therefore any reconstruction of the times 
can ordv be hypothetical, at best. And yet the clues already described above, which 
connect the attack on Simanum, rhe construction of M uriq~Tidnim, and the assault 
on Zabsali, suggest that these campaigns were part of some larger scheme, that new 
forces were operating in the north and nottheast that forced Su-Sin's government to 
enact defensive measure of a completely novel kind. 

At this juncture, it is important to draw attention to one striking fact: while 
SimaSkian lands had been mentioned time and again by the scribes of Ur, her latest 
enemy, Zabsali, is completely new in cuneiform sources. Like Tidnum, there is no 
mention of this polity before the time of Su-Sin, when it first makes an appearance 
in inscriptions and in the name of his seventh year. In other words, there is not 
a single text documenting any contact- diplomatic, economic, or military-with 
either entity before hostilities began. The only possible exception to this is found 
in two laconic and undated ration texts that may come from Umma, but the prove
nience is uncertain: (a) Santag 6 382 (day 25) and (b) MVN 15 66 85 (day 30). Both 
are accounts of beer, and among the recipientB are: kas4 za~ab'sa-lild (a: 4, b: 11) 
lil za-ab:sa_liH (a: 5, b: 13) and lil si_ma_nilrn ki (a: 7).Il6The longer text (b) also 
mentions a "man" from Arrapha (6) and Sabum (il 5). The peculiar spellings ,mcd in 

84. Large number of animal skins to make h·dulQ_ gan for the hi an-sa-' an '[".so], UET 3 
1290 (lSI5.2.-1. 

85. Collated (UM 72-25.03). 
86. 'There is also one a-[ba-arl-du,uk (b: ii 1), who must be the sukkal ofrhe same name 

"'no conveys (glr i) goods in connection with Kun1ii"matt.l~ the princess married into the royal 
house ofSimanum in SSl.3.9 (MVN 15 216:17), or even a·[ri]-du-uk, an envoy from S~rum, 
.;ha is known from tablets dated to the time ofSu-Sin (see the next pamgraph). 
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these texts and the fuct that none of the other individuals who appear in them can be 
identified suggest that they come from an otherwise unknown archive, although it is 
also possible that this tablet came from Umma but not from any of the major known 
archives from the city. The lack of a date formula makes it difficult to draw any firm 
historical conclusions from these documents, but the association of Simanum and 
Zab;;ali is perhaps more than pure coincidence. 

Prior to the S imanum expedition, U r III records concerning conflicts with 
Amorites mention only the nonspecific kur Amurrum, "Amorite highlands," dis
cussed earlier, and the only "Amorite" polity that maintains diplomatic relations of 
some kind was Pamadium. The appearance on the scene of an additional Amorite 
polity, 'Ildnum, which joins the latter in attacks on Ur's armies marching toward Si
manum may signal that the same processes that gave rise to the Zab~ali confederation 
also had the effect of pressing disparate Amorite ttibal or kinship groups into some 
larger political entity that, with greater numbers and unified tactical potential, Cre
ated some level of danger for the progress o{Mesopotamian forces along the Hamrin. 

The novel appearance of both lldnum and Zabsali in the Ur II1 record pl'Ompted 
strong actions on the part of the MesopotamiilIl kingdom. One can see in all of this 
the work of outside forces, as did, for example, Maurice Lambert (1979: 38), who 
blamed the cril;is of these years on a massive Amorite invasion. Other interpreta
tions come to mind, however. It is important to call attention l'O the fact that the 
years in which Su-Sin occupied the throne are characterized by intensive contacts 
with the various leaders of Simaski, in addition to the other events detailed above. 
One hypothesis that comes to mind is that the temporary weakening of Ct during 
the laBt few years of Arnar-Sin's reign may have provided an oppottunity for the 
revival and strengthening of certain Sim~kian polities to a degree that would have 
been to difficult to deal with, Even so, more open revolt against the Cwwn in the 
north and northeast, combined with the consolidations of the new powers invested 
in the Tldnum tribes or tribal confederation around the Hamrin and in the new pDI~ 
ity of ZabSali could not be allowed to stand and were dealt with accordingly. Other 
forces, undetectable in the preserved record, may have been at play, of course, but it 
is useless to press the data and speculate further on these matters. It does seem likely, 
however, that the plilIlning and construction of Muriq-Tidnim was not an isolated 
episode but was connected to events that spread out over the whole reign of Su-Sin, 
although they were part of processes that began later and continued into the time of 
his successor, 

It is perhaps instructive that the authors of the Su-Sin inscriptions repeatedly de~ 
scribed Simaski, Tidnum, as well as Simaski not as unified polities under the control 
of a single sovereign but as "lands" with many rulers. For example, in one passage, the 
prisoners of war are depicted as (Frayne 1997, E3/2.1.4J iii 22-29); 

en~en b8xa .. bara~bi ~agaa ml~ni .. in ... dab5~dab5 ensi gal--gal ma ... da ma .. da za .. ab~sa .. likl U 
ensl .. en:::i U11li,.-uruh ..• 
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He took all their lords and leaders prisoner. And all the great rulers of all the lands 
ofZabsali as well as all the rulers of all of (its) dries, , . 
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One should be wary of overinterpretation here, keeping in mind Robert Adams's 
strictures conccming the degree of cultural knowledge of the authors of such texts, 31 

but on the rhetorical level, at least, it would seem that they wish to create a contrast 
between the strictly hierarchical, centralized state of Cr, firmly ruled by a master of 
the universe and the fragmented and inferior polities of the highlands. Is ir possible 
to speculate that this political language sheds light on some of the motivations that 
lay behind the organization of the Zab§ali invasion, which may have been designed 
to interfete with and hinder processes of integration in the highlands, developments 
that posed a serious potential threat to the lowland kingdom? If this was indeed the 
case, the campaign, whatever its immediate effect may have been, was ultimately a 
failure and may have even been counterproductive, hastening rather than impeding 
the consolidation of highland politics, ' 

The "Walls" Revisited 

Let us now return to the subject of the fortifications built under Sulgi and Su
Sin. Although the surviving documentation impels us to think episodically, the 
building of relatively important lines of fortifications cannot be l'educed to two short 
periods of building activity. Conceptually and organizationally, they were separate 
undertakings, but from a broader point of view, one must see them as elements of 
~mplex, long-term processes that began some time during the first half of Suigi's 
re1gtl and continued, off and on, well into the time of Su-Sin, 'The idea may go back 
to the time of the founder of the dynasty, judging by the fOCllS of the Cr-Namma ca
dastre text that chatters the area protected by the Sulgi fortifications. 'The reason for 
their construction and the consequences of the building activities are more difficult 
to eetermine, On the preceding pages, I offered the hypothesis that the bad mada 
of Sulgi's time was designed to protect military staging areas ilIld provide a central 
m~?ilization point as parr of 'ill in-depth strategy that supported the more forward 
mlhtary defenses on the marches of the state. 

The name of Su-Sin's fortifications, one royal inscription, as well as the royal let
lets all point to a more specific central theme: defense against Amorite infiltration. 
As noted at the outset of this chapter, the idea of such a defensive line has often 
evoked comparisons with the Great Wall of China. 'The analogy turns out to be 
apPosite but not for the reasons that usually come to mind, and the historical analo
gies with border relations of early Far Eastern peoples can be instructive. The myths 
abollt the Great Wall provide much inspiration to the imagination, but the fact is 
that it is really a concatenation of various fortifications, not all of them continuous, 

87, Adams 1981: 136; see p. 90 above. 
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built at different times for different purposes, and the wall did 1,0t, as is commonly 
thought, isolate China from its neighbors. Recall, also, that Lattimore (1940) argued 
many years ago that the wall actually served to consolidate hostile state formations 
in the borderlands, eventually leading to the downfall of the ruling dynasty of China. 

The constant Ur III military activities in the highlands over the course of more 
than three decades may have led to similar results and only served to unite frag
mented polities in the Zagros and different elements of the large polities or confed
erations of Ansan and Sima~ki, and these, in turn, eventually toppled the Mesopo
tamian state. In the context of this broader historical picture, one may propose that 
the true purpose of Muriq-TIdnim was not so much the protection of the homeland 
from small Amorite raids but the securing of the agriculturally rich Diyala region 
and surrounding parts of the eastern frontier, strengthening defensive as well as of
fensive capacities against a broad range of highland principalities, and the prepara
tion, provisioning, and establishinl\. of the infrastructure supporting the attack on 
Zab~ali and on certain elements of Sima~ki. as part of a chain of events that began 
with the campaign against Simanum and perhaps even earlier but also as a result of 
the encounters with TIdnum during that expedition. The fact that the name of the 
fortifications is defensive can be viewed as an obvious tactical propag'dnda ploy; one 
never announces one's military intentions ahead of time, and military installations 
are often described as defensive no matter what their true purpose might be. Frontier 
constructions of this kind would have also served to discipline unruly local popula
tions, to facilitate the exploitation of natural resources and labor sources of the area, 
in addition to priming the local economy, thus assuring a more stahle platform for 
expansion into territories that lay beyond. However, it is a measure of our lack of 
concrete information.on these matters that one could equally well suspect that the 
conflict with Zah'!ali grew out of a new and sudden danger that required swift action 
on the part ofUr. 

The broad array of complex diplomatic activities described above precludes any 
overt aggressive military construction on the frontier, even if its purpose may have 
been quite evident. It is possible that the name was linked to the fact that the build
ing operations, as well as the resulting military activity, were expected to be harassed 
by raiders trom 'ndnum, but nothing in the surviving documentation justifies a literal 
interpretation of the name of the defenses or of the justification for their construc
tion that is found in the CKU. If my reconstruction is correct, the fortifications 
were much too long and the effort that went into them was much too extreme if 
their purpose was to ward off such a low-level threat. Therefore, one has to imagine 
Muriq-TIdntm not as a great wall but as a series of forts, army posts, and perhaps 
even short walls that served as bases for support of the royal army. It was not, by any 
means, conceptuatiy an extension of the bad mada, although it might have begun 
in the area that the latter shielded; the purposes of the two construction projects 
were different, founded as they were in different times and in different political and 
military contexts. 
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According to older reconstructions, the Ur 1II fortifications not only divided 
the state from its enemies but also cut the core of the state into two parts, separating 
northern cities such as Sippar and Kish trom the center (see, e.g., Gasche et al. 2002: 
542-43). Although it has been claimed that these places were of secondary impor
tance to the lir III kings, there is little to support this conclusion, since we have 
limited information about contemporary life in these parts of Babylonia at the time. 
The reconstruction I have offered does not require such assumptions. According to 
my hypothesis, the starting point was at Apiak, which lay on the Abgal, which was 
not the western branch of the Euphrates system, so the fortifications did not teach 
the Arahtum canal to the west, and thus if this reconstruction is correct, would 
not have prevented access from Sumer to Dimat-Enlila, Kish, Sippar, Babylon, and 
surrounding areas that belonged to the northern part of the core of the Ur III state. 
Moreover, if Muriq-TIdnim were only a line of forts and not a continuous wall, then 
these cities would have still been easily accessible from the south. The analogy with 
the Great Wall, or rather with a certain mental model of the Wall, has made us think 
of Muriq:I1dnim as a barrier, but it was undoubtedly more than that. 

According to the reconstruction offered here, Su-Sin's fortifications were de
signed, if not acrually fully built, all the way up the Diyala/Taban plain past the 
Hamrin gates. This region was a true frontier zone, constituting one of the marches 
of the Ur 1lI state. Shepherds, herdsmen, tribute bearers, messengers, amba5Sadors, 
traders, as well as native and foreign armies constantly traversed these areas. This 
is also where different ethnic groups and different languages intermingled, where 
cultural contaet worked in all directions, and where settled and pastoralist dwellers 
of the mountains and valleys exchanged goods and ideas. The defenses in this region 
were built as much for moving armies as for stopping infiltrators. They may have had 
defensive purposes, but, more important, they constituted a link to these places, both 
as a staging route for the movement of troops but also as a two-way highway of ideas. 
At the same time, they were part of a self-defeating military strategy, for the military 
campaigns that began there only served to create opposition against Sumer in the 
highlands, an opposition that would eventually topple the Ur 1IJ state. 

J. L Borges (1964: 3), who understood such matters far better than we do, once 
wrote an essay on the Great Wall of China in which he observed that "burning books 
and building fortifications is a task common to princes." It would have pleased him 
to know just how well our knowledge of Sulgi's deeds, which probably included the 
discarding most of the Early Dynastic literaty tradition in addition to the construc
tion of a "great wall," coniirms his prescient words. 
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Ur, Isin, Kazallu, and the 
Final Decades of the Ur III State 

(Letters 21-24) 

TIw Ur III Collapse 

The fall of Cr is onc of the dramatic moments of early Mesopotamian times, if 
modem historians are to be believed, but in many ways our received opinions about 
the episode are grounded in a vision of history and politics colored by the celebra
tion of nations, ethnic unity, and centered in the glory of large and powerful states. 
We often depict the kingdoms of Akkad and Ur as classical moments of early Near 
Eastern history, when in fact they may be better viewed as aberrations in a historical 
flow dominated by localism and small political organizations. The picture of the last 
decades ofUt is muddled by lack of sufficient documentation; as a result, speculation 
and inference give license to the imagination, offering a broad field of play for the 
philologist and historian alike. 

The classic description of the fall ofUr still belongs to Thorkild Jacobsen (1953), 
although he had already summarized his views a decade and a half earlier (Jacobsen 
1941: 219-20): 

Events arollnd the fan of the Third Dynasty of Ur are gradually becoming clearer. 
A rebellion in Babylonia around the tenth year of l(b)bl-Sin reduced that ruler to a 
mere petty king who may not have controlled much more than the terrimry around 
Ur its'elf. The rest of his empire broke up into similar small states; }lippurand north-
ern Babylonia fell to lshbi-lrra oflsin, henceforth I(b)bi-Sin's chief rival; the Diyala 
region had won independence under Hushu-ilija, and so forth. Elam, another former 
vassal, took advantage of this breakdown in Babylonia. In the twenty·fifth and last 
year of I(b)bi·Sin, with its allies and neighbors tbe Sua people, it launched a dev-
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astating attack against both Ur and lsin. While Isin lived to fight another day, Ur 
succumbed entirely. l(b)bi-Sin and most of hiS subjects were canied off captive to 
Elam, and Ur itself was looted and destroyed. In the ruins or ar a nearby spot part of 
the invaders sertled. 
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After more than 60 years, we can 11esh out the narrative with new data and with 
minor revisions of the chronological framework, but the picture remains jumbled, 
fragmented, and there are large patches of empry canvas. I These blank waces have 
been filled in with suppositions based on meager evidence and by much speculation, 
scme of it based on preconceived notions mther than OIl facts. The standard pre
sentation of the fall of Ur is that it was a catastrophe and invokes causes such as the 
inllux of foreign ethnic elements such as the Amoritcs, environmental determinism 
in the form of climatic disasters and crop failures, or the rise of a bloated bureaucracy. 
One of the main sources of information for all this is the CKU, in the incomplete 
form that it has been previously available, as well as pectic texts such as the Lam
entation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur, The Ur Lament, later omens, and the 
fragmentary hymns of l,bi-Err" (van Dijk 1978; Sjoberg 1993; Vanstiphout 1989-90; 
Michalowski.2005b). 

Catastrophic collapse may appeal to the imagination hut has little historical 
or sociological justification (McAnany and Yoffee 2010: 5-6). The fall of the Ur 
1I1 state apparatus was primarily a political and military affair, and the admittedly 
meager information currently available does not suggest that it led to a collapse of 
global civilization, whkh, as Marcella Frangipane (2009: 16) observes, is extremely 
rare. As she notes, 

Very often what i~ thought of as j'collapse" was a merely a changc j in other words 
a few e1ement..,~·even important ones--were transformed within the overall sys .. 
tern that fashioned a civilization} while other elements are simultaneously retained 
and adapted to the new conditions reprt'"ltentJng the continuation of what are often 
equally important aspects of traditional relations between the members of a given 
society. 

Frangipane's apposite remarks, which echo may of the positions taken by contribu
tors to Yoffee and Cowgill's collection of essays on the collapse of states and civiliza
tions, serve as an inrruduction to a discussion of events from the fourth millennium 
B,C.B., but they serve equally well as a caution to the historian who looks at historical 
processes rhat took place early in the secOIld millennium B.C.E.' The consequences of 
the fall of rhe House of Ur are difficult to gauge in any adequate manner because of a 
lack of textual information from the period covering the last decades of the kingdom 
and years subsequent to its fall. Ur was occupied by an eastern army, but in Nippur 

1. New Hghton these event, has been shed by Wikke 1970; Gami 1980, 1984; Lafont 1995; 
and Steinkeller 2008. 

2. Yoffee and Cowgill 1988; filOSt pertinent to our discussion are the contributions of Ad, 
alllS, El""l1Srndt, and Yoffee. See also Simpoli 1994: 169. 
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and Isin life continued without any evidence of disaster, At ESmuma and Susa, new 
masters took over without any evident hiatus, but evidence is lacking from other 
places. The main damage, insofar as one can determine, took place early during the 
reign of Ibbi-Sin, but life in the south of the state, around the capital and in an area 
the size of which is impossible to gauge, continued with few ill effects for another two 
decades, From the long-term sociopolitical point of view, however, there is nothing 
tremendously cataclysmic about the fall of Ur, even if part of the native tradition, as 
preserved in texts such as the city laments, presents it in catastrophic terms. Th",",e 
poems identify state collapse with the ruin of civilization, but this is the point of 
view held by native proponents of centralized authority. It ignores, perhaps willfully, 
the opening up of new sets of community relationships that come about with the 
dissolntion of rigid state apparatus and hierarchical social models that characterized 
the highly bureaucratized Dr III kingdom (Adams 2(09). Moreover, as Yof(ee (2005: 
137) observes, the most frequent consequence of state collapse was the dse of new 
states that were often" consciously modeled on the state that had done d,C collaps
ing." In the case of the dissolution of Dr, it was lsin that performed this role, as Yoffee 
undoubtedly had in mind when he wrote those words. 

Explanations of the Dr III Collapse 

Proponents of the kind of historiography that finds causation in cdmic move
ments have ascribed much fault to the Amorites. As I have already described in 
chap. 5, administrative texts from the time document but a small number of Amori
tes within the country, most of them associated with the military, probably as elite 
bodyguards. The doeuments also refer to low-level conflicts resulting from a hostile 
Amorite presence on the frontier and beyond. TI,e CKU letters refer ro confronta
dorts with Amorite tribes in the northeast, but the economic texts as well as the 
year-names make it clear that the Ur 1II government had bigger adversaries and mOre 
pressing mllitary problems to deal with and that their main enemies were the larger 
polities in Iran that had little to do with Amorites. To be sure, hostile Amorites were 
counted among the enemies of Ur, as we have already seen, but there is absolutely 
no evidence outside of CKU that their presence in Babylonia was a significant factor 
in the processes that led to the disintegration of central power. 

Within CKe, the information from the Ibbi-Sin correspondence implies that 
With the breakdown of Ur III control of the Diyala and the surrounding highlands, 
Amorite tribal groups were able to descend into the valley and mount raids into 
Mesopotamia proper. The situadon described therein would have already resembled 
what can be observed soon after the Ur III collapse in Early Old Babylonian letters 
found at ESnunna (Whiting 1987), but it ls difficult to imagine that even if the CKU 
portrait is accurate, such low-level threats could have had any sizable influence on 
the process of the dissolution of the kingdom. To repeat the obvious once again, the 
primary reason for imagining a major Amodte threat is the name of the fortifications 
that were celebrated in Su-Sin's fourth year-name, MUTIq-Tidnim, "The One That 
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Keeps the Tidnum (Amorites) at a Distance." but too much weight has been given to 
this name, as I have argued above, and one cannot base an entire theory of collapse 
on a single 11ame. Indeed, there is little to support "a model of intrusion, conquest, 
and assimilation of Amorite foreigners into Mesopotamian society" (Yoffee 2005, 
146). It is therefore more than likely that we must adjust the commonly held opin
ion, summarized by the author of the must recent in-depth and most reliable history 
of Old Babylonian times (Charpin 2004a, 57): 

En ce qui concel'l1e la fin du troisieme millenaire, il est neanmoins certain que te 
movement de peoples uesigne c.onventiol111ellemnt sous le terrue d1 «invasions amor~ 
rites» a joue une role essen tieL 

Environmental determinists argue that declining crop yields precipitated the fall 
of Ur. In its milder fonn, this is seen as resulting from possible shifts in the course 
of the Tigris (Sallaberger 1999: 177), but others speak of crop failures and "the col
lapse of Ur III agriculture" due to climate change (Weiss 2000: 89).' The idea that 
agricultural failures may have been important in the disintegration of the Ur III state 
was first argued by T. Jacohsen (1953) and then further discussed by T. Gomi (1980, 
1984). It is important to note that both}acobsen and Gomi were very cateful in their 
analysis, and that neither blamed lack of grain as the sole reason for the cullapse of 
the state. The evidence they brought together is important, but it in no way sup
ports the assertion of a collapse of agricultural production throughout northern and 
southern Babylonia. 

It has also been argued that the Sargonic and Dr 1lI states disintegrated as a 
result of an abrupt change in the climate of the region, which shifted to relatively 
arid conditions beginning around 4000 to 4200 years ago and cuntinuing for a few 
centuries (Cullen et a1. 2000; Weiss 2000). There can be no questioning the impres
sive marshalling of hard evidence for aridification and changes in the water-How of 
the Euphrates around 2200 B.C. (Riehl, Bryson, and Pustovoytov 2008; Riehl 2008, 
2009), but there are good reasoru to be skeptical of the connectiOllS that have been 
made between these physical factors and collapse of both society and state. As in
tereBting as these speculations may be, they tend to overlook a number of serious 
problems. First, our absolute chronology of Mesopotl'lInia is not precise enough to 
allow correlation between scientific data on climate and specific historical events, 
and, ftmhermore, the dating of the supposed climate crises are also imprecise. Sec.
and, it is not dear how a lasting process of aridification can accuunt both for the 
collapse of two state fonnations, Akkad and Ur, as well as for the rise of the second 
state on the ashes of the first. Moreover, as the argument goes, climate changes in 

3. Older theories that ascribed the fall of Ur to agricultural failure caused by salinization 
of the soi! wete strongly criticized by Powell (1985), although a Ittl! srudy of the problem is still 
badly needed. Influential nonspecialists (e.g .• Chew zm], 31-38; Diamond Z005; TaiMer 20(6) 
have continued to repeat unsubstantiated claims for resource degradation, overconsumption, and 
Overirrigation in ancient Mesopotamia, based on fanciful restatmg of older specialist literature 
but wiUlout empirical substance. 
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Syria drove Amorite tribes south, forcing them to encroach on land in Babylonia; 
as we have already seen, however, there is no evidence for such dramatic population 
movements at the time. ' 

One could argue that, in the wake of a serious agricultural crisis, Mesopotamians 
adapted their growing techniques to the new conditions and managed short-tenn 
successes, only to be defeated in the end by natural conditions. It may be reasonable 
to speculate about such processes, but little evidence from Mesopotamian sources has 
been marshaled to bolster these conjectures. Even if one were to accept the hypoth
esis that Ur III times were characterized by extreme weather conditions, there is no 
evidence that this had a significant impact on agricultural yield, because cultivators 
still managed to obtain an impressive 1:30 seed to yield ratio in the Lagash province, 
at least (Halstead 1990: 187), and the massive textual documentation from that area 
shows no evidence of any developing agricultural crisis. It has been argued that "re
duced Euphrates stream flow probably explains unique linearization of Ur III irriga
tions canals (Adams 1981: 164) that attempted to counter stream channel meander
ing" (Weiss 2000: 89), but this is an overstatement of the evidence; such a layout of 
irrigation canals is linked to field shapes, and this type offield shape is not in any way 
characteristic of the period but of a geographical location-the Girsu province-and 
the data on Sargonic fields that is used in this comparison comes from farther north, 
from the area of Kish, a very different physical environment (Liverani 1997: 173). 

Ration lists and other administrative texts from Ur indicate a shortage of grain 
in the capital starting at about the middle of Ibbi-Sin's sixth year and continuing at 
least into year nine (Gomi 1984). By this time, almost all the outlying regions of the 
state were no 'longer under central control, and it therefore comes as little surprise 
that the Crown had problems obtaining resources. As far as we know, this shortage 
was a three-year crisis in a single dty, but it is more a symptom than a cause of a po
litical predicament, and one cannot conclude from this that there was a prolonged 
multiyear crop failure in the whole of Sumer and Akkad. Unfortunately, we cannot 
trace the grain situation in the capital beyond this point, because the archive that 
provides this information stops in IS8, and for the following six years there are only 
38 texts from Ur; when mote abundant records resume, in the form of tablet.s from 
ISI5-17, they come from a different archive that deals mainly with precious met
als (Widdell 2003: 98-99) and therefore provide no documentation regarding the 
agricultural situation. 

Ibbi-Sin's eighth regnal year is probably coterminous with the beginning oflsbi
Erra's independent rule at Isin and NippW' to the n01"th, and nothing indicates that 
there were any agricultural problems in the area under the control of the new admin
istration, but here once again we are hampered in our understanding by inadequate 
documentation. The central government managed to maintain control over Ur and 
its immediate environs for another 16 years. Up to this point I have avoided any ref-

4. A particularly fanciful and imaginative narrative of rhe full of Ur, wrong in all details, 
based on these ideas, can be found in Fagan 2004: 6-7. 
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erence to the CKU, which in filct precipitated tilL, entire line of inquiry, because it 
was a reading of the letter oflsbi-Erra to Ibbi-Sin (Islbl [21]) that prompted Jacobsen 
to produce his pioneering study. BlIt this epistle has been somewhat misused, as we 
will presently see, and provides no evidence of any large-scale agricultural disaster. 

The theoretical ramifications of the Ur III collapse are as murky as the relevant 
evidence. In a monograph that is perhaps the most detailed comparative analysis of 
the fall of complex societies, Joseph A. Tainter (1988) argues that their inevitable 
collapse cannot be ascribed exclusively to internal and external conflict, environ
mental factors, including catastrophes and resource depletion, but results from the 
pressures involved in maintaining complexity. Collapse tends to ensue when the in
vestment of resources in such complexity maintenance bec,omes too costiy, in terms 
of cost-.benefit ratios, so that a state can no longer maintain proper organizational 
and other forces to resists stress surges. Although lainter's comparative work is fas
cinating in many ways, it provides but another monocausal explanation of what are 
usually extremely complicated historical processes (Trigger 1989: 375) and limits 
"civilizational" collapse to political disintegration (Bowersock 1991: 120). 

More recently, Yoffee (2005: 139) has returned to the subject and restated his 
position, taking a position that differs substantially from that of Tainter: 

Collapse l in generaL tends to ensue when the center is no longer able fo secure re .. 
sources from rhe periphery, usually having lost the legirimacy through which it could 
disembed goods and services of traditional organized groups. 

By shifting the trigger for collapse from economic cost ratios to ideology, Yoffee also 
moves the explanatory focus to different moments in the historical process: loss of 
legitimacy arises as a consequence of other social, economic, organizational, or mili
tary factors, but there are always other complex forces at play that lead to such dis
solution of central authority.5 In the case of the Ur collapse, we have very few facts 
to go on, so we cannot reliably discover and evaluate the various "stress surges" that 
led to the fatal loss of legitimacy by the central government. 

None of the monocausal explanations of the end of the Ur II! kingdom have 
proved convincing, and the reason for this may be that the affair was much more 
complex and aleatoric than one would like to believe. The sudden loss of both Susa 
and Esnunna in IS3 suggests that the Crown did not have the military means to 
bead off such disasters, perhaps because all of the wars in recent years had drained 
its marrial resources. Unrelated to this may be the loss of the Umma and Girsu prov
inces, which happene.d a few years later. Tne evidence is te'luoUs, to say the least, but 
Maekawa (1989: 49) has shown that cereal pl'Oduction in parts of the Umma prov
Lnce fell somewhat in IS3, although there is no reason to believe that anything like 
this was happening in the Girsu province. Both areas were watered by canals that fed 
from the Tigris, and perhaps we are witnessing here the beginnings of a process that 

5, Yoffee (l010} recently returned to these issues in a somewhat different manner, concen~ 
trating on the end of Assyrian state power, 
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came to a head three years later, Sallaberger (1999: 176-77), referring to work done 
by Heimpel (1990), already suggested that the change of the comse of the TIgris may 
have been a factor in the fall of Ur, and Robert Adams, who drew my attention to 

the Importance of this potential factor, notes that later Glrsu Information shows a di
minished agricultural capacity, as documented by Richardson (2008), It is interesting 
to note that after Ur HI times there is no evidence of any life in Girsu and Lagas be
fore the time of the Larsa rulers Nur-Adad and his successor Sin-iddinam, and then 
information resumes again in the time of Rim-Sin, All of tbis has been documented 
by Ricbardson and need not be repeated here, This correlates well with information 
gleaned from the year-names and inscriptions of these Larsa kings: both Sin-iddinam 
and Rim-Sin claim to have dredged the Tigris (Steinkeller 2001: 31-32), Could it be 
that, from the time of lbbi-Sin until Nur-Adad or Sin-iddinam, the old channel of 
the Tlf,'tis that fed the alluvium and therefore led to Oirsu was running in a different 
bed, or can'ied little water, and it was only in the time of these Larsa kings that it was 
restored to some approximation of its former location? 

As Adams (2006: 39) himself has observed: "alluvial river systems are charac
teristically unstable, given to course changes through channel avulsion that would 
naturally disrupt established patterns of human use.'" Alternatively, one may seek 
human agency in this matter, either as a result of cumulative action on waterworks 
or resulting from more deliberate intetference; for example, a later Old Babylonian 
king, Abi-csuh, claimed to have damUl,,] up the river,7 Whatever the causes, if the 
"old TIgris" changed its course or carried lower water volume because of avulsions of 
tributaries farther upstream, then we could understand why all the provinces fed by 
its waters become silent, Many cities to the west and northwest of these areas, fed 
by the brancbes of the Euphrates, continued to exist, even though some of them no 
longer pledged their allegiance to Ur, 

'11,e end of the Drehem archives may perhaps be related to the loss of the fron
tier; Nippur and Istn were taken over by Isbi,Erra--a person who in a different time 
might have been called a warlord--who proclaimed independence, but seems not 
to have been actively seeking the immediate collapse of what was left of the Ur III 
state, If the CKU is to be believed, civic life continued in Ka,allu, Girkal, Kish, and 
perhaps Borsippa. At the same time, the rulers of Ansan and Simaski, in the moun
tains to the east, consolidated their political and military might and were eventually 
ready to overwhelm the armies of the Mesopotamian alluvium. It is impossible at 

6. For Wl overview of the history of (lvulsions of tile Tigris and Euphrates river systems, see 
Morozova 2005, with previous literature, HAvulsion is a process whereby a major river diverts 
from an existing channel to a lower elevation on the floodplain, initiatitlg a new channel belr' 
(Morozava 2005: 407), Longer-term clilmtic factors may have also played a tole in aU of this, be
cause there is evidence of long-term aridification around that time (AqrawL 2001); nonetheless) 
it is difficult to correlate ciimate and geological time with somewhat uncertain absolute historical 
chronologyJ as already noted above, 

7, YN o! mu a-biwe~sll~ub lngal .. e USlJ mah dmarduk~ka-ta fdtdigna gis b(~in" 
kes~da ~ "The year King Abi~eSuh, by Mardllk's supreme might, damned up the Tigtis.n 
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present to ascertain the connection between these various factors, and therefore our 
understanding of the last decades of the kingdom founded by Ur-Namma remains 
fragmentary and opaque. It may have been pure chance that all these different nar
ratives converged at a time when the state was already weakened by military and 
organizational overreach; God may not play with dice, but History often does. 

On the pages that follow, I will survey some of the patchy information from the 
last decades of tbe Ur III state. Tbe foclls will be primarily military and political, but 
this choice is dictated by the nature of the surviving sources and by the context of 
the preseut discussion, which is, after all, merely an extended commentary on the 
literary royal letters and not a full history of the times. 111erefore, the spotlighting 
of these specific factors should in no way be taken to mean that they are the only 
components involved in the processes that led to the fan of Ur, I will then proceed 
with a discussion of the lbbi-Sin letters in this historical context, 

The Beginnings af Ibbi-Sin's Reign 

Su-Sin did not live to see the end of his ninth regnal year, and the new king, 
lbbi-Sin, was immediately elevated to the throne, accompanied by ceremonies in 
important cult places (Sollberger 1953; Sigrist 1989; Sallaberger 1999: 172-73; Katz 
2007: 174--82),8 1he succession seerns to have taken place without any obvious 
strife; the new man on the throne of Ur was probably Su-Sin's brother, auother of 
Sulgi's sons,9 The consequences of the change of occupant on the throne of Ur are 
difficult to gauge because it is impossible to discern the practical role of the monarch 
and how much agency can be ascribed to his person. Under the influence of native 
self-representational strategies, we tend to think of the history of these times as di
vided into reigns, but, truth be told, we simply do not know how power was distrib, 
uted within the state, nor do we understand the patterns of decision-making among 
the elites. We are also in the dark about Ibbi-Sin's social and official position, prior 
experience, or community networks before he assumed the kingship of Ur. 

Contemporary documents provide very little in the way of evidence of any 
changes in administration or of any looming problems, At first, economic activity 
seems to functioll as before, but taxes from the eastern periphery appear diminished 

8, TIiere is some question in the ancient sources as to whether Ibbi-Sin reigned 24 Or 25 
years, Hen!l a twenty"four~year reign is assumed, following the scheme presented by SoUberger 
(1980) and Frayne (1997: 36[-(6), This conforms to the number recorded in the two Ur lUllsin 
reign lists published by Sollberger (1954), now duplicated by still another list in Friberg 2007: 
233. Manuscripts .of the Sumerian King List contain different numbers: J: 24; P5: 25; SuI! 25; 
S,13+4: 25'; WB, 24; Leilan: 23: (information kindly provided by Gianni Marchesi, who is prep .. ''" 
ing a new editiotl of the compositionj sigla follow Jacobsen 1939; LeHan:::: Vincente 1995. TIle 
numbers tnay change, because only the second source has been coUated), 

9. On the Ur HI succession, see a forthcoming study by Jetrold ('...{Joper and me; for the time 
being, the latest discussion of the issue is in Dahl 2007: 7-32. 
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in the first two years of the new monarch,1O and then, suddenly, records simply stop 
in most places outside ofUr and the south so that, by his sixth year, lbbl-Sin's admin
istration controlled only Ur, Uruk, Adab, Nippur, and surrounding regions. ll There 
are small signals that things had begun to go wrong earlier. At least three records 
from the last year of Su-Sin's reign document that scheduled dues from the frontier 
had not been received. 11 

lbe archival situation is difficult to analyze because, outside of a few major cit
ies, the documentation is relatively meager, but the consistency of the pattern tells a 
story. '!bere are no dated Ur 1II tablets from Kisurra, Sippar, or llian-Mizyad after IS2. 
The same holds true for the SI.A.A archive, which cannot be located at present. The 
related Turam-ili group ends with IS3, as do the texts from Elinunna, Susa, GarSana, 
and Urusagrig.11 Kish and Babylon are last mentioned in a Drehem rext from IS2.'4 

The situation is more complex in other cities, as discussed most recently by 
Lafont (1995), with minor modifications by Sallaberger (1999: 175 n. 180). It ap_ 
pears that in Ibbi-Sin's second year the central government still held Ur, Girsu, and 
Umma, as well as PuzriB-Dagan, Nippur, and Lqin-but not for long. Records from a 
town close to l\ ippur that housed prisoners of war from Su-Sin's Summum campaign 
end in I54." The tax collection offices at Puzris-Dagan still functioned normally 
though IS2: although there seem to be eleven texts from IS3 and one from the fol, 
lowing year (Lafont 1995: 7), for all practical purposes it had ceased to function after 
IS2. 16 At Umma, texts stop after year IS5 and at Girsu after year IS6. In none of these 
last-dated documents is there any clue to the end of the textual documentation, and 
so the historian can only speculate regarding events that might have had such dis
tinctive consequences. The end of the tax collections from the frontier, documented 
by the disappearance of records at Drehem, indicates that something was going on 
in the eastern borderlands in 153, months before the loss of hath Susa and Enunna. 

10, An account of such taxes (gun ma;da), covering year one and the beginning half of 
year two of Ibbi-Sin's reign, lists only places in rhe lower Diyala and close to the Tigris (Kakku
latum, Tutub, Zimudat, etc.) and none that call be securely located farther up the valley (CY 32 
19,IS2.4.9). 

11. The last mention of Uruk in an Ur III archival text is in UET 31133:6, which records 
that 13 slave girls were sent to that dty in the sixth month of IS5. Adab is last mentioned, In 
broken context, in IS7.7.- (UET 3 1574). 

12. TAD 66, Trouvail1e 50, Santag 7101 (nu,mu-de.): all three dated 8S9.-.-. 
13. Information on Urusagrlg courtesy of David Owen (personal communication). 
14. Kish: MVN 10 144 r. ilU7 (182.9.3); Babylon: MVN 8:139: r. Ii 8; and BIN 3 346 4, 

borh dated IS2.6.14. 
15. This atchive is still unpublished: information courtesy of Benjamin Studevent-Hlckman. 
16. Lafont mentions 11 Drehem texts from IS3, without any demil. Most of the document> 

that have been ascribed to Drehem from this year ute tn fact from other places, such as Nlppur or 
date to the time ofSulgL Those that may come from Drehern are mainly from the leather archive 
(SET 290, month 4; MVN 13 5941, month seven; AS] 4 [198218, month broken; SAT .3 1998, 
month 12). 
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It may be coincidence, but the end of these archives correlates with an expedi
tion against the northeastern state of Simurum; its defeat was heralded in the name 
of lbbi-Sin's third year. Simurum had been a perennial problem for his predece&'IOrs: 
Sulgi campaigned endlessly against it, naming his forry-fourth year for the "ninth" 
defeat of the ci ty. Drehem accounts from AS8 to SS2 document the presence of 
twO "men" of Simurum, Kirib-ulme and Tappan-darah, fol1owe~ by an ensi by the 
name of$il1uli-Dagan, who is attested from S42 through at least SS6 (Owen 200lb). 
Given the ambiguity ofUr III terminology, it IE impossible to determine ifhe was an 
indepE'ndent ruler or Su-Sin's governor of the area, although at least in Sulgi's time 
he waS definitely an appointee of the Crown. It is interesting to note, however, that 
he first appears just when, according to the Sarrum-bani letter, Simurum had joined 
the hostile Amorites against the state ofUr (SaSul: 14 [19]). Whatever the outcome 
of this event may have been, only four years afrer the last attestation of $il1us-Dagan, 
the king of Sumer once again went to war against Simurum and claimed vicrory, 
as related in the name of lbbi-Sin's third year. But in the aftermath of this war, his 
empire begon to collapse, and one cannot but wonder if the events are not linked: 
that this war in the northeast, coming only four years after a major war in the area 
focusing on Simaski and Zabsali, overextended Ur's reach. More pertimntiy, it can
not be excluded that the year-name masks a military disaster. Soon after, the Ur III 
government negotiated a dynastic union with ZabSali in IS4, as documented by the 
year formula for the following year. Why would Ur conduct diplomacy with a remote 
highland polity, when most of the territories in between had dropped their allegiance 
to the house of Ur-Namma? And yet, even after the documentation from Ununa, 
Girsu, and even Nippur had ceased, Ibbi-Sin's chancellery insisted on proclaiming 
victories over Huhnuri (IS9), as well as S,ma and Adamdun (IS l4) , all in southwest
em Iran. 

Military and Political Events of Ibbi-Sin's First Years 

The documentation preserved from the fIrst two years of Ibbi-Sin's reign shows 
no evidence of any political, economic, or military problems, nor ate there any signs 
of impending crisis. As described above, after assuming the throne, Ibbi-Sin's re
gime was probably forced into war in his second year and claimed victory. Some of 
the diplomatic relationships with lands to the east that appear to have been inter
rupted at the time of his predecessor's war against Zabbli were resumed, and taxes 
continued to come in from the core of the state as well as from limited areas of the 
frontier regions. To cite but some examples, vigorous diplomaric activity is suggested 
by the testimony of a yearly account from Girsu (TEL 46) that records provisions 
for highland guards and messengers from the Sima~kian ruler Ebarat, from Huhnuri, 
Ansan, from a place named Barbarahuba, and from Beli-ariq, the governor of Susa, 
disbursed in the establishment for messengers (e-kas4) in Guabba in the first month 
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of SS8, In the first year of the new king of Ur, envoys from Ansan and Zabsali are 
attested in Umma documents,11 Perbaps the best traces of diplomatic relationships 
at tbe beginning of Ibbi-Sin's reign are preserved in a Drehem account that makes 
mention of rulers of the far-off southeastern and northern principalities of Mathas; 
and Simanum, who seem to be present in person in Sumer, perhaps in order to affirm 
their alliances witb the new king (]CS 10 15: 15--20, IS1.3.25). As late as 153, men 
from Mari are attested in Umma (BPOA 1 387:3-8, IS3.-.10). 

The messenger texts from Girsu, Umma, and Urusagrig tell their own story. 
These documents record provisions and rations for envoys who traveled back and 
forth between Ur and the various polities and governors resident in Susiana and in 
the bighlands, as well as to people moving around within the provinces and the cen
ter of the state. 18 The dated Girsu texts of this kind cease during Su-Sin's last year, 
but because so many are undated, it is difficult to know what to make of this, and the 
document distribution may simply be due to circumstances of archival recovery. 19 

In Umma, the messenger text archive ends almost precisely at the very end of 152 
(Nisaba 1 34, IS2.12.29). 

The Urusagrig accounts record foodstuff.s issued to envoys coming from and "D
ing to places such as Kimas, Hurti, Sigris, Simaski, and Diniqtum, apparently thro~gh 
Der, which is the most commonly encountered toponym.'~ These contacts continue 
straight through the whole of 152, althougb the records from tbat year have more 
references to Der than to the places that lay on the routes beyond. The one currently 
known messenger tablet from Urusagrig dated to IS3 mentions only Der. On the 
basLs of these texts, it appears that diplomatic passage into the highlands was still 
unimpeded in 152, althougb one is at a loss to explain why the messenger archives in 
Dmma and Girsu end earlier. Documents from different arcbival sources in Umma 
and Girsu indicate that traffic with the highlands still occasionally went througb 
the city in IS3, but for all practical purposes, all information on sucb matters ends at 
Dmma in IS 2, as it does in Urusagtig.2t 

TIlese signs of trouble dovetail with information from the redistribution centeL 
at Drehem; there are very few texts dated to IS3, and only one of tbem registers 
animals, the main commodity processed there. n Then, in the fourth year of tbe new 
king, the state suffers a sudden and debilitating defeat, losing control of the city of 

17. Guards (clam) from Arnan (MYN 16 793:6 [IS!.7.-]), messengers (lu-kfg.gi,.a) from 
AnSa!!, and ZablaU (UTI 5 3472:5-7 [181.12 .• ]). 

lB. A succinct analysis of the Girsu and Umma messenger texti:i, with previous literaturel 

can be found in Sallabel'ger 1999: 295-315, 
19. 11,e last known Girsll messenget text is TCT/2 4708, dated SS9JO.·. 
20. Once again, I am indebted to David 1. Owen for information on Urusagrig. 
21. Blam guards came from Adamdun to Umma in IS3.1.- (Nil,. 2 340:5), alld similat per

sonnel came from Susa to Girsu in 183.7.- (BPOA 1 126:2); see also SNAT 200:1-3, where the 
same people receive dates a month earlier (IS3.6,.). People from Mad received rations over a ten~ 
day period during an unspecified month of IS3 (BPOA I 387, IS},·.-) 

22. AOS 32 WOl (lS3.9.11). 
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Susa to the SimaSkian king Ebarat. The final known dated Ur III text from the site 
comes from IS} (MDP 18 79) and from this time on, for two or three years at least, 
tablets carry Ebarat's year-names (De Graef 2005: 99, 2008)." TI,e conquest seems 
to bave been rapid and unanticipated, because all indications are that relations witb 
Susa and beyond were normal right up to the moment of the takeover. The city still 
delivered taxes to Ur in Ibbi-Sin's second year," highland guards ['tOm Adamdun 
(beyond Susa) received rations at Dmma at the beginning of his third year,15 and 
they received dates at Girsu in months six and seven. 'ii In the sixth montb, a boat
load of grain was prepared for shipment to Adamdun. 21 One assumes that such a 
transport would have been unloaded in Susa or in its vicinit)' for overland transport. 
If Susa was besieged or had already fallen, the route to Adamdun would certainly 
have been blocked, and no one would have risked sending a boat laden with grain 
to the area. The violent end of the Dr III garrison in Susa may perhaps be traced in 
the archaeological record; De Graef (2005: 107-8) suggests that the destruction evi
denced at the end of Ville Royale B level VII may be attributable to the SimaSkian 

takeover of the city. 
But the faU of Susa was not the only calamity experienced by the Ur III state 

toward the end of 153. Approximately at the same time, the other entry into Iran, 
through the Diyala Valley, was lost as well. The city of E8nunna, which controlled 
access from Babylonia to this vital military frontier area, declared independence, 
and the local governor !turia or his son Su-i!iya became independent rulers (Reichel 
2001a: 56-57). The local elites, taking advantage of political and military condi
tions that we cannot discern, threw off decades of control from Ur and resumed their 
independent political existence. The last known Ur III text from Bnunna is dated 
to the ninth month of IS3 (Whiting 1987, 33 n. 3). At some time after tbis, the 
city was no longer a part of lbbi-Sin's realm. This is usually viewed as just one more 
symptom of the breakdown of central control, resulting in various cities splitting off 
from the government at Ur. But the case of Bnunna is by far more complicated and 
significantly more important for understanding tbe process of breakdown of the state. 

Let us recall tbat ESnunna was the most impOltant military and administrative 
center in the lower Diyala. In essence, it controlled access to this frontier zone all 
the way into the Hamrin Basin, which was the nerve center for one part of the Ur 1lI 
military corps and also the key to martia!, diplomatic, and commercial access to han. 
It is highly improbable that tbe elites of the city could have declared independence 
if the military establishments up the Diyala, including the Muriq-Tidnim forts, were 

23, 1be order of the month~names used at Susa cannot be reconstructed at present, and 
therefore one cannot be more precise. 

24. BCT 1117:5 (152,4.7) lists sheep sa gun !ulin"; strictly speaking, the taxes coukl have 
been delivered at some time earlier. 

25. Nil<. 2340:5 (IS3.1..). 
26. SNAT 200 (IS3.6.-) and BPOA 1126:2 (lS3.7.·). 
27. UET 3 1057, Thisshipment of gl'ain wasfrom Sumcr and Babylonia to Susa and Adam

dun; for otbcr examples, see Steinkeller 1987: 33 n. 68. 
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still in the hands of the central government, but the sources are silent on these 
matters. There is not much to go on, and it may just be pure chance, but recall that 
the provincial taxes from the first two years of Ihhi-Sin's reign do not mention any 
cities beyond the lower Oiyala plain, Perhaps Awal, Mailkan-sarrum, and the other 
military posts north of Esnunna had already passed into the hands of the Simaskian 
Ebarat, keeping in mind that this would be only a few years after Su-Sin's claims of 
great victories over parts of SimaskL One can al.so imagine thar Eharat or his allies 
had launched a double-pronged attack and had taken these areas as they prepared to 
move on Susa; bl! t other scenarios are equally possible. Wharever happened in the 
Hamrin and the Diyala late in IS3 or early in the next year, the frontier was now 
independent of Dr, and Bnunna likewise declared its independence fTom the realm. 

From the strategic point of view, Bnunna was the equivalent of Susa: both con
trolled rhe main routes from Mesopotamian into Iran, and now hoth were no longer 
part of the Ur kingdom. The military and political policy thar went back to the time 
of Sulgi, anchored in almost endless war and complex diplomatic activity, was erase.d 
and extinguished within the span of a few months, Seen in this perspective, it is 
reasonable to assert that the collapse of the frontier and of access tD the east dealt a 
debilitating blow to the integrity of the Dr III state, one that triggered a variety of 
consequences that lead to its ultimate political collapse. There must have been criti
cal parallel military and organizational developments that weakened the state from 
within, because all available evidence suggestE that lbbi-Sin's armies could do noth
ing to stop any of this or to take back the areas that had seceded from the realm, But 
in light of current knowledge, it is reasonable ro assume thar most of the symptoms 
of organizational and structural disintegration that are observable after IS3 came 
about in direct consequence of the resurgence of SimaSki and of the dissolution of 
the military defenses in Susiana and the Diyala, Amorites, the weather, hypothetical 
developments in Syria-none of these had anything to do wirh this phase of the Ur 
III collapse. -

The Usurpation of Power by ISbi-Erra 

To complicate matters further, a man by the name of ISbi-Erra declared himself 
the independent ruler of the city of Isin and nearby Nippur. Rut although he figures 
here and rhere in Mesopotamian hisroriography, his identity and the chronology 
of his usurpation are not easily explained, He is mentioned only once in the entire 
Dr III archival documentation, and then only after his assumption of the throne of 
Isin (UET 3 1421:5, ]SI4.6.16)." We know of him from rexts dated to his own reign, 
from larer copies of a small number of royal hymns, from CKD, from the Sumerian 

28, The document records rations for fpuzur{'wd~ulrgi and puzur4~lurlul the latter de" 
scribed as lu-'kf~ '-gi 4-[a] is,bi-,:!'ra, and they are both III l'si-in"-me,e~ (lines 3-5). The 
tablet is in Baghdad and cannot be collated, 
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King Ust, and from the anecdotal Tumallnscription. 29 According to the letter of [bbi
Sin to Puzur-Numusda (Pulbl, 23), he seems to have COme from Mari. A fragment 
of a later copy of an I,bi-Etta hymn likewise proclaims ills Mari origins (Mich,,[owski 
200Sb). The rulers of this Syrian city had been closely allied with the house of Ur, 
and there is circumstantial evidence suggesting that the troubles affecting both dy
nasties may have been related, bnr this is admittedly highly speculative (Micha
lowski 2004). Whatever his origin, lSbi,Erra was successful in his bid for independent 
power, but the exact date and the circumstances surroundlng this event are difficult 
to establish from information outside of the CKD. 

Old Babylonian school texts aside, the reign oflsbi-Erra is documented primar
ily by a subsr.antial group of illegally excavated acecums from a craft archive that 
is presumed to come from the city of Isln, a handful of tablets from Nlppur, and a 
year-name list of unknown provenance, all of which have been analyzed by Van 
De Mieroop (1987). lbe chronology oflsbi>Etta's reign has to be reconstructed on 
the basis of rhe date, list, broken on the top and bottom, that preserves 23 ecnsecu
live year-names, to which must be added 12 additional year-formulas known from 
eamomic text.s (Raqir 1948). The problem is how to fit the additional year-names 
at the beginning and end of the dare,list; various schemes have been proposed and 
are summarized by Van De Mieroop (1987: 120-28), who offers a new reconstruc
tion, which seems to be the best that we can hope for, given the current state of 
the documentation. According to him, the first-known year-name of the new king 
was actually his fourth, and therefore we are sull missing years one through three. 
Moreover, he argues for a synchronism between IS8 and IE4-the last Ibbl,Sin year 
documented from Nippur and the first year of the Isin craft archive, a position that 
appears to have been generally accepted. 'o 

It is difficult to establish the exact moment when ISbi-Erra became independent 
from Dr. In symbolic terms, independence would have been proclaimed by the instl
gatlon of a dating system reecgnizing the reign of the new king, but it is more than 
likely that for all practical purposes ISh!-Etta could have been acting independently 
for some time before this happened. As already noted, the Isin documents begin in 
what mo.st scholars believe to be his fourth year, but there is no guarantee that we 
have the whole archive, and this is surely a chance find from one of many in rhe capi
tal city. The slightly earlier tablers from Nlppur are more infonnative, They come in 
two distinct groups: tablets dug lip at the end of the 19th century from private hOLlses 
(PH) and the archives of rhe bana temple (IT) excavated after WW IL'l Tablets 
with Ibbi-Sin dates extend to year seven, with a spike in year six and a decline in year 
seven. The last such document from rhis area comes from IS7.5.7-12 (6 NT 378), 

29. These have been discussed recently by Frayne 1982, Vanstiphour 1989--90, and Micha
lowski 2005a, 

30. See, for example, Lafont 1995: 9 and Charpin 2oo4a: 60. 
31. Zettler 1992; Lafont 1995: 8-11. I have benefired (rom discussing these matters with 

Riohard Zettler. 
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and then thete are two texts dated IE4 and 6, respectively, that also belong to the 
same archive. J2 'TI,e situation is somewhat different in the private houses, where the 
documentation appears to extend into IS8, spiking in years two and three (Lafont 
1995: 9). The evidence for IS8 at Nippur is not very solid, however. Only two texts 
from P!-I are dated to this year, NRVN 118 (month 2) and NATN 533 (month.3). 33 

Both records are dated to early months of IS8, and one could aSSUme either that 
IThi-Erra imposed his dating scheme in the middle of the year or that in a few private 
archives the change of power was 1I0t yet acknowledged, by omission or by design. 
Moreover, if Bbi-Erra's control over N tppur was originally sanctioned by the Crown, 
as is reported in CKU but cannot be otherwise confirmed, then it is possible that 
Ibbi-Sin dates could have continued to be in use for a time, even though the city was 
effectively under new rule. 

Finally, one must say a word about the Ur III administrative tablets found at Ur, 
which can be seen in a new light as a result of work done by Magnus Widen (2003). 
It is now clear that all of them were found in secondary contexts and therefore came 
from incomplete, disturbed archives. Nevertheless, some patterns can be discerned. 
Widell (2003: 98) was able ro demo!1$trate that the largest numbers of Ibbi-Sin texts, 
found in the third season of excavations at Ur, derive from two distinct archives, one 
containing tablets from ISI-8 (peaking between ISS and 8) and another containing 
mostly materials from IS 14, with some fwmlS15 and [S16. The clustering demon
strate., the limitations of our knowledge about the last decades of the Ur 1II kingdom. 

Is there anything to be learned from this accumulation of information, all of it 
imperfect and from a limited range of heterogeneous sources? As described above, 
the Nippur evidence, while not abundant, does not undermine the hypothesis that 
IThi-Erra began hisywn dating system in the city in the year corresponding to !S8, 
but concrete evidence is sparse, and there may have been an overlap in dating by 
both kings. But even if we assume that this synchronism holds, it still does not solve 
at! of our problems. The Ur III Nippur IT archives cease in IS7, but they also contain 
two llibi-Erra tablets, one dated lE4 and another dated IE6. 34 The former has the very 
same year-formula that marks the eadiest-lmown tablet from the Isin craft texts. One 
wonders if this is simply coincidence or if this is really the first real year oflsbi-Erra's 
reign and his first three years are essentially a fIction, used locally somewhere hefore 
he actually obtained control of;:-.Jippur and Isin. Almost everywhere one looks, there 
is some disruption of archival activity around the end of IS2 or IS3 and again around 
years IS7 and ISS. This supports the idea that there was some political or military 

32. 5l-:-T 77 and 5 N-T 656, see Zettler 1992: 42.-43 n. 33. As Zettler informs me (personal 
communication)! all but fifty or so of the IT tablets come from a secondary context

f 
from the fill 

of the platform built as a foundatiol1 for the Parthian temple (SB Level II). 
33. :t-..'ot aU texts that supposedly come from Nippur were actually written or even found 

there. Nevertheless, NRVN 11 g is from the City, because it i<; sealed by a scribe in service to ciie 
governor of Nippur and Ur.-l'\inurta, son of Munimah, who sealed NATN 533, is known from 
other Nippur texts, as IS his father. 

34. 5 N-T 77 and 5 N-T 656, respeetively; see n. 23 above (p. 181), 
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set of events around the cnd of [S2 and then again approximately three or four years 
later when year-names ofIsbi-Erra-beginning widl his year four--appear at Nippur 
and Isin. TIlcse two tablets, which mention the same people who were in charge of 
the Inana temple in the time of Ibbi-Sin, bear witness to the administrative conti
nuity that reached into the reign of ISbi-Erra, unaffected by the change of sovereign 
authority in the city (van Drie11995: 396). 

TIlis first-attested year-name of [sbi-Erm-the one that is currently designated 
IE4--commemorated a victory over Kiritab, a city in the marshy defense zone of 
o.kkad located not far from Marad and KazaUu, in the area that may have designated 
cite mad a in Sulgi's time, at least. This event, which would have happened just be
fore the new king established himself in Nippur and lsin according to our scenario, 
suggests that he had both an army and a nearby base of operations before moving 
militarily on that city or that he already held Nippur before his own year-names be
gan and already was operating from there. After his eighth year, [bbi-Sin was boxed 
in around Ur, with even Girsu and Umma having left the fold, and it is unclear just 
how far up the Euphrates his control reached. The only military victories he could 
claim in his year-names were over enemies in the east, !-Iuhnuri (YK9), Susa and 
Adamdull (YN14), and the "Amorites" (YN17), but the logistics of tllese victories 
are difficult to discern, and it is possible that some of these battles may have been 
fought in the alluvium, not in the highlands, and some may have been less successful 
than the Crown would want us to believe." After 24 years on d,e throne, he lost 
hi, kingdom to armies from these very regions, and the house of Ur-Namma was no 
more; 9 years later, l8bi-Erra drove out the last Elamite garrison from Ur. 

The Ibm-Sin Correspondence (Letters 21-24) 

The last four letters of the CKU purport to come from the time of the last king 
ofUt and consist of single epistolary exchanges between Ibbi-Sin and Isbi-Erra and 
between the monarch and Puzur-Numusda, hLs govemor of Kazallu. How does this 
correspondence ftt into the skeletal reconstruction of the political history of the 
times presented above? 

The fragmentary and confusing documentation for the last decades of the Ur III 
state has tempted historians to reach for the RCU to illuminate the shadows, but 
even if one takes into account the general transmission and redactional problems 
of these literary letters already discussed earlier, the lbbi-Sin epistolary quartet is 
unique, and their value as historical sources is difficult to evaluate. TIle distribution 
of the sources of the letters is uneven: two of the four letters have long and short 
versions, and at least one scribe c.ompiled them into a connected nan'ative that is 
different from other epistolary collective tablets (A 7475, compilation tablet Xa). 

35. Note the skepticism of Sallaberger (1999: 174) concerning the rhetoric of some ofIbbi.
Sin's yearMnam('>A), See also p. 191 below. 
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Let us take these issues one at a time, starting with the matter of source distrihu
tion, tabulated in the following chart; 

lSlbl(21) Ibm (22) PuIbl (23) IbPul (24)" 
............ _-

3 Nippur 2 unknown 9 Nippur 4 Nippur 

5 unknown ZUr 1 KiIlh 

I Sippar 1 Sippar 

1 Susa 2 unknown 

5 unknown 

Only the two lerters addressed to Ibbi-Sin are attested in House F in N ippur, 37 

and the overall number of sources for each is quite different, 8 for Islbl and 18 for 
PuIbl--the latter the biggest number of manuscripts of any CKU item--but the 
distribution of these sources is very different, In general, it seeIllS that the Puzur
Numusda letters are more broadly attested in the best-known scribal centers, and 
Isbi-Erra epistles are better documented outside of them, written on tablets of un
known origin. Moreover, the unprovenienced manuscripts of the first and final 
epistles in this quartet belong to longer redactions that differ substantially from the 
Nippur, Kish, and Sippar versions, All of these issues make it difficult to reconstruct 
an ideal Old Babylonian reception context, because it is impossible to know if any
one outside of the circle of the teacher and student involved in the writing of the 
collective tablet Xa that contains all of these letters was ever exposed to the full 
range of the epistolary history, 

The Hbi-Erra-Ibbi-Sin Correspondence (Letters 21-22) 
According to lSlbl (21), Isbi,Erra had been dispatched to K32allu to purchase 

grain for the capitaL This fits in well with possible shortage of grain in the city in 
IS6-8, if we are to follow the evidence marshaled by Gomi (1984). By this time, 
dated tablets from Umma and LagaS had ceased, and one must assume that Ur would 
have been unable to obtain food supplies from these provinces and therefore needed 
deliveries from farther north. The letter also mentions Amorite incursions into 
the area south of Kazallu and refers to a war with Elam. As A. Falkenstein (1950), 
C. Wilcke (1970), and others have long observed, the I"bi-Erra correspondence must 
date just before IS8 or early in that year, when )lippur passed into the hands of the 
future king of Isin, This also explains why the year after the empire essentially col
lapsed would be named after a victory over Huhnuri, "the bolt to the land of Aruan," 
and why lSbi-Erra had to defeat Kiritab in his third year (IE4), which would have 

36, Strictly speaking, there are four tablets with this letter ftom Kippur, but N2 and Nl were 
written in sequence by the same student and therefore should be counted as one manuscript for 
our purposes. 

37. Sources Nl of mbl[21) and Pulbl [24). 
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been equivalent to IS7, Granted, it is difficult to know what was meant by the term 
"Elam" (elamki) in Ur 111 usage, but there is evidence that it designated the highland 
regions to the east and did not include Susiana (Michalowski 2008h). By this time, 
Susa was in the hands of Ebarat or Ktndattu, but they would probably have been 
referred to as rulers of SimaSki. 

Any discussion of the historical inferences of CKU must disregard the answer 
from Ibbi-Sin (Ibm [22]), which is undoubtedly an Old Babylonian fabrication 
stitched together from elements of other letters. Moreover, there are only two extant 
manuscripts, both unprovenienced, and both utilize very poor Sumerian that makes 
little sense in places. The composition and transmission of this letter is curious, to 

say the least, because the two versions differ substantially and yet share the same 
overall disregard for many rules of Old Babylonian Sumerian grammar. The sautee 
of much of the missive is not the epistle that it answers but the puzur-Numusda 
correspondence (Pulbl [23] and Pulbl [24]), which is refashioned, without much 
historical sense, to fit the purpose. But althoogh this letter seems to have been mar
ginal in antiquity, today it is one of the most cited or paraphrased iteIllS of the CKU 
Many historians have interpreted the letter as a blackmail message wherein ISbi-Erra, 
having been sent on a mission to purchase grain, wants to sell it back to the king 
for twice the price, The only source available until now, OECT 527, was published 
in 1976, but a somewhat imperfect hand-copy made many years earlier by Petrus 
van der Meer had been in circulation for some time among Sumerologists. Samuel 
Noah Kramer (1976: 9) realized well that the narrative deals with accusations of 
cheating, not blackmail, but this seems to have escaped the notice of many. The 
spurious nature of this text requires us to withhold all reference to it in the historical 
reconstruction of Ibbi-Sin's reign, even if it sheds interesting light on what some Old 
Babylonians thought about such matters, 

What is puzzling in the whole affair is the focus on Kazall". One would not 
normally expect this region to be a source of large amounts of !,ttain and, therefore, 
If the CKU were in any way to be believed, it seems likely that the harvest actually 
took place farther upstream, perhaps in the Sippar region, and that Kazallu was only 
a relay point at which the sale took place. 

E. Robson (2002; 351) and, following her, W. W Ha1lo (2006: 98), have claimed 
that lSIb! (21) is likewise a school concoction, created in part to illustrate math
ematical exercises. She writes; 

The letter reads suspiciously like an OB school mathematics problem; the first pard' 
graph gives the silver-grain exchange rate and the total amount of sllvet available 
(72,000 shekels); in the second the silver has been correctly converted into grain. 
Next that huge capacity measure is divided equally among large .... As is typical 
for school mathematical problems, the numbers are conBpicuously round and easy 
to calculate with. The numbers in the tinal, damaged part ... are reminiscent of the 
final multiplicands of a standard multiplication table or the sexagesimal fractions 
Y" Y" ['1,1, %. The letter, at one level, is no more than a pretext to show simple 
mathematics and metrology at work in a quasi .... realistic context. 
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This is an attractive proposal, but it does not stand up to scrutiny; it is based on 
incorrect older readings of the numbers. Moreover, elements such as figures were 
undoubtedly redacted over time and would nor, in themselves, discredit the whole 
composition, even if some changes may have been motivated by instructional goals. 
All the literary letters, including the Isin dynasty literary epistles (SEpM 2-5), use 
simple, round numbers, primarlly multiples of 600. In the case of this letter, the 
fractions in the damaged passage are not in the composition as it is currently recon
structed. Robson utilized the Oxfotd on-line edition of the text and read lines 13-16: 

Let my lord repair 600 barges of 120 gur draught each; 72. solid boats, 20 . .. ,30 bows, 
[40] rudders (?), 50 ... and 60 (?) boat doors on the boats (I), may he abo ... all 
the boats. 

This passage is admittedly difficult; my reconstruction of the text is different, and 
although it is hardly secure, the fractions are not present. 

The figures in the text have attracted attention because they may reflect schoo! 
madlematics more than practical and historical concerns. But there are other issues 
at stake as well, ones that might reveal the motives or thoughts attributable to the 
correspondents, or at least of one of them. Isbi-Erra reports that he has acquired 
72,000 kor of grain; this, like 7,200, is a standard "very large number" in CKU, and 
even if it did atone point represent a historical reality, it has been adjusted for didac
tic purposes. Later in the letter, he declares (IsIbl: 28 [21]): "There is (enough) grain 
in my city to provision your palace and all of its residents for fifteen years." Note the 
use of the noun sa-gal, "provisions, food, fodder"; in Ur III times, this term is "used 
for barley rations for animals but also for captives and for the eri n class of workers/ 
soldiers" (Gelb 1961: 2.32.). Taking the standard Ur III ration of 60 liters per month 
for a grown man, this would be enough to feed 2.,000 workers for 15 years, but if we 
take into account that the total figure refers to grain before it has h'en threshed, the 
number of workers supported would be much smaller. However, this does not take 
into aCCOunt the unspoken assumption that the elites of the capital, and especially 
of the palace, would require much better alimentary treatment. Pre.sumably, lSbi-Erra 
is claiming that he has even more grain on hand in 1sin and is ready to save his king 
from any shortages in the capital, but it is also possihle that the numbers are meant 
to be ironic or even threatening. 

There are other problems with the text, however. Ever since Thorkild Jacobsen 
(1953) edited the first 13 lines of Islb1 (2.1), historians have used this letter and its 
answer as evidence of nefarious blackmail that led to the loss of Isin and Nippur and, 
eventually, to the downfull of the Ur 1II state: Isbi-Erra takes advantage of a grain 
crisis in Ur to force Ibbi-Sin to pay him double for provisions that he was sent to pur
chase with funds provided by the erown. A closer investigation of the narrative and 
of the figures involved complicates matters and raises other questions. 1 should note 
that this discussion is only concerned with the "short version" of lSlb 1 (2.1), because 
it is clear that the non-Nippurean additions of the "long versions" are without any 
doubt Old Babylonian in date and have no historical relevance whatsoever. I 

I 
I 
I 
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Isbi,Erra, whose role in the Ur III kingdom hS never defined, writes to his king, 
reminding him that his brief was to travel to KazaUu, in the old Sulgi defense zone. 
to purchase grain, and he did so at the price of one kat (ca_ 300 liters) per shekel of 
silver, The line reads (islb I: 5): 

sakanka 1 gur-ta-fl1n se sa-dt/sa b.-an-dug, 
As the market price of gtain was equivalent to one (shekel) per kor ... " 

Jacobsen (1953: 41) complicated matters in his commentary to the text, stating: 

Assuming that _ .. IshbI-Erra's grain-buying expedition, which bought at the exceed
ingly favorable rate of two gur to a shekel, could o!1ly have taken place at harvest 
time, we may with a fair degree of probability assume rhat he wrote early in Ibb.
Suen's sixth year, 

But this is not what the text says, One can only surmise that Jacobsen confused the 
letterfrom Isbi-Ena wid1 Ibbi-Sin's reply in IbIS! (22), The king', response, which is 
reported in the spurious epistle, will be left out of the historical discussion, because 
it only illuminates the manner in which some non-Nippurean school circles viewed 
the affair, as noted above. 

With Jacohsen's commentary set aside, the c.cntral issue is that the numbers pre
sented here do not testify, at first glance, to any gtain shortage in the KazalLu region, 
because ISbi-Erra reports that the price of grain there is one kor per one shekel of 
silver, and this is the standard average rate encountered in most Ur III documents 
(Goml 1984: 231). A closer reading of what follows reveals that this Is the price of 
unthreshed grain-on the stalk-while the normal rate is always calculated in rela
tionship to the grains ofbarlcy. The king claims that ISbi-Em! purchased the grain at 
half the going rate, but delivered, or offered to deliver it, at the normal price of one 
shekel per kor, as if it had already been threshed. 

ISbi, Erra then informs the king that he wanted to transport his acquisitions to a 
safe threshingfloor for processing but that hostile Amorites had entered the mad a, 
and therefore he has taken all of the grain into the city of lain for protection. He 
goes on to state that the Amorites have now entered the mada and have taken over 
all of its fortresses. Previous translations have rendered mada by the neutral term 
"country," but in hght of the discussion presented in chap. 4, I will assume here that 
mada is a teehnical term referring to the defensive frontier tenitory, although it 
also possible that the meaning here is closer to "countryside.">' If, for the sake of 
the argument, we situate this letter In the historical realtty of Ibbi,Sin's early years, 
we must assume that the Diyala Valley region has already been lost, and the military 
would have retreated back to the old Sulgi defense zone around Apiak, Marad, and 
Kazallu, and that this is the area once again designated as mada, The exact date may 

38. For example, Jacobsen 1953: 47: "Reports that hostile Martus had enrered the plains 
having been received (lIt., 'heard') 144,000 gur grain (representing) the grain in its entirelY was 
brought imo Isin.J) 
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be unclear, but the time of year is obvious: it must be during Or rigbt after the har
vest, because there is not even time to thresh the grain, The urgency of the matter 
explains the price, which is normal for the period, but only for threshed barley and 
not for gram on the stallc Up to this point, the author's explanations make sense, but 
then he provides further clarification of his situation: because of security issues he ls 
stuck in Isin with the unthreshed barley; if only the king would provide him ~ith 
flotilla of armed b~rges, he could send it all to a safe place for drying and Ptocessing~ 
Apparently there IS no space in Isin to do this, which may seem to be a disingenuous 
claim, but we lack any further clarification of the matter. 

More disconcerting is the claim that the armed fleet is necessary because of hes
tile Amorites. This implies that the enemy is actually threatening the areas between 
lsin and Ur, and there is no way, at present, of establishing the veracity of this asser
tion, since the historical record of the time is limited to year-names and a handful 
of administrative documents, Moreover, lSbi-Erra proposes bypassing the hostiles by 
means of two watercourses, the ldkura and the Pali~twn, but neither of these is at
tested from any Ur III document. If ldkura is indeed located in the vicinity of Isin, 
thlE may provide some indication of the geographical horizon that lies behind the 
text, but the details escape us for the moment.39 Finally, one might very well inquire 
why he cannot deliver the barley in its un threshed form to Ur and have it threshed 
in the city, This may all very well be Old Babylonian fantasy, but the rhetoric reveals 
a form ~f blackmail, albeit of a kind that is different from what has been assumed by 
most hIstorians: both correspondents know that none of this is true, The issue is not 
really grain but royal sanction for lsbi-Erra's control of lsin, which is already in his 
hands, becal.!'e that is presumably where his letter originates, 

At this point, it is necessary to refer, if ever so brief! y, to the spurious letter that 
contains gbi-Erra's anSWer to the king of Ur. As already noted, for almost half a Cen
tury, this epistle has been cited as evidence that the usurper blackmailed 'Ibbi-Stn by 
demanding to be paid a double price for the grain that he had obtained in Kazallu, 
The history of various interpretations has been well summarized by Kutscher (1982, 
~85-86) and wIll not be repeated here. The veracity of IblSl (22) aside, the figures 
in this text are not intended as a request for double payment but reflect school tradi, 
lions of the kind addressed by Robson and cited above in connection with ISlb1 (21), 
Because the amounts of grain reported by lSbi-Erra are weighed in an unthreshed 
state, the person or persons who invented the response concocted an answer that 
recognized the fact and addressed the issue in numerical terms. 

In the final section of his letter, Isbi-Erra urges the king not to be discouraged 
by the progress of a war with Elam. As already noted, the only conflict with "Elam" 
that this c~lUld possibly refer to is the series of events that WaS commemorated in 
the name of Ibbi-Sin's ninth year, describing his defeat of Hullnuri on the borders of 

39. See the commentary to IsIbl (21), 
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Ansan; this was already observed by Wikke (1970: 54},4<llf the letter were in har
mony with actual historical events, it would mean that the war with Huhnuri was 
not going very welL The name of lbbi-Sin's ninth year is incomplete; at present aile 
can read it as (Steinkeller 2007a: 223 n, 31): 

mu 'i-bC-'en,zu, lugal url,u-ma,ke. hu-fih-nu-ri" sag-kul ma-da an-§a
anu-se (var.: elam~) a dugud-(bi) ba-si-in-DC [xl SUM? sa bf-in-gar 
Year: Ibbi-Sin, king of Ur, brought massive (military) force ro Huhnurl, the lock of 
the land of An~an/Elam (and) ... 

l1tis formula marks the first of many hyperbolic year-names of lbbi-Sin that have no 
parallel anywhere, certainly not in Ur III times. These year-names make one wonder 
if the grandiose claims are intended to mask minor accomplishments or even failures. 
The road to Huhnuri was last traversed by Ur III armies in the time of Amar~Sin, 
20 years earlier (AS YN 7), as far as we know, but with Susa lost after IS3, the way 
could not have been easy this time. 4I Either lbbi-Sin's troops had to make their way 
around the city and surrounding garrisons, or they had to retake it, and no evidence 
for such an effort is presently known. I t is therefore equally likely that the war against 
the "Elamit'''''' actually took place closer to home, not in Susiana and beyond. While 
it is possible that the event that is described as a defeat of Huhnuri tn the name of 
Ibbi-Sin's ninth year may have actually been an attempt to reconquer Susa, there is 
no evidence that the Mesopotamians ever succeeded in doing so.42 

The letter of lsbi-Erra certainly makes it clear that Ur was in need of grain and 
that it had to be procured from d,e northern part of the alluvial plain, It claims that 
Amorites were miding the area around Kazallu and had even descended into the 
homeland, presumably into some of the areas that lay between lsin and Ur, and ex
plains how lSbi-Erra obtained control ofIsin and Nippur by sanction of the Crown, 
As had as the situation may have been, it was not fatal; if indeed these events took 
place around IS8, then the kingdom still had a decade and half left before its final 
demise. 

40. Jacobsen 1953,40 suggested that the letter reflects events referred to in the year formula 
186. 

41. The location of Huhnuri remains uncertain. Since the publication of an inscription of 
Amar-Sin found at Bonni that may he from this city, it has often heen assumed that Huhnuri was 
,omewhere in this vicinity (Nasrabadi 2005), As Henry Wright informs me, "It is unlikely that 
thIs text attributed to Barmi is in its original place. The site was been surveyed three times in the 
19608 and 70s by myself, Eliabeth Carrer, John Hansman, and Pierre de Miroschedj;, It produced 
many ceramics, soffie inscribed bricks j and even an unbaked tablet fragment, but nothing earlier 
than Middle Elamite, when it was quite an important town, I suppose it was dragged from its 
original site, perhaps nearby in the unsurve),ed eastern portion of the Ram Hormuz plain or per .. 
haps as far away a, lzeh or Behehehan, by a Middle Elamite lirerari, Fran""i, Vallat, however, tells 
me that we do not have an eyewitness aCCOul1t of the recovery of the text, and it is possible it was 
not actuaU y found at Barmi itself.'J 

42, Sallaherger 1999, 173-74. For a different inrerpreratioll, see, e,g" Stei1lkeller 2007a, 
223, who assumes that Ibbi-Sin's armies may have been able to retake Suaa. 
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Even if we discount lbbi-Sin's answer, there is nothing in the lSbi-Erra letter that 
contradicts anything we know from the historical record, even if this does not in any 
way guarantee its veracity. The situation is equally complex in the case of the Puzu;
Numusda correspondence, albeit for very different reasons. 

The Puzur-Numusda-Ibbi-Sin Correspondence 
(Letters 23-24) 

It is a challenge to attempt to fit the bits of factual informat.ion contained in 
the Ibbi-Sin~Pmllr-NumuSda epistolary exchange into any historical context. The 
governor of Kazallu writes to the king, reporring a message he had received from 
ISbi-Erra, who demanded that he abandon Ibbi-Sin and switch sides (Pulbl [23]). 
In the letter contained within the letter, the Isin king describes various events of 
his reign, and it is clear that these events took place over a number of years. Follow
ing Wilcke (1970: 57), many have dated this part of CKU to Ibbi-Sin's nineteenth 
year, but if my interpretation is correct, this correspondence~if it is not complete 
fiction-·must be placed a few years later, during the very last part of his reign, as was 
already suggested by Jacobsen (1953: 44), possibly as late as the last year or two. 43 

And yet, all of this strains credulity: how can one imagine that, late in the reign 
of lbbi-Sin, a dozen years after ISbl-Erra conquered nearby Kiritab, the king ofUr still 
controlled Kazallu and Girkal? Gf'anted, ~e know absolutely nothing about Kazallu 
after the last known Ur III reference in SS 9.ix.18 (SAT 3 1892:8), and Oirkal is 
unattested in this period. Nevertheless, is it difficult to imagine a pocket of governors 
loyal to Ur in this area late in Ibbi-Sin's reign. The Isin texts are of little help here, 
although texts,dated to the reign of ISbi-Erra include sporadic references to Apiak, 
Marad, Mur, and Kidtab, located in the same general area, as well as to Borsippa and 
Kish further upstream (Van De Mieroop 1987: 110), which suggests that Isin had 
unimpeded contact with the region. 

Puzur-Numu~da to Ibbi-Sin (Pulbl, Letter 23) 

This complex Puzur-Numusda letter is unique in the Sumerian literary epistolary 
tradition. On the structural level, it is the only one that contains one letter within 
another. Moreover, the text that follows is divided into two sections, so that after d1e 
embedded letter the narrator twice asserts, "it was just as he had predicted (that is, 
'said')," and in each case this is followed by an explanation of how Isbi-Erra's predic
tions came to pass. 44 I will return to these compositional devices, but first one must 
discuss the historical context of the epistie. 

In Pulbl (23), the prediction phrase provides a way of asserting that ISbi-Erra 
had fulfilled his hcastflll predictions while also commenting and expanding on his 

43. For a somewhat different opinion, see Whiting 1987: 25 ("at the latest during (sbi-Erm 
11"). . 

44. bf-in-duu-ga-gin,-nam (PuS!: 23, 42). 
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achievements, grouping them in two sections, because the events that are narrated 
took place over a period of time. ISbl,Erra asserts that he has divine sanction to take 
over Sumer and offers a litany of possible future actions, including the ominous 
pledge to take over Kazallu, the very city of Puzur-Numusda, ending his own letter 
with the boast to rebuild the outer wall of the city of Isin and to rename it in his 
own fashion, establishing a tradition that would be followed by hes successors on the 
throne of hin. puzur-Numusda then reports to Ibbi-Sin his belief that these predic
tions had come true (line 29), beginning his comments with the last promise, the 
r<'.buildlng of the walls of lsin, an event that is also known from gbi-Erra's twelfth 
year-name, equivalent, according to the dating scheme adopted here, to lbbi-Sin's 
eighteenth year. 

Immediately after confirming the fulfillment of this particular promise, Pumr
Numusda relates a series of political and military events (lines 43~46), including the 
capture of N ippur, which took place at least 11 years carl ier, and it L, impossible to 
ascertain if there is any chronological order or logic in this passage. After this sec
tion, the narrator once again uses the phrase in question, this time relating back to 

Ihe first of Isbi-Erta's predictiom (lines 7-13), to take over the banks of the Abgal 
and Me-En lila branches of the Euphrates that lay south ofKish, and then once again 
mOves on to add new information about the enemy's military progress. It is pos
sible that the conquest of Kiritab in year three (YN 4) was part of this strategy. The 
structure of Puzur-Numusda's comments refer, in reverse order, to I,bi-Erra's initial 
and final predictions, thus using a complex trope to assert the veracity of everything 
else that the man of lsin had predicted, adding even more detail to underscore the 
seriousness of the dire situation that he now finds himself in. At the same time, he 
lays the ground for the admission that he will not be able to resist ISbi-Erra's coming 
onslaught on Kazallu and will be forced by superior odds to abandon his post. 

The complex rhetoric of the letter creates a multilayered disconrse that is open 
to many different interpretations, creating a "reality effect," if one is permitted to in
voke Roland Barthes' (1968) much overused concept, by reciting specific names and 
places that require comment, replicating histol'ical narrative to imitate and establish 
textual realism and to create a tension between implied reality and Hction. In lines 
32--39 these are: 

1. Nigdugani of Nippur 

Puzur-Numusda reports that Bbi-Erra took control of Nippur and stationed his 
ow.; guard over the city and that he captured Nigdugani, temple administrator (sail a) 
ofNippur (lines 32-.33). Although this is listed after the building of the wall of Isin 
in historical terllli! it had to have taken place a few years earlier. No such person ha~ 
been identified to date in the Ur III administrative record, although the name ap
pe.ars occasionally in accounts from Drehem, Umma, Girsu, and, most interestingly, 
Nlppur. There were at last three individual, by that name in the city: a "scribe," son 
of Lu-duga (NRVN 1212:4 and seal, n.d.[restoredJ), a captain (nu-banda) NATN 
468:9, 8S6.7.13), and a high official who served both as "cupbearer," and "gardener 
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of the god Enlil," known only from the seal inscription of his son Ur-Meme, who 
Inherited his father's position in Enlil's gardens (NRVN 136, 8S9.8,-), 

During this period, the title sag a designated the highest administmtor of temples 
or temple estates, and the association with a city seems to be out of place, Nippur was 
administered by a governor (ensi), and this is what one would expect in the context, 
1here are, however, three examples of asaga ofNippur or ofits god Enlil. The first is 
an Old Akkadian seal, known from multiple impressions, of one lugal-nlg -zu ensi 
of Nippur and saga of the god Enlil (RIME 2 E2,6,2.1), The second, likewise Old 
Akkadian, is mentioned in an orchard sale clocument:}CS 35 151 no, 6:5; ur-g idri 
saga nibru", The third dates from the time of Sulgi--it bears no year-name- and 
was published in RA 7447 116:11 (the governor of the city is mentioned two lines 

earlier ), 
The last Ur III references to a sag a of EnBI and a governor of Nippur come from 

IS2 and IS3, respectively, The first is in the foun of a seal inscription of a servant of 
lugaJ-::i-zi-da saga den-\{\-l:i (NATN 858, IS 23.8; the same man was pisag
dub-ba lugal saga "en-HI-Iii on his own seal, ]CS 1928:3, IS1), and the second 
is a tablet with a seal inscription of a servant of the governor Dada (MVN 3 116, 
IS3,-,-), The office of the governor of Nippur was held, for most of the duration of 
the Ur III period, by the descendants of Ur-Meme, which Md connections with the 
Inana temple (Halla 1972; Zettler 1984; Hattori 2006), and the last of this line was 
Dada, who ls attested until IS8; a dedicatory seal of one of his scribes was used on 
the penultimate Ur III tablet from the city, dated IS8.2,_,45 This suggests tMt, even 
if Dada was not physically present in ~ippur at the time of lSbi-Erra's takeover, he 
was lbbi-Sin's last serving governor there, Given the paucity of informarion, it is not 
impossible to imagine tMt, by the time ~ ippur changed hands, the governor Md fled 
ancl the ciry administration was in the Mnds of a saga, but at present this can only 

remain speculation, 

2, Zin{n}um and the Land of Subir (line 34) 

Previous translations of Pulbl: 34 (23) identify Zinnum as the "governor of 
Subir,"" but, for reasons that are explained in the philological commentary to the 
line, I prefer to render it as "(His ally), the ruler/governor Zinnum, took prisoners 
in Subir." Certainly the notion of an ensi of Subir is difficult to accept, became 
"Subir" serves as a general areal designation in early Mesopotamian usage and is 
never used to refer to a political entity, The documentary evidence gives US no clues 
as to the areas that might have been imagined as Subir in Ur III times; although the 
geographical (erm occurs in CKU, it is not used even once in the surviving Ur III 
documentation, Its appearance in some letters of CKU may be anachronistic; one 

45, NRVN 118: see Zerrler1984: 5. 
46, E,g.,Whiting 1987: 23: Wu 1994: 9, The normalization and linguistic identity of the 

name are uncertain, 
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assumes that the general orientation is in the Trans-Tigris atea, north, nottheast, and 
northwest of the Diyala, but this is all that one can say, 41 

As first noted by ~'hiting (1987: 26 n, 77), a petson named Zinnum (zi-mvum) 
is the recipient of a diplomatic gift in an early hin dynasty tablet, but even though 
the fact tMt he receives such a bequest suggests that he is an important foreigner, 
nothing more is known about him. 4S More important has been the claim, made by 
J, J, van Dijk (1978: 199), that the Zinnum ofPulbl (23) is also documented in the 
final lines of the third kirugu oflSbi-Erra Hymn B, Here are the first preserved lines 
on the first column of the reverse of CBS 14051, My teadings and interpretations dif
fet somewhat from van Dijk's original edition and from the on-line ECTSL version, 
but most of this is irrelevant for the purposes of our discussion: 

1, [ 1'" , "[ 1 ••• , lffi· ... ma' ... an' .... , 
2' [ 1 v b d' ." 'd " . x x x x x x x x .. su .. e U!s ffit ... nl--ln.. ug4· 
3', [x x (x)jx ; n(1l '-gurs gil-sa-a-bi barag-se mu-un-du 
4'. [ti!-id'V nu' _um 49 hI su-ra sub-ba-bl den'_b' maskim-bi-im 
5', '''buranun-na "idigna {"kirll-sig (d_h~ki zag-bi im-mi-in-gu, 
6'. eden bar-rim. iii bu-bu-da enmen-e mi-ni-in-ug1 
7', ki-in-da-tu Iii e1am"-ma-ra inim~bi ba-an-na-deo 
8', an-53-an"-e Sim~ki segll ba-ab-gi, kur im-ma-an-te 
9', 'ugnim '-ma-ni pu-iih-ru-um-bi inim mu-na;ni-ib-be 

10', ki-ru-gu eS5-kam-ma 

'" , thus he spoke?(:) 
, . , he placed (all) its goods and treasures into sacks, 
And as for the scattered forces of Tidnum, EnId was their protector; 
(Some) he fed ar the banks of the Tigris, Euphtares, Kirsig,5O and Kish warercourses, 
(But) killed (others) by thim in rhe phantom-filled desen, 
Word of this was broughr to the highlander Kindartu; 
Aruan and Sirnafri screamed out (in horror); he approached the highland 
And addressed his assembled armies. 
The thirdkirugu. 

I have collated the tablet a number of times, It is written in a very small hand and 
is admittedly not easy to read. As much as I respect the knowledge and effort tMt it 

47. ArSl: 3 (1) and ArS2: 6 (3, in association with Simurum), On the cuncept ofSubir, see 
Michalowski 1986, 1999a, 2008, as well as Steinke!!er 1998, See now also Arkhipov 2002: 93-94. 

48, BIN 9 332:18, dared IE9. The same name appears also in the undated rablet BIN 10 
188:7, 
, 49. This is~ admittedly~ a tenuous restoration, and there may not be enough space to justify 
It. Note that' tl-id' _nu_um'h' is mentioned inlSbi-Erra Hymn Hymn A, In a very fragmenrary 
context (A iii 5), 

50. On this watercourse l see above) p. 14L 
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took to offer the first edition of this difficult and fragmentaty composition, try as I 
might, I cannot see the traces of the first sign in the beginning word in line 4' that 
van Dijk read as [z]i-nu-um. 51 The second sign of his reading Is not as clear as his 
copy suggests, and while my own suggestion may not be much better, Zinnum's name 
is simply not present. 

3. Hamazi (line 35) 

The city 01' territory of Hamazl is lirst attested in a famous third-millennium dip
lomatic letter from the Syrian city of Ehla (Neumann 2006: 2-3). Dr III documents 
from the reign of Amar-Sin record the names of two persons who were designated as 
ensi, Lu-Nanna and Ur-ISkur, but then in the latter part of 8u-Sin's reign Hamazi 
was part of the extensive border territories that were controlled, perhaps only nomi
nally, by the grand vizier Arad-Nanna (Owen 1988: 116 n. 10). Dr-Iskur appears as 
late as SS7.11.29 (PDT 1475), when his bride, or daughter-in-law, Tabur-\lanum, 
traveled to Hamazi from Sum cr. The Sumerian names of the two men mny suggest 
that they were governors appointed by the Crown, as do certain texts that suggest 
that Hamazi contributed frontier taxes to the Dr III state. 52 There can be little doubt, 
however, that Tabur-bar\um was a royal daughter and, therefore, her marriage to the 
ruling house of Hamazi suggests that it was a client state-though irs status must 
have fluctuated from independence to official incorporation into the kingdom of 
C r." It is difficult to pinpoint where Hamazi lay, but the location could not have 
been very far from Mesopotamia: all evidence poims to the east, to the immediate 
border region (Steinkeller 2010: 373 n. 19; see Appendix D). 

4. Nur-ahum (Nur-Ea), Ruler of Bnunna (Line 36) 
v , 

Bnunna became independent of Dr at the time of !3u-i1iya or perhaps even un
der his predecessor lturia, who was originally the appointed governor of the city 
(Wu 1994: 2-11; Reichel 2001: 17). In true historical terms, Nur-ahuffi was an in
dependent ruler whose scribes used the Sumerian tenu ens! as a logogram for Akka
dian iSl'iakum, "king," although his predecessor Su-i1lya carried the Babylonian tide 
sarrum. At Bnunna, the name is always written nu~ur,a'bu-um; curiously, in CKU it 
is rendered as nu-ur-a-bi, just as in the only Dr III attestation of the name (TCCm 
235: 8, 8S5.-,-, Nippur). 

51. Van Dijkread the line as [zji,nu,um lu.hHa-!ub-ba-bi edin, bar-l'im,( m.!kiml)
biwim. and translated) hQuant a Zinnum, celui qui s'etait echappe, c'etatt dans 10. terre bruUee 
de la steppe." The BCTSL rendition is: "As for Zinnum, who escaped from them, Bnk! is their 
maSldm," Vaostiphout (1989-90: 55) .Iso accepted the reading ofZinnum'a nalne in the line. 

52, E.g" ,ICS 31 166 A (AS8.5.S), or PDT 2 959 or MVN i5 179, neither of which can be 
precisely d.ted but must come from late in the reign of ~il-Sin or early in the time of lbbi~Sin. 

53, Tabur .... battutn, who is not always mentioned by name, is attested for almost a decadel 

beginning with a cluster of texts from three successive days (17-19) in the eleventh month of 
AS9, when Su,Sin Will' already on the throne (BIN 3 382: 5, Ontario 1 160:2, Torino 1 261:2) 
until 5S7.11.29 (PDT 1454: 3), 
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There is no bettet example of the difficulties of utilizing the CKU letters as 
historical sources than the matter of tile lirst years of independence of Bnunna 
in the waning years of the Ur III dynasty, Excavations at Tell Asmar, the modem 
name of the city mound, have provided material and inscriptional data that provide 
some information on these matters. In the first major publication of this material, 
Thorkild Jacobsen (1940) provided a tentative reconstruction of the ttansition from 
Dr III to independent rule in mnunna without mentioning the CKD, which was 
then hardly known to the scholarly world, Subsequently, Falkenstein (1950) and 
Jacobsen (1953) himself revealed the complex textual trndition of the Ibbi-Sin cor
respondence, and since that time, all others who have studied the matter have used 
this additional data in their analysis, adding them to the information gleaned from 
the Asmar excavations. 

Briefly stated, the curtently accepted historical scenario can be summarized as 
roUows: In the)atter half of lbbi-Sin's third year, Bnunna's governor Ituria, or pos
sibly his son, Su-ilija, turned his back on the king of Dr and declared autonomy, 
Shortly thereafter, however, an invasion by "Subarians/Subartu" ended this experi
ment in independence, but the situation was saved: Nur-allum, the "legitimate" ruler 
ofBmmna, was reinstated with the help of IShi-Erra ofIs!n (Whiting 1987: 26; Wu 
1994: 6; Reichel 2001a: 18; 2001b: 103; Saporetti 2002: 52). The supporting evi
dence for this historical reconstruction consists of a year-name recovered from two 
tablets from Iiiinunna and of a passage from the puzur-NulUusda letter (Pulbl [23]), 
as interpreted originally by Jacobsen and accepted by all subsequent followers, The 
pertinent lines of the epistle are: 

34. 'zi-in-nu-um ensi su-bir/--a sa!!a' i-ni-in-dab5 
35. ha4na-zi" nam-ra-a.s im-mi-in-ak 
36. lnu-ur-a-hi ensl M,nun-na" 
37, Isu-den_111 ensi kiiHkl-a 
38. U lpuzur4-dtu-tu ens! bad-zi-ab-ba" 
39. kl-ni-8e ba-an-gur-ru-us 

There are grammatical difficulties and ambiguities here that can result in differ
ent translations; here is what I have settled on, justified in the commentary to the 
edition: 

"(His ally), the rulerjgovernor Zinnum, took prisoners in Subir 15 (and) plundered 
I-Iamazi. 36 Nur-aIJU1n, ruler of Bnunna, 37 .su-Enlil, ruler of Kish, '" and Puzur:ruru, 
ruler of BOl'sippa "came over to his side. 

Whiting (1987: 23), following Jacobsen, rendered it as follows: 

He (ISb!,Erra) took captive Zinnum, ensi of Su-bir4", plundered Hamazi, (and) re
turned Nur-a\lum, ensi of Eshnunna, .su-Enlil, ensi of Kish, and Puzur-Tutu, ensi of 
Bad-Ziabba, (each) to his place, 

These events were then linked to the enigmatic year-name: 
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rnll dtilipak lugal-e sagdu,(SAGxDU) su-bir,-a-ke4 tibir,-ra be-in-ra-a 
The year that (tbe god) King Ti~pak smashed the bead of Subir. 

Jacobsen (1940: 171) argued that this was tbe name of Nur-abum's first year, and it 
was the basis for the following observation by Whiting (1987; 24); 

Since the Kazallu letter and the Eshnunna year date seem to agree on the fact that 
Nur-aljum came LO the throne in the wake of a defeat of Subartu, it seems likely 
that the two sources refer to the same event and that Nur-abum was placed on the 
throne by I'bi-Erra. A corollary to this conclusion il; that the reign of Nur·a\}um's 
predecessor, Suiltja, was brought to an end by a defeat at the hands of Subartll and 
that the city of Eshnunna was it1 imminent danger of falling into it' hands when 
I.bt-Erra intervened. 

More recently, Reichel (20Cla: 18) claimed that: 

ESnunnals .powerful position seems to have ended around 2010 B.C\ with an invasion 
of Subartu, an event known from a letter written bv Puzur,Num~a of Kazallu to 
king Ibbi,Sin of Ur. . 

If my interpretation of the pertinent passage in PuIbl (23) is correct, there is no evi
dence for any "Subarian" intervention in the dynaEtic sllccession at ESnunna, even if 
a year-name from the city testifies to a military confrontation with some forces from 
a region described as Subartu; all of these speculations on the history of ESnunna 
should be laid tl..<ide, 

5. Su-Enlil of Kish (Lind7) 

Although a number of individuals having the name Su-Enlil are ku\>wn from 
Ur III times, not one of them is a governor and none are connected in any way with 
the city of Kish. The Babylonian city is tirst attested on 843, but it<; governor is not 
mentioned by name (Princeton 2 1 r. 5 i 2'). The city was still in the orbit of the Ur 
kingdom in IS2.9.3 (MVN 10 144 r. iii 17) but disappears from the Ur III records 
thereafter. An important individual named Su-Enlil, unfortunately without any title, 
appears in two texts from Esnunna in text<; that date from the time ofNur-abum, and 
R. Whiting (1987: 23) suggests that he is "presumably the ensi of Kish mentioned 
in the letter." As with all other individuals mentioned in Pulbl (23), with the pos
sible exception of Girbubu, I have translated ensi as "ruler" rathet· than "governor," 
on the assumption that, by the time this letter was purportedly written, cities so far 
north of Ur could not have been under the direct control of Ur, with the possible 
exception of a small enclave around Girkal and Kazallu. 

6. Puzur-Tutu of Badziaba (Line 38) 

A governor of Babylon named cpuzur4-tu' -tu is mentioned in MVN 8139 rev. ii 
8 (IS 2.6.-). Frayne (1997: 379) identified this man with puzur-Tutu of Badziaba of 
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the letter, noting that Borsippa is located only 18 kilometers from Babylon. 54 Other 
than this, the name occurs only once in a text from AS7 (Ontario 1 70:6). 

The place-name written as bad-zklb-ba" is unattested before the Old Baby
lonian period, and the identification of Badzlaha with Borsippa is uncertain. In later 
times, it is well attested as a logographic writing for the name of the city, but it 
is only a surmise that it was used for Borsippa in OB times or earlier. The writing 
bad-zi-ab-ba k1 occurs only twice outside ofCKU in OR in a Nippur "forerunner" 
to Hh XX XXII (line 32, MSL 11 105), and in a school text dubbed The Slave and 
the Scoundrel by its editor, Martha Roth (1983: 276 line 34). In documents and let
ters of the OB period, the standard writing is bar-zi-pa, which is already attested 
in texts from Isin from the time of ISbi-Erra (BIN 9 415 [1E25.3.l6]; BIN 9 479 
[IEl5.7.); Rochester 243:24 IJE28.2.7]; BIN 9 391 [lE28,J.24J) and Su-ililiu (BIN 
9452 [SI1. 10. 11 1]). It Is also mentioned in year-names of early kings of Babylon: 
Sumu-Ia-el YN28 and Apil-Sin I"Nlc. 

Following the repetition of the sentence "it was just as he had predicted" (line 
42), Puzur-Numllsda mentions two more proper names (lines 44-45). 

7. Iddi of Malgium (Line 44) 

The philological difficulties of line 44 are discussed in the commentary to 
the text. Malgium, which lay somewhere on the Tigris close to the Diyala Valley 
(Kut<;cher and Wilcke 1978: 101 n. 28), is not otherwise attested, to my knowledge, 
before the time of Gungunum of Larsa (YN 19). 

8. Girbubu of Girkal (45) 

Unti I very recently, neither the personal name nor the city had been attested 
in Ur III archival texts, but the general location of the latter could be deduced from 
the introduction to the Code of Ur-Namma, where it is listed in tandem with Aksak, 
Marad, and Kazallu. 55 According to Frayne (1992; 23), Girkallay in the old Sulgi 
defense zone, immediately adjacent to Apiak. In March, 2011, when this book was 
already in page proofs, Piotr Steinkeller kindly infonned me that the name occurs 
in an Ur III tablet from the Sch¢yen Collection, MS 2643, which will be fully pub
lished by Jacob Dahl; the photograph had been posted on the CDLI web site with 
the number P251672. A person by the name of gir-bu-bu, who serves as ugula in 
connection with workers from Adab, is lisred on the last line of what seems to be the 
reverse. The taHet is unprovenianced alld undated, but it inclu(ks two individuals 
with names that incorporate 'Su-Sin's name, and therefore it must have been com
posed either in that mler's time or early in the reign ofIbbi-Sin. The document may 
come from Umma, but because it mentions a number of otherwise unknown people 

54. Modem mrs Nimrud, "located 17 kmsourhwest of Babvlon as the flow flies," accordlng 
to Zadok (2006: 389). . 

5.5. See p. 130 above, 
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and waterways (in addition to the Tlgris and id-Iugal), it is possible that it comes 
from some other locality in the province, perhaps from the same place as the tablet 
published by Michalowski and Oaneshmand (2005). 

As I understand Puzur-Numusda's rhetoric, he is trying to convince the king of 
Ur that his own situation is hopeless and that he must abandon Kazal\u to lSbi-Erra. 
All the major cities in the northern part of the kingdom have already allied them
selves with the Isin monarch, as has ESnunna on the other side of the Tigris. Only 
neighboring Girkal tried to oppose ISbi-Erra's man in Malglum, but its army was 
defeated and its leader taken prisoner. 

lbbi-Sin to Puzur-Numusda (lbPul, Letter 24) 

The king's answer to puzur-Numusda pushes the limits of epistolary history
making. The king chastises Puzur-Nllmuilda for not confronting lilbi-Erra in tandem 
with Girbubu, the governor of neighboring Girkal. Because he had just learned that 
Girbubu had been captured by the Isin king, one must assume that this is a rhetorical 
gesture, because the governor of Kazallu is now left without any allies in the region. 

Among the issues raised is a war wirh Elam, which may refer to the final struggle 
with eastern powers that led to the full of Ur and to the subsequent battles that 
l,bi-Erra fought with those very same forces-battles that appear to have been de
scribed in poetic form in his Hymn B (van Oi;k 1978) and can also be traced, albeit 
imprecisely, in administrative records from lsin (Steinkeller 2008). According to 
this letter. however. the easterners as well as the man of Isin are both portrayed as 
enemies of Ur. 

A long passage in the letter has a bearing on historical events and on the dating 
of the missive itself. The crucial lines read as follows (IbPul [24]: 18-26, short ver
sion A): . 

18 Enlll had earlier already come to hate SlImer," appointing a monkey descending 
from its mountain (home) to the stev,,,rdship of the homeland. 20··21 But now Enlil 
has handed kingship to a (mere) peddler of exotic spices, one who chases the wind, to 
Isbi .. Erra, who is not even of Sumerian descent. n Moreover, once the assembly of 
the gods (decided) to scatter the (inhabitants of the) Sumer, "Father Enli!, having 
conveyed his commands, proceeded to overthrow the homeland. 24 "As long as Ur is 
imbued with evildoers J 25Ishi~Erra, the man of Mari, will rear out its foundations, Uland 
Sumer will be measured our," thus he spokel 

In lines 14-17, there is a contrast, as well as a disjunction, between two persons
one unnamed but characterized in simian terms and the other, likewise represented 
as foreign, who is specifically identified as Isbi-Erra. This is an important distinction; 
there can be no doubt that in the semantic universe of this letter, the word "monkey" 
does not refer to lilbi-Erra, as has often been thought, but must be a characterization 
of someone else, undoubtedly "E1amites."56Is it difficult to avoid the conclusion that 

56. So. for example, Sjoberg 1993; Wilcke (1968, 60 n. 20) already suggesred that this refers 
to Elam!tes. 
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this refers to events that provided the enigmatic name ofIbbi-Sin's twenty-thil'd, and 
penultimate, year: mu di-bi.en.zu lugal utili-ma-ra ""'ugu4-bi dugud hlr-bi 
mll-na-e-ra, "The year: The formidable/dumb monkeys struck out from its mountain 
against Ibbi-Sin, king ofUr" (Sj6berg 1993; 211: n. 2). Note that the Gutians are 
described as having the form of monkeys (ulutin ugu,-bij in the Curse of Agade 
156, and the same expression is used to portray Amorites in the Marriage of Amur
rum (line 127). Here it also characterizes highlanders, perhaps the Amorites, ac
cording to IblHA 14' (22), but the untrustworthy nature of the latter text makes it 
highly unlikely. Therefore, one must conclude that the Ibbi-Sin letter, as well as the 
year-name, refers to Kindattu and his cohorts, or to another Simailkian leader. Most 
important, if this holds true, it sets the Puzur-Numuscla correspondence at the very 
end of lbbi-Sin's reign; it also suggests that, in this epistolary unive!'se at least, the 
last king ofUr was ar odds with both lsbi-Erra and with his enemies from the east. 

The lines that follow filtther support the late setting of these letters. Lines 20-22 
relate an oracle from the god Enli!, and the only way to make any sense of his words 
is to assume that Ibbi-Sin was no longer in the capital, forced to withdraw to the 
countryside, where he was still waging war against the enemy. If this were indeed the 
case, it explains why there are no documents from Ur from the king's last year. On 
the other hand, such a historical reconstruction contradicts the poetic portrait of 
lbbi-Sin's last days in Ur from the Lamentation Oliff the Destruction of Sumer and Ur 
(lines 105-106): 

lbbi-Sin sat in anguish in his palace, all alone, 
In the Enamtila, the palace of his delight, bitterly he cried. 

More specifically, an earlier passage in the poem describes the fate of the last king of 
Ur, as decreed by the great divinities of Sumer (lines 34-37); 

That its shephetd be captured all alone in his palace by the enemy, 
That Ibbi-Sin be taken to the land of Elam in fetters, 
That from the sand dunes of Sabum, on the edge of the sea, to the borders of An~an 
Like a bird that has flown his nest, l1eVer to return to his city .•. " 

The historical record leaves us with little information that could inform a choice 
between the two literary depictions of the last days of the last king of Ur. The frag
mentary ISbi-Erra Hymn B, in its opening section, apparently described some of these 
events, but only traces of the narrative remain: 

He went south in splendor ... 
Like snake spitting venom he approached with evil intent, 
[His army] wiped out the ... of Sumer, 
... in the desert of Ur 
He killed many people." 

57. Col. Ii J~7 (van DIJk 1918: 192: Vanstiphout 1989-90: 54). This composition is badly 
pre.erved. and [00 many lines were restored by irs first editor. I have collated the o!'iginal rablers 
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The apologetic and self-legitimating nature of l.hi-Erra's "historical" hymns caution 
against taking them at face value, There is, however, some evidence that [Sbi-Erra's 
armies fought with Elamite, in the south at a time that must be correlated with the 
very last year, or possibly the last two years, of [bbi-Sin, as Piotr Steinkcller (2008) 
has discovered, Three accounts from [sin, dated [E[S ~ 1524, refer to battles with 
Elamites, and one of them relates that the army was at one point in Uruk during 
these campaigns,58 These events were used to name Isbi-Erra's sixteenth year: 

mu 'g-bi-<;r-ra lugal-e ugnim Simaski u elam,(e) bf-(in)'ra 
The year King I!bi-Erra defeated the armies of SimaSki and Elam. 

If the chronology is correct, this suggests that at the last moment ISbi-Erra moved 
south to save Ibbi-Sin or to protect his ovm kingdom from the enemy armies that 
had attacked from the east, 59 In the epistolary universe of CKU, however, the rulers 
of Ur and Isin were at odds to the very end, or very near it. 

Whatever his motivations, Isbi-Erra only succeeded in saving himself; the Ur 
kingdom fell to the armies from the east, and it would be almost a decade before the 
forces of Isin would be able to drive the Elamite garrison out of the old capitaL All 
indications are, as much as one can be certain in light of such slight evidence, that 
Isbi-Erra and Ibbi-Sin were forced to fight off elements of the same invasion from 
the east, but while the former managed to come out on top, the latter was unable to 
resist, was defeated, and, if later traditions are to be believed, was led off to An&1n 
weeping, never to return, 60 

Structural and Literary Aspects of the 
Putur-Numuiida Correspondence 

The epistolary exchange between the governor of Kazallu and the soon-to-be
toppled last king of Ur is unique in the literary letter corpus-indeed, in all of Su-

more rhan once and find many of the restorations difficult to accept. Until new duplicates surfacel 

very little can be said about this poeml but my personal impression is that it mainly deals with the 
afrertnllth of the faU ofUr and describes Ilbi,Erra's victories over the forces that were responsible 
for the defeat of Ur. 

58, BIN 9152, 338; BIN 10 124 (the latter menrions Uruk). 
59. Steinkeller reconstructs the events differently, preferring to see two separate encounters 

between the armies of Isin and those of Kindattu. I see no reason not to assume that the texts of 
IEI5 and the name of YN16 refer to the same events. 1 am also assuming that Ibbi,Sin was on the 
throne for 24 years; Steinkeller is more cautious and does not commit himself to a 24 or 25~year 
reign. 

60. According to a ilrst~millennium astronomical omen! "if the Yoke Star in its appearance 
faces towards the west~ you watch the whole sky, and if no wind stirs, there will be famine, u di" 
sastrOl.;S sign. (It is an omen) of Ibbi~Sin} who went to An~an in captivity, weeping!) (Koch~ West~ 
enholz 1995,35 n. I). One text provides an alternative "stumbling (on the way)" for "weeping" 
(Reinet 1974: 261). For simllar portents, see Glassner 1997: 110, See p. 213 below. 
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merian literature-for its structural and intertextual complexity, All of the RCU 
was read with a considerable dose of hindsight in Old Babylonian times, driven, if 
nothing else, by the very fact of its attribution to long-dead correspondents, The 
drama of the last days of Ur, however, known to latter-day readers from a variety of 
other poetic and mantic sources, provided a canvas for reflection and commentary on 
historical and epistolary veracity, the reliability of messages from the divine world, 
and finally, at the risk of considerable anachronism on my part, on the very nature 

of fiction and discourse, 
The letter to the king (Pulbl [23]) begins-uniquely in all of Sumerian literary 

epistolography-with an embedded first-person message from IShi-Erta (lines 6-28), 
This message, moreover, begins with a third-person summary of an oracle that the 
ruler of Isin had received from the god Enlil (lines 6-13 ). All of this is presented as 
the words of Bbi-Erra, as relayed by an envoy, but there can be little doubt that this 
is intended to represent a prototypical scene of a sender's messenger reading aloud 
a letter at its destination, In this manner, a message is embedded In a letter that, in 
tum, is dropped verbatim into yet another epistle, 

These concentric referential circles reach a full climax in the king's Teply, in 
which he references the full text of the previous letter, complete with all of its em
bL>dded messages, This indusia is accomplished in an unusual manner, by citing the 
first and last lines ofPuIbl [23J (IbPul: 6-8 [24]): 

'How could you send someone to me (wid, a letter beginning) thus: '''I!bi-Erra has 
presented his matter before me:l 8(and ending with) ;:(and as far as I am concemed, 
when he finally strikes, I wHl have to flee!" 

But the succession of messages does not end at this high point; the text of IbPul 
turns back and becomes a narrative mirror image of the text that it quotes, as it 
proceeds to narrate a rival communication from the god Enlil (IbPul: 20-22 [23]), 
but unlike the one described hy Ishi-Erra, this message is reported as direct speech, 
perhaps intended to justify the fact that it must supersede the previous one in this 
multilayered narrative exchange, 

The only other letters that refer directly to some previol1> correspondence are 
the first two epistles of CKU, and by paraphrasing rather than directly quoting, they 
offer two different perspectives on the instructions that motivated the preserved ex
change but are not attested dire.ctly in any letter. In the first letter ofCKU, the grand 
vizier Aradmu reports to King Sulgi (ArSl: 2-8 [1]): 

'You commanded me, 'while I was on an expedition to Subrr, ; to firmly secure the 
taxes on the frontier territory, 'to thoroughly invesrigate the state of (this) frontier, 
6-1 to confer (with the elite;; of Suhir) about the prefect Api/a!a and have them 
come to agreement, B so that he could bring to ,hem (Le., the Subir elites) UP-to,date 
instructions , 

In his reply, the monarch summarizes his interpretation of his ovm instructions thus 
(SArI: 6-16 [2]): 
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G As fur 3...'\ I am concerned, you wete to make the frontier territory secure as my rep·· 
resentative, t to organize the people and keep them obedient, !:! and once you reached 
the cities of the frontier, to discern their attitudes 9 and to learn what their dignitar,.. 
ies are saying, [0 so that my battle cry would ItIl the mountains, my mighty battle 
weapons fall upon the foreign lands. :2 and my '~stotm" cover over the homeland! 
o "Drop (chasing) winds in the wilderness and robbers in the fields! ,. Until you have 
reached my prefect Apilasa, !5ignore all of this so t:/tat you can ... your fac£ befrYre him 
( .... 'dUM deiLly)!" "Thus did I command you! 

This disag!'eement about interpretation, at the very outset of the school study of 
CKU, sets the stage for an underlying questioning of textual authority that will be 
taken up, mote radically, at the very end, in the final section of the Ur III royal cor, 
respondence, in the [bbi ·SinjPuzur-N umusda letters. 

The succession of letters within letters in tbe last items of CKU anticipates, mil
lennia earlier, the device known to lirerary and film critics as mise en abyme, a term 
originally adapted to literary analysis by Andre Oide in 1893 that was resun"ected and 
elahorated in various ways in the second half of the twentieth century. While there 
are many works on the subject, including a well·known full. length work by Luden 
D~llenbach (1977) and an important essay by the same author, opinions differ as to 
the naIT'dtive significance of this rhetorical device. 61 As Ron (1987: 434) summarizes 
the latter, "mise en abyme always ironically subverts the representational intent of the 
narrative text, disrupting where the text aspires to integration, integrating where the 
text is deliherately fragmentary." This is an issue that requires a much broader discus· 
sion, and I will retum to it in a different context, but for the present purpose it will 
suffice to afgue that the use of these mirroring devices in the two Sumerian letters 
serves to undermine the illusion of closure imposed by tbe literary form and at the 
same time underscore their artfulness. To take this even furtber, tbey sf1bvert any no· 
tions of historical veracity and point the reader steadfastly in the direction of fletion. 
At the same time, this kind of structural mirroring and embedding brings attention 
to what Patricia Rosenmeyer (2001: 172) has designated as the kinetic function of 
letters in narrative, "actively causing and reacting to events." 

The artifice of the Puzur-Numusda letter (Pulb1 [23]) is fl"ther accentuated by 
the exegesis of the embedded IShi-Erra missive that is offered by the authot. This is 
done in two parts, both introduced by the formula "it was just as he had predictc>cl," 
in lines 29 and 42.62 The only other Sumerian literary composition that has such a 
structural element is Oi/games and Aga (line 93), although the sentence also occurs 
in one nonstandard manuscript of Oi/games, Enlddu, and the Netherworld from Ur. 
o The first passage in question reads, in translation (OilgameS and Aga lines 69-81; 
89~99): 

61. For a slightly revised vision of his ideas, see Dfillen,bacb 1980. An important and suc
cinct critique of various appmaches to the problem is presented by Ron (1987). 

62. b(.in.duwga.giu,.nam, literally, "it was just as he had said." 
63. UET 6/1 60, r. 14'; see Cavigneaux and Al·Rawi 2000", 8; aadorti 2005: 302. The con

text is difficult, and both offer very different lnterpretations. 
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IISlave-that man, is he your kingl" 
NO j that man is not my kingl 
If that man were my king, 
If that was his furious brow, 
If rhose were his bison eyes, 
If that was his lapis beard, 
If those wete his beneficent fingers (pointing blessings), '" 
Would not millions fall, would not millions rise, 
Would not millions ... in the dust, 
Would not all the lands submit, 
Would not rhe cntranee to the frontier be fdled witb duSt, 
Would not the prows of barges be cur off? 
Would not Aga, king ofKish, be taken prisoner in the midsr of his own army? 

Then Gilgame! peered over the city wall: 
Upon seeing him, Aga fixed his eyes (on Enkidu, and said): 
uSlavc--that man, is he your king?,~ 
"Yes) that man is my king!" 
It was just as he had predicted: 
Millions fell, millions rose, 
Millions ... in the dust, 
All the lands submitted, 
The entrance to the frontier was filled with dust, 
Prows of barges were cut off} 
And Aga, king of Kish, was taken prisoner in the midst of his own army. 

205 

There are good l'easons to believe that Oilgames and Aga is an Old Babylonian cre. 
ation, quite possibly composed as a parody lampooning the whole Ur III divine·king· 
ship tradition, and therefo!'e one must wonder if there is any intertextual connection 
between the PllZUl',Numtllida epistle and this particular Oilgameil story.';s But while 
the Gilgames passage provides a simple contrast between rhetorical question and 
answer, between hypothetical negative and assertion, using precisely the same topics 
with different grammar, the letter uses the phrase "it was just as he had predicted" 
in a more complex and subtle manner. The Gilgames and Aga passage rips into the 
heart of the image of charismatic divine kingship; the very appearance of the ancient 
hero, emanating godly aura, his fingers on the parapet and (mly his head showing, is 
enough to make the world tremble and the enemy king to surrender with his afmy. 
The ironic mode is signaled here, as in the Ibbi,Sin letters, by the mirroring mise en 
abyme of the passage. 

In his letter, Puzur,Numusda echoes the very words of lSbi,Erra but then pro
ceeds to explain the man's actions further in his own words. The use of the 8at11£ 
phmse here is not identical, but it serves similar narrative reception purposes. 

64. lowe this interpretation of~u·si sas to Jerrold Cooper. 
65. WHcke (1998) already argued for an OB date of this composition, but he based his pro

posal on grammatical criteria that I do not find convincing; see p, 216 below and Rubio, in press. 

" 
" 
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A very different set of references to the historical/literary tradition is embedded 
in the long version of the letter of ISbi-Erra to Ibbi-Sin. In a section that comprises 
words of supposed encouragement by the once and future usurper to the king whose 
place he will soon take, we find the folloWing words (ISIbl [211: 35-55): 

"Ur, city of wisdom, linking the upper and lower regions: "having been built 
by Great Prince (Enki), the exorcist, (ir is a city) whose fa,ade is precious (to the 
people); J10ne endowed with cosmic rites; whose foundations and ground plans are 
secure (among all tbe) lands, south to north,"it wilt surely be spared and its (j"",rrable 
divine) decision announced: 

19("lemple) Ekisnugal, shrine that envelops the upper and lower regions, without 
rival~-4°the Elamite, an evil vicious dog, "will not defile it, nor render asundet Its 
guardian deiti",,! "My king, all the loudest 11Oisema1<.ers have run away. 

"Ibbi-Sin, beloved by the gods as he came out of the womb-HAn, Enltl, and 
Enki, looked so favorably upon himl "Established ... so that its front be secure. "'As 
long as the gates of Ur stay open, " ... will be saying, "Wbo is really king?" "But it 
is you wbo are the king to whom Enlil gave no rival! "So do not ... , so be of good 
spirits! "Ole/they) has/have taken revenge, and secured its foundations for you. "Not 
being ... may your spirit be happy! "As long as my king is alive, he will exercise 
kingship over Ur, \land (l will do) for him whatever my king might command me 
to dol "Please, I will not neglect (your orders)! "By litu, I will not change my 
allegiance! 

There are no direct quotations, but the poetic language used by ISIli-Erra may be 
imagined to invoke, albeit in reverse, the diction of the two compositions that had a 
strong presence in the school curriculum, The Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur 
and The Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur. Moreover, the expression 
"Who is really king?" is taken verbatim from The Sumerian King List, making a direct 
allnsion to the last days of the Akkad dynasty. '0 

The appeal to literatnre itself situates these two letters, and by implication the 
whole range of school epistles, in the realm of fiction, as I have already suggested. 
At the vety least, it questions their value as historical witnesses, creating a semiotic 
web of indeterminacy and undermining the illusion of narrative closure as implied by 
the "reality effect." If so, this may be still another marker, in native Mesopotamian 
tel'lllS, of the fictionaiity of the Puzur-Numu~da correspondence, although readers 
would react to this differently, depending on their attitude toward the verisimilitude 
of these literary compositions. That is not to say that the letter "is not true," in prag
matic positivistic terms--only that some Old Babylonian readers would have reasons 
to read the text on a variety of levels if they caught the internal signals by which the 
two letters undermined their own narrative authority. 

The author, or authors, of the tradition represented by the longer versions of 
Islbl (21) and IbPul (24) exploited rhese complex textual strategies further. The 
most important surviving witness ro this dynamic process of reinterpretation is the 

66. See the commentary trJ the letter. 
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collective tablet of unknown provenience that contains all four items of the Ibbi
Sin correspondence, including the long version of the first and fourth letter and 
one of only two surviving manuscripts of the second letter (Iblsl [22]), This tablet, 
which is dated to the twenty-seventh year of Samsu-iluna, represents a tradition 
that developed outside of Nippur, Ur, and tile other cities that used similar instruc
tional materials and was written just as Nippur was being abandoned by many of the 
elite. 67 All the other tablets with longer versions of this correspondence are likewise 
unprovenienced; it is possible that two of them are from Larsa, but the reasons for 
thinking so are not very convincing and there is a remote possibility that the tablet 
with the full collection was written in Sippar, although this does not necessarily mean 
that its conceptual innovations originated there (Michalowski 2006a: 254-55). 

It is impossible to know, given gaps in our present knowledge, if this particular 
collective tablet is but one token of a broader textual tradition, the solitary work of 
one student, 0" a one-of-a-kind exercise created ad hoc by an inspired teacher. What
ever its origins, the end result is an exceptional narrative: the concatenation of four 
letters created a connected story about certain aspects of the final moments of the 
last king ofUr, constituting what can be justifiably called the first epistolary novel. 
The plot centers on the contentious relationships between the king and two indi
viduals: the man who would succeed him as the next ruler of Sumer and the last of 
his loyal provincial governors. But this version of the story takes the contradictions 
conceming textual authority and shifts them to a slightly different area, amplifying 
certain aspects to focus on divine sanction that is invoked by the protagonists. 

The long version of IbPul (24) contains a novel section that is ahsent in the 
short version from Nippur and elsewhere. In these new lines, lbbi-Sin describes in 
detail a divine message he had received in the form of a liver omen (IbPul: 33-45 
[24]): 

11Father Enlil, by means of his angry commands, has overthrown the homeland. 
"Come now, he has returned to my side! "My complaints were submitted by humble 
prayer, "and Great Lord Enli! heard me out; "he cast his favorable glance upon me, 
"set his holy heart on mercy, "and established for me my favorable omen. "'And 
after [ had the follow-up reading made concerning bis pars fami/iaris and my pars 
hostilis, 41the weapon-mark on my rightside, its u'unk is straight, and that (good 
news) gave me .loy: "on the weapon-mark on his (i.e., [sbi-Erra's) left side a fdament 
is suspended, it is placed (against) the other side. "(The message was:) "My enemy 
shall fall into my hands, he shall be killed, 44the people will come out of darkness 
into the light, and lie in peaceful habitations." "Utu, lord who makes the decisions 
of the heavens and the earth, has provided (this) omen. 

This remarkable passage contains the only Old Babylonian liver omen in the Su
merian language, and it clearly represents a clever attempt to create a whole new 
vocabulary, since all of the technical extispicy terms were .Akkadian, Moreover, the 
form of the omen, with a protasi, and apodosis. mirrors the learned omen compendia, 

67. A 7475; described above on p. 56 as compilation tablet Xa. 
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not the practical concerns of the omen reports of the time, and thus a 11 of this points 
to the world of learned speculation and scholarship rather than to Sumerian school 
literature or to everyday mantic practice. 68 Indeed, there are good reasons to believe 
that extispicy became a dominant fonn of divination only during the Old Babylo
nian period and that priot to that time the main fann of predicting the future from 
animals was from their behavior, not from d,eir organs. Most important, extlspicy is 
completely absent from the intellectual horizon of Sumerian poetics, and therefore 
the insertion of an imagilmry Sumerian omen, complete with invented Sumerian 
technical terminology, marks the oppositional and polemic nature of this textual 
insertion, 69 

There are many fascinating aspects of this passage, but in this context one stands 
out above all others: the reader, armed with historical knowledge and the resulting 
hindsight, knows that the omen, as reprised and interpreted by Ibbi-Sin, was false, 
because the Old Babvlonian readers were well aware, as are we, that it never came 
true and that the las; descendant ofUr-Namma was led into captivity, his kingdom 
in ruins. This is also true of the Nippur versions, but in them the matter is only noted 
ill passing without the explicit amplification of the issue. The invocation of extispicy 
is important here, because it serves to displace the blame for the fall ofU,. and Sumer 
to foreign forces from the mundane world of both Ibbi-Sin and Bbi-Erra and to situ
ate it in the transcendent sphere, as I shall argue below; but for now, I would like to 
stay with the matter of the Omen. 

Does this text undermine faith in divine messages and in their interpreters or 
does it question royal veracity? Does it subvert belief in epistolary narrative at Just 
play games with different versions of history? One can only speculate on the answers 
to these qUe-stions, but there can be little doubt that the author or authors of the long 
version were very much concerned with the power of textual authority-both with 
tablets inscribed by humans and with exta inscrihed hy gods-in a new intellectual 
universe that \vas concerned with the process of interpretation and the very mean
ing of signs. In the self-congratulatory litetature from the court of ISbi-Erra, Enlil 
is frequently invoked as the patron of the new master of Sumer, most ominously in 
Hymn B, where a broken passage at the beginning seems to imply that the end ofUr 
was decreed by the high god: 70 

68. I discussed this passage in Michalowski 2C06a and do not repeat most of that analysis 
here, The transliteration and translation offered here, based on new eoUations) differ in small de .. 
tails. Other than this literary fabrication, the earliest known Sumerian omen comes from Kassite 
Nippur (Veldhuis2000: 74). 

69, I discussed this in a papt.'t entitled ilObservations on Divinatlon and Extispicy in Early 
Mesopotamia" at the Rencontre AssYl'iologique Intemationale il1 Paris~ July 2009; it will be pub~ 
lished in the near future. 

70. /S1Ji..Errtl Hymn B coL i 4'·7' (van Dijk 1978: 191; Vanstiphout 1989-90: 54). The Su
merian (collated) reads: '.[ ... j-ib-dug, ''[, .. ] uru h duo-duo-da sed-e-de 6'[ •.• I-de nam 
im-ma-ni-in-rar'll .. J-bal den_Ii! "-dah-bi-im. 
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· .. was decreed, by the conunand of Enti! 
· , . to cOlmt the city as ruins~ 
· .. to ... , he decreed itfate, 
· .. was overturned, and Enli! assisted in these (events). 

Perhaps this text was too obscure to matter, but to any reader, this passage could not 
but invoke a very different literary composition that was better known in antiquity, a 
poem that describes the death and journey to the Netherworld of the founder of the 
Third Dynasty of Ut (Ur-Namma Hymn A 8-9): 

The god An al tered his sacred established words, ... 
The god Enlil deceitfully changed established destiny. 71 

This literary association, which could have been triggered by both the shaft and long 
redactions of IbPul [24]. creates a fonn of semantic closure that dialectically pushes 
against the open semantic indeterminacy pursued by other narrative strategies in 
the Ibbi-Sin correspondence. In this literary universe, the pamilelism between the 
destinies of the first and last kings of Ur, both deceived by their divine master Bnlil, 
mirror the historical focal points of the dynasty, bookended by highland invasion 
and occupation. 

These thoughts bring me back to some of what I wrote in the introductory chap
ter on Sumerian letters, where I invoked the subversive-and I would also say ki
netic-image of letters in texts such ru; EnmeriUlf and the Lord of Aralla and in the 
Sumerian tale about Sargon and Ur-Zababa. In both poems, letters function as strong 
movers of plot, and in both they subvert the existing order of things. The Sargon 
story, in which a letter, unknown to its carrier, contains an otder for his very own 
execution, is particularly significant, because it focuses attention on the deadly im
plications of epistolography.n The composition is known from only two manuscripts, 
one of which was found in House F in Nippur, which also contained exemplars of 
theCKU.73 

The fictional and world-creating semantic and structural aspects of the Puzur
Numusda correspondence fit in well with views about epistolary exchanges that sur
face in these stories. Indeed, if I may be permitted to cite Claudio Guillen (1986: 
78) once again: 

In the history of our civilization letters have signified a crucial passage between 
orality to writing itself-or a practical interaction between the two. As ecriture, 
it bedins to involve me writer in a silent) creative process if self· distancing and 
self-~odeling, leading perhaps, as in autobiography, to fresh knowledge or even to 
fiction. 

71. The lines are difficult; for the Sumerian, and for a slightly different translation, see 
FlfiJ::kiger-Hawker 1999: 102. 

72. See pp. 20-21 above. 
73. Both are edited in Cooper and Heirnpell983, but it is not at all certain that bod, tablets 

belong to the same composition (see now also Attinger 2010, I o. 2). 
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Mesopotamian Perceptions of the Fall of Ur 

I began this chapter with the statement that the fall of Ur was one of the dra
matic moments of Mesopotamian history. For us moderns, this is certainly the case, 
if for no other reason than it provides a rhetorically apposite ending for chapters in 
history books. As an example of prevailing opinion, I cite the combined opinion of 
two major scholars, A. K. Grayson and W. G. Lambert (1964: 9), even if it was wl'lt
ten almost half a century ago: 

Although Ur was caprured by an enemy many times throughout its long history, the 
occasion which impressed rhe Babylonians most was its fall under Ibbi-Sin at the 
beginning of the second millennium. 

But was this event truly important in antiquity? Were there significant memorial tra
ditions concerning Ibbi-Sin and the collapse of his kingdom in Mesopotamian writ
ings? In answering such questions, one must be careful not to select data from various 
texts from different times, taking them out of context and assembling them into a 
seemingly coherent narrative. A brief survey of the pertinent information, starting 
with the surviving Old Babylonian material" sheds important light on the matter, 

As already described above, the Ur III collapse is the subject of four distinct 
textual traditions: the CKU, the city laments, hymns of Isbi-Erra, and divination 
compendia. As we have seen earlier in this chapter, the different elements of the 
Ibbi-Sin correspondence are unevenly distributed and do not coalesce into a cober
ent consistent narrative. The city laments are a poetic genre that differs radically 
from the prose of the literary letters, although their secondary context, as school 
literature, places them alongside the CKU. What sets them apart from rile letters, 
however, is their central standing in the curriculum, as measured by the compara
tively large numbers of duplicates of both poems, which contrasts with the relatively 
marginal educational use of the letters, which are known in a much smaller number 
of copies. Moreover, they differ in their origin. :vlany years ago, Thorkild Jacobsen, 
writing about the Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur, suggested that laments were 
related to other cultic texts such as balags and therefore were recited at ceremonies 
associated with the reconstruction of temples, 14 Such a hypothesis places their com
memorative poetics within the context of the immediate present, where the past is 
only a matter invoked to provide a legitimating background for the glory of the mon
arch whose patronage allows the rebuilding to move forward. Since poems of this 
genre focus on the destruction of temples and on the interruption of mltic activities, 
their metaphorical language, geared toward coUapse and renewal, is by definition 
catastrophic, But even if the laments can be analyzed together from a generic point 

74. "When we consider that the balag formed part of the service ar the rebuilding of tern' 
pies, that the presenr composition aims directly at the rebuilding of Ur and its holy places, .r.d 
that the date of its composition can be nattowoo down to the time before that rebuilding began, 
there seems little reascn to doubt that we are here reading the very baiag writt:en for and used at 
the restoration ofUr by the lsia kings" (Jacobsen 1941: 223), 
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of view, only one of them-The Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur
actually mentions lbbi-Sin by name and refers directly to the various enemies who 
were thought to have taken part in the final assault on his kingdom. I shall return to 
the Lamentation below, but first it is necessary to take a brief look at the other Old 
Babylonian texts that focused on the events surrounding the fait of Ur. 

Two poems, lSbi,Erra Hymn A and ISbi--Erra Hymn B, describe events linked to 
the fall of Ur from the perspective of the administration of the ruler who contributed 
to its collapse but who represented himself as the avenger and heir to the throne of 
Sumer and Akkad. Unlike other compositions of this type, they uniquely describe 
historical events with some specificity, even if their fragmentary state of preservation 
hldes much of the detail. But not only are these poems different from other royal 
hymns, they are also known from only one manuscript each, both from Nippur, and 
are undoubtedly marginal in rile Old Babylonian school curriculum. This is hardly 
surprising, because the same holds true for all of the hymns of both Ibbi-Sin and his 
rival, Isbi-Erra. 

Unlike his father Sulgi, whose self-praise was drummed into the memories of 
aspiring scribes with unrelenting lines of poetry, the last king ofUr was hardly known 
to the schoolboys of Nip pur. Of the five existing hymns in the name oflbbl-Sin, only 
one is attested in more than one exemplar. 

lSiJi-Erra, even if he was the founder of the lsin dynasty whose kings commis
sioned many hymns that were subsequently incorporated into the curriculum, was 
also but a shadowy figure in Old Babylonian schools, rarely encountered by students 
outside of their work on portions of CKU, Of his five hymns, only two are docu
mented by more than one sourc~-Hymn C and Nidaba Hymn C, which mentions 
his name but is usually not classified as one of his hymns. The former, a short tig! in 
honor of the goddess Nanaja, is preserved on one Nippur tablet and two of unknown 
origin. The latter is the only relatively widely distributed hymn that mentions ISbi, 
Errals name! if only in passing. 75 

One cannot avoid the conclusion that literary texts concerning I§bi-Erra were 
very rarely utilized in Old Babylonian schooling and that this contrasts markedly 
with the strong presence of his latter-day successors Iddin-Dagan, Lipit-Rtar, and 
especially ISme-Dagan, who is represented by no less than 21 royal hymns (Ludwig 
1990; TInney 1995). The poetry of these Isin rulers looks back for its inspiration to 
the works written in the name of Sulgi, not to the short~lived Iitemry innovations 
of !Sbi-Erta, 

The Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and Ur allocates no culpability for 
the collapse of the state to any Mesopotamian mortal, unhesitatingly assigning all 
responsibility to the transcendent sphere. Ibhi-Sin, ISbi-Erra--who is never men
tioned in the poem-and even the highland forces that carry out the destructkm are 

75. The hymns of Ibbi-Sin have been edited by Sjoberg (1972); for the I!bi-Erta hymns, 
See Michalowski 2005a, NIJaba. Hymn C had broad distribution but few manuscripts, attested 
in single exemplars from Umk, Kish, 18in, and three from Nippur (see my fotdlComing edition), 
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only actors in a drama orchestrated by higher powers: the gods and goddesses, fate, 
and history. 

How differenr this all is hom the Lamentation's generic prior text, the Curse of 
Agade. In the latter, rhe collapse of the state is the direct result of the hubris and 
impetuous impiety of the king of the land, Naram-Sin, but behind all of this one 
can detect the manipulative hand of rhe god Enlil, whose provocative silence pushes 
Naram-Sin into action. The poem begins with a description of the heights achieved 
by the Agade regime and of the riches that fill the temples of its gods. But all of this 
apparently did not please the god EnBI, and the "words [Tom the Ekur (temple) were 
as silence."16 The gods and goddesses withdraw their protection of the city, and then 
the king has a dream forecasting its fall. Afterseven years, he apparently decides to 
rebuild Enlil's temple in oroer to obtain favor but cannot obtain favorable omens 
to undertake the task. Finally, aggravated by divine silence, he destroys the sacred 
shrine of Sumer, thus assuring divine retribution and the end of his kingdom. By 
contrast, Ibbi-Sin is never accused of any misdeeds and is merely an actor in a drama 
directed from on high, deprived of any meaningful agency. This is understandable 
because the Sumerian language texts in which he appears belonged to the school cur
riculum that had Ur III roars but was reconfigured during a time ISbi-Erra's successors 
on the throne of Isin ruled Nippur. These kings claimed to be the rightful successors 
ofUr, and their legitimating strategies would not have been well served by dwelling 
on the collapse of Ibbi-Sin's kingdom. 

Finally, there is the matter of the so-called "historical omens." I shall disregard 
the issue of their historical veracity, which is irrelevant to the present dL'ClIssion 
(Reiner 1974; Cooper 1980). Omen apodoses mentioning Ibbi-Sin and gbi-Erra ate 
known from Old Babylonian omen compendia, and the former is already mentioned 
in the earliest surviving extispicy texts, the Early Old Babylonian liver omens hom 
Mari (Rutten 1938). Although Reiner (1974, 261) has rightly described these types 
of apodoses as "historiettes" rather than "history," the narrow focus of the omens that 
recall the last days of Ur undoubtedly reflect the limited memories of these events 
that resonated through time. The Ibbl-Sin apodoses most often refer simply to disas
ter, those of Isbi·Erra to his touting of the E1amite.s who had occupied Ur. The Old 
Babylonian omen apodo,es concerning these mlers are: 

Ibbi-Sin77 

Early Old Babylonian Liver Models from Mad 

a. a-mu.ut, ",,-/)a-ra-im, 5i j_bi_Jen.ro, ba-tdq, ma-ti-su i,biVal-I<i-ti-su, "omen of the 
diminishing (of the /and) pertaining to Ibbi-Sin, the end of the country, they' will 
rebel against him" (Rutten 1938 no. 6) 

76. Curse of Agade 57: Inlm e-kur-ra me-gin, ba.an-gar, 
77. See already Jacobsen 1953, 38-39 n. 18. Omens concerning Ibbl·Sin have been col

lected by Weidner 1929: 236-37; Nougayrol1945; Goetze 1947: 261-62: Glassner 1997, 109-10. 
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b. i-nu-mi, j-bl,den.2u , rna'su, j-ba-al-!d-f:i.<..,u, a-ni-u-um, ki-am i-sa-Idn, "when the 
land revolted against Ibbi-Sin, this is how (the liver) was constituted" (Rutten 
1938 no. 7) 

c. a-rnu-ut, .. bI-den.zu, sa u-riVam, elam" iVM ti-li, u kilr-me, is-hu-un, "omen of Ibbi
Sin, under whom Elam turned Ur into ruins" (Rutten 1938 no. 8) 

Old Babylonian Omen Compilations 

d. a-mu-ut, i-bi-den.zu sa rna-tum ip-I).u-ru-nim, "omen of lbbi-Sin, against whom the 
land gathered (in revolt)" (YOS 10 36 i, 1314) 

e--g. a-mu-ut i·bi.Pen.zu sa sa-a/}-lu-uq-tim, "omen of Ibbi-Sin-of disaster," (YOS 10 
13, I: 14, 10 .. 11; 22: 12) 

h. a-mu-ut i-m-'en.zu, sa-ab-lu-uq-tum. "omen of Ibbi-Sin-disaster," (YOS 10 56: i 
40-41) 

i. (e-er-tum 51-I, sa ila-a/},-ma-as-!i, I-bl-den.zu, "this is an omen of rhe turmoil (during 
the time of) Ibbi-Sin," (YOS 10 31 xiii, 2-5) 

Ubl-Erra 

Early Old Babylonian Liver Model [TOm Mari 

j. a-rnu-ut, Is-bi-er-ra, sa elam", da-gP-rt-ilu, Ii elam" i!-ga-a, "omen of I~bi-Erra, who 
(first) put his trust in Elam. and then captured Elam," (Rutten 1938 no. 9) 

Old Babylonian Omen Compilation 

k. gls.tulcul'iS.bi-er-ra, Sa e-!a-am·tllm is-ki-pu, "weapon-mark of Isbi-Erra, who drove 
out Elam," (YOS 1046 v 5-6) 

The sample is admittedly quite small, but within it one can observe that the Mari 
livers and the later Babylonian omens share general perspectives on the two rulers 
but differ in detail. Omens (a) and (d), as well as (j) and (k) express similar view
points, but the wording is Significantly dissimilar. Ibbi-Sin, in the Old Babylonian 
tradition, seems associated quite simply with "disaster," and these apodeses (e-i), 
find strong echoes in canonical omen compendia, as in the following two examples: 

sa!Jluqtu (n/ll.ha.lam.ma) amut (ba-ut) /.bi-d30 sar uti ('!ugal uri, 'ki), "disaster; omen 
ofIbbi-Sin, king ofUr" (CT 2013 r. 12) 
amut (b,,-ut) '/_bf_d3Q sa sa/}!uqti (n(g.ha.lam.ma), "omen of Ibbi-Sin, of disaster" 
(TCL 61: 35) 

The celestial omen series Enuma Anu Enlil included four omens concerning lbbi
Sin, three of them relating how he was led in tears-or stumbling-·into captivity to 
Ansan (Glassner 1997,110-11; see also n. 60 above, p. 202),18 

78. 1be literary tradition expands this motif in the rultie sphere. According to the Erne,.l 
Damu lament eden-na u-sa~ -g. Ibbi-Sin WdS buried in Anion; see Jacobsen 1997: 78. The la
ment must go back to the Ur 1l! period, if not earlier (Cooper 2006: 42), but was revised in Old 
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Although the figure of the last king of the House of Ur-Namma is present 
throughout the history of the Babylonian omen tradition, the same cannot be said of 
his rival, ISbi-Erra, There are only two Old Babylonian omens concerning tbe king 
of lsin, as transliterated above, and, as far as 1 can discern, there are only two mOl'e 
in the later tradition, only one of which is complete: 79 

amut (ba-ut) is-bi-der-ra sa maarra (gaba.ril lo (nu) irsi (tuk-'si'), "omen of ISbi-Erra 
who had no opponent" (leichty 1970: 83 l. 105) 

The cultural significance of these omens is difficult to evaluate, however, because of 
uncertainties concerning the textual context of Old Babylonian compendia. Almost 
all of them are unprovenienced, and while it has been speculated that 30me may 
have originated in Sippar or Larsa (Glassner 2009), the evidence is circumstantial 
at best, The fact that the only well-provenienced compendia appear to come from 
contexts distinct from that of standard Sumerian school tablets is indicative of the 
difficulties we have in understanding the place of these compositions in Old Baby, 
Ionian written culture, 80 Glassner (2009) argues that they are instructional materials, 
but even if he is correcr, they must have come from environments that were very 
different from the Sumerian-language~based teaching establishments known from 
eighreenth century Kippur, Ur, and even Sippar, in which Akkadian-language ex
tispicy was not only absent but rarely, if ever, even mentioned, This other context~ 
which must remain hypothetical for the time being-must have also been the place 
where the long version of IbPul (24), with its extensive Sumerian "omen" in lines 
33-45, was elaborated, expanded, and adapted for a worldvlew informed by the new 
semiotic system of divination from the organs of sacrificial animals. 

Whatever the case may have been, these omen texts come from very different 
cultural environments than the laments, the CKU, or the royal hymns of Ibbi-Sin 
and lsbi-Erra that were marginal even within the Nippur curriculum. It is important 
to keep in mind, moreover, that the very notion of "historical omens" is a modem 
idea that may not bave been recognized in Old Babylonian times, because the'" 
omens are scattered among the various compendia and are never brought together 
in antiquity. If, rather than viewing them as a group, we contextualize them in their 
proper settings among the thousands and thousands of omens rhat have survived 

Babylonian and later times, when the re'ting places of Ibbi-Sln. l!bl~Erra, and hi, followers on 
the throne of 181n as well as the rulers of the first Babylonian dynasty were added. 

79. The second is CT 30 10: rev, 4, which preserve, little apart from the name (Weidnet 
1929: 238). 

80. 'Ibis is difficult to establish, because exemplars rhat are supposed to be from Larsa and 
Slppar have no specific provenience. Bue even if some of (he British Museum exemplars are from 
IISlppat/' it is clear that (here were many different physical environments there that yielded 
non ... archival Ulblets and that omens did not necessarily come from the same pla('..es as Sumerian 
school texts. Those from Tutub, Nerebtum, and Tell Yelkhl ate not associated with other school 
texts (for bibliographical derails see Jeyes 1989: 7-8). Koch-Westenholz (2000, 21 n. 48) say, that 
the Susa tablet MDP 57 no. 4 IJ; Old Babylonian, but It Is definitely Middle Babylonian In date. 
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from ancient Mesopotamia, tbeir cultural and literary impact is considerably re
duced, The four celestial omens concerning lbbi-Sin are embedded in the series 
EnUma Anu Enlil, which consisted of no less tban seventy tablets, not to mention 
excerp~' and commentaries (Reiner 1995: 12). Viewed in tbeirproper environments, 
they melt into the mass of other omens and disappear from our view, 

It is only in the latter part of the second millennium, or perhaps even later, 
that historical omens become important enough to be utilized in different literary 
contexts, most notoriously in the Chronicle of Early Kings, which appears to have 
been created out of such apodoses (Grayson 1966; 1975: 45), But such intertextual 
relationships take place in a very different literary context in which omens, rituals, 
and liturgical texts, all of which are almost completely absent from the Nippur and 
related school curricula, assume an essential and perhaps even a central place in the 
Babylonian literary tradition. As ~aria deJong Ellis (1989: 162) wrote: 

In terms of literary interrelationshlpsl dear conner,tions exist between oracles, his~ 
rodeal omens, prophecies, royal autobiographles and ttpseudo~alltobiographiest and 
the other classes of literary~historical texts, In content, many oracles show the rer~ 
minology of the omen apodosist which should not be surprising since on a practical 
level omens are at the very least to be connected with the lrumipulation of the divl
natory mechanisms. On the most basic level of literary analysis I if a text is incom~ 
plete, it is often difficult to tell the difference between a "prophecy" or a "chronicle" 
and a compilation of omen apoooses. , .. 

Although other literary-historical figures known from the omen compendia turn up 
in the Chronicle of Early Kings, neither lbbi-Sin nor lsbi-Erra make an appearance in 
this composition, The last king of Ur does turn up in another late composition that 
has links with the omen tradition, the so-called Weidner Chronicle, which is actually 
an artfully constructed fictitious royal letter, ascribed anachronisrically to Old Baby
lonian times, but the texr is not well preserved at this juncture, and it is impossible 
to know what ISbi,Erra stands accused of here. ,: 

When one steps back and looks over all of this material, it becomes evident that 
I have put together a heterogeneous assembly of data from various times and places 
that creares an illusion of a uniform tradition, But once one takes this all apart and 
then recontextualizes the scattered and badly documented material back within the 
!low of Mesopotamian writings, one sees that the subject of the fall of Ur is more 
conspicuous by its ahsence than by its presence; the issue that comes to the fore is 
the suppression of the broader aspects of its memory, rather than the collection of 
diverse philological references. 

81. Rev, 33 (al-Rawi 1990: 13) lJi-pi dsul-gi i-jJU-su. tV,a-an-,u im-bi-d3G dumu-'su' i-( ). 
The source used by the Sippar scribe who leC. us the only text that preserves this Ilne was already 
damaged when it was copied, as indicated by lJi-pi· 
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Chapter 8 

Afterword 

The preceding chapters of this book offered surveys of the Sumerian literary let
ter tradition and the manuscripts and school settings of the CKU and attempted to 
relate the information contained in the royal correspondence to historical informa
tion gleaned from Ur 1II documentary sources. The main point that I have tried to 
stress throughout this book is the tenuous nature of CKU as a "corpus," so that even 
in Old Babylonian times we have to assume that only a small core of these letters 
constituted a regular part of schooling in N ippur and in places that used a similar 
set of teaching tools around the time of Samsu-iluna. Others were either composc.ci 
ad hoc by schoolmasters or teachers or were part of traditions that were preserved 
outside of the central educational syllabus. Even in Nippur, however, the CKU let
ters were not used as often as were the adler core literary texts of the loosely defined 
curriculum, And although there are indications that, when the royal letters were 
taught, they were often used in groupings and not individually, it is clear that the 
very notion of The Royal Correspondence ofUr/Correspondence of the Kings ofUr 
as a corpus is modem and cannot be projected into ancient times. 

The consequences of such an approach are somewhat messy, but philologists-or 
at least some of them'-prefer clearly defined groups and principles, recoiling from 
fuzzy sets and open definitions. At this juncture, all the uncertainties of the liter
ary letter collections resurface and cloud our interpretive perspectives. How did the 
texts that we have come into being) Were Some or all actually created under the Ur 
III kings or were they all composed later, and if so, when? The provenienced copies 
at our disposal were written during a narrow time-frame between reigns of Rim-Sin 
(1822-1763 B.C.) andSamsu-iluna (1749-1712 B.C.), but we have no way of knowing 
when, hypothetically, some letters might have been taken out of archives and incor
porated into the literary tradition or when the imitations were composed, nre very 
historicity of these texts has been a matter of Some concern because they have been 
used by modem historians as primaty sources for the reconstruction of events of the 
Ur III and early Isin periods (e.g., Jacobsen 1953; Rowton 1969; Wileke 1969, 1970). 

Over the last decade, two authors have made very different statements about the 
"authenticity" of the Ur III royal cortespondence (Huber 2001; Halla 2006). I should 
say at the outset that I am troubled by both of their positions, on methodological 
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grounds, because I carmot accept the very notion of authenticity as an ontologi
cal and heuristic concept; but this is not what I want to focus on in these pages. In 
defense of both authors, I note that they were working with inferior versions of the 
texts and with an undifferentiated notion of the CKU as a "corpus." 

Fabienne Huber (2001) provocatively asserted that the royal correspondence 
was apocryphal, that it was all composed in the Old Babylonian period and should 
therefore be banished from all discussions of Ur III political history. She was appar
ently following the direction established by her teacher, Pascal Attinger, during a 
seminar at the University of Geneva in 1995 (Huber 2001; 170), I am sympathetic 
to her point of view, which has Injected a salutary element of skepticism into the dis
cussion, but I cannot accept the main lines of argument presented in her study, even 
if certain individual points are well taken. Huber uses three arguments to establish 
the late origins of the letters. Her first point is "philological"-that is, she identifies 
certain Sumerian morphological and syntactic features that she claims are Old Baby
lonian in origin and rherefore point to a late creation of d,e letrers. I find this uncon
vincing on a number of levek We must take into account the fact that the literary 
letters as a whole comprise the only extensive set of Sumerian-language prose writing 
outside of the highly stylized and syntactically limited genre of royal inscriptions. As 
such, the comparison with royal hymns and other poetic texts or inscriptions, for 
that matter, cannot reveal very much about the issue at hand. Moreover, this kind 
of "dating by grammar" latgely ignores the fact that all Sumerian-language texts 
were redacted and reformulated on the graphemic, phonemic, morphological, and 
even the semantic levels, most probably again and again, to conform to an artificial 
Standard Old Babylonian Sumerian that was used in the teaching establishments of 
the eighteenth- and seventeenth-centory Mesopotamia and even beyond its borders. 
Some of the features she discusses are found primarily in texts that are clearly mark
ers of late composition. But the use of enclitic -rna, the incorrect agreement-makers 
in verbal forms, and other elements are easily explained as elements introduced in 
the redactional process; other features, including certain "Akkadisms," could equally 
well have been already present in hypothetical Ur III versions. 1 

Huber's second line of reasoning against the authenticity of the correspondence 
resc. on the recogtlition of "plagiats" between individual compositions. Some of 
these are clear indications of late composition, as is her first example, a compari
Son between ArSI (1) and UrSI (11); the latter is undeniably post-Ur III in date. 
Some of her other examples, however, are less convincing, as when she points to the 
repetition of elements that may be constitutive of epistolary style and to redactional 
contamination from one letter to another to make her case, 

The third argument is based on prosopography/toponymy and is, to my mind, 
equally unconvincing, because the data that she uses entirely comprises names of 
persons and places found In various Old Babylonian manuscripts, including imagina
tive variants that clearly should not be considered in this kind of analysis. Moreover, 

1. The "datlng by grammar" issue has been addressed by Hallo 2006 and by Rubio, in press. 
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we differ in our assessment of the careers of some of the officials, including those of 
Aradmu and Apilasa, as documented in Ur III texts and described in the preceding 
chapters of this work, and, once again, in the value of texluul contamination, as is 
the case with the anachronistic insertion of the name of Lu-Nanna, governor of 
Zimudar under Su-Sin, in letters purporting to be from the time of SulgL Details are 
found in the appropriate places in earlier chapters; here [ would like to summurize 
my own views on the matter, 

First, I would exclude from the debate alI obvious variants that are conditioned 
by later forces, as for example, Lu-Enki for Lu-Nanna, or Su-Marduk for puzur
Numusda. Once this is done, the situation becomes rather clear: of the twenty-nine 
persons mentioned in CKU, ooly eight cannot be identified with actual people who 
lived in Ur III times. To recapitulate, these people are: 

1. Aba-indas •. The author of AbSI (4), and a protagonist in four other letters (5-9), of 
which at least one ArS5 (9) is undeniably post,Ut III. 

2. Ur-dun, The author of UdSI (11), and mentioned in ArS7 (12), both of which are 
undoubtedlyapoctyphal, 

3. The four officiab mentioned in PuSl (13), Puzur~Numusda, LugaJ·melam, Ka~kuganil 
and Tukil ... ilLssu f who are discussed in detail earlier, It is interesting that not one of the 
members of this duster can be identified at present, but if the letter ConcerllS repairs of the 
fottitlcatfol1s that are named bad Inada, the letter could have been composed sometime 
around the year S3 7 and therefore may have been earlier than the foundation of Puzris~ 
Dagan, which was commemorated in Sulgfs thirty~ninth year,..name, dlat is, from a time 
in which such officials would not appear in the pret:>erved documentation, 

4. Nigdugaru, saga ofEnlil, and Iddi of Ma1gium. Of the 7 persons mentioned in the lettet 
from Puzur-NumuSda to Ibbi,Sin (Pulbl [23]), only these rwo officials cannot be identified 
in the Ur HI and early Isin documentary record. 2 In light of rhe relative paucity of sources 
from the reign oflbbi,Sin, this is hardly an argument for late invention. 

In summary---and 1 must stress that this is only an overview of Huber's main points-
it is impossible to prove that all the surviving letters of the eKU were complete fic
tions fabricated in Old Babylonian times, Unfortunately, I find myself equally at odds 
with W. W. Hallo's (2006) strong defense of their authenticity, even if he is willing 
to admit that a few of the CKU compositions are definitely not Ur 1lI. 

So where do I stand on this issue? In purely practical terms I argue that, at a 
certain point in the development of the Nippur Old Babylonian teaching materials, 
some elements of authentic Ur III letters were incorporated into the curriculum, but 
that it is impossible to discern the vatious levels of redaction that transformed them 
into the school texts we arc familiar with. Teachers were ar liberty to concoct new 
letters on the patterns of existing letters or to ask their students to do so, but only in 
a jew cases can we unequivocally recognize the new creations. This process is more 
evident outside of the areas that used the Nippur teaching corpus, since we see much 
IC$s reliance on fixed texts in peripheral copies, I should also add that the hypotheti-

2, FOl' a possible occurrence of Glrbubu, -see p. 199 above, 
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cal originals might not have all been purely archival letters; it is equally possible that 
some of them were elaborate epistles created as reports for semipublic consumption 
at court. We may never be able to reconsuuct the history of this correspondence, but 
until we recover the royal archives of the kings of Ur, which may still lie in one of 
the palaces outside of the capital city, any further speculation on the subject is futile, 
as are most speculations about moments of pure origin in culture. 

In my estimation-and this is admittedly a subjective personal impression-it is 
easier to say which letters are clearly Old Babylonian than to identifv those that have 
a good chance of being derived (mm Ur 1II ~riginaIs. Of the 25 iteElls edited here, 7 
are delinitely late: ArSla (1a), ArS5 (9), <'\rS6 (10), UrS (ll), ArS7 (2), sm (15), 
and IbIlH (22), as are the long versions of Ibm (21) and IbPul (24). I am agnostic 
about 4 of the Sletter, that make up what I have called the Aba-indasa affair (letters 
4-9; 9 is definitely late), and the same holds true about the Amat-Sin correspon
dence (letters 16~17). It seems fairly certain that many of the fabricated letters were 
answers to existing letters, because some teachers or scribes, most of them outside 
of Nippur, strove for symmetry on the pattern of the first three items of the "core" 
and on the Isin correspondence embedded in SEp!-.1 (items 2-5), where a letter to 
a king is followed by a royal response. Once one has set all these epistles aside, one 
is left with CKU letters I, 2, 3,13,21, and 23-that is, essentially, the Nippur core 
with the addition of the Su-Sin letters (18--19). I do not stare categorically that all of 
these letters ultimately derive from aurhentic documents---only that there is a good 
probability that some of them might be descended, although filtered in a variety of 
ways, from Ur I1I documents of some kind. The fact that this judgment happens to 
correspond to the core use of these same texts in some Old Babylonian schools may 
or may not be coincidence, but more than this one cannot say. 

The discussion about the authenticity of literary letters, perceived as a form of 
historical verisimilitude, is rooted in certain ttaditional philological notions of textu
ality, history, genre, and truth, but one could argue that epistolarity points uS beyond 
such presuppositions. Letters, real or imaginary, have a unique semiotic status, with 
potentially endless chains of teadings and misprision. In evaluating such texts, one 
has to take into account the primary act of the composition and its eventual decod
ing at its ultimate destination, But one must also presume that such texts may have 
new lives beyond the primary communicative act; some letters may be written with 
further readers in mind, as was the case with many Classical authors, or a letter may 
be lost or intentionally derailed, leading to other acts of reading, At each point, the 
tel<t acquires new contextual meaning, leading to further communicative acts, some 
of which may not be epistolary at all. Ler us assume, for the sake of argument, that 
some of the CKU letters may have actually been taken out of some royal archive and 
eventually reedited for instructional purposes. Does such a scenario result in texts 
that we might consider to be genuine historical sources and guarantee any degree of 
authenticity? As I see it the answer must be negative, as much as one would like to 
plead otherwise, because in being ripped from their archives, rewritten to conform 
to later standards, and recontextualized with new literary neighbors, the lettern were 
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semantically deformed and the stories they tell are Old Babylonian to a large degree. 
Even if we were to brush aside such considerations, we must still take into account 
the potential emotive and facrual distortions embedded in them by their authOl'S or 
by their scribes, distortions that are difficult if not impossible to identitY in single or 
coupled letters that are only a small part of a larger conversation that is forever lost 
to us. 

The effort to achieve historical certainty must also take into consideration that 
letters seen as literature confront the very nature of fiction, mimicking their own 
practical standing in the world, straddling the divide between private and public 
discourse, between writing and orality, and between the imagined and the real. It is 
nO wonder that, in many different literary and cultural traditions, letters are thought 
to be crucial in the development of genres such as the novel. Some of us want the 
royal literary letters to be literally "true," because without them the stories we tell 
about Ur III and Isin times would be less interesting. But the fact is that even if one 
accepts a certain notion of historical proof, for reasons already mentioned above, we 
can never unravel the strands of choice, abandonment, revision, perdition, and in
vention that produced the textual corpus at our disposal. These issues are not unique 
to our area of stndy. Already half a decade ago, the Finnish scholar Heikki Kosken
niemi (1956: 50), in the introduction to his survey of Greek letter-writing, rejected 
much received wisdom, observing that for all practical purposes one cannot make a 
distinetion between real and fictitious Oreek letters. 

The CKU can be read in the context of school irutruction, as discussed in 
chap. 3, or as literary artifact, as, for example, in the preceding chapter, where I 
briefly discussed the development of poetic prose in the direction of more complex 
united storylines. But the move toward something that we could call narrative fiction 
was a dead end, and the story of the combined four letters of the lbbi-Sin correspon
dence is unique in Sumerian literary history. The importance of poetic literary let
ters, as well as the concomitant move toward epistolary prose narrative peaks in Old 
Babylonian times, hut seems to lose its momentum. and drops out in later periods. 
The Old Babylonian period is also when Akkadian-language letters become ubiqui
tous in both royal and private communication; this is also when Akkadian begins to 
rise in status as a literary language. It is ironic, and perhaps not coincidental, that 
once epistolary communication becomes commonplace, the literary equivalents be
gin their eclipse, although recent publications provide evidence that literary letters 
made a comeback of sorts in much later times. 

During the Old Babylonian period, Akkadian-language letter-writing waS taught 
to some students as parr of schooling, perhaps in places where writing instruction 
was focused on pragmatic issues and not on the old classics. 3 In Sumerian, letters of 

3. See Michalowski 1983a; Z2£r.27, with earlier literature. The whole issue needs to be 
studied anew in light of rhe recent publication, in photograph only, of Z2 new Old Babylonian 
Akkadian .. language school1etter~exercises, some of them duplicates! most of which seem to come 
from the same archive (Wilson 2008; nos. 5~7. W-12, 35, 45, 71~73, 161-66, and 168-72). 
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petition [0 deities and kings afe couched in elaborate poetry, but the Old Babylonian 
"letters to gods" are written in simple prose and are imcrlbed in the documentary, 
not in the literary, hand. Six texts of this kind are known at present from Babylonia, 
as well as two royal letters to gods from Marl (van det Toom 1996: 131). Occasion
ally, the divine world reached for the letter as a means of communication. A rare 
example of such an instance is found among tablets from the archive of the admin
istrator of the Istal' Kitittum temple in Ishchiali (ancient Neribtum or Kiti), which 
include two epistles 11'01n the goddess to her king, Ihal-pielll of 8inunna, composed 
in a complex. difficult language and filled with rare words and expressions (Eliis 
1987, 1989: 138~40). The verbal complexity of these letters contrasts markedly with 
the prosaic nature of the contemporary Akkadian letters to gods, so that it is unlikely 
that the two text rypes are in any way pragmatically related. 

There are at present only four elaborate Old Babylonian epistles that can be 
classified as "literary letters."; The first is an unusual1iterary letter addressed from 
Sin-muballiJ:, brother of King Rim-Sin of Larsa, who was aplYdrentiy in charge of 
MaSkan-sapir. Andrew George (2009: 117) in his edition noted: "the composition 
makes much use of balanced structures typical of Babylonian poetry and can be cat
egorized as a highly elevated prose." The second is a bilingual letter of petition ad
dressed to the Mari king, Zimri-Llm, found in the palace of the Syrian city and is 
therefore probably a genuine appeal to the ruler rather than a teaching tool; but it 
demonstrates a full command of Sumerian as well as Akkadian literary conventions 
and is the work of a scribe who was familiar with the southem tradition of literary 
letters of petition. 5 The third is an Akkadian letter of petition that seems to have 
been deliberately pattemed on the matrix of the Sumerian letter-prayer (Kraus 1983: 
207, van del' Toom 1996: 134); it even uses the Akkadian equivalents of the Sume
rian opening formula, addressing the recipient three times with terms derived from 
the lexical tradition. 6 The phraseology is so close to what one finds in Sumerian that 
it is not out of the question that this poem may have been originally composed in 
Sumerian and translated into Akkadian. The fourth is a missive, found in at least 
four duplicates, from king Samsu-iluna to various high officials in the subdivisions 
of the city of Sip pat (Janssen 1991); unless the letter was originally sent in multiple 
copies, this epistle may have entered the scribal curriculum at the time. To these 
must be added the two much simpler, geme-bending letters of Sargon of Agade that 
are combined with lists of professional names 0. G. Westenholz 1997: 141-69}. The 
Nippur and Ur exemplars may be variants of the same composition. 

The scribes of the latter part of the second millennium and first-millennium 
Assyria and Babylonia copied older royal letters and even composed new fictions in 
this fmID, including a satirical missive from Gilgame~ (Gurney 1957; Kraus 1980) 

4. Add to this, perhaps. the unaddressed Akkadian letter published by George (2089: 
114--15). 

5. Letter to Zimri-Lim. 
6. See above, p. 30. 
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and an elaborate historiographic text that was knov/ll, for many years, as the Wei
dner Chronicle. It now turns out that this was a letter, purportedly written by an Old 
Babylonian king of Babylon to a king of Isin (al-Rawi 1990). The letter circulated 
in Akkadian, but at least one manuscript was written as a Sumerian and Akkadian 
bilingual (Finkel 1980: 72-74). Another late creation purporting to be addressed by 
Samsu-iluna to one Enlil-nadim-~umi is known from three duplicates, two of which 
were discovered in l;'"surbanipal's libraries (al-Rawi and George 1994: 135-39). 
These belong to a substantial list of literary letters of Babylonian and AEsyrian kings 
that are now known from copies that range from approximately the eighth to the 
second centuries !l.C, that have been brought together and studied in a preliminary 
manner by Eckhart Frahm (2005).1 In addition to the missives ahcribed to Samsu
iluna, there are items that claim to have an origin in Kassite, Neo-Assyrian, and 
Nco-Babylonian times. As Frahm observes, some of them are clearly spurious, while 
others may be copies, or adaptations, of real letters, and many of them are character
ized by high literary diction. Since the author has announced his intent to provide 
a more detailed study of these compositions, [ shall say no more about them, except 
to observe that they are much more heterogeneous than the CKU, in origin, style, 
and time of copy. They also surface in a very distinctive literary world, in which re
dactional activity, royal, temple, and private tablet collections, as well as educational 
processes all combined to provide a very different semantic and pragmatic context 
for the royal literary letters. 5 

The literary letter of peti tion was not dead, however. Sometime during the last 
decades of the Assyrian Empire, a scribe by the name of Urad-Gula composed a long, 
immensely elaborate example of such a composition to his king, most likely Assur
bani pal, full of allusion" and quotations from literary texts (Parpola 1987). Although 
later schoolboy copies of royal correspondence are known, this text is perhaps the 
last grand example of innovation in the Mesopotamian literary letter tradition. 9 

From all of this, one may conclude that, while the concept of letters as literature 
seems to crop up at various times, after the Old Babylonian period, it is never as
sociated with the kings of Ur, although we must keep in mind the still unpatalleled 
bilingual Middle Babylonian CKU tablet from Susa, which may be a solitary witness 
to a tradition that remains hidden to us for now, 

The picture that emerges ftom all of this conforms, if only in general contours, 
with what we observe in the later Mesopotamian literary tradition: outside of the 
omens (Cooper 1980), the lir III dynasty hah been narrowed down to one king only, 

7. See also Llap and George 2003: 9-11. 
8. RonnIe Goldstein (2010) has now proposed a novel inrerpretation of the Seleucid con

rext of rhe pseudo-epigraphic letrers of Assurbanipal that concern the collecting of tablets for his 
libraries. She observes (2010: 207): "WishIng to recall their cwn cultural heritage, and threatened 
by the strong Hellenistic culture in Seleucid rimes, these scribes evoked the days of Ashurbani' 
pal's great library, stressing the important place of Babylonia in it, so claiming their important 
place in rhe history ofknowledge." 

9. For more derails on literary letrers, see Halla 1981. 
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namely, SulgL 10 The whole dynasty is mentioned in the so-called Weidner Chronicle, 
but otherwise only Sulgi's name lives on in the great libraries of the first millennium, 
most notably in the text Assytiologists have labeled the .~ulgi Prophecy (Grayson 
and Lambert 1964; Borger 1971). The date of composition of this fascinating text is 
not easy to determine (Ellis 1989: 148 n. 104), and some have suggested that it goes 
hack to the end of the second millennium (Borger 1971: 23). Although its generic 
identity is a problematical issue, there seem to be observable connections between 
this composition, as well as similar ones, and the ahtronomical omen tradition (Biggs 
1985). The name of Sulgi has cropped up in fragments from the Neo-Assyrian Nabu 
temple in Nimrod (Wiseman and Black 1996: nos, 65, 65, 69): the three pieces may 
be part of the same tablet, but this has not been confirmed. Robert Biggs (1997: 174), 
who first analyzed these pieces, cautiously suggests that they may belong to the Sulgi 
Prophecy. More recently, a fragment of a related Nco-Babylonian pseudoepigtaphical 
Sulgi "inscription" from Ur has come to light (UET 6/3919: Frahm 2006). Finally, 
there is also a unique late first-millennium copy of a letter addressed to the second 
Ur m king, excavated at Babylon, written in an imitation ofUr 1Il script (Neumann 
1992a; Michalowski 1993: 117-18: Neumann 2006: 19-20). According to its colo
phrm, it was copied from a tablet found in the temple of the moon-god Sin in Ur, but 
the veracity of this statement is difficult to evaluate, These late traditions concerning 
the second king of the Ur III dynasty have their own dynamic and are unrelated in 
any way to the earlier Sumerian language literature about this monarch. 

Of the more than 70 literary letters that have survived from Old Babylonian 
teaching rooms and courtyards, only 3 or 4 survived into later times. CKU items 
14 and 15 are preserved in the fourteenth-century bilingual Susa tablet: the first, 
from Sulgi ro Puzur-Sulgi, is probably apocryphal but is attested in Old Babylonian 
versions, while the latter, a ridiculous, possibly comical missive from lSbi-Erra to 

Sulgi, is as yet unduplicated and had all the marks of post-Old Babylonian composi
tion. The final item of SEpM, which deals with scribal matters, crops up in bilingual 
Middle Babylonian form in Boghazkoy and Ugarit and in later garb in Assur and 
Neo-Babylonian Babylon (Civil 2000: 109-16). The only early royal epistle that 
appears to survive into the first millennium is the letter-prayer of the Old Baby
lonian Larsa king Sin-iddinam, addressed to the sun-god Utu, known at present 
from early unilingual manuscripts from Nippur, Sippar, and elsewhere, as well as in 
a bilingual version from Emur and Kuyunjik. 11 Of the CKU there is not a trace after 
the fifteenth-century tablet from Susa. 

The CKU, in its various incarnations, was a constituent of Old Babylonian edu
cation in Nippur, Ur, Uruk, [sin, Kish, Sippar, Susa, and elsewhere. During the Kas
site period these texts became obsolete, as did much of the literature that was created 

10, An eady firBt~millennium astronomical compendium even refers to the whole dynasty as 
the paJj, ("reign, dynasty, time in office") of Sulgi: MUL.APIN II Ii 18 (Hunger and Pingree 1989: 
96; see already Finkelstein 1966: 104 and, most recently, HeilIlpel 2003: 14 n. 32). 

II. I.etter of Sin-iddinam to Utu. 
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in Ur III and early Old Babylonian times, and with minor exceptions, was lost for 
millennia, only to be recovered by modern archaeologists and looters. The present 
edition, imperfect as it may be, is dedicated to bringing this Sumerian royal epistolary 
prose literature back to a new life. 

Appendixes 
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Appendix A: 
The Reading of the N arne of the 

Grand Vizier 

The name of the great official of the Ur 1II state is conventionally rendered "Arad
Nanna" or "Aradmu"; the latter is written with the signs ARAD (ARADxKUR) and 
MUHALDIM, and is conventionally read as arad-mu or, in more modern fash
ion, as urdu-gu!C' The Sumerian "pronunciation" of the first sign, which stands for 
"slave, servant," has been rendered variously 8J; I arad/, lurdu/, or lurda/, There are 
two reasons for this discrepancy: the data from lexical texts as well as the evidence 
from etymology. All of the pertinent information has been gathered together by I. 
J. Gelb (1982) and J. Krecher (1987), who reached very different conciusioru, and 
it wtH not be repeated here. I only note that I would not take seriously the writing 
ur-du-um-gu in MDAI 571, since the mid-second-millennium Susa scribe of this 
tablet was hardly an authority on Sumerian pronunciation and was more concerned 
with playing syllabic games than with linguistic authenticity, I Gelb viewed the word 
as a loan from Akkadian, but Krecher provided a tortuous Sumerian etymology that 
I find unacceptable. 2 

A peru.;al of the information from the lexical texts suggests that, in the first mil
lennium lexical tradition, primarily in the syllabaries, the received interpretation of 
arad was both lurdul and farad/. The Old Babylonian documentation is clearer on 
the topic: ProroEa offers the reading larad/. 

ur-du : 'ARADxKUR' (Proto-Ea 790 lMSL 1461]) 
ur-du: 'ARADxKUR' = [wwar-du-uml (Proto-Aa 790:1 [MSL 14102]) 
ur-du : ARAD = wa-ar-du-um (Secondary Proto-EafAa no. 1.3 iii 16 

[MSL 14 134]) 

1. Thts is the Susa ,ourcdor SPul (letter 14) and Sisl (letter 15); the 'pecific writing of the 
name is in lines 21 and 37 of the former (SPulMB). On the peculiarities and date of this tablet, 
see p. 56. 

2. See Steinkeller 1993: 121 n. 38, who al,o rejects this argmucnt. Others have accepted 
this analysis; see, for example, Wilcke 2007; 53. 
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First-millennium syllabaries offer the readings /urda/ (/arda/l and /arad/ : 

ur-da: ARADxKUR = MIN(ar-du) (Aa VIIl/2 218 [MSL 14502]) 
ur-da : ARADxKUR = MIN(ar-du) (Ea VIII 145 [MSL 14481]) 
[lijr-da: ARAD = ar-du (Aa VlII/2 213 [MSL 14 502]) 
[aJr-da: ARAD = ar-du (Ea VIII 140 [MSL 14 481) 
arad = a(r-claJ (Ltl fragment; MSL 12 142)) 
a-rad : ARAD = MIN(ar-du) (Aa VIII/Z 216 [MSL 14 502)) 
MIN(a-rad): ARADxKUR = MIN(ar-du) (Aa VIII/2 217 [MSL 14502]) 
Had: ARAD MIN(ar-du) (Ea VlIl143 [MSL 14481]) 
Had: ARADxKUR MIN (ar-du) (Ea VIll144 [MSL 14 481]) 
[a-tad) : arad = [arJ-du (Sb Voc.1I 345 [MSLJ 150]) 

This suggests that the pre-Sargonic version of the word, written HAR.TU, should 
be read ut5-tu or ar-tu, but forms that ate followed by a sign beginning with the 
consonant /d/ point to u/arad when the form contains a bound morpheme,' It is 
possible that the discrepancy in readings is due to the two different Akkadian forms 
of the word for "slave, servant," Babylonian (w)ardu(m) and Assyrlan u:rdu(m). It 
may be that the loan in Sumerian originally Came from a Semitic dialect in which 
the lexeme was similar to the later Assyrlan rather than the Babylonian form, but in 
later times the wotd was either loaned again or simply adjusted to corresprmd to the 
contemporary Babylonian (w)ardu(m). 

The second sign in the name, M UHALDIM, has the syllabic readings mu as 
well as gulO' The latter is 11Sed almost exclusively for the non-oblique form of the 
first-person singular bound possessive pronoun. I suggest that, lacking any direct 
evidence for Ur-Ill-period pronunciation, one chooses -mu because the name does 
not mean "My Slave," but is instead a hypocoristic fortI) of Arad-Nanna. It seems 
improbable that people would refer to the person who was second in status only to 
the king In such a manner. It is therefore most likely that in Ur 1II times, at least, the 
name was read as something like "A/Urdumu," but one cafUlot be certain of how Old 
Babylonian students and teachers interpreted the name, which was no longer used 
in the culture, and it is possible that some of them would have playfully rendered 
it as Uradgu or Aradgu, as did the scribe of the Susa tablet hundreds of years later, 
Therefore, to steer clear of confusion and to avoid disharmony with the received 
folk tradition of Assyriological literature, I consistently refer to the grand vizier as 
Aradmu. This is a conventional modern rendition, similar to Tiglath-pilesar or As
surbanipal, even if he was somewhat lower in rank. 

3, For examples, see Krecher 1987J although he reaches different conclusions and creates 
an unlikely form urdud, For other discuss:ions of HAR,TU) with eal'Uer literature, see Stein~ 
keller 1989: 130 n, 389 and Steible 1993: 209-11. 

Appendix B: 
The Title galzu unkena 

Although the title is unattested in any document prior to the Old Babylonian pe
riod, two officers are designated as gal-zu unken-na in CKU: Apilasa and !larrum
bani. In one lexical text, it is translated as rab pubru/i, "chief of the assembly," and It 
is usually listed after the zabar-dabs and the gal unken-na, Akkadian mu>rrrum. 4 

To my knowledge, its only literary attestation is in a hymn to N ingiszida, known from 
a solitary manuscript, which reads (Ningiszida Hymn A: 27): 

pain gal-zu unken-na garza-e he-du7 
"Member of the vanguard/foremost, g., fit for high office/to be a high officer." 

It is possible that this line refers to the martial qualities of Ningiszida, hut the nouns 
are ambiguous, 

It is obvlous that the title has nothing to do with the "assembly," although per
haps the original etymology might have been somehow cofUlcctcd with unken. 5 

The same holds true for the title gal unken-na ; mu'irrum, a designation for an 
agricultural official or more generally a "commander director,'" In fact, these two 
titles seem to have nothing in common except for the similarity in the way they were 
written, and therefore they were listed next to one another in the lexical texts. 7 

There are three occurrences of gal.zu unken.na as a logogram in Old Baby
lonian archival sources: (a) ¥BT 5 163, (b) UET 5 247 and (e) AbB 13 119:10. Of 
these, (a) i.s the most informative; in this Rim-Sin period document, rations are 
provided for people who mayor may nor be part of the personnel of the EkiSnugal 
temple in Ur. 8 The first four are: the g., the zabar.dabs, the pisag.dub,ba, and only 

4. Proto-Lu 15 (MSL [233) and Lu 117 (MSL [296, bilingual), 
5. The role of "assemblies" in ancient Mesopotamia continues to be a contested issuej see for 

the present Sert 2006: 159-80. 
6, Thus (,,~D MI2 17B, See Yaffee 1977: 83 and Sed 2006: 171-74. Charpin (2007: 180) 

Su:nmarizes his own earlier statements on the issue, taking a different approach, Hnking the title 
to the "assembly." 

7, See CAD M/2 IBO. The Sumetian reading of gal unken,na is problematical; see Sjil
berg 1969: 96-97. 

B. For this text. see Charpin 1986: 234-35, 
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then the saga-that is, the chief administrator of the temple complex. During this 
period, the functioltS of those who held the second and third of these titles is not 
always clear, hut in many contexts they appear as high military officials. As Charpln 
(1986: 236) noted, the title under discussion here is also found in (b), from the time 
when RimeSin occupied LJr, in which a g. together with several judges renders a legal 
decision. The letter (e) is less informative, because the immediate context is broken, 
but the general topic concerns a "tax field" (a.sa gu.un), and it is possible that we 
are dealing with military colonists. AU of this suggests that in Old Babylonian times 
the g. was a rather higheranldng military officer, in the south at least, but the scarcity 
of references makes it unlikely that this WaE a commonly encountered position and 
therefore perhaps the title was only given to officers assigned for special tasks. 

None of these references, however, arc of help in establishing dle meaning of the 
title during the Ur III period; indeed, it is possible that it was not even used at that 
time. Although the evidence is insufficient at this time to provide a definitive expla
nation of the title, it appears that in CKU it designated a special. envoy appointed 
by the king for the performance of specific tasks. Both Apilasa and Sarrum-bani held 
the title sakkana, "general/military governor," prior to their appointment as galezu 
unkenena.9This, in connection with the nature oftheir missions, suggcBts that the 
title was one that remained within the sphere of the military establishment of the 
UI' III state. On the surface, the situation seems very much like what we encounter 
during Old Babylonian times, but all of the evidence is indecisive and more than this 
one cannot say. In the traltSlations, I have rendered the title in English as "prefect," 
but this is only a conventional approximation of its true meaning. 

9. It is only conjecture that Apila.sa was a general before his appointment as gal .. zu un~ 
ken6na. Sarrum .. bani served as a general after he was governor of Apiak and prior to his tenure 
as gal~zu unken~na, See pp. 70~72 above, 

Appendix C: 
"Facing (the) HUfsag" 

The designation igi hur-saiHla may be interpreted as "facing the Hursag" or as 
"tacing the mountain ranges." In actual documents, the designation appears only in 
two contexts outside of CKU. The first occurrence is in a year-name ofSumu-la-el: 10 

mu eg igi~hur-sag~ga mu .. un-si ... ig 
The year: Sumu-ia-el piled up the irrigation embankment facing Hursag. 

And, the second is in the name of the nineteenth year of Hammurahi: 

mu bad mah igiehuresal'H'lakl 
The year: (Hammurabi built) the great fortification(s) facing Hursag. 

In neither case could this designation refer to the Hamrln or any of the major Zagros 
mountain ranges. While it is difficult to establish the precise parameters of Sumue 
laed's kingdom during the course of his reign (Goddeeris 2.002: 347-49), it scems 
unlikely that he would be digging anythiug in the mountains, but he did control 
Kazallu and Marad and could have done work in this region. As far as Hammurabt 
is concerned, his kingdom could not even come close to the Hamrin, because the 
powerful state of ESnunna would have stood in his way at the time of his eighteenth 
and nineteenth regal years. Therefore, wherever his "great fortifications" may have 
been, they were not literally facing the mountains. But his yearename has additional 
significance for this edition: there is always the possibility that there never was an 
Ur III Badelgihursaga and thar Old Babylonian scholars inscribed the name of Harne 
murabi's constructioltS into the CKU. 

The designation "facing the mountains" is known from the lexical tradition, 
more precisely from the composition HARem = bubullu. 

(a) tir-ga igi huresaihlakl (Hh XX-XXIV OB forerunner 1 vi41 [MSL 
11133]) 

(b) teeirega igi huresa!Hra (Hh XXeXXIV OB Forenmner 9 rev. i 6 
[MSL 11 144]) 

(e) tireqaean igi hUNag<i = pwni Saedi (Hh XX-XXII Ras Shamra Rec. 
A ii 44' [MSL 11 45]) 

to. Sumuela-el32133. The name also ctops up in the Emar "forerunner" to !ih XXVII us eg 
",-ki igi hur-sail-ga; see Civil 1994: 114. 
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(d) [tir-ga-(an) igi hur-sag"] ; 'sa pa-an KUR-i' (Bh XXI Section 10 
1 [MSL 11 18]) 

(el tir-qa-an igi hur-sagi"; tir-qa--an sa-tii-!; sa dbu-la-[lal (Hg E to Hh 
XX-XXIV rev.' 15 [MSL 11 35]) 

(f) [t]it'-ga-an igi hur-sagkl ; SU MIN sa IGI KUR-i; ar-man; PA-din 
(Hg B V to Hh XX-XXIV iii 6 [MSL 11 36]) 

In the two late HAR-gud commentaries (el and (f), the entries are accompanied by 
additional listings; 

(g) tir-qa-an igi gu-ti-um k,; tir-qa-'an' Sdpa-angu-ti-i; URU LU-Ii 
(HgE to Bh XX-XXIV rev,! 14 [MSL1135], beforee) 

(h) [ti]r-ga-an igi gu_ti kl ; SU MIN sa IGI gu-ti-i ; bar-bar (Hg B V to 
Hh XX-XXIV iii 7 [MSL 11 36], after f) 

Goetze (1964: 118), who commented on these passages, provided an explanation of 
(f): "The gloss Arman Hattin would locate it in the vicinity of Arman/Halba and 
the Hattin(a} of the Assyrians." Whiting (1976: 181 n. 21), citing Goetze, identi
fied the Terqan facing Gutium with the Ti-ir-qa of Early Okl Babylonian texts, 
which he located east of the Tigris, It must be kept in mind that the HAR-gud 
explanations are quite late and may reflect geo"rraphical speculations that are of 
little relevance to earlier usage, but the association of the TIlqa facing Gurium with 
IJaT-har in (h) seems to agree with an Old Babylonian letter that mentions the dty 
together the Karkar (Whiting 1976: 181 n. 21). D. Charpin (2003a: 29 with n. 144) 
has drawn attention to rhis passage and also provides additional information on the 
eastern Tlrqa, which he places in the vicinity of Simurum. 

There is one possible Ur III occurrence of the eastern Tirqa in a fragmentary 
account from Drehem that lists taxes from a number of places east of the TIgris 
(Trauvailk 54). Line 3 of the first preserved column of this text reads, according to 
the copy, ertn ti-ni-qa", but Gelb (1938: 83) proposed to read the second sign as 
ir, and this has apparently been accepted by other scholars-for example, by Whit
ing (1976: 180-81, with earlier literature), Owen (1997: 389), Luciani (1999: 3), as 
well as in Steinkeller's (1987: 28 n . .56) list of cities that paid provincial taxes, which 
includes nrqa. However, collation of the tablet, which is in Istanbul, apparently 
shows that neither de Genouillae's drawing nor Gelb's emendation are correct: the 
line now.eads [.orin ti)-sa'-gak, (Ylldlz and Gomi 1988: 20), 

All of this demonstrates that the phrase igi h ursaga was used in Old Babylonian 
times twice in a manner that may have to be translated as "facing Hursag," but, if 
truth be told, this is simply a supposition based on circumstantial evidence. The in
tuitively more proper notion "fadng the mountains" is only known as a descriptive 
phrase in lexical texts and pertains to only a single toponym, If one were to make 
a connection between Bad-Igihursaga and the Tirqa that faced the mountains, one 
would probably have to locate the fortifications in the vicinity of DMil and Awal, jn 
the Hamrin plain. In this case, one would have to assume that the CKU letter PuSl 
(13) is mostly if not completely spurious, 

Appendix D: 
The Location of Hamazi 

The governor Puzuf-Numusda, in his letter to King Ibbi-Sin, recounts tha[ Isbi
Erra, having taken over Nippur and Isin, had, among his othet achievements, plun
dered the land of Hamazi (Pulb1: 35 [23]). He also describes lSbi-Erra's claims that 
the god Enlil had promised him dominion over the homeland (kalam) and that it 
would stretch (line 5), 

rna-da ha-ma-ziki-ta en-na a-ab-ba mti-gall-nald-se 
from the land of Hamazi (down) to the Sea of Magan (Le., the Persian Gulf) 

The location of this land Of city, which Piotr Steinkeller (1998: 79) justly describes 
as "rather mysterious," has been much debated over the years, but without new infor
mation the matter will undoubtedly remain unresolved for some time to come. The 
geographical name occurs in Early Dynasdc dedicatory inscriptions, in a letter from 
Ebla, in the Sumerian King Ust, in lexical texts, and in two literary "epics" about En
rnerkar ofUruk, but none of these references are of any use in precisely localizing the 
place, althought they alI point to the east.1l Jacobsen (1939: 98 n. 166) was certain 
that it should lie "in the mountainous regions of Kirkuk, near modern Sulaimani
yyah." Part of his reasoning was based on references in the OW Akkadian texts from 
Gasul' (Nuzi). Someone named Su-EStar of Hamazi is mentioned twice (HSS 10 143 
rev. 7', 153 rev, ii 7-8), and one Ititi from there occurs in still another document 
(HSS 10 15.5: 24-25), but [he latter text also includes someone from Assur, which 
demonstrates thar place-names in [hese texts are not necessarily very close by. 

Steinkeller (1998; 85), in his rhorough review of references to Hamazi, 
speculates that it might have been the older name of Ekallatum, which he locates 
north of Assur OJ" Qabara, on the Lower Zab. Unfortunately, he provides no more 
solid evidence for this than his predecessors have, and these suggestions, while tan
talizing, are still hypothetical. But if we are to take seriously the claim that Hamazi 
was ravaged by Bbi-Erra early in his reign and that it constituted the northern limit 
of hts kingdom, a location north of Assur, while not impossible, seems somewhat 
improbable. 

11. Forreferences, see &Izard 1972, Astour 1987: 8, and Steinkeller 1998: 84-85, 
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After the three Gasur referenc~s, the only occurrences of Hamazi in docu_ 
ments come from Dr III time./!. Most of them are of not geographically helpful but 
five text., point to a trans-Tigridial1 location. All of them record taxes or dues from 
frontier regions: in PDT 1 171, Hamazi is followed by Der; in MVN 15 179 (n.d.), 
Hamazi is followed by Mas"kan-Dudu and E~nunna; inlCS 31 166 A (AS8.5.8), it 
is in the company of hamlets that may lie in the Diyala and beyond, including Ar
rapha and Lullubum. and the same holds true for PDT 2 959 (n.d.). In AUCT 1 
93:22 (AS5.4.10). deliveries from the city are precede by those of :;lillus-Dagan and 
Haliib-atal, who must be the commanders or even rulers of Simurrum and Arrapha, 
respectively. 12 All of this suggests but does not prove that Hamazi lay in the vicinity 
of Arrapha and Gasur, soum of the Lower Zab, much in concert with the ideas of 
Jacobsen (1959), Edzard (1972), as well as Edzard and Farher (1974: 73), Ll 

12. On the former, see Owen 20e[b, on the latter, see GOetze [963: 5. 
13. "Grose Lokalisierung im Osttigris!and zw. Oberem Zab und Diya!3," 
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Introduction to the Text Editions 

'Ihis section contains editioru of all 24 letters of the CKU. The presentation for 
the m""t part follows, widl minor deviations, the matrix system first used by Jerrold 
Cooper in his edition oEthe Curse of Agade (Cooper 1983: 72) and further developed 
by Miguel Civil in his publication of The Farmer's Insi.ructions (Civil 1994: 207)} 
A reconstructed ideal text is followed by matrixes that provide maximum clarity in 
the representation of the individual witnesses and allow for the immediate percep
tlon of similarity and difference. It must be stressed that the reconstructed text is a 
redactional fiction created for analytical, citation, and translation purposes that docs 
not correspond to any actual version of the composition that existed iu antiquity. 
The issue of how to edit cuneiform texts has never been seriously debated, and it is a 
matter that is far too complex to be dealt with here in a satisfactory manner; only a 
few observations pertinent to the present edition will be noted. 

The theory of textual editing has made much progress in recent decades, and the 
lTaditional methods of reconstmction, which attempt to strip away levels of textual 
changes in order to arrive at a pristine hypothetical original that would fully repre~ 
sent the author's intent, has largely been abandoned in many disciplines. The classic 
presentation of newer thinking about the materiality of textual traditions is that of 
Jerome McGann, whose 1983 monograph, A Critique oj'Modem Textual Criticism, has 
infiuenGed a whole generation of scholars. Susan Cherniack offered a succinct sum
mary of the dleory followed here in dlC introduction to a study of Chinese textual 
transmission (Cherniack 1994: 8): 

fflhe goal of the critical edition, contemporary textual theorists argue, is under
mined by the scholarly apparatus attached to the edition's reading text. The use of 
the apparatus changes the reading experience, As we move between one version of 
the work and another, rhe shape of the text shifts. What we encounter is not the 
work as the author wrote it but what Jerome J. McGann calls a "shape-shifting" en
tity-an ever changing work of comp05ite authorship, which reveals Itself as an on
going social project, with conrributions from sundry readers, editors l eQUators) print" 
em, and booksellers. from this perspective, the variations alllong the versions may 
be seen to mark events in the life of the work, like rings on a tree .... Whether or 
not the critical text succeeds in fulfilling the author's intentions (and this is usually 
unverifiable), we can say with McGann that it is certainly "not a text which ever 
existed before.'· It is r..ot the author's text reconstituted somehow, Like all previous 

L See also Michalowski 1989: 21-27. 
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versions, it is a new text, which emerges in a patticular historical context but carries 
with it the entire history of its evolution, 

Various ways of dealing with texts have been pmposed, some of them attuned toward 
postmodernist visions of editing that would erase any intentionality on the part of 
the editor, but as Small (1999: 56) observes, this kind of activity "is inescapably 
value-laden. simply because editing deals not with text but with relevant or identi_ 
fied text, that is, with works and versions." Even hypertext and other technological 
solutions cannot overcome this problem. and "different editorial and critical orienta_ 
tions would generate different narratives from which to hang the facts of the textual 
situation" (P, Cohen 1996: 736). It is therefore possible to make a very different edi. 
tion of the CKU that might reveal new insights, but at a certain moment one has to 
choose one's methods and proceed accordingly. 

These theoretical observations pertain to certain types of manuscript cultures 
but their general tenor applies to the Mesopotamian situation as well, as long as on~ 
takes into consideration pertinent culture,specific ramifications. In the case of Old 
Babylonian literature, the historical depth is difficult to gauge, and the tree,ring 
metaphor invoked by Cherniack only takes one so far. My main reason for invok. 
ing these postulates is to make certain that there are no misunderstandings about 
the critical texts presented here. The issue of variation, however, is another matter 
altogether. 

Letters turned into literature comtitute a perfect example of what Roland 
Barthes (1968) famously called the "reality effect," if I may be permitted to invoke 
this expression once again. In everyday practice, letters are one-of-a-kind elemt.'tlts 
in a communicative chain; hence, they are by definition unique. Multiple copies 
of epistles mark them as inembers of a different code and, as a result. their semiotic 
status is altered as they are removed from their own web of meaning and are entered 
into a different intertextual univt.'fsc. But real or not, because an epistle reproduces, 
imitates, or riffs on a specific communicative act, one expects the text to be fixed and 
unalterable, ever the more so when royal authority is involved. To be sure, when let. 
ters are used in cuneiform schooling. one expects a certain level of textual deviation 
that is similar to what one finds in other pedagogic material-that is, variation that 
can be ascribed to the way in which texts were dictated, written from memory, and 
copied from instructors examples. The results of such processes. using the so-called 
decad. have now been exhaustively studied by Paul Delnero (2006). following upon 
the more limited investigations of Gene Oragg (1972) and Pascal Attinger (1993: 
95-139), Even if we still do not fully understand the many sources of textual varia. 
tion, we now do have a fairly good picture of the kinds of ways in which manuscripts 
of the same Old Babylonian literary composition may differ one from another.l have 
not provided a full listing of all such variants in CKU because it would be pointless; 
these texts should be considered with all other prose letters for any meaningful analy· 
sis of these kinds of phenomena in Sumerian literary prose. 

But even without an exhaustive tabulation, it is clear from the textual matrixes 
that there is an unusually high level of variation in some parts of the CKU, so much 
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so that one has to inquire as to why epistolary literature would exhibit such levels of 
difference, contrary to all generic exp,:;ctatlon:;. Some texts from the CKU "coreH

-

for example, the first three letters, ArSI (1). SAr1 (2), and ArS2 (3 )-Iook no dif
ferent than the texts of the Decad, as far as textual variation is concerned, with the 
usual array of grammatical and orthographic disparity. But once we progress to the 
fourth letter. AbSl (4), the disparity between witnesses is striking; indeed, I know of 
no other Sumerian literary composition that is characterized by such a large degree 
of textual dissimilarity. Each and every manuscript has a different set of lines, so 
that the composite text as reconstructed here is an utter fiction, Some of them are 
so short as to even omit the name of the sender of the letter of petition altogether. 
One could argue that this letter is composed in poetry. not prose, and that th is may 
at least partially account for the lack of textual stability. But the next letter in the 
"core," PuSI (13). also exhibits a textual lIuidity that is unexpected in an epistle: in 
a passage describing parts of fortifications that are need of repair, each manuscript 
has a different line order, and the names of officials in charge of each segment are 
often different from one exemplar to another. When one looks outside the "core" 
and beyond Nippur and the places that used a similar curricular set, the textual tradi
tion becomes even mote unstable. This is particularly true for the royal responses to 
letters from officials--that is, for the letters whose historicity is most suspect, such as 
SPu1 (14) and Ibl.H (22), for which each preserved manuscript has to be considered 
a different recension. Perhaps the most acute example of such a cavalier attitude to
ward textoal stability are the "non,Nippurean" long editions of two of the letters of 
the lbbi-Sin cottespondence, which add extensive poetic passages that are not found 
in provenienced manuscripts. 

How are we to explain this state of affairs? In view of the tact that the distri
bution of tablets with CKU does not differ substantially from that of other school 
compositions, there is little likelihoed that this can be attributed to chance. It is also 
unlikely that the large degree of variation can be attributed to place in the curticu· 
lum. There may be unrecoverable generic forces at play that affect literary epistles 
precisely because they imitate real ones, but there is little one can say about such 
matters without more insight into native genre theory. Perhaps this is a function 
of the fuct that the CKU may have been added to the curriculum relatively late: as 
already discussed above, it is impossible to trace the existence of these letters before 
the time of Rim.Sin, but this is also the case with a large portion of Old Babylonian 
Sumerian Iiteraty texts. It is interesting--and this has also been discussed earller
that although the SEpM is documented at Mari there Is apparently no trace of CKU 
aIIlOng the recently discovered Old Babylonian school texts from the Syrian city, but 
the date of these tablets is not clear at the present time. If d,e CKU had not been 
part of the cU1Ticuium in earlier Old Babylonian times, then perhaps d,e textual 
instabilitv rellects the fact that the textual tradition was not considered truly fixed. 
especially outside of the Nippur-centric scribal areas. While this is certainly p~ssible, 
I find it highly unlikely. 

Becausc these are students' exercises, the level of variation rellects a wide range 
of professorial preference as well as varying degrees of individual student competence. 
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Ideally, each manuscript of each letter should be transliterated and translated sepa
rately, but such a treatment of 11.5 different tablets would be impractical and self
defeating. In a few cases, when the nature of the texts required it, j have edited 
texts in different manners for practical purposes, and if this alarms seekers of perfect 
cotlBistency, so be it. The symbols in the matrixes, for the most part taken from Civil 
(1994: 207), are as follows: 

+ sign is fully present 
o sign is not present due to damage to the tablet 

sign is broken but recognizable 
sign is omitted 

x sign iB \midentifiablc 
* line is omitted 

line continues 

The sigla of individual manusctipts are coded by provenance: I ~ /sin, Ki ~ Kish, 
N Nippur, Ur ~ Ur, Uk ~ Uruk, Si ~ Sippar, Su ~ Susa, X ~ unknown. 

For convenience, the letters are numbered sequentially fot illternal putposes of this 
volume and are also identified by a name and abbteviation that includes a separate, 
open-ended numbering scheme that allows for future additions. This is followed by 
other names or numbets that have been applied to the letter in the past, as well as 
by the unique number assigned in Miguel Civil's unpublished catalog of Old Baby
lonian literary texts, which is also used by The Electronic Text Corpus of Sumerian 
Literature (ETCSL; online: httpl//etcsl.orinst.ox.ac.uk/). Because thete are differ
ences between the new editIon and my out-of-date RCU, a concordance of the two 
is provided below (see p. 246). Following the list of sources, ptevious editions and 
selected translations are mentioned. Fuller bibliographical information is provided 
by ETCSL and is not repeated here. I have not made use of the ETCSL composite 
editions, which do not provide a full list of variants, Were made with few collations, 
and without access to most of the unpublished sources. I say this not to criticize this 
resource, which has its uses, but only to signal the fact that the new editions were 
made on the basis of the direct examination of the majority of the manuscripts, 
concentrating on the original materials rather than on previous work on the subject. 
1 personally collated almost all of the 115 manuscripts of CKU on the originals; 
in the editions this is the unmarked category. With very few exceptions, all other 
tablets were either checked against photographs or were eoUated by colleagues, as 
noted under the list of sources for each letter. Only five items could not be accessed 
in any manner. 

The accompanying disc contain;; digital photogtaphs or scans of all the tablets 
utilized in the reconstruction of the C!(U, with the exception of the nine mentioned 
below under no. I. Most were taken by the author. I am indebted to the kindness of 
colleagues who graciously proVided me with digital pictures; other acknowledgments 
are found in the preface to this book. 

1. Not included on the disc are the follOWing nine tablets: 1M 13347 (TIM 9 38), 1M 13712 

I 
i 
j 
I '. 

\ 
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(TIM 9 39), 1M 44134 (TIM 9 40), MDP 27 87, 88, 207, 212, Ni. 4586, and NYPCL 334. 
2. I have not been able to obtain photographs at collations of five tablets: Relph 16, 1M 

13712 (TIM 9 39), as well as MDP 27 87, 88 and 212. 
3. Photographs of thirteen texts were taken by others: Awin and A 7457 (courtesy of the 

Orlentallnstitute), ANI922-163 (OEeT.5 26, E. Rohson; the tablet is too fragile for 
photography), Cotsen 40832 (Wilson, Education 1591p. 25!]), Corsen 52157 (Wilson, 
Education 158 [po 250)),' HS 1438, HS 1456 (TMH NF 4 42-43, J. Cooper), liS 2394 
(M. Krebernik, K. V. Zand), MM 1039 (M. Molioo), MDAl 57 1 (M. Oheiichkhani), 
MDP 18 51 (P, Damllrshand), Ni. 9866 (ISEr 1 133 [191]), Si 420 (Scheil, USFS 134, 
both O. Beckman) and Come1l63 (L. Kinney-Baj ... ,,). My own photographs of the three 
Sch~yen CoHection tablets are supplemented by official photographs hum the C'A>ilection 
provided by Andrew George. 

4. Ten texts were collated on photographs, and I did not have the opportunity to work 
directly with the originals: HS 1438, HS 1456 (TMH NF 4 42-43), LB 2543 ('ILB 3 
172), 1M 78644 (IB 733), MM 1039 (htOr 1536), W 16743 gb (Cavigneaux, Uruf, 
143), Cornell 63, Cotsen 40832 (Wilson, Education 159 [po 251]), C'.otsen 52157 (Wilson, 
Education 158 [po 250]), as well as NYPCL 334.' 

5. Three published were text, collated by othel's: MDP 27 207 (M. Malyed), 1M 13347 (TIM 
938, P. Steinkeller) and 1M 44134 (TIM 9 40, J. Black). 

6. I could not obtain digital images of three rablets; two of these are presented here as digital 
scans of paper photographic prints! 1M 78644 (IB 733) and W 16743 gb (Cavigneaux, 
Urn/d3), The third, Relph 16, was scanned from a hand copy by T. G. Pinches, discovered 
by Irving Finkel, but the current location of the tablet is unknown, 

No hand-copies are appended to this edition. Some years ago, I began to copy the 
unpublished sources of CKU, but the purchase of my first digital cameta allowed me 
to set these rather imperfect drawings aside and use the new technology to its full 
advantage. By then I had already come to accept the fact that, unlike some of my 
more talented colleagues, I am not a very good copyist. luaccurate hand-copies may 
satisfy formal tequiremenrs, but they are of little practical use; unless they are very 
precise, they can be misleading as tar as paleography is concerned, as are, to my mind, 
all "tegularized" drawings of tablets that do not preserve the exact shape of signs as 
well as other fearures such as lining and "ten marks." Such drawings are, in essence, 
nothing more than subjective transliterations expressed by other means and are of 
litrle assistance when readings are in doubt. In such moments, only precise, expertly 
drawn representations are of any use. Most Assyriologists can easily identify the copy 
hand of the great scholars of the past just by looking at a page, and this testifies 
to the personal natute of this work. But even the best copies are ultimately two
dimensional representations of three-dimensional reality and are never truly precise. 
For more than a century, they have been a necessary part of our endeavors, since 
traditional photography was expensive to reproduce and there were no other practi
cal alternatives. I share the opinion of those who argue that the advent of affordable 

2. Photographs kindly supplied by Ivy Trent. 
3. Photogtaph: http,iicdli.ucla.eduicdlisearch/search/index.phpISearchMode='lext&txdD_ 

Txt~P342755. 
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digital photography allows for a much better presentation of most cuneiform texts 
than does the traditional hand-copy, one that also offers a better chance to make 
many more texts available in a less time-consuming and more affordable manner. 
Moreover, photography, while never perfect, allows for better study of cuneiform 
paleography, a highly neglected area of Sumerology. Having said this, I should nev. 
erthele.ss acknowledge the wonderful paleographical handbook of Old Babylonian 
Sumerian produced by Catherine Mittermayer (2006), which has quickly become 
indispensable. 

The transliteration system followed here is a fairly traditional one that is meant 
to represent the manner in which the texts were written and not approximate an ide
alized phonological transcription-hence the use of standard sign values, although 
I have bowed to current conventions and have indicated the "nasal g" by means of 
g. The cuneiform writing system used conventional nIles to represent the Sumerian, 
rules that do not attempt to provide a precise phonological and morphological rep
resentation of the language. Therefore, a transliteration is not a transcription and 
is meant to provide the modern reader with a transparent way of perceiving which 
signs are used in the text and how the editor understood them. Recently, attempts 
have been made to introduce new "readings" of signs in a more-or-less systematic 
manner (P. Attinger apud Mittermayer 2006; Attinger 2007: 36-37). Attinger is 
undoubtedly correct that our transliteration system is unsystematic and inconsistent; 
I sympathize with some of these views, but I cannot accept this new way of represent
ing Sumerian texts for a number of reasons, and I think it unnecessary at this time. 
His proposals amount to a revision of a large percentage of the commonly accepted 
readings but is presented," for the most part, without full evidence or any analysis of 
the documentation,. and some of them are based on questionable assumptions about 
historical phonology and about the way in which lexical texts encode Sumerian. I 
have no doubt that many of his renditions are more correct, on some level. than the 
ones we currently use, but this is not the way to implement changes in the way a 
field works. There are many different problems in the decipherment of the phollo
logical shapes of Sumerian words. To provide but one example: if, as M. Civil (2007: 
13) observes, the graphic syllabification may not match the phonological shape of 
words in cuneiform writing: "thus lJ i- ir 'foot' alternating with lJ I -ri may in principle 
represent /lJil'/, /lJri/, or /lJiriJ; ka-la- ak 'sttong' can be /kalk/./klak/, or /kalak/, and 
so on," 

There are many other similar problems with the understanding of the manner in 
which a logo-syllable writing system was used to represent the long-dead Sumerian 
langaage, and therefore we cannot expect to create a transliteration system that will 
accurately represent the phonological shape of utterances. In a sense, such projects 
are ultimately futile and misgaided because they create the illusion that the cuneic 
form system used to write Standard Old Babylonian Sumerian accurately represented 
the langaage as it was read aloud, but this misses the conventional nature of cunei
form writing, which was constantly changing as it was applied to languages other 
than Sumerian. even occasioning feedback into the way it was used to represent the 
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source langaage (Cooper 1999), There is no assurance that the kind of uniformity 
sought by scholars existed in the teaching establishments of Mesopotamia, To be 
sure, there were elementary "prommciation" guide.s, such as the Proto-Ea syllabary, 
but this composition was only used in Nippur (Michalowski 1983c: 151), and one 
must assume that there existed in antiquity a broad range of variation in the percep
tion of Sumerian, subject to local and individual teacher/student idiosyncrasies and 
received traditions. Any attempt at revising our current, admittedly inconsistent 
and inadequate system of transli terating Sumerian texts must result from a detailed, 
linguistically informed graphemic investigation. In the end, I am of the opinion that 
the role of the editor is to represent texts the way they were written rather than to 
make assumptions on how they were read, Transliteration is a convention, and any 
new set of such conventions that is unsupported by such analysis will only serve to 
defamiliarize the texts and make it more difficult for others to read, without adding 
any new information. 

Finally, I would like to comment on the translations of the letters, Epistolary texts 
are by their very nature highly idiomatic (Charpin 2008). Moreover, they compress 
complex information into a limited textual space and are often sketchy and ellipti
cal, assuming knowledge of prior letters in the communicative chain, as well as oral 
commentary from the persons dellvering the tablet. Our inadequate understanding 
of complex prose syntax of the language further hampers the understanding of Sume
rian letters. After all, letters comprise the only large corpus of Sumerian prose, but 
our understanding of the grammar of Standard Old Babylonian Sumerian-highly 
contested as it continues to be-is based to a large extent on poetry. In addition, 
there is a detectable high percentage of interference from Akkadian in these texts, 
which is most apparent in the large number of idiomatic calques. Indeed, it often 
seems that at some level of deeper structure, the underlying abstract constitution of 
the letters is indeed Akkadian. This telL, us nothing about the period in which they 
were composed, because interference of this kind could have already taken place in 
Dr III times. Even those who believe that Sumerian was the main spoken vernacular 
in the south in that period-and [do not share this view at all-will admit that some 
fauns of Akkadian were widely spoken as well. at least in some parts of the areas 
controlled by the kings ofUr. 

Some readers may be struck by the fact that I have avoided any discussion of the 
Iingaistic aspects of the CKU, I have purposely avoided providing any "grammar" of 
these letters for a number of reasons. The heterogeneous nature of the whole "cor
pus" and of the manuscripts of each individual composition makes it impossible, to 
my mind, to provide a consistent grammatical description. Each and every variant 
is dependent on too many different individual student and teacher decisions for any 
statistically-valid morphological study_ It is obvious that many of the grammatical 
forms, particularly observable in the verbal morphology, are "incorrect" if viewed 
from our reconstructions of Standard Old Babylonian Sumerian. It would be equally 
fallacious to correct such forffiS or, in many cases, to translate them literally accord
ing to our ideal ized reconstructions of the language, Perhaps when all the other prose 
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letters are properly edited, someone may be tempted to offer a syntactic analysis of 
Old Babylonian literary Sumerian prose, as distinct from the more circumscribed and 
stylized language of poetry. 

Because translation is not a value-free act and is dependent on so many fac
tars, including one's own opinions about the Sumerian lexicon and grammar, on 
knowledge of cultural practices, on intuition, and on a feel for the target languages, 
there will always be unlimited alternative renditions of any ancient text. In the case 
of the letters, the situation is complicated by a number of fdctorS that have been dis
cussed on these pages, among them the problem of a multileveled alteriry, as well as 
redactional and editorial problemB. Moreover, the translator is constantly vexed by 
concerru over semantics and reference in relatioruhip to different periods of Meso
potamian history. Should one understand words and concepts in a manner that is 
in harmony with Ur III usage, or should one strive to recover meanings that would 
resonate better in Old Babylonian times 1 

One short example will serve to illustrate the many challenge.s that open up 
endless possibilities of rendering these composidons in a modern language. In the 
first letter of CKU, the grand vi~ier Aradmu reports that a high officer by the name 
of ApilaSa, srationed on the far frontier, had usurped many symbolic and practical 
trappings of royalty and had insulted the king in the person of the high official who Is 
writing the letter we are reading. To illustrate ApilaSa's threatening staoce, Aradmu 
informs the king that "he had stationed no less than five thousand of his choice guards 
to his right and left" (ArS!: 21 [l)). TIle word that I have translated as "guard," is 
aga-us. There is some debate as to the meaning of this term: Lafont (2009: 9~11) 
has recently proposed thm It refers to the soldiers of the "standing army," much as the 
corresponding Akkadian term redam does in Old Babylonian texts-that is, at the 
very time when the versions we are reading were being used in schooling. I remain 
unconvinced, based partly on the conviction that military organization differed over 
time and hold to the older notion that soch people were special elite guards, dlstinct 
from ordinary soldiers/workers of the Ur 1II state (de Maaijer and Jagersma 2003/4; 
Allred 2006: 57-6!; Michalowski 2008: Ill). But in Old Babylonian times readers 
may have interpreted the word in precisely this manner. To them it implied that 
ApiiaSa is being accused of standing at the head of his own private army, an army 
that answers only to him and not to the Crown, ready ta menace the grand vizier. 
The horror! 

Of course, my interpretation of the word aga~us could be wrong, but that is not 
really the issue here. What matters is that we have absolutely no way of knowing 
whether some or all of the teachers and students who were involved in the produc
tion of the surviving manuscripts of this letter understood it in contemporary terms, 
as referring to conscripted soldiers, or if they comprehended the historical shift in 
meaning. If they did not, shall we translate It they way we imagine some of them 
might have understood it or stick with reconstructed Ur III meanings? The letters, 
even though they are often arranged in pairs--a letter to a king and an al1BWer-are 
only small parts of conversations. Mired in the multifaceted alterity of purported 
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time of origin, progressive redaction, and reception, leading into the eighteenth cen
tury )3.C.E., and then into the twenry-first century C.E., their meaning is not fixed in 
tbe day but becomes a constantly shifting ground for analytical reading. Therefore, I 
have tried ro render these texts in contemporary English, avoiding the literal render
Ings of compound verbs and of idiomatic expressions that often crop up in modem 
pmsentations of Sumerian texts. Others will offer different translations, not only 
because of disagreements over readings of signs, lexicography, and grammar but also 
because of differences in the conceptualization of ancient history, literature, and 
epistolography. I was guided here by the words of the poet Jerome Rothenberg (1981 
[1969]: 91), a proponent of "total trarulation:" 

Translation is carry .. over. It is a means of delivery & of bringing to life. It begins 
with a forced change of language, but a change roo that opens up the possibility of 
greater understanding. 

More than two decades later, Rothenberg (1992: 65) observed that translation is not 

a reproduction of, or stand ... in, fOf1 some fIxed original) but that it functions as a com .. 
mentary on the other and itself and on the differences between them. 

The Correspondence at the Kings of Ur: 
List at Letters 

1, Aradmu to Sulgi 1 (ArSl, 3.1.1, AI, RCU 1) 
1a. Aradmu to Sulgl la (ArSla) 
2. Sulgi to Aradmu 1 (SArl, 3.1.2, A2, RCUZ) 
3. Aradmu to Sulgi 2 (ArS2, 3.1.3+3.1.11, AZa, RCU 3+4) 
4. Abaindasa to Sulgi 1 (AbSl, 3.1.21, Bl) 
5. Sulgi to Aradmu Z (SAr2, 3.1,13.1, ReU 8) 
6. Sulgi to Aradmu 3 (SAr3, 3.1.61, ReU 16) 
7. Aradmu to Sulgi 3 (ArS3, 3.1 .5, RCU 7) 
8. Aradmu to Sulgi 4 (ArS4) 
9. Aradmu to Sulgl 5 (ArS5, 3.1.6, RCU 6) 

10. Aradmu to Sulgi 6 (ArS6, 3.1.4, RCU 5) 
11. Urdun to Sulgl 1 (UrSl, 3.1.1 1.1, Reu 14) 
12. Aradmu' to Su1j5i' 7 (ArS7) 
13. Puzur-Sulgl to Sulgl 1 (PuSl, 3,1.7, RCU 11) 
14, Sulgl to Puzur-Sulgl 1 (SPul, 3.1.8, RCU 9+ 10) 
15, Sulgi to Isbi-Erra 1 (SIS!, 3.1.13.2, RCU 15) 
16. Amar-SIn to Sulgi 1 (AmSl, 3.1,12, RCU 12) 
17. Sulgi to Amar-Sin (SAml, 3.1.13, RCU 13) 
18. Sacrum-bani to Su-Sin (SaSul, 3.1.15, RCU 17) 
19. Su-Sin to Sarrum-bani 1 (SuSaI, 3,1.16, RCU 18) 

r 

I" 
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20. SU-Sirl to Lu-Nanna and Sarrum-bani 1 (SuLuSa1, 3,).31) 
21. Isbi-Erra to Ibbi-Sin1 (l5Ib1, 3.L17, ReU 19) 
22. Ibbi-Sin to lSbi-Erra 1 (IblSl, 3.1.18, ReU 20) 
23. Puzur·Numusda to Ibbi-Sin1 (Pulbl, 3.1.19, RCU 21) 
24. Ibbi-Sin to Puzur-Numusda 1 (lbPu1, 3.1.20, ReU 22) 

.i 
Concordance between RCU and CKU 

ic$[F ReU 
1 1 1 I 

1a Ia 

2 2 2 2 

3 3 3 3+4 

4 3 4 

5 16 5 16 

6 9 6 8 
7 7 7 7 
8 6 8 
9 l4 9 6 

10 14 10 5 
11 13 11 14 

12 16 12 
13 17 13 11 
14 11 14 9+10 

15 15 15 15 

16 5 16 12 

17 18 17 13 
18 19 18 17 

19 21 19 18 

20 22 20 

21 23 21 19 

22 24 22 20 

23 21 

24 22 

.I 

,-" 
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Colophons 

Fifteen of the 115 CKU tablets have colophons, and five of these have year
names: Samsu-iluna 1 (H, I, L), 27 (0), and 28 (E). All are Old Babylonian, with 
the exception of K, which is Middle Babylonian from Suaa. Colophon G is from 
Kish; all the other Old Babylonian CKU tahlets with colophons are unprovenienced, 
although N may be from Sippar. Because there is up-to-date study of such subscripts 
it is impossible to make any reliable statements on the matter, but my impression is 
that this is a relatively high number due, one would assume, to the large percentage 
of unprovenienced CKU sources, since colophons are never used in Old Babylonian 
school texts from N ippur and are rare at Ur. 

Colophon A 
ArSI (1) X8 
[im-gfd-dJa'dsin(30)-iS-me-a-ni 
(iti ... Jx u. 3-knm (month x, day 3) 

Col<;fhon B 
::;Arl (2) X5 
im-' gid-da' qi-is-ti-e-a 
it! 'apin"-[dusVa' u. 7-kam (month 8, day 7) 

ColophonC 
AI'S2 (3) X2 
'iti Z(Z "-a u. '25-kam' (month 11, day 25) 

ColoyhonD 
SAd (6) Xl 
[ilti se-kin-kuru, u.19-kam (month 12, day 19) 
[i]m-gfd-da 'a '-If-ba-ni-su 

Colophon E 
ArS4 (8) Xl 
im-gid.Ja "dUTU'-mu-sa-lim 
iti gan ... gan,.re' r ud' 5 ... kam 
mu sa-amcsu-'i-lu-na' lugal-e 
a-a!Hla 'Jen "-W-la-t[a ... J (month 9, day 5, Si 28) 

Colophon F 
UdSI (11) Xl 
li, 26-kam (day 26) 

ColophonG 
PuSl (13) Kil 
iti 'ziz-a u.' [x kajm 
im-gid-' da' IJza-ba/ba.'-[. .. ) (month 11, day x) 

I , 
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ColophonH 
PuS1 (13) X5 
i[m-gfd-da q](-jJ-ti-,,-a 
iti g[an-ganHe u4> '20'-kam 
'mu' [saFam-su'-i-tu-na lugaVe" (month 9, day 20, Sill 

Colophon I 
PuS1 (13) X4 
im-gfd-da qi-jJ,tW!-a 
iti gan-gan-" (u,> 25-kam 
mu sa-am-su'i-lu-na lugal-e (month 9, day 25, Si!) 

Colc?phon J 
SPul (14) X2 
iti 'ne,ne-gar u,' [x]~kam 
im-gCd-da i[b]-ni-DlGlR (month 5, day xl 

ColoyhonK 
Sisl (15) SuI 
SU dKUR.GAL-uHva-ar DUB.SAR TUR (hand of Enlil-tajjar, junior scribe) 

ColophonL 
SaSu1(18) X2 
20 mu-bi-im 
iti u4-zfz u, 3-kam . . . 
mu sa-am-su-i-/u-na lugal (month 11, day 3, Sl 1) 

ColophonM 
lSlbl (21) X2 
su'l-li-re-[meVni' (hand of Ili-remeni) 
iti z(zl,a [u, x,kam] (month 11, day x) 

ColophonN 
lSlbl (21) X4 
su-nCgin 32 mu-bi-im 
'iti z(z'-a u,15-kam (month 11, day 15) 

C,olopbonO 
compilation tablet Xa (Xl) 
'4' lugal-gulO-ra 
[mu]-bi 182-am 
[su x]x-ia-a dumu ku-bu-lum 
[iti ne-neHlal' u, 17 -'kam' 
[mu sa-am-5uF i.lu '_na lugal.e 
[nig babbar-ra] 's(zku1' a-ki-tum' 
[ul sar-rla-k[am] (month 5. day 17, Si 27) 

y 

1. Aradmu to Sulgi 1 
(ArSI, 3.1.1, AI, RCU 1) 

Composite Text 

L lugal-gulO-ra u-na.a-dug, 
2. \lrad-rnu arad·zu na-ab-be-a 
3. kur su-bir;'-se har-fa-an kaskal 5i sa-sa-e-ra 
4. gun rna-da-'ll ge-en-ge-ne-de 
5. a-1'a rna-da zu-zu-cie 
6. ugu a-pi-n-la-sa gal-zu unken·na·ka 
7. ad gi,-gi4-da gu-tes-a si-ke-cie 
8. inim u.-da ka-ne-ne-a he,en-tum a-se mu-e-da-a-a-ag 
9. hi e,g~I-la-s" gub-a-gulO-ne 

10. silim-ma lugaH!a-ke, en li-bC-in-tat 
11. dur na-ma-ta-an-zi ki-a nu-ub-za 
12. ba-an-da-tnud-en 
13. te-ga-e-da-gu1o-ne 
14. e kaskal-!a kus ga-ri[!-ak sukur leu-sign ku-babbar 
IS. ru'gug m'za-gln gar-ra-U 
16. a-ab-du-du-a usu sar-am j-fb-tus 
17. ku-sig17 ""za-g)n-na mf zi-d,,-eS im-me 
18. Bj'gu-za barag "'Sutur-e ti-a i-fb-tus 
19. B"!llri-gub ku-sig17-ka gtri-ni i-(b-gar 
20. glrl-ni na-ma-ta-an-kur 
21. aga-us sag-ga-na ia li-mu-um-ta-ii.rn zi,da gub-bu-na ib-ta-an-gub-bu-us 
22. as gud nigH !les udu niga nfg-zu-gub-8e in-gar 
23. su-Iuh lugal-ga-ke4 sa b(-in-dug, 
24. kil-na en ntHar-ra-bllu na-ma-si-in-ku4-re-en 
25. ku,-ku,-da-gulO-ne 
26. '''gu-za gar-ba kiHig" bus-a gar-fa hi ma-an-de6 tus-a IUa-an-du&t 
27. a-ag-g:! lugal-ga,ke4 )-gub-he-en nu-tus-u-cie-en b(-du&t 
28. min gud niga nls udu niga g"bansur-ilulO lu ma-an-gal' 
29. nu-kar-kilr-de aga-us lugal-ga-ke, il'ba~ur-gulO (b-bal-a-as 

249 
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30. ni ba-da-te su ba-da-zi 
31. itl ezen-'nin-a-zu u., ia-am zal-la-am 
32. lugal-i!u,0 ,He mu-e,da-a-a-ag 
33. iti u5-bf'""k<'-gu7 u. dis-am zal-la-am 
34. lu,kai'Ie mu-e-si-gi. 
35. u.,sfJ,-am sen-e ba-te 
36. lugal.gulQ he-en-zu 

1 Speak to my king, 2 saying (the words) of Aradmu, your servant: 
9 You commanded me, 3 while I was on an expedition to Sub!r, 4 to firmly secure 

the taxes on the fromier territory, 5 to thoroughly investigate the state of (this) fron
tier, 6-7 to confer (with the elites of Subir) about the prefect Apilasa and have them 
come to agreement, B so that he could bring to them (i.e., the Subir elites) up-w-date 
instructians. 1 

9 When I stood at the gate of the (local) palace, 10 no one inquired about my 
king's well.being, II no one rose from (his) seat for me, nor did anyone prostrate 
himself (before me); "this (all) made me very worried. 

J3 But when I drew nearer, 14-16 (I disccvered that Apila5a) was dwelling in a 
portable structure constructed by means of finely combed fleece (panels stretched be. 
tween) staked poles inlaid with gold, silver, carnelian, and lapis-lazuli covering an 
area of thirty sar (ca. 1080 sq. m.). ;7 He was all decked out in precious stones and 
metals, 18 He sat on a throne·on a dais placed over a fine carpet, Z 19 and had set his 
feet on a golden footstoo!' 20 He would not remove his feet in my presence! 2l He 
had stationed no less than five thousand of his chnice guards to his right and left. 
22 (He ordered) six grass-fed oxen and sixty fattened sheep placed (on tables) for 
a meal; 23 and he took over the performance of my king', cleansing rites. 24 No one 
bothered to bring me in through the very gate at which no-one had inquired about 
your (well. being). 

25 As I entered (anyway), Z6someone brought me a chair with red gold encrusted 
knobs and told me: "Sit!" 27 I answered him: "When I am on my king's orders I 
stand-l do not sit!" 28 Someone placed> two grass-fed Oxen and twenty grass.fed 
sheep onto my table, 29 but even though I had given no offense, my king's (own) 
guardsmen overturned my table. 30 I was so frightened that my skin crawled: 

31-32 My king, you gave me orders the evening of tbe fifth day of the Ninazu Fes
tival Month; 

33-34 I am sending you a courier the evening of the first day of the Swan-Eating 
Month. 35 It is midday, and war is brewing! 36 Now my king is informed (about all of 
this) ! 

1. Alt. transl.: so thar as part of the daily instructions he could bring them (the people of 
Subir) good news. 

2. Alt. tl'ansL: ~mder an awning. 
3. Var.: heaped up. 
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Commentary 
Although this was the most commonly studied letter in the OB schools, it is full 

of lexical and syntactic difficulties. For this reason, but also because this translation 
differs from all previous ones, including a number of my own, a detailed commentary 
is required. 

1. A constant problem that has come up in working with the CKV has been the 
rendition of luga1.gu (lugal-gulO)' literally, "my lord" or "my king." This occurs 
most frequently in the address phrase oftetter, addressed to kings: lugal.guJO.ra U· 
na-( a) -dug,. For Akkadian-speaking scribes, this corre.sponded, almost morpheme 
for morpheme, to the opening letter formula ana bellja qibima, as discussed above. It 
is quite possible that the Sumerian phrase is actually a calque from Akkadian; nev
ertheless, I ugal. g u means more than "my king" in Vt III Sumerian. In adminIstra
tive rexts from Drehem, the name of the living king is almost never invoked, except 
to refer to statues. Instead, the term that is used is lugal.gu, even in third-person 
reference; correspondingly, one often finds ereS. g. (eres.ga), literally, "my queen/ 
mistress," when the queen is mentioned (P. Michalowski, Syro~Mesopow.mian Studies 
2/3 [1978]88-89). It is important to remember that, in the political language of the 
Ur 1Il state, with. few exceptions that need not concern us here, there was only one 
reallugal in the mundane world, namely, the sovereign ofVr; all other rulers were 
described as ensi, as were the provincial and city-governors of the state itself. At 
the same time, the word I ugal can be used, more simply, to mean "master," much 
like Akkadian belu, for the master of a slave, for example. From thiS, one may infer 
that the phrase is an important formal marmer of address, and I have struggled with 
the translations, going back and forth between "my liege," "his majesty," "Milord," 
and simply "my king." For subjective aesthetic reasons, I have settled on the latter, 
although stylistically, and even perhaps ideologically, this is perhaps not the best 
solution, 

3. The use of the verb si ... sa, "to make straight," with kaskal, "road, expedi. 
tion," corresponds here to the Akkadian idiomatic lise of sutefuru in the meaning, "to 
proceed, march on." The rare ending ~ra/e found on nominalized verbal forms has 
been discussed by J. Krechcr (ZA 57 [1965]27) and a host of others, most recently 
by Christopher Woods. 4 Both suggest that it serves to topicalize or stress the end of 
subordinate clauses and also has a secondary temporal or spatial meaning, hence the 
translation "whUe 1 was .... " Woods argues that this is still another function of the 
demonstrative -reo 

On the synonymic word pair kaskal bar-!'a-an-na and on the poetic structure 
of the opening lines, see above pp. 28-29. 

4. Christopher Woods, "The Elell'tent -re and the Organization of Erim-lJu~," paper read at 
the 213th anmal meeting of the American Oriental Society, April4t:,h, 2003. 
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5. The expression a,..ra zu requires comment. In Sumerian, the noun a ... ra mean~ 
"times (mathematica!)" as well as "customary way, manner of behavior." Its Ake 
kadian equivalent, alaktu, has a broader meaning, semantically parallel to English 
"way," because already in Old Assyrian and Old Babylonian it can also refer to ";oad, 
way, passage, etc." Students would have known [he expression a-ni zu from the early 
level "tetrad" excercise Lipit-Estar Hymn A 39: dub-sal' a-ra zu dnidaba-kaemee 
en, "I am a scribe who knows the ways ofNidaba:' Closer to the general semantic 
context of the letter is the lise found in the Ur-Namma Hymn A, B 10-11: 

gl!rir ha~su"'ur fbarda1ron"slg a,..d. ~kalam~ma' ba~e"'stdl 
'"eren kalamema-'ke,' ba-da-hal a-' fa kalam' -rna ha-e-hir 

(Dr-Namma,) the stand of cypress trees was struck down: the mood of the homeland 
was confused, 

The juniper tree of the homeland was overturned; the mood of the homeland was 
altered. 

Here, as in our passage, the expression appears to be a synonym of dfmema ma-da 
= tem matim, on which see p. 401 below. 

Thete is only one other example of the Sumerian expression with duplication 
of the verbal rom: Waradsin 2959 OO4.2.13.21J a-n:! nam-lugalela-ga lli'Hla zu
,u-de, "to inform my' people of the conditions of my kingship." This usage is what 
one would expect--zu "to know, learn" and zu-zu "to teach"-but this can hardly 
apply here, and therefor~ it iE most probable that the duplication is intensive: "to 
thoroughly investigate." However, in view of the high level of underlying Akkadian 
syntax and semantics in some of the CKU letters, it is also highly probable that 
the present line was also understood, by some at least, as "to investigate the roads 
through the frontier;" in fact, a double meaning may very well be intentional. In
deed, it is possible that aera zu may be a calque fTom Akkadian alaktam lamadum, 
which has been thoroughly analyzed by T. Abusch, HTR 80 (1987) 15-42. 

Text Xl has additional material that may perhaps be restored as: [suhus ma-dJa 
giene-de, "to secure the foundations of the land." 

8. This line is unique; it has caused problems for all who have worked on this text 
and remains open to different interpretations. The verb is probably ka ... de" 
"to bring news," discussed by :VI. Civil, AOAT 25 92. Since this is a calque of 
pil.+suffix+abillum, the syntax of the phrase has to be understood as Akkadian. The 
noun is qualified by u;- d a. One could understand this in an adverbial manner, as in 
a u4~da, "daily expenses/wages/work," for which see R. de Maaijer and B. }agersma, 
AfO 44/5 (1997-98) 286,01' as "today, present" as in munus u;~da-e-ne in Ukg 6 
iii 20' and 23', for which see D. O. Edzard, Sumerian Grammar, 19, who notes that 
this is an adjectival compound. The plural form here is what drives the translation 
of lines 6-7; the force of ugu in line 6 is difficult to gauge and, were it not for this 
plural form, one would consider the rendition "to council (with) Apil~ and come 
to mutual agreernent. n 
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TIle final verb is a ... ag, "to send news, command, instruct." In CKU it is almost 
always construed with I-sc/ on the first element. This idiosyncratic usage is rarely 
attested; for the most part OB Sumerian utilizes pronouns rather than _ se tl3 (Kara
hashi, Sumerian Compund Verbs 72-74). This element must be the deictic particle 
/-se/, and the use of it here probably reflects confusion with aese = anumma, "now, 
here." Students in OB schools would have been familiar with the rhetorical use of 
the verb governing purpose clauses from the early level exercise Iddin~Dagan Hymn 
B (part of the "tetrad"). 

9. Note the intentionally ambiguous use of the term "ega I to designate ApilaSa's 
residence. On one level, Aradmu is implying the usurpation of royal power, antici
pating the Hnes that follow; rhetorically, the line really means "when I bad arrived 
at his residence that was a veritable royal palace." On a more prosaic level, the word 
e-gal can be used to designate roadside establishments as well as royal palaces; ap
prentice scribes would know this from their study of rhe ubiquitous hymn Sulgi A, in 
which the king boasts that he built roadside establishments, or caravaruerai (<'ega!), 
for travelers along the roads of Sumer (line 29). Similar ambiguous rhetoric is prob
ably found in the final part of loona and Sukaletuda; the goddess predicts that after his 
death Sukaletuda will be remembered in songs performed in royal palaces (line 298: 
e-gal lugal) but that he will dwell in the caravanserai of the wilderness (line 301: 
,V gal" eden-na e-zu he~a). Note that there were atleastseven places designated 
as e-gal in the Umma province alone in Ur III times (P. Steinkeller, FS Adams 193). 
There is one Ur III document from Nippur that mentions an e-gal ensi-ka located 
in nearby Tumal (TMH NF 1-2 l74:7-8). Since Tumal did not have its own gover
nor, this must refer to the temporary residence of the man who ran N ippur; see also, 
possibly the Girsu document TEL 271:4 (<'-gal ensi ba-an-ku,). 

10. This expression has a very specific technical meaning in this context. The term 
silim-ma is not "hail" or "bon sante" but a very specific obligation to inquire about 
the king's well-being and safety. It seems to allude to a blessing that was used in the 
time of Sulgi that might be idiomatically rendered as "Long Live the King." The 
wording of this blessing is explicitly provided in ArS4: 6--7 (letter 8): siUm-ma 
lugal~ga~ke4 en mu-tar,re-eS lugal~me u4 da-rt-se he-ti gu bl-in-' de' -d, 
"they inquired about my king's well-being and shouted out 'Long Live the King!'" 
Almosr the same wording is found in a subscIipt written at the end of the Ur IU ver
sion of the Sumerian King Ust (which ends with the reign ofUr-Namma): 'd'~ul_gi 
lugal-gu1o u4 sud-se 'ha'-ti'il, "May Sulgi, my king, live a life of long days!" 
(P. Sr.einkeller, Fs. Wild", 274). This official blessing is also encoded in OB personal 
names such as Hamadl, Usare-ll-hetil (Mari and Esnunna), and Til-ani-hesud (Akk. 
Balassu-lirik; see, most recently, D. Charpin, OBO 160/4 262, idem, Hammurapi 
142-43). In Ur 1lI, we commonly find RN/lugal/nin/PN-ha~ma-ti and, once, 
dSu-dSin~he_ti (CUA'> 88:3). This. was obviously a common element of royal pro~ 
tocol, as evidenced by a passage in a letter from }amtum to Zimri-Lim in Mari: "the 
entire army cried out 'Long Live Our King' (bur bell)!" (ARM 26/2 327 2'-Y); the 
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same cry was addressed to Hammurabl, according to ARM 26/2 363 5-10; see also 
J. M. Durand, UPO 17 9d. 

This use of the tenTI is also attested in an Ur III document from the Drehem 
"treasury"; inJCS 10 (1956) 3010, a messenger receives silver rings (lines 3-4): 
mu silim-ma a- hI-sf- im-tl, 'unug '''-ta mu-de,-a-se, "because he brought the 
salutations of (Queen) Abi-simti from Uruk." 

11. To my knowledge, the idiom, or compound verb, d.lr(, .. )d is otherwise un
attested. Compare the commonly attested dur ... gar, "to sit, dwell." 

12. The reading of this line is not clear, and it appears that it already offered prob
lems to the ancients: some N ippur students solved the problem by omitting it alto
gether. Every text has a different version of this line. With reservations, I base my in
terpretation on mud = ga/atu, "to be or become restless or nervous," orpariidu, "to be 
scared, terrified," assuming that tum In N9 and X3 reflect aural misinterpretations. 
The use of mud as qulu, "silence, torpor," for which see now M. Jaques, I.e vocabulaire 
des sentiments 217, is cleady related. One assumes a rhetorical progress; here, Aradmu 
is very worried, but after the rest of the story, he is absolutely terrified (line 30). 

14. It is difficult to ascertain the exact meaning of the rare e kaskal-(1a}. The 
word is documented as e kaskal in two Sargonic period texts (OIP 1443:1, Nik. 
253:5 [eres e kaskal-.e gln-ne]), and only twice in Ur III. The first iB an In
complete Umma text (CUAS 93:2); the second is an account from IJrusagrig that 
includes provisions for a royal messenger, u1 e kaskallugal sa gi4-gi4-de im-gin
na-a, "when he u;aveled to prepare the royal travel tent" (I.H 5458 8-9, courtesy D.1. 
Owen). Note that the scribe ofNI was thinking of the more common e dana, rather 
than e kaskal-la hut thought better of it and complemented the term with -Ia. 

IGI.KAK with the reading ~ukur = sukurru stands for a lance or spear for war 
and hunting hut can aIso have other uses, more specifically as a pole or stake to create 
fencing-In our case, to hold the fleece panels. This is clearly the case in the Lamen
tation OIieT the Destruction ofSumer and Ur 45: slpa-de "ilukur-ra amas ku-ga su 
nu-nigin-de, "that the shepherd(s) not enclose the sacred sheepfold with a fence." 
The image of a fence made up of fleece panels held up by metal poles is what lies 
behind the otherwise impenetrable passage In Sulgi Hymn B 339-41: 

Lions (trapped) by copper stakes are cut off like leeks, 
Furioull leopards (trapped) by fleece panels are broken like reeds, 
Their life is < •• like dogs by an axe. 

This is the meaning also Implied by Diri Nippur 145 (MSL 15 18), which provides 
the equivalence with ba-a!-wu/mu-u-um. This must be the same word as baJ,wu, "bor
der wall," listed in CAD H 57 as a Hurrian loan with distribution limited to Nuzi. 
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17. The compound verb mi ... dug, has many nuances; see P. Allinger, Elements 
603-19. On p. 612, he rcads the line as Ina, (?) 1 'za" -gin,' ku,-sig" ku,- babbar 
'''''lgug' mi, zi-de-e" iln-me, and proposes a translation: "11 (Apillasa) ne (pl'end 
soin comme il se droit =) s'interesse vraiment qu'au lapis, I. i'or, a I'argem et a la 
cornaline." We differ In the reading of the line, but I would not completely rule out 
his interpretation. The verb is mi zi-de-es ... dug, and correspond, to Akk. kinir 
Iwnnu, "to honor." The translation of the syntactic connections in lines 16-19 fe
necrs the use of the non-perfect (l7)followed by perfect (18 and 19). 

18. The complex TOG.MAH can be read "'sutur or tug-mah, all with the mean
ing "fmest quality cloth/garment"; see M. Green, ]CS 30 (1978) 150. The reading 
sutur Is adopted here in view of the complement -re in Ul. This does not mean 
that all the other students who studied this text understood it in the same manner. 
It is also possible that some scribes understood this to be a royal robe, as In Winter 
and Summer 230, di_bf_den.zu "'sutur ""hur-sag u-mu-ni-in-mu4, "aftet (King) 
Ibbi-Sin had donned the special robe, the 'mountain range' robe .... " Thus, the 
line would mean, "sat himself On a throne, dressed in a special (royal) robe." There 
is another meaning of the word, however, which is probably more pertinent to the 
present passage. As W. Heimpel, N,A. B. U. 1994 72, has argued, in certain contexrs 
·rCG.MAH designates a tent or perhaps an awning. The understanding of ba;ag 
follows the traditional interpretation, strengthened by Heimpel's definition TUG. 
MAH. However, M. Civil, "The Unveiling of the paTakku" (unpublished commu, 
nication read July 21, 2005, at the RAl in Chicago) has argued that this was really 
a large ceremonial tent; in this case, one would have to translate "he sat inside a 
(ceremonial) tent under an awning." 

For barag and "'<Sutur together in an economic document, see Tutub 46 iii 3-4 
(SargOllic). 

19. The noun ~"g1rl-gub is used to deSignate an object that is set under foot; In con
nection with thrones, it designates a footstool. D. Soubeyran, ARM 23 333, dl"aws 
attention to the representation of such footstools on cylinder seals, where they be
long to deities and kings. This illustrates well the symbolic implications of ApilaSa's 
actions. 

21. The high number of guards is undoubtedly hyperbolic and should not be taken 
literally, although there are examples of very large number ofaga-us in IJr III texts 
(Lafont, CDL) 2009/5). The use of the Semitic loan for "one thousand" has thus 
far only been attested in literary royal correspondence (Ar!';7: 8 [7], Ni. 4164 [lSEr 
12 117] "rev." i: 2 [see p, 330], SEpM 8-10). There is an Ur III text from Nippur 
that mentions 6 li-mi 2 me-at bricks (NRVN 1 318, 1) but it is probable that this 
was actually written in Akkadian. The earliest examples of both large numerals in 
a possibly Sumerian context Ls the ED document lAS 519 (Biggs and Postgate, Iraq 
40 [1978J 107). 

The term aga-us sag-ga is rare and difficult to define properly. The earllest at
testation known to me is in the ~seal inscription of one e-em-si.-um, ugula aga-us 
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sag-ga, :irad su-mu-el (D. Frayne, RIME 4, E4.3.7.2004). The translation is based 
on the lexical equation erin saiHia = Kl.MIN (=ERIN) be-e-ru, i.e., beru (Lu II iii 
I' 7' [MSL 12 II9; see CAD B 21, "elite troops"). 

The translation "no less than" seeks to render the force of rhe copula; I have 
assumed that the verbal form is transitive, but it is possible, in view of the reinter
pretations of the use of Sumerian shifters that are characteristic of many fonns in the 
literary letters, that it is intransitive and means simply "stood (pl.)." 

23. It is difficult to understand the use of sa ... dug. in this context. In view of the 
change of tone in the following line, it is possible that ApHalia performs the ritual on 
behalf of the welfare of the king. More probable is that, in this series of implied Usur. 
pations of royal power, Apila~a is accused of performing rituals that pmperly belong 
to the king, as in Sulgi Hymn C (Seg A) 28: sag mtHag Bu·Iuh nam.luga[·l<,.ka 
~Il gal mu.ni-duJ, "I touched (the Etemenniguru) and magnificently perfected it 
with royal ~. purifIcation rites," and many similar passages where these purification 
rites are the prerogative of deities and kings. P. Attinger, Elements 96, is clearly think
ing in this direction when he renders this line as: "il (Apil1~a) s'est arroge les rites 
de purification de mon roi." 

The nature ofSu-luh purifi.cation needs a fuller study. These are clearly major 
rites atld seem to be linked to dining. This is well illustrated by the passage in Gudea 
CyL A x: 7-14, in which Ningirsu proclaims: 

E"baruUf illU- i1 
,u-tuh S1 bf.sa 
5U si"s3 .. a~guroan ktl.-ge u--a ba .. zi .. ge 
n{g su .. ga dU1C(garam 
a ugu4 ... gu lO 
du:o--ga,..bi mu .. gu7 

an lugal diglr-re-ne.ke, 
d

C nin.gir-su' lugal iBib an·na 
mu"se mu--saq 

I lifted the tray, 
And performed the ritual hand washing; 
Then my properly prepared hands woke holy An; 
The sweet morsels from my hands 
My progenitor 
Eats with pleasure. 
An, king of the gods, 
Then named me 
"King Ningirsu, An's purification priest,!J 

The association between !Sib an·na and royalty is atcested for Lipit-EStar Hymn A: 
23 and, more to the point here, for Rim-Sin Hymn E: 1-2: [ ... j x x [ ... J su-Iuh 
ku-ga tum-rna [drHm].dsin !Sib an-na ,{zIeur sikil-la tum-rna, "fit for (per. 
forming) the holy 8. rites, Rim.Sin, purificacion priest of An, fit for (performing) the 
pure S, rites.'l 
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Z4. The word for "gate" ends in /.n/; I understand the opening phrase as a com
plex anticipatory genitive, (a)kan.a(k) en nll.tar.bi. On the Sumerian word for 
gate, probably I(a)kan/, and its reduplicated equivalent /kankan/ (found in some 
sources ofProto·Ea 238 [MSL 1441] and here in X8), see M. Civil, FS Biggs 19. 

Notc the use of hi 'here; the term does not "efer to a high offcer who asks him to 
enter but a mere nobody. 

Z8. The reading and meaning of the verb is uncertain. The choice of gar is based 
on N2 and Ur1; but other sources have sa/di but the final sign is broken in a num
ber of manuscripts, X7 seems to have s[al, possibly even t[um], but the remains are 
ambiguous. The meaning "heap up" for sa is based on the usage found in Enki and 
Ninhursaga 49 c-e (UET 6/1 1 ii 3-5): kur me-Iuh-ha" "'<gug n(g al di kal
la lJl!mes sa-gan gis ab-ba sigs-g[aj rna gal-gal hu·mu-ra-ab-s[a], "May the 
foreign land of Meluhha load precious desirable cornelian, perfect mes wood and 
beautiful aba wood into large ships for you," and futher down in Enki and Ninhursaga 
line 490 (rest01'ed). 

29. The first verb in this line has troubled previous editors. TIle interpretation of. 
fered here is based on kar = taPiilu, "to slander, insult." Note the variant nu-hit. 
ak-de in N6, which seems to be in harmony with lexical entries such as lu-kar-ak 
~ ra.-ap-Ium (OB Lu D 240 [MSL 12 208]). One could also take into consideration 
a reading gur(u). = nam, and translate the line: "Before I could rise and depart, 
my king's (own) guardsmen overturned my table." A remote possibility is that hir 
should be taken as Akkadian napabu, in the meaning "to be bloated, full" ("although 
I was not yet satiated .... "). 

The final verbal form is problematical. The only complete form is in-bal·a-se 
in N1, not the most reliable source. This suggests a causative construction. The ad
mittedly unsatisfactory composite version follows Uri and Xl. 

30. Students could not have ignored the instructive parallel with Sulgi Hymn A 70: 
lugal·me-en nf ba·ra·ba·da·te su ba.ra-ba.da-zl, "but because I am King, I 
have absolutely no fearl" Aradmu is clearly indicating his subordinate rank. The two 
almost synonymous verbs n( ... te and su ... zi are used in a traditional hendiadys 
as a rhetorical figure, hence the translation. 

31-36. The final lines of the text are different in two manuscripts, Nl and Uri, 
which are included in the matrix but also transliterated separately. It is obvious that 
the Old Babylonian scribes had difficulties with Ur III menology and were not sure of 
the writing nor of the order of the month names; the Ur student seems to have had 
the most difficulties. Within the official state calendar, the Swan-Eating Month (itl 
us·bi''''''''-gu7) WllB month three (four after 5S 3 and at Ur), and the Ninazu Festival 
Month (ttl ezen.dnin-a.zu) WllB month five (six after 5S .3 and at Ur) but both 
names were out of use by the OB period. Note that all preserved Nippur sources omit 
the bird determinative and at least one (Nl) writes gu~as KA.s 

5. For the probable identification of the bird as a swan. see P. Steinkeller apud N. Velduis, 
Religion, Literature, 296. 
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For a similar formulation in an OB letter from Mari, see ARM 26151: 24-2.7 iti 
ki-is-ki-i,-s{-im, U4 14-kam ba.zal-ma, iup-pa-am arvni-em a-na /e-er be-/i-ia, a-sa-bi
Ia-am, "at the end of the fourteenth day of the month Kiskissum I am sending this 
tablet to my king." 

34. 'This is the only occurrence of a lu-kas f in CKU; they were simple couriers who 
carried messages, as distinguished rrom the lu-kig-gi,,-a, who are also brought oml 
instructions and possibly read the letters aloud to the recipient. This corresponds 
to the Old Babylonian distinction between /a.,imum and mar siprim, as described by 
D. Charpin, Lire et ecrire 176. Note that in Ur 1II archival texts the fonner do not 
occur as frequently as the latter. 

The verbal form must be understood as the Sumerian equivalent of the "episto
lary perfect;" it refers to the pett'ormative nature of the action. For the concept, as 
applied to other ancient Near Eastern languages, see D. Pardee and R. M. Whiting, 
BSOAS 50 (1987) 1-31. 

35. This line is crucial for the understanding of the final passage. There are one 
01' two signs missing in nearly all manuscript:.:l. The key word is ~en, which is onlv 
complete in found in N6 and X8. The signs sen and alai have been discussed by P. 
Steinkeller, OA :W (1981) 243-49, but the meaning here is elusive. Lexical texts 
provide the Akkadian equivalent qablum, "battle, quarrel, strife," but in literary and 
historical text<; this is usually rendered by the reduplicated form sen-sen, orren in 
hendiadys with me; see, for a rare unreduplieated example, UET 6/2 350; 4 me sen 
im ... ma .. te, 

The UrI text has a unique variant for the beginning of the line, 'u4' nu-mu
'un-da' -sa,-a; it is possible thatthis is related to the likewise unique, if difficult, Ur 
ending of GilgameS, Enkidu, and the Netherworld in UET 6/160 rev. 10' u, nu-mu
un-da-sa-a am-da-diri aga-bi in-sHag-ne. 

Sources 

NI = 3 N-T 311 (1M 58418) I (SL xxii; Sumer 26 171) = 1-36 
NZ = 3 N-T 900,25 (SLF 21) = 23-27; 32-35 
N3 = 3 N-T 918,440 (SLF 22) + 3 N-T 919,486 (SL 41; Sumer 26 174) 1-20 
N4 3 N-T 927,516 (SL xvi; SLF 21; SUTTler 26174) = 18-26 
N5 = CBS 7096 = 8-19 
N6 = CBS 8875 (SL xxvi; Sumer 26175) + N 6672 = 20-36 
N7 = Ni. 4149 (lSET 2122) rev. i' 1-9; ii' 1-5 = 1-9; 32--36 
N8 Ni. 4490 (ISH 2 122) = 1-3i< 
N9 = Ni. 9706 (ISET 2112) rev. II' 12'-30' = 1-21 
NIO = UM 29-15-555 (SL xxxvii; Sumer 26 177) = 1-6; 16-20 
Url = U.16853 (UET6/2174) + UET6/3557 (*532) ii' 1'-13' 20-36 
Ukl = W 16743 gb (Cavigneaux, Uruk 143) Ii' 1'-4'; Iii' 1-4 = 25-32 
Xl = A win i = 1-·30 
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Xl = BM 54327 i 1'-8' 
X3 = BM 16897+226176 

X4 = LB 2543 ens 3172) 6-8 
X5=MS3275 
X6 = HMA 9-1815 UCS 28 [1976]102 7) 

X7 ~ YBC 4596 obv. 
X8 = Cotsen 52157 (Wilson, Education 158 [po 250]) 
Zs ~ MS 2199/1 1-9,16-18 
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= 5-12 
= 1-21; 24-36 

= 18"2.1 
~ 1-25; 33-36 

16-29 
= 1-36 
=436 

= 1-9; 14-15'; 21 

X2 possibly from Sippar, X3 and X7 possibly from Larsa. The Tumb provenience of 
X6 is doubtful (see p. 44 above). 

Ukl, Nl, and X4 collated on photographs (collations ofX4 also by H. Waetzoldt, 
OA 15 [1976]332). 

Tablet typology; compilation tablets: Nl, N3, UrI, Ur2, Xl, Xl. The rest al'e all 
Type Ill, except X7 (one column with two letters) and X4 (oval exercise tablets with 
excerpt<; ofletters I and 2). 

Bibliography: Editions: E Ali, SL 27-33; E Ali, Sumer 26 (1970) 146-51. Translation 
and transliteration: P. Michalowski, LEM 63-64. Translations; S. N. Kramer, The 
Sumerians, 33tJ2, P. Michalowski, Royal Letters, 77. 

Concordance of sigla used here (CKU) and by E Ali in SL and in Sumer 26 with ad
ditioI15 in RCU; 

Nl A A NI 
N3 F + 3 NT 918,440 B N7 
N4 H C NIC 
N6 G D N8 
N7 B E '19 
N8 D F '13 
N9 E 0 N6 
NlO C H N4 
Uri I I Uri 
Xl L J X7 
X2 M K X4 
X4 K L Xl 
X7 J M X2 

6. 92·7-9-13 + 94-1-15-419. 
7. Fonnerly UCLM 9·1815. Photo on line at CDU (http://cdILucla.edu/dl/photo/P247912. 

jpg). The tablet has deteriorated somewhat since it was copi.ed by D. Foxvog and since I first col~ 
lated it. Recollated in February, 2011. 

8, This is not! properly speaking, a source of the letter, These are lines that were used to cre~ 
are a new one together with elements of the answer) and it is edited here as SArla. The appfOpri~ 
ate hnes are incorporated into the matrix for comparative purposes. 
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Textual Matrix 

Nl 
N3 0 

N7 + 
N8 
N9 0 

NlO + 
Xl 0 

XJ 
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Z () 
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3. kur su-bir:'-~e har-ta-an kaskal-ia sl sa-sa-e-ta 

Nl 
N3 0 

N7 + 
N8 
N9 
N10 + 
Xl 0 

X3 
X5 + 

X7 + 
Z 

o 0 00 0 0 

+ + ++ + + + + 
00.+++++ 

o 0 00 0 0 0 0 

+ . + + o 0 

o 0 00 0 0 0 0 

o 
+ ++ + +- + + 

++++++++ 
o + 

+ 00, 

+000.+ 

+ + + • 00 

fa 0 0 

o 0 + +. 
o + .L. • 0 

+ + ++ 
D 00000 

+ + . 0 

+ + + +de 
+ + + - de 

Nl 
N3 
N7 
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o 

+ 
+ N9 

NlO + 
Xl 

+ 
000 

+ + 
000 

+ + 

+ + +en+. 
o + + + 
+ + + 0 (} 

o 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 0 

+ + + 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 
Z 

5. 
Nl 
N3 
N7 
N9 
NlO 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 
Z 

+ + o 0 0 0 

+ + + + o 0 

+ 
gti-un 
gu-un + + 

000 

+ + + + + 
o 

U"r3 ma .. da zUr 2u"de 
+ + + + +9 . 
00000.+ 

+ + + + + .fU"10 

+,.\.. 0000 

.+++++0 
O. + + /if. 
000000. 

+ + + + OfU'. 
+ + + + + +rilla 

+++++++ 
00 0 0 + 
,V 8g-M zu; -zll-de 

+ + ne 

Sa. Xl [x xlx x ge_'ne_cie;;e 

6. 
Nl 
N3 
N7 
N9 
NIO 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 
Z 

ugu .-pi-il-Ia-sa gal-zu "nken-no·ka 

+ ++ .. ++++ ++ 
D 00000 ++ ++ 

+++++++ 00 
+ + + .f 0 0 a 0 0 

000 

o 0000 
o 00000 

+ + -

+ 

o 0 

o 0 

+ ~e 

+ ~e 

r~e 1 

+ ++~+++++ +0 
+ ++ +++++ +se 
000 +++++ +se 
+ ++++ + +se 

9. Preceded by an erased zu. 
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]0, Probably to be read [suhusJ ; ma-da' gc-; ne-de', borrowed from SAri 7 and 33 (let
ret 3). 
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7. 
Nt 
N3 
N7 
N9 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 
Z 

B. 
N! 
N3 
N5 
N7 
N9 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X5 
X7 
XB 
Z 

9, 

Nl 
N3 
N5 
N7 
N9 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 
XS 
X7 
XB 

I, Aradffiu to Suigi I 

ad-gi4-gi"da gU-te~-a sl-ke-de 

+++ +++++7 
o 0 0 0 

+ + - + 
+ + 0 

o 0 0 rde' + 
o 0 0 0 

o 0 O. 

00 

o 0 00 

+ . + 

+ rde'..;.. +..;.. 

+ 
o 
o 
+ 
+ 

+++de++++ 
+++dc ++.ge+ 
o + de -hi + + + rge'. 
++de7+~T + 

inim u4,",da k:a~ne"ne",a he"'en .. tum 

++-++++em-;-

o 0 + + 
o 00 000 

+ + 0000 

o 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ ..;.. + + 
o 0 0 + 

o 0 

+ + + 

o + + + + . 
+ + + 
+++++++em+ 
+++++++++ 
+ +,++.-+eb+ 

+++++-+++ 
OO.~+-+, 

o . + + + 00 0 

000 00 0 

++ ..... ..;..++++ 

o 00 0 + + 
o 00 00 + 
o 0. rta 1

, 0 

+ + ..... + + + + 

+++++++++ 
+++++ ++ 

i 

I 

/ 

a--se mu .. e ... da~ac'a~ag 

++ + -++++ 
o+++~+++ 

,'se' + 0 000 

00 0 0 0,000 

+++++++. 
.+-I-++~++ 

,~a+++~ .. + 

() 0 0 

+ ~e + 
. . 
+ .. + , 

+se+++ ..... + 
+ + ~ mel .. da .. ~m-ak 
+ so me-da-ok 

The Royal Corresjlondence of the Ur III Kings 

10. ,ilim-rna lugal-ga-ke4 en li-b{-in-tal' 

Nl 
N3 
N5 
N9 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X5 

11. 

Nt 
N3 
N5 
N9 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 

12. 

X7 
X8 

+ ++ ++--+ 
o 

+ 
+ + 
o a 
o 0 

o 
+ + 

+ + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ 
o. 

+ + + + 
+ + ++ +++++ 

gulo " + • bi en + 

dut na .... ma .. ta,..an .. zi 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 + 
o + ..;.. 

+ nam+ + + + 
o 0 0 

000000 

o + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + + + 

ba-an-da-mud-en 

# 

# 

# 

ba~ran l~tum"'mu""de; 

[ .. ,]x-'mud'-de·en 
[ ... Fda/-mud'-de-en' 
rba~an,.tdm ' .-tnu .. de : 
ba~an .... da" r mud .. en 1 

ba-an-da-mud-da 
fba .. an ... da ' ~mu .. de 

ki-" nu·ub-za 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 

o 00 0 {) 

+ +, 0 0 

+ + + 
+ + 

o + 
+ + + + 
+++++: 

263 
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13. 
Nl 
N3 
N5 
N9 
XI 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 

14. 
Nl 
N3 
N5 
N9 
Xl 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 
z 
15. 

Nl 
N3 
N5 
N9 
XI 
XJ 
X5 
X7 
X8 
Z 

te-ga.e.da'!1u,o·ne 

+ + +, + 

o 0 + 
+ __ 7' ott 

+ + ,.-. 0 0 

o 0 00 + 
o 00 0 

++ .. +++ 

+ + ++ + + 
+ ge - . 

e kaskal-I. ku! ga.rfg-ak 
++gld+ ++ 

+ 

+ + 0 

/ 

1. Aradmu to Sulgi 1 

sukur kll-sig l1 k(,-babbar 
+ + 

+ 
+ + 

+ + 00 

o 0 

+ + 

00 

00 

+ + 
+ + 
+, 

+ + + + I 'kak' , + 
+: 

+ +: 

+ + 

o 
o 
o 0 

+ + 
a + 
e 

+ + + 

+ 
+ + + 
+ra~+ + 
o 

I>o).;gug t'Jl1za .. g'in gar~ra .. ta 

.+ ++++++: 

.++, +++ 
00000000 

000,000 

o +++++ 
o 0000+ 

. + ... 0 0 

+ +++++ 

+ + 
o 0 0 

/ + + + 

+ + + 
su-gur . 

+ + 

+ : 

+ +: 
+ +: 

1 J, Possibly read' te-e' at the beginning of the line. There does not seem to be 
enough room for line 12, 

16, 

Nl 
N3 
).15 
).19 
).110 

Xl 
XJ 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

17. 
N1 
N3 
N5 
N9 
NIO 
Xl 
X3 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

18. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N9 
NlO 
XI 
XJ 
X4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

The Royal Correspondence of the Ur III Kings 

._ab.do-du-. usu sat-am i-Ch·tus 

++++++ 
o + + + + /0 
0+ + + + 
++++++ 

+ - + 
00 0 

o 00 0 

o 00 0 

• 0 0 0 000 

+ + + /0 0 + + + + 

0000.000 

· + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 /0 0 0 a x x: 
+4++++ +a +++ 
" + + + 

o 
+ 

+ + 

o 

+ + ~ ~ + 

!'I<l~za,.-g)n .. na m{ zi.,Qe""es im,..tne 

++++++++++ 
o 0 a 0 

+ + + 
+ + 

o 0 a 0 

o 0 a 0 

o 0 0 0 

++ 00000 

+ + + + + + + + 
00 00000 ++++ 

+ + +++0 
.fku ... babbar'. ... + + + +12 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + + + 

00 0 

traces 
+ + + + 

+ + + + 
+. 0 

O. 

00 0 

+ + + + 
· + + + 
• + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + 

++++4+++++ 

+ n( +++ 

++ +++++ 

+ 000,+0 

+ 00 0 

+0000000 
000000 

++re++ ... ++ 
+ 000.++ 
++ ++++ 

+ + + 
+ + + + + 
f'+ +++ 
+ orrfl1 + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ ,. 
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12, There are remnants of two s'gns and space for two more ar the beginning of this line; 
probably had end of 16, 



266 1, Aradmu to Sulgj 1 

+ 

00 

+ + + 

+ + 
+ 0 

+ 0 

o 0 0 

a 
() 0 

+ + + 
• rga" 

+ + 

+ 

o 
o 
o 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ 
+ 
o 
o 
o 

+ 

++. 
+.0 
00 0 

000 

000 

000 

- + + 
1)1, + 
i~ni~gub: 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N9 
NIO 
XI 
X3 
X4 
X5 
X6 
X7 
XB 

+ + + 
+ + + 

o + 

00 0 

+ +. + 
. + + 
. + ..;.. 
+ ... + 
+ 

+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

, . rgub 1 

+ + + 
+ + ga+ + 

.. + ....... : 
.... + +, 

20. glri-ni nHna-ta-an-klir 

Nl 
N3 0 

N4 + 

N6 
N9 
NIO + 

Url 0 

Xl 
X3 0 

X4 
X5 ~ 

X6 + 

X7 + 
X8 + 

++++++ 
+ + 0 a 

+ + 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 0 0 

000 

+ + 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

+ + da + + 
o + + + 

oo~oooo 

..,.. + + ..;.. + 
+ nu~mu,.un,da~an~kur 

+++++ze ... er 
o 0 0 0 

21. 

NI 
N4 

aga~us sag ... ga .. na ici li"mu~um·ta;arn 

++ .... ++++++++ 
+ + + 

N6 o 
N9 
Uti 0 

XI 0 

X3 0 

X4 + 
X5 + 
X6 + 

Xi 
X8 
Z 0 

+ 

o 0 

+ 
o 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
.;. + 

13. 'me'? 

000000 

o 0 + + o 
00000000 

000 

++++++++ 
..;.. + + +..;.. 

+ - + ME.L! 
+ + 0 + + 
..;..a ni + ..;.. im.. + + 
an + ....... + + r + + 

+ xY + + 
+ " + + xxx 

zi-da glib-bu-na rb-ta-an-gub-bu-us 

++++++++++ 
+ 00000000 

+ + +++00 

000 000000 00 

/0 . + rba'+ + 0 0 

/0 0 ....... + + + + + + 

/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ 00000000 

++++ba 000 

+ + a. 
++'+"..;.. ba++++ ++ 

o XOD 00 

+ .1+ + x 0 0 a 0 0 0 

The Royal Correspondence of t/u, Ur III King:; 

ZZ. M gud niga g,g udu niga n(g-zu-gub-se in-gar 

NI 0 0 

N4 + 
N6 + 

UrI + 
Xl 0 0 

X5 + + 
X6 + + 
X7 + + 

X8 0 a 

23, ~u-Iuh 

o 0 

() 

+ + 

+ + 

a 
+ 

+ 

o 
+ 

+ 

() 

o 
o 
+ 
+ 

x 
+ 0 

nis + 
+ + 

+ 

0/ + 

+ + 
+ am ~ 

+ 
o o 

+ + +
+..;.. + a 0 

o + + 
+ 0 

+ + + + 

+ a 0 

+ +nfta + '+ + + 
+ + + 
() () 

o 
o 0 

o 
+ 

o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
+ + +"t' + 
o X + 0 0 

000 

000 

o + 

Nl 
N2 
N4 
N6 
UrI 
Xl 
X3 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

+ + + + 

+ + o 
o (} 0 

1'" + X 

+ . ..;.. + 

+ ha" ke, + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

o 0 0 x 

a 0 0 0 

+ 
+ {b.. ..;.. 
+ ,t 0 0 

230 UrI (kIll e-' gal-!.' -ta 'I' -gub-bu-nlel (see line 9) 

24. ka~na en nu .. tar-ra ... bi III na~ma .. Si .. in .. ku,(re~en 

NI 
N2 
N4 
N6 
UrI 
Xl 
X3 
X5 
X6 
X7 
X8 

o 
+ 
+ + 
+ 

[kaj 
o 
o 0 

+ + 

o 
+ + 

+ kG 

000 ++++++-++ 
00000 0 00000 00 

++000000000 00 

+ + 0 rrla .. ma-da~ku4 .. re" 

r ennu .. mu"'un,..tar .. ra~ba IS' [lu] rnu"'mu ... un""si .. in~ku4 .. k1l4" 
+ + 
000000 

000 

o a ba. 
+ + + + + 

rnu"l..mu .. si .. kuf-te 
00000 00 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + + 
en+ + + 4" + numu" o 0 0 

267 

t 4. It is unclear if this is a tme phonetic variant or a graphic error for sa. This student had 
an idiosyncratic hand and also somerimes used rhis shape for se, 

15, There is a small vetrie.Iline in the middle of the sign rhat almost makes it look like zu 
but collation suggests that it is not a reat wedge. There does nor seem to be room at the beginning 
of the line fot more than one sign. 

" 
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25. ku,-ku,-da-gujc-ne 

Nl 0 {] + + 
1':2 0 0 0 {] 

N4 + + + 0 

N6 + + + 
Ukl x 0 0 0 0 

lid + 
+ + + 
o 0 

Xl + 
Xl 0 0 

X5 
X7 + + 
X8 + + 

o 0 0 

+ + 

+ + 0 

26. "'gu-za 

Nl 00 

]\;2 +. 0 0 0 

1\:4 
N6+.+++ 
Ukl , 0 0 0 0 

Ud.+ ++ 
Xl o. + ,+ + 
X300000 

X6 00 0 0 0 

X7+++++ 
X8 + + + + 

+ + + 

o 0 0 

o 0 

+ + 
000 

+ -+ 16 

+ 
o 0 

000 

+ T 

+ + + 

j. Aradmu to Sutgi 1 

+ 
o 0 

{] 0 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 
+ 

o 0 

+ + 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 a 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 
0/ 0 0 0 

.j 0 

.j 0 + 
+ Sutur~e ri~a 

o 0 0 + 
+ 

+ 0 0 

o. + + -t + + + + + + + + 
o 

+ + 
o 

+ 
o 0 

+ + 
00 

+. 
o 0 

+ 
000000 

+++++~ 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + 
a 0 0 a 0 

+ + bU[n] 0 

+ + 
+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 
o ·0 0 0 0 

o 
+ 

27, 

Nl 
1':2 
N6 
Ukl 
Uri 
Xl 
X3 
X6 
X7 
X8 

000 

o 0 

00 0 a 

00 0 0 

00 00 00 00 000 0 0 

00 0 

+ + 
o 

16, Written ,I. 

o 
o 
o 0 

+ 
+ + 

o fa'p +i(njo 
+ + + /0 0 0 0 + 

++OOO++'t" 

00 

++ 
o 0 

+ 
o o 00 0 

o + 
o 
+ 

+ 

+ 

The Royal Corresporulence of the Ur HI Kings 

28. min gud niga niS udu niga liilbansur .. guJQ Itl ma .. an .. gar 

N6 + 
Uk! dg 
UrI diS 
XI 0 

Xl 0 

X6 0 

X7 + 
X8 + 

+ 

+ 
o 
o 

o 
+ 
+ 

+ 
() 

+ 
o 
() 

o 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ + 
o 0 

as + 

o 0 

o 0 

o a 
+ + 
+ 

29. 

Nl 

nu-kar·k~r-de 

dat + + 

N6 + + 
Ukl + + 
Uri + + 
XI 0 0 

X3 0 0 

X6 o 0 

+ ga X7 
X8 + 

ak + 
+ x 
+ 
o 
o 
o 

+ 
o 

o 
o 
+ 

+ x+ 

o 
+ 
o 

o 
o 
+ 
+ 

o 0 

+ 
o 0 

+ 
o 0 

+ + 
T + 

30, nf ba-da-te su 6a-da..zi 

Nl 0 + + + + + + 
N6++ 00000 

Ukl 000000 

Uri # 

Xl 0 0 a 0 0 0 

X3 
X7 
X8 

000 

+ 

+ + 
,an+ + 

+ + 
+ 

+ + + "t 

..... + + t· + 

+ 

o 
+ 
o 
o 
o 
+ 
+ 

+ + 

o 0 

o 
o 

+ + 

o 0 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ 

+ 
+ 
o 
o 

00 

+ + 
+ + 

++ 
+. 
+, 
+ + 

00 

+ • 
00 

, + 

+ + 

+ + + 

31. 

Nl 
1\6 0000000000 

+ 
+ 
o 
o 

+ 
o 

g" 
+ 

+ 

o 
+ 
a 
+ 
o 

Uri + 
Ukl + 
X3 

o 
+ + + + t + udilia-kam ba-[ab1-'te' 

X7 
X8 

o 
a 

o 
o 

0000000 000 

+ + a 0, + + + + + 
. + + + 
ni~na + 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + kam+ 

+ + + sa 
+ + 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 

+ xx 
+ sa 

o 0 0 x 
o fun sar 

+ + 

in + + + 
o 

o 
+ 
o 

o 

x 

a 0 0 

o 0 0 

o rcl' 
relo 

"7 0 0 

o 0 x 
o 0 

o 0 0 
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32. 

Nt 
N2 
N6 
N7 
Uk! 
UrI 
X3 
X7 
X8 

33. 

NI 
K2 
K6 
N7 
Url 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 

34. 
NI 
N2 
N6 
N7 
UrI 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 

35. 

Nl 
N2 
N6 
N7 
Url 
X3 
X5 
X7 
X8 

1. Aradmu to Sulgi 1 

lugal ... guJl) a·s<' mu,..e .. da;a .. a~ag 

+ + + + + +++ 
0 o 0 0 00 000 

+ + +. 0 o 0 000 

0 0 00 ++ + + + , 
0 o 0 0 () 0 000 

+ + + se + 17 .. + 000 

0 Be + ++ + • + 
0 0 + 0 0 00 000 

+ + + me .. da~an~ r ag1 

iti u5~b(IlllWf1,..gu7 u4 dis ... am zal .. la--am 

+h KA+++ +++ 
+ . 00 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 

+ ru .. ~b(",KAmu~en~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0000000 +++ 
+ u"gu,"""" u, diS-kam ba.[(da).zal/te} 

00 + + + + + + 
o 00 0 

o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 

.,. k[am]. 

+ u" 
Ju-kas,.e mu·e·Si.gi, 

+ ,,+ + in 
+ o 0 00,0 

++ se"~ ,00 

o () 0 0 o.in+ 

hm+ • + 

'lugal.go,,' IU 'kas, '.[el! 'Iu hui.rnu·un '.si·'in.gl,.gt; 
++ 0 ++, 
...!. + 0 00 0 

000 "+0 

+ + f me .. si~in,..rgi11 

U4 say .. am 

+ 
+ ~ 

- + + 
0 0 0 

+ + a 
000 

+ + 

Sen·e barte 

0 

+ 
0 

o 
+ 

+ + +:8 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 + 

o 0 0 

o +: 

+ + +: 

17. The scribe wrote a sign, possibly ha, erased it, and tht.-'tl wrote an incomplete mu. 
18. Preceded by an erased teo 
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36. lugal·gow he..-en ... zu 

Nl 0 

N6 + + 

N7 0 0 0 + 

Uri + + + + 

X3 + 

X5 + + 0 0 

X7 + 0 0 0 

X8 + + + + -
InNl, N7, N9, Ul, Ukl, and X7 followed by ArSl(Z). 

Three manuscripts have different line orders: 

NI: 

"I am sending you this messenger the evening of the fifth day of the Ninazu 
Festival. 32My king, you gave me orders the evening of the first day of the 
Swan.Eating Month. Now it is midday, and war is brewing. Now my king is 
infonned (about all of thiB)!" ~~ 

Ur1, 

iti ezen·dnin·a~zu u, udilia·kam ba-[ab1·'te' 
lugal.gulO a_Se 119 mu -da- [a.( a)-ail] 
iti us·gut"'"' u4 dis·kam ba.[(da)·zal/te] 
'lugal.gu lO' lu-'kas/-[e] 
'l'h" ", •. , .. " u u· mu .. un "81" In.-glf-g14 
, , 'd 1 f" 1 b U

4 
nu .. mu ... un .. a .. salj",a sen .. e a ... te 

'lugal' ·gulO he-en-zu 

"My king gave me orders when the fifteenth day of the N inazu Festival 
Month approached. On the first day of the Swan.Eating Month my king 
sent him [(these) messengers].1t is not yet the middle of the day and war is 
brewing. Now my king is informed (about aU of this)!" 

19. The scribe ik~d some problems at this point. The slga is teally lu, followed by an erasure: 
the folloWing rnu IS also badly written. 
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X7: 

1. Aradmu to Sulgi 1 

[iti u5] ... rb(mu~e:l .. gu7 U4
1 dU;,Jkam zal .. ta~t:lln' 

[Jugal-guml a-[se mu.e-da-a-(a)-ag] 
[iti ezen]-'d'nin-a-zu 'u,' [x-kam-ma-am] 
[lU: -leas 4- el 'mll' -8 I - (in '-gl,- in] 
[ 'v I 'b' I 1 ,< 'I - I u 4sa9"am sen .. e a ~te uga .. gu:o le~en .. zu 

"My king, you gave me otders the evening of the first day of the Swan
Eating Month. I am sending you this messenger the evening of the x-th day 
of the Ninazu Festival. Now it is mldday, and war i.s brewing. Now my king 
is informed (about all of this)l" 

('Allophon A (X8) 

v 

la. Aradmu to Sulgi la 
v 

(ArSla) 

Xl MS 2199/1 

Tablet: Type III. 

1. [Iugal]-'gu lO-ra u-na'-dug4 
2. [(I)arad-mul' arad' -[zul 'na-ah' -be-a 
3. 'kur' [suVbir/i-se har-ra-an' kaskal si sa-sa-de 
4. 'gil'-un 'kalam-ma ge'-en-ge-ne 
5. a-'ag-ga zu' l-zu-d" 
6. ugu a-pi-Ia-sa 'gal-zu' unken-na-se 
7. ad gi-gi-de gu-tes 51- 'ke"-de 
8. inim u.. ka-ne-ne he-eh-L\lm 
9. a-se me-da-ak' 

10. slg-slg eden-na lih4-lih, a-sa-ga ti-gu de-e-ne 
II. en-tll a-pi-la-sa sa e-ne 
J 2. igi-zu he-dib 19i-zu ib-si-UD 
13. Iu:' gal' -gal-hi inim-hi he·m 
14. za-'pa'·ag"·zu kur-kur-ta he-eb·ul 
15. x x ta hur.sag·gil x x x ba-ra'.ga-ga 
16. 'sukur' kU'sign gug za-gln gar-ra-ta ib.ta-'gi4 "gL, 
1,-/, ''<' k"" '" [I • 1ll!7 u- Blg'1 gug za~ gill x x ... x 
18. [hgaVtis' sag-ga ia IV rou-um" x x x [z]i--<ia a'gub'.'bu' xl· .. 1 

Reverse 

One illegible line. 

1 Speak to my king, 1 saying (the words of) Aradmu, your servant: 

AtS!:1 
ArSl:2 
ArS1:3 
ArSl:4 
ArS!:5 
ArSl:6 
ArS):7 
AtSl:8 
ArSl:8 

SArl:J3 
SAt1:14 
SAr1:15 

SAt1:9 
SArl:IO 

1 
AtSI:14·15? 

I 
ArSl:21 

9 You commanded me 3 to undertake an expedition to Sub!r, 4 to secure the taxes 
on the frontier territory, ' to inform (them) about (your) orders, 6--1 to confer (with 
the elites of Subir) about the prefect Apil",~a and have them come to agreement, 'so 
that he could bring to them (i.e., the Subir elites) up· co-date instructions. Z 

L Followed by an erased zu. 
2. Altelnative translation: so that as part of the daily insrrucrions he could brlng them (the 

pe.ople of Subir) good news. 
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!°Drop (chasing) winds in the wiUJerness and robbers in the JieUJs! j 11 Until you have 
reached my prefect Apilasa, 11 ignore aU of dtis so dtat you can . .. your face befen'e him 
(without delay)," 13 50 that their (local) dignitaries learn their orders, 14 so that your 
battle cries should cover the land(s). ;5. , • 16 staked poles/lances inlaid with silver, 
carnelian, and lapis ... 17 nir-stone, gold, carnelian, lapis, ... 18 Choice guards, five 
thousand strong, (stood to) his right and left ... 

Commentary 

This is an one-off attempt at creating a new letter from Aradmu to Sulgi by past
ing together pieces of the first two letters of CKU, that is, ArS I (1) and its response, 
SAri (2). This student exercise ends inconclusively: it is clear that the whole thing 
makes little sense. The text shares some unique variants with source X8 of ArSl (1), 
and both may come from the same place (e.g., the verbal form in line 9), 

4-5. The source text (ArSl: 4-·5 [1]) has gun ma-da-zu ge-en-ge-ne-de, 3-fi1 

ma-da zu~zu~de. The substitution ofkalam-ma forma-da-zu is simply wrong, re
suiting from lexical identification of both kalam and ma-da with Akkadian miltum, 
The use of a-a1Hia for a-n'i ma-da may have been triggered by problems with 
understanding the use of the reduplicated predicate (see the commentary to ArSl: 5 
above), The infelicitous alterations may have been motivated by a desire to create a 
completely new text based on the two soutce letters. 

17. This line, while it plays off the previous one, does not derive from any known 
letter. The only passag~ known to me that has the sequence Hi-sig" gug za-gln 
is from Enlil-hllni Hymn A 107, part of the "tetrad" used in early stages of education, 
but the latter is without the precious nir, (~,dalum) stone that opens the list here, 

3. Alternative translation: make winds and robbers disappear from the wilderness! 

v 

2. Sulgi to Aradmu 1 
(SArl, 3.1.2, ReU 2) 

Composite Text 

1. 'arad~mu-ra u.na-a-dug4 
2. dsul-gi lugal.Zll na·ab-be-a 
3. lu in-sl-gi

4
-in-na-Zll hl-dun-a-Zll in-nu-u 

4. su-m-ra-am a-;j!H!a ilu la-ba-ra-ab-te.j'!a-e 
5. a-na-aS-am n(g-a-na an-ga-am bf-in-ak-a-ni ur5 ,-me-a nu-e-zu 
6, ga-e nrg ga-e-gln,-nam ma~da ge-ne-de 
7. ug si sa·sa-e-de gu-tes-a sl-ke-de I 
8. um ma-da ba-te-ga,de-na-zu umus-bi zu·zu-'"n 
9. 111 gal-gal-be·ne inlm-bi zu-,un 

10. za-pa-ag·gu lO kur-kur he-eb·si 
11, a kala·ga Ii nam·ur-sag-ga-gu1o kUHe he-en-sub-sub 
12. u -lu-gu- kalam-ma he-eb-dul 18 10 
13. slg-slg eden-na lib -lib. a-sa-ga u-gu de-ni-ib 
14. en-na a-pi-il-la-sa 'gal-zll-unken-na-ilulO sa an-ne-en 
15. igi-zu e-ta-ab igi-zu he-en-si-UD 
]6. a-se mu-e-da-a-ag 
16a. a-na-as-am ga-a.gin7-nam nu-un-ak 
17, tukum-bi gal-zu.unken-na-gu lO ga-a-gin7-nam nu-ub-gur4 

18. 4i~gu ... za barag r:Jg~utur ... e ri ... a nu .. uh .. tus 
19, !"gIri-gub kil-slg

l1
,ka gIrl-ni nu-ub-gar 

20. ensi nam·en.~Ha 
21. lu garza garza-ta 
n. n{-te-nr-te-a li-b(.ib-gar u nu-ub-ta-gub-bu 
23. lu nu·un·gaz igi nn-un-hul 
24. lu igi-bar-ra-ka-ni hl·a li-bf-in-did 
25, a-na-gin{nam rna-da (b-gl-ne 
26. tlJkum~bi ki um-mu-e-a-ag 

1. Var.: suhu! tna-da ge-en-ge-ne-de, 
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27. sa-zu sa zu-kesda ba-ra-na-ga-ga 
28. l.-gur,(te;<en aga.-us.-zu nu .. e ... zu 

29. nam lu-u,,-Iu-bi u nam-ur-sag-ga-ka-ni igi-zu bf.In-zu 
30. tukum-bl emedll-j?u

lO 
me-en-ze-en 

31. igi min-na-zu-ne-ne-a im-sar-e gu he-em-ta-de.de-ne 
32. gu·tes.a sl·ke-de.en-ze-en 
33. SublL~ ma-da ge-ne-de-en-ze-en 
34. a-ma-ru-kam 

'Speak to Aradmu, 2 saying (the words) of Sulgi, your king: 
3 (ApilaSa), the one I sent you to-is he not your own trusted subordinatel1Did 

he not receive (his) orders from your very own hands 15 What is more, how could YOll 
so misunderstand tbe true meaning of all that he has been doing? 

6 fu far as I am concerned, YOll were to make the frontier territory secure as my 
representative, / to organize the people and keep them obedient, 8 and once you 
reached the cities of the frontier, to discern their attitudes' and to learn what their 
dignitaries are saying, 10 so that my battle cry wOllld fill the mountains, "my mighty 
battle weapons full upon the foreign lands, 12 and my "storm" cover over the home
land! 13 "Drop (chasing) winds in the wilderness and robbers in the fields! 2 14 Until you 
have reached my prefect Apilasa, '5 igrwre all of this so that you can ... your face before 
him (without delay) I" l61hus did I command you: 3 

J, If my prefect had not expanded (his powers), just as I would have, 4 !E if he had 
not sat on a throne on a dais placed Over a fine carpet,5 19 had not set his feet on 
a golden footstool, 22 had not by his very own authority appointed and removed 20 

governors from the office of governor, 11 office holders from official positions, lJ had 
not (punished anyone) by death or blinding, 24 (and) had not promoted those of his 
own choosing over others-zs how else could he have secured the frontier? 26 If you 
(truly) love me '7 then you will not be so set against him! 

28 It is you who have expanded your powers so that you no longer understand 
your (own) guardsmel1! "He has made you learn (the hard way) the responsibilities 
of those people, as well as the responsibilities of his own warriors! 

30 If you are Indeed both my most faithful retainers,6 31 (you will listen together 
while) they read out this tablet before the two of you.? J1 Both of you must come to 
an agreement J3 and secure the foundations of the frontier territory! Hit is urgent! 

Z. Alt. transL: make winds and robbers disappear from rhe wilderness I 
3. Two texts have an additional line 16aj see corumenrary. 
4. Var,; If you had not expanded my prefect's powers as my representatIve. 
5. Alt, transL: under an awning. 
6. Var.: If you (sing.) are indeed my faithful retainer .... 
1. Viz,; have them read out aloud my inscribed tablet before your (pl.) very own eyes. 
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Commentary 

3. The term lu-dun-a clearly denotes a relationship of subordination between two 
people, but more precise legal and social ramifications of the word are difficult to de-
6ne (the reading of the second sign Is uncertain). Lexical equivalencies from Lu are 
(VRA qa-a,t;e (MSL 12 142:18'), a,wi-il qa,ta-tim (MSL 12 166:280), ba'[Hu, (MSL 
12 202:4 J: but the word is not the same as Akkadian qiitiitu, "guarantor," as that is 
Sumerian su-dus-a. CAD Q 171, under amil qiItiiti, translates it as "ward, (bonded) 
dependent." In administrative texts, the context is always PN, lu-dun-a PN,. The 
term is already attested, alheit not very frequently, in pre-Sargonic texts (e.g., SR 
94:3: CT 50: 28: iv 1; vii 3', CT 5026 v 3 [ugula I.] VS 25 10:3, VS 25 55: iv 3) as 
well as in Sargonk (TMH NF 5 12:3, 6, BIN 8 153:3, OSP 1 50:2; see E Thureau-
Dangin, ITT 1 27 n. 3 for other examples) and Ur III sources. , 

UnHke the earHer examples, almost all the Ur III occurrences are found III con
nection with the sakkana, that is, witb the highest military rank, and most of them 
are aga-us, "(body)guards." These geneml. are Abuni (TrDr 83:13; AUCT I 276: 
14-15; TIM 6 34:7-8), Ea-ili (MVN 11186:13,15: TCL 25488:4-5), Seskala (UTI 
63800:11), and possibly Lugalkuzu (TIM 6 34:JJ-12). Other occurrences are con
nected with a certain Puzur-ili, who may have headed a leather workshop (SCT 38 
14:7;MVN 3354:12). A "captain" (nu-banda) who wasa \tl-dun-a ofoneSes-sag, 
serves as wirness in a text from Ur (UET 3: 43) and six individuals receiving silver 
rings are described as gar-tum lu-dun-a lu mas-kan-sar-[flI-um"J (PPAC 4: 
7). Different from all the above is the example from an Ur III cylinder seal Inscrip
tion, SAT 32199: rier-ra-qu-ra-ad, zadim "nin-ltl-la, lu-dun den -li1-la, ''Erra, 
qurad, lapidary of NinHI, 'subordinate' of Enli!." The cumulative evidence suggests 
that they are stand-ins: they are intimate subordinates, perhaps "adjutants" of very 
important military officers, but this specific meaning may be limited to Ur III times. 

The word is rare in literary texts: Schoolda~s 88: u.-me-da-as lu-dun-a-zu 8a6-

ge hu-mu-ra-g,Hia-ne/hu-mu-ra-i-ni-in-ku4-re': Tree and Reed 243: lugal
gulO gis ]u-dun-a-guw; SP ColI. 13 39 [ ... J x hub-bi-gin? igi lu-dun-a-za-ka 
'tl' (nu)-mu-nl,fb-bal-e-en, "do (not) duck sideways before your own faithful 
retainer like an .. , acrobat." 

3-5. The rhetorical import of these lines Is open to a number of interpretations. Pre
vious translations have taken for granted that these words refer to the messenger who 
brought the previous letter. Thus, P. Michalowski, LEM 65, rendered the passage in 
the following manner: "That man whom you have sent to me, he cannot (really) be 
your trusted subordinate! Surely he does not take his orders from your hand! How is 
it that you are unaware of what he Is doing?" Upon further reflection, one may sug
gest that, in view of what follows, it might be better to aSSume that the hi-dun-a of 
line 3 is anticipatory and that it refers to Apilasa. 

8. S. N, Kramer, lAOS 69 (1949) 204, restored from NL 9751 rev. 10 and Nt. 4561 rev. 18 
(both ISET 2 82). 
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5. This line seems to have created problems for the ancients, and the manuscript 
traditIOn IS confused. The somewhat redundant fully reconstructed line reflects the 
Nippur tradition. Both texts from Ut diffel' from one another; UrI has a unique set 
of variants, while Ut 2 resembles the two sources of unknown origin, which probably 
came from the same place (X5, X6). The term a -na- as- am corresponds to Akkadian 
ana mInim, ammlnim, "why" (with negative verb); nlr; -a-na is used here in the same 
sense as rnimma .'fa, "whatever, (about) everything"; and an-ga-am (only in Nippul' 
manuscripts) corresponds to appuna, "moreover, futthermore, indeed." More difficult 
is Uf,l-me-a, which is, otherwise, only attested in a reconstructed lexical passage 
[urs] '1' -me-a = l<i-rna lei-a-am (OBGT 1879 [MSL 4 60]). 

6.1 take nlg g a-e-gin,nam to be a calque from Akkadian sa krmajiiti, "my repre
sentative." Elsewhere in CKU, as in lines 16a and 17 below, ga-e-gin,-nam, with
out n {g , means, "as 1 instructed. 11 

9. The !,'Tammatical form, and hence the meaning of the final verb, differs in many 
of the manuscripts. The only Nippur witness to the line has zu-lnIl; X4, X5, and X6 
have zu-a, which CHIl be imperative or an abbreviation of zu-am. The texdrom Ur 
has he-en-zu. Thus, all the texts that are not from Nippur may be interpreted as "so 
that their (local) dignitaries know their orders," 

13. The readings and meanings of PAPA and lGUG! are uncertain, even though 
the obvious parallelism suggests similar or antithetical meanings, I understand this, 
as well as the following two lines, as an admonition from the king to Aradmu forbid
ding bim to be distracted by anything until he reaches ApilaSa. I also assume that 
the description of the activities of lawless people in the plain in ArS2: Bl' (3) is 
related to this line and contains Aradmu's defense against this accusation, and this 
has influenced my understanding of the present line. The interpretation offered here 
is provisional at best and is based on PA.PA as sisig or slg-slg = me/Jllm, "storm," 
Silrum, "whid" (also zaqiqum, "fantom," saqumrnatum, sa/}urratum, "stillness, silence") 
and IGLlGl as lilib or llb,-lib4 = Sarti1.1um, "thief" (on the latter, see also A. Cavi
gtleaux and R al-Rawi, Gi/games et la mort 38). The choice of these particular read
ings is based on ArS2: B2' (letter 3) luAa-ga lu-sa-gaz~e eden sl-sl-ig-ga-bi 
n(g~gul-bi b(-ak," Even rustlers and robbers break up the earth (for cultivation) 
in the (wind)-swept wilderness.'" I assume that the "rustler" and the "wind-swept 
wilderness" are oblique references to Sulgi's rhetorical exhortation. 

In Ur III and earlier documents, the verb u-gu ... de usually means "to run 
away" when used of persons and animals and "to be lost" when used of objects. 10 In 
Old Babylonian literary texts, it can also lIlean "to vanish, disappear," but there is 
no other example of the verb in the imperative or of any parallel passage. So is the 

9. Alt. trallsl.: I have made rustlers and robbers break up the earth (for cultivation) in the 
wind~swept wilderness. 

10, For a discussion of certain aspects of this verb, including its treatment in the lexical 
tradition~ see P, Steinkellel', Sale Docu1T'.ent~ 69~70. 
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king telling his grand vizier to deal with matters by making the "disappear," or is he 
exhorting to "forget" such issues and move on to ApilBsa without distraction? 

15. As presently preserved, this line is filled with difficulties. There are only two 
Nippur sources: the inferior Nl and the badly preserved NIO. Nl is in Baghdad and 
can only be collated from the field photo; the first verbal form is e-x-ta-ab; x ap
pears to be a badly written ta that may have been erased. Only the bottom parts of 
signs are preserverl in N 10, but collation confirms the probability of reading ',,-ta
ab'. Ur2 is also broken, but and the first preserved sign in the line appears to be [alb, 
The two unprovenienced Yale tablets X5 and X6, which are undoubtedly from the 
same place although probably from different hands, both have 1o-ni-ib.lt is possible 
that the verb e should be understood as btttum, "to watch over, explore": "explore 
the area ahead of you, so rhat he can apjJear beJore you (wit/Wilt delay)," or perhaps "so 
that he can clear (the way) far you." I do not understand the final verb, which is he
en-lH-UD in three sOLlrces; only the Ur2 text, which is not the best, provides TU as 
the root. Is this a syllabic variant (kud for hild), or is it semantic (kud = erebum) 1 
Note the clustering of the variants in all three unprovenienced texts. 

16. All non~Nippur manuscfipts add an additional line here (16a): a-!la-as-am 
ga-(a)-gin ,-nam nu-un-ak. It is not clear if these texts connected this line with 
line 16 or with what follows. It is possible that the source of the interpolation-if 
that is indeed the case-is SuSal: 23-24 (letter 19), where the two are clearly re
lated and mean "Thus I did command you! 'iVhy did you not act in accordance 
with my instructions?" although in the Su-Sin letter the final verb is second person 
(nu-ak) rather than third. Even if this was the source, it appears that the new line 
has been reinterpreted (nu-un-ak) and was designed to introduce what follows. ll I 
would therefore consider it analytically part of the next paragraph: "100 (As to your 
accusations), why should he not act according to my instructions?" 

21. The only occurrence of lil-garza outside of CKU is in OB Lu C5 4 (MSL 12 
195) and OB Lu A 374 (MSL 12 169); in both cases, It is rendered as be-el pa...ar-$i, 
"office holder, intimate participanr." Nute the identical formulation in an Old Baby
lonian Akkadian language omen; l'ar-mm be-d pa-ar-1i-im i-na-as-,il-a/}-ma be-e! pa
ar-1i-im i-sa-a!<-j,a-an, "the king will remove an office-holder and install (anothel') 
office-holder" (YOS 1046 Ii 16-17, cited CAD P 202). This conflrms that ApilaSa 
is in part usurping royal prerogatives and that the monarch accepts this fact, as do 
the lines that follow, all of which have Ald<adian analogies. Note the sequence of a 
perfect verbal form followed by a non-perfect one to indicate the sequence of action. 

22. The fully reduplicated form of the teflexive pronoun ni -te is unique. Note the 
idiomatic use of the verbs gar and gub together to denote the appointment and flr
ing of officials; this probably reflects Akkadian usage, as documented, for example, in 

11, The distribution of the interpolation is of interest since it is not found in the two Nippur 
mariUscrtpts, :-.lo::e that at present the Su,.SinJSarrum~bani correspondence is not attested from 
thac city. 
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the OB letter AbB 14218:8-11 a-na na-sa-/JI-im" sa-kil-nim qa-at-l<a i-Ie-Ii lUVsa-1Ju 
II sa-/<a-nu sa qa-ti sa qa-ti-x, "Have you really obtained the authority to remove and 
install people? Removing and installing people is, in fact, only my responsibility." 

23. igi ... hul is rendered by lapilru or abiltu sa in. in late lexical texts (SIO" 
ALAN 01 Ii 6" [MSL 16 283], Antagal VIII 125 [MSL 17 L 741, Antagal 0 56 
[MSL 17 2.22], Antagal 0 168 [MSL 17225]). The use of this in CKU, as well as in 
other contexts, implies that such actions can be done only upon orders of the king. 
Another example of blinding as a royal prerogative is found in an Old Babylonian 
omen (i-n[l-in LOI-'im '_rna LUOAL i-na-sa-a/J, "the king shall tear out the eyes of 
the aWIlum," YDS 10 17:61); in Akkadian, nasil/;um is used alongside napiilum and 
/Juppudum (only in CH) for the act of blinding. There is one definite reference to the 
Ur 1II practice of blind ing prisoners of war in an OB copy of a iiu-Sin inscription; see 
R. Kutscher, Brockman I 96 {the verb is igi ... dus).12 The Akkadian lexical equiva
lents are somewhat problematical. The Akkadian verb abatum "to destroy" is clearly 
secondary, derived from its nonnal Sumerian correspondent gul. The other verb, 
lapatum, literally, "to touch," is more difficult to define in such contexts. The literal 
translation, "to touch," does not help us. The expression i-ni-su-1lU li-il-pu-t[u]-rna is 
documented in a Mari letter (ARM 14 78 = LAPO 18929, 110'); K. van der Toom 
translates this as "let them gouge out their eyes" (IV\ 79 [1985]190). TIle same verb 
is attested with the tongue as an object in a few OB contracts; see M. deJong Enis, 
lCS 27 (1975) 147-48. 

24, Note the extraordinary transmission of the crasis form (\u-al-Ii-bf-ib-diri for 
Ill·a Ii-bf-ib-diri) in an manuscripts from Nippur with the exception ofNl, which 
was found in House F (lu li-bl-ib-diri; see also pp. 52-53 above). Could these 
five tablets hav~ come from the same house? The N I text is not always the best, 
however. The "correct" form is found in three texts of unknown provenience (X2, 
X4, X6: 1t1-a li-bf-in-diri, with no final -a in Xl). The scribe ofUr 2 may have 
been working from a tradition that also had a crasis form but one that was reinter
preted with hi-ulu as an imitation ofUr III lti-u, and a verb with the prdix al-. For 
another example of crasis in this text, see sa (a n) -ne -en in the N ippur manuscripts 
of line 14. See also p. 53 above. 

29. There is broad confusion concerning the first bound pronoun in this line, rang
ing ftom third-person singular and plural to second-person singular. Two texts omit 
it altogether. This confusion concerns both the referent of the pronoun and the un
derstanding of nam{ - ) in this line. All previous modem renditions have taken this 
to be the abstract derivational morpheme but the use of the genitive nam ul'-sag
ga-ka-ni/!lu lO/0 suggests that it is the homophonous and etymologically related 
noun nam that is used here in the meaning "province, responsibility," corresponding 
to Aide. pi/}atum (Hh I 126 [MSL 5 17]), and that the tone is clearly sarcastic; see 

12. On blind workers in ur III times see now Wolfgang Heimpel, KASKAL 6 (2009) 43-48. 
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also PuSl: 15ff. (letter 13). Our own confusion about this may mirror ancient differ
ences about the interptetation of this line, since nam-hi-lLlu and nam-ur-sa!l are 
commonly encountered in the school texl];. Note, however that nam-lU-ulu can 
be used to refer to troops, as in Letter of Lipit-Estar to Nanna-I,iaj!;a (SEpM 5) 1516 
uru-bi su-zu-ta la-ba-ra-e, nam-lti-ulu-zu !lar-bl-ib, "Do not let those cit
ies out of your grasp, station your forces (there):" Note also Letter of Iddin-Dagan to 

Sin-talati (SEpM 3) 7-8 me- lam- gulO kal am- ma ba-e-d ul, u za-e nam-ur-sag 
nam,kala-ga-Zll kur-bi-se ba-e-te, "My glory spread over the homeland but you 
brought your martial glory and power to that foreign land." 

30, The predicate pronoun is second-person plural in Nl, N8, and X4 (me-en-ze
en). The writers of Nil and Ur2 understood this as za-e me-en, that is, first-person 
singular, addressed only to Aradmu. This is not conSistently carried out in the lines 
that follow, although the Urt scribe continued the singular forms in lines 32 al1d 33. 
The excerpt exercise adds the unrelated phrase tukum-bi lugal-ga an-na-kam, 
"if my king is agreeable," taken from Fuii: 16 (letter 13) or from some other letter. 

The same scribe provides a syllabic rendering of emedu (AMAATU), "house
born slave;" a-tu-mu. The word is already attested in ED texts; for references and 
earlier literature see J. Krecher, WO 18 (1987) 9-12. Krecher uses this in support 
of an assumed word *eme, "woman," which I do not believe exists. A£, I see it, 
emedu is originally derived from ·ama-a tuda, "born in the woman's quarters (of 
the household)." 

31. Note the use of im-sar-ra, "inscribed tablet;" except for Arii5: 12, where it is 
rendered in Akkadian as fUPpum, elsewhere il1 the CKU letters and written instruc
tions are referred to as a-ag-ga or as u-na-a-dug£. The precise meaning of this 
word eludes us at present; in later lexical texts, it is the equivalent of IUPPU( m) (see 
the dictionaries), but in Ur III times i.t was certainly not simply a synonym of dub, 
"tablet," as evidenced by the basket tag AUCT 2 92, which lists 160 dub, followed 
by4 im-sar-ra. 

TI,e verb gu ... de, "to calt, name," is used with the technicalllleaning of "to re
cite, read aloud," with ablative dimensional prefix in DB school texts (E Karahashi, 
Sumerian Compound Verbs 109). This is already attested in Ouden Cyl. A v 21--vi 2, 
albeit without the ablative; the king sees the goddess Nidaba in a dream, who is hold
ing in her lap, and consulting, a lapis lazuli tablet on her lap, covered with "stars," 
Ulat is, cuneiform signs. The last lines of the passage reads (v 25-vi 2): 

nin9~gulO dnidaha ga .. nam .. me ... am 
e-a du-b. mul ku-ba 
gu ma .. ra .. a .. de 

Tha, was, beyond any doubt, my sister Nidaba, 
The (instructions) for that temples construction, from tbose sacred 'stats' 
She read out to you. 
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Sources 

Nt = 3 N,T 311 (1M 58418) ii (SL xxii-xxiii, Sumer 26171)13 
N2 3 N,T 903,102 (SL xxxiv, Sumer 26 176) 
N3 = CBS 6513 + N 3096 (SL xxxiii, Sumer 26 177) 
N4 = Ni. 2317 (SLTNi 126) 
N5 = Ni 2723 (SLTNi 136) 
N6 N i. 4149 (ISET 2 122) rev. ii' 6-8 
N7 = NL 4389 (ISET 1 144 [86]) 
N8 = Nt 9706 (ISET 2112) rev, iii' 1',14' 
N9 = Nt 9709 (ISET 1 180 [122]) 14 

NI0= NL 9854 (ISET 1189 [13m obv, i' 1'-9' 
Nl1= UM 29-n~330 (SL xxxiv, Sumer 26176) 

= 2-34 
= 23-30 
= 21-34 

= 3-8: 30-34 
= 17-22: 24-26 

= 1-4 
= 23-30 

21-34 
= 1-5; 31-34 

= 15-21 
= 21-34 

Uri = U, 16853 (UET 612174) + UET 613557 (*532) obv. Ii' 14'-19'; 
iii' 1 t = 1-5,33 

= 1-16a; 20-33 
= 1-2 
= 1-2 

= 15-35 
= 16a-28 

25-26,28-30 
= 6-11; 20-33 

= 1-17 

UrZ = U. 17900v (UET 61Z 181) 
Sui = MDP 27 87 
Su2 = MDP 2788 
XI = A win jj 1'-21' 
X2 = BM 54327 li 1'-12' 
X3 = LB 2543 (TLB 3 172) 1-4 
X4 = HMA 9-1820 (JCS 28 [1976]103)l5 
X5 = YBC 4185 
X6 = YBC 4596 rev, 
Zl6 = MS 21991110-15 

= 1-34 
13-15,9-10,27 

X2 possibly from Sippar, X5 and X6 possibly from Larsa. The Tutub provenience of 
X4 is doubtful (see p, 44 above), The clustering of variants suggest:.s that the Yale 
tablets X5 and X6 mllst have come from the same place. 

Nl and X3 collated on photographs (collations of the latter in H. Waetzoldt, OA 
IS [1976]332). SuI and Sui assigned here provisionally; they could be the open' 

13. The tablet was collured on a Cl!St held by the Universiry Museum and on " field pho
tograph that is reproduced on the accompanying compact disk. The right edge is not shown on 
elchet; and thetefore one must tely on E Ali', hand,copy, which was apparently made from the 
original tablet in Baghdad, for signs that are not visible on the photograph and cast. 

14. Listed as Nl 9707 in SL 34, The revetse, which is not included in the published hand
copy, is heaVily dcslwyed, but some signs of the last fOur lines can be read, ending in a double 
line. 

15. Formerly l.jCLM 9-1820. The tablet has der"riorared since it Was copied and then col
lated by D. Foxvog and me. Recollated in February, 201L 

16. This is not, properly speaking, a source of the letter, These are lines mat were used to 

create a new line together with elements of the previous letter, and it is edited here as ArSla (let~ 
tef 1a), The appropriate lines are incorporated into [he matrIx for comparative purposes. 
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ing lines of any of the letters from ~ulgi to Aradmu. Neither could be located at the 
present time. 
Tablet typology: compilation tablets: NI, N8, N10(?), Uri, Xl, X2, X6. The test are 
all Type Ill, except X5 (one column with two letters), SuI, SuI, which are Type IV 
lentils, and X3 (oval exercise tablets with excerpts of letters 1 and 2). 

Bibliography: Editions: F. Ali, SL, 34-41, F. Ali, Sumer 26 (1970) 152-59. Translitera, 
tion and translation: P. Michalowski, LEM 64-66. Translation: S. N. Kramer, The 
Sumerians, 332-33. C. Wilcke 1970 62-64 (lines 14-35), C. Wilcke 1993 65-66: 
translation, commentary (lines 6--26). P. Michalowski, Royal Letters, 77·-78. 

Concordance of sigla used here (CKU) and by E Ali in SL and in Sume:r 26, with 

additions in RCU: 

Nl A A Nt 
N2 I B Ur2 
N3 H C N9 
N4 E D (+) UrI 
N5 F E N4 
N6 T F N5 
N7 Q H N3 
N8 J G NlI 
N9 C I N2 
NlO P J N8 
Nil G K Sui 
Uri D(+) L Slt2 
Ut2 B M X6 
Sui K N X5 
Su2 L 0 X3 
Xl R P NlO 
X2 S Q N7 
X3 0 R Xl 
X5 N S XZ 
X6 T T N6 

. , 
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Textual Matrixes 

1. larad"mu~ra i':1~na~a .. dug~ 17 

N600000 ~+ 

N9 0, + + + + - + 
Url 00 ° , + + + ,13 

UrZ 0+ 
Slll -+ 
SUL -+ 
X5 ,0 

X6 00 

+ +++++ 
+ +/+ne-+ 
+ + i+ ne" +. 

+ +. + + 
() 000,0 

2, '!u[-gl lugal-zu na-ab-be-a 

+ + N! 0, , + 

N6 00 00 

N9 ++ + + 
Urlooo. 
Ur2 0, + + 
Sul ++ + + 

SUL +, 0 0 
X5 

o 0 + + 
+ + + 0 

o 
+ + + + + 

+ /+ + + + 
() /+ 0 0 Q 

+ + + + 
X6 ,0 0 0 + 

N! 
N4 
N6 
N9 

+++++++ 
000000 

0000.0 00 

+ + + + + 
UrI 0 0 0 0 

Ur2 0 - + + + 
X5+ ++ ++ 
X6 + 0 0 0 + 

su ... zu~ta-"am a~ag~ga 

o 0 

o 
/+ da 

x 
+ + 
+ + 

++ 
00 

++ 

- + 
00 

++ 
++ 

2. SU/gi to Aradmu I 

in~nu-u 

- + 0 

o 0 ° 
o + 
+ + + 
x x x 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

4, 

N! 
N4 
N6 
N9 

+ + + ++ + 
+ 0 00 0 

00 00 00 0 

+ + + + f.+ + 

+++++++ 

UrI 0 ,x. 
Ur2 0 + 

X5 ++++ 
X6 + 

xx "uk' 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ 000000 

000 00 0 

/. + + + + + 

+ + [til ti 
++++-+++ 
+++-++++ 

+ + + + + 

17, N9 and Ur2 must have had the first sign, 
18, The spacing of the break at the beginning of the line indicates that Uel had the per· 

sonal name marker, 

5. 
N! 
N4 
N9 
Url 
UrZ 
X5 
X6 

6. 
Nl 
N4 
erZ 
X4 
X5 
X6 

The Royal Correspondence of the Ur III Kings 

a"na~as..,am n{g .. a .. na an"'ga",am bf .. in ... ak. .. a ... ni UTs ) .. me~a nu .. e--zu 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + " + + +a + fast "" + 
+ + + 0 00 0 0 0 () 0 0 00 0 00 0 00 
000 ++++ 0/000.+++.0000 
fa 1 ... na~a1Va.m 1 n{g,/nam 1"gin7 rhe~enj ... ak1"al1 UTs i .. me nu<"um.-[zu1 
0,+++ +-+++ ++++~+ 

+ .. + + + f·+ 
+++++++ 

++++-+++++++ 
++++~++++ 

neg ga>e~gin7~narn ina--da ge~m§rde 

+ ++ + + + + + + + + + 
+ +. 0 00 0 

() 00 ,.. + f

o 00 0 00 0 

+ ++ + .. + + 
+ ++ +,.. + 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

7. un s1 sa-sa-e-de gil-tes-. sl-ke-de 

Nl + +t + + + + + + . 
N4 + + + 0 0 0 0 0 ° 0 0 

Ur2 0 0 0 .. + 8uhtiS ma ... da ge .. en--ge-ne..de 
X4 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 

X5 + + + + + + rsuhusma '-da ge~en,...ge ... nc",de,..en 
X6 + + + + + + suhus ma-da r ge-en '-ge~ne-de 

8. uru ma .... da ba .. te~ga>de"na-zu 

N 1 +ki + + + + +e + + + 
Url a 
X4 0 

X5 + 
X6 + 

o 0 

o 
e+. + + + 

000000 

+ + + + +en+ + 
+ + + + + +en+', 

9. !ii gal-gal-be-ne iaim-bi zu-am 

++++++ + + + 

umus-bi zu~zu .. am 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
o o za + 
+ + + + a 
+ + + + a 

NI 
Vr2 
X4 
X5 
X6 
Z 

o 0 0 0 + 
000000 

+ + f- + + 

+ he-en-zu 
o 0 fa'} 

10. 
N! 
Vr2 
X4 
X5 
X6 
Z 

• + a 
+ + + + + + + a 
+ + +" + + hc.-zu 

+ + + + 
o 0 0 0 

a 0 0 0 

t + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + fa fhe' .. en,..dut 
o 
+ 

+ 

o 
+ 
+ 

o XiS 

clal 
dal 

+ zu++ra++ut 

19. Thesigniseithersiordu[,notda! (now all gone). 
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N! + + 
Ur2 0 a 
X4 00 

X5 + + 
X6 + + 

+ ++ +++++++++ 
o 0+ ttt o.++++bu 

00000000 

-,- 0 + + ra. 0 

o 00 

++ 
+ t. . + + + rat + + 

12. 

N! 
u,,-lu-gu,o kalam-ma he-eb.dul 

+ + + 
Ur2 0 0 0 

X5 
X6 + + + 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + + 
he-en-dol 
. renn.r 

+ en + 

13. 81g-51g eden-no lib,lib4 a-sa-go "-gu de-ni-ib 
Nl + + + 
U,2 0 0 0 

X5 + + + 
X6 + 
Z + + + 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + + + + + 
++++++++ 
a .. oodi+. 
++++++++ 
+t+ ++ + e ne 

14. en .. na a.-pHl ... 1a--S'a gal .. zu~unken .. na~f{ulD sa an~ne"'en 
Nl 
Ur2 
X5 
X6 
Z 

++++++;t ++ ++ +++. 
00000000 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 

+. 
+ + 

o 0 a 0 

15. igi-zu e- ta-ab ig;-zu he-en-si-UD 

+ 

+ 
+ 

NI . 'lib' + + .,. + + + + (x='eb") 
N10 0 0 0 

Gr2 0 0 0 0 + + + in + TIl 
Xl + 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

X5 + za e-ne-eb + + + + + 
X6 + za e"ne~eb + + + + + + 
Z + + he-dib + + ib++ 

16. ,He mu.e.da.a.ag 
Nl # 

NIO 0 + 1 - + +. 
Ur2 00 0 ,+ 0, 

Xl . 0 0 00 00 

X5 +++ +. ++ 
X6 + + ~ + + + + 

+ + 
re 1 ne 
e ne 
e ne 

The Royal Correspondence of the Ur III Kings 

a"na~as~am ga .. a-,gin(nam nu .. un .. ak 

# 

16a. 

Nl 
NIO # 

Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X5 
X6 

00 0 0 

x 0 0 0 

00 0 0 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 

o 00 

o 00 

o 00 

+ +. 
+ • + 

o 
o 
o 
+ 
+ 

o 0 

o 0 0 

o 0 

+ + + 
+ + + 

17. 
Nl 
N5 
NIO 
Xl 
X2 
X5 
X6 

rukum,.,bt gak~,u~unketl .. na .. gu1O 
+ + 

ga.-a"gin7",nam nu"ub~gur4 

++, + +++ 
+ + + + 
;" + + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + r nfg' , + + + 

+ + + 
+ + re~en 

x 
o 
+ 
+ 

o 0 0 0 o 0 0000000 

o 0 0 0 

+ + + 
o 0 

20 
o . + 
+ . + 

+ + + + + + + + + 

18. 

Nl 
N5 
NIO 
Xl 
X2 
X6 

l;-tgu~2a barag 

+ + 

t.iWSutuf"e ri,.a nu ... ub .. ws 
++ ~+,,+ 

++ + + 
• + + + 

00 0 0 

++ + + 

NI 
N5 +. + 
NIO o. + 
Xl ++ + 
X2 00 0 

X6 ++ + 

Nl + 
N5 + 
Nl0 
Ur2 0 

Xl + 
X2 + 
X4 0 

X6 + 

o 
+ 

o 
+ 

++ +++, + + 
++ ++++ + 
+. . 0 0 0 

00 0000 + 
++ ++++++ 

+ + . 
+++++++, 
+ + + 
+ + + 
o a 0 

+ +ga + + 

+ + 
o 

0: 

0: 
+ +: 

+ + utn + 
+ + 0 

+ + + + 
++++gar 

o 0 • re 
+ + + Ie 

+ + + re 

287 

20. The scribe wrote Ii Ute right after na, realized that it had to be spaced at the end of the 
line; erased it, and then Wl'Ore it in its proper place, 
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21. Iii ~arza 
Nl + + 
N3 + + 

N5 + 
N8 ttaces 
NIO 0 

Nl1 + 

garza-ta 

+ 

+ 

o 
o 

o 

Ur2 0 nam + 0 
Xl + + + 
X2 + + lU + 
X4 + fnam1

0 0 : 

X6 + + nam lei +11l 

2. Sulgi to Araamu 1 

22, n(,le·n(·te·a li·b(.ib.~ar u nu.ub.ta.gub.bu 

Nl + + + + + + + + + + + 
N3 + + + , 0 0 0 +. + ~ + + fUS"' 

N5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N8 00000 0000 o. + +. 
NIl + + + + + + + + + + 0 ,. + + 
U1'2 0 0 0 o[aJm + + 0 0 0 0 + + 
Xl + ++++, +fb./+++ +~am'.- + 
X2 +++++++in+ ++(b++ 
X4 ra, 0 0 0 0 +, 
X6 + + ni ta + + in + + + + +an + 

23, III nu,wI·gaz igi nu·un.hul 

Nt + + + + + 
N2 0 0 

N3 + + + 

N7 0 0 0 0 

N8 0 0 0 

Nil + + + 
Ur2 0 0 0 0 

Xl + + + + 

Xl + + ub + 
X4 0 0 + 

X6 + + + + 

o 0 

+ + 
+ + + + 

o + + + 
+ + 

+ + ub + 

o 0 0 

+ + + + 

21. Written gorza (PA,AN). 

'0':-. 
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Nt 
N2 
N3 
1'5 
N7 
N8 
Nll 
UrZ 
Xl 
Xl 
X4 
X6 

+++++++~ +,.. +. 
+ + • o + + + ,+ 

+ + + + + ++ 0000 

0000000000 

000000 00 0 0 

000000+++'" + 
++++++. ,+~+ 

o 0 0 0 0 + + Mil 31,..diri~ge 
+ + + + + + , r a, +, 0 0 

+ + + + + + + ~ + + in + 
+ + + +a+ + ra"' . .rin1 o 
+ + + + + + + a + + in-+ 

25. 
Nt ++ + 
N2 0, 

N3 + 

N5 + 
N7 00 0 

N8 00 0 

Nll + 
UrI 00 0 

Xl 
Xl + + + 
X3 + + + 

X4 ++ 

X6 ++ + 

+ 
+ 

o 

o 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

o 

o 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ + + x 
+ + + 
o 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 

+ + + ne 

+ + + 
+ 0 

gi.-ne·de 
+ + na 
+ + + 
+ + + 110 

26, tukum.bi ki um·mu-e·a.ag 

:-.JI + 
N2 
N3 
N5 + 

N7 
N8 
:-.J9 
Nil 
Ur2 0 

XI 
Xl 
X3 + 
X4 
X6 + 

++ +,00 

+ + + + . +r(1'O 

++++++. 
+ + 0 00 0 

+ + im"'meia~r al'~[ ... j 
o + + + . 

o 0 + + +a+ 
++ 

ooo+~-'+ 

+ + + + 
+ +ramu'x 000 

+ + + 
+ + im ... mi.-ag: 
+ + + +". +21 

22, Written KA. 
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27. !,\-Zu sa zu-kesda ba-ra-na-ga-ga 

Nl 
N2 
N3 
N7 
N8 
Nll 

+ + + + + 
+ +23 + 

o 0 + + 

o 0 + + 

+ 
+ + + + + 

o 0 0 0 

+ + 0 0 

+ + + 
+ + 0 0 

+ + + 
+ + + + 

UrZ 0 0 0 

Xl + 

Xl + 

+ +++++ 
+ + + 

000000 

X3 # 

X4 + 
X6 + + + + 
Z ?? + 

+ + ,an+ + 
+ + +an+ + + 
+ni++~++ 

Nl ++ 
N2 
N3 o. 
N7 
N8 +. 
Nll ++ 
Ur2 00 

Xl ++ 
X2 . 0 

X3 ++ 
X4 00 

X6 ++ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + + 

o 
+ + 
o + 
+ 

o 0 0 

+ + + 
o +' 
+ + + 

o 0 00 

+ + +0 
o 0 0, 

+ + 0 

o . + 
+. 

+ + + K + 
+ + + 
o a 0 00 

+ + +, 
+ sag~ga~ni )/Zll~~X? 
+ + + + + 

29. nam lu-u,,-Iu-bi u nam ur-sag-ga.ka.n' igi-zu bHn-zu 
Nl + 

N2 
N3 0 

N7 
N8 
Nll + 
Ur2 0 

Xl 
X3 + 
X4 0 

X6 + 

+ + ni + . 
+ + + + , • 
o + ,0 

+ ba + + 

+ + +. 
+ + .. 

o 0 ni + + 
+ + ~ + + 

+ + .;< + 
'a nil. , 

++,.zu++ 

o 0 

o 
o 0 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + 

000+ 000 

00000000 

0++++ 00 

o 0 0 + 
+ gulO ' + 

+ + 0 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + 
u·bf·du , 
o 0 0 

x a x 

23, The student began to write kesda but thought better and wrote zu over it. 
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+ + + 
o 0 0 

traces, possibly end of 29 
o 0 0 

+ + 
+ 
+ + 

o 

+ 

+ 

+ + 
o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

+ + 
za ~e"'me,.r en 1 

'la~e~me,..en 

1- + 0 0 0 

Nl 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N7 
N8 
Nll 
UrI 
Xl 
X3 
X4 
X6 

(space)a-tu'ffill mi-ze I tukum-bi lugal.ga an-illl-kam 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
N8 
N9 
I'll 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + + ern] 0 0 0 0 

+ mIn + +. ta + + + 
000.+ 0000 

+ + am +. 0 0 0 0 0 

+ + raP + + + + + 
+ m'in. . a 0 0 0 0 0 

+ + " , am .. o 0 .ree'en 

+ + 

o 0 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 

rib' + + + 
+ + 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

+ + + e 
UrZ 0 0 0 

Xl + min + 
X4 0 ,ni + 
X6 + min+ 

o + + 
+ + 

++ra +++++e 
~e + + r[ell + lb + +0. 

+ + ++re +++++++ 
~+++++ra 

3Z. gU-tes-a sl-ke-de-en-ze,en 

Nt + + + +. + + + + 
N30o++++++ 
N4+++.ooooo 
N8++++++ 00 

N9 0 • X X 

Nll + . + 0 + 
UrZ 0 0 0 + + + - : 
Xl + + . + + eb + + 
X4 + + he,eb-sl : 
X6 ++++ge+.oo 

+ o 0 0 0 0 
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292 2. Sulgi to Aradmu 1 

33. ,uhuii rna-da ge.ne·dC·en.ze.en 

NI + + + + + eb • + . : 
N3 0 0 + + + + + + + 

N4 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N8 + + reb'o 0 0 

N9 0 + + ~1! 

Nll + + + /en 1 ,+ + 
UrI 0 0 0 r ge·en·ge '·ne 
Ur2 + + + ge·en·ge·ne 
XI + no·eb + +: 
X4 + + + -,- ne·de 
X6 + + + + no·cb . 0 

34. a .. ma .. tu~kam 

NI ++ + 
N3 + 

N4 +. 0 

N8 
N9 o. 
NIL ++ + 

UrI # 

Cr2 # 

Xl + + + 

X4 # 

0 

0 

-

X6 o. + 0 

X4 after a double line; lines 32/33 repeated at least five times 

Catchlines (all refer ro ArS2 [3]): 
N3 lugal.gu

lO
.' ra' u.n[a.dug.,] 

N4Iugal'g[u,ora tI.na.(a).dugJ 
NlllugaJ.'gu

lO
'.ra ·u.na'.dug

4 

In XI followed by ArS2 0), in NB, NLB, X2 by PuSI (13), and in Nl and Ur by 
PuIbl (23). 

Colophon B (XS) 

v 

3, Aradmu to Sulgi 2 
(AtS 2,3.1.3 + 3.1.11. A2a, ReU 3+4) 

Unnposite Text 

Part A 

L \uga\.gulO·ra iI.na.dug, 
Z, larad·mu arad·zu na·ab·be.a 
3, lugai·guw nIg.na.me·se a·Se mu.e.da·a.a.ag 
4. a·ab·ba kur dilmunki·na·ta 
5, a mun, gaba kur amurrumkq;e 
6. zag si ... mu-,ur4",ru .. um ma .. da su"bir}:' .. ~e 
7, urukl·didli Jna·da.ma·da·bi' 
8, a·sa a·gar·bi iI eg pas·hi 
9. igi hi.in.kar "·de en.nu.tlg bI.dab, 

10, uruki.uruk. giS·tllku luga\·gu,o 
11, ki x x a·bi t.Ke' !ill·ur im!iu hf·dab, 
12. bad·bi en.nu.lig kala·ga bf·gllb 
13, lIgnhn·bi gU·gffi hi.gar.gar 
14, x duw us X du·us bi·dur·ra 
15. a·gar a gar-ra-bi a·ta im~ta·e 
16. kankal zal-Ia·bi sabar bi·ak 
17. x x a·sa·ga gill·gi ambar·ra 
18. a balsafHla sag·slg-ge x-bi 
19. XXx x-mag"bllnig.ra im·ta·ak 
20. [ ... Jx a la-ha'·an'·de'-ke.·eS [ ... J 'kal'-ga' bf"·x 
21. [ ... Jx a •• a.ga kig x x 
22. [ ... lx.ge(. )en.na.bi [ ... nle·ne bf~in~zu 

PartB 

I'. eden a dll l1.ga id-da mi-ni.gar·gar fd·da mi·ni.llIh.luh 
2', hi-Ia-ga lu.sa.gaz~e eden si.sHg·ga·bi nIg.gul.bi b{·ak 
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3'. nita-bi-e-ne munus-bi-e-ne nita-bi ki sa-ga-na-se I-du-ne 
4'. munus-bi '"bala g"ldrtd-da BU ba-e-si-ig har-ra-an sa-ga-na du-u-ne 
5'. eden nig-dagal-la ga-rig1 mu-ni-ib-gar 
6'. za-lam-gar mas-gana-bi ki um-mi-gar-gar' 
7'. lu-kig-ak-bi lu-gud-apin-la a-sa-ga u, mu-un-di-ni-ib-zal_e 
8'. a-ag-ga ful-gi lugal-ga-kc, gil-gu jO nu-mu-da-sub 
9'. gil b.-di. gi,; an-barl-ba a-bi-se I-du-de-en 

10'. 'a-pHI-Ia_sa u, tm-ra-ni-ta su-ga mu-un-dim,-e 
11'. IU al-me-a-ginl sa-gulO l-zu igi-zu Ul11-mi-zu 
12'. lugal-gulo igi-bar-ra digir-ra lii-ll-bi i-ni-in-zu 
13'. lil g,irza gal kur-kur-ra-ke, ugu-bi im-mi-diri 
14'. lugal-gu," nlg gal-gal ba-e-diri gaba-ri-gu

lO 
su i-ni-i[n-gi4~ 

15'. dull-ga-ab gi,-bi' inim-Zll inim dugud-da n{g-zu neg gal-la-am 
16'. inim Ba.-ga-ni sa-za I-gal u,-su-us l-gal-e 
17'. lil-us-Iu-am igi-zu an-sa6 
18'. sa-t:;'Uw ifa zil-kesda a-ginl he-en-ta-ga-ga 
19'. ma-da suhus b(-ge-en giHes-a bl-sl-ke 
20'. lugal-gulO fugal nu-mu-e-da-sa sa-zu he-eb-du 10-ge 

Part A 

I Speak to my king, 'saying (the words) of Aradmu, your servant: 
3 (Concerning) everything that my king commanded me (to do); f (The entire 

kingdom), from the sea of Dilmun land 5 to the brackish waters at the foot of tbe 
Amorite High[ands, 6 to the borders of Simurum in the [and of Subir-··J"> I have In
spected the various cities, their (surrounding) territories, their fields and agricultura[ 
tracts, and their levees and irrigarion ditches; I have imprisoned (all) fugitives.4!O All 
the cities obedient to my king " ... 12 I strengthened the garrisons on their walls; 13 

1 made their troops submit (to you). If ... 15 I have drained flooded tracts '''and had 
earth work done on dissipated plots that had been abandoned. 11 •.• in the fields, and 
canebrakes in the marshes ... 1~;9Whel'ever the drawing of water was not sufficient 
(to irrigate gardens), 1 had ... pour water by means of buckets. 20-21 (too fragmentary 
for translation). 

PartB 

"Having brought water to the wilderness, they estabUsh watercourses, they wash 
in the watercourses. 

2' Even !Ilstlers and robbers break up the earth (for cultivation) in the (wind)
swept wilderness. 5 

,. As for their men and women, their men go wherever they wish, 

2, Var.: rzal~lam~gar mas~gana"JbC,.ta u~sal mUdun~nu~nu. 
3. Vaf.: duu-ga-dul,-ga-ab. 
4. Alt. u'Bnsl.: 1 have established a Ioo/tout f(J'( any leaks. 
5. Alt. trans!.: J have made rustlers and robbers break up the earth (for cultivation) 011 the 

wind .. swept steppe, 
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4' d their women hold spindles and needles, wandering on whatever roads they 
~nh "They set up animal pens in the far-flung wilderness, ci' and after pitching their W1S • " 

rents and encampments,' 7' their laborers and tenant farmers then spend their days 
(working) in the fields. . ' . 

s· J have not neglected the orders of Su\gi, my kmg! 9 I resIsted, but now I atrend 
t those orders (without sleep) at night or during the midday siesta! 
o 10' Apilasa, from childhood, has been loyal to me. 11' Arii when he became a (grown) 

[ 12' k' i h d' 1J'UIn, I recognized him in my heart, and once ir was c ear to you, my mg, w t 1-

vine insight, you recognized that person, U' and promoted him above all the (other) 
high officials in the foreign territ~r~es .. 14' My king, you surpass ~Il freat deeds, you 
[take revenge] on my opponents. ,5 Gtve a command; change tt! Your orders are 
impet"dtive orders; you~ deeds are great deeds! 16' (Apilasa's) supplications a~~, in your 
hean, daily they are. 17 He Is the morta[ who has found favor 1ll your eyes, so how 
could I ever be set against him? 

19' I have secured the foundations of the frontier and made obedient (all of its 
inhabitants). "YNo king can rival my king! '.I'May your heart be glad' 

Commentary 

In view of my reconstruction of CBS 7787+ (source Nl of this composition), it 
appears that what has been rhought of as EWO separate [etters (ETCL 3.1.3 + 3.LlI) 
are actually one and constitute a reply to SAri. There is no overlap between the two 
preserved sections, but there seem to be between two and five lines missing. 

Although the composition is relatively well attested and was clearly part of the 
regular set of CKU letters ar Nippur, the reconstruction of the text is still uncertain 
and must be considered preliminaty until better-preserved sources are recovered. 
Many difficulties remain. Note also that this is the only CKU text excerpted for early 
scribal training on a round practice tablet outside of Susa (source Sill. 

Sand 15. For a discllssion of a-gar; ugaru, see M. Stol, FS Kraus, 351-58, and, 
mOte recently, G. Marchesi, OrNS 70 (2001) 313-17, who opts for a rendition 
"(communally held) meadow." lr is clear from numerous references in administra
tive and literary texts alike that the a-gar was cultivated and cannot be a meadow. 
Therefore 1 am inclined to follow Sto[ ("irrigated fields"}. 

The translation follows the meaning of a gar established by M. Civil, Parmer's 
Instructions 68-69 ("to irrigate, to be submerged"), so that the literal meaning would 
be, "have caused the submerged fields to come out." Just recently, W. Heimpe[, Work
ers and Construction Work in Garl'ana 277-79, claims that it mcans "to set/ptepare 
for watering." While I find much of his argument convincing, it does not fit the 
ptesent context very well. Translare perhaps: "the fields that are ready for (proper) 

6, Var.! They rest safely in their tents and encampments, 
?, Var.: Give commands! 
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irrigation have emerged from (the spring) inundation." Interesting in this context 
is a set of six almost-identical often-cited short documents from Girsu in which the 
high adminstrator (saga) of various temples swear that they will not irrigate/prepare 
for irrigation fields without the permission of the grand vizier-that is, of Aradmu 
(sukkal-mah-da nu-me-a, a ba-ra-ga-ga); see M. Civil, Farmer's Instructions, 
68-69, B, Lafont, RA 88 (1994) 97-106, idem, £au, pouvoir et societe, p, 17; idem, 
Sur quelques dossiers, pp. 167-68 (adding the sixth text); Heimpel, Worl<ers and 
Construction Work in Garsana, 277-78. 

9 and 12. In line 12, the worden-nu-ug is used in the sense of Akkadian massartum .. , 
"guard, watch." The combination with kala-ga occurs otherwise only once, in a 
Rim-Sin royal inscription (RS 18:43 [E4.2.14,20], in conjunction with a wall); it 
seems to be a calque from the A kkadian use of ma;;,artum qualified by darmum; see 
CAD M/1 335. Line 9 is more difficult. Ph'st, the verb igi "bir, "to inspect, in
vestigate," is followed by what seems to be UD.DU-de in N1 and Xl; the -de is not 
there in N6, and the whole complex is missing in N2. Here en-nu-ui! is governed by 
the verb dab" To my knowledge, the only other example of this combination is in an 
Ur III letter-order from Girsu, ITT 3 6511 (= TCS 1 54, LEM 127) 6: e-ne-am Inim 
en-nu-ga-[ta1 ma-an-dab" "it was (PN) who detained him for me by command 
of the prison (warden) on my behalf" (translation uncertain). With reservations, I 
have assumed that the verb /ed/ refers to escaped soldiers and workers who have all 
been caught and detained. 

16. The term zal-la-b i is difficult. The approximate translation is based on eg zal
la = pa-dl-fU O-Jh 22 Section 9: 6' [MSL 11 29]), discussed briefly by M, Civil, 
Farmer's Instructions 115 ("not in use," but note Civil's comments on the philological 
difficulties of this section of Hh). 

18-19. The translation of these lines is provisional at best. As W. Heimpei, Work
ers and Construction Work in Garfana, 241-42, has recently shown, a bal refers to 
pouring water, not to drawing it. The rendering of sag -s1g as "deficit," or the like, 
follows K. R. Veenhof, Melanges Biror, 296, 

1'. This line would only make sense if we knew what preceded it; the direct objects 
must have been tn the lines above. 

2'-7'. The lack of preceding context hinders the interpretation of these lines as 
well. Presumably, the description of lawless men and women settling down, building 
encampments, and raising crops on the eden ("deserr, wilderness;" often rendered 
as "plain")-that is, outside of the normal agricultural areas--must be related to 

Sulgi's admonitions in SAri: 13-16 (3). Presumably, Aradmu is explaining why he 
had taken time on his journey to Apila~a to inspect the eden, Thus, the passage 
concludes with the words (lines 8'_9'): "I have not neglected the orders of Sulgi, my 
king! I resisted but now I attend to these orders night and day!" 
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Z'. h1-!a-ga is rendered in lexical texts by ba-ba-tum (OB Lu A 282 [MSL 12 166]) 
and .lit-ru-um (OB Lu A 283 [MSL 12 166]). The Sumerian is more specific, how
ever; W. Heimpel (BSA 8 [1995] 106-7) has suggested that it is the word for "cattle 

rustler." 
Note also the literary trope of danger from brigandsirustlers in the wilderness: 

Sheep arul Grain 128-29: mus-glt lu-Ia-ga nfg-eden-na-ke 4 zi-zu an-eden-na 
ku-kur ba-ni-ib-be, "Scorpions and rustlers, creatures of the wilderness, threaten 
your life in ti,e high wilderness," with variant lu-lul-Ia-ke, for iLi-la-ga. 

Although the immediate context is missing, it seems that the lines that follow 
pertain to these unrtlly people. Therefote, Aradmu seems to be reassuring the king 
that all is so well that even rustlers and brigands have settled downc--()r have been 
settled by him-and are involved with taming the land and agriculture. 

The meaning of the line is complicated by si-si{g), which I take to be an ab
breviation or corruption of the rare im si-si(g), It occurs in the Flood Story 201: 
im hul-hul im si-si-ig du-a-bi ur-bi 1-sue-ge-es, "all the sweeping gales were 
gathered together." More important is the parallel line in B'rne-Dagan Hymn A + V 
Segment A 219: lii-sa-gaz-e eden im si-si-ga n[g-gul-bi hu-mu-ak, "I have 
made bandits break up the earth (for cultivation) in the wind-swept wilderness" (in 
broken context; others have interpreted this passage differently). 

3'-7'. These lines are repeated in lerrer SPul MBI 9-14 (letter 14). Fot lines 5'--6', 
see the commentary to that letter below, 

5'. The pairing ofbala and kirid seems to be a traditional metaphor for aspects of 
remininity (see, for example, Enki arul the World Order 434 flWbala gi'kirid su-"" he
em-mi-sum). Though the translation "spindle" for bala seems well established, the 
meaning ofkirid (Akk.ldrissu) is problematic; it is usually rendered as "hair clasp," 
but W. Farber, FS Reiner 98, argues for "needle," Both are traditional accoutrements 
symbolizing femininity in Mesopotamian literary texts; for wider ancient Near East
ern use of the spindle trope, see H. A. Hoffner, JBL 85 (1966) 326-34. 

7'. The exact definition oflu-k[1!-ak and lu-gud-apin-hi is somewhat hazy. The 
former occurs only once outside of CKU, in a Sin-iddinam inscription [no, 6, E.: 33], 
and the latter is quite rare. The reudering of ]U-gud-apin-Ia as "tenant farmer, 
cultivator," follows P. Steinkeller, JESHO 24 (1981) 114 n. 5, 

9'. The interpretation of this line is hindered by the state of preservation of the wit
nesses. Only one Nippur manuscript fully preserves the beginning of the line (N4); 
X2 is problematic and scems to bear the traces of textual corruption and reinterpreta
tion. Note, in that source, the use of a-I! i6-ba, which is otherwise unatrested in OB 
literary texts, although it is known from administrative documents, 

The first verb is gu .. , du, which is often translated "to neglect, despise," 
(F. Karahashi, Sumeria1l Compourul Verbs 95) but which carries a more nuanced 
meaning "to be remiss, to tum against, resist," may be a better rendering. Note that 
it is used of rebellious kings in the inscriptions of Samsu-iluna. 

I , 
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The rare idiom a-b -se gin, "to apply oneself to a task," is also encountered with 
somewhat similar usage in Supen'isor and Scribe 18: u, na-ab-zal-e giG na-ab-se ,,_ 
e-en a-bi-se gin-na, "Don't (idly) pass the day, do not (even) relax at night-ap. 
ply yourself to that task!" 

1 0'. This is the only example known to date of a finite form of the tare verb BU ••• 
dim,. It is otherwise only attested in the expression agrig su.dim,.ma, "loyal stew
ard" (Anam 4 6 [E4.4.6.2l, SP 3 60+Bilingual Proverbs [~abarahkusanqu; B. Alster, 
Proverbs I 911. "gu.la agdg su.din"di.Ln.ma-ke, [VS 1733:25]) and 11ku su-dim

4
-

ma-Oun), "the poor are loyal" (S1' 9 Sec. A 2, B. Alster, ProveTbs 1177). B. Alster, 
Proverbs [l 419 and CUSAS 2 104 also argues for the meaning "to become rich, to 
prosper" for the verb, but this does not seem to fit the context here. Note M. Civil's 
rendering, JNES 23 (1964) 7, ofSu-dim,-ma as "one who keeps tight control, en
ergetic," commenting on Message of Ludigira 18: su-din\(ma-(am) n{g-gurll 
mu-un-s:h-sar, "She applies herself energetically (to running the household), she 
enriches (its) assets." 

11'. al-me-a is rare. The assumption here is that the verbal form is derived from the 
copula "to be" and is the same as al-me-a in early incantations (da).gu[Q dnanse 
al-me-a, "since ;\lanse is at my side," MDP 14 91: 23-·24, W. W. Hallo. OrNS .54 
[1985J ~ N. Veldhuis, CDLB 2003: 6 line 18, and unpubHshed examples). The tem
poral use of -gin, has been discussed by M. Civil, Farmer's Instructions 92. 

13'. ugu-bi did is a calque from Akkadian watdrum diana: see J. Krecher, UF 1 
(1969) 150 and F. Huber, ZA 91 (2001) 179. 

14'. The restoration of the verb as BU ••• gi4, "to take revenge," follows a suggestion 
by Steve 1inney. 

18'. This line links the text with SAr 1: 27 (letter 2) and suggests that it is an answer 
to that letter. 

20'. ;\late the final ersahuga·like passage, which is more reminiscent of letter
prayers than of prose literary letters. 

Soorces 

Nl = CBS 7787 + N1200 + Nn03 + N1204 + N1208 + NI210-27a + 
NI21O-27b + N121O-27d + N121O-27e + N1212 + N1214 + 
N1218 (+') Ni. 4061 + Ni. 4188 (ISET2 118) i-Ii = 1-19; 1 '-20' 

= 1-22 ;\12 = CBS 8385 + N 3290 
N3 = N 2884 
N4 = Nt 2191 (lSET 164[122J = BE3154) 
N5 = Nt 9706 rev. il13'-34' (ISeT 2112)8 
N6 = Nt 9711 (ISeT 1 63 [121]) 

1-5 
2'··20' 

= 1~21 

= 1 '-20' 

8. The surface of this tablet is much worn, Unless there are PfliTS of a sign clearly missing; 
recognizable signs are marked by +, 
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=6'-10' 1'17 z.l\i. 9866 (ISEll 133[191]) =10' 
Sil = Si. 420 (V. Scheil, USFS 134) 

Xl = A wIn Ii 22-33 = 1-12 
=1'-20' Xl = BM 108869 

Tablet rypology: compilation tahlets: N 1, Xl. The rest are all Type III. except S1. 
which is a type IV round practice tablet. 

Photograph of Sil by Gary Beckman. 

Textual Matrixes 

ParrA 

Nl +. 0 + 
N2 0 0 + + + + 
N3 000 0 

N5 + + + + + + 
Xl + + + + a + 

2. larad .. mu arad-zu na-ab·be-a 

Nl o. + + 

N2 00 0 + + + + + 

N3 -+ + 0 0 0 a 0 0 

N5 ++ + + + + + + + 

Xl + + + + + + 

3. iugal-j!ulO nl!HlU-rne-!e a-I<! 
Nl 0 + + + 
N2 0 + + + + 00 

N3 + + + 0 00 

N5 + + + + + + ++ 
Xl + + + + ++ 

4. a-ab.ba kur dilmun"-na-ta 

Nl 0 0 +. 
N2 00 0 0 + + + + 
N3 +. 0 0 00 0 

N5 ++ + + + + 
Xl + + + + - + + 

5. a ~es gaba kur amurrumki .. se 
Nl + + + 

N2 o 0 0 + + + 
N3 o . 0 0 0 o 0 

N5 +. + + 
Xl + + + + - fa 

mu·e-da-a-a-ag 

+ + +- + 
0 + +++ 
0 00 000 

+ .. + 
+ + - . 

':i1 
,il 

I 
I, i 

1',' 

'j' 
" . 

I I'; , 
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6, 

NI 
N2 
N5 
XI 

7. 
NI 
N2 
N5 
XI 

8, 

Nl 
N2 
N5 

Nl 
N2 
N5 
XI 

la, 

NI 
N2 
N5 
Xl 

11. 

Nl 
N2 
N5 
Xl 

12. 
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+ +- +'" + +++.+ 
o 0 0 0 + + + 
+ + +- + 
+ + + + + + 

++ 
+ + + +ta 

o 00 

-!- + + 
+ ++ 

+ + + +r]d" 

+ . 

+ + + +- + 
bi rUb:rnim~bC~ne 

a,laa'gat,hi u eg pas,bi 

o ++ + + + 
o 0 o. + + +- + 
+ + ++ + +- + 

o 0 + + + 
o 0 0 

+ +- + +-
+, 

o o. + + 
0000, "'" 

++++++ 
, 0 o. 

+ 

+ + +:zu 
+ + 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

bf,dab, 

+ 

+ 

+ 
x 
+ 
+ 

ki x x 

[ 
[x 

a,bi 

Va '.hi 
x,b]i 
a,hi 
[ 

1,KU 

l,klis 
1,KU 
l-KU 

SuwllI im su cr--dabs 

im su' br·x 

ki x x 
[ j x x 

~u'ur su bf·rb,SU 
su-'ur im Sll b("dub5 

irn su b{,x 

bad,hi en·nu'u~ kala'ga br'gub 

NI 0 0 0 0 + + 
N2 0 0 0 + + + 
N5 + + + + 

+ 0 

+- + + 
+ + + 
o 0 Xl 0 0 0 0 + 0 

l3. 

Nl 
N2 
N5 

ugmln,bl gt1'gis b('gar,gat 

o 0 + +00 

+ +- + + + 
+++ +++ 
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14, x duJO uS x du'us hi·dut,ra 

Nl [x x xl x·bi [, . ·Ix 
N2 [,. ,jx du,us b(,dabs,be 
N5 x du10 us x du.,is hf.dur,ra 

15. a~gar a gar.-ra .. bi a"ta im~ta.-e 

NI 0, + + + + , 0 

N2 0 0 0 0 + + + + + x 
N5++++ ++++++ 

16, kankal zal,la,bi sabar bi,a!< 

Nt 
N2 0 

N5 

+ + x 
o +- + + 
+ + + + + 

N1 x + +. + + o 
+ 
+ 

'12 0 0 00 +, 
N5xx ++++++ 

18, 

NI 

a hal salHa sa~,.lg,ge x ,bi 

+ + + + 
N2 0 0 0 

+ 
+ + 

00 

x + 
N500 x++++x+ 

19. x x x x .. ma gilbunig .. ta l1nn'[a~ak 

Ni 
N2 
N5 

20, 

N2 
N5 

21. 
N2 
N5 

x x x x + ~ • 0 0 0 

I .+ ++++ 

[, "I " x ' bunig,' , 

[, , ,Jx a Ia-ba',an',de'-ke"es [,' ,I 'kal"ga' b(,',x 

I, , ,Ix + + + + [,' ,I ' x 
[, . ,Jo 0, + . + [ ... J x 

[, , ,Ix a,!a'ga kig: x x 

/., , .Jx + + + + x x 
[" ,Jo 0 0 0 x x x 

22. [, , ,jx'ge(' )en,na,bi [, , ,nle,ne bHn,zu 

N2 [, . ,Ix.+ + + + I" ,I, + + + + 

PartB 

1', eden a du, .. 'ga Cd,da mi'ni.gar,gar (d,da mi,ni,luh,[uh 

Nl 
N6 
X2 

+ 

o 

o 
+ 
o 

00000000000 

++++++++0000 
+++j+~+l~dunl + 
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2'. 

N1 
N4 
N6 
X2 

3'. 

N1 
N4 
N6 
X2 

4'. 
Nl 
N4 
N6 
X2 

5'. 
Nl 
N4 
N6 
X2 
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hi-la·g. hi-s3-goz-e eden si-si.ig·ga.bi nfg·gul.bi bi-ak 
+++ 000 00 

+++ +++ + 
++++++~+ 

0,+ +++ 

+ 
+ 

+ ~ + + 
+ + + + 

o 00 0 0 

+ + + + + 
+ + t, 

o 0 0 

+ + 
+ + + 

++ ~ gis + + + 

+ + 

o 0 

+ + 
+ + 

o 
+ 

o 0 0 a 0 xo 0 

+ + + + + ++ . 
00 0 

+ +. + 
- ·16+ + t ni' "tal anwna .. da~x"du~u 

# 

munus·bi g"bala '''kirid-da su b3-e.si-ig har.ra-an sa·ga-na du.u-ne 

+ +. 
++ 
+. 
+, 

o 0 0 000 + 
+ + + +, , 0 

OOQ,slg'd 

+ + ++ + + 

+ + + + 0 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + + + + 

e,jen n(g-dagal·la 

+ + + 

o 0 

+ + 

+ 0 0 

+ ba to + + 
o 00 0 

+ ++ + 
+ . rilll. 

e-SUSU.DIB mu.ni·si.ig (afrer 6') 

o 00 

+ + + 

l-DU 

6'. "".lam-gar mas-gana-bi ki um.mi.gar-gar 

Nl 
N4 
N6 
N7 
Xl 

7'. 
NI 
N4 
N6 
N7 
X2 

8'. 

N1 
N4 
N6 
N7 
Xl 

+ + + 000 000 

+ + + + + + ++ +++ 
+ta 

o 0 ci 0 + + a 0 0 

+ + + + ta u~8al mu .. un~nu~ml 

lu-klj!.ak-bi lu-gud-apin.l" a.s •• ga u, mu·un-di-ni-ib-zal-e 

+ + + 0 0 0 

+++++++ 
+ + + + 

o 0 + + + + 
+-v+a,+++ 

000000 a 0000 0 

a+!. + + + mu~un~di ... ni~ib~zaL~e 
+ 
+ 0 0 rmu'~un·/dC~ni~ih·mlKre1 

+ + + + + mu ... ni·.[b~za[~e 

+ + + 0 0 

+ + + + + + 
00 0 0 + 
o. + + + 

00000000 

++++++++ 

+ + + rd'++ + 

a 
a a 

+ + + + 

10. Preceedecl by an erased ba. 

x x + 
+ + + a 

+ + + + 
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gil bf.d" iii,; 9', 

NI 
N4 
N6 
N7 
X2 

+ + x 0 

+ + + + 
o 0 a 
+ + + 

0000000 

. + + ++ + 
o 0 0 'bill ++ . + 
o 0 0 

+ + 

o 0 0 

+ + 
a .. gi6~ba + + 

"a1 
00 ++ a 0 

+ +++++ + 

10'. 

Nl 
N4 
N6 
:--17 
Sil 
Xl 

+++ + +, 0 0 

.. ++++++ 
000000 

o 0 + + + 
o 0 

+ + 
000000 + + + + + 01. 
00000, 

+a+· ++/+ + 
• ,.< +. + + 

00000000 

+++/+++ +. 
+ 'I" + + + ba-dim,.e 

~1 + + + + + 
N4+++++ 
N6 0 

o 0 

+ + 
00 0 0 0 

+. + + + 
+ + +Ul .. 

o 0 

+ . 
hf + 

a + + + + + ++ + + im + dus 

Xl++++. + + ++ + + + + + 

lla'.N6 [Iu] 'al' -me-a-gin, sa-gulO l-zu igi·zu im-mi'zu 

12'. Jugal.go,o igi-bar.ra digir·ra lu-u-bi i·ni-in·xu 

NI 
N4 + 
N6 a 
Xl + 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ + 0 

+ + + + 
+ + a + 
+ + + 

00000000 

+++. 0000 

+ . x ++ 
.rNE1 ++ + + 

13'. 
:';1 
N4 
N6 
Xl 

Ju garza gal kur-kur.ra-ke, ugu·bi im-mi-diri 

000 + 000 

+ + + + + + + + + urn + + 
+ + + + + r ugu1, 

+ + + + + + rba', 

o 

o 
o 
jll 

14'. lugal.gulo nrg gal-gal ba·e-diri gaba-ri-gu,o ~Ul i-ni-in-[gi,1 

Nl + 0, 0 00 0 a 
N4 # 

N6 -1- + + + + '" + ,x 0 0 

Xl + + + + + ++ + ++ .+ 0 
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11, The same text inscribecl on obverse and reverse by the teacher and by the studen t. The 
line Is entered as a composite of bodl sides. It is difficult to ascertain if the root of the verb is the 
final sign or if rhere was something after that. 

12. The scribe was numing out of space in rhe last line of the obverse and wrote what looks 
like igL,bar for igi"zu 1 probably also thinking of v, resulting in some conflLliion. He then wrote 
the line again on the reverse of the rablet1 attempting to correct himself but changing the predi .. 
cate. ~lere two different versions available to him? 

', .. 
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IS, dull'ga,ab gi"bl inim~zu inim dugud,.-da n(g~zu n(g gal .. la-,2Hn 

Nt + a + 

N4 
N6 
X2 

16', 

NI 
N4 
N6 
Xl 

17', 

NI 
N4 
N6 
Xl 
18', 

NI 
N4 
N6 
X2 

19', 

NI 
N4 
N6 
Xl 
20', 

Nl 
N4 
N6 
Xl 

+ + + ++ + +- + 

+ r dUll' ~g3~ab . .rbc1 
duj1"ga.-ab 

o o + 

+ 

inim s~"ga'"ni sa~za H!al u,(su~uS l~gal~e 

+ 

+ 
+ +na++ 
+ + + + 

+ + rzu~kal' 
_ 0 

h'i~llg~lu"am igi..,zu an .. sa~ 

+ +4++ "7" 

++++++++ 
+ 

,1:"1n 

fa'gum 

++ 
++ 
+. 
00 

+ x+ 
+ + + + ku

4
; 

+ 
0 0 0 x, i 

+ + + + 
+ + + 
t 

+ + + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + + 

rna,da suhus 

+ + 
+ + .,. 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + +
+. 
+ + 

bf'ge,en gtHeg,a 

+ fne1 + 
+ + + + .,. + 

+ + 

fb(~in~ge gu~tes'a 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

hi,s) ,ke 

+ + r ga?l 

- ++ 
, +. 
bf~rin"'sll 

+ 

lugal~gulo lugal nu"mu~e,..da~sa sU<>zu he~eb~dulG~ge 

... + . e + + + t ... 
+ + + + + , ... + + + - + + + 

+ + + + + + + x + 
+ + em+ + 

Catchlines: 

+ + + + 

+ + 

N4 'd'j,b{,den,zu Jugal,gum,lra u,na,(a),dugJ (PuIbl [23]). 
N6 'Iugal"gulO'ffi u,na,'a,dug>' (PuS! [13], less probably AbSI [4]). 
In N5, Xl followed byPuSI (13), in NI by Pnlbl (23), 
In N5 followed by PuS! (13) 
In Xl followed by PuSI (13) 
Colophon C (X2) 

v 

4. Abaindasa to Sulgi 1 
(AbEll, Bl, SEpMl, 3.1.21) 

Fully Reconstructed Ideal Text 

1. luga[-guto-ra u-na,a-dug. 
2, ma~ hur.-sag-ila a SH6-Sa{ila 
3. anse kur hur-sag-ga umbin hu,rt-in"'"""-na 
4, "'nimbar ki sikil-e mu,a zu.-!um ''''za,gin \a-mu-lir 

5, u-na-de-dah 
6, 'a-ba-in-da-sa uguia <'rin! zli-kesda 
7, sa!!,ki zalag lugal-Ia,na-se sa lugal-a-ni-ir dulO,dulC'ge,ra 
8. arad,zn na-ab-be,a 
9. [,kala-ga iugaHln

lO 
ga-ab,lis2 

10. igi,tnku igi-zu-se ga-gin 
11. inim,ma'zu ra'gaba-,u he,me-en 
12. a gub-ba,am a mu,da-ak,e 
13. tnmu gub-ba,am ~e mu-nn,da,la-a 
14. !'rna gub-ba-am '''gisal mu-un-sl-ge 
15. dnb,sar,me-en na'rU'a ab-sar,e 
16, inim ugnim-ma mn-da,[ .. , J 
17. inlm pu-6h,rn-um-ma sub-ba e;(de-bi mu,nn,da-sl,ge 
18. gi~-gin, tir,ga mu,nn-dU'\l-nam mu-slr-re im-gam-me,en 
19. g"gu-za~ga 16 mn,un-da,!a-a su-mu ese im,ma-hi 
20, uru'ga tUg dan-na mi-ni,mu4-ra tug mn'slr,ra ba,mn4 

21. lag-e a mi-ni-£b,tns,tus-a sahar igi'ga ba,e,gub 
22. ur-e ad

6 
(b'gu7 gaba,bi Ib-z!-zi-i 

23. uSumgal-e sag gffi um-mi-fb,ra-ra ka'ta'tak. (b-tuku 
24. gis'gi izi ub-gu7 nlgins l,tuk,tukn 
25. dutu 1a nn-gu

7 
ga-ara un,gn, '''baruur liku-ra,se sn-ni Ib-si-in,tum 

26. zl,gu
lO 

ba,e-i 8U'gu" ha,za,ab 

L Var,; ag.-us. 
2, Va",,: kal.,ga.me,en !ugaHiuw ga,ab,us; kala'ga,me,en aga,tis'zu he,me,en, 
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306 4. A.1J(1indasa to Sulgi 1 

27, dumu nu-mu-un-kus-me-en ttl etHar-rc la-ba-an-tuku 
28. ga-am me-na-am' sa 'sul-gi lugal-ga lei-bi ha-ma-gi,-gi, 
29. lugal-gu!O en-gu lO he-tar-rc ki dagal-guJO-se he-em-mi-ib-gi;-gi; 

1. Speak to my king; 
2. To my mountain goat, lair of limb, 
3, Eagle-clawed highland horse, 
4. To my date palm growing in a sacred place, laden with glistening dates, 
5, Say moreover: 
6/8, Saying (the words of) Abaindasa, officer of the armed forces, 
7. Who, (to obtain) his master's favor, is a constant delight to his master's heart: 
9. Being strong, I want to follow my king,; 

10. Having vision, I want to go in your vanguard, 
11. At your command please let me be your messenger! 
12. Even when water is still, I can rrwke water flow; 
13. Even when the wind is still, I can winnow grain; 
14. Even when the boat is still, I Can row! 
IS. I am a (trained) scribe-I can inscribe a stele! 
16. I can. , , the orders of the army, 
17, The orden; of the assembly ... 
18. AB if I were planting a tree in my own woodlot, I kneel in the dirt; 
19. As if someone had managed to tie me to my own chair, my hands are tied with 

rope; 
20. In my own city, where I used to dress in fine clothing, I am forced to wear dirty 

ragSj 
21. Potced to wash in clods of dirt, there is dirt On my race. 
22. A beast devour; cadavers but then retreats, 
23. Even after the king of beasts makes a kill, he slackens his jaw;' 
24. Even after the canebrake is consumed by fire, the pond remains (intact),' 
25. And even Utu, after consuming (offerings of) ghee and cheese, still reaches 

out to (accept offerings from) a pauper's table; 
26. (But now) my life hangs by a thread; please take my hand! 
27. I am a widow's son; I have no one to show concern for me. 
28. Ah but me-when will Sulgi, my king, restore me to my position? 
29. May my king show his concern for me and restore me to my prosperous 

position! 

3, No two manuscripts agree on the first two words of the line, 
4. VaTS.: I am strong, I want to follow my king: I am strong, so let me be your soldier. 
5. Var: it spares some remains, 
6. Var.: it spares some ponds. 
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Commentary 

2-4. The metaphors of the opening lines are not directly paralleled in any other 
composition, but the general tenor is consistent with the kind of imagery that is 
found in Sulgi hyms, especially in the opening lines of Su/.gi Hymn D. Note also Sulgi 
Hymn A 48: mas hur-sag-!'!,j ki ur-bi-~e hub sar-sar-re-gin?, "As a mountain 
goat running to its lair (I entered the Ekishnugal)." 

6. The use of zu-kesda in the sense of "tfOopS" in Sumerian was established by 
C. Wilcke, Das Lugalbandaepos 195. According to M. Stol, aBO 160/4 777, the term 
crin zu.kdda (luga\) appears as a logogram in Old Babylonian texts, standing for 
Idsir li:!rrim, who are the "Truppen der Armee des Konig •. " To Illy knowledge, it is not 
a~tested earlier, and therefore its usage in the correspondence concerning Abaindasa 
may very well be anachronistic. 

7. R Ali, SL 53, read the first three signs as KA-su-D" but collations do not support 
this reading. This line, which ls absent from all N ippur manuscripts, as well as one 
from Dr, contains a number of grammatical problems. No two sources have the same 
exact text: 

Url sai/.k! zalag lugal.ani,ak.~e sag lugal.ani-ra dug.dug.e.ra 
Ur3 sag.kl zalag lugal.ani.ak.ra sag lugal.ani-a dug.dug.e.ra 
Xl sag.ki zalag lugal.anl.ak.e sag lugal.ani dug.dug.e.ra 
Xl sag.kl zalag lugal.ani-alese sag lugal.ani dug.dug.e.ra 

TI,e most problematical element is the final/-ra/; most likely this is a misplaced da
tive, which does not belong here, because this line pertains to the sender of the mes
sage, Abaindasa, and not to the recipient. It is also possible that it is the rare I-raJ 
ending encountered in ArSI: 3 (letter I); see the commentary to that line. 

9. This line has many variants that do not show any obvious clustering. The main 
text follows N2; N8 is broken but may have been similar. All other sources have a 
different first part of the line. The three Ur texts differ: Dr 1 is similar to N 1 but LJ1'2 
omits the line and LJrJ, in concert with Xl, has kala-ga-me-en aga-us-zu he
me-en, "Because I am strong, let me be your bodyguard." 

12-14. These lines are difficult because they are without good parallels and are rife 
with variants. On the one hand, one is tempted to understand the repeated gub as 
"to be appointed to work!a position" and translate: 

He who assigned to water duty must know how to do water work, 
He who is assigned to ,he barley sheooes must know how to winnow, 
He who assigned to boat duty must know how to man the oars. 

A somewhat different approach was taken recently by P. Attinger, ZA 95 (2005) 256, 
who renders gub- ba by "est a disposition." I would not rule out either interpretation, 
The translation offered he['e-not without misgivings--is influenced, in connection 
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with line 14, by the paranel metaphor in W. L. Lambert, ]NES 33 (1974) 290: 21: a 
gubeba' ""gifsal-mu he-mle-en = ina me ni-~u-ti lu-u gi-salAi aHa, "in still waters 
be my oar," Further support comes from the Susa round practice tablet Su2, which 
may have an Akkadian translation on the reverse, The last two lines seem to read 
(the text requires detailed personal inspection): i-M sa'-ri-im ne-bi-im a..n-a-am su-li-i, 

13. The line is highly problematical. Ur I has se .. , la, which is OB Sumerian for 
"to winnow," As M, Civil, Farmer's Instructions 96 hru; shown, the Ur III term for this 
activity is se , , . de; in manuscripts Ur3 and Sui the verb is sl (sig 10)' which is most 
probably to be interpreted as sapa/<um, "heap up," The echoed im and ak in N2 arc 
clearly erroneous and are influenced by the previous line and the beginning of this 
one, The confusion may be due to the lexical difference between Ur III and OB us
age, Moreover, it is difficult to explain 1M at the beginning of the line. The obvious 
interpretation is im/tumu, "wind," as that would explain the interpretation offered 
by the scribe of Ur3, who wanted to see winnowing here, This does not explain the 
use of the verb 81 (sigw) here; it may very well be that that at some point 1M was 
incorrectly interpreted as ,anum, "stack (of sheaves of barley)," actually a loan from 
Sumerian lar, or even as zihilm, "winnower;" the basis would have been lexical: 16-
1M = siI-(ar)-rum (OB Lu A 33 [MSL 12 158; OB Lu B i 36 [MSL 12 178]); (OB Lu 
D 151 [MSL 12 207]), which normally means "liar, criminal." Note the Akkadian 
translation of line in Su2: i-na sa-ri-im ne-bi-im, za-ri-a-am su-li-i, 

1.5-17. It is possible that a faint echo of these lines is found in the somewhat garbled 
passage in utter to Zimn-Lim 16'-17': 

[dumu e-dub-ba-a-me-en] 'sag' lugal-gi-so 'gub'-bu-de im-mi-us 
dumu e fUp-pr a-na--ku a-na 're '-res beelr-ia] a-na u-zu-'u,z'-Z;-im [ 1 
[a-agegll1ugaHfd zu]-'kes' ee u,,-Iu lugal-!!3. 'gestu' KA, RI KAK 
""Hlr-ti be-'/teia' ka-sa-ra-am 11Ul-'1ieit 'be '-[U-la] 'bu-us' -S1i-5a-am e-Ie-i 

I am a scribal graduate, I am . , , to serve my king, 
I am able to draw up in good form my klng's commands, and to remind my king of 
what he has forgotten. 7 

20. The adjective /dana/ = zakum, "clean," can be written with four different but 
visually often indistinguishable signs: most often it is dan (U5xTAG) or dan 
~ / "" 6 4 

(GAxTAG.), but sometimes it can be wtitten dan (GAxME,EN) or dan, coAx 
GANA-tenttl; see ePSD and C. Mittermayer, aBZL s,v. In OB schooltcxts, the dif
ference between the first two is often difficult to discern; when the end part of a sib't1 

is not well prese.rved. one cannot establish which one was actually used, This is the 
case in NI, N2, and N9. 

22. gaba , , , zi has been translated "to depart, retreat" (R Karahashi, Sumerian 
Compound Verbs 83, with previous literature), The verb has a more nuanced mean-

7, See B. Foster, Before the Muses, 223. 
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ing, "to retreat, withdraw, turn tail," and is used almost exclusively of ~nimals or 
inanimate subjects, Contrast the marked rare example of an ammate subject In the 
hymn Suigi Hymn B 66 (concerning lions): za-pa-ag-bi-se gaba-gu 1o ba-ra-ba
ta.zi, "but I did not retreat from (the sound) of their roari" 

23. The word usumgal is presumed to be a mythological beast, often translated 
"dragon," In poetry, this word occurs in contexts in which this meaning makes little 
sense, but translators still insist on it, [n magical texts and poetry, a distinction is 
made between usum and usum-gal, which refer to a snake-like beast, and usumgal, 
which is a metaphor for "lion," perhaps idiomatically equivalent to English "King 
of Beasts," It is used separately or paired with pirig, another name for "lion," and 
with uremah in hendiadys constructions. See, for example, Su/gi Hymn A 3: pirig 
igi hus usumgal-e tu-da-me-en, "I am a fierce-eyed lion, horn of the 'King of 
Beasts'," Instructive Lq the passage in Gw:lea Cyl. B iv 20....21: 

uf-mail pirig u!umgal eden-na-ke: 
u du!O gar .. ra ... am 

Even the lion, the p., 'King of Beasts' of the wilderness, 
Was lying down in sweet sleep, 

The matter of the words for "lion," or "lioness," in ancient Near Eastern languages, 
particularly in Sumerian and Akkadian, is quite complex; I deal with this in a forth
coming article. 

The compound verb sag 1'1 is...ra is usually used with a human (or divine) agent 
and clearly means "to kill, to beat to death;" see the examples in F. K.arahashi, Sume
rian Compound Verbs, 138-39. The only other reference in which the action is per
formed by a lion suggests that it refers to the attack of the animal: Gi!games, Enkidu, 
and the Netherworld, 23-26: 

lugal-ra a "'rna -ga.ke, 
ur..-bar r ra"gin7 tes mU r na .. gu1"e 
0en ,.ki ... ra a lfB'uul egir"ra .. ke

4 
ur .. mah..-gln

7 
sag gis im~ra"'ra 

The watel~ attack the King at the prow of the boat 
Like a wolf pack, 
The waters strike at Enkl at the stern of the boat 
Like !ion{s). 

I know of only one other occurrence ofka-ta tak4, in the lexical entry Sag A iii 36 
[MSL SS 1 22]), where the Akkadian is the equally obscure 6-zu-ba--at pl-i, Accord
ing to AHw 3 144Bb, uzubbatu, "Verschonung," is otherwise only attested in firste 
millennium personal names, The meaning seems to be "dropping from the mouth," 
idiomatic for "to spare," The broader metaphorical frame of reference links this to a 

8, For this line, see also Sulgi Hymn B 59 and possibly Sulgi Hymn C Bl. 
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passage in a Sin-iddinam inscription (Frayne 1990: £4.2,9.1: 79-83), an eden-na, 
pirig 1!.u ba-an-zi-ga, !lld-gin-na ha-an-gub, ib-tag. 'he-em-ma-an' -gaz, 
"In the high wilderness, the lion, having risen, stood on the pathway so as to be able 
to kill stragglers/deserters." 

The distribution of takJtuku in both Hnes is due to the quasi-homonymic na
ture of the verbs but also reflects the aesthetic that dictates the repetition of the same 
word in two consecutive lines, The fairly consistent difference between Nippur and 
elsewhere is not significant, because mDst texts from Nippur are badly preserved at 
this point. 

27-29. The verb en ... tar is used here in the sense of Akkadian warkatam par&um, 
"to take care, be concerned with (a person, situation) ," (CAD P 166 173) rather than 
in the more commonly attested meaning, "to ask, inquire," (Akkadian ,alum). This is 
made explicit in Letter-Prayerto Zimri-Lim 22': [Iugal-g u I~ en-gulQ he-tar-re ki
bi-se-' 1:(u]O' hu-mu-un-g[t4-gi~ = be-Ii wwar-ha-ti 'Ii' .ip-[ru_us-ma) a-na af-ri-[ia 
U-ti-ra.-an-ni], "May my king show his concern for me and restore me to my position." 

Line 2. 7, which is only present in two sources, Ud and X2, must be compared 
with Letter-Prayer ofIninka to Nintinuga (SEpM 19) 16: hi en-tar-re la-ba-(an)
tuku, "I have no one to show concern for me." Note that Uri is inscribed on a col
lective tablet that also included SEpM 19 (col. ii' -4'), 

The idiom sa ki- bi gi, often occurs in the tinal lines of other literary texts, most 
notably in ersahugss; see already tv!. Civil, Fs OptJeni>eim, 89. It is often translated 
literally but means "to be favorably disposed to once again." In epistolary literature, 
see Letter ofGudea to His God 10: dig ir-gu

lO 
lil kilr-ra,zu nu-me-en sa-zu lei-bi 

ha-ma-ab-gi,gi" "0 my god, I am not your enemy, so please he well disposed to 
me once again!" 

Sources 

N1 = 3 NT 8 = 1M 58335 (S1. xxxvii) 
N2 3 N:r 309 = A 30231 (S1. liii)9 
N3 = CBS 8007 (STYC 110) + Ni. 4592 (lSET 221) 
N4 = HS 1456 (TMH NF 4 43, collations C. Wilcke, Kollationen 73) 
N5 = UM 29-13-20 + UM 29-13-24 (both S1. Iii i) i 1-6 
N6 UM 29-16-139 + N 3264 + N 3266 + K 3294 + K 3301 + N 3303 + N 3308 

+ N 3310 (all S1. xxiv-xxv) + ~i. 9701 (ISb12114) i 1'-7' 
N7 = UM 29-15,535 
K8 = N 1555 
N9 N 3461 
NI0 = CBS 10069 

9. The surface of the tablet is worn and made difficu[r to read by a <'.over of shellac for 
pl'esel'vation. 
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UrI ~ U. 7741 (UET 6/2173, No.7 Quiet St.) Ii 2'-iii 7 
Ur2 ~ U. 16857 (UET 6/2178, No.1 Broad St.) 
Ur3 = U. 16894B (UET 6/2179, No.1 Broad St.) 
SuI ~ MDP 18 51 
Su2 ~MDP27 207 
Xl Crozer 206a i 
X2= YBC 6458 
X3 ~ Cotsen 40832 (Wilson, Education 159 [p, 251)) 

311 

Nl collated on cast; N4, collated by S. Tinney and on print photographs provided 
by Manfred Krebernik and on digital photogt'dphs provided by Jerrold Cooper. Su2 
collated by Mrs. Mernoush Malyeri. 

Tablet typology: compilation tablet;, (Type I): \l5, N6, Url, Xl, the rest are all Type 
Ill, except Sui, SuZ, which are Type IV round practice tablets. 

Concordance to F. Ali, SL 53: 

A Uri NI I 
Il N2 N2 Il 
C Ur2 N3 F+G 
D Ur3 N4 H 
E N5 N5 E 
H N4 N8 1 
F N3 UrI A 
G N3 VrZ C 
I NI Ut3 D 

J N8 

No other text in CKU is subject to the degree of textual manipulation that was 
allowed for Abatndasa's letter of petition. Leaving aside the Susa sources, the letter 
is preserved on four compilation tablets: two from Nippur (K4, N6), one from Ur 
(Uri), and one of unknown origin (Xl). There ate twelve Type III manuscripts-
that is, one-day imgida exercises-and although some are in fragmentary state, it 
seems that they contained some version of the complete composition. Unlike any 
other letter, Abi'a seems completely fluid; students/teachers appear to choose at will 
which lines they will use and which they will omit. Not all the pieces ate completely 
preserved hut within what we have, only three tablets contain exactly the same 
lines-N5, N7, and NIO--but since all three are incomplete, one cannot be certain 
that they were identical in content. This textual flexibility is not limited to Nippur. 
The three tablets from Dr are subject to the same lack of uniformity. Significantly, 
the three sources from that city were found in different houses: Crl at No. 7 Quiet 
St, and the ad,er two at No.1 Broad Sc, and yet the variatio115 do not cluster ac
cording to place of origin. 
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+ 
+ 
+ 

# 

# 

# 

# 

" # 

# 

# 

" 
" # 

" + 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ .,. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ 

" + 
+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ 

" + 
.,. 
+ 
# 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.;, 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

" # 

" # 

" # 

" 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
# 

" + 

" ++ 
" + 
" 
" # 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

" # 

+ 
#' 

# 

# 

# 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
#' 

# 

+ 

" 

+ 

+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ .,. 
+ 
.,. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.,. 
# 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ 

+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
# 

" # 

" # 

" # 

" # 

# 

# 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.,. 
+ 
+ 
#' 

# 

+ 
# 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

To provide a flavor of the difference between the preserved manuscripts, I offer' 
a tl"dJ'lSlation of an idealized shorter version (the line numbers are those of dle full 
edition): 

1. Speak to my king: 
2. To my mountain goat, fair of limb, 
3. Eagle-clawed highland horse, 
4. To my date palm growing in a sacred place, laden with glL,rening dates, 
5. Say moreover: 

6/8. Saying (the words of) Abaindasa, officer of the armed forces, 

10. In the table - ~ line broken, + ~ line present, ++ ~ line presenr and followed by one or 
mOre udditionallines, # ~ line omitted. 
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18, As if I were planting a tree in my own woodlot, I kneel in the dirt; ed 
19, As if someone had managed to tie me to my own chair, my hands are ti with 

ropej 
20, In my own city, where I used to dress in fine clothing, I am forced to wear dirty 

rags; 
21. Forced to wash in clods of dirt, there is dirt on my face, 
22, A beast devours cadavers but then retteats, 
23, Even after the king of beasts makes a kill, he slackens his jaw; 
24. Even after the canebrake is consumed by fire, the pond remains; 
25, And even Utu, after consuming (offerings of) ghee and cheese, still reaches 

out to (accept offerings from) a pauper's table; 
28 .• Ah but me-when will Suigi, my king, restore me to my position? 

Textual Matrix 

N2 
N3 
N5 
Uri 0 

Url 
Ud 0 

SuI + 
Xl 
X2 + 
X3 + 

+ 
o 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+. 
+ , + 

+ + + + + 
o 0 

+ + + 
+ + ,I· 0 

+ + ne,.. + 
+ 
+ 

00 0 0 

2. ~ hUNaji-ga a sa,-s"g" 
N2 
N3 
N5 
Ur! 
Url 
Cd 
SuI 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 

+ + +++++ 
++++++ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + + + + gu:o 
+ + + + 0 

+++++gulO 
+++++ 0 

+ + + + + 
+ + 0 0 

+ ++00000 
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314 4. Abaindasa to Suigi 1 

3. anSe kur hut-sag-ga 
N2 + 
N3 + 

N5 " 
N7 ° 
Uti 
UrZ " 
Ut3 
SuI 

+ 

+ 
+ + 
+ + 
o 0 

+ra + 
+ + 
+ + 
x 
+ + Xl 

XZ 
X3 

+ +ra + 

+ + + 

4. ELl'nimbar kl 

+ 
+ 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

o 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

"* + + 
, I tracesH 

+ + 
o 

+ .rke1~jt+ 

sikil~e mu"a 

NZ ++ 
N3 . + 
N5 ++ 
N7 0. 

Url ++ 
UrZ + + 
Ur3 ++ 
SuI traces 
Xl + + 
X2 +. 
X3 ++ 

+ + + + + + 
+ + + 
+ +++..;.+ 

++ 000 + 
+++++++ 
+ + + + +/ + + 
+++++++ 

/ + + + 
+ + + + +/ + + 
+ 0 + oj + + 
+ + + +IL/ + + 

5. u-na-de-dab 
N2 + + + 

N3 +". 
N5 . "'e + + 
N7 . + + 
Utl +ne+ 
Ur2 + ne + + 

UrJ + He + 

Sui + ne a + dab 
Xl + +e +! + 

X2 0 0 

X3 +ne+ + 

X4 + + + + 

1.1. See p. 323 below. 

. + + 

+ +. 0 

+ + + + 
+ 0 

o 0 

+ + + 
+ +-

+ 
o 
+ 
o 
o 
+ 

+ + + + 

.0(-)0 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + 0 0 

+ + + + + gaD 
+ 0 0 0 0 

+ + 0 0 0 

+ t + + + 
+ + 

+ + ~ + 
+++ ++ +: 

00 0 

++ ... ++ + 

12. A modern piece of day with etched tn wedges has been inserted here. 
13. Probably trunacted Dr. 
14. Preceded by an erased a. 
IS. Erasures before and afrer na. 
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6. 'a-ba-in-da-S<l ugula <'rin zu-kesda 

N2 ++ + + + 
N3 -+ + + 
N5 # 

N7 # 

N9 00. 

+ + 
o + 

NlO 00 • 0 0/0 

U1'1 ++ + an + + + 

Ur2 # 

Ut3 ++ + f nam '++ + 
Xl ++ + an + + + 

Xl 
X3 
X4 

~" 'an 

0000 

. / 
+ 

+ + 
+ .,. lu[gall 

o 

aga"lls + + 
aga-us + + 
faga .. iis 1 

, 

+ + +: 

7. 
Nl 
N3 
N5 
N7 
N9 

sag-ki zalag lugal~la~na-se sa lugal-a'·ni-ir dll lO-d"lO-gc-lU 
# 

# 

" 
# 

# 

NIO " 
UrI + 

UrZ # 

Ur3 + 

Xl + 

Xl 
X3 # 

+ + 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

8. arad-w na-ab-J,e-a 

N2 + 
N3 + 

N5 '" 
N7 " 
NS 0 

N9 
NIO # 

UrI + 

Ut2 # 

Ur3 f 

Xl + 

Xl 
X3 # 

+ f. 1 + + 
+ + + 

o 0 0 0 

+ + 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 
o 0 

+ + + + 

+ + tal + 

+ + ke/ + 
a nl, I, 

16. Followed by traces of two lines. 

+ + + + + 

+ rIal nu + 
+ la ni + 
. 0 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
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316 4, Abaindasa to Sulgi I 

9. '.kala.ga lugal.gu 10 ga.ab,us 

N2 
N3 
N5 
N7 
N8 
N9 
NlO 
Url 
UrI 

++ + + 

" 
# 

" 
00 0 

# 

# 

kala.ga.me.en + 

" 

+ + + + 

+ o 0 0 

+ + + + 

Ur3 kala .. ga .. meren aga"Us~zu he~me .. en 
Xl knla .. ga.,me.-en aga~Us""Zl1 he .. mC' ..... en 
X3 # 

illO. 

N2 
N3 
N5 
N7 

igi.tuku igi-zu.se go-gin 

+ 

# 

# 

# 

N8 0 

N9 " 
N10" 
Utl # 

UrI # 

Ud # 

+ + ni + + + 

. + + + o 0 

Xl + tuk + + + + + + (aftedO 
X3 # 

Xl has on additi~nalline; A DIS (j.am '"ban~ur mu,da,ak-e 

1 L inim·ma·zu ra-gab.·,u he-me.en 

N2 # 

N3 # 

N5 # 

N7 # 

N8 + + + 0 a 
N9 # 

N10ff 
Url + + + + + + + + + 
UrZ " Ud # 

Xl + +:7 + + + + + + +1' 
X] # 

17, Followed by erased N L 
18, The line ends with rour squeezed signs that 1 cannot read; ir seems to be a verb begin' 

ning withga-. 
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}l2 + + 'a' + + + + + 

N} # 

N4 0 0 0 0 0 

N5 # 

N7 " 
N8 + + + + + + + 0 

N9 # 

N1D " 
Cd + + ,t - + +un+ t + (aftet 14) 

Ur2 # 

Ur} 0 0 0 x x im.ma,ak-en (after 13) 

Su2 +a+ + - + + . ,19 

Xl + + . + + + x x 

X3 # 

13, turnU guh·ba .. am se mu.-un .. da ... la .. a 

N2 + 
N3 # 

N4 + 
N5 # 

N7 # 

N8 + 
N9 # 

NIO " Uri + 

UrI" 

+ + a 1M mu.da·ak.e 

+ + + se x [ J 

+ . se mu,da.'ak'·I" ,I 

+ + se mu,.un .. da .. hi.-a 

UrJ 0 0 0 0 se mu"'un"sl~ge 
SuI i + ~e mu-,sl 
Xl + + + mu"fda1~:x .. re1 

X3 # 

Ur3 has additionalUne: [, , ,J 'bar" ,ga mu-un.dadag·ge 

317 

19, St." full transliteration below, The final Sign seems to be da but could be a combination 

ofda and uk. 

I 
I', 



318 4, Abaindasa to Sulgi 1 

14, '"rna gub-ba-1ull ""gisal mu.un-sl.ge 

N2 # 

N3 # 

N4 1+ + I + +1 
N5 # 

o 0 00 

N7 # 

NB +. + + +, o 0 00 

N9 # 

NIO ;iF 

UrI + + + + ++ + I + I (before 12) 
Ur2 # 

Ur) 0 ++ + + + t (before 13) 
+ + . (before 12) XI + + + + ++ 

X3 # 

15. dub-sar 

N2 + + 
N3 # 

N4 + + 
N5 # 

N7 # 

rne .. en 

+ + 

+ + 

na~fll ... a ab~sar .. e 

+ + + 

++0000 

N8 + .'dub'. + I- , 0 0 (after 16) 
N9 # 

NIO # 

Uri + I- + + 
UrI # 

Ur3 # 

Xl + + + + 
X3 # 

16. 

N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N7 

inim 

# 

# 

# 

ugnim~ma 

+ o 

+ + 

NB + Kl.AD.OAR + 
N9 
NIO # 

UrI # 

Url # 

Ur3 # 

Xl # 

X3 # 

+ + + + +20rerenl 

+ + + mu+ "re' 

mu-da-I ... J 
[, . ,J 

o 

+ [, . ,j 

20. Preceded by an eF.;sed sign. 

The Royal Ccmespondence of the Ur m Kings 

I'll 0 

N3 ;iF 

N4 + 
N5 # 

++xooooooooaoo 

N7 ;iF 

N8 ;iF 

}l9 # 

NIO # 

Uri + 
Ur2 # 

UrJ # 

Xl + 
X, # 

+ X+11 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+++++ ++++++++++ 

+ + +... + + + + + + mu .. dab5! 

N4 has another line after 17: inim sa,ge gaba·ri x[ , .. ] 

18. 

N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N7 
N8 

o a 
+ I 

+ + 

o 

+ 
+ + 

+ 0 

+ N9 
NIO 0 

I 

+ + 
o 0 

+ + 
000 

+gis + + Uri 
Ur2 
Ur] 
Xl 
X3 

+ 
+ + + + 
o 0 0 

+ + + + 
++gis++ 

o a 
+ + + 

+ + a 
+ + + .. + 

a 0 0 

o 
+ 
o 
+ 
+ 

+ 

o 0 0 0 

+ uno 
o 0 0 0 

+ na 
+ tum .. 

+ + + 
+ - + 

+ + ~ +! 

0000000 

+ + I mla] 0 

0000000 

o 
o 
o 
o 
+ 
+ 
o 
+ 

re"l. + + 1-

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

o + + 
+ + + + 
+ e + + 

+ 
+ + + + 
+ 1 + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ 
e 
e 
e 

+ 
e 

+ 
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21, The scribe has trouble Wlth lih and began to write something else! erased it, and then 
wrote the right sign. He then repeated the line, once again with. a problematical lih, partially 
erasing the offending sign: lnhn pu~x-uh.ru"um"mla j, 
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NI 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N7 
N8 
N9 
N!C 
Ur! 

o 00 + 
00 0 + + + + dam. 0 0 0 

++ 

00 

++ 

. 0 0 0 

--;-+++++.000 

+ + + o 00 0 

0, + gu10 + 
00 0 + 

o 0 

,"da~an ' ,. . o 
00 0 0 

00/ 0 0 

+ + + + +, -'-- + + + + + 
Ur2 + + ~ + + + + + + + 
Ur3 00 0 + + + + + 
Xl 00 0 + + ~ + + 
X3 +, + + + + + + -r- + 
Followed by another line in XI. 

o 0 

o 0 

o 0 

fwf + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ 
+ 

+ -+ 

o 
o {1 

o 0 

o 0 

o 0 

o 0 

+ 
+an+ 
+ + 
+3n+ 

+ + 

20. 

N! 
tug mlH;lr .. ra 

N2 0 

N4 0 

N7 0 0 

N8 + + 
N9 0 0 

+ + 
+ +21+ 

dan(j+a+ 
ordan

6
ana' , 

+ + ,ra\ 

NIO 0 0 + 
o 

+ 
o 

+ 
UrI # (sec next line) 
Ut2 + + + 
Ud 0 

Xl 0 

X3 + 

o 

+ 

+ 

dan4 + 
+ 

cl;:u\ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 0 0 

+ + + 
+iln)o 0 

o (} 

o 0 

o 0 

o 
+ 
o 
o 
o 
o o 

+ . i 0 

+ + 
+ + + 
+ 
+in-

t 

o 
o 
+ 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

+ 

() 

+ 

+ + 
+ 0 

+ 
o 0 

o 0 

o 0 

o 

+ + 

+ + 
o 
+ + 

+ + 0 

o 0 01.1 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 

+ + 

+ - + 

+ + 

2 L lag.e a mi.nj.ib.tu,.tus·8 sahar igi.ga ba.e.gub 

Nt 
N2 
N4 

o 

o 
N6 0 

N7 0 

N8 
NIO 0 

UrI + 
Ur2 + 
Ur3 + 
XI 0 

X3 

+ + + + 
+ + ..... + rib~. 

o 0 "1" + + 
o + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ 0 

o 
+ + + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ 0 0 

o 0 

o 0 "0 ...... fib 1
, 0 0 /0 

+ nfg .. darvdan~(a + 
++++ + ++ 
+ + + + ~ + + 
004"+~ +++ 

-i-++in+++ 

+ 

+ 

o 
o 

+ 

o 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

o 

+ 
+ 
+ 
o 

+ 
+ 
+ -f- + 
o 00 

+ + + 
() 0 0 

.0 

+ + + bu 
+ ++ 

++ 

o o. 
+ + + + + 

22. Traces of an indented Imc1 possibly rmu.-s(r.-ra 1, 
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22. 
NI 
N2 
N4 
N6 

ut..e ad, (b·gu, gabu.bi fb"Zl<ti~i 

+ +. + 
+ ~ • 

+ + 
+ + + 
o 0 

N7 o 0 

N8 
Uri + 

o 

Ur2 + 
+ 

Ur3 + re + 

Xl 0 0 0 

Xl 00 

NI 
N2 + 
N4 0 

N6 
}l7 
N8 0 

UrI 
Ur2 + 
Ur3 + 

Xl 0 

X2 0 

Xl 

N2 + + 
}l4 0 0 

}l6 + 

}l7 + + 
N8 0 

Uri 
Ur2 + + 
Or3 + + 
XI 0 0 

Xl 
X3 + 

ub + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

o 000 

h + 0 o 000 

. +. j. 

+ 
+ 

+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
o 

+ 
o 000 

+ +.l-- + ~ 

+ +- + + + 
+ + du. dUg 

+ 
+ + + , 

+ + + 00 000 

+ + + 
o 0 0 

000 

T + 

+ ~ + + + + + 
+ 00 gis sag 

+ + .,. 
+ + + 

+ .;. 

+ + ih + 
rim~mCo 0 0 

+ + 0 

+ T + 
+ + + 
~ + + 

+ + 

+ab. 
.r tak

4
" • 

+ tak+ 
o 0 

"'\'" + -+ 

+ + 1-

-r- + + 
o + 

000 o 0 0 00 

.:... + + 
/0 0 
+ + + 

+ + 
o 

t'i (b1 + 
t ub + 0 

+ [b + 
(b +e + 

+ (b + + 

t + + 
o 0 0 0 

+ (b +23 e/ 
+ + + 

fmC-ni + 
o 0 0 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 

e+ r tak4' tak4 
+ + -f-

+ rtak4 tak
4

' 

o + 
+ takL tak

4 
+ 

23. Written as ka. 

o 0 

+ + 
o 0 

o 0 

o 
o 0 

\+ tak, 
+ -+ 

..;.. tak 
, , 4 
. rule. 

tak, 
+ tak4' 

321 
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25. dUCt! 1a un~gu7 ga~ata un ... gu
i 

~\fbansur uku .. ta~se ~u-ni l'b-si-1n-tum 
N2 ~ + + + ra + + + + + + + + + 
N4 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N6 +, + " 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 + + 
N7 + + 0 0 0 0 + + 0 0/ 0 
N8 00 + + + X14 + + + + + 
Uri + + + +mu~un + + + T + + ~ 
Ur2 ++ + + + + + + + + +' + +/ + + 
Ud ++ + + T - + + + + + + + + + 
Xl 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 

XZ ++ + + + + +Ui! _ + + + +/ + + 
X3 ,+ + + ra ?! + + + + + + 

26, zi~gul0 ba-e-i su-~u;o ha-za-ab 
N2 # 

N6 # 

N8 # 

UrI + ++ + + + + a+ 
Ur2 # 

Ur3 '" 
X2 + + + - + + + + + + 
X3 # 

27. dumu nu-mu-un-kus.me-en IU en-tat-re la-ba-an-tuku 
N2 # 

N6 # 

N8 # 

Url + 
Ur2 # 

Ur.3 # 

+"++-+++++++.++ 

X2 + 
X3 # 

++~++++++,,++~+ 

28. 

N2 
N6 
N8 
UtI 
Ur2 
Ur3 
X2 
X3 

ga .... am rne~na""am 

r~a""am' me~na ... ram" 
sa (Isul~gi 

.+ + 

lugal-gl! k1·bi ha·tna-gi
4
·gi, 

ga-a me-na-am + -, a 
o 0 0 0, +"'. () 0 

ga~e me--e .. a~na .. am + ++ + + 
go-. me-na·am I ++++ + 
ga~e mCren ... na .. a + ++ + + 
ga me~en .. a + ~ + + + 
ga me ... ren' .. na .. am + ++ + + 

24. Erasure, or broken ata, 

" + 
o + + + o 
000 000 

guj{! + + + + + + 
+ !+ + + + + 

gull) + + + + + + 
guw /' + + + + + 
~u" /. + 'ha?' an + + 

25. Followed by tlu'ee additional lines; see p. 324 below, 
26. Written as ka. 

+ + - + 
0 o 0 0 

00 0 

00 0 

0 00 0" 
im+ + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
0 0. f tum' 

+ + • tum 
+ + + + 

9 
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29, lUg'dl.§u" en·gll lO he-tnr-te 

N2 #> 

N6 # 

Uri 
Ur2 # 

Or3 # 

X2 + 
X3 # 

+ ++ +++ ++ 

+ 

+ +++++...,.+ 

bi + + + + ib + . 

Cotchline N2: lugal-ga u-na-' dug." (SEpM2). 
Ini-!6, Url, Xl, and probably inNS followed by SEpM2. 

323 

SuI is a round tablet from Susa with an elementary exercise based on this letter; 

Obverse: 
r zu .. lum 1 ,U4za .. gln .. r mu 1 

'li '-ne.a-dah-dah 
rzu1 ... lum M4za,.,gln .. mu 
u-ne,,,-dah·dah 

Reverse: 
In a rectangle: 

1. lugal-gulO-ra 
2. u-ne-dug. 
3. ll-ne-a-dah-dah 
4, 'mas hur-sag-ga' 
5. r a S3

6
"sa

6 
.. mu 1 

6. r anse! x hur:",sag--gaJ' 
7. traces (seems to end in 'nlU') 
8. traces 
9. ttace.s 

10. zu,.fltlffi na4za .. gln .. mu 1 

11. ll-ne-a-dah·dah 
12. dnidaba 

On the right of the rectangle, wtitten horizontally: 
zuAum lla1za ... gln~mu 

ll-ne-a-dah-dah 

. The central part of the reverse is very worn, and only traces of signs remain. 
Lines 7-9 should correspond to the second part of line 3 and the first part of line 4. 

Su2 is a round practice tablet with lines 13 and 12 a repeated set of lines on the 
obverse and at least six lines on the reverse. A fragment on the left edge is now miss
ing; this transliteration is based both on the copy in MDP 27 207 and the collation 

, i," 
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324 4. Abairulasa to Sulgi 1 

of the tablet in its present state by Mrs. Memoush Malyeri. In the matrix, the text 
is entered only once. 

1. a-a gub-ba 'a' mu-da/ak' 
2. i "gub' -ba ~e mll-s1 
3. a-a gub-ba a mu-xl ... J 
4. i' gub '-ba lie mlu- ... J 

The reverse iB difficult to read. The first four preserved lines are illegible to me 
and would require detailed study of the original tablet, which is unavailable to me at 
present. Many of the Susa practice tablets of this type have on the reverse a syllabic 
version of the Sumerian lines from the obverse, followed by an Akkadian translarion, 
and it may be that this lentil was of that kind. The first lines of the obverse were 
therefore probably syllable; then came the translations of the two lines. I can only 
read the final preserved lines: 

i-na sa-n-im ne-bi-im 
za-ri-a-am su-~-i 

N8 has three unique lines between 25 and 28: 

[ ... Jx a gal-gal.la du·a igi-ni im.m!a .... ] 
[ IJ 1- -~ - '''''I J •• < uga "gulO gestu,.guw" re' .... 
[ ... Jx zi mu la'-x·x-! ... J 

Sources 

5. Sulgi to Aradmu 2 
(SAr2, 3.1.13.1, ReU 8) 

Nt ~ Ni. 9703 (ISEr 2120) iii 2'-9' 
Tablet: prism. 

1. 'arad-mlu.ra u.(na)-a.dug1] 

2. cdliul' .[gi lugal.zu na.ab-be.aj 
3. l'a '-lba-in-da.sa-a ugula <'rin zu-kdda (lugal)] 
4. 'Iii' [ ... J 
5. 'inim-zu-iie' [ ... 1 h["- ... ] 
6. erin-bi-S(, x [ ... J nu-x[ ... J 
7. ba-ni-ib-za!h?1 ... J i-f ... J 
8. erin-b[j ... J x [ ... J 

rest of text bro/l.en 

'[Speak to] AradmluJ, '[saying (the words) of S[ulgi, your king]: 

=1-8 

J A[baindasa captain of the royal army,] 4 a man ... 5 According to your mes
sage ... 6 To thos~ troops ... not ... 'He escaped' ... BThose troops ... 

1. Only HA (ofHA.A ~ zah) is preserved. The only omer possible restoration would be 
h'·[Iam ... J. 
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6. Sulgi to Aradmu 3 
(SArJ, 3.1.61, ReD 16) 

Composite Text 

1. 'arad-mu-ra u-na-a-dug
4 

2. 'OSul-gi lugal-zu na-ab-be-a 
3. u/'a-ba-an-da-sa ugula <Srin zu-kesda 
4. [xl u-na-a-dug,,-bi su-ni mu-un-ta!<:..-a 
5. Ix xHe' dugud(-)RI-de NIR-da il-Ia-zu hu-mu-un-Si-in.gi 
6. a .. na~aS~am erin,.bi .. ta ltlu ... un .. zi~zi 
7. en-nl1-ug-ga mu-ni-in.ku

4 

8. [sag' ba].e-tLtnHum-ma NIR·da sa-zu·a ba-e-sHI-la 
9. [lul-kiir-ra ba·ra-e·a erin-bi-ta gi,-g4-mu-un-na-ab 

10. Ix (xl utJ-rinamma a-a ugu-gulO-ta 
11. [x xlx-ra ba-ra-an-kalag SUi x-nam 
12. [x xl-hi ba-ab-gar-re-en-a 
13. x x-bi/ga-se ha-ra-an-kalag x-nam ha-ba-zu-zu 
14. u4 u-na-a·dug".mu su-ni BU ta"" 
15. erin-bi-se gif -gi4-mu-un-na-ab 
16. [ ... J-bi sa,,-ga-zu pad-de 
17. uru'ki_bi nam-ba-an-pe-el-Ie-en 
18. nam-gur,-bi erin.bi-se nig mu-m.ab-dug, 
19. ki-sag.gal-Ja igi-zu-se !"gu-za-atu ha.ra-ab-dur.de.en 
20. a-ma-ru-kam 

I Speak to Aradmu, 'saying (the words) ofSulgi, your king; 
3 When Abaindasa, captain of the artued forces, 4 sent that letter (to me/you) 

5 ••• important ... so that he could confirm the punishment that you imposed on him. 
6 Why did you remove him frotu that regiment 7 and throw him in prison? 8 Having 
reduced the punishment that you had imposed by your own volition, 9 now that the 
enemy is coming against YOll, reinstate him into that regimentl 

tc [By the order of] Ur-Namma, the father who begot me, II. , • fortress ... " .. .II 
you establish/appoint ... 13 ••• fortress ... HAs soon as my letter concerning him has 
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been sent, 15 reinstate him into that regiment! 16 ••• 17 You must not diminish (the 
importance) of that dty: 18 its importance to that r~giment is s~mething that has (al
ready) has been explained to you, [9 so you should lllstall him 11l a stronghold before 

f th ,O,Oj' I yoU as i on a tone: "" t tS urgent. 

Sources 
Nl = Ni. 9702 (ISET 2122) i 1'-10' 
Xl = ANI922,163' (OECT 526) 
Xl has deteriorated since it was copied and since I first collated it in 1985.2 
Tablet typology: Prism: Nt, Type Ill: Xl. 

Bihliogr{lphy: Edition: S. N. Kramer, OEeT 5 13-14. 

Textual Matrix 

1. XI "'arad-mu-ra u.na.a-dulS.; 

2. Xl 'l'''Sul-gi lugal-zu na·ab-be·a 

3, Xl rut la ... ba ... an,/ da ~ ... sa ugula crin zu ... kesda 

4. Xl [xl 'u '-na-a-dug,-bi ~u-ni mu-un-tak,-a 

5. Xl [x xj.Se' dugud(· )RVde' NIR-' da' flAa-zu 11U-mu'un-Si-in-gi 

6. Xl [a-'nla·raS'''~un erin ... bi#ta mu .. un"zi ... zi 

7. Xl [eJn-'nu '-tig-ga mu-ni-in-k", 

8. Xl [sag' bal-e-ttim-tum.ma NIR-da !!a·m-a ba-e.Si-il.la 

9. fbi] kur~ra ba .. ra,.e~a erin·bi-ta gi4 .. gi'f'mu~un~na;ab 

N1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

XI 0 + ~ + 0 + ~ 

10. [x (x) urj."namma a".a ugu",gulO .. ta 

Nl 0 0 0 ~ + + + 0 

Xl 0 0 0 00 + + + 

11. [x xlx-ra ha-ra-an-kalag ~Uf x~n3m 

NI Ix + + + - x 0 

Xl 0 000 0 + + 0 a 
, 

9-20 
1-20 

1. Formerly Ashm. 1922·163. . 
2. Muc.h of the decay has affected the tippet' part of the reverse. The current sr~te of the tab ... 

lec can be seen on (he digital photographs included herej a scan of an older museum photograph 
is included for comparison, 'The transliteration is based on the earliet statc. 

3. Followed by rhe traces of a line on lower edge. 

'1 
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12. 

NI 
Xl 

13. 
Nl 
XI 

14. 
NI 
Xl 

15. 
NI 
Xl 

16. 

Nl 
Xl 

17. 

NI 
Xl 

18. 
NI 
Xl 

19. 

Nl 
Xl 

20. 

Nl 
Xl 

6. Sulgi to Aradmu 3 

[x xl-hi ba-ab-i[ar·l'e.en,a 

[]+++- .. () 
o 00 0 o. ..... + + 

Ox+ +++~ 
o 0 () 0 

00 

x 

U4 tkna"'a ... dl1g4"'~uW su~ni 5U 

+++.+ + abo o 0 

o . + + + + + + + +4 

crin·bi.S(, gi4'gi"mu,un.na'ab 

+ +++,0000 

++++++5 

[ .. ,J.bi sa,'ga'Zll pad.de 

Omits or on previous line. 
[".] . • + 

uru1k1 ... bi nam"ba"an~pe .. el;le~en 

+++ ++++.0 
o 00 0 o 0 0 + 

+ -7 0 0 

+ + . 

nam-gur"bi erin-bi·", nig mu.ra-ab.dufl4 

+++ ++x 0000 

o 0 0 0 

ki-sag-g.il-!a • igi-zll.!e 

++ki+++ 
o. . o. + 

[a)-ltlit-ru-kam 

+ + + 

Ngu-za-am ha-m·ab-dur-de-en 

o + + + hle]o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 

omits or on previous line. 
a . + + 

In Nl followed by ArS3 (7). 

Colophon D (Xl) 

4. There must have been balf a line of text before this in Xl . 
.5. As in the llne above, in Xl, this version had words at the beginning of this line that are 

not present in N 1. 
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commentary 

The reconstruction of this letter is highly tentative, and there may be less har
mony between the two sources than meets the eye. Xl has more of the text than N1 
but is an inferim manuscript, with many errors. The difficulties are compounded by 
the current state of preservation of the former. The translation offered here is highly 
provL,ional, and everyt.hing is subject to revision. The pronominal elements in ver
bal forms are dif1icult, and third person may be used when first person is intended; 
therefore 6rin-bi may have to be rendered "his regiment," rather than "that regi
ment." It is possible that this and SAr2 (letter .5) are variant recensions of the same 
letter, 

4/14. SU ••• tak4' "to dispatch," discussed by M. Civil, f\uOr 8 (1990) 109-11, 
is used regularly in administrative letters but not in literary ones. The only other 
occurrence is in letter SEpM 4:4, together with .,-na-dug.,. The unreliable source 
Xl has the form su-ni su-tak4 in line 14, but this is hardly correct; NI clearly had 
something elBe but only the sign ab- is preserved. 

5/8. NIR-da, read either nir-da or Ser,-da, has been vigorously discussed, most 
recently by M. Civil, FS Halla 75-78, who argues for ti,e meaning "capital offense." 
The use of this noun with the verb (j is otherwise unattested in Sumerian, but it may 
be a calque of Akkadian serta M.m, "to bear punishment," or even of ,erla emUu, 
"to impose punishment." Compare perhaps Sulgi H)mn B 229: NIR-da sag ,-tlim
tum-ga ma-da gal-gal-g a suhus ma-ab-ge-eu-ge-en, "As r reduce punishmentsl 
offences, I solidify the foundations of my great far-flung lands." 

5. The sign before dugud appears to be -se, but this is hardly cettain. The interpre
tation of dugud(- )RI.de is problematical, because thete is no other evidence for Id'i 
as the final consonant of the root. 

18. The nfg befor(' the finite verb form, preserved only in Xl, makes little ",nse, as 
one would expect the verb to be subordinated. One cannot be certain, but the poor 
remains of the equivalent sign in N1 resemble mu more than nfg. 

19. Tile interpretation of this line, as well as the preceding ones, is highly conjec
tural and admittedly makes little sense. The two sources are not in perfect harmony. 
For lei-sag-gal, possibly "secure place, stronghold," see S. Tinney, Nippur Lament 
165. Nl has ki-sag-lei(-)gal, and therefore perhaps we should think of Izi C iii 
12-13 [MSL 13 177]): ki-sag-ki = (a-sat) [ ... ], ki-sag-ki = MIN sal",ki-e, "place 
of s.-rites:" 

',I: ',;, 
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7. Aradmu to Sulgi 3 
(ArS3, 3.1.5, SEpMla, Reu 7) 

Composite Text 

1. lugal-g-u -ra u-na-dug 
10 '* 2. arad-mu arad-zu na-ab.be-a 

3. 'a·ba-in-da-sa ugula etin zu-kdda lugal nfg [uga!-gu
lO 

ma-an-gi
4 4. lugal-gu. bar inlm-ma ha-ba-zu-zu 

5. u, zi-mu:dar"-ra-se igi-gu
lO 

bf-in-gar-ra 
6. kaskallugal-gu,o crin zi-ga-gu" 
7. 'a-ba-in-cla-sa erin-bi igi u-b'-in-kar 
8. min li-mu-um etin-bi nu-gal 
9. x x-ne nu-un-DU nu-un-gi, 

10. ha-ra-kalag lugal-1IulO mu-un-tag
4 

mu-un-dab, 
II. NIR-da,bi NIR-da lugal-gulO Iba-,,]-dugud 
12. I ... J-ma lugal'[. .. 1 x 
13. I ... Ix nl xl ... J-gar 
14. nig !ugal-gu,c ah.be-na-gulO 
15. lugal-gu .. he-en-xu .c 

'Speak to my king, 2 saying (the words) of Aradmu, your servant; 
3 (Concerning the matter of) Abaindasa, captain of the royal armed forces, that 

my king sent me (a message) about; 'my king must be informed about the matter. 
'When I focused my attention on Zimudar, 6 I was in the process of mustering 

troops for my king's military service,' 7 but when Abaindasa inspected those troops, 
a 2,000 of those men were missing. 9 He had not gone to ... , nor had he returned. 
lOHe had abandoned the fortress, 0 my king, and then (re)captured (it)! 111b.at crime 
was a very serious crime against my king! "~jJ ... 

14Whatever you, my king order me to do, (I will do)! "Now my king is informed 
(about all of this) 1 

1. Alt. t:raru;l.; my king's expedition, 
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Commentary 

In some redactions of SEpM, this composition takes the place of SEpM 1. In all 
four extant manuscripts, it is followed by SEpM2 or by its catch linc (see p. 323 
above). 

-t. I know of no other example of bar inim ·ma; the translation is conjectural, based 
on bar, .. ak, "because of." 

,: I know of no other example of kaskal lugal in Sumeria~. em the f~ce of it, it 
hould mean "royal expedition," but even if it meant that earlIer, In OB Urnes It was 

S robably understood as a qalque from Akkadian barran .~arrim, which, according to 
M. Stol, FS Howwin!, ten Cate 300-303 and idem, OBO 160/4 748, meant "royal 
military service." See also J. G and A. Westenholz, CM 33 88, citing this line. 

11. The reading of the verb is conjectural; most probably this line is echoed-··or 
echoes-ArS4 (8), 23. 

Sources 

Nt ~ 3 N·T 80 (A 30135, SL xxxi) obv. 1~15 
N2 = CBS 7848'+ 7856 (SI, xxxviii) iI' -10' 
N3 = Nt 2786 (ISET 2 120) 
N4 = Nt 4586 (transliteration S, N. Kramer)' 
N5 = Ni. 9702 ([SET 2122) i 11'-13' 

Tablet rypology; Prism; N2, NS, Type Ill: NI, N3, N4. 

Textual Matrix 

1. lugal~gu:o .. ra u-n.-dug, 
1'1 0 0 0 + + 
N4 0 0 + 
K5 + + + 0 0 

2. arad'mu arnd-zu na-ab,be-a 

NI 0 0 0 0 + + 
N4 0 

N5 + + + + 0 0 0 

2. First published as PBS 13 46. 

=1-15 
=5-15 

=3-12; 14-15 
=1-11; 15 

=1-3 

3. No photograph is included here: the tablet will be published by A,uman Doome,. 
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3. 
Nt 
N3 
N4 
NS 

4. 
Nt 
N3 
1:\4 

5. 
Nt 
NZ 
N3 
N4 

6. 

Nt 
N2 
;\13 

N4 

7 
Nl 
N2 
N3 
N4 

8, 

000 0 0 ,a ~ 

000 

,. + + + 
, aga ... us 
o 0 

+ 
o 0 

+ 
o 

+ 
o 

Iugal'@1
1O 

bar inim,ma ha,ba,zu,Zl1 

o 

o 

o 

+ 
o 

o ~ 

+ + 
o 

Hi- zi .... mu"'dar"rai:'''se 

+ + + ~ + 

+ + + + + de 
+ + o 0 

+ + 

igi'ilu" bi,in'gar'ra 

+ + + ib + + 
o 00 0 000 0 

++++ 000000 

o 0 a 0 + + 

kaskal lugal'gulo erln zi .... ga~gulO 

o 0 + + + + 
o 
+ 
o 

o 
+ 
o 

o 0 

+ + 

o 0 

OOoo++a+ 
0000000 

"t-++ + 

+ 
o 
o 

+ + 
o 0 

+ + 

igi i.l ... bf,.in~kar 

+ + + + + 
+ + + 
o 00 0 () 

+ + 

+ 
+ 
o 
a 

Nl 0 0 + + + + 
N2 0 0 0 0 + + + 

+ 0 0 N3 + + + + 
N4 0 0 0 0 0 + 

9, 

Nt 
N2 
N3 
N4 

10, 

Nl 
N2 
NJ 
N4 

x x~ne nu,.un"DU nu .. un~gi4 

00. +++ +0 
a 00 0 

x x 
000000 o 

+ 
o 
+ 

ha,ra-kalag Iugal'flu" ruu,un'tag; 

000 + ++0 

o 0 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
+ 
a 

+ 
o 0 

x x 

rnu .. un .. dabs 
+ + + 
o 
o 

+ 
o 0 

+ 

Iugal'itu 10 

+ 
+ + 
o 
o a 

ma .. an .. gi
4 

+ 
+ 0 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 

11. 

1'1 
N2 
1'3 
1'4 

12, 

1'1 
N2 
1'3 

13, 

Nl 
1'2 
1'3 
14, 

1'1 
1'2 
1'3 
1'4 

15, 

Nl 
1'2 
1'3 
1'4 
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o + o o 
o o a 0 

() 

o 0 

traces 

I" ,J'ma 

[ .. ,J + 
[ Jx 
[,' .Jx 

o 0 

lugal'[. , ,Ix 
[, , ,j 

[ .. ,j 

[, ,.Jx n! xl., ,]-gar 

o x + x 0 

00000+ 

traces 

o 0 

o 0 

traces 

o 

+ 0 () OS 

o 0 + 
o 

lugal,~ulO he,eu,Zli 

o 0 + 0 0 

o 0 0 + 
+ + + + 0 

o 0 

o o x 
o 0 0 

o 0 0 

In Nl and N2 followed by SEpM2. 

Catchline N31 lugai'ga u,na,[dug,l followed by upside down lugaHla u'na~dug, 
Catchline N41 [ ... 'fa u,n)a,du[g,l 

Both cateh lines reference SEpM2. 

4. Only the very end of the tinal sign is preserved!n both Nt and N2, 
5. Possibly room for [gu,ab,ak]. 
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8. Aradmu to Sulgi 4 
v 

(ArS4) 

Source 

Xl ~ MS 2199{2 
collated by Konrad Volk. 

Tablet: Type III. 

Text Transliteration 

1 '1 g I ~ , , 'd' · u a -gulO-ra u-na-a- ug 
2 "d' 'd 4 · ata -muarn -zu 'na-ab'-be-'a' 
3. u4 lugal-gule kig 'lugar' ,,-[del mu-e-si-in-'gi " 
4 "b' x' be' , , 4 • U4 enn- 1-,e -tn- te -a-gu

lO 

5. ra-bi sf-ibka-tum ugula nu-banda erin dag~al- '[a lugaI-"D_k 
6 .[. [I' k "a e4 · SlIm-rna uga -!la- e4 en mu-un-' tar-re '-es 
7. fugal-me u4-da-d-se he-d gil in-na-'de"-es 
8. kig-bi-se te-ga-da-mu-ne 
9. hg lugal-go,,, mu-un-gI4 igl il-b(-kar 

10, Id NIR-da NIR-da 'su" b(-in-sum 
11. lu nam-tag nam-tag b(-fb-fl-e 
12. lu krg-bl tab-ba-a-nl mah-bl al-hi-e 
13. 'a'-nl ud-bi-e kU al-Ia-e 

14. 'a-'ba-an'-da-sa ugula 'erin' 'zu'-keSda 'lua al'-"a-ke 
151'e' "1 I e 54 .• U· rtn-a gI4-gl,. uga -gulO 
16. [k(jg lugal-gulO rnu-un-sub bad im-ml-in-du 
17. [lug]al-gulO 'inim'-ma 'nu.hUF'-le-de 
18. '''Sul-gi-x-x-x lu-kas1-e irn-'mi'-In-'gin"-na' 
19. gU rnu-un-du-a-ak-ke,_'eS' !u-kfg-gi,-'a-l1uIO' nu-x-x 
20. x x lugal x di-ne ga-e l!-x-du-x 
21. x x-bi mu-un-gul NIR-'da' bHb-'[)-e' 
22. 'u' erin-bl-lie {b-'zi'-z! 
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23. NIR-da-bi NIR-da lugal-'gu lO' ba-e-'dugud' 
24. I" min-kam-ma su-ni-ta ha-ba-ab-Ia-e 
25. 'NIR'-da'su'-ni-ta'b{-ib'-gar 
26. Inig'] 'lugal-mu' ab-be ga-mu-na-ab-' du" 
27. [lugajHlu lO he-en-zu 
ZB. [u41-'bi-ca' lugaVgu lO'- inim-ma nam-'ba'-ab-sub-he-en 
29. [inHm 'lugal'-ilulO ba-ra-ab-'bal'-e 
Colophon D 

ISpeak to my king, 'saying (the words) of Aradmu, your servant: 

335 

'\\Then my king di'l,atched me to ... the task, 40nce I approached those troops, 
j the generals, lieutenants, and captains of my king's far-fiung troops 6 inquired about 
the health of my king; 7 and shouted out 'Long Live the King!'" • When I was close 
to the work(-site}, 'after I inspected the work that my king had sent me to, J'the one 
guilty of a capital offence was handed over for execution, L the sentenced had to bear 
their punishment. "The one who doubled his work-(load} was very well paid, 13 his 
wages were paid out In silver for each day. 

'4 Abaindasa, the captain of the royal armed forces, 15 who had been returned 
to the ranks by my king, 16 abandoned the task (assigned by) my king and applied 
himself to work on building the fortifications. 11 My king, because the orders were 
not being ... 18 Sulgi.x dispatched' a messenger, .. .'9 but because he rebelled ... 
but could not send my messenger. zc ••. 21 He destroyedfbroke ... and had to bear 
punishment" and was OlLsted from that troop. 23 That crime was a very 'serious crime 
against my king! Z4 After he was entrusted to a second man 25 (that man) carried out 
the punishment. 

"'Whatever my king orders me, I will do. l7My king should know (about all thiS). 
"From this very [day] on, I will never neglect my king's orders! '"My kings [orders1 
mUllt never be transgressed! 

Commentary 

The tTansliteration was made from photograph,., in November of 2005. I was able 
to make collations, but due to the imperfect state of preservation of the tablet, a 
proper edition will require more time with the original. Subsequently, the tablet was 
baked and cleaned, and I was fortunate enough to obtain new photographs courtesy 
of Andrew George. Later, in June 2009, Konrad Yolk kindly collated my edition 
against the original. 

The writing on this tablet continues unintenupted from the obverse to the re
verse, covering the lower edge. Two of the three lines on that edge (20-21) are 
difficult to read; additional conservation may make it all casler to decipher. The 
Sumerian of this letter leaves much to be desired, even more so than some of the 
other CKU items. 

I
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5. The title ta-hi sl-ik-ka-tum is a loan from Tabi sikkatilum, a high military rank 
in early OB but unattested in Ur IIl.lt may designate the approximate equivalent to 
"general," that is Ur III salekana and later OB sapir Amum (ugula mar.tu, Baby
lon, Hammurabi and later) or rabi Amum (gal mar.tu, Mati and ESnunna).! The 
earliest attestations are found in the literary correspondence of the lsin kings Iddin_ 
Dagan and Lipir-Estat (letters SEpM2-5). The sequence of military ranks does not 
correspond to anything we know from any specific period and probably represents an 
18th-century garbling of early OB titles, 

6-7. On this salutation, see me commentary to ArS]: 10 (1). 

18. The reading of the beginning of the line is highly uncertain but it undoubtedly 
contains a personal name tl1ar begins with Sulgi. ' 

22. The verb d, when used of workers/troops, means "to muster," but here it is used 
with the allative case, which is unusuaL The broken context does not help matters, 
but it is possible that this has to be connected wim SAr3: 6~7 (6) a-na-as-am erin
bi-ta mu-un-zi-zi, en-nu-ug-ga mu-ni-in-ku4, "Why did you remove him from 
that regiment and throw him into prison?" Otherwise, one would have to ignore me 
case ending and render the line as "he mustered all of these workers/troops." 

23. This line apparently also occurs in ArS3: 11 (6). 

28-29. The restorations in these lines arC conjectural; one would expect a genitive 
construc.tion with lug" I -Ii ule in both lines. Either this is simply a bad rendition from 
the Akkadian (which tmderlies much of this text, as it does with other letters) or it 
is a parenthetical interjection, literally, "From mis very [day] on, I will never neglect 
orders, 0 my king! [(Your) orders?], 0 my king, must never be transgressed!" 

1. See R. Pientka .. Hinz, FS Haase 53-70. On military ranks in OB times, sec, most recently, 
D. Charpin, aBO 160/4282 and M. Stol, aBO 16014 801-13. For a somethat difterent OW As· 
syria" usage of the title, see, most tecently, C. Brinker, AoP 37 (20lO) 49-62. 

Source 

9. Aradmu to Sulgi 5 
(ArS5, 3.1.6, ReU 6) 

Sil = CBS 346 (PBS 10/4 8) 
1--14 

Tablet: Type Ill. ll" Sumerian and 
Bibliography: Editions: C. Wilcke, WO 5 (1969~70) 2-3, B. Su Ivan" 

Akkadian Sentence Structure, 153-55. 

Text Transliteration 

Obverse 

1. \lllgal-gulO-ra] u.ne-[du!l4] 
2. c'arad-mu arad-zu na-ab.b,,'-[a] I 
3. lugaI-gulO inLI11-111 in1m an-na nlll nu-kudru-dam 

< ) a-wa.avka a-wa·at a-nim sa 'la' [ut-uvlw-ru] 
4. nam-tar-ra-Zll digir-gil,;; ~u-zu gar-'ra'-[(a~)] 

'si'-mHu-ka ld-rna D1GIR ~wut-!u-rrux-[n ... 1<um] 
5. bad lugal-gu 811 mu-un-g41dg-bi 'ki" -b[i-se im-mal-gar 

< > '!ia' be-If ~~sa-tim-x ,i-pi.ir-'ll 'a" -[nil at.,-i-$u aSJ-kwun 
6. glrl \u hir-e k'kalam-se ba-'bad'-[(re,l] 

se-ep na-a/,.,-i (1-' nil' ma-tim pa-ar-' sa-at' 
7. 'mu'mahlugal-gulO'sig'igi-'nim'-ma <> 

~u-nu.Hlm s;.,-urn sa be.U-ia 'i~-tu' ma-tim e-li-' tim' a-11il 
8. "utu-e-ta ~4-SU-uS zag-se kalam til-la-a mi-nHn-tum-'tur;" -:n0 

'is' -tu < > a-M ( > a-nil pa-!£, 'gi' -ml·iT·d ma-tim Ham·mi- ra 
9, amurrum gu-erim bf-in-garn[-bi 'im-ma'-x-x [.,.J 

kHa-tum su? u-x-al niI-ak?-!r; ... ] k I ., 
j I" ., " ! ] ( s l hat-ra-an- a ag 'gl 10. 'kur-gam-ma-bi "au -gl-ra tum· mu' x .. , x era. 

hur-' sag'-[ga-ka ... l , I 
ku-un-S:i-ma-tum (1-' na' ( ) [. , .J a-niI bal-~ sa pa-' ni' [sa-di-l , . , 
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11. 'u' a-ba-,un-da-'"," [ ... J 
< ) 

12. 'im,sar're lugal-gulO' [ ... 1 
'~UP'-p(x(eras.) be,lf-'ia' [ ... ) 

9, Aradmu to Su!gi 5 

13. nlg lugal-gu" ab-!be-na-(guw ga,ab-ak)1 
'.fu' be.1C[i-qa--bu..u (lu,pu-IiS») 

14. DugaiFgulO' [he-en-zul 

I Speak to my king, 2 saying (the words) of Aradmu, your servant: 
3 My king, your pronouncements are as the pronouncements of An that cannot 

(ever) be changed. 4 Your destiny has been bestowed to you as to a god! 5 And as for 
the fortifications that my king commissioned me to finish, I have restored the work 
to its previous condi tion. 6 (As a result) the enemy's access to the frontier tenitory 
has been blocked. 7-8 My king's name supreme illuminates (everything) from North 
to &mth, from East to West, to the borders of the entire homeland. 9 The enemv 
Amorites, ... to Kurgamabi (Akk,: Kunsi-matum) to Sulgi ... the fortress Igihursag~ 
, , • II And Abaindasa .. , 

"The tablet(s)/written (instructions) that my king. , . 2' Whatever you, my king 
or[der me to do, (I will do»). 

"Now my king [is informed] (about all of this)! 

Commentary 

The tablet that preserves this letter is most probably from Sippar (Abu Habba; 
part of the so-caqed Khabaza Collection at the University Museum, Philadelphia). 
From our vantage point, it is difficult to know if it is the work of a clever, innova
tive student or of an incompetent one (an unpublished duplicate shows quite a bit 
of variation). The pastiche combines standard hymnlc language, as in lines 3, 4, and 
7, with ideas taken from other CKU letters. The tablet is fragile, overbaked, and has 
deteriorated somewhat over the years: the transliteration reflects the state of affairs 
before conservation. 

1. The writing u-ne-dug, (for u.na-a-dug.) is found primarily in northern and 
peripheral texts but also at Ur. As is the case with all known bilingual letters, except 
for the Letter to Zimri-Lim and one glossed manuscript of SEpM6 (Ukl), the Akka
dian version does not include the opening formula. 

3. Compat'e Letter ofUrsaga to a King (SEpM 6) 7: inim-zu inim digir-ra-gin, 
hur nu-gi,-gi.-dam, "your command is like that of a god, it cannot be revoked." 

4. su-zu ... gar is an unorthodox writing for su-zi. , .gar, as the Akkadian 
translation indicates. It cannot be tuled out that the writer had in mind su-zu-se 
gar, because the Sumerian verbs are semantically almost equivalent, but the paral. 
lel with Lugale I 25 SUppOltS the Akkadian translation (OB: dnin-urta duwga• 
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zu nu·hir-ru nam·tar-ra-zu su-zi·de-d g[ajr, Late: "nin-urta dull-ga-zu 
nu-kur-ra nam-tar·ra·zu sU'se bf,(, .. j = "MIN qf..bit.ha ul ut-t.ak-kar si-rruHu-ka 
5wut-ltl/[ma)). The equivalence Bu-zi ... j! ar = ru.ut.lu-mu-u[mJ is also documented 
in Nigga B 132 (MSL 13 118). BU'Z!. , .g ar is a poetic equivalent of!ium, just all 

the Akkadian sutlumum is a poetic equivalent of nadiinum (see W. P. Romer, HSAO 
1196; T. J. H. Krispijn, FS Veenhof, 253-54). 

5. The first verb is apparently ~u ... gil sullumum, "to guard, to finish (a task)." This 
equivalence is also attested lexically (su-gi, = su"",l-lu,mu-um, Nigga Bil. B 139 [MSL 
13 118]) but the usage is otherwise unknown in Sumerian, to my knowledge. Once 
again, the author was thinking in Akkadian, although the Sumerian is syntactically 
somewhat deficient. This makes little sense here; Sullivan, Sumerian and Aldwdian 
Sentence Structure, 153 proposed reading "kin!" rather than su, and the Akkadian 
equivalent as u-l'a,(a.{)-p[i'-ru.n]i, but collation does not support either reading, 

The end of the line is now broken, but the tablet at one time had -g ar. The restora, 
tion of both versions is tentative and is based on the assumption that the penultimate 
visible sign in the Sumerian is ki rather than dL T!<e verb ki, bi ·se ... g ar means 
both "to firm up, consolidate," as well as "restore" (A. Sjoberg, ZA 63 [1973J 15-·16). 

6. It is difficult to gauge if the Sumerian or the Akkadian are primary here. M. Civil 
quoted this line in MSL SS 1 90, noting the equivalence between Akkadian sepa 
jJariisu and the Sumerian !'tId bad. In the MB exercise cited there on p. 89, the Su
merian is somewhat different: gIrl si- il-Ia·ab = se-pa-am Pt:lA'WUs. The usage here 
is most likely a back-translation ftom the Akkadian repam parasum, "to block access." 
See, perhaps, also Sulgi Hymn B 70: gu subtum-ma ki glrl ku;.da-ba eden-ba 
hu-mu-un-si-si-ig, "I silence the clamor (of battle) in ambush at the place where 
the road is blocked off, in the wilderness" (translation uncertain). 

7. Note the writing ~»ffim far ~i""am. 

8. The translation of the verb is based on the Akkadian (namarum). I do not under
stand the relationship between this and the Sumerian equivalent tum-tum. 

9. The scribe clearly had problems with Sumerian; he took apart gu-erim, "vile! 
enemy," and glossed the first element as Idssatum, "totality," on the basis of gu = 
kiSadum, "neck," thinking of gu = nap!Jiirum, 

10. I discussed this line inJAOS 95 (1975) 717. Kunsf-lniitum, literally "Submit, 0 
Land," was the name of the Ur princess who was mamed into the house of the north 
Mesopotamian principality of Simanum. Eventually, this led to the intervention by 
Su-Sin's forces, when the royal family of Simanum Wl1S ousted from power. The his
torical issues are debated in the JAOS article; here the concern must be philologi. 
caL Kunsi·matum is well attested in Ur III sources (see above, p. 159), and it is 
unlikely that a Sumerian equivalent to the name kur-gam-ma-bi would have been 
used in a contemporary letter. In order to explain this peculiar situation, two pos
sibilities might be entertained here. One envisages an OB scribe providing a learned 
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translation of the Akkadian name back into Sumerian. It is likewise possible that 
the error was more complex. The original had kur gam·ma· bi, "the land that had 
submitted," and when that was mistranslated as !<twill marum, "bow down, 0 land," it 
reminded someone of the Akkadian name Kunsi.matum (attested as an elite priest. 
ess name in OB Mati [J. M. Durand, LAPO 18386-87]), and the Sumerian Was then 
reinterpreted as a personal name. It is quite possible, in this scenario, that the OB 
scribes had no idea that there actually was an Ur III princess by that name. 

Note that the scribe modified the name of the Bad·lgihursaga fortifications into 
Harankalag.\gihursaga and then translated this literally into Akkadian. 

11. Note that there is no personal name classifier in this line; the passage is broken 
and therefore it is impossible to ascertain if the scribe was ol1ce again confused or 
if he intended to refer to the man who is the subject of so many other Sulgi letters. 

10. Aradmu to Suigi 6 
(ArS6, 3.1.4, ReU 5) 

Source 

Xl = 1M 13712 (Sumer 15 [1959] pl. 6; TIM 9 39) 
Tablet; Type Ill. 
Not collated. P. Steinkeller and J. Black both tried to check the original but the 

tablet could not be located in Baghdad. 
Bibliography: Edition: J. J. van Dijk, Sumer 15 (1959) H)-·l2. 

Text Transliteration 

Obverse 

L 'lllgal'.gulO.ra u·na-a.dug4 
2. [alarad.mlu arad·zu '112' ·ab·be·a 
3. [lugalVgu1o' rna-da dagal-Ia 'nam.en-na '·as mll-ra·an-~urn-rna·a 
4. [g]u-tes.a sl-ke 'dtm·ma '·bi asa-'am' 
5. [uln u.gin7 Iu.lu "Sul.gi.ra sipa 'nfil'·gi'·na-bi 
6. [nalm.lu·ulu sig 'igi-nim-ma' digir.bi za·e-'me-en' 
7. 'igi".bi'rna.ra-sl-ga]' 
8. [uln dagal-Ia u-gln, lu.lu 'a' mah rdidignH "buranun·na-ta 
9. [ ... Jx rdidlgna.'ge' 'luga!'-gu lO sa ma.ab·dull-ga 

10. [ ... lx 'fb'·zkl 
11. [ ... bJa'-'da'-an.gar 
12. [ ... Jx-ak.en 
13. [ .. .j.'kal·la'.bl 
14. [ ... Jx x br-si 
Rest of obverse broken 

Reverse 

l' [ ... ]x 
2' [ ... Fan·tuk'-a 
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342 10, Aradmu to Sulgi 6 

3' [., .Ix.me.en 
4' [, ... Ix x x 
5' [ ... 1 'dumu' ma·da' gu.'tu·(j'.umki 

6' [ ... Jx 'ma/mii".r(kJ u ra·pf.qumki 

7' [xl x tuk·tuku·ne igi.ga j·goL 
8' nfg LugaH;u:o ab·be·na ga.ab.ak 

; Speak to.my king, 'saying (the :"ords) of Aradmu, your servant: 
Your Majesty, the far.flung terntones that have been given to you to ruLe~4 

they are obedient, and of one mind. 5-6 You are the rightful shepherd ofSuigl's people, 
numerous as blades of grass, 6the god of mortals/the population of the Lower and th 
upper (lands), 1 they look to you (with reverence)! 8Th" teeming 'peoples, numerous ~ 
blades of grass, from the mighty waters of the Tigris and Euphrates.9 ••• of the Tigris 
that my lord has entrusted to me. . . . " 

5' ••• citizens' of the land of Gutium, " .... Mari' and Rapiqum 7' who have a 
bf 8'Wh ' ... re 

e ore me. atever you, my king, order me to do, I will do. 

Commentary 

3. The line is damaged; without the opportunity for collation, o~e can only specu. 
late on the proper readmg, J. J. van Dijk, Sumer l5 (1959) 10, transliterated it as: 
[lugaIJ·mu ma·da·dagal.la n1 na[m-rla.as mu·ra-an·sl·ma,a but this seems 
Improbable. One could alED restoration the broken section as kadra or nfg~ba.ln 
defense of my reading, see Letter to Zimrilim 14: kur-kur daga[l nam·en·na-as 
~u.na.an].ihifI1'us = !71l»tcHi [r]a.ap.sa-ti a-na !Je-U,;m id·di·nu·su, "(and) have 
gIVen the far·flung lands to him to rule," and SPu1: 4-5 (14): kur-kur iJg dugal.la 
an',ne den. \(\·Ie, nam-en·na- bi ma-an -ihim-mu·us matiiti niS, rapilSti Anu u 
EnM, ana be/i iddiniini (reconsrructed). 

5. Compare Letter of Sin·idinnam to [Jtu 25: erin-a·ni Ii·gin lu.lu-(a)/am nu
mun·a-ni dagal-Ia, "their troops are as numerous as blades of~rass their offspring 
far.flung." The sign before gi.na may have been erased. The most p;obable reading 
,":ould be inlm, burrhe remains are too short forthis sign, Note that sipa nfi( ·gi-na 
(If correctly read) is an epithet of Nur-Adad and Sin-iddinam. 

.The sY~1tax ';f the line is problematical: I take it to be a complex anticipatory 
genttlve: llg u.gtn Iu.lu sulgiLak 'ipa nig.gin.a.bi. 

7. 1be interpretation of the verbal form igi-bi ma·ra-Si-g al is conjecturaL An· 
orher possibility is to view this as a variant of igi ... g aI', "to present the matter," 
commonly found in Ur III protocols of legal proceedings and in the Ibbi·Sin corre· 
spondence. See p. 400 below, 

9. The final verb is not clear. One could read silim-ma ab,du, .ga "after having 
hailed ... " d , 
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5'-6'. Two of these three place and "ethnic" names, Mari and Gurium, are known 
from Ur III texts; the first requires no comment: 

a. Gutium. This geographical/ethnic name is almost aLways written gu-ri.um(kl) 
from Sargonic through Old Babylonian times. In the time frame of interest to us, 
it is known from the Utulregal Inscription, the Curse of Agade (155), as well as from 
various royal hymm of Ur III kings (Ur.Namma Hymn C: 90, Sulgi Hymn B: 267, 
S,.lgi Hymn 0: 230,346), from the Lamentation over tire Destruction of Sumer and Ur, 
and from the Sumerian King HI~, always written gu_ti·um(kl) (the Ur III version of 
the King List has um-ma·numki [P. Steinkeller, FS Wileke 280)). All of these are, of 
course, Imown only from OLd Babylonian versions and may not l'eflect Ur III writing 
conventions. It is not atrested in any Ur III document buc occurs in Arad· Nanna's 
dedication to Su,Sin, where it is written ma-da gu.re,bu.umki (D. Frayne, RIME 
3/2324: 18) and gu-du.ma-ka in an unpublished Ur III clay cylinder with a copy 
of the Laws ofUr.Namma (courtesy ofM. Civil). An Dr lIP tablet copy of a monu
mental inscription ofUr-Namma preservesdumu gu-tim·um-ma and ma-da gu
tim.umki (D. Frayne, RIME 3/2: 67: iii' 4' and iv' 4'). 

b. Rapiqum, whose precise location has not been determined, is not attested before 
Old Babylonian times. It is generally agreed that it was situated on the Euphrates, 
either close to Ramadi or to Pal\ugah (Charpin 1999: 95). Rapiqum was strategi
cally important in OB times, but there is not a single reference to a place by that 
name in Ur III or earlier documents; tllis suggests that we are dealing here with an 
anachronism. 

Edzard and Farber, ROTC 3: 157, followed by D. Charpin, FS i{enger 102 n. 27, 
proposed that the Dr III place name ro·NEk: is to be read ra.bf/pis-qf. This is highly 
improbable for philological as well as geographical reasons. [ know of no other Ur III 
example in which final/kif couLd be read in such a fashion in a place name, and the 
few occurrences of ra·NE" do not favor a Euphrateall setting but imtead point to a 
trans.Tigridian IDeation. The ON occurs only three times, and in two of the three it 
is associated with other localities that lay beyond the Tigris. Thus, in BIN 3 139:3 
(AS 7.8.13) and in PDT 2959 the erin ra.NE" are listed together with those from 
places such as IStim, Arman, Titan, Hamazi, and Karhar, all of which Lay in the east. 
1be third occurrence of this toponym, Olr 122 n, only tells us that there was a man 
by the name of za·an-nu-um who was a I" ra.Npl. 
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11. Ur--dun to Sulgi 1 
(UdSl, 3.1.1 1.1, 14) 

Source(s) 

Xl =YBC5011 
Tablet: Type III. 
Bibliography: Translation: H. Neumann, TUAT nf 3 (2006) 17-19. 

Text Transliteration 

L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

I I ~ • cd' uga -gulO-ra u-na-a- ug4 
ur-dun dam-gar arad·zu na-ab-be-a 
ku lugal-gu lO mu-e-ne-sum-ma 
kur su-ra-se sim iii'eren-na 
saw-salD-de mu-e-si-gi.na 
u. kur-se <BI> ku,-re-na-guw 
X' gil b' blm eren~na 1 .. sal0 ... sa.".~gulO 
I •. 
a-pi-la-sa gal-zu-unken-na ma-an-gi-ma 
sam-gulo mu·da-an-kar-re-e~ 
lea <,,-gal-le-ni u-um-gub 
III na-me ka-gu,o en nu-bi-tar 
larad-mu arad-zll U ba4-ba,-ti pisag-dub-'ba' 
zi-mu-dard-ra-ta si-mu-ur4·' m ' -umkl-se 
{l.re-d-ma 
[(x) iln-ne-zu-' ma' 
[1U.k~g.gi4-a-ne-ne In-'sin-g[i(4! ' ... J 
[(x)Jx lugal-ga ba-e-ni-x[ ... J 
'usn,,' nu-tuku "-dar-re-bi nu-mu-' da-gar" 
dull-ga lugal mu-ra-an·sum 
nfg lugaHlu lO ab.be-na-guw 

Colophon F 

1. Followed by an erasure. 
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I Speak to my king, 2 saying (the words) of Ur·dun. commercial agent, your 
servant: 

J My king gave me capital 4-5 and dispatched me to a distant highlands to pur
chase juniper resin. 6 But once I had entered the highlands 7 and purchased the resin, 
'the prefect ApilaSa dispatched (his people) to me, and 9 they appropriated my pur
chases. lCWhen I stood at the gate of his (local) palace, it no one wanted to investi
gate my complaint. 

12 And as for Aradmu, your servant, and Babati, the high commissioner, 14 they 
bad gone l'ftom Zimudar to Simurum, IS and to Inform them . .. , 16[they have sentJ 
their messengers. 17 My king .... 18This confiscation cannot be undone without us
ing force. 19 0 king, (my messenger) has given you my accounting (ofthe matter). 2(l 

Whatever you, my king, order me to do, (I will do). 

Commentary 

This text conrains syllabic writings: gi for gi, (5, 8), bi for bf (11), ba4 (PISAG) 
for ba (12) and was clearly written or even composed by someone whose grasp of 
Sumerian grammar and writing was idiosyncratic, to say the least. The addressee is 
not mentioned by name, but one can safely assume that it was construed as a Sulgi 
lettet. Only letters from his reign mention Aradmu and Apilasa. Indeed, as cleverly 
explained by F. Huber (ZA 91 [2001]: 181), the writer of this text used SArI (1) as 
a model for the beginning of this letter. The addition of Babati and of the dty of 
Simurum, both taken from the Su-Sin correspondence, is but one more indication of 
the spurious nature of this letter. 

2. The conventional reading of the name of the sender is uncertain. J. Bauer, BlOt 
50170 and]AOS 115 (1995) 295 prefers Ur-~ul and suggests that this is an abbrevia
tion for a theophoric name such as ur-dsul-pa-" or ur.dsul-sa-ga-na but without 
any justification. The name is well attested in Pre-Sargonic Girsu (there is even a 
dam-gar, BIN 8 175: 2-3) and in Ur III. Two Drehem texts provide the explicit 
writing ur-dun-na (TrouvaiUe 24: 7, RA 9 [1912J 55 SA 224); an Umma tablet has 
ur-ddun (YOS 4 237: iv 96). The abbreviation appears unlikely, because both Ur-dun 
and Ur-Sulpae are common Ur III names and I know of no instance where both mark 
the same individual (the name Ur.Sulsagana does not occur during this period). 

3. I have understood the final -ma in this line as the Akkadian conjunction, as is 
the case in line 8 below. The verb has a third-person plural dative prefix; this can 
only be analyzed as an anticipation of the names of Aradmu and Bebati in line 12 but 
is probably simply wrong, as is the verbal form in line 5. The author had problems 
with Sumerian prefixes and confused first and second singular as well as third-person 
plural fonns. 

4, The traditional translation "cedar" for eJ'en is imprecise. It is clear that ancient 
plant names did not correspond precisely to modern ones from a taxonomic point of 
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view. This label was used in Sumerian for a range of conifers, aromatic woods that 
produced sap, perhaps including "cedar," which the Mesopotamians obtained from 
d.e west, as well as pine and, more precisely, juniper. There is no pollen evidence 
that cedars ever grew in westem Iran. Juniper (Juniperus exee!sa), however, covered 
much of the Zargos in early times. 2 There is evidence, boili literary and archival, iliat 
in the third and second millennia, parts of the eastem mountain areas were thought 
of as kur ""eren-na (P. Michalowski, ]CS 30 [1978]: 118), a tern, that is referenced 
obliquely here but is present in anothet OB literary letter: Letter of Iddarum to Sumu.-
tara 3-4: hi-k(g-gi4-a kur '''eren-na zag x[ ... J, igi-gu,,-se gu mu-un-gar-re-
eS-ma, "envoy(s) from the Juniper Mountains ... have gathered before me." For a 
drscussion of the various problems involved, see J. Klein and K. Abraham, 44th RAI: 
65-66; the Semitic etymology of eren and the translation "juniper" will be discussed 
in detail by Leonid Kogan in a forthcoming study. 

5. The writing gi must stand for gi" "to send, dispatch," with the prefix -8i-. The 
final vowel a must stand for the copula -am, hence mu.e.sLgLen.am, literally "I 
sent to you;" hardly a correct form given the context. 

6. In view of ilie grammatical knowledge and writing habits of this scribe, it is dif
ficult to second-guess his or her intentions. It seems that after kur-se the scribe 
began to write SIM, in dittography from the line above and/or in anticipation of the 
following line, thought better of it, and just moved on. 

B. 1he translation is based on the assumption that the verb g i is a syllabic writing of 
gi4, as in line 5. One would, however, expect the prefix -si-. 

9. This is a crucial line in the text, because it spells out the actual wrong com
mitt.ed by Apila'a. The verb is kar (with -da-), in the meaning of ekemu, "to take 
away (by force)," in ilie third-person plural. The object is sam-mu, which requires 
explication. At first glance, one is tempted to understand this as nig-sam, "price" 
(P. Stelnkeller, Sale Documents 161). This makes little sense; it may be preferable to 
view this as a form of n(g-sam-ma, "pm'chases" (note n(g-sam-ma, SEpM IS: 14 
but here meaning "price"); see now C. Wilcke, Early Ancient NeaT Eastern Law, 78. 

10-11. ThIs is clearly derived from ArSl: 9-10 (1) ka e-gal-Ia-se gub-a-gulC,ne 
silim-ma lugal-ga-ke,en Ii-bi-in-tar. The verbal form nu-bi-tar is incorrect. 
The reading ka is based on the assumption that the predicate is a calque from Ak
kadian pil+PRO sa'a1u; see the examples in CAD 13/1 277. 

12. Note the almost automatic arad-zu after Aradmu's name; note also arad, as op
posed to arad in line 2. The scribe mindlessly inserted this from his studies of letters 
[TOrn the prime minister to the king. Note the writing bal-ba,-ti for ba-ba-ti; the 
value ba4 of PISAc1 is usually used only in the writing of the name of the Kish deity 

2. This is a complex issue that requires a longer study; see, conveniendy, Naomi R Miller, 
Journal of EtlmobioinllJ 5 (1985): 1-19. 
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dza-ba
4
-ba,; the only other example of such a writing in this personal name comes 

from ilie OB copy of his seal inscription published byp. Walker, ]CS 35 (1983) 91:7. 
The figure of Babati, with his title, is taken from SuSal: 35 (letter 19). 

15. H. Neumann, TUAT n.£. 3,19 n. 91 writes: "Die Zeichenspuren am Anfang det 
Zeile (kollationiert) legen einen Kohottativ nahe: [g]i.- in-ne-zu-m[al." I do not see 
the remains of gil at the beginning of the line. I also doubt that the OE scribe who 
concocted this letter would have known about the Ur III usage of gil- to express the 

cohortative mode. 

lB. The restorations in this line arc uncertain. The translation is based on a ... dar, 
"to cheat, confiscate," for which see A. Falkenstein, NSGU 1111 C, R. de Maailer and 
E. Jagersma, AjO 44/5 (1997-98) 285 and R Karahashi, Sumerian Campund Verbs, 
75; PSD AlII 50 renders the line "not having ... their illegal seizure (confiscation) 
(of the purchased cedar tesin) cannot be .... " 

19. I take the third-person singular agent of ilie verb to be the messenger who L, car
rying the tablet ("epistolary perfect"). 

"I, " 
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j "1 ' 
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12. Aradmu? to Sulgi? 7 
(ArS7) 

Source 

Url = UET 6/3561 (*187) obv.; rev. 1'-\9' 
Tablet, TyPe III. 

Text Transliteration 

I. [lugal'g"Jora u'na'(a),dugJ 
2. [(!)arad,lUu arad-zu na'ab,be'aj 
3, [. "j 
4. [ ... J 
5. [xl (blank space) ,:-[xj x x 
6. [x x x! x gi_ grd' u{da'gin, ur,' an gal'ta 'an "pa,s<' e,I'[(x)] 
7. [x x] arad e lugal'gu

lO 
b,,-UD-da x,lu 

8. [mll ur,dlun dam'gax'ra,ke"d "n(g lugal'" gulO' ma,an'gi 
9, [ur,d]un arad,zu,gin, <O\'ag'ga 'l"ag"ga lugal,gu, l-zU 4 

10. Ix xIx ur,dun nu,du
J 
.-ga-ni,ta mul,ta,ni-tehi .~ 

11. [xl x'ga'iu luI sl'sl'k~ bVin ',SUm 
12. [Jugal'glu lO bar'ga en hrVbr,in'tar n(g,sa,' ga "na ha'ma'an'ak' 
13. [(x) xlx'jiu,e a'gin, me'er,' ga; gi

4
,bi nu,' du 'ga,bF'mu'ra'an,dug lugal,gu-

\ r 1 1e 4. 10 
1" 'Zu 

14 Irx x]zl,~,t: ur,dubn, dam'g";"ra 'ubr, ',gin) ka bal,bal'e 
15, x x x "se zag' Ha na{ niL' abbar ',dili na ,duh'si,a 'na ',za,gln,na na 

r gug'l bal'~bi sa .. a 1 Z 4 4 4'" 

16. [x x)x na.,nir/( <ZA>MlR) x 'na,'llug/nirt(, hu, lum diii GAM.GAM NUN. 
KAR kil'zu x x,bi'a DUB.DUB,me,es 

17. (x xIx gal,ta 'na,' [x) 'na,' eme, gal kat,kar e:as' dili,am x du. ,du "ge 
x " >. J 10 10 
"U'''X''am 

L There are addItional wedges after mUi either the scribe had problel1111 with the sion or 
tried to write du:o' 0 
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18, [x x]x,la'gu,o 'kig',bi in,ne'!>! 
19, [x x]x'am 'ur',dun 'su in,ne'zi,zi,de' [.,.1 
20. traces 

Rest of tnblet broken 

P Speak to my king, 'saying (the words of) Aradmu, your servant:) 
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p~4, . ,5, , ,]6. , . like the day/sun, coming out from the great above to the zenith, 
'( , .. servant who ... my master's estate, ... 

'Concerning the matter of the merchant Ur,dun, that my master dispatched me 
about, 9 Ur,dun, as your servant, was given instructions; but you, my master, know 
(this), 10 But Ur,dun approached, .. in deceit, 11 (and) his, , , were full of lies, 12 

May my master inquire about my wellbeing, .. , lJ Why did my . , ' speak deceltfully 
to you not once but twice? But you, my master know (this), 14 By means of. , . , ad, 
dressing the merchant Ur,dun in the following terms: 15 "To the city [of x], from its 
border." pappardiUu, chlorite, lapis, carnelian ... " lG-10(untranslatable) 

Commentary 

This letter is preserved only on a broken tablet from Ur. The obverse is almost 
completely destroyed, and only a few fragmentary signs on the right edge have sur
vived. There are traces of a double line three or four lines up from the bottom of the 
obverse; this suggests that the letter begins at this point. The traces of the solitary 
sign visible at the end of that line may be interpreted as 'zu " and it is possible that 
this is the remnant of the closing formula lugaH! UfO he-en-zu. 

When two letters arc paired on a tablet, one expects a letter to and from the same 
individual, usually a king. The sender of the second letter cannot be Ur,dun, because 
he is mentioned in the third person, and so the author is most probably Aradmu and 
the recipient must be SulgL The clues are too spaxse to establish if the top of the 
obverse eontnined a similarly unique letter or, less probably, the missive from Ur-dun 
to Sulgi (UdS1, 11), The ouly readable signs on the obverse of this tablet are in 3', 
which ends with [" , ,n]a',gu1O' This could be associated with UrSI 6 (J 1): u

4 
kur-se 

(EI) ku,re'na,gu
lO

• This, however, would require 14 more linc3 of text, and the Ur 
tablet only had 6 or 7 betore the double line. If it indeed contained UrSl, then the 
lines were longer; many of then containing the equivalent of two lines of the one 
surviving Yale source for that composition, and some lines may have been omitted, 

The lack of duplicates and, above all, the use of rare words suggests that this is an 
Old Babylonian scribal concoction, most probably composed in Ur, The text is ex
tremely difficult, but in view of the contents of the titst three preserved lines, it was 
possibly a poetic letter of petition rather than a prose literary letter, and therefore the 
beginning may have to be restored appropriately. Note the use of vocabulary derived 
from the lexical and school epistolary traditions. Needless to say, the translation is a 
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mere approximation. The tablet was studied in person and on photographs but [ also 
benefitted from collations kindly done by Steve Tmney. 

10. The restoration of the beginning of the line is most uncertain but much depends 
on this, because it is not clear from the text, as it presently stands, if Ur-dun is the 
villain or the victim. 

The adjective nu-dulO-ga is most likely a calque from Akkadian Ia 1lIDum, 
"wicked, deceitful," that is norma lIy used of words or utterances; see CAD T 26-27. 

1 L The rare luI ... 51 means "to deceive;" see M. Civil, FS Lambert, 109. It is at
tested in lexical texts and in two Gilgamesh passages (Gilgamesh and Huwawa A 
152B and UET 6 58: 20 [Gi/gamd, Enlddu, and the Netherworld, Ur Version]). Note, 
moreover, Letter ofInim-lnina to Lugal-ibila (SEpM 22) r.t1: na-an-ga-ma I" na
me lui i-ri-Ib-s)-ke, ugu ad-da-na-,e ga-am-gin a-ra-ab-be, en-na g Iskim 
ga-e u za-e inim )-bal-en-da-na, lu-(u) mu-e-si-in-gi(gi,-(a), lu-tur ilu 
nam- bi-bar-re-en, "From now on (be on guard) for anyone for would try to deceive 
you and say "I have to go (home)" on tbe authority of his father! Until you and I 
have exchanged passwords and I have sent you (my) representative, you must not let 
the youngster out!" 

12. For the first half of the line in letters, see Letter of Ursaga to a King (SEpM 6) 10 
lugal-gu

lO 
bar-ga en (li}-bf-in-tar dumu uris"-ma-me-en and also MDP 27 

104: 1-2digir-gu
lO 

I" k"r-zu nu-me-en ba-ar mi-en-tar-re. 
The only other occurrence of nig-sa-ga+PRO ... ak is in lSme-Dagan Hymn 

A+V 97 a-tuku nfg-sa-ga-na nu-ak lu lu-se nu-DI, "so that strong men not do 
simply as they please, that~ one man does not ... another man." 

1.3. The word me-er-ga, "one," is otherwise quite rare and occurs only in texts that 
lie outside the Nipp~rean Old Babylonian school tradition-the three OB references 
are from Ur-with one exception in lexical compositions. The only poetic usage 
known to me is RinvSin Hymn B 35 (to Haya): nam-eres digir-re-e-ne-Ice. me
er-ga-bi al-ak-e digir sag-du nu-tuku, "(Nidaba) uniquely performs the duties 
as queen of the gods, and has no divine rival." Uke the present letter, this hymn is 
only attested at Ur (it may actually be in honor of Rim-Sin II); see tbe sequence 
mi-ir-ga = (5-te-en, [g]i,-bi 'l'a'-nu-u-um in the OB lexical text/commentary from 
Ur, UET 7 93:3-4, discussed by A. Sjoberg, ZA 86 (1996) 220-37 and the Late 
Babylonian grammatical text CmMA 2 246: 33, me-er-ga = is-te-en NBGT IV 
33 [MSL4164]). SeenowT. Balke,]CS62 (2010) 46-7. 

14, In UdSl (letter 11), Ur-dun writes about his purchase of juni~er resin, but the 
only commodities in this letter are precious stones. In the Letter of Samill-tab to l!ak
ni'id (SEpM 17): 15 the writer asks the recipient to keep in mind his desire for na;
duh-Si-a, na.igi, and na{nfr-gig/na

4
-n(r-mus-g(t/na{n{r-mus-su-ud. The 

na{nfr-babbar(2)-dili stone is otherwise attested in lexical teJ(ts (see PSD B 31 and 
CAD P 107 sub pappardilu) and is occasionally listed in archival documents (UET 34 

. 
, 
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5482,3, 10; UET 3 1498 ii 25; HUCA 34 (1963) 14138 [OB]). The identification 
ofna,-duh-si-a as "chlorite" has been proposed by P. Stetnkeller, ]MS 1 (2006) '1-7. 

6 S, ha)s AAICAB 1/1 Ashm.1911-2400bv. ii4:2na4-nir(zu-lum ka-ba 
tu~si~e, ::~, o~ ~ir" zu-lum, and gug zu-Ium in YOS 4267: jj 23: 2~_(Ur 1II). In the 
lexical'~exu;, there ';5 only na(zu-Ium = aban sul~PPi, Hh XXiv b:J (MSL 11 85), 
Nabnitu XXI 166 (MSL 161961), NB Stone List Ii 8 (MSL 1065). 

Th (SAL HOB) gal mu't be a kind of stone or a qualifier; see 4 gug 
1;'1 e rare ~~~s(iOS'4 267:ii 26-27) and 17 se ktl-habbar dalla emes-gal-se 
zu- um erne, ga bb ed" f 19ames 
(SANTAG 6 336: 3), both Ur ilL Perhaps this is an a reviat wrIting 0 a .. 
(UO,SALHOB), sometimes translated as. "steatite". It is impossible to ascertaIn ,f 

there was an UO sign before SAL In th,s Itne. 

18-19. Note the change to third_person-plural dative in the v~:bs. In line 19, the 

b 
. . b 't" , "i "to be angry cheat plunder' (F. [(arahashl, Su-ver IS uncertain ut 1 1$ bU •.. ,. ) " 

mel'ian Compound Verbs, 173). 
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13. Puzur .. Sulgi to Sulgi 1 
v 

(PuSl, 3.1.7, ReD 11) 

Composite Text 

1. lugal-gu lO-ta u-na-a-dug, 
2. 'puzur4_dilul_gi ilakkana biid-igi-hllr-sag-ga 
]. urad-zll na-ab-be-a 

4. lugal-guw kU-sig17 ""za-gln digir-re-e-ne-ka in-ne-en-dfm-d{m-ma 
5. zi-nkie-am in-nu-u 
6. lugal-llulO zi ugnim 1, kalam-ma-nHe 
7. bad gal igi-hur-sag-ga mu lu kur hul-gal-se 
8. tlii kalam-ma-ni-~e mu-un-dti 
9. ugnim lu-kur-ra im-ma-zi 

10. diS-am lu igi-ga zm-bi i-im-to1m-ma 
11. dib-dib-be inim ma-an-dug4-ma tgi.se ba-gin 
12. giskim lu kur-fa ga-e l-ZLl 
n. lu !cur im-ma-til USU-gulO l-tur 
14. bad nu-mu-un-da-kal-Ia-ge en-nu-tig nu-mu-da-ak-e 
15. mm 'puzur4-

dnu-mus-da ensi ul,-lum-ruR.RN" 
16. ninnu nindan us sag ba-ab-gfd murub

4
-ba im.ma-an-ri 

17. nam 'lugal-me-Iam sabra fdsegs_seg, 
18. hi nindan uS-nl ha.ni-dar-dar 
19. nam 'ka-ku-ga-ni ensi ma-da murub/' 
lO. J5 nindan us gaba ddr-bi ba-gul-gul 
21 nam 'ta-kHI-l-ll_su leU-gal [dab_gal u Idme-den-lfl-hi 
22. nimin nindan us-ni gUr ugu-bi-se nu-ub-gar 
2]. u4 hi kur im-ku-nu-a ugu-bHe u-nu-ub-zu 
24. 101 !cur me-fe usu-ni im-til 
25. ugnim-bi sa hur-sag-ga-ka rb-tus 
26. tuhun-bi lugal-ga an-na.kam 

27. 7200 erin hi-krg-ak-ne ha-ma-ab-rl-e ulAa-bi hu-mu-iH-gi -gi 
28. 70 aga-us lu su-da-Iu-nu-tumk',a 4 4 
29, ugu-gu,o-se he-em-sus-be-es 
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30. d{m-ma-gu" he-dab5 ki-tus-bi ga-ba-da-an-kUr 
31. he-zu gi,-ta u. ul- ll-a-se nam-tag-ni dugud 
32. atad dsul_gi lugal gl-na-me-en' 
33, nam-mu-da-til-en 
34. lugal-guw he-en-zu2 
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I Speak to my king, 'saying (the words) ofPuzur-Sulgi,3 general of Bad-Igihursaga, 
your servant: 

4-5 Is it not for the sake of his own well-being that my king fashioru (objects) 
of silver and gold for the gods I 6 My king, for the well,being of the army and of his 
homeland. 7-8 has built the great fortifications of Igihursaga for the sake of the vile 
enemy and of the people of his homeland. 

9 But now the enemy army has mustered (for battle). 10 A certain individual who 
was brought before me as a deserter II gave me some information as he was pass
ing (through) and then went back out (again). lZ Now I really know the enemy's 
passwords! 

lJThe enemy has concentrated (all his forces) for battle but my forces are insuf
ficient (to keep them off), [4 It is impossible to strengthen the fortifications against 
him, nor (properly) guard it. 151n the sec LOr under the responsibility of Puzur
NumuSda,4 governor of Ullum-!e\Jrum, 16 a 300 m. section had sagged and collapsed 
in the middle; 1/ in the sector under the responsibility of Lugal-melam, the overseer 
of the Sessektum canal, IS 30 m. of his section can be breached; !9 in the sector under 
the responsibllity of Kakugani,s governor of the inland territory, 20 a 210 m. section, 
its fuce and base are badly damaged, 11 (and) in the part under the responsibility of 
Takil-ilisu, canal inspector of the Abg-dl and Me-Enlila waterways, 22 240 m. of his 
section does not have its perimeter laid out yet. 23 Although I cannot know ahead of time 
when the enemy will advance against (the fortifications), 24 (it is evident) that the 
enemy has concentrated (all) his forces for battle, 7.5 and his troops are encamped in 
the mountain vallevs. 

16 If my king is' agreeable, 21 he will raise for me a very large contingent (viz., 
7200) of workers and send them here immediately. 28-29 Seventy Sudalullutum troop
ers should also come here to me. 30 I am resolved, and so I shall dislodge them (i.e., 
the enemy), 11 so let this be known, for his (the enemy's) sins have been grievous 
from (primeval) night ro the end of days! 32 (Be assured), i am the true servant of 
my lord Suigi,' "and I wnt definitely finish (this work)! 34 Now my king is informed 
(about all of this)!1 

L 32. (N4 onlY)1 liJ,n.]-a-dug,-!tulO -nf!t-gu-~ub;-bu-bi in-nu-lI. 
2. 34. (N4 only), '0 ·-ma-ru-k[aml. 
3. Var,: Puzur-Numukla, Pmut-Marduk. 
4. Va!., Su.Marduk, Su-Nunu, Sll-Numu~d •. 
5. Vat.: Su.Numutda. 
6. One text adds: n'My letter, it will not be neglected, will it? 
7. One text adds: 34· It is urgent! 
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Commentary 

"mpr;~/:~~i~~a~ diffic~lties of thi~,composition provide a particularly stark ex-
, e I eu tIes 0 creatmg a composite text" of a composition that h 

v~ry flu~d textual tsadition in witnesses found in different places. Textual var' as a 
C lister m a manner that reveals consistent differences between the Ni Ut' lants 

and those from elsewhere, and the solitary Kish witn",'S sometimes P';:' ,souree$ 

w~y, ;e re~nstructiO~l is hampered by the fragmentary state of the ~fpp~r '::b~~'Il 
~eICml'dPdrol VI e gOf0thd evl,dence for the beginning and end but do not document we~l 

e part 0 e etter. 
,Of the four Nippur manuscripts, all of which come from the 19th·e t 

vatlOns of ,h 't, d h' ' en uryexca-
d ~4) ; SI e an ave no preCIse provenience, two are one-column tablets (~l 

an, an two are on collective ones (N2 and N3), Because of the f' ' 
stat~ 0hf thl~ sources, it is impossible to establish if they all had a similar ,:;;:ec~,ta'7. 
or It t e ( i"erences from th h ' on e ot er manuscripts are limited to one or two f h 

b
tablets, I should stress that one should not think of this as a aeneric ~l 0 t, ese 
ecause it may simply h 'd M ' • ppur version, 

d I' I 'k represent tel iosyncrasies of Ol1e or two teachers or their stu 
, enthts. t' t ill un b

' 
lelfuy, however, that more-complete sources from the city will surfac~ 

In e oreseea e ture. 
TI:e varla~lS in the opening section are such that rather than indicate differ

ences m every me, I offer a separate Nippur composite text of the passage: 

1. IugaI-gu",-ta u-na-a-dug 
2 I d d 4 , yuzur,- nil-mus- a sakkana bad-igi-hur-sag-ga 
3. arad,Zli na-ab-be-a 
4
5

, l~gal-~u:o ku-sig17 "<'za-gln digir-re-e-ne-ka in-nc-en-dim-dim-ma 
+ zt,nl,..Se,..am In .. nu.-U 

6. lugaHtu lO siHm-ma ugnim u kalam-ma-na-se 
7. bad gal igi-hur-sag-ga mn lu hul'gaB" 
8. mu-un-dil 
9. ugnim lu kur-ra lm-ma-an,zi 

~1,~4 
~1,~4 

~l,~4 
Nl,N4 

~l 
Nl 
Nt 
~1 

Nl 

I Speak to k' .'·3 ' (h ' • my mg, sayrng t e words) ofPuzur-Sulgl, generalofBad-]g'lhur'aga-
your servant: <; - Qt ~ 

~-5Is it not for the sake of his own well-being that my king fashions (ob'eelS) of 
precIous metals and Jewels for the od 1 6M k' r tl J hId 7-8h b' g s, . y mg, rot 1e safety ofthe troops and his 
omge~m as utlt the great fortifications of Igihursajla against the vile (enemy). 

ut now the enemy troops have mustered (for batde). 

4. This line is different in aU manuscripts. 

10-1 L The dlmculties in these lin' I I . sh b I, ,'" es weI e apparent y a ready telt in antiquity, as 
own y t 1e amblgumes mherent in the line division, ~1 had both of them on 
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interpretation of the scribes who wrote XI and X4, The student from Kish (KiJ) had 

dab,~dab5-be as part ofHne 10, 
12. gBkim is used here as a technical term referring to secret signals or passwords; 

on such nuances of the word, see M. Civil, FS Lambert 109. 

13. One would expect that usu til would mean that the enemy forces have been 
weakened, but as in Nil1pur Lament 226, d,e context requires a different interpreta
tion. Here, as elsewhere in this letter, idiomatic usage reflects Akkadian usage, in 
this case, emuqam gamiirum! U to concentrate military force"l'; see S. Tinney, NiPlntr 

Lament, 170. There is some textual confusion with line 24; the reconstruction of the 

latter remains problematical. 

15. On the noun nam, see commentary to SArli 29 (2). 

15-22. There is a good deal of variation in the order of these lines and in the per
sonal names of the officials that are mentioned (on the names and the variants in 
lines 15 and 19, see pp. 138-142 above), In view of this, the somewhat arbitrary 
order accepted here reflects source X4/5, the only one that preserves the whole se
quence, X2 begins WitllOut an official, at line 18, The distribution and order in each 

manuscript can be reconstrllcted as follows: 

N2 N3 Kil Xl Xl X4/5 

• 0 15 19 18 15 

16 0 18 16 19 16 

15 0 17 17 20 17 

18 0 22 18 0 18 

17 0 19 21 0 19 

22 0 20 22 0 20 
19 0 21 15 0 21 

20 21 16 20 0 22 

16, The compound verb or, perhaps better, idiom sag(. , ,}gfd, is otherwise attested, 
to my knowledge, only in the UrukLament 1 a 3: [. , ,j-ni sag a-na-as ba-ab-' gid' 
lug sag gi

6
-gaj a-ba-a in-lu-Iu-un, which M, Green (JAOS 104 [1984: 266) 

read gfd as SUn and translated the line "Why was .. , expanded? Who was it who 
made [the black-headed people] become so numerous (anyway)1" with reference to 
the outline in her commentary (I" 278), rendering it as: "he expanded (the wall) 50 
GAR.US but let it collapse in the middle." It is doubtful if this verb has anything to 
do with sag, , . gfd = "eke/mum, "to be angry," for which see F. Karahashi, Sumerian 

Compound Verbs, 137. 
21-. After line 21, the two Nippur tablers have a line order that is different from all 
the other texts from Kish and elsewhere and possibly even from Nt. They both seem 
to repeat line 14; note that Xl omits lines 24-25. Ideally, the Nippur order should 
have been used for thp t"prfYrlcf' .. ",,!-'l..-, .... r..f .. 1-~ ~_~ ___ - -" 1 1 A • 

,,' ~\ -' 

,.'" , 
I,\', ,;' 

.' " 
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N2: 

[u. \(j kil]r im-ma-ku-nu (igl-bij-'se 1 u-nu-ub-zu 
[nam 'ta-kH)I-l-IHu I [ku-g-al rdabgal] ,. 1 fd d '-I 
[
1] , 1 U me- en- 1 
, usu -gum i-1m-til 

[bad nu-n::::-un-da-kalHa-ge / [en-nu-(ug) uu-mu]." da-ak '-e 
[ugmm-b, sa hur-sagj-'iW' £b-tus 
[. , .. jx mu-da-ti 
[. , .I-gi.-gi. 
[ ... ]-x-' dugud" 
[ . .. ]~rme! .. en?1 
[ ... j-x 
rest of column brol<en 

N3 i' 1'-7': 
, "[I-k- . k u.' u ur'm-ma_ u-nu igi.bi-se u-nu.uh-zlIj 
n~m. 'Ita '-[ki-il-l-!{-sll] / kil-gal ""'fabgal u rdme-den_\{J.1a1 
III kur m[e-se lIsu-ni!r,:u

lO 
im-til] , 

lIg[nim ... ]. ~I (25') 
bard uu-mll-un-da-kal.!a_ge] 
ug[nim-bi sa hur-sag_r,:a (h-tus) 
rest of column broken 

~ 23 
~ 21 
~ 24 
~14 

~25 

~331 

~ 29' , " 
~ 311 

32' 

~ 23 
~ 21 
~ 24 

= 14 
~ (25') 

22. The interpretation of this line follows a suggestion by E. Robson. 

~: ;e reconstruetion of this line Is highly uncertain; there is some confusion with 

26-29. These lines are clearly intrusive and were d . d fr h S . 
spondence, specifically from SaSul: 17; 27-30 (18) :r~~e Sus~7. t e u-Stn corre
result was somewhat untidy and resulted in s fu.' a .31-33 (19). The 
dents Th N' . ome con .lOn among teachers or stu-

. . The Ippur sources, whIch already differed in lines 21-25 ar b k th' 
pomt, e same pro . ' 'd . th ' e ro en at IS 

cess IS eVI em m e answer to this letter, SPul: 20-26 (14). 

27. Every manuscript has a different version f h' I' 
who are to "carry" the ~'d p . k ( S·;< a t IS me. The X4 includes people 

u 81 see aClul· 16· 30 Itt· 18) Th' b 
literally, implying that they are to h' ,,' : e. el . IS can e taken 
probably calqued from Akkadia th carry dt e_ c:;rvee, basket" or as an expression, 
'lq n, at stan 8 tor carryIng OUl' cor ~ I b " . OR 
I am naS'urn. It is usually assumed tbat corvee I- b h' '1' vee a or, I.e., . 
for the state or for alar e or i '. a or-t at IS, ml ltary and other work 
the Old Babylonian pel~od ;n~ :~~~o~~n;:~~;nge for I~nd-is not attested before 
SUlllel'ian It' 1 h ~ Ian term Ilhum ha, no equivalent in 

• 18 now c ear t at corvee labor (d . k "d " 
now M. Civil, FS Bi' s 13) '. UpSI ,or USU; on the reading see 

(1979) 103; P. Mich~~wski,~~~~ ~~l;~~~)t~i/~ ~~~lIk see M. Sigrist, RA 73 
Eastern Law, 34 with earlier literature. ' . Ice, Early Anaent Near 
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The number 7,100 ill not to be taken literally; it simply means "a very large con
tingent." See, for example, thelette:r to the Generals (SEpM 11) 9-10: tukum~bi dutu 
nu_um.ta-e, sar,s:it etin ugu-ba nu-ub-gub, "if the sun does not come our, not 
even a very large contingent of workers will prevail against it." The number occurs 
again, used in a similar manner, in SaSul: 29 (18): 7,200 <'rin mu-e-si-in-gi., and 
in Islbl: 8 (21) 72,000 se gut se du-a-bi sa l-si-in"-na-se ba-an-ku.-re-en. 

28. The place-name su-da-Iu-nu-tumk! (with variants) is otherwise unattested 
and seems improbable; this is undoubtedly a garbled place-name that resulted from 
a transmission error derived from the intrusive *hl-"nanna ensi zi-mu-dar"-ra. It 
is also possible that at some point in the chain of transmission confusion arose under 
the influence of the Ur III writing UJ.SU for SimaSki. 

30. I have taken d(m-ma dab, as a calque of the Akkadian temam ~abatum, "to be 
resolved, make up one's mind." The line has many variants. Note the third-person 
markers in Kil and X4, where the idiom may have been misunderstood; translate 
perhaps: "his (the enemy's) mind was made up and he changed his location." 

31. The idiomatic nature of this line present("j difficulties for ancient students, as 
documented by the high level of variation in the manuscripts. 

3 Za, Although this edition for the most part follows the Nippur text, it seems likely 
that this unusual line is an interpolation. The restoration of the first signs, as well as 
the translation, is somewhat speculative. 

33. There are a number of possible interpretations of the verb in this line, Rather 
than interpreting the na' prefix assertively,8 one could take it negatively ("I may 
not be able to finillh fthe work]") in concert witb the parallel in letter to the Gener
als (SEpM 11) 12: a ma-tur nu-mu-un,da-til-en, "My work force is insufficient 
and I cannot finish (the task)" (for other possible translations, see M. Civil, Farmers 
Instructions, 183-84). Previous editions all take the root to be ug,; in this case, the 
translations would be "may I not perish!" but this is improbable. Note the cluster
ing of variants; the non-Nippurean texts are all agreement and the Kish manuscript 
straddles both. 

Nl has the unique fragmentary line 32a, which may perhaps have to be under
stood as "and has not my (previous) letter been ignored?" 

Sources 

Nl = HS 1438 (TMH NF 442) 
N2 = Nt 9706 (ISET 2112) r. iv' 1'-23' 
N3 =Ni. 9854 (ISET 1189 [131]) ii' 1'-5' 
N4 N 3773 

1-14;30-34 
10--23+ 

21;24--27+ 
1-4; 29-34a 

8. Steve TInney suggests that this might be a calque of an Akkadian promissory oath in the 
negative. 

r, 
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Kil = AO 10819 (PRAK 2 060) 
XI = A wIn iii \'-10' 
Xl = BM 54894 rev. i 1'-11' 
X3 ~ Ni. 3083 (ISET2 115) i 1'-8' 
X4 = YBC4606 
X5 = YBC4654 

1-34 
13-34 

4-14; 18; 15;10 
25-34 
19-34 

1-18 

Tablet typology: compilation tablets (Type I): N2, N3, Xl, X2, X3; all others ty"" III. 

N 1 collated by C. Wilcke, Kollationen 73, by Steve Tlnney, on print photographs pro, 
vidal by Manfred Krebernik, and on digital photographs provided by J enold Cooper. 
X5 and X4 constitute" pair, probably written on successive days by the same scribe. 
Kil has deteriorated since I first collated it. 

BibUography: Edition: C. Wilcke, WO 5, 3-6. Translation: P. Michalowski, Roval 
Letters, 78. . 

Concordance of sigla used here (CKU) and in ReU: 

Nt A A N1 
N2 C B Kil 
N4 G c N2 
Kil B E X5 
XI H F X4 
X4 F G N4 
X5 E H XI 

Textual Matrixes 

L lugal"guw"ra u'M,a,dug'; 

Nl 0 0 + + + . 
N4 +. 00 

KH + 0 + +. 
X5 + + + + +. 

2. IpUZUT4" '~ul·gi ",kkana bad,igi.hur'sag,ga 

NI 00 00 + 0 + + + 
N4 ++ "nu,m[usdaj + + 0 0 0' 

Kil '. damar,utu + + + fke,/l 
X5 .+ + + + + 

3. amd .. zu na,ab·be,a 

Nl 0 0 0 + + 
N4 + + + 0 0 

Kll + + + + 
X5 + + + 
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4. [ugal-!lulOku.babbar kil.sig I7 digir.re-e-ne-ka in,ne-en,dfm-Jim-rna 

Nl (1 sign 1V14zu"gln dig[r .. re~e,f ne'~ka [inl~rne" ~en",rd[m l_d(m .. .rma 1 

N4 'lugal'-gu" 'ku'sig17' [ 1 
Kil lugal-guw ku.sig17 ku·babbar 'dil!ir' gal'galin'ne" dim·dim·ma ' 
X2 'Iugal'gu,"' Jru.babbar kVsig,,' dligir l-dfm,dfm-ma: [ 
X5 lugal-gu" 'ku-babbar (ldl),sig l1 ' digir·'te'",-ne in-dfm-J fm 1 

5. zl .. nl .. se~~un in~nuru 

Nl 
KH 
XZ 
XS 

6. 

Nt 
Klt 
Xl 
X5 

0 + + 
... + + + 
+ 0 o 0 0 0 

+ + + -p + 

+siHm~ma 

+ +-
+ + + 
+ + 

0 

+ 

+ 

7. bad gal 

Nt + 

igi·huf.sag-ga 

+ + +/ 
Kil++> ++ 

..L na+: 

+ 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 

mu Iii kiir hul'gal,se 

+ + + : 

X2+ + +++++ o 0 0 0 

+ + ~ : X5 + + + 

8. ug kalam,ma,nl-Se mu~un~du 

Nt + + + 
Kil + + + + '3' 
Xl Probably on Same line as 7 
X5 + + + + + 

9. ugnim 16 kur,ra im~ma~zi 

Nt + + + + + + 
Kil + + zi 
XZ + + + 0 

X5 l-ne·os +an+ 

10. diS· am Itl igi-ga zah,bi i .. im..-tum .. ma 

Nl + + + + + ++ + +: 
N2 11 0 0 0 a 0 0 00 
Kil + + - + +: 
X2 + + + + + 00 0 0 

X5 xx lO+ + + ++ + + 
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II. 

NI 
N2 
Kil 
X2 
X5 

12, 

Nl 
N2 
Kil 
X2 
X5 

NI 
N2 
Kil 
Xl 
Xl 
X5 

13. Puzur-Sulgi w Sulgi 1 

dib-dib-be inim ma-an-dug.-ma igi-fe b.-gin 

+ + + + 
o 0 

+ + + /+ 
+ + + + 

+ + + + + " + 
+. fbaEan"'gln' 

+ + + 0 DU igi~rsel' ba-gin 
+ + o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + 

giSkim lu kur-ra ga-e ,-zu 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

+ - + ... 

+ + a 
+ + + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ 

+ + 

hi kur me~se usu~ni im..,tH 

+, 
+. 
++ 
00 

+. 

+. 
+ +. 

o 0 0 0 

Omits or on same line as 12, 
00 

o 0 0 0 + al+ 

14, bad nu-mu-un-da-kal-la-ge ell_nu_ug nu-mu-da-ak-e 

Nl 0 

N2 
o 0 0 0 

+ + + 
Kil+ ++ ++ 
Xl + + + 

X2++++++ 
X50000 + 
N2 additional line (?) 

OQOOOO 

+ + ~ + + 
+ rke

4
' en~nu~ug~da 

.000000 

a 0 0 + 

++ + + x 0 

o 0 0 

+ + + 
g"-g" 
o 0 0 

o 0 0 

o rga' ~ga 

15. 

N2 
Kil 
XI 
X2 
X5 

113m PUZUf4-Jnu-mus,..da 

++ ++ + + 
enst ul+-1um-TUR,RA~ 

N2 
N3 
Kil 
XI 
X5 

+ 

+ 
o 

+ fSU 1 dmal'duk, 
+su nu~nu 

~5u ++ + 

o 00 + 

+ 

+ 
+ 
a 
+ 

+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
o 0 0 

+ + + 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 

x + + + + + + + -I- + + 
omits or on same line as Z 1 
+ 
+ 
o 

+ 
+ 

+ + +.. + + 
+ +bi + + + 

o otba'+ ~ + + 

+ + da + 

o 0 0 0 

+ + da + + 

17. 
N2 
Kil 
Xl 
X5 

lB. 
m 
KU 
XI 
Xl 
X5 
19, 
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o 
+ 
+ 

+ + 

++ + 
++ + + 
++ 0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

1+ + 

++ 
++ + 

ia nindan uS-tu ha.ni·dar-dar 

+ + + + + 
++ + ... +++ 
+ + 
+ +am 

+ + + + + 
+ + rhu?1 0 0 

++ a+hc++ 

nam !ka--ku .. ga .. ni ensi 

+ 
+ 
o 
+ 

rum 

N2 a 

Kil '" 
Xl 

00 , + 
+. , _1_ + + 
-1'~u"Jnu~mus .. fda 1, 

++ + + + + 

rna-da murub,'" 

+ + 
+ 
o 0 0 

+ + 

o 

+ X4 

20, 

N2 
Kit 
Xl 
X2 
X4 

N2 
N3 
Kil 
XI 
X4 

22. 
N2 

35 nindan us gaba dur·bi b.-gul-gul 

o 0 

+ 

+ + 

o + + + +lu 
g.-b-' ab-gul-gul' 

o 
+ 

+ 

+ + + + + + 
• f?im 1 x 

+ a + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ ba+ + + 

000 • ++ + 0 0 

" 0 0000 + 
+++ +++ +nu.-ub+ 
,+ + + + +is su tem! 
+++11 +++ su +x12+ I 

00 0 

.0 0 

++ + 
+abgal 
+, + 

nirnin nindan us ... ni 

o 

++ ++ + + 

0000000 

+ ++ ++ + + 
+ ++ .,;..+. 
+ ++ ...,..+. + 

Kil + 
XI u~u 

X4 25 

o 
+ 
+ 

gUt ugu-bi-se nu-ub-gar 

x + 

+++++++ 
+ 

gul + 

+ rba'+ 
+ ba· 

N2 0 0 

N3 '# 

Kn + + + 
XI + + + 
X4 + + 

++++"00.++++ 

+ + + + + + + dur nu.ub,gar 
"- + + + + rba1 + + + + + 

++++ ba. 

II. Written d i-
12. Erased gal. 
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362 13. Puzur-Sulgi to Sulgi 1 

24. 
N2 
N3 
Kil 
Xl 
X4 
25. 
N2 
N3 
Kil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 
26. 
N2 
Kil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 
J" -I. 

N2 
Kil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

28. 

N2 
Kit 
Xl 
X3 
X4 
29. 

N2 
N4 
Kil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

o 0 0 0 

++ 00000 

hi kur J~ku~na~a llsu~ni im~til 
# 

..;.. + + + r a~ C1+ + + 

o o 0 0 0 + + 
00000000 

+ ++++ke.:++ 
# 

o 0 0 0 o 
+ + + + + + 

tukum-bi lugal-go an~na~karn 

+ + + + + ka 
+ + + .,. 

0 0 0 0 + + 
j + ~ + + 

tJ 

o 

7200 <'rin lU-kig-ak-ne ha-ma-ah-fl.e ul,-Ia.bi hu-mu-si.gi
4
-gi

4 

J-gi4-gi4 
'7200' <tin ILi-""'[dupsik'l 'IF' kfg.kfg-!>i 'ul4 '-[la-b1'1 'he·em' .sus.ge.es 
7200 "rin Id.kll!-gi'-gi' ul,.la·bi hu-mu-si-gi

4
-gi, 

[. uI4!-'la' ·bi hu-mu.sirgi4-gi. 
'7200' erin h:i-krg-ak-"ne' "'dubsik-. h.-ma-ab-!l-e /' ul, '-la-hi 

70 ag.-us IIi su-da-lu-llu-tumki-a 

traces 
+ ..;.. + su~dal ... tuml\ .. a 

+ + +. + su ... da~x~rnul·tumki"a 
o r su~da 1~Iu~nu"'tumH . .rel· 
+am + + [d]a-Iu-llu-t[um ... ]: 

ugu ... gu IC"ge, he~emWsu5,.be~eS 

traces 

o 0 0 0 0 0 

"uLr·la '~bl rhu "·mu~si~ill ... gi..-gi., 
+ + + rhe~eln"su8 ' .. be,.es 

+ + 'he'''em 6 ta,Jdab, '",bcpeS 
x 0 0 rhe\ .. en~sU8"rbe'''"lJ 

hu-mu·,iiHill!-gi,-gi/ma' 

13. It is possible that X3, like Xl, omitted this tine and that the traces may have to be imer' 
preted as the end of the previous line, because the traces aI:e somewhat ambiguous; but without 
recollation~ this readIng must stand. 
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30. dim-ma-llu lO he-dab, ki-tus-bi ga-ba-da-an-hlt 

Nl 0 0 {) 0 . rb..e f ga 1 ",ba ... da~r an~kt1r ~ 

N4 + + 0 0/ + ! + 'ga'-I ... ] 

Kil ni rinl",dabs + + ~ in .. ku1' 
Xl + + + he.-r cn~na 1 ~dab5 + + - ga.ba-ni-ib-kUt 

X3 + + he-dab, + + .,. ga-ba-ni.kut 

X4 .,. + bi [he-en' -na1-dab, + + + Im .. ma~ -kilt' 

31. he-zu giu"t:3 ", u1-[(-a·'" nam ... tagrni dugud 

NI 0 0 + + +++ .;. + 

N4 + + + 0 0 000 ! + + 

Kil + + giG zu~am u4"na ... me na~da 

Xl + + + da + + - + - 0 

X3 x x x 'cia' x + + + +" + + 

X4 - .;. + x 0 + + as j-

32, "rad d,ul_gi lugol gt ... na ille ... en 

NI 0 o . .,. + lla + 
N4 ++ + + 
Kil + ++ + + 

Xl + + + 
X3 0 + + + 
X4 + +. + + 

33. nam~mu-<la,..t:iL·en 

Nl nam~mu-<la"'til .. en 
N4 llu-mu-da-til-[en] 
Kil nam~ba .. da .. rtil"amf' : 
Xl 'nam-ba-tll' -e-de-en : 
X3 r nam 1"ba ... til ... de .. en : 
X4 nam-ba-til-e-de-en 

34. lugal-gujo he ... en<lu 

NI + + + + + 
N4 + + + 0 

Kil + + 
Xl 0 0 0 0 

X3 + + + + + 
Xi + + + 

J4a. Ni: 'a' -ma-ru-k[am! 

Colophon G (Kil) 
Colophon H (XS) 
Colophon I (X4) 

+ .;. + 
0 0 a 
+ + 
+ 0 0 

+ + + 
+ + I: 

+ + 
+ 0 

+ 
u 0 

rbi' + 

+ 

In Xl and X3 followed by SPul (14), in X2 by SuSal (19), 
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14. Sulgi to Puzur~Sulgi 1 
(SPul, 3.1.08, 3.1.10, Reu 9,10) 

This letter presents unique challenges for the editor. In the past, two different 
redactions have been considered separate letters, but upon reflection, I have decided 
to edit them together. The main reason for separating them was their sequence one 
after the other on a single tablet (Xl/X3), but this should not preclude liE from con
sidering them as different versions of the same composition. 

The redactional historv of the letter is undoubtedly complex, and we only have 
glimpses of the long histor~ of the permutations of the text. The four earlier sources 
of unknown provenience can be grouped into two sets that have been edited sepa
rately here. The letter that it answers, Pui'il (lettet 13), is known from four Nippur 
witnesses and one from Kish, in addition to four of undetermined origin, and it is 
more than probable that SPul was concocted outside of Nippur to create a pair with 
that epistle. One of these is X4, which may be MB; see the discussion of this tablet 
on pp. 56-56 above. The bilingual Susa tablet (SPulMBl = SuIS/A) with syl
labic Sumerian dates to the 14th or 15th century (see pp. 42-43 above) and 
seems to be derived from the tradition of OBla, with the additions of lines 9-19; 
the first part of this section, lines 9-14, were lifted literally from ArS2 (part B, letter 
3). The differences between the two OB traditions appear to be concentrated at the 
beginning and end of the letters. Moreover, interpretation is often made difficult by 
the idiosyncratic Sumerian orthography of SPulMB 1. The scribe of this tablet uses 
unusual values, often indicates crasis, but also plays with different ways of writing 
the same word. The Akkadian version shows definite signs of post,OB composition. 

v V v 

Sulgi to Putur-Sulgi OB la (SPuOBla, 3.1.08) 

Sources 

Xl A win iii 
X2 = BM 108870 

1-12; 1'-10'(-7',8',9') 
13-23: 1'-10' 

Tablet typology: compilation tablet: Xl, X2 Type III (landscape). 
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Transliteration! 

1. Xl "puzut45ul-gi' salc[kana bad igi,hur,sag-ga-ra] 

2. Xl U-'na·a '-Idu~] , ., .. 
3. Xl d'sul-gi lugal -zu na·ab, be ,Iaj 

h r _1 "'.. d'" 4 Xl 'u bad igi'- ur- sag -ga rnu- u- a 
5: Xl k:t-'kur' 'ug' dallal-Ia an-ne den~~(\-'Ie' 
6. Xl nam,en,'na·bi ma-an-~um'mu-us 
7. Xl ga-e xl ... J x x x x [ ... ] 
8. Xl um" kallam'-ma' mal-da' ma'-[da-bil 
9. Xl 'un kalam dagal-Ia' [tl sal.la l]-n[iil 

10. Xl 'ki nlg dagal-bi-a lei-tull ne',hal' [mu,un-tus1 
11. Xl 'ki,tus' traces 
12. Xl 'ensi' sabra' l!u'·bi he-eh-tuml' 
13. X2 um-um-bi ha_ra"ab'-zi-zi-ne 
14. X2 Iii sag klg-bih,Ven'.dabs 
15. X2 lei bad llub,ba lei-bi-se 'hu'-mu-un-gar 
16. XZ he-en-dag b bV en '..du 
17. Xl 'sa' iti dis-kam a sub-ba 'ha·ba' .til 

r " ; 1 

18. X2 kfg- 'bi' -se en mu-na- tar -re- en ~ .",,, 
19 X2 'a-da-lam '-rna tidnum(PIR1G.PIRIG)-e kur-bl-ta ma-ra -an- gur 
20: Xl rr1t:i' .. df nanna 1 ensi fila"da zi .. mu.-dar,.fra lki .. .rke4' 
21. X2 elrin,na-n]i-ta im-mu"e'-Si-'ri' 
22. X2 [ninda leaskal-Ila.ni-ta rnu·ra-'llal' 
23 Xl [n(g-a-tak]., ba-ra-'na-ga!' 
23: X2 [u

4
1 'bad'-bi" x [ ... ]x x [, ,.J 'DU" 

1'. XI troces 
2'. Xl [ ... J hc,'b('ib'gi,-gi4' 

3'. Xl [ ... J al·til-la-as 
Xl traces 

4'. Xl [[lu-dnanna enlsi 'rna-da zi',mu-' dar '-ra-lee> 
d ] , . , cia "1" X2 rIlul .. drnannal [ensi ma" a 'It'-mu'' [ .... ra 

5'. Xl [erin-na-ni,tal 'u '_mu_un_sub_bu_un_ze_en 
b b ' " X2 erin~na-ni-ta b.mll-e-sll - u-un- ze -en 

6'. Xl [za-e [mad-mu] nam-ma,ab-hi-e-ze-en 
X2 za-e 'atad-mu na-ma-ab-'bal-le-en '-ze-en 

7'. Xl * 1 "r 1 

X2 a-ag'ga kala-ga a-zu-ne-ne-a 'nam-ba-e-se-be ·en-ze- en 

365 

J 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

23' 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 
33' 

35 

36 

37 

39 

1. The corresponding line numbers in the Middle Babylonian version (SPSMB1) are indi, 

cated in the right column, th b . . of 1 iv 
2. This is~ the last line of coL iii; there are at least x tines broken at e egtnmng co. . 

3. Read perhaps [kiFka·. 
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366 J 4, Sulgi to Puzur-Sulgi J 

8', Xl * 
X2 gi,; an~barl k{g 'he'~en~diJ 

9', Xl • 
Xl gi,; an.bar1 u . nu '-ku·ku.' un·ze'.en he·zu·un·'z6'·en 

10', Xl [a.maVl1l'·kam 
X2 ra' ... tna,..rru'~kam 

Colophon J (X2) 

40 

I·' Speak to Puzur.Sulgi, general of Bad~ 19ihursaga, 3 saying (the words of) Sulgi, 
your king: 

'When I had constructed Bad· Igihursaga, 5·6 An and Enlil gave me to rule all the 
lands and far.t1ung peoples, 7 And as for me , .. S the cities of the homeland, province 
by province, 9 as well as the peoples of the far-flung homeland rested in safe pastures. 
10 [1 nuu:le them dweUI in teeming places and peaceful habitations, ![ ••• dwelling(s) .. , 

11-13 Have the governors and the overseers [bring their men I and mobilize all their 
cities, 14 and have someone take charge of the beginning of the work; 15 wherever the 
fortification has deteriorated, it must be restored, 16 torn down, and then rebuilt, 17 

and (the repairs to) the fallen sides (of the wal1) must be finished in the course of one 
month! 18 You/! will then ask him ([Aradmul for a report) about this work. 

[9 And now the the Tidnumites have returned to (help) me ftom the highlands, 
20 (Moreover), Lu.Nanna, governor of Zimudar province, His coming to you with his 
worker troops. 22 He will have his own [travel provLsion]s for you, 23 , .• 

I' ••• 2' , , , dispatch, . , ]' [When the work/fortifications] are finished,4' then, after 
Lu-Nanna, the governor of Zimudar s'has left both of you with his worker troops, 
6' YOll and Aradmu must not cease supervising/alter your assignment, 7'and you must 
not neglect the important orders that are in your hands. sThe work mllst progress clay 
and night; 9' neither of you is to sleep by night or day-·you must both know about 
this: 10' It is urgent! 

Commentary 

The synchronization of the two OB sources is provisional at best; the reconstruc· 
rion oflines 21-24 is particularly suspect, because the texts may have differed at this 
point. 

19. This line makes little sense here and is not present in any other version; it seems 
to have been adopted from line 33 of a non-Nippur version oflbPul (2.4): 

Nl 
N3 
Sil 
Xl 

l-ne·e~ amurrum kur·bi.ta den_Iii •• dah-gu" im-mH-,i 
+ + + + + + + ++ + . + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + +1 
[I.nle·eg ti.da-nu·um [, , ,]1 den-Ill kur·bi·ta a.d[ah-gu:o-s;, im·ma-(an)-zi] 
l·ne·e~ H·cla·ma·rum amurrurnki.af'en.lil.le kUl'·bi-ta a·dah.gulO~S<' ilTI-ma~an-zi 
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The difference is in the verbal rom, which seems to be gur in the present text. This 
is probably due to the fact that Akkadian naSum is an equivalent of both zi and gur. 

U. I take the verbal root ri as e·re, the plural perfect root of the verb du/gin, "to 
go," All the other versions of thLs line have gin. 

Sulgi to PuzuT,Sulgi OB 1& (SPu10B1b, 3.1.10) 

Sources 

X3 = A w/n iv 7'-35' 
X4; Nt. 3083 (lSET 2. 115) i 10'-16' 
Tablet typology: both compilation tablets (Type 0, 

Transllteration4 

1. X3 
X4 

2,X3 
X4 

3,X3 
X3 

4, X3 
X4 

5, X) 
X4 

6,X3 
X4 

7.X3 
8. X3 
9,X3 

10, X3 
11. X3 
lZ.X3 
l3.X3 
14. X3 
15.X3 
16,X3 
17, X3 
18. X3 
19. X3 
20,X3 

IWpuzur4.sul-gi sakkana' bl>.d.igi-hur-sag-ga 'iJ·na"' .a-dug, 
'Puzur,.sul.gi sakkana bl>.d-igi·hur-(sag)-ga u-na.dug, 
["sui-gil 'Iugal'~zu na·ab-be·a 
sul.gi lugal~zu na-ab-be-a 
[u, bad gal tgi] hur-salVlla' mu-du-a 
u, bad gal igi hUNag-ga mu·un-du-a 
[amurrum kalam.sle nu.e~de-de 
'amurrum' kalam-lle nu·,,·de-de 
[gU ab-gal gU] 'ididigna' 'dburnnun·na·bi·da a nu-nag.nag-de 
gU lib-gal"gU rdidigna '''buranun-na·bi nu.nag.nag·de 
lug kalam dagal.la u sa]l.la nu~de 
traces 
[ki·tull.bi-ta nu·hlu!.llIh·e~de 
[., ,]x.ni 'tum'·u·de 
[ .. ,]x.gal 'hat '-ra·' an kaskaF·la" ).DU·de 
[ .. ,Jx x 'br-diJ 'in-nll'-u 
[ .. ,Ix mu·e.'gi,' 
[ .. ,He a mu·da-an.'ag' 
[ .. ,].ne-e·diJ 
[uru-uro-bi ha-(ra)-abV zid.ell' 
[tu sag kig·bt] 'he' ~eb-dab5 
[he.en.dag] 'u' h€·en-diJ 
[. , .]x-rna ha-ma'gi,'gi4 
[k(g·bi.se enl 'a"·ra·' ab '-taNe-en 
Fhi·dnanna ensi ma.cla] 'zi·mu' .daHa~ke4 
[erin-na-ni]. 'Se' be·mu-e.si.gin 

7 

23 
24 
2.6 

28 
29 
30 

4, The corresponding line numbers in the Middle Babylonian version (SPSMBl) are Indt

cllled in the right column. 
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368 14 Sulgi to Puzudulgi 1 

2 L X3 [ ... ]x-en-na-a 
22. X3 [ ... J 'bn'-ra-ab-rus 
23. X3 [ ... J 'ha-ta-ub-gi,-gi,' 
24. X3 [ ... J 'gal'-Ie-en 
25. X3 [ ... ]- 'e' I-zU-ZU 

26. X.3 [eren ... nam-b]a-,,-sub·be-'en'. 
27. X3 [. .. ] 'ki"-ba u-bi·ttlli 
28. X3 [ ... ]-en-ze-en. 
29. X3 [a-mla.ru-lcam 

36' 

37/39' 
40 

1 Speak to Puzur-Sulgi, general of IYad-Igihursaga, 1 saying (the words of) Suigi, 
your king: 

'When the great fortificadons of Bad-Igihursaga were being built-' so that the 
Amorites could not descend on the homeland, 5 nor water (their herds) at the banks 
of the Abgal as well as the Tlgris and Euphrates, 6 thac [the people of the far-flung 
homeland] rest in sa[fe pastures], 1 and not be tertori[zed in their dwellings], 8 to 
bring ... 9 to go on the roads ... '0-:3 ••• 14 let them mobilize [all their villages, one 
by oneJl5and appoint [the man in charge of the construction]. l6 [The fortifications 
must be torn down], and then rebuilt. 17 ••• send me swiftly .... 

;5 After I consult you about this undertaking, 1'>-10 Lu-Nanna, governot of Zimu
dar province is to come to you with his worker troops. le.25 ••• '6 You (sing.) [should 
not allow the worker troops] to leave. 11 ••• 2IJ neither/both of you is to [ ... 1] 29 It is 
[ur] gent! 

Commentary 

4-5. These lines are clearly a pal'aphrase of SaSul: 4-7 (18) igi-zu ma,an-g at-rna 
amurrum ma-da-as mu-un-sub-sub-bu-us, bad du-u,de j'ilri,bi kU5-ru-de, 
riidigna "'buranun-na-bi-da, gu-glri-bi a,S),-e nam-ba-e-su-su a-se mu-e
da-ag, "and presented your views to me as follows: "The Amorites have l'epeat
edly raided the province." You commanded me 5 to rebuild the fortifications, to 
cut off their (infiltration) route, thus to prevent them from swooping down on the 
fields through a breach (in the defenses) between the Tigris and Euphrates." Note 
that these lines are absent in all other versions; moreover, they clearly contradict 
SPul0Bla: 19 above. 

Sulgi to P~r.Sulgi MB 1 (SPulMBl, SPSl, 3.1.08) 
Sources 

SulS = SlLsa A XX/11962/3, Sumerian version (MDAI 57 pI. 1; photograph only;) 
1-41 

Sui A Susa A XX/I 1962/3, Akkadian version (ibid.) 4-41 

5. Note that the photograph of the edge in MDAI 57 ls upSide-down. 
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Reprise of OB la: 
Xl = A wIn iii i--8 
X2 = BM 108870 23-41 

The Susa tablet is in Tehran and was collated from photographs kindly provided by 
Shahrokh Razmjou and Mahboubeh Ghelichkhani with the help of Parsa Danesh

mand. X2 is possibly from Sippar. 
Tablet typology: compilation tablets: Su, Xl_ Type m: X2 
BibUography: Edition of SPulMBl , D. O. &Izard, MDAI 57 (1974) 18-30. 

In the compardtive matrix, * marks an ideal recotlBtructed Middl~ Babyl~nian 
. n The reconstruction is intended only as an aid in understandmg the mter-

verslO . . d "I . 
pfetation and translation of the syllabic text, and not as a poslte ongrna verSlon. 

Comparison of Manuscripts 

1. Xl I'puzur,-sul-gi' sak[kana bad igi-hur-sag-ga-ra] , d 
X3 IWpuzur,-~ul-gi sakkana" bad-lgi-hur-saiHla 'u-nad-a- ug, 
X4 'puzUf,-sul-gi sakkana bad-igi-hur-(sag)-ga u-na- ug, 

lpuzut,-sul-gi ~akkana bad igi-hllf-sag-ga-ra u-ne-dug, 
SulS illpuzur_dnu_mus_da_:l_ra mu-un-ne-du 

2, X1 
X3 
X4 
* 

Msul_gi luga\' -Zli na-ab-'M'-[aj 
[sui-gil 'illgal'-zu na-ab-be-a 
sul-gi lugal-zu na-ab-be-a 
dsul_gi lugaku na-ab-b"-a 

SulS 'lrlsul_gi Ill-gal-zll ml-ap-pa-a 

3. Xl 
X3 
X3 

* 
Su18 

4. Xl 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

'u, bad ig!' -hut-' sag'-ga mu-du-' a' 
[u bad gal igiJ hur-saIVga' mu-du-" 

, d' u, bad gal igi hur-sag-ga mu-un- u-a 
u, bad igi-hllr-saiHia mu-du-a 
'up_pa_ad_"igi,l -hu-ur-sag-ga mu- un-'ta-a 

kur-'leur' 'ug' dagaHa an_neJen-liVle' 
kur-kur un dagal-Ia an-ne den-lf\-Ie 
kut-kur-re un di-am-ga-al-la an-ne 5dd+en_1f\_le 
miltilti niSI rapsiiti Ant! It EnU! 

.5. Xl nam-en.' na-bi ma-an-sum-mu-uli' 
" nam-en-na-bi ma-an-sum-mu-us 
SulS mu-be mu_un_na_an_su_um_ma.6ta 
SulA ana beU iddinunl 

"!'. , , 

I 

I. , 
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6.Xl 
• 
SulS 
SulA 

7. XI 
X3 
X4 
* 
SulS 
SulA 

8. Xl 
* 
SulS 
SulA 

14. Sulgi to Pu:mr-Sulgi j 

um' ka[lam1-ma' ma)-da' ma'-[da-bW 
uru-didli ma-da ma-da-bi 
B' uru '-dHd-di rna-da.ma.da.be 
alan! matu ina mat/sa 

'og kalam dagal-Ia' [il sal-]a I)-n[il) 
rug kalam dagal-la il Ba]!-Ia nu-de 
traces 
llg kalam dailal-Ia U sal.la [-nu 
l"Og kalam dam-gal.Ia u sal. I" i-nu 
ni<i miltilti rap.liitl abum u <Sarbi~> 

'ki nlg dagal-bi-a ki-tus ne'-ha" [mu.un-tus') 
ki nig.dagal-bi ki-tu! ne·ha mu-un-tus 
l'k! n(g.dam-gal-be ku-tu-uS ne.ha mu·un- 13s11-ub 
ina subtisu mugalUta u<l uSarS/) 

9. * nita-bi·e·ne munus·bi-e-ne 
ArSZ nita-bi-e-ne munus-hi-e-ne 
SulS 14nita"-be-e-en-ne munus-e-en-ne 
Su lA zikarUSurlu sinniSatuSunu 

10. * 
ArS2 
SulS 
SulA 

11. * 
ArS2 
SulS 
SulA 

12. * 
ArS2 
SulS 
SulS 

13. * 
ArS2 
SulS 
SulA 

nita·bi ki sa-ga-na-S1; \-du 
nita-bi ki $a.ga-na.S1; \-du-ne 
lGnitaW_be ki sa-ga-an-ne e-du 
zikarsu emi libbisu illaka 

munus.e '''bala i"kirid-da (bar-ra-an) sa-ga-na al·(du> 
munus-bi ""hala I'kirid-da su ba-e'sHg har-ra·an sa-ga.na du·u·ne 
"munus-se bala ""gki-is sa-ga-an-ne al < > 
sinniStu qadu pilakkisa u l<irissi<sa . . . > 
eden-na nfg-dagal-bi ga-rig1 u~mu-gar 
eden nfg-dagal-Ia·ba ga-rigl mu-ni-ib-gar 
weden-na nfg-dam-gal-be na-ri u-mu-gar" 
~era rapsa uWini umaJ<!i) 

za~lam-gar rnall-gana-bi.da ki um-ma-ni-in·gar-gar 
za-lam-gar mas-gana-bi ki um-mi-gar-gar7 

21za-la-am-ga-na-be-et-te ki um-ni-in_21gar_gar 
kuStlirfja ina pani tastanakkan 

6, The first two signs look more like g a w r e ' . 
7. TPTVar,: za~Lam .. gat mas .. gana~rbi' .. ra (t,.sal mu .. un",nu .. nu. 

14. * 
ArS2 
SulS 

SulA 

15. " 
SulS 
SulA 

16. * 
SulS 
SulA 

17. * 
SulS 
SulA 

18. " 
SulS 
SulA 

19. * 
SulS 
SulA 

20. * 
SulS 
SulA 

21. * 
SulS 
SulA 

22. Xl 
* 
SulS 
SulA 

23. Xl 
X3 

* 
SulS 
SulS 
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lti-kfg-ak lu-gud-apin-ta a-sa-ga u4 mi~ni-ib-zal-za!-e-ne 
lu-kfg-ak-bi lu-apin-!a a-$a-ga u4 mu-un-di-ni-ib-zal-e 
2slu_U.kHm_ki-ik_ki lu-il.a-pil-!a a-8a--gu' ~gu U 

mi,..ni .. ib ... 26za ... al"za .. al .. rte ... en l .... ne 

epis sipri u erresu ina eqli usteberru 

ensi sabra ... 
2"im~sik sa-ab·ra-a n(g-da-ra-ta.' an·ne ; 
issal<ku u sabra mali duri salU 1%(msu 

kin bad-bi ak-ka bad·bi nlr-gal he'-b(-ib~dull-ge 
30ki_im 'be '-ed~be al<-ka~a·a ba~' ad'-3Ibe ne-er-ga-alli-bi-ib-tu-ul.le 
sipir dari epesa eteHis Iii aqbi 

xi ugnim u zi lna~da"'mu .. 8e 
33zi um .. ni .. im U da ... sa ... an,,)4ne .. et .... te 
ana napi'itija u napi3(ta mlltija 

silim·ma-se ,,,--!eus-se bad mu-na-an-du 
lIi-Ii-rna *sak-kll·se sa qa-a! mu-un-na-an-du 
ana !fullumi a.'ftiJl amtallikma dura stltu epuS 

l-ne-es ugnim im-ma-an-gin 
38e-ne-e!-se um-ni-im im-ma-an-gin 
inanna Itmmi'inu itteba 

kin had·ba lu kig~bi he-em·dll 
4Oki-im bad-be lu-u ki-ig-be he-em-tll 
ripir duri ('Pis dwi lipuSu 

I-ne-e!l arad-mu mu-e-si-in·gl4 
4'ne-e~se ur-du-urn-gu Si-im-gi 
inanna Urdumgu ubte"i 

'ensF sabra" I[ci'-hi he-eb-tuml 
ensi sabra lu-bi he-eb-tlim 
illim-sik $a·ab-ra-a lu-u-be he-eb-du-m[ul 
iSliakku u sabra mali duri rll< tu> 

urn-um-bi ha·ra-' ab' -zi-zi-ne 
[uru-uru-bi ha-(ta)-abVzi-zi-es' 
urn-urn-hi ha-ba-an-ti-zi 
'<uu-um-be ha.pa-an-dHz-zl-ja 
i1IiS illis udeld<!lki<u 
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24, X2 
X3 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

25. X2 
* 

14. Sulgi w PuzuT-Sulgi 1 

III sag kCg-bi h,V en '-dab, 
[Ill sag kfg-bi] 'he'.eb-dab. 
III sag bg-bi mll.un-? ' 
5tu sag gi-in-ne mll.un.e 
a""lu ina qaqqad sipriSu ana bid 

SulS 
SlIIA 

ki bad sub-ba ki·bi·se 'hu '-mu-un-gar 
ki bad sub·ba ki.bi.(se} ha-ma·gi .gi, 
'iki·im ga·al sub·ba ki·be ha-pa.gi-'gi' 
afar daTU IMqru ana arTiS'u lit"r 

26, X2 
X3 
* 
SulS 
SulA 

27. X2 
* 
SutS 
SulA 

28. Xl 
X3 
* 
SulS 
SulA 

29. X2 
X3 
X3 
SulS 
SulA 

30, Xl 
X3 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

31. X2 
• 
SulS 
SulA 

he·en.dag u he·' en '·du 
[he.en-dag] 'u' he-en.du 
he.en·dag u he-en-du 
9he.em-ta-ak_Iu u he-em.du 
liqqur u lipuS 

sa iti dis-kam a sub·ba 'ha-ba '.til 
sa iti as-kam bad ha-ra-ab-til 
"sa lti as·ka bad ha·ra-ab-ti-ii-Ie 
ina Ubbi istiin ·warlJi d,,7'1.t sa la quttu 

kfg-'bi'.se en mu·na-'tar'.re-'en' 
[kfg.bi.ile en] 'a"·ra-' ab '.tar-re-en 
kfg-bi.se en nam-ta-ab-taHe-(en'} 
Dki-ig·be.es-se en nam.tab-t""re 
"Pir d"ri epiS dari liPuS' 
1'1 ", dr ,,.., d' ,U ~ nanna enS1 lUll'" a zl"mu .. dar""rra lki,/ke 1 

[l1U-'11anna ensi rna.da] 'zi.mu'.dar-ra-ke 4 

I 'd " d 4 U" hanna eml tna'" a Zi"ffiu,..dar-,ra 
"Ill-dnanna im-aik ma·ta zi-irn·rnu. 16un.dar_ra 
Lu·Nanna i,SiaI< milt Zimudar 

e[rln-na.n]i.ta Im-mu·' e '·si-' ri' 
[erin-na.ni].'",' h"-mu-e.Sj-gin 
erin-a-ni·se ha-ma.si.du 
an·ne-ne·Bu ha·pa-S!-im-tu 
qadu ~abiSu attardaku 

[ninda kaskal-Ila-ni ·ta lIlu.ra-' gal' 
si-di-ae he·em-da-an-tuku 
19zi-be-is-~e he.em.da.am-du.ku 
~idissu naSiku 

32. X2 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

33, * 
SulA 
SulA 

34. * 
SulS 
SulA 

35, Xl 
X2 
SulS 
SlIlA 

36. Xl 
X2 
X3 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

37. Xl 
X2 

* 
SulS 
SlIIA 

38. X2 
SulS 
SulA 

39. X2 

* 
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[nfg-;l-talka4 ba.ra.' na-Ilal' 
nill·:l-taga4 la-ba·ra.an.lukll 
"n'g.dag.ka la·ba·nam-da-at-ta 
tekfta I.a irassiku 

u; bad ti-Ia dub-zu-ne-ne he-hl-in-gin 
"UP'P'Hlt d.n·la du-ub-ne-en·ne·24en·ne he.pi.nfg-gin 
umi durn sa qutta tuppakunu lillii<a 

lI; igi-zu-ne·ne rnu-un.duB-re.es-a 
1611 igi,i·zi-ne-en-ne mu·un·da-re-es·i;e 
"mi inkunu taStakniini 

['I' d L 1 . , d" 'd' k . u,.. nanna en 81 rna .. a ZI .. mu.. ar "fa'" e4 
r[lii""dnanna ensi ma .. da zi.-mul.·dar"n{kl""ke4' 

l.8hi .... t1nanna im .. r sik 1 ma ... r ta 1 zi~im .. mu .. Z9r un l",dar,..rra ... ak ... ke' 

Lu-Nanna iSsiak milt Zimudar 

[erin-na-ni-taj 'u '·mu-un·sub.bu.un.ze-en 
erin-na-ni-ta u-mu-e-sub-bu-un-' ze' -en 
[erin nam-bja.e.sub.be.' en' 
erin-na-ni-,e ha-ba.si-ln-tak/ 
eri"ne~r es\'se ha .. pa..-si"im--tu 
qadu ~abi!ru ezbaniShtma 

[za-e larad·mu] nam-ma-ab-Ia.e·ze-en 
za-e l:irad-mu na·ma·ab-'bal·le·en' -ze.en 
za-e :lrad-mu na-ma-ab·bar'-e 
32sa•e ur-du.urn-gu nam-be-eb·le-e 
atta u Urdumgu I.a tuiJbarani 

gi, an-barl kig 'he'·en-du (after 39) 
34ge•e ab·ra·a ki.ig-be he·em·tu 
masi u urri sipru linnepuS 

a·~·~a kala-ga :i·zu·ne-ne·a 'nam-b/rna-e-se-bi'.en-ze.en 

SulS 36a•ga zi kal-ka a-ga-mu.us.ne-en-ne 37(e-ma·ru-uk-ka> 
Sui A tertakunu I.a dannat rittakunu 

40, XI 
X2 
X3 

* 
SulS 
SulA 

[a-rna].' ru" -t<am 
fa \ .. tna .. rru ' .. kam 

[a-m]a-ru.kam 
e4-ma-ru-kam 
3'e·ma-ru-uk·ka 
(ap}puttu 
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374 14. Sulgi to PuzuT-Sulgi 1 

Translations 

Sumerian 

1 Speak to Puzur-Sulgi, general of Bad-Igihursaga, ' saying {the words of} Sulgi 
your king: ' 

3 After I had constructed &ad-Igihursaga, ;-5 An and Enlil gave me to rule all the 
foreign lands and the teeming multitudes; 'all the various cities, province by prov
ince, 7 as well as the peoples of the far-flung homeland rested in safe pastures. 81 made 
them dwell in teeming places and peaceful habitations. 

9 As for their men and women, '0 their man goes wherever he wishes, 11 and the 
woman holds spindles and needles, wandering on whatever roads they wish. [2 Hav
ing established their animal pens in the far-flung wildenc,,,, "and pitched their tents 
and encampments allover, If the laborers and tenant farmers then spend their days 
(working) in the fields. 

IS The farmer{s) and the overseers{s) ... [6 Proudly I ordered the wall-work on 
the fortification! 17 For the well-being of my army and of my frontier territory, 18 I 
made inquiries, I consulted about bringing about peace, and (decided to) (re}build 
this fortification. IBNow the army has arrived" and so make'the wall builders do 
that work! 

11 And now I am (also) sending Aradmu to you. 12 Have the farmers and the over
seers bring their people, 1.3 mobilize all their cities for you, 24 and have him afJPoint the 
man in charge of the work. "Wherever the wall has deteriorated, it must he restored, 
2 "tom down, and then rehuilt; 27 the fortifications Illust be finished in one month! 
2BYou/I will then ask (Aradmu for a report) about this work. 

29 Lu-Nanna; governor of Zimudar province, 30 is coming to you with his worker 
troops. 31 He will have his own [travel provision)s for you, 32 and he should not com
plain to you. 33 When the fortifications are finished, then and you shall both send 
YOut written report (to me). J4When both of you have inspected (the work), 35 and 
after Lu-Nanna, governor of Zimudar 36 has left you both with his worker troops 
37 you and Aradmu must not alter your assignment! 38The work must progress dav and 
night, 39 and you must not neglect the important orders that are in your hands! . 

>j() It is urgent! 

Akkadian 

{I To Puzur-Sulgi, the general of Bad-Igihul'saga, speak: 2 Thus says ~ulgi, your 
king; 

3 After I had constructed Bad-Igihu[saga,) 4-5 An and Enli! gave me to rule all the 
foreign lands and the teeming multitudes; 'then all the individual dties, province by 
province, 8 as well as the peoples of the far-flung lands I made rest in safe pastures, 9 I 
did not allow anyone to terrorize them in their homes. 

9 As for their men and women, 10 their (lit., its) man goes wherever he wishes, 
!1 and the woman with her spindle and (her) needles ( ).:z When she filled the far
flung wilderness with animal sheds, 13 she pitched tents before (them). 14The laborers 
and cultivators spend their days (working) in the fields. 
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15 The farmer(s) and tbe overseer{s) are to do all the work that is required on 
that fortification. 16 Ptoudly I ordered the waU.w?rk on .the fO[,tification.! 17 ~o.r my 
wn well-being and well-being of my land/frontier terntory, I made mqumes; I 

~Dnsulted about bringing abour peace, and (decided to) {re)build the fortification. 
'"Now the army is approaching zo and so make the wall-builders perform the task of 

(re)building the fortification! ." 
11 And now (also) I have sought out Al'admu (tor you). 2,-13 The farmers{s) and 

the overseer{s) have mobilized the villages for you on my bebalf, one by one, as much 
as the (work on) this fortiflCation requires. 24 May tbe man in cbarge of the work 
( ) to tbe house. 1.5 Wherever the fortification has deterioTIlted, it must be restored, 
26 torn down, and rebuilt; 2) that fortification must be finished in one month! 19 Make 

the wotkers perform the task of huilding the fortification! 
29-301 have dispatched to you Lu.]\;anna, governor ofZimudar province, together 

with his worker-troops. 31 He is bringing you his own tTIlve\ provisions, 12 and he 
should not complain to you. 3JWhen the fortification is fmished, then and you shall 
both send your written report to me. "lAfter you have both personally inspect~d (the 
work) 35-30 then leave behind Lu-Nanna, governor of Zimudar, together wldl hiS 
worke~ troops, 37but you and Aradmu should not tarry! 3sThe work must progress day 
and night! "Your assignment is of vital importance, your .... 40 It is urgent! 

Commentary 

1-3. As is the case with almost all bilingual letters, inMBI, the Akkadian does not 
render the opening fOl'tnula (see p. 338 above). Here, however',unlike in the.other 
letter on the same tablet (SISl, 15), the first line of tbe body ot the message IS also 

not rendered into Akkadian, 

1. The writing puzur(MAN) is definitely post-OB; see Aa 1Ii4 153-54 (MSL 14 

284). Ea Il16J (MSL 14254). 

4-5. CompareLetleTwZimrilim I4:I!>'gidri n(g-si-sa su-ni-se ga kur-kur daga[l 
nam-en-na-a); mu-na-anl-sum-u~ = gi!gidri u mi-SiVra iVM qa-u-su :s-ku-nu-ma 
ma-ta-ti [r]a-aj)-sa-ti iVM be-li·im id-~nu-su and ArS6: 3 (10): [lugal]-gu lO ma-da 

dagal-Ia 'nam-en-na' -as mu-ra-an-sum-ma-a. 

4. The scribe of SulS was inconsistent in recognizing Sumerian g; e.g., sag-ga in 
line 3 but di-am-ga-al-Ia (dag all in this line. As an example of the different real
izations of the same word, compare this with dam.gal in lines 7, 8, and 12. 

8. The Sumerian and Akkadian do not agree here. As D. O. Edzard, MDAI 57 25, 
has noted the Akkadian version of lines 8-9 is similar to CH xlvii 38: nL" dadmf 
aburrf uJa;blS mugalUw.m uf usarsiSini'iti "I let the inhabitants of all settlements lie in 
safe pasture~, I did not permit anyone to terrorize dIem." Indeed, this may be the 
very source of this line, but see also the passages cited below. Interestingly, the other 
version of the lener seems to have had a Sumerian line correspondmg more closely 

,r" 
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to the Akkadian of this version (SPul OBlb: 6-7) lug kalam dagal-la u slal-Ia 
nu-de, [ki-tu~ nu-h]u'-luh-e-de. The hn sign may actually be du, which would 
connect du-luh, "troublemaker," with our passage. The word is rare; it is at.tested 
late with the equivalent. mu-gal-[U-uii in Antagal B 209 [MSL 17 193] but also in an 
unusual OB lexical text from U~ar-Llliu (Tell Dhiba'i): Iii du-Iuh-ha (AOAT 25, 
3 vi 9). It must be from hu-Iuh (galtu) and is so documented in a similar Sumerian 
passage from a Hammurabi hymn (TLB 2 3: 23 [ZA 54 (1962) 52]): 'ma-da-gu

lO
' 

ii-sal-In mi-ni-in-nii ull-ga lii-hu-Iuh-ha nu-mu-ni-in,tuku "my country 
rested in safe pastures, no one terrorized it," and even more appropriately, in a royal 
irucription of Samsuiluna (E4J,7.8: 61-62, D. Frayne, RIME 4 390, but see A, 
George, BSOAS 55 [1992] 539): ki-tus ne-ha tus·u-de Iii hu-Iuh-ha nu-wk
tuku-de = su-bevat ne-[eb-timJ a-na ~Hu-b[i-iml mlu-gal-li-tam a-na fa su-ur-l'e-eml 
"that (the inhabitants) dwell in safe pastures, that no one terrorize them." 

The expression ki-tus ne-ha is characteristic of Isin, Larsa, and Babylon I royal 
texts and occurs also in the Nippur Lament; see S. Tinney, Nippur Lament, 183, 

9-21, This passage is not in the OB version and may have been introduced in stages 
into the composition. Lines 9-14 were borrowed from letter ArS2: B3'-7' (letter 3; 
for comparison, the ArS2 composite text is provided in the matrix), Then, the fol
lowing passage is bracketed by two almost identical lines (15 = 22), both possibly cor
responding to line 15 of SPuOBla. This is a trace of a rather crude editorial process. 

11 (= ArS2 B4'), 'Ibe scribe clearly had problems with the source text; he abbrevi
ated the Sumerian, which he clearly did not understand, and therefore did not render 
the end of the line into Akkadian. One should note that the writing munus-~e can
not be used as evidence for the reconstruction of the final consonant of the Sumerian 
word for "woman," because the Susa text frequently uses vadous fSI signs for lsi, and 
the playful orthography cannot be used as evidence for any language norms. 

12 (=ArS2 B5'), The context makes it easy to make a guess as to the meaning of g,,
rig?, although the other available evidence is ambiguous; see J. Krecher, SKLy 153, A 
clue to the meaning of t.he word may be found, perhaps, in CT 15 18:37 and its un
published duplicate CBS 145 rev. 6' (cited by M, Civil, AiD 25 [1974-77165 n. 2): 
mu-Iu G/\,RIG,-ga,na ugam

""" ba-e-dab,= mu-Iu-mu da-ga-na uga bl-dabs, 
"a man captured a raven in his dwelling," Here the syllabic text substitutes da-ga-na 
for GA..RIG?, I am therefore assuming that the writing GA..RlG,.GA.NA represents 
daggan~"@ rather than ga-rig,-ga-na. This is, then. another writing of da-ga-na/ 
da-gana, "sleeping quarters." Perhaps the distinction is one nfhuman versus animal 
shelter. Here the Sumerian has the otherwise incomprehensible na-ri, which may 
be an attempt. to render Igarig/, and the Akkadian is tabinu, "shelter, shed" a word 
that is, with two exceptions, otherwise only known from post-O B contexts; in lexical 
texts, it translates a,bad, "lean-to_"" 

8. The only OB a[testation is in tWO PNs; see CAD T 27_ I am grateful to Martha Roth for 
providing me with a copy of the entry priot to publication, 
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It is difficult to understand how the Sumerian verbal root gar, usually saJeiinu, came 
be translated by muUu; perhaps the writ.er recognized some resonance nf the com

~~etely unrelated expression ana $mmu1!a, "to fill to the brim" (CAD S 210), 

13 (= ArS2 B6'). The wordsza-Iam-gar and mas-gana are ~o~ common In S"ume~ 
, n Here they are used in hendiadys; note mas-gana [aha-sum, za-lam-gal -

r::_t&_ta"fU.-ttm (OBGTXI v 18'-19' [MSL41171; this must. be derived from Proto-hi 

J 336-37 [MSL 13 28]). 

15=22. As things now stand, neither of these lines is secw:ely attested hl the OB 
'on' the rcstorationofSPuOBla: 15 is most uncertain. Wtth the exceptron of the 

vetst, 5'[h 1- d first two words, I cannor interpret the Sumerian of line 1. e wore n tg may stan 
for nfg -a-na = mala I mati, but the lines are clearly corrupt. 

In both 15 and 22, the Akkadian line writes the two occupations ~s IM.SIG ar:d 

SA.AB,RA.A, using tWO unique logographic writings, and the same slgns are used m 
the Sumerian version as well. The scribe of this tablet writes three signs i~ a similar 

f ohl'on: UD ERIN and SIG, but maintains distinctions. There can be little doubt 
a, , , .' d'b ~brU 
that sa-ab-ra-a (Sum.) and SA.AB.RAA (Akk,) att.empt to ren er,a ra ,a " 
"overseer, chief administrator," but the word has essentially gone out of use already ltl 
the later part of the OB period (CAD S/l14), and it is probable that the MB wrrter 
did not know very much about this administrative title. It is possible that the source 
offhi, isthe proxirnity of the words ensl and Sabra in Hh 1110 and 12 (MSL 5 51). 

16. Edzard plausibly reconstructed the end of the Sumerian line as *nir-gal li-bi
ib-tur-re and translated it "Cette muraille ne doit pas diminuer son prestige." 

17-18. These line seem to refer to PuSl: 4-8 (13): lugal-guto ku-sig1?"'4za-g)n 
digir-re-c-nc-ka in-ne-en-dfm-d{m-ma, zi-ni-se-'lm in-nu-u, lugal-gu,ozi 
ugnim u kalam-ma-ni-,e, bad gallgi-hur-saIHlti m,u !li kur hul-,gal-se, ug 
kalam-ma-ni-se mu-un-du, "Is it not for the sake ofhlS own well-bemg that my 
king fashions (objects) of precious metals and jewels for the g?ds?, \1y king; for lhe 
well-being of the amlY and his country has built the great fortlircatlOnS of Iglhursaga 
against the vile enemy for the sake of his people and his country," This is the only 
allusion in this letter to the missive that It was designed to answer, 

18. The Sumerian of this line is difficult to understand. 51-Ii-rna must be silim, 
rendered by suUumu in Akkadian. The sequence qa-a! may be bad, as is ga-al in line 
27, and the verb must be dtl, At some point in the transmission process, en-tar was 
rendered by the Emesal form a~-tar. 

23. Note the rare use of the D-stern of deku. 

24. The otherwise unattested lu sag kig, which Is already present In the OB ver
sion a, must be a back-translation from Akkadian. 

The Susa text appears to be garbled, While the Sumerian can be harmonized with 
the OB version, the Akkadian makes little sense. Instead of a verb that corresponds 

'I, 
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to mu-un-e, the scribe wrote ES E; in the orthography used here, this should cor_ 
respond to ana b.d, which makes little sense in this context. 

27. The OB and the latertext differ here, once again. The oldertext has a sub-ba 
but the SuSI has bad. a sub is not attested in any narrative but is found once in 
a lexical text: i-du ma-aq-tum (Proto-hi II Bi. A Iii 17' [MSL 13 57]), which CAD 
renders as "limp arm" (MIl 255) but which must refer to the side of the wall; note a 
bad = I-di du-ri two lines later In the same lexical text. It is possible that this is an un
usual back· translation of a/;a vadit, "to be careless, negligent," usually gu ... BU b in 
Sumerian, and that the line should be rendered "the delayed work must be finished 
in the course of one month. n 

28. In this line, X2 and SuiS agree on the Sumerian verb, but the Akkadian has a 
completely different predicate. 

29-32; 35-36. These lines are clearly derived and adapted from the Su-Sin cor
respondence; see the commentary to lines 26-29 of the previous letter (PSnl, 13). 

31. The Akkadian ~idi;tu corresponds well to the Sumerian ninda kaskal-Ia; see 
ninda kaskal·la: NINDA KASKAL.[L1A .~i-dHtuml, wka-al aa-[ra.ni) (OB Diri 
"Oxford" 387--88 [MSL 15 45]). Thesyllabk textofSu1Shaszi·be.IHe he-em
da.an.du·ku, which seems at odds with this. &Izard suggested that this might have 
been a composite beginning with Z I; more likely, it is a pseudo-loan in Sumerian 
from iidftu. 

32. Echard reconstructed the underlying text as nIl! kal·ka la.ba-da-TAG •. TAG •. 
The CAD (T 326) recognized that the first word was nfg .a-taka., KA-taka.. = 
telatu, "cumplaint." The Sumerian word is otherwise known only from lexical sources 
and from the post-OB Examination Text A: 52. The OB version 1a 23, although 
broken at the beginning, has the verbal root gal and therefore seems equivalent to 
telata ra.m, "to complain," an idiom well attested in OB letters, which is found in the 
Akkadian version of the Susa text. The latter, however, has the verbal form la. ba
nam.da-at-ta, syllabic for la-ba-ra-an-tuku/taka

4
• 

36-37. The verbs in both lines differ from what is fowld in the OB versions; some
where in the chain of transmission, misunderstandings crept in that were then re
solved by somewhat convoluted means. Already in the OB manuscripts, the predi
cates differ: I,; in Xl and bal in X2. Is one a hearing mistake for the other, or has 
there been a reinterpretation? In either case, It is difficult to decide which version, 
if any, might be primary. If IS: is to be taken literally and not as a syllabic rendering, 
then it is probably used here similarly to Akkadian la imat~; see CAD MIl 433. It 
is also possible that it means "do not allow the (work) to slacken." In view of the 
syllabic writing on the later version, it is unclear which of the two was passed down. 
Most probably it is bal. The unique rendering of bal by ubhuru is possibly derived 
from a confusion with bal = aer<t, "to dig," an explanation that is not out ofllne with 
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other interpretations found in the text. The whole issue was complicated by the fact 
that two Akkadian verbs, ezibu and ubhuru, are both associated with the same Sume
rian roots in the lexical tradition (mostly Diri): tag, and bar (CAD E 416 and CAD 
U 42 sub uabu1'U A (provided pre-publication, courtesy Martha Roth). This is where 
the combination of bar and bal resulted in the Akkadian translation. 

38-39. There was clearly some transmission confusion about these lines, which are 
only in one of the two extant OB witnesses, albeit in reverse order from what we find 
in the MB version. 

38. gi, an-bar, corresponds to Akkadian musu u mWilalu as well as to miiSa u urra 
(see the dictionaries); note the post-Ur III letter AS 22 7:3-16 i-na mu-.fi-im u i-no 
mu-u$-fa,.li-im ma-$a-ar-tum i-na du-r'-im la ur-ra-dam, "The watch must not come 
down from the wall night and day!" It is possible that, idiomatically, this might 
refer to periods when work is not normally done, to the night as well as daily siesta 
(mui1alu), as suggested to me by J. Cooper. 

39. The Sumerian and Akkadian versions of the Susa text are clearly conupt. Some
where along the line of transmission, a - ag -g a was rendered as t€!rtu, but the rest of 
it was misunderstood. Somehow a became rittu, "hand," but then the interpretation 
came to a dead end, and the re~t of the line seems to be incomplete. The scribe 
finished the line with e-ma-ru-uk-ka, then realized that this should be a separare 
line, inscribed the Akkadian translation, and then repeated the word, translating it 
defectively «ap>-pu-tu). 

Tra.nsliteration of the MB Susa Manuscript9 

SulS/A = Suza A XII/I i l-it 39 (MDAI 57 1'1. 1) 

i 1. puzur-dnu-mus-da-a·ra mu-un-ne..du 
2. dsul.gi lu-ga!-zu na-ap-pa-a 
3. up-pa-ad.g'igigi.hu-ur-sag-ga mu-un-
4. ra-a kur·kur-re un di.am-ga-al-1a an-ne 
5. dd+en_Ifl_Ie mu-be mu-un·na-an·su·um-ma-
6. ta U KUR.M~" ni-ff ra.ap-sa..d ANnu 
7. U dKUR.GAL ES be·U id-di.nu·ni 
8. ' lllll '-di-id-di ma-da-ma·da·be 
9. URU .MESni ma-tu T A ma-ti-sii 

10. ug kalam dam-,.gal-Ia u sal-Ia i-nu 
11. ni-fi KUR.MES" ra-ap-§il-d a-bur-ri 11 

9. The scribe used U to separate Sumerian and Akkadian and double/triple lines to separate 
i:iectLons • 

i 
·1 I 

I 
I 
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12. ki n{g-dam-gal-he ku-tu-us ne-ha mu-un-
13. su-ub U TA su-ub-ti-su u 
14. nita"-he-e-en-ne munus-e-en-ne 
15. l'IITAMES-su-nu MUNUS.MES-.ftvnu 
16, nita"-be lei sa-ga-an-ne e-du 
17. NITA-su e-mi li-ib-bi-5u OUk, 
18, munus-se bala g;'gl-ri-is sa-ga-an-ne al 
19. MUNUS'" w"BALA-sa u ki-ri-is-sf 

20. eden-na nig-dam-gal-he na-ri li-mu-gar'" 
21, EOEN" ra.-ap-sa ta-bi-ni 'u'-ma-al-(li> 
22, za-la-am-ga.na-be·et-te ki um-ni-in-
23. gar-gar U I",-us-ta-ri-a TA IGI ta·aS-
24. ta.GAR.GAR~ U lu-li-ki-im-ik-ki 
25. lu-u.a-pil-l" a-sa-'gu' gu li ml-ni-lb-
26. za-al-za-'Ie-en-ne' U 'DIM si" -ip Si-ip-(ri) 
27. U' e1'-re '-!iu TA A.SA us-' te; -be-er-,....! 
28. im-sik sa-ab-ra-a n{g-da-ra-ta-' an-ne' 
29. iNLSIK 14 SA.AB.RAA ma-Ii BAD sa-'tu' 
30. 'OfM' U ki-im 'be '-ed-be ale-lea-a-a ba-' ad'-
31. be ne-er-ga-alli-bi-ib-ru-ul-Ie 
32. ,i-pir BAo e-pe-sa e-te-el-li-is /u·u 
33. aq-bi U zi'um-ni-lm u da-s,,-an-
34. ne-et-te 'i·Ii-ma U ES Zl-a u 
35. ZI KURti-a liS h-ul-Iu-mi _. __ . ~~~ ._._._._.-

36. sa\c..ku·se sa qa-al mu-un-na-an-du 
37, as-ta-a!am-ta-li-i/,-ma BAo ,a-tu 
38, OfM U e-ne-eS-se urn-nl-[m [m-ma-an-gin 
39, i-M-an-na um-ma--nu 

40, khm bad-de lu-u ki-ig-be he-em-tu 
41. ~i-pir BAD OIM OfM BAo OIM 
42. ne-e-se ur-du-um-gu si-irn-gi 
43. i-M-an-na ur-du-um-gu ub-te-eb-i 

it 1, im-oile sa-ab-ra-a I'Hi-be he-eb-du-m[ ul 
2. IM.SIG u SA,AB.RAA ma-li BAD sa 
3, uru-uru-be ha-pa-an-di-iz-zi-ja 
4. URua URU· u-di-ik-Iw-ak-ku 
~~~-.. .~---

5, lli sag-gi-in-ne mu-un-e 
6, UJ TA SAGu! §i-ip-Mu ES E 
7, ld-lm-ga-a!Sub-ba lei-be ha-pa-gi-' gi' 
8. a-§ar BAo SUB:BA ~S ;~-ri-iu IDtur"~--
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9. he-em-ta-ak·lu u he-em-du 
J O. li-iq-qu-ur it !i-i)u-uS 
11. sa iti as-lea bad ha-ra-ab-ti-il-le 
12, 1A sA lTl AS BAD Ku-u lu-u ",,_.,,'-' 

13, ki-ig-be-es-se en nam-tab-ta-te 
14. si-pir BAo OfM BAo OIM'" 
15. lu-"nanna lm-sik ma-ta zi-im-mu-
16, un-dar-ra an-ne-ne au ha-pa-si-im-tu 
17. lu-dnanna IM,SIK rna-at v-im-
18. mu-un-dar ERIN.MES-fu at-ta-ar-da-ak-ku 

19. zi-be-is-se he-em-da.am·du-ku 
20. si-di-is-su na-s(-ku 
21. ~ig-dag-lca la-ba-nam-da-at-ta 
22. te-ki-ta In i-ra-a!l-'i(-/m 
23. up-pa-at tHl.la du-ub-ne-en-ne-
24, en-ne he-pl-nfg-gin 
25. u

4
-mi BAo 5U-U qu-ut-tu.u tu/J-pa-ku-r,u OU 

26_ u igi"-zi-ne-en-ne mu-un-da-re-es-se 
27, IGI-ku-nu ta-aS-ta-ak-na-ni 
28, lu ... dnanna hn ... r sik 1 ma ... f ta 1 zi .. inl,.mU" 
29. r lUll .. dar .. fra ... ak·ke' eri'"nc"fes1.·se ha--pa .. si .. inl ... tu U 
30, lU-'nanna IM.SIK rna-at' v-im '-mu-
31. urvdar qa-du ERIN .MES-Sit ez-ba-nH'i-su-ma 
32, sa-e ur·du-um-gu nam-be-eb-le-e 
~3. at-ta u ur-du>urrvgu !tl..tu-ha'lu>m' ___ _ 
34. ge-e ab-ra-a ki-ig-be he-em-tu 
35. mu-§i u ur-ri si-ip-rum OIM''' 
36. a-ga zi kal-lea a-ga_mu_us_ne_en_ne 
37. e-ma-ru-uk-\ca te-er-ta-ku-nu 

38. lu-u da-an-at ri-it-ta-kwnu 
39, e-ma-ru-uk-\ca (ap>-pu-tu 

.. --.---
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15. Sulgi to Isbi .. Erra 1 
(SHn, 3.1.13.2, Reu 15) 

SuI; Susa XlIII ii 4(}i~ 37 (MDAI 57 pI. 1 [photographs only]). New photo
graphs kmdly proVided by Dr. Shahrokh Razmjou and Ms. Mahboubeh 
Ohelichkhani. 

Tabler: compilation tablet (Type I). 
Bibliography: Editio", D. O. Edzard, MDAI 57 20-23. 

Text Transliteration! 

ii 40. lis-be-der-ra-a-ra mu-un-ne-du 
iii 1. dgul-gi hl-gal-ztl na-ap-pa-a 

2. inim me-e-ga-na u-ud-ki-lm me-e-hu-Ie 
3. a-na a-wa-at ta-cl-pu-ra da-an-ni-i§ ab-<du> U 
4. 'e '-me-du pi-ik-ki-nam mi-in-na na-
5. ar-ra a-ba mal -an-su U ARAD sa ki-ma Iw-<ra> 
6. ta-ak-!u ja-a-s! ma-an-nu i-na-an-di-na 
7. a-am-ga lu-ga-al-be SIl zi-im-ga-ra a-ba 
8. ab-tu-ku-e-se U !e-e-a sa a-na be-li-
9. 5U su-ud-mu-qu ma-an-nu i-su-uS 

10 ne e xe' ig- 'I t 1 r , X' , • - -> n 9 -ga- na mu -Sl-lq-an-gu 
11. i-na.-an-na mi-im-ma Sit ta-aI-pu-ra 
12. giS-ki-im Ii-gi-in-ne u-gu-ze-eS-se 
13. me-e-ra-am-gi U il-ul e-gi ES EDEN-/w 
14. at-ta-ar-da U ba-ba-tu pi-sa-'dll'-ba-
15. ar-ra ar-ta-at-ta e-eg-[a-am-gu 
16. Iba_ba-ti sa,.an-da-ba-ak-Id U Ii-be-ra 
17. ad-ki-ki ad-ki-ki mu-un-da-a 
18. Ia-bc-ra mu-un-ta-a!-Iw Ia mi-it-
19. Iu-u.lw j..du-u 

1. The scribe used U to separate Sumerian and Akkadiandand double/triple Hnes to separate 
sections. 

2. Written llil ba. 
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20. un ge-es-tu ku/-babbar un ge-eB-tu ku-us-
21. ke-es se mu-ra-ad-ka 
22. ne-er OU.UN MA.NA KU.BABBAR 60 OU.UN MA.NA KU.SIO I1 

23. uHe-bi-la-ak-ku 
24. mu mu-nu-ut-ku-we eger mi-na-an-gu 
25. cl-!u mu-nu-ut-l<e-e sa EOER um-ma-ni-ja 
26. BU mu-un-te-em-ga im-ma-si-im-gi 
27. iI.-qa-am-ma it_ta_a!-I!.a_alvl(u 
28. u-mu-us eri-na-ak-ke u-gu-uz-ze-
29. eli-se me-e-ra-am-gi U f:e-mi um-ma-
30. ni-ja ES ,e-ri-Iw. tu-ur-ku 
31. e-ne-er-ra BU mu-un-na ni-ig-
32. na-ma-an-ne ak-ka-a U a-na .'Ia-su 
33. i-di-iS-5u-um-ma sa qa-be-su DfM>' 
34. e-ma-ru-uk-ka sa-ap-pi hll-un-na-
35. an-gi-ga U ap-pu-tu sA-5u Ia i-ma-
36. ra-al-ku U u za-e ku-siVki" leub-babbar 
37. zu-un-ne-et-ta Sti-u zi-ba-ab 
38. u at-ta KU.BABBAR It KU.SIG'l sa SU-5U 
39. !e-qe-ma U sakanka zu-e da-da-
40. be-e 'fa-a-sa-a-ma-an-ne 
41. [Klj.LAM": tGAL"'·SE.AM 
iv 1.s!-ta->a-a-ma U )iu du-uz-zu 

2. ni-ig-nam na-an-nu-le U TA SU-Iw 
3. li-ib-qur-ma mi-im-ma Ia ta-ar-ru-ur 
4. u-da-da dumu'"" sa-az-zu-ga-am-'gu"-
5. u de-mi-in U til"-tu u4-mi an-ni-i 
6. DUMU- mu-;:i-ib li-ib-bi-ja at-ta 
7. iri-du leur MAR.TU e-nam du-a-be mu-ra-ga 
8. rue_e_ek_ke_na_mi du-gu-ut-ta 
9. ES IOl a-mur-ri-j u NIM' ka-li-su 

10. GAR"""" ki-maja-a-ti TUSib 
11. ku-uz-zi barag ku-uz-zi igigl-ne-en-ne-
12. c&-se tu-us-sa AH BI IR 
13. TA ku-us-sfB.ARA KU.SI017 ES IOI-su-nu TUS-ma' 
14. za-na lu-u ki-im-ga-ne-enme 
15. he-H-ib-za-za-an-ne 
16. ES I<a-su DUMU .MES Si-ip-ri-su-nu 
17. li-iS-ke-nu-ni-ik-ku 
18. du-ru-be-su UZ-Zll hu-ur-mi ni-ig-na-ruc 
19. na-an-tu-uk-ku U e-li-su-nu u-te-el-
20. Ii mi-im-ma la te-ne-e~-a 
21. im-sik zi-ga im-sik zi-im-ga-ra-a 

383 
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22. IM,SIG ZLGA IM.SIG GAR"" 
23. sail-gin ga-ra nu-bi:mda giS-ki-lm ku.ra 
24. ,sil--ak-ka--na-ald<a GAR"' NU,BMDA wu-ud-di 
25. lu-u na-aa-ga lu-u-uk-ka igi"lu-u-uk-
26, ka hu-la-a U be-d an-ni a-su-ur 
27. uz-m UJ qu-ul-li-i! 
28. u-ku-us i-gi-du-uq-qa im-ma,an-sigs-ga, 
29. re-e-da-a sa TA IGI-ha id-dam-qu4lUl 
30, e nam-sul,zu e-ne-er-ra du-mu-
3 L un·na ~u-um'1!ar-zu ma-ha 
32. Eli et-/u-ti ES sa-su DfM-ma gi.mi!. 
33. /a,lw li-t;-;r 
34. ne-e-se aig-ga-na mu.si-iq-qa.aa-gu 
35. i-na-an-na mi-im-ma sa ta-aS-pu-ra 
36, e-ma-ru·uk-ka-az-zu na,ap-pa-le-e 
37. ap-fllHu /)i-/w la te-en.na.a 
ColophonK 

Analytical Reconstruction of Text in Standard Sumerian 
Orthography and Akkadian Transcription 

1. 'is-bi.der-ra-ra u-ne-dug, 
ii4nlis .. be .. cter~ra~a ... ra mu",un"ne"du 

2. 'sul.gi lugal-zu na-ab-be-a 
''':dsul.gi [u-gal-zu na.ap.pa.a 

3. iaim mu-e-gi"a-za llsu-gill, mu.e-hu[.le-en 
'iaim me·e·ga-na u·ud-ki.im me-e-hu.[e 
ana a'mt taSpura dannis abdu 

4, emedu za.e-gin7 nir,ga[ ga-ra a·ba ma-an-sum 
~'e' ·me-du di·ik·ki nam-mi-in·na na-'ar-ra a.ba ma-an-su 
warda sa lama Mta taldu jllSi mannu inandina 

5. a'il"[ lugal-bi ilu zi gar·ra a-ba ab.tuk-us 
7a-am-ga lu-ga-al-be su zi-im-ga-ra a·ba 'ab-tu.ku-e-Se 
litil. sa ana be/flu sudmuqu mannu lsuS 

6. l-ne-se nlg a·aa mu-e-,ii-gi~-a-gu!O 
10 .,. r in' r I ~ , V· , ne,.c",se n 59 .. ga; na lnU '81"l.q~an ... gu 
inanna mimma .Ia taSpura 

7. giSkim li-bi-ne ugu-zu·s€: mll-e,ra-gi, 
11glS-ki-im li-gi,in-ae u,gu-ze-es-se 13me-e-ra-am_gi 
ul egi ana ~erika attarda 

8. 

9. 

10, 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14, 

15, 

16. 

17. 
, 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 
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ba-ba-ti pisag-dub-ba ad-ad-da l-ilai,la-gulO 
14ba-ba-tu pi·sil/ du '-ba-"ar-ra aHa-at-ta e-eg-[a-am-gu 
Babati sandabal<ki 
libir ad-gi~-gi4 ad'gi,-gi, mu-un-zu-a 
161i-be-ra 17ad-ki-ki ad·ki·ki mu-ua-da-a 
!abira muntaUw sa miduJw idu 
gil-un ges ku-babbar gil-un ges kli-sig" sa mu-ra-du,,-ga-(am) 
20un ge.es·tu ku,'-babbar un ge-cs,tu ku-us-tlke-es Se mu-ra-ad-ka 
ner billlt kaspa su.fi bilat bur~a urtiibilakl<u 
mu mu nu-ruku egcr ugnim.ma-gu lO 

"mu mu-nu-ut-ku·we eger mi-aa·an-gu 
assu munute sa ')Jllr/wt ummiinija 
su mu--un .. te .. ga jm .. ma.-si .. gin 
U SH mu .. un~r:e;em"'ga im .. ma ... S:i .. im--gi 
ilqil.mma iltaJ1wld<u 
umuS erin·na ugu.zu-se mu.(e)-ra-gi, 
"'u-mu-us ed-na-ak-ke u.gu-uz-ze-'ges-se me,e-ra-am·gi 
timi ummanija ana ~erilw tUrl<v. 
e ... ne ... ra SUln,..nlu .. na nfg--narn..-ma.-ni ak~a 
31e·ne-er-ra su mu-un-aa ni-ig.J'na·ma-an-ne ak·ka-a 
ana silSu idissuma sa qabesu epu.s 
e.ma-ru-kam ~a-ga·ni hul na-gig 
3'e-ma-ru-uk-ka 811-ap-pi hu.un-na_3Jan_gi_ga 
apputtu libbasu lii imarra!jku 
u za-e ku-sig" ku-babbar su-ni-ta su ti,ba-ab 
J6u za-e kll-sik-'ki" kub-babbar ]Jru-ua,ne-et-ta su-u zi-ba,ab 
u alta kllspa u buri41l sa qiitiSu leqema 
sakanka za-e dabs-be se saW-salC-ma-ne 
39sakanka zu-e da-da·""be·e sa-a-sa-a-ma·an-ne 
ma/fimt ibba'fsU u' a sita''mi! 
su-duB·a-zu nig,nam na.an-u[/r.-en 
[,lSU du·uz-zu 2n i-ig-nam aa-an.nu-[e 
ina qiitika Ubqurma mimma la tarrur 
u4-da-ta dunm sa dulO-ga-mu za-e-me-en 

dad >.. f " 5r d ,. "u .. da.. urnuffiU sa ... az ... zu ... ga .... a1n,.. gu' u e ... llll ... ln 
uStu umi annl milru mUfib !ibbija atea 
igi·du kur amurruk[ elamkldu-a-bi mu-ra-gal' ga-e-gin,-nam tull-a 
'iri-du kur amurru e-nam du-a-be mu·ra·ga 'me-e-ek-ke·na-mi du.gu-ut-ta 
ana pam.i Amum u Elamti lwll!iu J'akniita klma jil.ti sib 
i"gu.za barag ku-sig'7'ga igi-ne-ne·se tuS-a x x J( 

lIku-uz-zi barag ku-uz·zi igi<'-ne-en-ne,12e!i,se tu-us-sa AH B1IR 
ina kussl paTak hur~i ana panUunu tuSS'abma 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

21. 

28, 

15. SU/gi to ISbi,Erra 1 

za·ta lU kfg-gi4·a-ne-ne ki he-ri-ib-za-za-ne 
14za_na lu-u kHm-ga-ne-en-ne 15he-!i-ib-za-za-an_ne 
ana kMu maru Siprisunu liSkenunud(u 
ugu-bi-se ell-de uts-gin; nfi!-na-me na-atHu-Iu 
!8du-ru-be-su uz-zu hu-ur-mi ni-ig-na-me 19na-an-tu-uk-ku 
eliSunu utelli mimma Ia tene»a 
ensi zi-ga ensi gar-ra 
llim_sik zi-ga im-sik zi-im-ga-ra-a 
iiisak}w usua issaMa sukun 
sakkana gar-ra nu·banda gilikim dUJ1.ga 
"sag-gin ga-ra nu·banda gffi-ki-im ku.ra 
sal&anald<a su/<un IajJutli! u""ddi 
IU nam·tag-ga lu-ka igi Iii hul-a 
"Iu-ii na-an.ga lu·u.uk-ka Igl" lu·ti-uk- '6ka hu.la.a 
bel anni aSur uzni awlli gullil 
aga·Us igi-zu.ka im.ma-sigs.ga 
l'\j·ku·us i.gi.du-uq.qa Im-ma-an.sigs-ga

5 
rfda sa ina inika iddamquma 
e nam-sul·zu e-ne·ra du-mu-na su·iiar·zu mah-a 
30" I .0 

e nam-su -zu e-ne·er-ra du-mu-3'un-na su-um.gar-zu ma-ha 
biti etluti ana silJu ej)uSma gimillaka litir 

29. l-ne-se nlg a-na mu.e-si-gi,-a-mu 
M • - •.. ' . ne-e-se mg·ga-na mU-oHq-qa-an-gu 
inanna mimma Ia tasj)ura 

30. e{-ma-ru-Ieam ka-zu na.ab.bal-en 
36e-ma·ru-uk-ka_az_zu na-ap-pa'!e-e 
apputtu pilw Ia tennd 

Translation 

Sumerian 

1 Speak to [<hi-Erra, 1 saying (the words of) SUlgi, YO\ll' king: 
'You make me very happy with the news that you sent me. 4 Who could give 

me a house-born slave as reliable as you? 5 Who has someone so able entrusted to his 
lord? 'Now, concerning all that you have written to me, 1 [ am sending you a tablet 
with the secret instructions.' 

8The high commissioner Babati, who is (like) a grandfather to me, 'the judicious 
elder, skilled in counce!, IOhas now arrived before you (with) six hundred talents of 
silver and six hundred talents of gold. !:~12 ... 13 I have (also) sent you news about 
the troops: forward them to him Hand (do) whatever he asks. 15 Please be careful that 
his heart does not turn {against you)J 16 And as far you, take the gold and silver from 

3, Or: passwords. 
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his care, [7 and buy all the grain at the prevailing market rate. [8 Once it is all in your 
possession, you do not have to hurry. 

19 From this day on you are the son who gladdens my heart. IOYau are established 
(as the guardian) against all of Amurru and Elam; sit as my representative! "Sit 
before them on a throne (set up on) a gold (encrusted) dais, 22 so that you will be the 
one before whom their envoys prostrate themselves. 23 Elevate yourself over them, 
never turn back! 24 Depose governors, appoint governors, "appoint generals, assign 
lieutenants, 26 punish the guilty by blinding. 

27 As for a soldier who finds favor with you, 18 build for him his (first) adult 
house--your favor will be great. '9Now, concerning all that I have written to you, 30 

it is urgent, you must not change your allegiance! 

Akkadian 

I (Speak to Bbi-Erra: 2 thus says Sulgi, your king:> 
3 I greatly rejoiced at the news that you sent me. 4 Who could give me a servant 

who is as reliable as you?S Who has one so able who is so exceedingly pleasing to his 
lord? 'Now, concerning all that you have written to me, 'I respond to you without 
delay. 

8-10 [ have now sent to you the high commissioner Babati, 'the judicious elder, 
who is skilled in counce!, (together with) six hundred talents of silver and sixty 
talents of gold; :1~12 he has came to you in the matter of the credit balance left over fram 
what the ti'OOPS have already received. lJ News of my troops have been sent to you; 14 

furward them to him and do whatever he asks. 15 Please be careful that his heart does 
not turn against you! 

16-17 And as for you, take the gold and silver from his hand and buy up the all 
grain at the prevailing market rate, 18 and should anyone claim it from you, you 
sbould pay it no mind. 

19 From this dayan, you are the son who gladdens my heart. 20 You are established 
(as the guardian) against all of Amurru and Elam; sit as my ~epresentative! 21 You sit 
before them on a throne (set up on) a gold (encrusted) dais. ,2 so that you will be the 
one before whom their envoys prostrate themselves. 23 Elevate yourself over them, so 
that you never tum back! l4 Depose governors, appoint governors, 1.5 appoint gener
als, assign lieutenants! 16 Keep a check on transgressors, rip off the ears of (guilty) 
peopleJ 

2J As for a soldier who finds favor with you, '"build for him his (first) adult house 
so that he will return your favor. lGNow, concerning all that you have written to me, 
30 It is urgent, do not change your allegiance! 

Commentary 

One must keep in mind that this letter is undoubtedly a late Old or Middle Baby
lonian pastiche of the Sulgi correspondence and that the one existing manuscript 
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is post-OB; we have no idea of when and where it was written or whether the Susa 
characti!ristics are primary or secondary, The transliteration follows closely the edi
tion ofD, O. Edzard but has been collated on photographs. The line numbers in the 
commentary refer to the analytical reconstruction, 

L As is usually the case with bilingual letters, the Akkadian does not rt.'l1der the 
opening formula; see p. 338 above, 

3. The form usu-gin, is an awkward attempt to render the adverbial form danniS; 
this suggests that the author either composed the text in Akkadian, and then trans
lated it into Sumerian, or that he was thinking in terms of Akkadian when he con
cocted the letter. Note that adverbials in -is are more characteristic of later stages of 
Standard Babylonian (e.g., w. Meyer, OrNS 64 [1995l161-86]); only five such oc
currences are known from OB literary texts (N. Wasserman, Style and Farm, 132-33). 
Nevertheless, this expression harks back to the use of danniS with the verb ~[Ilaum in 
OAkk letters (E. Kienast and K. Volk, FAOS 19, 256). 

5. Confusions abound here. The Akkadian has the rare rudmuqu, which was clearly 
intended as dative; the Sumerian has su zi , , , !lar, normally sutlumu. The Akka
dian .suS'is presumably from isi< and would correspond to tuku in Sumerian, but it is 
possible that the scribe confused [sa with aKilSu, The ending -e-se on the Sumerian 
verb cannot be the quotative, nor should it be a plural ending, and therefore it is 
most likely a mistake, driven by the ,S( u) ending of the Akkadian verb. 

6, Here, once again there are problems with the translation of the verb gi,. The 
Sumerian has "I bave written to you," whereas the Akkadian has "you have written 
to me," The same is true of line 29. In both cases, logic requires that one prefer the 
Sumerian version. 

7, The sign sequence gis- ki-im li-gi-in-ne cannot be reconciled with the Akka
dian ul egi. Once again, someone was translating back from Akkadian, albeit imper
fectly. The scribe may have confused Akleadian egJ1 with ida, a mistake conditioned 
by the rendering of Swnerian Id/ by Igl in this text, and then understood the Sume
rian as a form of gi8kim , .. dug" that is, Akkadian udda, as in line 25. The word 
li-gi-in-ne clearly has nothing to do with O"-l!i-gi4-in = liginnu, "exercise tablet." 

8. The Sumerian has the suspicious ad-ad-da l-gal-Ia-mu, which is entirely miss~ 
ing in the Akkadian. In historical t.enns, Babati was the brother of Abi-simti who 
was the mother of Su-Sin, and therefore he was possibly the brother-in-law of §ulgL 
Later scribes, if they knew anything about the Ur 1lI royal family, undoubtedly be
lieved the incorrect tradition already established in the OB version of the Sumerian 
King List, which automatically registered each ruler as the son of his predecessor. 
Anything is possible in this text, but this is probably a metaphorical expression of 
respect for his age; it is unlikely that the author knew that Babati was 80S eres, 
"queen's brother," and incorrectly deduced this grandfather-like relationship in strict 
kinship terms. 
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9. Here the composer used two rare Akkadian words that are otherwise known only 
ftom late sources: muntalku and the telatively rare mitluku, Not having a handy Su
merian correspondence for either, he drew upon ad-gi4-gi, = malaku; hence the 
awkward repetition of the same word in the Sumerian version. The use of ad -gi,-gi4 

for muntalku is attested in two other late bilinguals but not in any lexical text; see 
CAD M/II 206. In epistolary literature, see Letter of inim-Enlila 3: alan sukud-da 
dim-rna ad-gi,-gi, in-tuku, 

10. The Sumerian un ge-d-tu must stand for gun ges-u, but the measure should 
not ptecede the number. Eclzard has already commented on the absurd nature of the 
numbers. Note the different verbs in the two versions, as well as the Assyrian/SB 
form ustebilakku; the Sumerian apparently has sa ... dull.!, which normally cot
responds to kaSlldu, not subulu. 

11. The Sumerian is a garbled back-translation from Akkadian. Someone mistook 
munlltu, "accounting," for munutuktl, "without heir," a rare learned loanword fwm 
Sumerian. 

15. Note the very Akkadian use of apputtu that is transferred to Sumerian a-ma
ru-Ieam, which is otherwise never used in this manner but is only attested in letter 
closure formulas. The wl'iting e-ma-ru-uk:-k:a, here and in line 30, suggests that 
the scribe thought that the word for "water" in Sumerian waS /el and not lal, as is 
ttaditionally transliterated today, and he may have been correct; how he analyzed 
the etymology of the a -ma-ru-kam is another matter. 

17-18. I do not understand either version very well. The Sumerian sakanka za~e 
dab,-be (or dabs-dabs-be; sakanka zu-e da,da-be-e), if properly reconstructed, 
does not correspond to Akkadian l1lll/!irat ibbaU:u; one expects something on the 
order ofSakanka al-gal-la. Since this scribe uses -zu for the second-person bound 
pronoun, it is also possible that he misinterpreted l1lll/!irllt as a starive, 

In the following line ~u-dlI8-a-zu (or perhaps simply su-zu-a-se) does not in any 
way render Akkadian ina qlltika libqurma. It is possible that the author confused 
blpaqllru with paqlldu and interpreted the latter as su .. , dUa. Most probably, the 
whole line was garbled as a result of a mix-up between ariiru ("to fear") and araau 

("to hurry") as well as their Sumerian equivalents ur, and til,. For the Sumerian, see 
Upi~Btar Hymn A 85: n{g-nam-e nu-ul,-en eger~bi kin-kin-me-en,"1 never 
rush (with my decisions) but search out the background," 

The signs KI.LAM (line 17) are usually read as ganb., although the evidence for this 
has never been clear. The lexical lists agtee on the Akkadian equivalent mabiru but 
not on the reading. According to MB Oiri, the reading should be saka{n)ka (sa
ka-an-b, Diri Ugarit III 178 [MSL 15 82]). The later version offers two readings: 
x-ka-ka and x-x-ba (Oiri IV 297-98 [MSL 15 162l, see also the gloss [sla-ka-k[a1 
in MSL SS 1 101. The only evidence for ganba is from ana ittiSu n 17a' (MSL 1 26): 
KIgM!(OA).bnLAM. See now P. Attinger, NABU 2008/4: 104. 

ii, I, 
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20. IRI.DU is problematical. Edzard suggested a connection with Eridu, but that 
does not recommend itsdf. A more probable explanation is that IRIDU is a writing 
for igi-du, i.e., palil, which would correspond to ana pant The use of Irl for Ig/ is 
found often in thLs tablet. 

21. I have no explanation for the sign sequence AH BI IR between the Sumerian 
and Akkadian versions, 

24-26. These lines clearly echo SArlo 20-23 (2): ensi nam-ensi-ta, lil garza 
garza-la, n(-te-nl-te-a li-bf-ib-gat u nu-ub-ta-gub-bu, Iii nu-un·gaz igi 
nu.un-hul, " ... had not by his very OW11 authotity appointed and removed governors 
from the office of governor, office holders from offidal positions, had not (punished 
anyone) by death or blinding,.," 

25. The writing sag-gin for KlS,NiTA has been discussed by Edzard in his com
mentary; 1 am more reluctant to use this text as evidence for the reading of the 
Sumerian word for "general." The matter is complex, but it is more likely that the 
proper reading was sak(k)an(a); see the unique gloss sa-ak-an to in KIS.i\[ITA in 
RIIA 47:3, an OB school text (possibly earlier), 

The verbal form gis-ki-im ku-ra cannot be rendered as gisklm ku4-ra (Edzard, 
followed by P. Attinger, Elements, 549). In this tablet k ~ d and r = g; hence, this 
is simply a writing for g [skim ... dug4, that is, Akkadian udJa, "to mark, inform, 
reveal, assign, etc. n 

26. Something is very wrong with both the Sumedan and the Akkadian here. Edzard 
struggled with the passage; using some of the same facts, I propose a slightly differ
ent interpretation. It seems that whatever the "original" may have contained, some 
misinterpretation came from a fOTIn that had syllabic Sumerian, and the Akkadian 
version was either c.omposed after the corruption or was altered to match the new 
reading. The model for this line must be sought in the royal prerogative for execution 
and blinding that m expressed in two other letters: SArI: 23 (2): lti 1111-un-gaz igi 
nu-un-hul, and SuSal: 25 Xl (19): Iii gaz-de III igi hul-hul-da, X2: lu [g]az
de hul-hul-le-de (see p. 280, above). One can assume that the "o1'iginal" text 
had a syllabic version of *11i gaz-a igi Iii hul-a, "execute people, blind them." 
Everything went wrong; someone reinterpreted the first part of the line as na-an
gaz and produced a syllabic writing na-an-ga, which was interpreted as a standing 
for III nam-tag-ga, which the lexical texts render as bel at/nrn, "transgressor, guilty 
person." The original translation of igi Iii hul-a was misread so that i-ni became 
uz-ni. Sum. hul was rendered by Akk. quUulu on the basis of lexical equivalencies 
with Akk. g/qu/Julu, a verb, or verbs, that still present some interpretive difficulties 
(see the dictionaries); e.g., at-hul-h[ul] = gu-u[l.!u-ul], ba,hul·hul = idda-U,li] 
(OBGT XI iv 10'-12' [MSL 4116]), and hul-hul = gu-u[l.-lu-lu-um] (Antagal G 131 
[MSL 17 224]). Whatever the line of errors, one can be fairly sure that at one point 
the meaning of the line was "You are permitted to execute and blind people," This 
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series of disrortions may have also been affected by the association of q/qul1ulu with 
rrillatu, "crime," and its Sumerian lexical counterpart lug (lu·u·uk-ka i

), 
o 

28. The otherwise unattested e nam-sul = bit etluti is problematic. The Akka
dian eilaru is usually rendered by Sumerian nam-gurus; nam-sul is usually metiutu, 
"manliness, maturity," and it is probable that ri,is is what the author had in mind. 
The -zu on the Sumerian word is superfluous. 

30. The final verbal phrase probably results from a misinterpretation of the Ak
kadian use of pU + nabalkutu, equivalent to Sumerian ka bal but equating the latter 
with enu. The idiom means "to change allegiance/mood" and is similar in meaning 
to dfm,ma ma,da hir = tern mati sana, for which see p. 401 below. 
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16. Amar~Sin to Sulgi 1 
(ArnSl,3.1.12) 

Composite Text 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6, 
7, 
8. 
9, 

10, 
11. 
12. 

1ugal-guJO-ra u-na-a-dug; 
lamar-den.zu_na arad-zu na-ab-be-a 
a-sa nrg IugaHZulO ma-an-dug

4 
uru ga-gu-tum ga DUB'-ra mu-un-tur 

arad lugal-gulC ga-e al-me·en-na-ta sag-ki lugal-llu
lO 

igi mu-dus-a-gin_ g''rukul-
guw ba-sub ( 

a-sa sa ma-da-ka su mu-nl-tak;' 
g,'hur peslO a-sa' nu-x saft [ma-an-si-gaj1 
a-sa-bi gu fd-da-se limmus dana-bi nu-tehe 
pas a dill1-ga hur-sag nu-nfgin!2 
a-sa-an-gar-ra nu-me-e inim lugal-ga-ke ab-be-e 

" b' d 'h' 4 a~sa .. 1 nu ... mu ... un .. a"'za . 
nfg lugaH!uw ab-be-en-a lugal-gulC he-en-zu 

: Speak to my king, 'saying (the words) of Amar-Sin, your servant: 
-1n the matter of the field that my liege spoke to me about: ; ... diminished. 5 

Because I.am my king'! serva';t, as soon as I saw his majesty's face, I dropped my wenpons 
(to deal WIth the ISSue). I (?) dispatched (someone) to the field in the territory. J In the 
plans, the nverbani< did not . .. the field; it's side seems much too short jOr me. 8That field 
does r;ot (even) come close t~ the river by forty (fifty) km. 9The irrigation ditch does 
not wmd around the Hursag .. DThcre is no deceit here; (] am obedient) to the orders 
that my liege has given. llThat field cannot be lost (to cultivation)! 12 Whatever 
you, my king order me to do, (I will do) .. , . Now my king lmows (all this): 

Commentary 

1"'0 texts of unknown origin form the basis of the reconstruction, and both are 
unreliable. Xl is idiosyncratic, difficult to read, and is broken on the right edge, Xl 

L Var.: i!'apin a~~a x x sa~ rna;:;m"sl~ga. 
2. Var.: x x sU~3na! dana;bi 1nin~am a.-sa engar nu~gal. 
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is known only from a hand-copy made years ago by T. O. Pinches that was found 
by Irving Finkel, who was kind enough to make it available to me. 'Inc "Relph 
Collection," which belonged to Arthur E, Relph, was first studied by Pinches, who 
published some Old Babylonian documents from this group in a three-part article in 
PSBA 39 (1917). Subsequently, many or all of these tablets came into the hands of 
A. 0, Haldar, and after his death some of them entered the Danish National Mu
seum, while others became part of a private collection in Uppsala, For the hi,tory of 
these tablets, see]. Anderrson, Orienta/ia Suecana 57 (2008) 5-7. All of my attempts 
to locate Relph 16 have been fruitless,' Until the tablet can be found, or new manu
scripts surface, this provisional edition will have to suffice. 

4. 'Inese lines are preserved only in the old copy by Pinches, and it is not at all cer
tain that he drew the signs correctly. 

7. The signs KLA can be read as pe1ilO• "(river) bank," or as ki-duru" "wet place," 
The admittedly speculative interpretation of sag , , . si- ig is based on K. Maekawa's 
discussion of the use of sag si-ig'ga in Ur III land texts (AS] 14 [1992]188-89). 

8. This line, with a discussion of the verb tehe, "to draw near," had heen cited in 
M, Civil, Jacobsen Memorial, 70. 

9. It is always possible that hur-safl refers here to a mountain range/ridge or valley, so 
that the line might have to he translated: "the irrigation ditch does not wind around 
the ridge/valley:' The current rendition is based on the notion that this is a reference 
to a specific topographical feature in the vicinity of Apiak, the one that gave us the 
fortification name b"d-igi-hur-sag-ga; see Appendix C, pp. 231-232 above, 

10. I have assumed that the first word is the fare a-sa-an-gar-ra = taS'gertu, 
(Ideception." 

Sources 

Nl = N 2901 = 6-12 
Xl = Ni. 3083 ii 2'-9' (ISET 2115) = 1-12 
Xl Relph 16 (copy T. G, Pinches)4 = 1-9, + 
Tablet typology: compilation tablet: X 1. The rest are all Type III. X2 is in landscape 

format, 

}, I must thank Jakob Andersson (Uppsal.) and John Lund (Copenhagen) for their help in 
this search, 

4. There Is a note on the side of the copy that reads: "Relph, no. 16, 59 mm, high, 79 mm. 
long/' 
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394 16. Amar-Sin to Sulgl 1 

Textual Matrix 

Xl 
X2 

2. 
Xl 
X2 

3. 
Xl 
X2 

4. 
Xl 
X2 

+ ...;.. + + + + 
+ + + + + 

000000000000 

++ ++ + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + +: 
+ + + + mu-'un--gJ 

uru ga-ga-tum ga DUB'·ra 
x x x 0 0 0 

++++++ + 
o 0 0 

+ + + 

5. grad hlgai~~lC gri-e at.·me~en~na~ta sag~ki lugnl'gulO igi ltlJl,..dlls~a~gin7 

Xl 
X2 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + - + 
+ ++ + 

+ + - + + x + x 
+ + 5 + + + + .;. 

6. a-sa sa ma-darka 

Nl 
Xl 
Xl 

Nl 
Xl 
X2 

8. 
N! 
Xl 
Xl 

9. 
NI 

+ + + 
- + + 

() 

+ 
+ 

00 

+ + 
+ ke,-es 

o f ma?1 0 0 

+1 bf? '" +': 
+ + + +: 

+ + +0 0 0 0 o 00 

+ + ++ + 0 0 

Wiapin a.-s:a .. ge!l x sag ma.-an .. si,..ga 
o 00 

a·sa-bi gil id·da-se limmus dana-bi 

+ + + 0 0 0 + 0 

+++ + + + + li1nmu 
, 

+ + 
+ + + + + + + + + + 

pa, a dull-ga hut-sag nu ... nfgil1J 

+ +. 0 0 0 0 

nu-tehe 

0 0 

+ + 
+ te-eh 

Xl + + + + + + + + : 
X2 x x susana? dana .. bi miIl~~tln a~sa engar nu,-gal 

10, 

N! 
Xl 

a--Sa.-an .. gar--ra 

+ + + + 
+ +,.. + + 

nu-me-e inim lllgal-ga-ke, ab-be·e 

00+ + +0000 

+ + + 1+ + gUll; + + + + 

0 + -
-x" + .;.+ 

gi~tllktt1-gu!O ba,-sub 

00 0 0 0 

++ + + 
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11. a-sa-bi nu-mu-un-da-zah' 

Nl + + + 0 0 0 0 

Xl + + ~ + + + + +: 

12. nig Jugal-gu lO .b·be-cTh'. Jugal-gu,o he-en-zu 

NI + 

Xl + + 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ +++++ 
o 0 0 0 

+ + + , 
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Kl catchline: lamar-Je[n.zu-na-ra] u-n[a-(a)-dug,] (SAml, 17) 

Xl followed by SAml (17). 
The reverse of Xl has traces of three lines after line 9, followed by a double line and 

then: 

[ ... ]-x-dab,-be 'ha '-mu-un-da-dag-' gel' 
[ ... ]x lugal-gulO kid su 'gal' nam'-ba'-dab,-be 

It is not certain that this is still part of the same text, although imgidas of this type 

usually only have one composition. 

( 

f 
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17+ Sulgi to Amar--Sin 1 
(SAml, 3.1.13, Reu 13) 

This letter not fully edited here. It is unclear how many lines it had. but it Was 
undoubtedly short. In Xl, it Covers II lines, and there does not seem to be any room 
for more text, because the last four lines are written on the lower edge and the next 
column (iii in my reconstruction) statts with the first line of SaSul (18).111,e land. 
scape format lsin practice tablet, which probably had the whole text, is very poorly 
preserved; the obverse has the remains of eight lines, and the reverse seems to have 
had only a colophon. It was read from a hand.copy and photograph kindly proVided 
by Claus Wilcke. 

I can only offer a preliminary edition of the first half of the text to assist in future 
identification of duplicates: 

Sources 

Isl = IE 733 (1M 78644) 
Xl = Ni. 3083 ii 10'-20' (lSET 2115) 
Tablet typology: compilation tablet (Type I): Xl. Ib! is Type III in landscape 

format. 

Textual Matrix 

1. tamar"den.zu ... na ... ra tkna-a-dug, 
lsi ++ ~+ + + .;. ++ ++ 
XI +t Isu'en.(30) + + + + +-

2. d&ul-gi lugal.!u na-ab-be-a 
lsI +- + .;. T + ~ .;. ;-

Xl -+ + + + .;. .;. + + 

1. On the reconsrrucrion of Xl, see above, p, 56. Even if one were to interpret the obverse 
and reverse differently, the letter would only have eleven lines, becam;e thls would be the end of 
the last column of the tablet. 
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3. 

lsI 
XI 

lsi 
XI 

5. 
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aga.~ KA nam! Jugal il-na-a-dug,-ba su mu~ni~tak4! .. a 

+ + + + + +2 + + 
+ " x + + ++ 

t,+++ ..... + + + 
ne~se u ... na .. a .. dug4~gulO .. ,t 

a-na-aS-am lea-as-bar a·sa-go x 

+ .;. 1 + + 
+ +' + x 

·t + + + 

Is1 + + + + + x x + x + +" ,0 

Xl + + + + + + + + + + x + + + + + + 

J Speak to Amar~Sin, 2 saying (the words) of Suigi, your king: 

397 

3 In the matter of the ... field, conce.rning which that letter was dispatched; By 
your righteous birth you are of royal seed! Why have you not ... the decisions con
cerning the field? .... 

The rest of the text cannot be reconstructed at the present time. 
Inasmuch as I cannot do more with this composition, it is necessary to comment 

on line 4, which seems to indicate that Amar-Sin was Suigi's son and was recognized 
as crown prince in his father's lifetime. The line is present only in lsI and not in 
Xl. The expressionnnmun nam-Iugal is otherwise nnattested in Old Babylonian 
Snmerian and is surely spurious here, calqued from Old Babylonian Akkadian; this 
may reflect zer sarriitim, zerum darium sa sarriitim, first documented from the time of 
Hammurabl (CH Ii 13, v O. 

2. u~na written as na~u, 

I 
I 
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18. Sarrum~bani to Su~Sin 1 
(SaSu!, 3.1.15, Reu 17) 

Composite Text 

1. dsueden.Zll lugaH~ulOera Uenaeaedllg, 
2. sar-ru-um-ba-ni galezu unkenena arad-zu na-ab-be-a 
3. bad gal mu-ri-lqetidnim-e dIm-meed" ktg-giL-a-as mu-e-gi, 
4. igi-zu maeanegar-ma amurrum ma-da-as mu-un-sub-sub.bueus 
5. bad dUeued" gtriebi ku5-ru-de 
6. 'didigna :dbllranun.naebi-da 
7. gu-glri-bi a-sa-e nam-ba-e-su-su a-se mu-e-da-ag 
8. zi-ziedaellUIO-ne 
9, gU Ulab_galeta enena ma-da ziemu-darki-ra_,e 

10. eren'ebi l-zi-de . 
11. badebi 26 danaekam dfmee-da-lluwene 
12. dal·ba-na huresajj mineaebi-ka sa diedaegU!C-ne 
13. dim-rne-llulO-se arnurrum sa' hur-saih~aeka [betus-a gestu mu-sleineak 
14 . ,iemu-ur:' nametabeba-ni-se inHna-da-gin' 
15. dal-baena hur-sag ebih"-ke, ""tukul slg-ge-de im-rna-si-gin 
16. u €la-e erin g'dubsik l-il-il-eli-,un x 'nuP-um-mi-du" 
17. Z"tukul slg-ge-de gabaerieni-se ba-gen.en 
18. tukurn·bi lugal-ga an-na-kam 
19. erin kf€l.ak-ne ha-maeabedah-e a ha-maell,H!a 
20. Ul8

elU ma·da sa nu·ubedaedu,,-ga inim-bi x x 
21. maeda murub,kiese lu-kig.gi,.a mUeniegi, 
22. ma-da d{memaebi ba-daekur 
23. bad dueu-de nuesub-beeen ledueen U ~'tukull-s1g-ge-en 
24. ga/.ezu unkenena lmeriea gu-Iaeam he-em-ma-daeri 
25. dim-ma rna.eda nu-ubeda·kuHa-as sa hu-mueun-e 
26. u, i11eklgegl,-aegu,o igku·se mu+siegi4-a-llulO 
27. egir-raenieta lue"nanna ensi ma.eda ziemuedaHa"'ese 
28. luekig-gi,ea mUeni-gi, 
29. 7200 crin mu+si.in-gi, 
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30. lil "dubsik lb-s! lu '"tukul slgege bHb-tur 
31. tukumebi lugal-guw erin kigeak-ne duh·u-be ab-be 
32. uesub ~"tukul gaeam-da-slg 
33. lu gal-gal ma-daeza IU in-ne.si-in-gi4 
34. igi-ne-ne maean-gar-reeeliema 
3.5. me-en-de uru-urn enenu-ug nuemu-da-ak-enede-cn 
36. aena-gin,enam ugnim a·raeab-silmemu 
37. [,jekillegi,.a-guJO mu·naeni-inegcfees 
38. u, lugaH~u;c a mueeedae::lgeta 
39. u4-te gi,.ba klg imemiefb.gi,-gi,ein u ~ltukull-slg.geeen 
40. mu inlm lugal.gaeke.l.gubebe-en u '"tukul fb-Iah,elah,-e 
41. usu nUeum·gar g;'tukul-ta nuesillgege-en 
42. lugalelllllO he-en· WI 

I Speak to Su-Sin, my king: 'saying (the words of) tbe prefect Sarrumebani, your 
servant: 

j You commissioned me to carry out construction on the great fortifications of 
Muriqe11dnim 4 and presented your views to me as follows: "The Amorites have re· 
peatedly raided the frontier territory." 7 You commanded me 'to rebuild the fortifica
tions, to cut off their access, 6-" and thus to prevent them from repeatedly overwhelm· 
ing the fields through a breach (in tbe defenses) between thel1gris and Euphrates. 

8 As I was leaving (for the assignment), 9 from the banks of the Abgal canal up to 

the territory of Zimudar, 1°1 levied workers there. 
11 When I had been working on the fortifications that tben measured 26 dana 

(269 km.), Il after having reached (the area) between the two mountain ranges, n tbe 
Amorite camped in the mountains turned his attention to my building activities. 
14 (The leader of) Simurum came to his aid, and 11 he went out against me between 
the mountain ranges of Ebih to do battle. 16 And therefore I, even though I could not 
spare COTVee workers (for fighting), 17 went out to confront him in battle. 

J8 If my king is agreeable, 19 he will reinforce my laborers so that I can get to wark. 
20 Although I have not been able to reach the (main) fortification tower of tbe frontier 
territory, [as soon as I received] information, 11 I sent an envoy to the interior. 11 But 
the territory has changed its allegiance, "and so I have not neglected to build the 
fortilications--(to the contrary), I have been building and fighting (at the same 
time). 2H5 Even if (another) prefect were to be selected from the grandest of (military) 
units, he would stiU not be able to attain the goal of preventing the frontier territory from 
changing its aUegiance. 

2. After I dispatched my envoy to you, 2Fl8 right behind him I dispatched (an. 
other) envoy to LueNanna, the governor of Zimudar, and" he sent me a very large 
contingent (namely, 7,200) of workers. JOThere are enough roTvee laborers but not 

1. Var.: li, kur·kur-ra he·en-dul. 
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400 18, Sarrum-bani to Su-Sin 1 

enough fighting men! 31 Once my king gives the orders to release the workers (for 
military duty), 32 then when (the enemy) raids, I shall be able to fight him! 

33 He (Lu-Nanna') dispatched the (same) man to the nobles of your frontier ter
ritory 34 and they presented their case to me as follows: 35 "We cannot even guard all 
the cities by ourselves, "how can (we) give you (more) troops!" "They then sent 
my messenger back (to me) through him. 

38 Ever since my king commanded me, "day and night I have been diligently 
doing the assigned work as well as fighting (the enemy). 40 Because I am obedient 
to my king's command (to build the fortifications) and I continue to battle again and 
again, 41 even though the requisite force has not been assigned to me, I will not cease 
fighting, 42 Now my king is informed (about all of this)!' 

Commentary 

At the present time, this letter is only attested in sources from Ur and from 
tablets of uncertain provenience, but it was also known to the compiler of the Uruk 
Letter Catalog, which includes the entry: 4' 'su-cien.zu sar-ru-um-ba-ni' [. ,.J 
(followed by the incipit of the response). 

3-7. The verb igi .. , g aris used in such contexts to introduce direct speech, as in 
Pulbl (23), although the sources differ on the person who is speaking, In Xl, it is the 
messenger (igi-ni 'ma-an '-gar-mal, inX3 it is the king (igi-zu mu-e-gar-ma), 
and UrI has a hybrid form (igi-zu ma-an-gar-ma). On the other hand, the paral
lel use of a ... ag (line 7) in ArS 1: 8 (1) suggests that we are dealing with indirect 
speech, The variants in all manuscripts compound the problem. 

Apparently,k{g-gi 4-a-as,., gi4 is used here in the sense of "send work orders"; Xl 
must have had klg mu-[e-da-gi4J. "sent me an order." The subordinate temporal 
clauses in line 5 require a main clause, and if this is a . , . ag, then only the first 
sentence is a direct quotation and the rest is a summary of the instructions, 

7. The reconstructed text follows UrI. The scribe ofX2 either missed two signs or 
understood the text differently: "so that from a breach in the Tigris and Euphrates 
waters should not overwhelm (the land/fields)." Note that a-sa is far from certain, 
because the second sign looks more like ba than sa, 

8/10. The verb in both lines must be zi(g), "to rise (transitive and intransitive), 
levy, etc," For the form in line 8, compare Ur-Ninurta Hymn A 49: [lim) -u[8J-iu
gin, zi-zi-da-Zli-ne, "when you arise like the south wind," The meaning here proba
bly reflects the Akkadian use of tebtl, in the meaning "to set out, depart, leave" (CAD 
T 311). In line 10, it reflects the more common Sumerian usage, meaning "to levy," 
(deka), This conforms to what Ur III sources tell us about Sarrum-bani. Presumably 

2, Var: May the storm (of my king) cover the land! 
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he was stationed at Apiak, on the Abgal, when he received his order from the king 
and he apparently levied workers as he made his way to Zimudar, 

11-12. In Ur III, as in later times, the dana was equivalent to ca. 10 2/3 km,; see, 
most recently, R. Englund, ]ESHO 31 (1988) 168 n. 40. Therefore, according to 
this text, the fortifications at this point measured ca. 269 km. in length. Note the 
writing dana (KASKAL.BU), which is standard in OB but in Ur III is used only at 
Nippur; it is regularly written da-na (or te-na) in all other archives of that time, 
On these lines, see p, Attinger, Elements 639 n, 1839; he considers min-a-bi-kam/ 
am as mistake (for a- ba), but it is more likely that this is an example of a morpho
phonemic writing. 

16. The reading of the first signs of the final verb is uncertain. I have read' x nu-" 
because the remains of x do not resemble the expected igi. One could translate: "and 
as for me, as soon as I had released ... the corvee workers." 

For dupsik, "corvee," see the comments on PuSl: 27 (13) above. Such workers, like 
eren, could do both labor and military duties. 

19. The second verb in the line is difficult. Normally, a , .. gar is interpreted as "to 
win oppress defeat" (F. Karahashi, Sumerian Compound Verbs, 76-77), and this would 

, , h h 'II ,,, result in a translation "he will reinforce my laborers so t at e WI assure my VICtory. 

While I would not rule this out, with some reservations, I suggest that a ... g a)l a 
is idiomatically equivalent to Akkadian alJam sal<ilnum, "to initiate work" (CAD S /1 
136). Although at present this meaning for the Akkadian is attested only in NA, see 
already a ga-ga = a-~u-[um . .. J (OBGT XI iii 12), Perhaps this means simply "to 
provide wages" and the line should be translated: "he will reinforce my laborers and 
provide me with the (appropriate) wages." 

20. The word u [8- fli has been discussed numerous times, without a final consensus 
as to its meaning' see most recently, J, Klein, FS Hallo, 126. 1t appears that two 

, , 1 d" I' " different words have to be posited, an adjective that has been trans ate va lant, 
"mighty," or as a noun. The latter has been rendered "tower" by Klein and others, 
but this is a guess only. 

21. On ma-da murub4"i, see p. 142 above. 

22. dim-ma ma-da kur, "to alter the allegiance/state of the frontier/territory," 
which is not attested in Sumerian outside of CKU, is a calque from Akkadian fiem 
miitim santlm' on the Akkadian expression, which is limited to omen texts, see J. Bot
tero, in A. F:net, ed., La voix d' opposition, 146-49. Ur Lament 230 and Udug-hul vi 
560 have d{m-ma kalam-ma, "the state of the homeland." 

24. In the lexical tradition, the word im-ri-a is generally rendered by kimtum, 
,alatum, and niMtum; see the dictionaries and A. Sjoberg, HSAO 1 202-9. Prior to 

Ur III it is written as im-ru-a; this is still the case in Gudea and in the common Ur 
III PN lugal-im-fli-a, at Girsu, Drehem, Ur, Nippur, and in the Turam-ili archive. 
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In Dr Ill, im-ri-a is attested only in single occurrence of the PN lugal-lm-rl_a 
(AUCT J 300:5) from Drehcm and twice in a summary of an Umma legal proceed_ 
ing, NSGU 201 (TCL 5 6059). While generally translated "family, kin-group," or the 
like, the exact meaning of iln-ri-a in early texts is difficulr to determine. The Gudea 
Cylinders include mention of the im-ri-a of Nlngirsu, Nanse, and lnana (Cy!. A 
xvi 18··27); these seem to be corporate groups, not necessarily related hy kinship 
tles, that have labor and possibly military obligatlons to the state, Something similar 
seems to be the case in Su!gi Hymn B 98-99: '''kak-pana-ta Zll-kes-ga na-me, 
im-ri-a diS-am 16 na-ma-fa-ed-e, "And as for (shooting) arrows, not one man 
from any unit among my regiments could ourdo me!" Here there can be no doubt 
that im-ri-a is a military unit of some kind; it might be kin-based but this cannot be 
established at present. 

In this line, the term is qualified by the adjective gu-Ia, which is usually found in 
geographical names and in cultle texts but is rare in main-dialect Sumerian school 
compositions. The meaning of the word is still open to debate; it is usually viewed 
as a phonetic variant of gal but it is more likely that it is a superlative, aq in ur-glI
la, which, like ur-mah, is one of the various words for "lion" in Sumerian (see my 
forthcoming study of this feline terminology), Note, in epistolary literature, Letter 
of lnim-Enlila 8-9: nam-tag-gu lO nu-zu nallHag-ga g"stu la-ba-si-g8:1, nam
im- rl-a sar-re' i-si-is-bi (b- gU,-en, wbich I would translate, with all due caution, 
"I have no idea of my transgression, I have not been told of (the true nature of my) 
transgression; because (of the shame that this has brought) on (my) numerous family, 
I am consumed with sorrow." It is therefore possible that the present line also refers 
to a kin group rather than a military unit, 

24-25. The verb in line 25 and the syntax of both lines are problematicaL The foml 
sa hu-mu-un-e is third-person, and although the non-perfect form normally has 
the agent suffixed, this particular verb (du~/e) is used with a prdixed agent with the 
non-perfect root in OB Sumerian literary texts, 

30. The verb s i is used here in the sense of Akkadian matu, "to be sufficient for," 
a usage that is probably derived from Akkadian-almost always in the form (i)
ib-si-and found mainly in logographic usage in mathematical school texts; e.g" 
PBS and SET 38:3 (see E. Robson, Mesopotamian Mathematics, 105 for a different 
interpretation) . 

The use of tur as a verbal rather than adjectival root is likewise an Akkadism; it is 
based on the use of matu (nOlmally rendered in lexical and bilingual texts by lal). 
Compare, for example, the Old Babylonian letter AbB 14167:16-18: u dam.gar 
mas-gan-Sabra" 16 erin.hLa i-s(-bu-nim-ma hi kaskal.mes ma-!i-a-nim, "And 
while the traders of Maskan-sapir have assigned me 16 workers, I still have five work 
gangs too little." Indeed, the phraseology of this line brings to mind the )ogographic 
he,diri (he}.ba.lal, that is, litir lim!i, "let it he more or less," in Old Babylonian 
documents (CAD A/II 488). 
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31. The verb duh is the opposite ofkesd; it is used when releasing people from work 
or obligations. See Schooldays 8: u, ';;-dub-ba-a duh-u-de <'-se l-du-de, "when 
school was let out, I would go home." 

33-37. The shifters seem confusing, but it appears that Sarrum-bani sent a mes
senger to Lu-Nanna asking for troops. The latter, in turn, addressed the nobles of his 
land, who replied that they could not spare any soldiers, addressing Sarrum-bani as 
well as Lu~Nanna, It may be that the Lu-l\ianna and Sarnml-bani letter (LuSa 1,20) 
contains that response, The 16 of line 33 must be the same messenger as tbe one in 
lines 28 and 37; it appears that, after hearing out Sarrum-bani's envoy, Lu-l\ianna 
sent bim on to the nobles, and they, in tUfn, had him return directly to Sarrum-bani. 

38-39. Alternative translation: "Once my king (issues me new) orders, night and 
day I will do the assigned work and fight (the enemy)." 

39. See the Ut 1lIlettet-orderTCS 156: 9: u-la-bi u4-te-ta llkba-seand OBGT 
1811 {MSL 4 59}: gi.-bi-ta u4-te-en~se = mu-sa-am a-di ur-ri-im. 

The interpretation of the verb kfg , .. gi4 is based on TCS 1326:7 Ilc]l-gulO-se 
'ha '-am-' gi,'-gi4; see the comments ofE. Sollberger. 

40, I know of only one other occurrence of '''tukul( ... )Iah,-Iahs, in AmurTum 
Hymn A 50: eskiti zi-'da'-[naill£]tukul sar lahs-Iahs sa-ga-na la-a-ni, "when 
he is anned with his righteous staff and with his beloved weapon that mows down 
multitudes." 

41. X2 has nl1-silig-ge-en but XJ reads silig-ge-[enj. The finite verbal form (in 
the meaning "ro cease") occurs almost exclusively with the negative prefix; hence, 
the latter variant is preferred. For examples, see A. Sjoberg, TCS 3 64. It is possible 
that the author of XJ interpreted the verb as sugaspuru, "to be mighty," The trans la
fion of this line is uncertain; alternatively, one could also propose a rendition "even 
though 1 have inadequate Jarces at my disposal, I wi!lnot be finished off by force ," 

SQUTces 

Drl = U. 16885 (LJET 6(2 183, No, 1 Broad St.)" 
Xl = Ni, 3083 (lSET 2 115) iii 1-4 
X2 YBC46n 
XJ YBC 7149 i l-ii 20 

= 1-16; 18-23 
= 1-5 

= 22-42 
= 1-42 

Tablet typology: compilation tablets: Xl, X3, rest Type III (X2 landscape). 
Bibliography: Translation: p, Michalowski, Royal Letters, 79. 

3, 11,0 tablet has deteriorated since it was copied, 

'\' , 
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404 18, Sarrum-bani to Su-Sin 1 

Textual Matrix 

1. 

Uri -' 0 

Xl -+ sin + 
X3 .+ + + + , 

o + 

+ + ++++ 
rga' ~ + + + + 

2, 

UrI 
Xl 
X3 

Sar~ru ... um,..ba,..nl gal"'2U tlflkenrna 

+++ +++ + 
+ + + + + 
++++++++ + 

arad-zu 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

na"'ab~be ... a 

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + + 

3. had 

UrI + 
Xl t 

gal mu-ri-iq-tidnim-e dim-me-de kig-gi,-a.a' 

+ + + + PIRIG,PIRIG-e I + + + + + + 
+ + PIRIG,PIRIG-e + 'da'. 

X3 + + + + + PIRIG-e + e + + + + + 

mu"e"gi4 

hi . + 
. 0 

+ + + 

4. 
Uri 
Xl 
X3 

igi"zu ma..,an .. gar",ma amurrum ma~da~aS mu-un-sub·sub-bu,"li 

++++++ + 

ni + + 

+ + mu e + +/ + 

5, bad du-u-de gIri-bi ku,-ru-dC 
Uri + 

Xl 0 

X3 + 

t + + + 
o 0 

+ + + + 

+ 

o 
+ 

+ 
o 
+ 

o 0 

+ 

6, 

Uri 
X3 

~idigna ~buranuna-na-hi·da 

++ 
.+ 

++ 
++ 

+ 
+ + ta 

+ + + 
o 0 0 

+ + + 

++++++ 
o 0 0 

+ + + + 

7. 
Uri 
X3 

+ + ;- + +4 + + 
+ + +,.. .. + 

+ + + + + + +.rna 1. 

hi ib+ + + + + + 

8. zi ... zi,..da"~ulO"ne 

Url++++ 
X3 + + + + 

9. gU ~ab·ga[-ta en-na ma.da zi-mu·daru-ra-se 

Uri +, +abgal + 0 

X3 +++++++ + 

10. "rcn'-hi l-zl-de 

Uri 0 

X3 
a 00 0 

+ +. + 

0 1,. 0 0 0: 

+ da+ + + 

4. The sign looks more like ba. 
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Uri 
X3 

+ + 
+ + 

ram1 
0 ° 0 a 0 

+ + + + + 

!2. dal·ba-na h"r-sag min-a·bi-ka sa dt.da.gu;O-ne 

Ut1 + + + + + + +, 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X3 + + + + ++ + + + + + + 

13, dim.me-gu,o-se 

Uri + + + + 
X3 

+ x o 
+ 

o 

+ 
o oi+ + + 

+ + + +. 

14. 
Uri 
X3 

+ + + + + 
o ,5 + 

++,00000 

++'1-+++. 

15. dal-ba-na hur-sag ebih"-ke, ,Otuk,,! slg-ge-de im.ma-Si-gin 

Uri + + + 
X3 0 0 + 

00 00 

+ + + + 
o 0 0 

+ + 

nl 0 

+ + + 

16. u ga-'e eren gidubstk )~a,.{l .. es,.am hutmul,..um"mi,cius 

Uri traces 
X3 + + + +. + + + 

17. 

X3 

!8. 

Uri 
X3 

'"tukul s)g-ge-de gaba-ri-ni-se 

, + + + + + 

tukum-bi lugal-ga an-na-kam 

o 0 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + 

+, + 

+ + 

19. 

Uri 
X3 + 

o 0 

+ + 

o 0 0 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 

Uri + + 0 

X3 DAR-a+ + + 
o 0 0 0 

+ + + 
o 0 

UrI + + 
X3 

,000000 

++ + + + + + 

22, tna-da dim-rna-bi baeda-kur 

Uri 
XZ + + 
X3 + 

+ ++000 

+ + + + 
+ +++++ 

o 0 0 

+ x x 

5. The spacing suggests that this text had si-m[u-ur(4}-ru e um'l'. 

405 til 'i , 
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Ur! 
Xl 
X3 

24. 
Xl 
Xl 

2'5. 

Xl 
X3 

26. 
XZ 
Xl 

n 
Xl 
Xl 

28. 

Xl 
X3 

29. 
Xl 
X3 

30. 

Xl 
X3 

31. 

Xl 
X3 

31. 

Xl 
X3 

33. 
XZ 
X3 

18. Sarrum-bani to Su-Sin 1 

+ 
+ 

+ -I:- + 
+ + + + + 

ooo.fe 1 +oo 
+ + + + + + +, 

+++e.+++ 

00 0 0 
+ + + 
+. + + 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+ ++++++ +~ +++ 
+ + +. + 4 + + + + 

+ + ++4++~ 

+++++++++++++++ 

u4 lUrkfg~gi4 .. a~ _U to igirzurse lTlUM c,si .. gt,(ilr gU10 

+ + + + + + 4 4 + ++ + + + 
+ + + + + + + + ++ gi . + 

.. + 
+ + + 

+ +. + 
+ +en ... h + 

+ + /. + + + + 
++++++++ 

lU.kij!-gi"a mu,ni'gi, 

+ + + + + 
+++4+++ 

72001 eren mu.e,si.in-gi. 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + + 

IU "dubsik (b·,i III '''tukul s\g·ge b(·ib·tur 

+ +. 
+ ++ 

+ + + ++ 
+ + + ++ + + 4 + 

+ 
+ 

+ + 
+ + 

+ 
+ 

+ + + + ++ + + 
+ + + + + +. 

u-sub '''<ukul ga.am.da.slg 

++ + 4 + +: 
+ + 4 + + an + + 

IU gal·gal ma-da·za III in·ne·s!-in·gi4 

o + + +++ +++++ 
+ + + + + + + + + +.. fgil 

6, Written ri. 
7. Written SAR.sAR in both manuscripts. 
8, 10 mark on left margin. 

X2 
Xl 
35. 
XZ 
Xl 

36, 

Xl 
X3 

37. 
X2 
X3 

38. 

XZ 
X3 

39. 

Xl 
X3 

40. 
XZ 
X3 

41. 
Xl 
X3 

42. 
Xl 
X3 
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o ++++++ 
+++ ++++++ 

uru--uru 

o + en + 
+ + + + + 

en ... nu-u~ nu_mu .. da,ak-en~deren 

me++++++++++ 
+++++++ 

a"na"gin
7
"'nam ugnim a~ra ... ab~sum .. mu 

# 

+ + + + + + + . 

hi k[g~i4 ... a~gulO mu ... na-n{~inw'ge4reS 

o 
+ 

+ +++ + +++++ 
+ + + +++-ge, 

+ ++++++ 
+ + + + + 

lli ,.ba kfg im.mHb-gi •• gi •• in u '"tukul 

~e17 . ++ + +++4++++ 
+ + 0+++ 

l·slg·ge·en 

+ + + 
+ + 0

9 
• 

mu 

+ 
+ 

usu 

+ 
+ 

u, 
+ 

inim Jugal-gil.ke
f 

,.gllb.be·en u '"tukul {b.lab,·!ahs·e 

+ + 
+ 

nu-um,..f;tar 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+ + + -I- + + ++ 
+ + + + + + -I- 00 

'''tukul-ta nu-silig.ge.en 

++ 
++ 

+ + 

+ 

fkur 1 ~kur he .. enFr duP 
+ -I- + . 

+ 
o 0 o 

+ 
o 

In X3 followed by SuSal (19). 
Colophon L (X2) 

407 

9. A piece of clay has been glued in the break, possibly in the/ace of g~: (URU lOll as 
10. It seems that the scribe had problems witb this "gtl an wrote 81 tg x 

URUxlOl+1Gl. 

i , 
ii, 
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19. Su ... Sin to Sarrum ... bani 1 
(SuSa1, 3.1.16, Reu 18) 

Sources 

Xl = BM 54327 iii 1'-12' 
X2; YBC 7149 ii 2l-iv 12 
Tabler typology: both are compilation tablets (Type I). 
Translation: P. Michalowski, Royal Letters 79-80. 

Text Transliteration 

1. X2 
2. X2 
3. X2 
4. X2 
5. X2 
6. X2 
7. X2 
8. Xl 

X2 
9. Xl 

X2 
10. Xl 

Xl 
11. Xl 

X2 
12. Xl 

X2 
13. Xl 

Xl 

'sar-ru-um-ba-ni·ra u-na·a-dlugJ 
dsu-<"en.zu) \ugai.zu na·ab-be-a 
hi.kig-gi,-a mu-e-si.gi-a-gulO dirig Sa-se xl ... J 
r u4-e' a-ag.ga-gu lO ga-a-gin7-nam ma-[ ... JliI.bi.(b.diri-g[e.(en)J 
u4 'e-da-zu' ·ne igi·gulO CC_x[ • .• J 
ga-e a-na ma-ab-en·' na' xl .. ,J 
sa ma ... da .. ka gin ... a .. zu./ ne 1 

ma-'da'[ J 
ma-da-a ba-e-te €Ii, sa na·[ ... J 
lli gal-gal-bVe'·n[e ... J 
lli gal-gal-bi.ne KA u-r· .. J 
tukum-bi nam-'te'-n[a' ... J 
tubm-bi ni-te-na-ga SU [. .. J 
#, or on line 10. 
umLls-ne-ne SU-a-ni [ ... J 
lu_ gal.~I-bi-e-n; 'subturn' (KASKAL:[X8~~~H') 
he-mn- e-da-sus -[ge-ell] 
lli ga!.gal.bi-ne KASKAL.TUG.MU[L ." J 
tur-ne·ne ub-ta-r! : 
tur..,tur,.ne ... ne ub .. ta"r ri 1 

1. Preceded by an emsed sign (he'). 

408 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

8--24 21. 
1-45 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
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Xl e-ne-ne-gln1·nam rna·' da' x [ ... J 
X2 e-ne.ne-gin7-nam ma"-da xl ... J 
Xl tukum-bi u"qu garza-bi-e-ne : 
X2 tuknm-bi U-'lU' [ ... 1 

I , 
i 
I 

Xl umus~bi asa ... fam 1 

X2 umus·bVne' aila-! ... J 
Xl buru-da-ne-ne nu-e-da-sl-ke : 
Xl bliru-da-ne-ne-a nu-mu-ud-x[ ... 1 
Xl lli hkl'a gar-gar-bi-' da' 
Xl lu kur-ra gar-gar-bi-! ... J 
Xl urn-bi zag u-bPdib' 
Xl uru·bi zag-bi u-b[C-... J 
Xl en-na fb-ta-ab-e II -ne na-ab-ta-'bal' -e-ne 
Xl en-na bad·bi ab-ta-'e '-[ne] na-ab-ta-bal-e-[nel 
Xl nita-hi ll-gaz 
Xl 'nita '-bi u-graz] 
Xl erin-bi uru ma-da-ka-zu-se dabs-am la-ab4-x-x : 
X2 munus-bi urn {ma>-da-ka..zu-lie ab-dab,-e{-)x! ... 1 
Xl a-sa mu-e-da-ag 
X2 a-se mu-e-da-ag-x' 
Xl a-na-as-am ga-a-gin7-nam nu-ak 
X2 a,..r13.-as.-am ga ... a .. gint·natn nu;- r ak' 
Xl '\t1' gaz-<ie lli igi huVhul-da' 
X2 lli 'gaz'-de igi hul.hul-le-'de' 
X2 'uru gu['-gu!-de su-zu-se nu·gar-ra 
X2 r nam,.nir' .. gallnu .. ra ... sum 
X2 u, 'bad' igi-.saVda'-hur csul_gi ad-da-{guw> mu·un-du-a 
Xl za"'e"r en l .. ze .. en in ... nu 

X2 ~gu .. za ... rgal gmgu .. r za' d~ul"gi~ra .. ka in~nu 
X2 '{ lli>-den-ki 'ensi' ma-da zi-mu-dar-ra',c-lie 
Xl he-mu-e-si-DU 
X2 !leis ugnim-ma-'ka' he-de,; 
X2 [erin-na-nil-' ta' he-mi-ib-gi4·gi4 
X2 Pba-bja-ti 'plsa1l-dub' -ba NE-i-e-da-ag.ta 
X2 [m]u-na-an-rslim-rna-ta' bad-bi he-du-a 
Xl 'tl" za-e erin su-zu-ta l-gal-Ia 
X2 [h]i-ri-tumkl ba-al-la 
X2 [mJa-da dlm-'ma-bi' nu-kus-ru-de 
X2 [nlam-ba-sum-mu-' un-ze'-en 

2. Written d(lU'. 

3. Written URU rather than OISOAL. 
4. Preceded by an erased ba. 
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41. X2 
42, X2 
43, X2 
44. X2 
45. X2 

19, Su.Sin to Sarrum~bani 1 

[e]n.na ma.da mu.un·gi'(nam)·na.ta 
f", "I I' enn nam ... mu .. un .... ( ua;re .... ze ... en 
lli.'kfg'.gi,.a.e.ne a·ag·ga ma·da 
dutu.e.da·bi ha·ma·tum 
a·ma·l'U·kam 

I Speak to Sarl'Um.bani: 1 saying (rhe words of) Su,Sin, your king: 
3 The envoy whom I sent to you, ... above and beyond, .. , 4 At daybreak my 

orders that I had provided, to me , , . you were not to exceed, 5 After you Went away, 
before ... 6 As for me, whatever (you) say to me ... 7 After you set out for to the 
center of the frontier territory, 8 you approached the territory and after spending 
the night ... 91ts nobles ... IC If by yourself ... II their understanding ... hl, .... 
I2Their nobles then staged an ambush against you. 13 When their people had been 
€xpelIeAl, 14 like them the frontier territory .... "If their officer ... 16 are of one mind, 
17 you will not be able to root them out from their hiding places. 18 '111e enemy all 
gathered together .... 19When their cities have been handed over, 2"until they come 
out from these fortifications, let no one get through. 11 Once their (fighting) men had 
been killd, 21 their women/workers of the citr( es} of your territory, who had been 
captured, were not to be [harmed']. '3 Thus did I command you. "Why did you not 
act in accordance with my instructions? 

25-26 But although it was not (normally) in your power to execnte and blind 
peopte, nor to destroy cities, 21 I gave you (that) authority. 28 When earlier <my) fa. 
ther Sulgl had built Badrigihursaga, 29 none of you were there. 30 The throne is mine, 
it not the throne of SuIgi! 3t Lu·Nanna,5 the governor of Zimndar 32 is to come to you 
and "he will bring 60 soldiers. "He is to send them [from among his own conscripts]. 
30 Rabati, the high commissioner, in accordance with orders 36 that I have already given 
to him, is to build the fortifications. 31-38 But you, with the workers that have been 
entrustd to you--dig the moat! 40 You were both enjoined ,19 to do nothing that 
would alter the allegiance of the ftontier territory; 41 until (that) territory is secured, 
42 neither you can demobilize the troops! 43-44 Then, have envoys bring news of the 
territory to me each morning! 45 It is urgent! 

Commentary 

The only two SOUfces for this letter are of unknown origin and both contain 
mistakes, omissions, and unorthodox writings, and therefo!'e all precise grammatical 
analysis must be taken with a grain of salt. Needless to say, the interpretation of this 
letter is highly conjectural. The text of this letter was also known to the compiler of 
the Uruk Letter Catalog, according to line 5': sar.ru.um.ba.'ni~l·a'. 

8. The scribe ofX2 may have written e for 04' and the passage may have read u -te 
. , f 

gl, sa. 

5. Written a, I(lU)_den_ki. 
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12. The readingsubtum ofKASKAL.r1.g~R~E is documented in lexical texts (the 
variant KASKAL.n)G.MU[L ... I in X2is inexplicable to me); see CAD S/3 172 
sub 'iubtu. The Akkadian word means both "dwelling" and "ambush, military post," 
but the Sumerian loan only encompasses the latter meaning. See, for example, Letter 
of Sin-tiUati to leldin-Dagan (SEpM 2) 5: amurrum ""tukul·bi·da subtum·ta im
ma·zi, "the Amorites sprung an armed ambush against me." 

19-20. These lines were translated differently in PSD B 53a: "its cities, it borders, 
and finally right up to its walls-they climbed up, indeed they got over." Because of 
the fragmentary nature of this passage it is not clear just where the previous royal 
instmctions begin, My translation is based on the understanding that Su.Sin had 
ordered Sarrum,bani to concentrate on building rather than on fighting, because the 
province had already been pacified, and for the time being the conquered hostiles 
could not break through into Babylonia. 

25-27. The nuances of the words nir.gal and nam.nir.gal require a full treat· 
ment; the meanings cover the conceptual range from "tOJ,t" to "authority." It is pos· 
sible that thls passage, should be understood as "Although you were not permitted 
to execute and blind people nor to destroy cities, (other than that) I gave you (full) 
authority." Compare Sulgi Hymn G 22: e·kur-ta nam-nir·gal sum'ma lugal 
'uri, 'lkILma, "One Given Authoriry/Trust by Enlil, King ofUr" (part of a long name 
bestowed on the monarch by Enlil). 

28. bad IGLTA/SA.'DA.HUR' makes no sense, and the one text that preserves this 
line is clearly comlpt. The scribe had problems both with the content and the layout 
of the text and had to squeeze it into the line, which may also account for the omis· 
sian of the pronoun on ad-da. One may suggest two emendations. The first possibil
ity is that this is a confused writing of bad- igi.hur.sag -g a, the name used in other 
CKU letters for the forrifications built by Sulgi. The scribe who wrote X2 regularly 
abbreviated proper names (5U for Su.Sin, "en,ki for hl.dnanna). He wrote b"d.igi, 
then began Akkadian sa,da, followed by hur, and left it at that. The grammatical 
case of the Akkadia~ word is a ~roblem, nevertheless. Note that this is the only 
direct evidence that Su·Sin was Sulgi's son (but see D. LOwen, NABU 15 [2001] 
19-20). One should also consider another possibility: that the confusion stemmed 
from the name of another player in the CKU, namely Puzur-Sulgi. Faced with a badly 
written original, the scribe may have assumed that this was the name of Sarrum
bani's father and may have understood this al! aB *u4 bad igi·ta puzut4-dsul-gi 
ad,da-(zu> mu.un.du-a, "when earlier Puzur·Sulgi, your father, had worked on the 
wall .... " In view of what follows, I have chosen the first interpretation. 

29. The plural pronominal form za-e-en-z<,-en, "y'all," is rare; the proper form 
seems to be za·e-me·en-ze-en (OBGT I 377-78 [MSL 4 50], lnanna's Descent 
240/267). In the last example, the referent is dual. The only other example of za-e~ 
en·ze-en known to me refers to mote than two: i limmu za-e·en-ze-en dis·am !iu 
te-ba·ab.ze.en, ga-e dilHtulO-ne ilimmu su ga~ba-ab.ti, "(the fox said:) 'you 
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412 19, Su-Sin to Samtm-bani 1 

all are nine, take one (sheep): I as I am alone, let me take nine!'" (SP Coli 5 Vers, B 
74:5-6), It is possible that Sumerian at one time distinguished between Vall" and 
"you two," but that distinction, if it existed, would probably have been lost on the 
OB scribe of this text, Whatever the case, the referent remains elusive, since up to 
this point the words of the king were directed to one person, Sarrum-bani. 

The only source for this passage has in-nu in 29 and 30; in light of the many irregu
larities of this text, it is possible that it stands for in-nu-u and that other versions 
may tum up that have it as "Is my throne not the throne of Sulgi?" 

30, The form '''gu-za-' ga' may be simply a mistake for ';'gu-za-g UIO' The transla
tion is based on the assumption that it stands for guza, g u.a m. It is also possible that 
this is to be interpreted as "it is my throne" and the previous line as "none of you 
were there." 

33. The word u~nim does not lIsually refer to indiViduals, and therefore it 1& pos
sible that the DIS sign is to be read dis and that the translation should be; "he will 
bring one army regiment." The rendition here is based on d,e analogy with the only 
other use of a number before ugnim that I am aware of, in the Letter from Nanna
kl)aga to Lipit-ES'tar(SEpM 4) 5-6: sa e-dana~-~e as me-at ugnim gu-un-gu-nu
um, lat-ta-ma-an-nu-um ba-ni-in-ku", "Attamanum brought (a contingent of) 
six hundred soldiers of Gungunum into Edana," 

I cannot explain the double genitive or genitive and locative in this line. 

35. NE..i-e-da-iig-ta makes absolutely no sense; I have provisionally understood 
this as a garbled form of *a mu-e-da- (a) -ag -ta. Steve Tinney suggests to me that 
this may be a visual error from a badly written original: a misread as NE and mu 
misread as H. See also line 41. 

39-45. These lines are addressed to both Sarrum-bani and Babati (or perhaps Lu
Nanna), like the end of SArl (2), which is directed at both Aradmu and Apilasa. 

38. ba-al-Ia must be an imperative form ofba-al, "to dig." Despite the place-name 
classifier, hi-ri-tum = biritum must mean "moat" here. The classifier ki is a mis
take brought about by the association with hi-ri-tumk" for which see RGTC 3 98. 
For a moat associated with fortifications, see, e.g" Samsu-ilurul Inscription 8: 66-71 
(D. Frayne, RIME 4 E4.3.7.8): sa itl mln-kam-ma-ka-am, gu rddur-ul-ka-ta, 
b"d-sa-am-su-i-!u-na-a, bi-in-du, "hi-ri-tum-bl, im·mi- in-ba-al, "In the course 
of two months he constmcted Dur-Samsu-iluna (,Fort Samsu-iluna') on the bank of 
the Diyala and dug its moat." 

39. The writing ku5-ru-de is undoubtedly a syllabic rendering ofkur-ru-de, and is 
only attested in X2, which L, hardly surprising. 

41. The verbal root !lam makes no sense, and the context strongly suggests that this 
is a visual mistake for gi. 
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43-44. Compare Lettef of SamaHab to lkd?-ni'kl (SEpM 17) 18: u4-da-ta a-ag
ga-Zll he-em-tum, "from now on bring me your news (continuously)." 
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20. Su ... Sin to Lu ... Nanna and 
v 

Sarrum ... bani 1 
v v 

(SuLuSa1,3.3.31) 

Nl ~ Ni. 4164 (ISET 2 1t 7) "obv." ii' 5'-11'. 
Compilation tablet (Type 1). 

I had the occasion to collate this tablet briefly, but it is badly preserved and 
requires prolonged concentrated analysis that would undoubtedly result in better 
readings. 

This is a fragment of a multi-column tablet that also contains official letters and 
related texts. There are four such compositions in the preserved parts, and the tab
let undoubtedly c,mtained more. The remains of the "obverse" coL ii' preserve the 
remains of three lines that end with [a]-ma-ru-[kam), that is, the end of a letter 
from an official or a king, but I cannot identify this text. It is difficult to reconstruct 
what follows; at first glance, it appears to be a letter from Sarrum-bani to Lu-Nanna, 
but the narrow columns make it difficult to fit in all that is required in an opening 
letter formula. It is therefore more likely that this was a letter addressed to both of
ficials by King Su-Sin, or possibly even hy the "nobles" (lu-gaI-gal) of the territory 
of Zimudar (see SaSul: 33-37 [l8]). It may also be a one-off invention by someone 
who knew that composition. Whatever the case may be, this text provides the only 
evidence we have for the knowledge of the Su-Sin correspondence in Nippur, if my 
analysis of the source disuibution is correct (see p. 57). The tablet is important 
because it documents, albeit fragmentarily, at least four otherwise unknown literary 
letters. 

Instinct propeL~ one to reconstruct first two lines as follows: 

L 'l'lU-"nanna pisag-du[b-ba ] 
2. [e]ns; ma-da 'zi'-[mu-darlti-ra u-na-(a)-dugJ 
3. "sar'-ru-um-ba-ni x x [x] 
4. 'gaF-zu'-unken'-na" 

etc. 

1·' Speak to Lu-Nanna, high commissioner, governor of the territory of Zimudar, 
H saying (the words of) Sarrum-bani, the x, the prefect: ... 
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However, there is no room for such a restoration of line 2; rather, I propose to 
reconstruct the opening section as; 

L 'Plu-dnanna pisag-du[b-ba] 
2. [e]nsi ma-da 'zi'-[mu-darki-raJ 
3. "sar'-ru-um-ba-ni x x [xl 
4. [x] x C gal"-<zu,> 'unken'-na" 
5. [x] x x 'u-na-dug

4
' 

6. [(dlsu_den.zu lugal-zu] 'na-ab-be'-[aJ 
remnants of six lines, rest of column broken 

5 Speak to I·' Lu-Nanna, high commissioner, governor of the territory. of Zimudar, 
~and to Sarrum-bani, the x, the prefect, x x x, "saying (the words of) [Su-Sin, your 
king] ... 

The readings of lines 4-6 are highly uncertain. Note that in this text Lu-Nanna, 
uniquely, carries the title "high commissioner," as well as his customaty "governor 
of the territory of Zimudar." There may be confusion here between Lu-Nanna and 
Sarrunvbani's successor in charge of Muriq-Tidnim, Babatl, who was identified by the 
former title in Ur III texts as well as in CKU. Note also the entty in the LJruk Let
terCatalog 12 'pisag-dub-ba' x x [ ... ].It is possible that this refers to a variant 
recension of this letter (see p. 26 with n. 23, above). 

The one preserved column of the "reverse" has the last ten lines of a letter, pos-
sibly to Sll-Sin, and the remains of the first line of another letter: 

1'. [ ... Jx x 'mu' x x [ ... ] 
'2'. min Ii-mu-urn sag-DU [ ... J hu-mll-ni-I[n-... J 
3'. x-x-bi-ne-ne x x [ ... ] he-im-mi-f[l' ... ] 
4'. [ug]nim dugud h[e'- ... ] 
5'. [x nJam.nun/zil-ba/zu mu-da-a[n'- ... ] 
6'. [x] mu 'mah' x [ ... J 
7'. [tu]kum-bi 'hlgaF'-[ga an-nn-leam] x-bi x [ ... ] 
8'. [tJukum-bi x [x] x x [ ... ] 
9'. 'egerP-bi su-gu

lO 
x x[, .. J x x x [ ... ] 

10'. [Iugal~-'gulO" he-en-'zu" 
11'. traces 

Line 11' must contain the opening line of a letter salutation. Read perhaps [I I u
dnanna pisag].'dub-ba-ra'l 

None of this resembles anything that we know at present. The tablet may have 
contained a collection of otherwise unattested letters between various officials, 
perhaps induding the letter of King Su-Sin concerning the construction of Muriq
Tidnim. On the other hand, the mention of "two thousand (men)" may link this 
missive to the Aba-indasa affair; see ArS3: 8 (7). 
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21. Isbi .. Erra to Ibbi .. Sin 1 
(IsIb1, 3.1.17, Reu 19) 

Composite Text 

Version A (Short Version) 

L li-bi-den.zu lugal-guw-ra u-na-a-dug, 
2. liS-bi-er-ra arad-zu na-ab-be-a 
3. kaskall-si-inki ka-zal-Iukl_se 
4. se saw-sawcie a-sl: mu-e-da-a-ag 
5. sakanka as gUHa-am se sa ba-an-dug 
6. 20 gun ku-babbar se sa'D RI-de ba-an;5ar 
7. inim amurrum lu kur-l'a sa ma-da-zu k~4-ra gis l-tuk-am 
8. 72,000 se gUt se dtl-a-bi sa l-si-ink'-na-se ba-an-ku -re-en 
9. a-da-aI-la-bi amutrum du-du-a-bi sa kalam-ma-~e ba-an-ku -ku 

10. enm, gaI-gaI-didli-bi im-mi-in-dab -dab 4 4 

11. mu amurrum se ba-slg-ge nu-mu-e-da-~dm-mul 
12. ugu-gulO mu-ta-ni-kalag ba-dur-en 
13. Iugal-gulO ges-u '''ma-gurs 120 gut-ta-am he.em.duh-e 
14. '"m~ 12 ~a~ga 20 "'za-am-ru-tum 30 '''illar 
15. ~o GI~,GIS 5 '''ig ma ugu ma'-e he-ga-ga it '''ma dit-a-bi he-x 
16. ld-da Id(-)kur-ra fd(-)pa-li-is-tum-ta 
17, zar'sal-Ia-Be he-em-ta-ab-e-de_es 
18. it ga-e igi-ni-se ga-am-ta-" 
19. ki iIllma kar-bi ugu-ga l-tuku 
20. 72,000 gur se dit-a-bi he-ga-ga he-e-silim 
21. tuleum-bi Be-am ba-ab-tur-re 
22 . ga-e se ga-I'a-ab-ku -e' 

4 
23. lugal-gulO elamki-ma sen-sen-na zi ba-an-ir 
24. i!e-ba-ni uI4-la-bi al-til-Ia 
25. lirum lirum na-an-duh-en 

1. Followed by two fro"omentary lines in XL 
2. Var. (21-22): tukum-b! !e ba,an'tur,re-en .1 g-a' e 'e b' k 

~ :) ~ l luu .. ra; li.t. 
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26. nam-arad-da-ni-~e sag-zu na-an-sum,mu,un 
27. it egir-ra-ni-se na-an-du-lln 
28. k mlllldilia-ta-am sa-gal e'gai-zu u un du-a-bi sa llwk'-gulO-ta-am I-gal' 
29. uru l-si-in'i u nibruki-ke, en-nu-ug ak-de ugu-ga he-tuku' 
30, lugal-gu iO he-en-zu 

Version B (Long Version) 

31. lugal-guID nl nu-te nf nu-gfd-! sa-ba ga-e nu-te-BU 
32. digir-didli-bi Sa he-ni-fb-k!g-k!g-e ki-b! he-klg-klg 
33, tig da1!al-bi 119!Il-lu-itlu-bi mah 
34, he-8i!im-me-eS numun zl-da he-en-kal-le-eS 
35. uri," uru leit-zu an-ki-da mu-a 
36. nun gal is!be du-a-bi sag-ki,bi kal-Ia 
37, me sum-mu us gis-hur ge-en-ge-ne kur sig igi-nim-ma 
38. su-ta he-kar-re inim-bi h"-,,b-be 
39, e-kis-nu-gal ell an-kl 8U-8U gaba-ri nu-tuku 
40. elamkl ur idim Iu nfg-ha-Iam-ma-ke, 
41. su pe-el nu-rna-ak-e dlama-bi nu-si-i! 
42. lugaI-gulO gil-sum-sum gal-gal dub-tuku mu-si-il-a 
43. Ii-bi-den.zu sa-ta e-a-ni digit ki-ag-me-es 
44. an den_lil 'en-kl igi zi hu-mu-un-si-bar-re-e-ne 
45. [ ... J x x x x x x he-en-gar igi-bi he-eb-gi 
46. Ilil;ig abul uri/'-ma gal~tak,-tak4-da-a-a 
47. (x) x i-ni-ib-be a-ba-lun lugal-gulO e-se 
48. lugal "en-](]-Ie gaba-ri nu-tuku-rne-en 
49. x nu x x x x sa-zu na-an-gig-ge 
50. x SU mu-un-gi suhus-bi mu-r[-in-ge-en 
5L [.. ,I-x su' nu-dul -n sa-zu M-en-dulO-ge 
52. en-na lugaI-itulO al-ti-la nam-Iugal uri," mu-un-ak-e 
53. neg-na-me lugaHiulO keg mu-na-ni-fb-gi, 
54. a-ma-ru-kam nam-ba-e-sub-de-en-ze-en 
55. igi dutu_kam ka-gu,o nu-bal-e 

Part A 

I Speak to Ihbi-Sin, my king, Zsaying (the words of) ISbi-Erra, your servant: 

417 

3-4 You gave me orders concerning an expedition from lsin to Kazallu to purchase 
grain. 5 As the market price of grain was equivalent to (one shekel) per kor, 6 twenty 
talents of silver was invested in the purchase of grain. 7 Word having reached me that 
hostile Amorites had entered your frontier telTitoty, 'I proceeded to deliver all the 

3. Vaf. U uru du-a-zu/bi su-mu-ta [-gal. 
4. Var. nibruki isink! en-nu-ng ha-ra-ab-ak-e (lugal-gulQ) ugu-ga he-(en)-tuku. 

i I 

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
Governor of Isin

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
King of Ur

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
Around 2005 BC. Isin is located 130 km NW of Ur ( 31.887°N,  45.270°E) and is therefore a river port, while Ur still is on the coast. Kazallu is even further, probably ca. 12 km SE of Babylon.

AdG
Texte surligné 
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418 21. ISbi,Erra to Ibbi-Sin 1 

grain-72,OOO kat-into (the city of) Ish" But now all the Amorites have entered 
the homeland, 10 and have captured all the great storehouses, one by one. 11 Because 
of (these) Amorites I cannot hand over the grain for threshing;' IJ they are too strong 
for me, and I am made to stay put. lJ TherefOre, my king should (order) the caulking 
of 600 barges of 120 kor capacity, 14 escorted by 12 armed ships, and load each with 20 
swords, 30 bows, 1'load each ship with 30 beams and five (additional) hatches, and 
have all the boats ... 16-17 so that thq can be brought down by water, through the 
Idkura and the Palistum canals so they can plle up (the grain) in stacks (for drying), 
18 and I will myself go out to meet him (Le., Ibbi-Sin). 

19 I shall take responsibility for the place where the boat(s) moor, 20 so that the 
72,000 kor of grain-that Ls all of the grain-will be placed (there), and be safe. 
21 .. 22 Should there be a shortage of grain, I will he the one who brings you gt'din.6 

13 My king ill troubled by the war with the Elamite, 24 but his own grain rations 
ar" rapidly being depleted, 25 so do not release your grip on power, ,6 do not rush to 
become his servant, 21 and to follow him! 28 There is (enough) grain in my city to 

provision your palace and all the people for fifteen years, 1 29 so let the responsihility 
of guarding the cities oflsin and Nippur be mine!" 30Now my king is informed (about 
all ofthis)! 

PartB 

31 My king, I am neithet afraid, nor worried, and (If! were you) I would certainly 
not be worried in tbete (1.e., er). Jl Seek out the intentions of rhe various gods and 
attend to them 33~J4 so that its teeming people and its expansive populace will be safe 
and it's fertile offSpring9 be cherished! 

"Cr, city of wisdom, linking the upper and lower regions; 36 having been built 
by Great Prince (Enb), the exorcist, (it is a city) whose fa.;:ade is precious (to the 
people), 31 one endowed with cosmic rites, whose foundations and ground plans ate 
secure (among all the) lands, south to north, 38it will surely be spared aruI its (favorable 
divine) decision announced! 

39 (Temple) EkiBnugal, shrine that envelops the upper and lower regions, without 
rival-4°the Elamite, an evilw vidoUE beast, 41 will not defile it, nor render asunder 
its guardian deities! 42 My king, the loudest noisemakers haveong run awaY,43 Ibbi-Sin, 
beloved by the gods as he came out of the womb--44 An, Enlil, and Enid looked so 
favorably upon him! 45 Established ... so that its front be secure, 46 are ordering that 
the doors of the gate ofUt be opened, 41 saying "Who is teally king?" 4BBut it is you 

5. Followed by two fragmentary lines in Xl. 
6. Vat.: Should you lack grain, I will bring you that grain. 
7. Vaf.: IIulVe at my disposal (enough) grain (to provision) your palace and all of irs/your 

cities for fifteen yeal's. 
8. Var.: Please let me guard rsin and Nippur for you, let me have (that) responsibility (0 

my king)! 
9. AlL trans!.: seed. 

to. Alt. trans!'; destructive. 
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who are the king to whom Enlil gave no rival! 4·So do nor .. , , so be of good spirits! 50 

(He/they) has/have t(&en revenge, and secured its foundations for you, 5J Not being ... 
may your spirit be bappy! 52 As long as my king is alive, he will exercLse kingship over 
Ur, 53 and (I will do) for him whatever my king might command me to do! 54 Please, 
I will not neglect (your orders)! 55 By Utu, I will not change my allegiance! 

Commentary 

All well-conoerved sources from outside of Nip pur have the longer version. The 
long version omits the salntation in line 31. Source X5, which has only six lines 
preserved, could have had either version but has space for the Io?ger one; However, 
it omits two lines within the preserved section, and therefore It IS pOSSible that 1t 
originally contained a shorter version of Version B. X4 has the first 29 lines, followed 
by a double line·-that is, the short version but without. the final salutation. One 
suspects that it was the first of two tablets with the long version. 

TIle manuscript history of thLs letter Ls complex and difficul t to trace at pres, 
enL There seeUl to be at least two diffetent traditions of the long version, with Xl 
often at odds with X2 and X3, with some lines quite different and others omitted 
altogether. The reconstruction presented here is an eclectic text, and it could be 
constructed differently due to the wide r.mge of variants; wherever possible, in sec
tion A it follows the Nippur manuscripts, TI,ere iE a long section between lines 15 
and 34 where no Nippur text is currently available. Ideally, all eight manuscripts of 
this composition should be transliterated and translated separately but this is hardly 
a practical solution here. 

5, For the reading sakanka of KLLAM, see the commentary to SIS1: 17 (15). 

Two Nippur manuscripts, as well as one of unknown origin, have the non-finite form 
""dt, but a Nippur source (Nl), as well as an unprovenienced one (X4), have the 
finite, albeit somewhat ungrammatical. predicate sa ba'an,dug4; in these texts, 
lines 5-6 should read, in translation: "The market price of grain was equivalent to 
(one shekel) per kor; twenty talents of silver was invested in the purchase of grain!' 
The expression used here is unique and is probably a calque from Akkadian. The 
word sakanka occurs only once in the Cr III documentation (Nik 2 447:9, e sakanka 
PN), and the verb sa ... dug. is used in the same sense as Akkadian iUlSildum, so 
that the phrase can either be rendered as "equivalent to," or "baving reached" (CAD 
K 275). 

6. The otherwise unattested salol, )RI-de requires comment. It is present in two of 
the Nippur sources (N2 and N3), while Nl and prohably Xl have the more obvious 
saw,salO,de.lt is probable that the form is a calque from the use of ana .Qmi leqft, ~to 
buy," although the latter is attested only in Old Assyrian and at Alalakh (CAD S/3 
30). However, when it is equivalent to leqftm, RI is to read de5,(g), and one would 
expect the writing des-ge-de. More remotely, one may consider d/ri(g), "to collect," 

AdG
Texte surligné 

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
130 km NW of "homeland" Ur

AdG
Texte surligné 

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
this must be a mooring located in or near Ur.

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
in Ur

AdG
Commentaire sur le texte 
from Isin to Ur
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for which see C. Witeke, BBVO 18 (1999) 321~22 n, 10 but most examples are re
duplicated and likewise would require an ending in /g/, In this case, perhaps the line 
means "twenty talents of silver was invested in collecting the purchased of grain." 

8. E. Robson, "More than Metrology, , ," 351, already observed that this letterreads 
suspiciously like an OB mathematical exercise applied in a semi-realistic context. In 
view of this, it is particularly troublesome that some of the scribes had problems with 
the numhers in this text and in the answer IbISI (22). The numbet and the capacity 
of the barges in line 13 and the recapitulation of the full amount of grain in line 20 
indicate that 72,000 kor are at stake, but different parts of the letter are reconstructed 
on the basis of diff~rent manuscripts, and this complicates matters somewhat,11 The 
scribe ofN3 wrote SARx30, that is, he ,,\:rote one inscribed "10" too many. NZ is par
tially broken at this point; one can see 'sA.Rx2o" but there may have been another 
"10" inscdbed here as well, The students are using the "non-mathematical" notation 
With inscribed SAR signs instead of the "mathematical" writing of multiples ofsAR, 
which is what we find in X4 in line 20, 

I am at a loss to explain the mathematical difficulties of the scribes who copied the 
Isbi-Erra letters; they should have mastered metrological lists at an earlier stage of 
their education. For such lists, see, for example, E. Robson, SCIAMVS 5 (2004) 
30-37. But, as she observes on p. 35, students had problems with such lists as weI!. 

9. The only full surviving form of the verb among the Nippur texts is ba-an-ku,
re-en (N3), This is clearly incorrect, with the first-person ending most likelv dit-
tography from the line above, ' 

11. Note the use ofSe slg to designate threshing of grain. M. Civil, Farmer's Inst:ruc
tions, 95, has discussed the vatious terms used in Ur 1II for this activity; this expres
sion occurs only once in texts from this period (UET 3 1346). 

The syntax and meaning of this line are uncertain. Only one Nippur source has the 
verb sum (N3), which is broken in the other witnesses from thut dty. The X sources 
have a different verb-AK-but also do not have the first part of the line preserved 
and may have had a different text. Nl has' slg' -ge-' de " which seems the bet
ter text (*se slg-ge-de nu-mu-e-da-sum-mu), but N2 and N3 have ba-slg-ge, 
which may have to be translated differently. This line is crucial for the understanding 
of the text; see p.189 above. 

12. I know of no similar usages of the two Sumerian verbs in trus line. The transla
tion cautiously offered here is based on the idiomatic use of dunnunu with preposi
tions such as eU and mubbi in Akkadian, "to be too strong/much," although this 
attested only in later periods (sec CAD D 84 for examples). Note the rare sequence 
of prefixes -ta-ni-. 

1 L The Sumerian capacity measure gUT, ''kaf,') was roughly equivalent to 300 liters. 

L 
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C. Wilcke, WO 5 (1969) 12, read the final verb as dab,. T, Jacobsen, }CS 7 (1953) 
39, read it as bu, and translated "J shall winnow(l) it," TIle reading dur in N3 is 
based on [mu'-tla-ni-dur-u-de-en inXL 

13. Three Nippur witnesses have g"ma·gur 8 and Xl and X4 have '''rna. The former 
usually refers to a ceremonial barge 01' boat, and it is not dear if the Nippur usage 
reflects OB literary usage, because such watercraft are well attested in Sumerian 
poetry, or if there is some irony involved, The non~Nippur texts are more consonant 
with Ur III texts, which include boats (g"ma) of 120 gur capacity. The outfitting 
of such a boat is detailed in TCL 55672 (from Umma), which begins (lines 1-4), 
1 rna 120 gun esir had-bi 204 gun esir gul-gul-bi 12 gun esir e-a-bi 2.2,0 
gur. If this text is any guide, it took more than 324 talents of bitumen to make such 
a boat, This means that it would have required more than 194,400 talents to caulk 
600 such vessels: that is, 5,832,000 kg, of bitumen! OB references for expenditures 
of bitumen for boats are collected in D. Potts, Mesopotamian Civilization, 131~32. 
I should note thut M. Civil, ARES 4 129, has proposed that the word rna-guts can 
be a eeremonial barge bur also refers to large nrfts made of reed bundles. sometimes 
supported by inflated skins. 

The verb duh is a technical term that refers to the caulking of boats with bitumen, 
bur it can also be used in a more general sense for the repair and maintenance of wa
tercraft. This is the case in, for example, CT 7 31 (BM 18390), where various wood 
parts are listed for the duh of a boat, together with bitumen, 

14~ 15. The state.of preservation of these lines, as well as redactional differences, 
makes it difficult to provide a credible interpretation. Assuming that the 600 boats/ 
barges/rafts of 120 gur capacity ofline 13 are all that is required to transport 72,000 
gur of grain, the boats mentioned in these lines arc military escort vessels. 

15. The word ellS.ellS does not appear in any Sumerian narrative known to me. 
In Hh 5 104 and 105 (MSL 6 14), it is equated with niru and epinnu, that is. with 
the "yoke/crossbeam" and the "plough," so perhaps the former is what is meant here. 
The interpretation cautiously suggested here relates it to am-fa GIs.Grs.MA.RA 
= arIVlU'um (Diri Nippur 2213, MSL 15 20; see also p. 62, line 7'), that is, amlil 
j'beam." 

14. The word written 'I"'za-am-ru-tum in Xl and I"za-we-' ru'-tum" in X4 is 
otherwise attested in Sumerian contexts only in OB HAR-ra I 549 and in lIAR-fa 
VI-VII OB Forerunner A 124 (MSL 6 152), known in a variety of different writings 
(za"am,..ru .. tum, za .. mir .. tuffi, za .. mi .. ru.-tum, za,..am .. ri ... tuffi, sa,.am .. ri .. tuffi, 
etc.). CAD A 120 lists it under Akkadian samrutu, with the translation "a rivet or 
naiL" In light of the following '"ilIar, it is tempting to think of za-am-ru-tum as 
a weapon as well, an interpretation that is supported by the listing in OB BAR-ra 
within a section on martial implements; note also the two in EA 22 i 42 (Tu~ratta. 
cited CAD T 415). N. Veldhuis. Elementary Education, 164 renders it "lance" and 
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422 21, IKbi-Erra to Ibbi-Sin 1 

derives it, more properly, from Akkadian zamiritum (p, I83),l' In Cr III, the word 
is written za,mi-ri-tum; these are clearly martial implements made of wood and 
copper or bronze, sometimes encrusted with silverY In one case, the wood is sp(,'Ci
fied as hashur, "apple" (UET 3 547:l), The bronze or copper parts were "blades" 
erne (BIN 10 124:1), but they aL,o had an a-I" sag-e, that is, possibly a knob ~t 
sharp end (UET 3575: 2-3), The more precious ones are given as gifts: e,g., TIM 6 
34:6-7: 1 za-mi-ri-tum zabar gls-bi ku-babbar sub-ba, ah-ba-bu amurrum 
"One bronze z" its wooden part plated in silver, for A1Jbabu, the 'Amorlte.'" Thl; 
individual served the general Abuni, and the context is decidedly military, This sug
gests that z, was a sword rather than a lance, 

The meaning of~"illar = ti!piinu has been a matter of some debate; for the transla
tion "bow" rather than "throw-stick," see CAD T 416, although the matter is far 
from settled, 

16. It is impossible to identify these watercourses, The (d-kur-ra occurs in some 
literary texts, but it is not always certain if this is the name of a canal or its descrip
tion, The same t.erm is documented in the nineteenth year-name of Oungunllm of 
Larsa, and here the meaning is likewise ambiguous, although one suspects that it is 
indeed a proper name: mu inim an "en' Iii 'nanna-ta ma-al-gi4-a g"tukul ba
ab-slg il e-dana bi-in-gi-na il fd-kur-ra ka-bi ba-an-dib, "Year: By command 
of En, Enlil, and Nanna, Malgiuffi was defeated in war and Edana was established 
and the opening of the Idkura was crossed." If this year-name can be interpreted i~ 
a manner that associates the watercourse with the vidnity of Edana, it may provide 
a rough geographical location, in Old Babylonian times at least, for Idkura, because 
the town wru; probably located east of Isin, on the lturungal, just upstream of Adab 
(D, Frayne, Early DYMstic List, 33-37), 

The Palistum ca~al is known only from an Emar version of Hb XXII, Msk74198b 
iv 12'-13': id-kur-ra, (d-pa-li-is-tum (0, Arnaud, Emar VI.2 484 = VIA 152), 
None of the OB forerunners, or the later standard recension, have this sequence, and 
it is possible that these entries are in fact quorat.ions from this letter. It is possible t.hat 
the translations should read: "so that they can be brought down by water, by a moun
tain river, through the narrows, so they can pile up (the grain) in stacks (for drying)," 

17. The reading zar(LAOABxZAR) is uncertain; the sign is preserved inX4, which 
is unavailable for study and known only from J, van Dijk's hand-copy, in which the 
inside of the grapheme is shaded, In RCU, the sign was read as su?, If the reading is 
correct, then we have here zat , , , sal, the literary means of describing cile spread, 
ing/piling up of stacks of grain to dry them for threshing (M, Civil, Farmer's Instruc
tions 91), 

12, 1. j. Gelb, MAD 3182, followed by T, j, H, Krispijn, Aklmca iO (1990) 8, proposed that 
it was a musical instrument j with the name a compound of two instrument names: *zami wir"ltuffl. 

13. See also z.-bi-rf-tum (MVN 22 19911) in an accoum of weapons ('''gfd,da, '''ban), 
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The verb ,,(d) is undoubtedly the equivalent ofUr III en(d), which is regularly used 
for movement of goods up and down watercourses, especially of grain to and from 
threshing floors; see M, Civil, Fanner's Instructions, 92-93, and also the comparable 

use of Akkadian ela. 
19. The difficult ugu tuku is a calque ftom Akkadian eli/rna mubbi + ?'asam, for 
which see CAD R 203, See also line 29. 

21-22. These lines are only preserved in Xl and X4 and are omitted in X5, 

23. There is some question regarding the proper understanding of the syntax of the 
first half of the line, An alternative interpretation would be: "My king, the Elamite 
(ruler) has become tired of war, .. ," 

25. The sequence lirum lirum is unique. The first is probably "power," but the 
second one must be interpret.ed as kirlmmum, "hold," The only possible parallels 
for this line that I know are in Ur Lament 229-30: di,di 4-la lir ama-ba-ka nti-a 
kuo-gin, a ba-ab-de" "meda"' lirum kala-ga-bi Iirum ba-an-da-duh, "In
fants lying in their moth"r's laps were swept off like fish (borne by) waters, their 
nursemaids, (although) holding them strongly, lost their grip (on children)" (also in 
later bilingual parallels, for which see CAD K 406, /drimmu), as well ru; in two OB 
incantations: YOS 1 I 8633-34: emeda"" lirum kala-ga-bi, gal-gal-bi duh-a, 
"The nursemaid's strong grip (on her charge), released with great force," and TCL 16 
8910: emeda"" dumu-da mu-na-te lirum-bi mu-e-duh, "It draws near to the 
nursemaid with a child in her care and releases her grip (on her charge)," 

26-27. The Nippur manuscript N3, which is broken from line 15 on, picks up here 
and may have had a somewhat different from the long version, The traces at the 
beginni~g of both lines differ, as do the predicates, Perhaps the lines read: *arad-da
ni ba-ra-ab-sum-mu-un x eger-ra-ni na-an-du-u-un (note ill, "don't even 
cilink of putting youn;elf in his service, certainly, you could not become one of his 

followers!" 

36. The reading is i b follows a suggestion by St.eve Tinney, 

40. The Elamites are described here as lil n(g-ha-Iam-ma, which may be inter
preted in two intelTelated ways, The translation offered here is based on a lexical 
entry in N igga BiL B 84 (MSL 13 117), where it is rendered in Akkadian as sa le
mu-uHim, However, SOme OB scribes would undoubtedly have been aware of the 
omens in which Ibbi-Sin is assodated with just one word, sabluqtum, "disaster, catas
trophe" which also translates nig-ha-Iam-ma in some lexical and bilingual texts , . 
(e,g" CAD S /198), 

42, The final verbal forms, preserved only in fragmentary form in X2 and )0, are 
uncertain, The signs KA.SUM,SCM can be interpreted as gil ' , , sl, "to roar," as gu 
, . , SUm, "to echo," (for both, see E Karahashi, Sumerian Compournl Verbs , 111-12), 
or ru; inim , .. st, "to express an idea" (M, Civil, M~langes Birut, 75), The second 
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half of the line is equally enigmatic, The tentative translation is based on dub-tuku, 
"runner" (bel birkim) and si-il (if that is indeed the proper reading): nesum, "to be 
distant." This should properly be the end of a paragraph, hut the final -a requires that 
the narrative continne here, 

43. The sign sequenceS8.- ta a in X2 and X3 is possibly to be understood as sa-ta-a; 
the scribe of Xl, who often reinterprets difficult passages, wrote ,",-a-ni. This leads 
to the question of whether the final a is to be interpreted as a variant writing of e or 
if we are dealing with different traditions here. 

47. TI,e expression a·ba-'nn lugal-gulO is a fascinating allusion to the passage to
ward the end of the Sargonic section of the Sumerian King List (line 284) that reads 
a·bn-am lugal a-ba-am nu lugal (with variants), "who was lang, who was not 
king!" The Ur III and some of the OB Nippur versions have this passage in Akka. 
dian, but sources from other places, like the texts of the letter, offer the Sumerian~ 
language version (P. Steinkeller, FS Wilcke 279). 

54. The line has been lifted from IbPul: 36 (24), without taking care to change the 
second-person plural suffix into the first-person singular, as the new context requi1'es. 
This error is found in both X2 and X3; the savvy scribe of Xl does not include this 
line or the one preceding it, The verbal root sub followed by de is a writing for se
be-da = e&>u, "to be negligent," The expression used here and at the conclusion of 
the following letter is a calque from the Akkadian aptlUtrum Ia /:egg;, "please, do not he 
negligent," often encountered at the end of Old Babylonian letters (CAD A/2 191). 

Sources 

Version A (Short version) 

Nl: 3 N-T 306 (A 30207) 
N2 = CBS nn (PBS 13 9) 
N3 = Ni, 3045 + 4093 + 4489 (ISET 2 121) 

Version B (Long version) 

Xl: A 7475 i 3-44 
X2 : AN 1922- 167 (OECT 529)15 
X3 = Ac"l193M81 (OECT 528)16 
X4: 1M 44134 (Sumer 15 pl. 6; TIM 9 40) 
X5 = NU083 (ISET 2 115) iv 1-6 

: 1-14 
: 1-14 

: 1-15; 23-30 

3-54 Hl, 9, 38, 42, 46-51, 53, 54)1' 
: 29; 31-55 
: 29; 31-55 

: 1-29 
= 17-25 (-21, 22) 

14· Xl has two additional fragmentary lines after 1 L 
15. Formerly Ash, 1922-167. 

16. Formerly Ash. 1930-581. TI,e tabler has dereriorated somewhat since it was copied by 
O. Gumey and since 1 first collated it. 
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X3 "said to be from Warka,"17 X4 collated by Jeremy Biack}S 

Tablet typology: compilation tablets (Type I): Xl, X5; all others type IlL 

Concordance of sigla used here (CKU) and in RCU: 

Nl 
N2 
N3 
Xl 
X3 
Xi 

c 
A 
B 
F 
H 
E 

Textual Matrix 

Part A 

1. Ii .. bimden.zu lugaHlulO,ra tj.'-na~a.,dug4 

0000. + + + .,. + ++ Nt 
N2 
N3 
X4 

++. ++ + 0 0 0 0 O. 

'"1"'++ +-t + + + + + + 

xx 0 o. 0 0 + + 

2. lis .. bi~et .. ra atad..zu na-aiJ..be-a 

Nl o. + + + + 
N2 +++ + + 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + 

-
+ + 

N3 d+. + + + 
X4 00 Q a 0 x o 0 + + 

Nt 0 

N2 + 
N3 + 
Xl 0 

X4 0 

0+++ 4++++ 

++++nB., 000 

++++ +++-r+ 
0000 0000 

0000 0 0 o. + 

4, 
Nl 
N2 
N3 
Xl 
X4 

~e sa10 .. suH:"de a-~e mu ... c .. da .. a,..ag 

+ +19 +20+ + + + + + 
0 

+ + + . "'8C1 00 0 

+ + + + + + + + + + + 
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 an. 

a 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 + 

A 
B 
C 
E 
F 
H 

N2 
N3 
Nt 
X4 
Xl 
X3 
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17 OIlCT SpAS. th ., I' I b rhe copy and I 
18: ((Most of dte surface is (now) in a worse condition an IS Imp le( y 

can't really make any specific improvement~:" I' ' • NiNDAxSE. Xl use. NINDAxSE. 
19. in all Nipput sources t saw 1S COn,'llstent.., watten ~ 

AM. 
20. Preceded by erased a. 
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5. ,akaaka as gur-ta-am se sa ba-an.dug" 

Nl 
N2 + 
N3 + 
Xl 0 

X4 0 

+ se..!... + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

-t" + + + + 
+ + di 
+ + di 
o di 
o 0 + + 

6. 20 gun ku-babbar se sa" Rl-de ba-an·~ar 

Nl 0 0 

N2 + 
N3 + + 
Xl 0 0 

X4 0 0 

Nl () 
N2 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
o 0 

o 0 

r saw 1-salO-dt~ ba-,gar,fij 
+ + + + + + 
+ + + + + + 
o + + 
000 

+ 
+ 

++za++ 

+ + ++ + + 
+ + + + 

+ 

+ + + + 
+ - + N3 

Xl 
X4 

o 0 

o 0 

o 0 

a () 
o 
o 

+ 
o 
o 

+ 
o 
o 

+ ku,-ku,-de 
, fse 1 kur~ta 

1 . .ran ' .. tuk,.fel 
~is b( .. fWku' 

8. 
Nl 
N2 
N3 
Xl 
X4 

72,000 se 

o a 
cSARx20' 
SARx20 + 
# 

o 0 

o 
+ 
+ 

o 

o + 
+ +-4 

+ + 0, 

o 0 00 

+ ++ +00 0 0 + + 
+ + + ++ + + + 

+ + + + 

o 00 0, + o 0 0 0 x 

9. a-da·al·la-hi amurrulll dll-du-a-hi sa kalam·ma-se ba-an-ku,-ku, 

Nt 00 

N2 + + + + + 
N3 0 

Xl # 

X4 ,0 00 0 0 

+ + . 02:1 

00 + + 
+ + + + 

o 0 00 0 0 

erim, gal-gal-didli-bi im-mi.in-dab,-dab, 

Nl 0 

N2 + 
N3 0 

Xl 0 

X4 

000 

+ + + 
o 0 

000 

o 0 

+ 0 0 

+ + 0 0 0 

+ + + -I- + + 
o 0 x + + 
o 0 0 0 0 0 

+ ni 0 0 

+ + + 0 

+ + + fe-en 

o 0 + + 

21. There may be more missing at the end of the line. If not, fbe" the scribe ended half the 
line two-thirds into the line and then either started a new or indented line. 
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NI 0 

N2 + + 
N3 0 0 

. rdeio 0 

+ + -+ + + 
-+ + + + 

00 0 

00 0 

+ + + 

o 
o 
+ 

Xl 0 0 

X4 0 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

rnu l ... mu,.un ... da",abe 

nu-mul-un-da-ak-e 

!la, XI t, . ,lx i.n.-sa-dug/ne" 

11b, Xl [. , .J-o !-in-ku." 

\2, 

N! 
N2 
N3 
Xl 
X4 

ugu-gu lO rnu-ta-ni-kalag ba-dur-en 

o 0 

+ ;-

o 0 

o 0 

+ 

a + + 
+ + + 
o + + 
o 0 0 

+ 

o " 
" 0 0 
+ + + 
l ... dur .. ltFde·/ en' 
+ o 

13, 

Nl 
N2 

lugal-~JC ges-u 
o 0 0 0 

'"rna-gur, 120 gur-ta-am he-em-duh-e 

+ + + + 
0, + 
++ + 

N3 0 

XI 0 

X4 

o 0 0 o. + 
o 0 0 0+ 

,+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

0000000 

o " " 
+ + r:hallx 0 0 

+++ +t-+ + 
++ ox++ 

14. '''rna [2 kal·ga 20 g"za-am-ru-tum 30 I!ffiillar 

Nl I .. ,J '12 kal" I· .J 
N2 ma-'gur,' xl" .J 
N3 Ix x xl 'ma' [x+] '2 kal' xl, . -J 
Xl t ]',Il'za-am-ru-tum 30-am ii'il1ar 

X4 "rna 60+ 12 kai-ga 20 ''za-we-'ru'-tumn 30 '"illar 

IS, 30 enS.enS 5 "ig rna ugu 'rna"-e he-'ga-ga' u "'rna du-a-bi he-x 

N3 traces 
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Xl [, . ,vmu-iun' enS.GIS u 5 "Cig ma"-a f[. .. -alm' he-em-g,Hla Ilu "Ina duj-' a-bi hi'-
x,.nam (ma""'lUe?) 

X4 50 (lIS,GIS 5 '''ig rna ugu C ma"-e he-'ga-gi' u '"ma du-a-bi he-x 

!6, id.Ja id(-)kur-ra [d(· )pa-lHs-tum-ta 

Xl 0 0 0 0 0 

X4 + + + + + 

17, WI" ,al-Ia-se 

Xl 0 0 00 

X4 + 
X5 0 ++ 

+ + e~+ r~e1 

+ + +t+ + 

o blf-ib-e-' de' 
+ + *',. + + + 

+ + + + + + 

22. It is not clear if this is a separare line or the indented continuation of the previous ene. 
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18. 
Xl 
X4 
X5 

19. 
Xl 
X4 
X5 

20. 

Xl 
X4 
X5 

2l. 

Xl 
X4 
X5 

22. 

Xl 
X4 
X5 

23. 

N3 
Xl 
X4 
X5 

24. 
N3 
Xl 
X4 
X5 

21. Bbi-E'I1'a to Ibbi-Sin 1 

tl ga~e igi-ni~se ga"am~ta~e 

o 0 0 0 + -i-rna 81 . 
+++ + ++++ 

+ + + nene+ + + + + 

ki '''nul lear-bi ugu-ga )-tuku 
a 00 

+ ++ 
+ guJ,-se he-en-tuku 

+ + + f e' + 
++ + +a+ + + + 

72,000 

o 0 

ilARilAR 
'SARx20' + 

o 0 0 0 rga~am1"'ma~rtml'~silirnga~am_rna~ranl~klgil 

+++++++++. 
+ + + + + gar-ra ga",~un~k[~f 

tukum-bi se-am ba-ab-tur-re 
o 
+ 
# 

.' 
+ +-

+ + 
ba~~m~turrrc~etl 

00+ ++. 
+ + + hi mu,..ra .. ku

1 
# 

o 0 a o 0 0 0 0: o 
o 
+ 
o 

o 
o 
+ 

4.7.3 + + + + 

a 
+ maki + + + + + + 

+ 

lie-ba-ni ul,-la-bi al-til-Ia 

000000000 

o 0 0 + + + + + +a.s 
+++ ++++++ 
traces24 

o 
o 
+ + 

o 
nu~rmu ... e' .. da-,duh~r e' 
+ + + + 

25. 
N3 
Xl 
X4 
X5 traces 

23. Followed by an erased sign (ki 'J. 
24. Lines 24 and 25 probably on one line. 

26. 

N3 
Xl 
X4 

27. 
N3 
Xl 
X4 
28. 

N3 
Xl 
X4 

29. 

N3 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 
30. 
N3 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

3l. 

Xl 
X2 
X3 

32. 

Xl 
X2 
X3 

33. 
Xl 
Xz 
X3 
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narn .. arad-da;ni-se sag.,zu na~an .. sum .. mn-un 

r aradl",da? .. ni' .. se ba"'ta '",ab .. sum .. f mu~un' 
o 0 + + + na .. an~na",sum 
+ + +++ ++++ ++ 

U egir'-f'rl .. ni~se na .. an~du~un 

4· ++ ++u. 
o ++++++ 
++ -;..++++++ 

se mu udilia .. ta~l'mt ~a,.gat e .. gal~zu u un du~a-bi sa uruki~gulC~ta"flln l-gal 
+ + + 
o 0 

+ + + 

+.. + + + + + + ++ / ,I 
+ + + + + + + uru + +zu su~gu~o-ta 

+ + + + + + +/ + uru + ++ ~u",gtllG,..ta 

fl~ni/it1 '~gal 

1-!!,] 

ugu-gd he-tuku 

+ 

+ 
# 

" # 

" 

++ +. +-
lnibl1.l]ld i,,r sf ~inki + 
++- +-. ~ 0 

++ ++ +-
++ +..:.. +-

+ + 

PartB 

+ + /+ +- + + . + + + + 
+- ~ ..... + + rhal"[raFab~~ak ... e ~ 

o.r + -;. + ha,...ra ... ah-ak-e {) + + + 
+ a + + + ha~ra"'ab~ak~e + + +en+ 
+ + + + + +/lllgal-Il1.1Jo + + e + 

luga!-gulO nf nu-te nl nu-gfd-i ",,00 ga,e ntl-te-BU 

[x x xlx nf[x].\a na-an-te 'sa' x x K 'bi" -te 
+ + o , + + . + 

+ 
+ 
+ +++++++++++ 

digir-didli-bi sa he-ni-fb-kig-ldg-e ki-bi he-kfg-kfg 
x: x-zu x~bi he"rt,..t1~i rki!l"ba mu ... e~rklg{ .. k(g!l 

+ + 
+ 

+ . • _ 0 

+ . + 

tig dalla]-bi nam-lu-ulu-bi mah 

o x + 
+ + + ..,.. 

[x hlul-la 'nam-lu-,tlu'-ba mah-"am '25 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + 

25. Preceded by erased a. 

+ 
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34. hc-silim-mes numlln zi-da he-en-kal-le-es 

XI 
Xl 
X3 

35. 

Xl 
X2 
X3 

36. 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

38. 

]x a-'ri' numun 'i-bi 'he'-i-i 
+++ ,000.++ 

+ + + + + . rgaP . 

urilj uru ku~zu an~ki~da mu .. a 

nam + +;;:6 + 
f utu'+ 

+ + 
o 0 0 0 

+ + + + 
+ 

nun gal i~ib-e du-a-bi sag-ki-bi leal-Ia 

00000,++ + + 
x + + + 000 0 +-1-

+ ++++00+++ 

o 0 0 0 

o 
+ + + + + 

+ + + + ren1 + 
000000 

+ + + 

+ 

+ 

Xl # 

X2ox+ 00 

X3+++++. 
o + + + 

+ + 

39. 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

40. 
XI 
XZ 
X3 

41. 
Xl 
X2 
X3 

42. 

e-kiS-nl1-giil M 8ll-ki sli-su sukud-nl nu-tuk-a 

Lx] x [ ... ) r urL;'ki ~ an 1 ~saKa ... g-d sukud .. ra nu"'tuk~a 
0000000000 x++ 
+++++++++x 0 0 

elam" Ut idim 16 nii!-ha-lam-ma-ke4 

o 0 + + 13 +27 

o 0 0 0 

+ + + + 

o 0 x 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

+,++++ 

o 0 + + 
+ + + + + 

++ 
o 0 ++ 
+ + ++ 

+ Xl fsagi .. ka[?' 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Xl # 

Xl 0 

X3 + 
o 

+ 
000 

+ + + 
o 0 0 x + rajf 
+ + + + + +';< 

26. Written su. 

+ 

27. The space at the beginning of the line, inchu:ling a (tagment of a sign, suggestthatthere 
may have been more here than in X3. 

Xl 
XZ 
X3 

44. 
Xl 
X2 
XJ 
45. 
Xl 
X2 
X3 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

47. 
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0000. . + + + + + 
000000 0 

+++ ++ + t +" + + 

00 0 o. + + + ++ 00 

<) 00 0 00 + . x + + o 00 

+ ++ + ++ + + + + + .+ + + + + + 

[ ... ] x x x x x 

[ ... ] x he-' mu-un-gi' 
[ ... 1 + + .. + + 

x M-en-i!ar igi-bi 

he'-[ ... ] 'hC'-ern-d[ug,l 
+ +++++ 

a 000000 + . 0 0 

# 

o + 
00 0 

+++++++++ 
'f .. +++++. 

hc-eb-gi 

Xl # 

X2 0 + ++ + + + + + + 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+. 

+ + X3 0 0 00 0 0 00 

48. 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

49. 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 

50. 
Xl 
X2 
X3 

51. 
XI 
X2 
X3 

52. 

Xl 
Xl 
X3 

lugal den-Iii-Ie gaba-ri nll-tllku-me-en 

++ + 
o 00 

+ 
+ + + 

o 0 

+ 

x nu x x x X ~KZU na~an«gig~ge 

" x+xxxx++++ 
00 o 0 0 0 + + + + + X renll 

x gu mu .. un~gi 8unus ... bl mu .. ri,..in,·ge~en 

" x + + t 

+ 
++ ++++ 

o 0 0 0 + + + o 

[xIx lu' nu-du,-a !a-zu he-ell-dujo-ge 

" [xl:< + + + + + 0 + + + 
[Ix 0 +++ ++ 

en ... na lugal .. gu1o al~ti ... la nam .. lugal uri5ki ffiu-,un"ak-e 

o 0 0 

o + 

o 

o 
+ 
+ 

o 0 • 

+ + + 
+ .. a 

o 0 0 + x 
+ + + + + 

+ + + + + + 
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53. nig-na-me lugal-gu lO kig mu-na-ni-ib-gi4 

Xl # 

X2 0 . + + + + +++++ 
X3 + + + + + + gi 

54. a~ma .. ru ... lcam nam ... ba .. e ... sub ... de ... en ... ze ... en 

Xl # 

X2 0 + + + 
X3 ++ + + 

+ + ++ + + + + 
+ ++ + + 

55. 

Xl 
X2 
X3 

igi dutu-leam ka-gu lO nu-bal-e 

[igi dutu .. lcam lca ... gulO nu ... ba]l ... e rlugal' ... e he ... en ... r zu' 
++ + + + + + + 
.+. + + + + 

InXl followed by IbIS (22). 

Colophon M (X2) 
ColophonN (X4) 
Colophon 0 (Xl) 

22. Ibbi .. Sin to Isbi .. Erra 
(IbISl, 3.1.18, ReU 20) 

Sources 

Xl = A 7475 i 44 - ii 1-24 = IbISlA 
X2 = AN1922-165 (OECT 527) = IbISlB' 
Tablet typology: compilation tablet (Type I): Xl; Type III: X2. 
Bibliography: X2 edited by S. N. Kramer, OECT 515-16. 

Text Transliterations 

IbISlA = source Xl 

1. ['g-bi-er-ra-rja 'u-na-a-dug4; 
2. [di-bf-den.zu lugal-zu] 'na-ab ;-[be]-' a; 

Two or three lines broken 
1'. x den-Hl-Ia fb ba-an-ak [ ... ] 
2'. 'ki-lia ;-bi nu-me-a hi kur mu-un-zi-ma 'leur-kur; i[m-sOh-suh] 
3'. 'u4' den-j[J-Ie dumu-ni den.zu-ra irn-rn[i-gurj 
4'. za-e inim-zu giSkirn bf-in-tuk-a[rn] 
5'. nis gU-un ku-babbar se salO-sa,o'-de liu bf-'in-ti' 
6'. min, se guHa-arn as gfn-'arn' bf-ib-salO-s[alO (. .. )] 
7'. ga-ra-as se gUHa3-arn gi4-gulO-da 
8'. arnurrum lu kur-ra 'sa; rna-da-lea l-gub-ba 
9'. usu kalarn-rna-gu lO erin-bi-ta rnu-un-zu-a 

10'. a-gin, rna-da-gu lO sag ba-e-surn-rna bad gal-gulO rnu-e-' dabs-dabs; 
11'. 'puzur4-

d'marduk sakkana' bad-igi-hur-sag-ga 
12' . r 1 ' , . a"'gln7 amurrum an ... ta nmn"'luu ... un.-g14",g14 
13'. u4 na-rne-ka li'tukul kala-ga-zLl [j-bf-in-turn-' rna; 
14'. nir-ga:l-zu-ta x4 "guugu4-bi kur-bi-ta irn-ta-x-x-x 

1. FO"merly Ashm. 1922-165. The tablet has deteriorated in parts since O. Gurney copied it 
and since I first collated it many yeal"S ago. 

2. In this text, saiD is written NfNDAxSE.AM. 
3. The scribe began to write am and then wrote ta over it. 
4. Possibly an erased ugu. 
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434 22, Ibbi-Sin to lSbi-Erra 

15', a-se '180'-am '''ma gcl-la fl"ma 120 gur-' ta-am" im-ma-an-duh-e 
16', II ges-u-am '''ma geiS <gul'>-ta-am im-' ma '-an-' duh '-[el 
17', Isu_den_'Ifl' ensi 'kiSik'·l'un' 
18'" - - - "X 'k!' [, I . "nU-ur .. e .. a enS1 e","'nun~rlB- .- am 

19', Ipuzur4-tu-tu ensi b,td-zi-ab-ba[ki-am] 
20', ',SARx20" se gur se su-zu-ta b{-rb-si-ge-es 
21 ' k" v r" "n d h' 'd'" . U Sli"zu"ta u sa' ~ ug,j- rna '.. l' 

2;' "ARx20x .. , d" -'-h' "'I' .., • ;J be saw" sa:o'" e sag ... ga e~en~ ga 
23', en·na mll-e·i1Hn-gi1 nam-ma.si-du-un 
;4' , 'b 'ki" " ki' '" ka d' ,<>'" k 1 ""' , fi1 nl I'"Sl--tn en,.,nu'-Ue; a "' e ugu~zu .. se e .. tu u a .. ma .. ru .. (am 

Followed by Pulb1 (23). 

(Colophon 0) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4, 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
1L 
12, 
13. 
14. 
15, 
16. 
17. 
18, 

IbISlB = source X2 
'cl"Y I ' " f' 1 d 1$,... )l .. erMm .. ta li"na ... a ... ug

4 
"i-bl·den.' Zll lugal,zll na-ab '-be·' a ' 
en·na "cn·W 'lugal-gulC' me-51, i-im·du-de-en 
za,'e ut,-gin7 ka I-bal-e 
ut-da den-Ifl-Ie ga-a-ra hul ba-an-gig 
dumu-ni den.zu-na-ta hul ba.an-glg 
uds" hl kur·ta bf-in.sum-mu 
ki 'sa"-ba nu-me-a 1" kilt im-zi-ge kur·kut im-sUh-suh 
u,. den-W_le dumu-nJ dcn.zu-na-ra im-me-gur 
za-e inim-zu giSkim im·ma-an-' tuku' 
niS gun ktI-babbar se sa10

5-e-de 'su' ba-e-ti 
min6 lie gur-ta-~m ktI-babbar as g(n-e b{-in-'sa

lO
-s810,e' 

ga-a-ta as se gur-ta~lnn za-e mU-l1n~gi 
puzur,_clnu-mus-da sakkana bad-igi-hur· sag' -g3 
amurrum 101 kur-ra sa kalam-ma~gulo·se a-gin, im-da-an-ku,re-en 
cn-na g"tukul sig-ge-de nam-mu-e~Si~in-gi 
lu sag-du nu-tuku kalam-ma i-gal-Ia 
a,..gin7 a1nurrum~e an"ta nam--mu,..si,.in,..gi 

Translations 

IbISlA 

lSpealc to [Isbi-Erral, 'slaying (the words of) Ibbi-Sin, your king]: 
(ca. 5 Jines missing) 
I' (Now) Enli!'s heart(?) is angry. , , , 

5, In this text sa" is written NlNDAxSE.AM, 
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"The enemy, althougb not, .. , has mustered (his army), and has [brought dis
order] in all the foreign lands. 4' But then you, according to yOUl' statement, had an 
omen 3' (telling you rhat) now Enlil [has returned] to tbe side of his son Sin. 

s'You (text: he) received twenty talents of silver to purchase grain. 6'You (text: 
be) purchased grain at tbe price of two kor per shekel, 7' only to retum it to me" as if 
(you had purchased it) at one kor (per shekel)! 

8'The hostile Amorite, having stationed himself in the frontier territory, 9'hav
ing come to know tbe strength of my homeland and its troops~)Obow could you 
let bim sweep into my frontier zone and capture all my large fortresses? ll'~:2'Why 
has Puzur-:Vlarduk, general of Badigihursaga, not confronted the Amorite(s)? u'Your 
powerful forces were never brought into play, 14' it is because of your self-confidence 
the monkey has [been aUowed to come down] from its mountain! 

15'Now I am overbauling 180 great barges, each (vessel) with a capaci~ of 120 
kor, as well as overhauling 600 barges witb a capacity of 60 kor each. ;,. ::>u-Enlil, 
governor of Kish, 18' Nur-Ea (l.e., Nur-alJ.um), governor of ESnunna, "'(and) Puzur
Tutu, governor of Borsippa w'have handed over 72,000 kor of gtain to you, 21'~22' and 
tberefore you should measure out the ail vet that you have as well as what (was set 
aside fm even) the most exalted aUotmeni:$ to pay for the 72,000 (kot) of grain. Z3'Do 
not dare to come back here unti! YOLl have dispatched (the grain) to me! 24' Guarding 
Nippur and Isin is your responsibility. It is urgent! 

IblSlB 

1 Speak to Ubi-Etta, lsaylng (the words of) [bbi-Sin, your king: 
4 You tell me so: J "as illng as Enlil is my master, wbere else (in the world but 

with you) would I go?" 'Right now Enlil is angry witb me, 6 angry witb his son Sin, 
I and is handing over Ur to the enemy, 'The enemy, although not (yet) witbin it, 
has mustered (his army), and created disorder in all the foreign lands. 10 Rut you, ac
cording to your statement, had an omen 9 that Enlil haB reconciled with his son Sin. 

11 You received twenty talents of silver to purchase grain. 12you purchased grain 
at the price of two kor per shekel, 13 but you then returned it to me (as if you had 
purchased it) at one kor (per sbekel), 

14 How could you, togethet with Puzur.Numusda, general of Bad-Igihursaga, 15 
allow the enemy Amorite( s) to enter into my homeland? 16 Until he returns to you 
to fight (them) 17 there will be idiots (running around) In tbe homeland-18 why has 
he not confronted tbe Amorite(s)1 

Commentary 

This letter is attested in two different versions. Botb accounts are defective and 
appear to be variant Old Babylonian concoctions that mix together information 
from lSIbl (21) and tbe Puzur-Numu~da correspondence (23-24), 

6, Alt, transi.: return it to me. 
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436 22. Ibbi-Sln to IShi-Erra 

Both manuscripts are of unknown origin, even if i.t is possible that Xl comes 
from Sippar, but they share certain features, most noticeably a sbaky command of 
Sumerian verbal morphology. It appears that the authors of these texts used the 
third-pets on animate agreement prefix /nl indiscriminately, so that forms with this 
element often have to be interpreted as first- or second-person verbs, and forms with 
Ie/ are clearly intended as f,tst- Ot third-person. The texts make little sense in the 
context of the CKU, and we ate at a loss to discern if this is a function of scribal 
ineptitude or if there are ironies here that escape us. 

A 4'. The idea that an ominous sign presages the victory of Ibbl·SIn is derived from 
the Puzur-NumuSda correspondence but is turned around, because here It is ISbi-Etra, 
not the king, who has received an omen, 

A 6'-7' = B 12--13. These lines are important because they are the source of the 
commonly repeated notion that ISbi-Erra blackmailed Ibbi-Sin, asking him to pay 
him double for grain he had already received funds to buy in the first place. Although 
the grammar of these lines is characteristically flimsy, there can be no doubt that 
according to both sources the issue is not blackmail at all; the king of Ur is desper
ate and offers to take it at double the original price. It is unclear if the writer of A 
intended the verbal form in line 7' as the participial gLgu.ed,am or as an impera' 
tive gLmu.da, 

A 13'. The Sumerian u. na-me- ka (for U 4 na-me-kam) is used here in the same 
sense as Akkadian matima with a negated verb ("never"). 

A 14', The signs used for writing lugubi/, "monkey," are partially destroyed and dif
ficult to read. From what I can discern, it is either 'DUL'.A ',SAG,GU, or possibly 
'UGU.UGU'.GU" 

A 15'-16'. As in the previous letter, the numhers in these lines do not add up 
properly. According to line 20', we are dealing here with 72,000 kor of grain; that is 
all that ISbi-Erra wants to send back at the rate of two gUt per shekel, because he is 
obviously keeping either half the silver he received or half of the grain that he pur
chased, 180 boats of 120 kor capacity would carry 21,600 kor, According to line 16', 
there wej'e 600 (ge~-u) vessels, each of 60 kat capacity, and therefore the tonnage 
would be 36,000 kor. Thus, the combined carrying capacity of all the boats would be 
57,600 kor. The only way that! can make some sense of this is to assume that the 
scribe made a mistake that involved confusion between the decimal and sexigesimal 
systems: he wrote 3xGES--that is, 180-but was thinking onxlOO (i.e".3 (me») = 
300, and thus the total in line 16' would also be 36,000. If this were indeed the case, 
both lines would add up to 72,000 kor, Alternatively, we are dealing with a scribal 
error: the correct number would be 5xGES-that is, 300. 

A 17'-19'. This passage is clearly derived from Pulbl 36-38 (23). Note that here, 
as in the source letter, Xl writes 'nu-ur-e-a for Nur-a\.)um ofE.'nunna. 
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A 20'. The idiom .u-PRO-ta gal (SU-Zll-fa b(-ib-sl-ge-d) must be a calque from 
Akkadian ana qiitim mulltlm, "to hand over," (CAD MIl 187) with -ta functioning as 
a locative, as it often does in Larsa and late OB Sumerian texts. Unfortunately, the 
translation "they have handed over to you" makes little sense in the context. The 
present translation assumes that this is a mistake and that the intention here was to 

use a Sumerian equivalent of the Akkadian use of mulltlm in the technical sense of 
"to load a boat" (CAD Mil 185), 

A 21', The reading and translation of the second half of this line are most uncertain. 

B 3, There is some ambiguity in the reading of the verbal root. There are two pos
sible idioms that could come into play here: me-se de. and me-~e gin; see the 
information in CAD A/I 233 sub aj'i§, "whereto, whither; where," and M. Civil, AfO 
25 (1974-77) 71. For a very different interpretation of lines B 3-4, see C. Wilcke, 
Politik im Spiegel der Literatur, 64: "Bis dahin-(bei) mein(em) Konig Enlill-witst 
du gehen, witst du derart die Worte verdrehenl" 

B 4, The verb ka , . , bal provides a direct link to the previous letter, from Isbi
Etta to the king, which ends with the line (55): igi "utu-kam ka-gulO nu-bal-e. 

B 15. The verbal im-da-an- ku,-te-en is formally first or second person, but this is 
most probably a mistake for third person, Alternatively, it is possible that the scribe 
intended "how could you allow PN. , , ," 

B 17, hi sag-du nu-tuku is translated as la <\ifiu, "weakling, poor person," in the 
late lexical entry inSIG7,ALAN IV 23 (MSL 16 77); in Instructions ofSuruppak, 115, 
it seems to designate an idiot: see, most recently, B, Alster, Wisdom of Aru:jem Sumer 
141. Note the use of gi for gi,here and in the next line: the form I-gal-Ia mustsrand 
for Lgal.am. 

Comparison of the Common Part of Versions A and B 
(X11-2; 1'-7' and X2 1-13) 

1. Xl:l 1" d' r a u-na-a- ug, 
XZ:l d'~ b' , ,', , d t... l"er ... ra ... ra u ... na--a .. ug4 

2, Xl:2 [ l-a 
X2:2 'i-bi-den.' Ztl lugal-zu na-ab' -be-a 

3. XI:3 en-na den_lr1 'lugal' -gUlO me-se i-im-du-de-en 

4. X2:4 za-e ur,-gin, lea l-bal-e 

5, X2:5 u,-da den-lfl-Ie ga-a,ra hul ba-an-gig 

6, X2:6 dumu-ni "en.zu-na-ra hul ba-an-gig 
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438 22. Ibbi-Sin to rsbi-Erra 

7. XI :1' x "en-iii-hUb ba-an-ak [ ... 1 
X2:? uris" lu kut-ra b(-ln-sum-mu 

8. Xl:2' 'ki sa'-bi nu-mC-H 1.1 kur mu-un-zi-ma 'kur-kur' i[m-suh-suh] 
XI:S ki 'sa '-ba nu-me-a Id hlt im-zl-ge kut-kur Im-suh-suh 

9. XL)' 'u1' den_HI_Ie dumu-nl den.zu-ra hn-m[i-gur] 
XI:9 u, "en-Ill-Ie dumu-ni "en.zu-na-ra im-me-gut 

10. Xl:4' za-e inim-zu giSkim bf-in-tuk-a[m] 
XI:10 za-e inim-zu giSkim im·ma-an-tuku 

11. XIS 20 gu-un ku-babbarse sa,,-saw-de 8U b{.'in-ti' 
X2: 11 20 gun ku·babbar Se sulO·e.de SU ba·e·ti 

12. Xl:6' min.,", gur-ta-'am' asg(n.'am' be.ib-saw·s[a;o] 
X2:12 min. se gur-ta-am ku-babbar as gm-e bf-in-' salC·saW·e' 

13. Xl:7' ga-f'u as se gur-ta.a.ffi gi1-mu-da 
X2:13 ga-a-fa as se gur-ta-am za-e rnu-un-gi 

(Pulb1, 3.1.19, A3, ReU 21) 

Composite Text 

L "i-bf-"en.zu lugaHiulO-ra u.na.a-dug, 
2. 'puzur

4
-dnu-mus.da ensi ka-zal-Iukl afad-zu na·ab-be-a 

3. h:i-kfg-gi4-a "is-bi-et-ra ugu-gulO-se I-gin 
4. dis-bi-er-ra lugal-guw ugu-zu-se kin-gi,-a im-mi-in-gi, 
5. igi-ni ma-an-gar-ma 
6. den-lfllugal-gulC nam-sipa kalam-ma ka·ka·ni lIla-an-sum 
7. gU iJidigna gu frllJuranurt-na gU "'abgal u gu 'dme_den_lf1_la 
8. urukt_bi_ne digir,bi-ne u ugnilIl-bi,ne 
9. ma-da ha_ma_zi'd_ra en-na a-ab-ba m"_gan_nakl.se 

10. igi dnin-in-si-na-ka-se ku".ku4-de 
11. I_si_inkl nam-ga-nun den-liI-la-se ga-ga-da mu tuk.tuk-da 
12. nam-ra.ak·ne-ne um-uru-bi durun-u-de 
13. 'en-lfl-Ie ga-a-ra ma-an-dug4 

14. ,,-na-as·a.!11 gu mlf-da-ak 
15. mu dda-gan digir-ga ,_padl 

16. ka·zal-Iuki su-gulO sa he-eb-be 
17. uru ma-da den_lfl.le ffia-an-duu-ga-am 
18. sa I-si-inlri-na-ka zag-gu-la-ne-ne ga-bf-ib-du·du 
19. es-es-a-ne-ne-a ga-am-ak 
20. alam-mu su-nir-gulO en lU-mah erell-digir-guw-ne 

21 _. b' 'b I 1 , g16"'par,r,ra"'ne..-ne--a ga~ 1--1 ... ( urunx 

22. igi den-lfl-Ia sa e-leur-ra-se 
23. igi 'nanna sa e-kis-nu-gal-se 
24. tur-wr-gu lO slzkur-bi he-eb-be 

u za-e lu giskim-ti-ru-um 
26. rna-da-ni-ta ga-am-ta-an-gub-bu 

1. Var.: mu den-lfllugal-gulJ U 'da-gall diglHia l-pad. 
2. KU.KlJ. 
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n 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 

l-si-inki-na bad-bi ga.am-du 
i-dHI-pa-su-nu mu·se ga-an·sa4 

bf-in-du" .ga-ginJ-nam 
l-si-inh -na bad-bi ba-an-du 
i-di-il-pa-8u-nu mu-se ba-an-sa

4 
nibrukt ba.an-dab, en·nu-ug-ga-ni ba.an-gar 
u Infg-duu-ga-ni saga nibruh ba-an-dab, 
lzl-in-nu-um ensi su-bir/'.a saga i-ni-in-dab, 
ha-ma-ziki nam-ra-a.s im·mi-in-ak 
Inu-llf-a-hi ensi 1;S.nun·nah 

lsu·'en-ifl ensi kisi"-a 
U Ipuzur4-dru-tu ensi bad-zi·ab·bakl 

ki-ni-se ba.an.gur-ru-u8 
za-pa-ag-ga-ni] ma-da gi-sig-ginJ l-burJC.e 
diS-bi·er-ra igi erin-na-8/: l-gin-gin 
bf-in-du, I -ga-gin7·nam 
gti rdidigna gu fdburanun_na gu 'dabgal U gti 'dme -den.Ifl.\a ba-an-dab, 
I' d' • I . ki b .. k l~ [Ina"a "gI4 .. a a ... nt",tn.. U4 
Igir-bu·bu ensi gfr.ka1'·-ke, 
gti im-da-bar-re-ma h~gurull-ni ba-an-kus u e-ne ba-an-dabs 
za-pa-ag-ga-ni im.ma.dugud 
ugu-gulO·uS igi·ni ma-an·gar 
h'i tab-ba nu-tuku IU nu-mu-un-da-sa.e 
su-ni sa nu-m\l.un.da-ab.dulI'ga-ta 
u-mu-un·sub ga-am-ma-gin lugal.gulO he-en-zu 

'Speak to Ibbi-Sin, my king, 'saying (the words of) Puzur-Numu~da, governor 
of Kazallu, your servant: 

'The envoy ofIsbi-Erra came before me (and said): 4 "My king Isbi-Erra, has sent 
me to you to you with a message." sHe presented the matter as follows: '"My master 
Enlil has promised me stewardship of the homeland. 13 Yes, it was me that Enli! or
dered lOto deliver to Ninisina 7the banks of the TIgris and Euphrates, the Abgal and 
Me-Enlila canals, 8 their cities, their {city} gods and their armies, 9from the territory 
of Hamazi to the Magan Sea, J 1 and having made Isin the storehouse of Enlll, made 
it famous! 12 to (then) settle their war captives in all those cities. 

14 Why do you oppose me? 15 I have sworn by my personal god Dagan' 16 that I 
shall conquer KazalIu! "Because Enlil has promised me the cities of the frontier,' 18 I 

3. Var. za-pa-ajHia-nHa. 
4. Alt. trans!': Isin, which has to be made the storehouse of Enli! and which has to be made 

mmous, 

5. Vax.: I have sworn by the name of En iii, my lotd, and of Dagml, my personal goo. 
6. Alt. trans!.: terrltoryiland. 
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shall build all their (Le. the city gods) shrines in Isin, 19 1 shall celebrate their regular 
festivals; 1~21 I shall set up my own statues, my own emblems, (choose by omen) my 
own high priests, chief priests, and high priestesses in their special abodes, 24 so that 
mv subjects may offer their prayers, 22 before Enlil in the Ekm (in N ippm) 23 and be. 
fore Nanna in the Ekiilnl1gal (in Ur). 25~26 And as for you, I shall chase out the person 
you depend on (Ibbi-Sin) from his territory! 2718in's wall 1 shall rebuild ,a(and) name 
it Idil-pasunu." 

29 It was just as he had predicted: 30 He rebuilt Isin's wall 31 (and) named it IdH
paBunu; 31 he took over Nippur, appointed his own guard over it, 33 and arrested 
Nigdugani, the chief temple administrator of Nip pur. 34 (His ally), the ruler/governor 
Zinnum, took prisoners in Subir 35(and) plundered Hamazi.7 36 NUNlljum, the gover. 
nor of Esnunna, 31 Su,Enlil, the governor of Kish, 3Band Puzur·Tutu, the governor of 
Borsippa J9 came over to ms side. 'i<> His damar shakes the frontier territory like a reed 
fence,S 41 as Bbi-Erra goes everywhere at the head of the troops. 

4'It was just as he had predicted: 4Jhe captured the banks of the TIgris, the banks 
of the Euphrates, as well as the banks of the Abgal and Me-Enlila. 44 He installed Iddi 
in Malgium,9 45~4<I and when Girbubu, governor of Girlca\, resisted him and cut off 
his Odd!'s) shield, he (Isbi-Erra) took him prisoner. 47 His damar has become louder, 
48 (and now) he has turned his attention in my direction. 4'r have no ally, no one who 
can match him! 50 Although he has not yet been able to defeat me, 51 when he finally 
strikes, 1 will have to flee! Now my king is informed (about all of this)! 

Commentary 

Although this letter is fairly well documented, there are many variants, and it 
is dear that some students did not understand certain lines and attempted to make 
their own sense of the text. There are eight Nippur manuscripts, and these are rela
tively consistent. The dusters of variants between the Ur and Sippar exemplars and 
those from unknown sites may be of significance. Of the five unprovenienced texts, 
Xl is in almost total harmony with the Sippar tablet Sil, and X3 agrees in almost 
aU cases with Ur2. See p. 46 above. Note that the composition was also known at 
Uruk. The UTuk Letter Catalog contains the following two entries: 

6'. i-bi-den.zu lugaV1!u lO' [ ••• J 
7'. i-bi·'den.zu ' [x xl x x [ ... J 

Perhaps the compiler of this catalog was aware of two diverse recensions of this 
epistle; it is also possible that he had access to a completely different letter to the last 
king of Ur, one that has not yet been recovered. 

7. Vat.: ... captured Nigdugani, the chief temple administrator of Nippur, and plundered 
Hamazi. (His ally), the ruler/governor Zmnum, took prisoners in Sublr. 

8. Var.: The frontier territory trembles like a reed fence from his clamor. 
9. All. transl.: He installed Iddln-Malgium. 
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4-5. The otder of these lines consistently differs in Nippur manuscripts and in all 
other sources. It is clear that some scribes understood the awkward nature of the 
Nippur order and modified it, moving line 5 afrer line 3 and including it in the ini· 
tial statement of Puzur.Nlimusda. Xl even added a clarifying line after line 5: "Thus 
speaks my king I,bi-Erm:" It seems that outside of Nippur the letter began: 

I Speak ro Ibbi-Sin, my king, 'saying (the words of) Puzur.Numuscla, governor of 
Kazallu1 your servant: 

'The envoy of IJhi-Errn came before me '(and) presented the matrer as follows: 
4 "My king ISbi-Erra has sent me to you to you with a message. Thus speaks my king 
lSbi-Erra: 6 'My master Enlil has promised to make me shepherd of the land .. .'." 

7/43. Note the distribution of variants in the writing of the name of the Euphrates 
in these lines. This is not apparent in line 7 because of the state of preservation of 
the witnesses, but in line 43 the Nippur texts have buranun(UD.KIB.NUN)· 
na, while all the other sources with the exeption of Xl write buranuna(UD.KIB. 
NUN)". On the use of na and ki in this name, see, in general, C. Woods, ZA 95 
(2005) 26. 

9/35. On the possible location of Hamazi south of the Lower Zab, see Appendix D. 

11. The present translation takes into account the use of !-da! in the predicates of 
this line in the Nippur sources, as opposed to ! -del of tbe surrounding lines. This 
distinction between adjunct nonfinite clauses (da) and purpose infinitive clauses 
(de) has been elucidated by Fumi Karahashi and is followed here.1C This subtle mor
phological and syntactic distinction was unknown, or was ib'l1.ored, by the author of 
Ur2; in Xl the first verb has I .da/, while the second has /-del (in all other sources, 
the verbs are broken). Therefore, in Ur2, and perhaps in other manuscripts, tI,is line 
should be translated "to make Isin the storehouse of Enlll, and make it famou.,." 

13, TIle translation "Yes, ... " attempts to render into English the emphatic force 
of the independent pronoun i'!a-a-ra. 

14. The interpretation of the rare gil ... ak as "to be hostile, aggressive" follows 
M. Jaques, Le vocabulaire des sentiments, 153 n. 345. it is possibly the opposite of gil 
... gar = /({Jna5Uln, "to submit," and therefore the line may have to be translated 
"why are you unsubmissive to me? 11 

15. In all the Nippur sources and the Sippar manuscript (N5 is very worn at thLs 
point and somewhat uncertain), ISbi-Erta invokes his personal god, Dagan_ This is 
undoubtedly meant to underline his foreign origins. The texts Ur2 and X3, which 
are so often in harmony, add the figure of the main god of Sumer, Enlil, as his mas
ter. All discussions of this line cite the fuller version. Note the passage in the royal 

10, "Nonfinite Relative Clauses in Gudea Cylinder E, Revlslted," papc" presented at the 
55th Rencontre Assyriologique internarionale, Paris, July 8, 2009. [ am gmtcful to Fumi Kata
hashi for providing me with a copy of her presentation. 
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inscription Iddin-Dagan 3:36-37 (RIME EA.U.3, in curse formula): lu-b" den_lfl 
lugal-gu

lO 
dnin_Irl eres-guw, dda-gan digir-ga nam ha-ba-an-da-kus-ru-ne, 

"May Enlil, my king, Ninlil, my queen, and Dagan, my personal god, curse him," It 
may be that the tradition ofUr2 and X3 was corrupted by the melllory of some !Sme
Dagan text, perhaps reinforced by contamination from line 6 above. 

16. Tablets Nl and Sl write the bound pronoun on the direct object as gu:o. The 
oblique -ga, found in texts from other sites (Ur2. Xl, X3), is probably more correct. 
The idiomatic predicate 8U sa ... dug4 here and in line 50 is a calque from Ak
kadian qittam kaKitdUln, "to conquer." It is otherwise attested, as far as I know, only 
in Larsa and Babylon I royal inscriptions (Kudur-mabuk 2 13 [E4.2.131; Rim-Sin 37 
H 9' [E4.2.l4.141; Rim-Sin 12 28 [E4.2.14.5); Samsu-iluna D 33 [E4.3.7.8]); see also 

!BPul: 31 (24). 

17. The only complete version of this line is in text Ur2; manuscript X3 was similar. 
Note that Xl has an additional emphatic personal pronoun, ga-ra, "to me," while 
the N ippur witness N5 apparently had the epithet lugal, "king," following the name 
of the god EnliL 

My comprehension of this paragraph hinges on the notion of mada as "tronrier," in 
this case referring to the area around Kazallu, which is the main issue of the letter. 
However, it is probable that even if this were the case at some moments of transml,
sian, many Old Babylonian students and teachers would have understood it simply 
as "land.!) 

18. The term zag-gu/gil-Ia/la has been translated in a variety of ways. S.N. 
Kramer, JAOS 69 (1949) 214, rendered it "a kind of chair," A. Sjoberg, Nanna-Suen, 
63 n. 3, translated it "Ehrenplaq," Le., "place of honor," followed by W. Sallaberger, 
Kuttische Kalender, 176 n. 820, while G. setz, FAOS 15/2, 556; sa 13 (1996) 7, 
proposes "Geriitekamm.er," an "equipment room_" Literary use of this term is rare; I 
know only VET 6!1 67: 23 (Nanna Hymn E) zag-gu.la sa hi-Ii mah si-a i[m
mi-ni'Hn-dilr-us, SLTNi 35 ili13 (Dumuzi-InanaCl), "(Nanna) has seated (the 
gods) in places of honor that fill the heart with sublime pleasure," where Dllmmi 
ddr I I 1·_· --k d" d v'd' 11"1 a esses nana: zag .. gu .. a (lgtr ... ga ... a 11l1tl mu .. un .. a .. tus .. U'" e ... en l nana, 

I will seat you in a chair of honor," and Schooldays, 53: e-a li-mu.ni-in-ku 4 zag
gu-Ia bl-in-tus, "after (the teacher) entered the house, he was seated in a chair of 
honor." Clearly, zag-gu-Ia is a sacred seat of some kind. In ED and Ur 1lI economic 
texts, it is written zag-gu-Li, e.g., PDT 1200: 5, CT 3227 il6, 1rDr 5521:6, YOS 4 
226:10, AVer 3413:25, all in Ur III cultic contexts (Drehem, Umma, Garsana); 
for OB references to g"ban'ur zag-gu,la, see D. Charpin, Archives, 37-38. Note 
also El'imhus VI 188 (MSL 17 86) zag-glda = sa-a-gu-that is, sagil, "shrine, holy 
room in a temple," (CAD S 26). While it seems that in literary texts one "sits" or 
"occupies" a zag.gu-Ia, Ur III economic texts tend to support the interpretation of 

11. There are illegible signs underneath the verb, Illost probably an Akkadian gloss. 
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the late Erimh118, providing evidence that they were located in palaces and tempies. 
Thus in AnOr 7 87: it is sa 'e' -gal, in Princetlm 1 123:7 sa <'-gal UfU an-na, in 
SET 66:3 sa e [ ... j, in AUCT 3413:25-26 in the house of one Arbitum (undoubt
edly the wife of the important general Hun-Habur). It seems that rhetorically the 
future king intends to follow Ur III customs and impose royal control over cl1ltic 
activities from the highest religious offices to the smallest house and temp Ie shrines. 

The plural pronouns in this and the following line are somewhat problematical. 
They cannot refer to Dagan and Enlil, because the plural shifters are present in 
manuscripts that only mention the former. 

20. The en, hi-mah, and eres-digir are the highest cultic officials of the land, 
distinct from the administrative temple organization functionaries such as sag a and 
sabra (on the lU-mah, in many cases the highest priest of a deity, of the same rank 
as en, and possibly higher than the erd-digir, see P. Steinkeller, FS Kienast, 632-
37). Most importantly, these were royal appointees, chosen by the gods by means of 
omens, and ISbi.Erra is thus claiming divine sanction for his rule. The teading eres 
rather than nin follows Stelnkeller. 

24. The reading and meaning of TURTUR is uncertain in this context; one can 
read tuHUf or di.-di,. Note that in Nl and possibly in X4 this is followed by -ma, 
but I am not aware of any other evidence pointing in this direetion. On the differ
ence between tur-tur anddi,-di4·la, see M. Civil, OrNS 42 (1973) 32. One could 
entertain a translation "even my poorest citizens viill celebrate their festivals." Note 
that a technical use of the term is encountered in an Ur III letter-order (W. W. 
Hallo, BiOr 26 [1969] 173:1-5): Iba-na-na, u-na-a-dug4, 3 (gur) 230 (slla) se 
gUt, se-ba TURTUR-ne, he-na-ab-sum-mu. In such contexts, the word simply 
means "servants," which may be the usage followed in this letter. 

26. Two of the Nippurtexts (h:I and N2) use the verb gub (with -ta-) in the sense 
of nasaJJum, "to remove from office," as in SAr1: 22 (2; note that in this text Xl 
shows the Same variant). Apparently, this meaning created problems for some scribes 
(at least N4, Xl, X3, X3), who simplified the verb (gub-bu) to bu, with a similar but 
more forceful meaning. It is, of course, equally possible that this is free variation and 
that one cannot assume the primacy of either version of the verb. 

34-35. All previous translations have rendeted these lines "He captured Zinnum, 
the ruler/governor of Subit·, and plundered Hamaz!." Although the traditional in
terpretation should not be completely ruled out, the present rendition is based on 
the verbal morphology of these and the preceding lines. In lines 30-33, the verbs all 
begin with the negative-foclIS prefix ba-, which signifies that the agent of the action 
(Isbi-Erta) is not mentioned in the clause. In lines 34-35, the verbal prefix changes 
to i- (or immi-), and one must assume that Zinnum is the agent of these lines. One 
would expect an ergative ending on the agent, but that is not always necessary with 
proper names; the author of Xl, who seems to try to make sense of things that are 
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unclear to him, provides Zillnum with an ergative marker. The unreliable scribe of 
Nl may have understood the line in the same manner as most modem rend.tions. 
Note that s u -bir" -a has to be interpreted as a locative (missing only in Nl ) and not 
as a possessive form, hence "in Subir"; this is supported by the locative prefix ni- in 
the predicate. See p. 194 above. 

The noun written UJxOANA-tenu( .A) has been read in a variety of ways; the pres
ently attested readings are saga, se", and he!l, (for the first two, see P. Steinkeller, 
FS Civil, 231; the sign is also glossed he-e, in Diri 613:47 [MSL 15 190]). There is 
ample evidence for both saga and heSs. In the hrst reading, the second eonsonant 
is /g/, as evidenced by the gloss sa-ga (Proto-Ea 628 [MSL 1456], 013 Ltl A 496 
[MSL 12172]; see also Sulgi Hymn X 145: sa-ga-as-se), indicating the readingsa!!a. 
Though in lexical texts the word is usually written UJxOANA-trnu, in literary texts 
and in royal inscriptions it is encountered as LOxOANA-tena.A (i.e. saga'); e.g., 
LOxOANA-tena.A ha.ni-dab, (Sulgi 36 [E3/2.1.2.36] x 6'-7'); see, moreover, 
Ur-Ninurta Hymn A 51; Oi!games and Aka 81, 99; Samsuiluna 8 46 (E.4.3.7.8). It is 
clear that the final A is not a grammatical ending but is originally a gloss that became 
part of the logogram. On the other hand, syllabic writings indicate that LOxoANA
renu can also be read hes, (S. TiImey, Nippur Lament, 180-81); in such instances, it 
is often followed by the gloss lie. lbe difference in meaning is possibly that of "cap
tive, prisoner" (saga) vs. "captivity" (hes,). 

The three N ippur manuscripts that preserve the last sign have da b, (N 1, N3, N7) 
as the verb; this is attested only Olice, in the inscription of Sulgi cited above, and 
seems to be the earlier usage. The tradition represented by X 1 and X3 bears witness 
to a hypercorrection based on the common 013 literary use ofSaga ... ak (but dab, 
in the royal inscriptions of Sulgi and Samsuiluna). The ever resourceful scribe of Xl 
then changed the verb ak of the next line to lah, to avoid repetition of the same 
word, in accordance with the standard aesthetics of Sumerian literature. 

Some students, or teachers, had difficulties with these lines and apparently did not 
know if Hamazi was a place (ON) or a personal name (PN). Three of the four Nip
pur manuscripts treat it as a PN (N3, N5, N7) and omit the postfixed place-name 
classifier {kif, using instead the prefixed Ph: classifier (broken in N7); one should 
therefore really translate the N ippur "version" as "he took Mr. Hamazi prisoner." 
The undependable writer ofNl solved the problem by omitting the line altogether. 
Since Hamazi is mentioned as a ON in line 9, it seems to indicate a lack of attention 
on the part of the students. The Sippar, Ur, and unprovenianccd sources treat it as 
a ON. Ur2 and X3, which are often in agreement with each ot.her in opposition to 

most other sources of this letter, have the line after 33, with the result that this event 
is ascribed by them to ISbi-Erra rather than to Zinnum. 

36. Note t.he variant Nur-Ea (SiI, Xl) for Nur-aui-properly Nur-auum-the 
historically attested ruler of Esnunna. This Illay suggest that the name Ea was still 
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thought to begin with fbi orfl:!.l by some in this period, but it could also be a clue 
as to the place in which these manuscripts were written, The form nu-ur-a-bi is now 
documented in the Ur III text TCCP 2 35:7 (Nippur, 8S5,-,-), 

39. ki-ni-se gur is otherwise unattested, It has always been rendered "he returned 
to their places," but if this were the case, one might expect ki-ne-ne-se (is this a 
calque from Akkadian ana a!rfSu/aSris utirsunuti?) , Note also that the third-person 
marker on the verb, which is consistent in all manuscripts, should refer to the vari
ous governors as subjects, not objects, It is quite possible that for some this was the 
understanding, but students obviously had problems with the long span of text back 
to the referent, I,bi-Erra, The sctibe of Xl used gur, "to bow down in obeisance," 
possibly rrying to make sense of all this, 

40. The metaphor used here, and its echo in line 47, recalls Inninsagura 11-12: 
za-pa-ag dugud-da-ni-~e digir kalam-ma·ke. nl am-ma-ur,-ru-ne, ur,-sa,
a-ni da-nun-na gi dili·gin, sa~ mu-da-slg-slg-ge-ne, "Herloudclamormakes 
the gods of the country tremble, her scream makes the Anuna quiver like a single 
reed." This is the only other occurrence of zapag + dugud in Sumerian; in Akka
dian, compare EnW's words in Atrabasis II 7 (Lambert and Millard, Atra-!Jasls, 72): 
iktabta rigim aWlluti, "the 'noise' of humanity had become oppressi ve to me," 

41. There are no variants to gin-gin, E Ali, SL44, read gub and translated "ISbierra 
stood at the head of his army," as did S, N, Kramer, The Sumerians, 334, The redupli
cation of the intransitive root with a singular subject implies habitual action, 

44-46. There is more confusion and deviation in these lines than in any other pas
sage in this letter, ~uggesting interpretive confusion in antiquity, 

44. The personal name at the beginning of the line is problematical, compounded 
by the fact that the ciry of Malgium is not attested prior to OB times, All previous 
renditions interpret it as Iddin-Malgium or the like, a name that would be highly 
improbable in an Ur III context, The matter is further complicated by the wide 
variety of writings of the name of the city attested it1 the Old Babylonian period, 
One scribe, who wrote N4, put lddi and Malgium on separate lines; it may be that 
others interpreted it as the personal name Iddin-Malgium, although this was dearly 
not well understood by some of scribes (Xl solved it with a hypocoristic Iddiluma), 
lbe verbal form ba-ni- in -ku4 must be transitive here (see the discussion of Ur III 
ba-ni-ku4 by C, Wilcke, ZA 78 [1988] 27) and includes the locative prefix ni-; if 
the name is Iddin-Malgium, then the verb has no direct object and the locative has 
no referent, Malgium, of course, is unattested in Ur III documents; see p, 199 above, 

46. The verb gu ... bar is otherwise encountered only in martial contexts in the 
inscriptions of Hammumbi and Samsuiluna and in one lnana hymn (M, Jaques, Le 
vocabulaire des sentiments, 147) and is usually translated "to hate" (Akkadian z€rum) 
but here, as in the inscriptions, it is used in the sense "to resist, rebel"; see, e,g" Sam
suiluna 8:36 [E43.7,8J and Samsuiluna YD 14. The non-Nippur texts Xl and X2 as 
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well as N4 have the quasi-synonym gu , , , ak (see note to line 1 above), with the 
meaning "opposed him," 

There is some question as to the subject of the three verbs in the sentence. I take 
Gitbubu to be the agent of gu .. , bar but l~bi-Erra as the agent of dabs, with the 
switch of reference indicated by the independent pronoun ene, More problematical 
is the matter of the agents in these lines, an issue that obviously also caused problems 
for ancient students, as exemplified by the erroneous first- or second-person ending 
in]'\1 (HI/you resisted"): indeed, all nine witnesses to this line have completely dif
ferent forms of the initial predicate, 

It is usually assumed that l~bi-Erra was the one who instigated the action symbol
ized by the "cutting" of Girbubu's shield, The grammar, such as it is, suggests that 
Girbubu did the cutting to symbolize his resistence to the man imposed by Isbi-Erra 
and that the independent pronoun marks the switch of reference to the latter, who 
imposed his vengence, However, in the reply, Ibbi-Sin demands action of both puzur. 
Numusda and Girbubu, 

For the reading as well as the meaning of gur(u)l1' "shield," see M, Civil, ]CS 55 
(2003) 52, Note the variant guru l in N4: most likely, it is a clever phonetic vari
am, similar to those discussed by M, Civil, JAOS 92 (1972) 271. The scribe then 
substituted Ell for ku, and reinterpreted the phrase as "he emptied his grain stores," 

48-49. R Ali, SL 52, translated these lines: "He has fixed his eyes upon me, I have 
no ally (and) no one to go with," The translation of the last verb was based on a 
reading di rather than sa; the verb is undoubtedly sa, with the prefix -da-, "to be 
equal to, to compare with, to vie with," 

This use of igi . , , gar with the meaning "tum attention to" is also encountered in 
Curse of Agade, 222-24: mtn-kam-ma_~e dsu'en den -ki dinana dnin-urta diskur 
dutu dnuska dnidaba digir he-em-me-es, urukl_~e igi-ne-ne i-im-lla-ga-ne, 
a_ga·de k1 as hul-a im-ma-ab-bal-e_ne, "Then again Sin, Enki, lnana, Ninurta, 
Iskur, Utu, Nuska, Nidaba, the gods who were (there), turned their attention to the 
city, and cursed Agade:' Note that lines 48-49 are quoted in the answer from Ibbi
Sin to Puzur-Numusda (IbPl: 8-9, Letter 24). 

50. As G. Gragg ONES 32 [1973] 126) has observed, this is one of only two at
testations of a negative verbal form in subordinate clauses of the type S-a +ta, He 
notes the incongruence of negation and a temporal clause and suggests the causative 

• II' Jl mealllng smce. 
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Sources 

Nl = 3 N-T 311 (1M 58418) (SL xxii-,xxiii; Sumer 26171-72) iiHv 1-51 
N2 3 N,T 919,459 12 (SL xliii; Sumer 26 178; SLFN 22) 23-31; 45-51 
N3 = CBS 6895 + 6896 + 6906 + 7663 (first three SL xxxv: Sumer 26 173) 29-51 
N4 = CBS 6987 + N 3603 + N 4154 + Ni. 9463 (ISET 1228[170])13 4-16;24-28; 

30-34; 41-49 
N5 = CBS 7787 + N1200 + Nl103 + NI104 + Nl108 ~ N121O,27a + 

Nl21O-27b + Nl2!D-nd + N1210-27e + Nl212 + N1214 + 
N 1218 (+ ') Ni. 4061 + Ni. 4188 (lSET 2 118) ii 6'·13' 1-{5, 11-11; 28-51 

N6 = NL 4165 (/SET 1136[78]") 4-9; 31-34 
N7 = Nt. 13180 (ISET 2 117 15

) 33-36; 40--43 
N8 = N 1447 (SL xxxiv; Sumer 26176) + N 3102 1-7; 20-22 
N9 = liS 2394 1-23 
Cd = U. 16853 (UET 6/2174) + UET 6/3557 (*532) obv. iii' 2'-19'; 

rev. i' 1' .. 17' 
Ur2 = UET 6/3 558 (*264 )16 
Sil = Si. 524 (Copy F. Geers) 
Sui = MDP 27 212 
XI = A 7475 it 27-52, iii 1-22 
X2 = BM 54327 iv 1'--16' 
X3 = 1M 13347 (TIM 9 38) 
X 4 CotneIl63 
X5 = NYPLC 3)411 

1-9; 17-29 
1-36 

6-16; 35-46 
8--10 
I-51 

21-29; 43-46; 31-34 
1-33;44;35;34;36;38-48;50-51 

19-44 
17 

N I collated from aphotograph. Sui could not be located. X3 collated by P. Steinkeller. 

XI possibly from Sippar; X3 possibly f!'Om Cr. X4 was identified by Alhena Gadotti, 
who kindly transliterated it and arranged for photographs (by Lisa Kinney-Bajwa), 
just as this book was being finished. [ was not able to study the tablet in person. The 
tablet is extremely worn. N9 was also identified at the last minute by Manfred Kre
bernil<, who kindly provided a transliteration and digital photo. 

486. 
12. In SL labeled as 3NT 919,959 (in lisr of sources as .3N-1' 919), in RCU as 3)\,1'919. 

13. CBS 6987 also STVe 98, N 3603 also SL xliii; Sumer 26 175. 
14. Obverse and reverse ro be reversed. 
15. Obverse and reverse TO be reversed. 

16, The surface of this tablet is very worn in part'! and extremely difficult to read. The inter .. 
pretations offered here are the result of multiple collations. 

17. Small rectangular tablet with two lines on obverse; reVerse llnin..'Kribed. This ut1pm~ 
venienced piece from the collections of the New York Public Library was published in photo 
on CDU as P342755 when [his book was already in ptess and kindly brought to rny attention 
by Nike Veldhuis. I have not had the opportunity to collate it (http://cdli,ucla.eAlu/cdlisearch/ 
search/index.php ?SearchMode= Text&txtlD ~ T x(= P342 i 55), 
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Tablet typology: compilation tablets (Type I): Nl, N5. Uri, XI, Xl. All the rest are 
1yPe Ill, except SuI, which iJ; a Type IV tound practice tablet. , 

Bibliograj)hy: EditiotL<: F. Ali, SL 42-52; F. Ali, Sumer 26 (1970.) 16o."{)9; '!uho~g, A 
Political History, 8-10. Translation: S. N. Kramer, The Sumenans, 333-34; P. Micha
lowski, Royal Lett.ers, 80. 

Concordance of sigla used here (CKU) and by R Ali in SL and in Sumer 26, with 
additions in RCV: 

Nt A 
N2 G 
N3 H 
N4 E 
N5 I+F 
N6 M 
N7 J 
N8 D 
Url C 
Ur2 0 
SrI K 
Xl L 
Xl N 
X3 B 

Textual Matrix 

1. di-b[-den.zu lugal-gulD-ra it,na-a-dug" 

NI 
N5 
N8 
N9 
Url 
UrI 
Xl 
X3 

000 .. 
'I' O. + .. 
.. + +++ 
,+ + ++ + 
.+ + ++ + 
00, .. 

+, , 
0 000 

+ 

+ 
0 

+ 
0 

+ 0 00 0 0 

+ + + , + 
0 /0. + 

+ /++ + + 
+ + /. U 11.a+ 

0 0 00 0 0 

+ + + + 
0 0 o 0 0 0 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
1-1 
I 
) 
K 
L 
M 
f\; 

2. 'puzur,-"nu-ffiuhla ensi ka,zal,1u" arad,zu na,ub-be-a 

NI 
N5 +, 
N8 00 

N9 
Url +. 
Ur2 o. 
Xl +. 
X3 +. 

0 0 0 

+ + + + 
o. + 
+ + + + 

fsul l ~gi 

+ ~ul-' gi' 
r sul .. gi 1 

00 0 0 

0 0 

+ + 
0 

+ + 
+ + 
0 0 

+ 
0 0 

" 00 + 
+ + -/ + 
0 00 0 

+ + +/ + 
+ + +/+ 
0 00/0 

+ ~ 

0 00 0 

0 

+ 
+ 

0 0 

+ + + 
0 0 

+ + + + 
+ + + 

o 
+ + + + 

o 0 0 0 0 

NI 
X3 
Uri 
N8 
N4 
N5 
N2 
N3 
N5 
N7 
Sil 
Xl 
N6 
Xl 
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3. hi-kf~-gi,.a 'is-bi-,,,-ra 

+ + + + ++ + 0 

+ 
000000000 

+ + + + ++ + 

ugu;gull) .. ~e l"gin 

o 0 0 00 

o 0 0 00 

o 00 

+ + + + + 

Nl 
N5 
N8 
N9 
Uri 
Ur2 

+ + + ++ + + + I fim' .... mfl ... inl ... gin,..en' 

+ ~+. 0 0 rke .. ' 0 0 0 0 

Xl + 
X3 

,0 0 + + + +im + 
0000000 00000 

NI 
N4 
N5 
N6 
N8 
N9 

1++. + 
00 • 000 

o + 
00 0 

++ + , 0 

++ + + + 

+ 
o 

o 
o 
+ 

Uti ++ + + + + + 

Ur2 .. 

o 
+ 
o 

+ 

Xl .+ + + + + 

o 0 

o 0 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 

+ + 
+ 
u! + 
+/ 

+ 

000 

o 0 

000 

000 

+ + 

+ 0 

000 

o 0 a 
a 0 0 

000 

+ 
o 0 

X3 # (or on same line with 3) 

5. igi.-ni ma~an-,gar .. ma 

Nt + + + 0 0 

N4 + 0 0 0 

N5 0 + + + 
N6 0 0 Q 0 

N8 + + 0 0 0 

N9 + + ... ... + + 

Uri + + 

Ur2 + 

Xl + + + + + 
X3 0 0 0 

(after 3) 
+ (afred) 

(afted) 
o (afted) 

6. den·W iugaH!u" nam-sipa kaJam-ma ka-ka-ni ma-an-~um 

Nl ++ + + 
N4.+ 0 

N5 00 + 
N6 + 
N8 .+ + + 
N9 ++ + + 
Ud ++ + + 
UrI 
Sil o. + + 
Xl .+ + 
X3 

+ 

0/ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

o 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

o 
o 
+ 

o 

o 

o 
o 
+ 
+ 

o 

o 

o 
0/ 

o 
o 

I 
./ 

o 

o 

+ + + 
+ + 

000 

+ ~ 0 

+ + 
+ 

() 0 

o 
+ + + 
000 

ba 0 

o 0 

o 0 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 

+ + + 
rba 1, 

b. + + 

o 0 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 

18. Followed by a unique line: ''is-bi-I,,-r. lugal-gu 10 na-ab' ·h<Hal. 

The Royal Correspondence oi the Ur !II Kings 

Nl + 
N4 
)'.16 0 

N8 0 

N9 + 

Sil 
Uri 
Ur2 0 

Xl 
X3 

t+ 

.+ 
+. 
+. 
.+ 

++ 

f. 
o 

+ 

Nl + + + + + 
N4 I- + + + 
N6 0 0 0 0 a 
N9 + + e + + 
Url + ,rne \ 
Ur2 -
Sil 

o 
+ - -t" 

SuI + + + e +/ + 
Xl + 
X3 ,.. + e + + 

9. 

+. 
,0 

00 

00 

++ 
_0 

+. 

o 0 

() 

+c+ 
o 
o 
o 

+c + 

Nt + + + ,+ + 

" gU "'me-'en-\fl-Ia 
o + +. 
01 + + 0 

o 0 00 

0/ 0 

o 
1+ t 

o 

o 0 

+ + ~+ + 
o + ,rab' .. gal 0 

o / +,;b' abgal-bi' /+ +, 

/+ + 
o 0 

+ + 
/. + 
I. 
+ 

o 0 

o ,00 /. 

.ab-gal 
+. 

o 0 

o 
o 0 

+e+ 
x 0 

o 
o 0 

,C + 
+ 

o 0 

a-ah-ba 

o 0 

00 0000 

+, 00 0 0 

00 00 0 0 

00 0000 

++ ++ + + 
00 00 0 a 
-+ + 
.0 a 

+ 

00 00 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

N4 + ;- + + ,0 0/ + + 
+ + 0 

+ + + 
00 0 

+ + + 

+ 0 0 

N6 0000.0000 

+ +ki + + + + + + + N9 
UrI 
Ur2 
Sil + 
SuI 
Xl + 

X3 

+ 

+ + "zCool 

- + 

r -"': 
zt •• 

+ 

+ki + + zi- ./ 
+ + + 
+ 1+ "I" ++ + 

+ 

+ 
o 0 

, 'a'''! 0/ 
00 0 

00 0 

. a 
+- ;-
00 0 

o 000 0 

+ + + + + 
0.+,00021 

o 
o 
+ 

o 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 : 

+an nak! ta 
nak; + 

000 0 

451 

19. Although this source utilizes the writing with final na in line 43, thete does not seem to 
be enough space here for this sign (UD.'KIB,NUN'). 

20. Written: SU.LUUB.'GAR', 
21. Uri must have bad more after 'a-a" - lab-ba], perhaps DUmun. 
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452 23. Puzur-Numusda to Ibbi-Sin 1 

NI + 
N4 
N9 
Ur2 

++ 1 + ,k! + + + 
++ + + + + 

++ + + INk!+ + + 

++1+ + + x (-) 0 

o 0 

+ 

+ + 

sa ++ 0 + + 0 0 

SuI ++ 1 + +k. + + ta 
XI + +. + + + + 
X3 ++ + + + + + 0 

II. l-si·inki nam-gil-nun den·IIl-la_se ga-ga-da mu tuk-tuk.da 
Nt + + + + + 

N4 ++++ + 
N5 0000 0 

N9 . + + + + 
Url + + +. + 
Sil . + + + + 
XI + +.. + 
10.++++ 

+ + 
0/ 

o + 

+ + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

;\;1 

N4 
N5 
N9 

+ + + + +aak·de 
+ + + + 1 

o 
+ 

o 0 0 0 

++ + 00 

++ + + + 
++ 0 00 

++ + 
+ -

++ + 0 

.+ + 
a 00 

+kj /ki'o 
+ki +ki + 
o 0 + 
+ + + 

+ + + + + 

+ + 01 0 a 
ooo+s<:+ 
+ + + + + 
+ .'de'/ +su 
o a 0 + 
+ + + + 
o 0 0 + 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ + 
+ 

- + 
Ur2 + 
Sil + 
Xl 

+ + + +ak-de 
+ ka + + ba + - + 
+ + 

10 ka .. 0 

13. 'en-Ifl-le 

NI 
N4 
N5 
N9 

++ + 
++ + + 

++ + + 

Ur2 .+ + 
Sit + 

XI 
X3 .+ .,. + 

.+ 
+ + + 

+ e'" 
o 00 

o. 

o o. 

+ + + 
a 

o 

+ + 0 

. 0; 

+ + 

00 

+ 

o 0 

+ X 22 

+ 
+ de 
+ 0 

+ de 
+ 0 

22. TI,C smface DfN5 is exrtemely worn at this point (lines 11~2l). To simplify marrers, 
whenever a sign can be even vaguely identified, it is marked as +; only nonrbroken signs at the 
ends of Hnes are notated as , or x. 

23. Written as dib. 

The Royal Corresporuience of the Dr 1lI Kings 

14. a-na-aS-am gu ffilHla·ak 
NI o. + + 
N4 + + + + 
N5 + + + + 
N9 
UrZ o. 
Silooo+ 
XI 00 0 0 

+ 
+ 

+ 

X3 ++++ + 

IS. mu 

Nl 
N4 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + e 

.ab+ 
o 
+ + ,e 

+ + 0 

• + 

+ + 

+ + + 
+ + + 

N5 + 
N9 + 

++. 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + gu tO in-Si-pad 

UrZ 
Sil 
Xl 
10 

o rd1 r en,..lCl1ugal~gulO 1 

o 
o 
. 'eo·1iI 'Iugal.gum' it 

. + + 
o .. 
000 + 

++ • () 

16. 

Nl 

k8..za1·1u" su-gulO sa 
o ++ + + 

N4 traces 

N5 + 

N9 
UrZ 0 

Sil + 
Xl 

+ 

o 
10 + 

+ ++ a 
+ + + + + 
+ + + + rga' 

00 0 

o 00 

+ + + 
+ go 
+ go 

+ 

o 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + + 

o 0 0 

+ + + 
bl di 

+ 

o 

in 
+ .. 
+ 

o 0 

17. uru rna-da den-lfl-Ie 

NI + ++ + + 

ma~an .. dUll ~ga ... am 
+ 0 

N5 + + + +. 0 0 0 

N9 + + +ki++ + + + 
Ur! x x 00000 0 

Ur2 + + + 
XI 0 0 o o. + ga~ra 
10 +++ rhe + 
X5 +ki + + /.. + + 

24. Written as MUI 

o 0 

+ + 
o a 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ + 

o 0 

+ + 
a 0'26 

+ + 

00 

+ -

25. Possibly) the student began to write he and then continued with sa, 

453 

26. The remnants of two signs at the beginning of the line cannot be dt.'Ciphel'edj it is im ... 
possible to determine if the line was split over two lines or not. 
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454 23, Puzur-NuJnusda to Ibbi,Sin 1 

+..;. -..:....;.. + 
+"t' +++ + o 0 0 0 a 

Nl + 
N5 + 

N9 + 
Uri 
UrI 

+ + + ..... " + 

, -, 0/;1,:'1, 

o 
o 0 0 0 

+ +27 

+ la~ ./ 
f. a + + + durun .. us 
+ ..;... + 4-

+ ... + ..;. '~ir 

0000, + 0 

, + + +. 

+ + + + 
Xl 0 

X3 
+ .fa 

hi + 0 + 

19, es".c~"a"ne"lle ... a ga ... ::nn .. ak 
Nl + + ~ ~ + 
N5 + + + + + 0 0 

N9 + + +..:.. + + + + + 
Uri x Ia + + +". + ran 1 

Ur2 , + + 

Xl 0 0 00 + 
X3 +++++ 

X4 0 0 0 

n{gin23 

+ .rna + 
+ +max 
o 0 0 

Nl 
N5 

+ j(Li + + 

+ .;...;.. + 

o 0 0 0 

+ +..;.. + + 

o 0 

o 0 

+ + 
N8 0 

N9 + 
Uri + 
Ur2 
Xl 0 

X3 

+nc gi5 + ,I + gulO-ne-

X4 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ ..:.. + 
o 0 

,+ + 
'WK', + + 

o . I 
+ 

21. gi6,par-ra-ne-ne-a ga-b(-ib-durun,(KU.KU) 

NI 
::\5 
~8 
N9 

+ 

0++ 

o 0 

+ -:- .J... dur ru dur 
o a 0 0 0 

+ + + + o 
+ + f. + - ~ .;.. + 

Uri + + + + + 0 0 0 

Ur2 + + - + 0 

Xl 0 0 0 + + + + + 
Xlooooooooo 
X3 ++++++++ 
X4 + + 'ba'-

27, Misshapen: looks more like urn, 
28. Possibly tus, 
29. Preceded by an erased ne. 

'ib' , ..;.. 

+ garo 

+ + 

o 0 

+ 
+ + 
+ + 

o o 

+ 0 

o 0 

o 
+ +29 

o 

o 
+: 

o 
+ 

I 

The Royal CorrespmuU.=e of the Ur 111 King,< 

Nl 
N8 0 00 + 

+ 
·t++,f+, 

++ + + + + + N9 + 
Uri + 
Ur2 0 

Xl 0 

+..:. + + se + - + 0 

0000 0,0 

oooorsc~ +, + .. 

Xl 
X3 
X4 

o 
+ 

00 0 0 

++ + rse 1 

• r-se' 

23, igi ('nanna 

Nl ." en.zu' 
N2 0 00 

o 

o 

o . 
+ + 
+ 0 

+ 

N9 + ~~ 

Ur! + 

o 0 0 0 

na + + ..:. + ?r? 

Ur2 0 00 

Xl 0 00 

X2 0 00 

X3 + ++ 
X4 + 

24. tur-tIlt-gu" 

NI ,magu 
N2 () 0 0 

N4 0 0 0 

Uri + + 
Ur2 0 0 0 

Xl 
X2 0 0 0 

X3 + + oi 
X4 + + x x 

~e + + 
o 

o 0 0 

o 0 

o + + 0 

ta 

sfzkur-hi he-cb-be 
..... + + 

o + + 
o 0 

+ + r(b:'o 

o b[r-ibV dug 
o rdug 

o 0 + + 

'I + + x 
+ + + + 

25. U za-e 16 giskim-ti-zu-um 

N! 
N2 
N4 
Uri 
Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

+ + + + . + + 
+ + + 
+ + 0 

o 0 0 0 

o ..... + 
+ + + + 

o 0 0 0 

o a 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + 0 

. 0 0 

00 0 

o 0 

() 0 0 

+ me--en: 
+) ) : 

30. Probably an erased sign; it appears toot the student began to write 1a. 
31. It is possible that there was a sign between ni and s(zkur. 

455 
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456 23. Puzur-Numusda to Ibbi-Sin 1 

26. 

Nt 
ma·da·ni·ta ga·am·ta-an.gub.bu 

+ + + + 
N2 0 0 0 0 0 0 + + + 
N4 + +ki + ,,{ + + + + 
UtI sa + + 
Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

" 
o 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 0 

0000000+ 

+ + 0 [alb+ + 
++ oox+ 
o 0 x + () 0 

27. \·si.iokl·n" bad·bi ga.am-du 
NI + + + + + + + + + + 
Nl 0 0 0 0 0 + + + + 

N4 + + + + + I + + + + 
UrI 
Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

+ -+ +,.. + 
... n" ki 
00000 

00000 

++ +00 

+ 
o 

+ 

o 0 

o 
x + + 

+ + + 
+a + 
+ + 

1.+ +rKA'+ + + 

00 0 0 + 0 

0, + + + + 0 0 

o 
o 
+ 

+ 

o 

00. 
, 

28. 
N] 
N2 
N4 
N5 
Uri 
Ut2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

00 00 

o. . fKA'; 0 X 

1+++ +++ 

o 0 0 0 

x + rbeo 
+ + br . 

a 0 0 " . am 00 00 

00 00 

++ + + 
00+++++, 
o 0 + + + raID', 

X 0 

29. hr· in-du ll.ga·gin,.nam 

NI + + + + + + 
N2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N3 + + 0 0 0 

N5 0 0 + 0 

UrI 0 

UrZ + + 
Xl 
X2 00 0 

X3 + + + 

X4 + + + 

+ + 
+ 

o + 

o + 

o 
+ 

+ 
a 

+ 
+ 

+ 
o 
o 

+ 
+ 

o 

I 
I 
I 
i 

i 

The Royal Corresponderu::e of the [Jr III Kiogs 

Nl ++++. + + 
N2 00000 0 

N3 ++ + + + + 
N4 traces {o 
N5 .... + + 
UrZ .. , (nahl 0 

XI ++ + + + + 
Xl # 

o 0 

a 0 x 
+ + 
x 0 0 

o ,ram' + 
+ + ,t + 

X3 . + + + + 
X4 +++++ 

+ flm'ma. 
o 

31. 

Nt 
N2 
N3 
N4 
NS 
N6 
Ur2 
XI 
Xl 
XJ 
X4 

32. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N6 
Ur2 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

i·di-d.pa.su.nu 

'++ + KA+ + 
00 0 0 0 0 

++ 01 KA+ + 
o. -+ +, +/ 
Ie .. deJ1 . .r el' .. KA"Su,..nu 
00 • 'KA'ao 
1++.00 

++ + + + + 
00 00 0 0 

o· + + 
++ 

nibru" b"-an.dab, 
+ + + 

+ + + 'f + 
o + + I 
+ + + 

f. + + 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ 
+ + + 

mu .. ~ ba,..an",s34 
+ S34"a ba.-sa4,a 
o 0 0 0 

+ 
o a 
mu,.se 
o () 

+ . 

+ • 

)·i[m' ... J 
o 0 0 

+ + zun. 

+ " 
o 

+ 

+ + + 
+ + 

'ga am'o 
+ . 0 

en·nu·ug-g:l.ni ba-an-gar 

+ + +33 + + + 
+ + + + + 
o 0 + + + + 

+ + + + o 0 0 

0000000 

+ + + + 
+++++ +++ 

OOOX+ +++ 
++ ++000 

+++ 0000 

32. It rnav be thar the student began to write te and then decided to use dt. 
33. The sign looks more like Ill. 
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NI 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N6 
N7 
Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

34. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
N5 
~6 

N7 
Ur2 
Xl 
X2 
X3 
X4 

+ ++ + 
+ ... + + 

o 00 0 

+ ~+ + 
o o. + 

o 00 0 

o 00 

++ + 

o 00 0 

+ ... + + 
-. 

+ + 

+ + 
+ 

+ 

+ + 

o 0 

+ + 

+ + 
o 0 

+ + 

1zi~in~nu"um ens! 

o .. + + + 

23. Puzur-NumuSda to Ibbi-Sin 1 

+ + 

+ 

+ j 0 

+ + 
+ 

+ + 

o 0 

+ + 

su .. bir,h""a 

+ + + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
o + + 
+ 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 

+ + + + 
o + + + 
+r a'+ 0 

o 0 0 

j-nj-ill-dab, 
fba'r ~ 

,..+ + + + 

0000 0 

++ + + + 

+ + + + + + 

.j 0 0 00 0 

+ + ~ + 
o 00 0 

+ +, 0 

o 00 0 

+ + + + 

+ + 0 0 + 
000 000 

000. + + ~H 

omits, or had after line 35 
++ ~ + +e + 
00 0 0 0 0 

++ + + + + 
o. ~ . 

+ + + + + 

ki!ik a 0 0 

o 0 0 

+ ++ ak 
'ak' 

o 0 a(after 35) 
o 00 0 

35. ha·ma·zi" nam-ra-a! im.mi-in-ak 

NI 
N3 
N5 
N7 

# 

1+ + + .. '+ 
1+ + + .. + 
o 0 ~ + 

Sil + + 
Ur2 0 0 0 + + 
Xl + + + + + 
X3 1 + fZC. 
X4 

'ma1 + + + + + 
+ + 0 0 0 

+ +++++ 

000000 

+ra" + marau" 0 (after 33) 
+ + + + an~lah5 

+ rna·' an-ak" (after 33.44) 
x x 0 0 

34. There does not seem to be room for !ti; note that the scribe omits rhe ki in the next line 
as well but wdtes it in line 36. 

36. 

NI 
N3 
N5 
N7 
Sil 
Ur2 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

37. 

NI 
N3 
N5 
Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 
38. 

Nl 
N3 
~5 

Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

39. 
NI 
N3 
N5 
Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

40. 
Nl 
N3 
N5 
N7 
Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

The Royal Correspondence of the Ur III Kings 

00 + + + 
++ + + + + 

++ + + + + 

00 0 0 0 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+ 0 0 

+ kl na 
++ + e--a 
traces 

o 0 0 ° (after37) 

++ + e.-a 
++ + + .t 

+ + + • (after 37) 

o. 
o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 

lsu~:len ... lfl ensl kisi~i .. a 

.. ++ + + + + ~ 

++ ++ + + + + 

++ ++ + + 0 

~+ ++ + 0 0 0 (after 35) 
++ ++ + + + + + (afted5) 
" (see I. 35) 
# 

u 'puzur,-'tu-tu ensi bad-zi-ab-bakl 

.+ 

+ -+ 
+ .+ 

++ 
++ 
+. 
O. 

.+ + + 
++ 

-+ + 

+ 

+ 

.. + + + 
,+ + 0 

.+ 0 

+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
+ + + + + 

+ + 0' 

+ + + + 
o 00 0 0 

o oxoo: 

ki-ni--fe ba.an-gut-ru-us 

+++++++ 
o + + 

+ ++++++ 
+ + + + r e, + + + 

+ + + + e glir ... + 
+. hi·jlnlo 0 0 

+ . 

za.pa·ag-ga-ni 

# 

a +. o 
+ 

+ + + 
+ + + + +ki geen .. 

00000000 

+ .J. + + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + + 

ta + 
ta + 
ta + 

+ 
+ 
+ 

o 0 ++ta++ 

o. + 

+ + + 
+ + + 

o 0 

+ 

+. 
++ 
{b+ 
1 

Te 

o 
. + + 

459 
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41. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N7 
Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

NI 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N7 
Sil 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

NI 
N3 
N4 
N5 
N7 
sn 
Xl 
Xl 
X3 
X4 

<'ispbi~er~m 

" . + + + . 
ouo 0 a 
~++<;!++ 

00000 

+ ++ + +
+ ++ + + 

000 \1', • 

+ + 
/0 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+++ ++ + 
+ + + + 

+ , 0 

4'++ ++ 
o o. 0 + 
+ + + + 
+ ++ + + + 
# or on previous line 
000000; 

+ ++ 
o ++ 

++ 

+ ++ 
o 00 

+ +, 
+ +,+ 
o 00 

+ .+ 

.+ 
+ .+ 
/' +, 
+ ++35 

+ +, 

+ .+ 
o 0, 

+ ++ 

+ + + + 
o 0 00 

+ + + 
+ ++ 

+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + +. 

+ + + 

+ 
+/0 
+ / • 
+ 
+ / 0 

ki + 
+ + 
kt + 
ki 

,+ ki / 

11-<11 l11a-a!-gi, kl_a ba.nt.in-hl, 

+++ . +. + + + + 
OO,+++~+++ 

0,0/ 0 ,gu7 a'ki'/ + + 
++d1 + + + a k1 + 0 0 

0,+ + + + alct 

lid-di-Ium-a 
o 0 0 0 

+ + 
000 0 0 000 + + + + 

" 
+ 

+ 
o 

+ + + 
+ + +.-

+ + / + 
• 0 +,. 

00 

.'ah"gai+ 
Hb.gal + 
+ab.gal. + 

00 0 0 

44. 
Nl 
N3 
N4 
N5 
Sil 
Xl 
XZ 
X3 
X4 

+++ ,-jJgtL; a1ki + + -r ,(after33) 
0000 0000 0 

35. Written UDNUN. 

++ ++ + + + + 
++ ++ + + + 
++ ++ + + + + 
++ ++ + + + 
++ ++ + + +- + 

++ + 0 0 

++ ++ + + + 
++ T'+ + + + + 

+ + 

00000 + + + 

+ 

+ 
o 
+ 
o 
o 
+ 

+ 

I, 

i 

i-

The Royal Correspondence of the Ur III Kings 

45. 
NI 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
Sll 
Xl 
X2 
X3 

++ + 
00 0 0 

00 f
0'++ 

++ + + 
+ + 

00 

++ + + 
00 0 0 

+. 

Nl + in + 

+ 

+ 

+ 
o 
+ 

eno 
N2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N3 

+- + + ,. 
o 00 

+ 00 

+ + + 0 

o 0 

000 

+ + + +: 
o 0 0 < : 

+ + + '" : 

++ 
O. 

++ 

+ 

N4 + in + ak aIm] 1 -guru, + 
N5 + + + + 'r3' 0 ,0 o 
SLl traces 
Xl + in~da-ran"'al{l .. e ++ 
X2 in.da~ak.e 00 
X3 l[n]o 0 0 

47. za-pa-ag-ga_ni im-ma.dugud 
NI 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
Xl 
X3 

+++++ ++ + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + 
+ an + 

;. ;. 

+;. + o 0 0 o 
+++++++an+ 
+xxxx + 

ugu ... gul()~US igi~ni m3~anFgar 

+++++++. 

o 
x 

+++ +++ 

ib ,1+++ 
++8u/+++ 

000 ++. 

+++ ++-+ 
0000,+ 

+ + 

48, 

Nl 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
Xl 
X3 

a 0 

+ ;. 
+ + 

o 0 0 

St::+ 
+ + + 

+ + ;. 
[i]m.ma-ni-in-gar 
[m-ma]-ni.in-Igar] 

o 0 0 a 
++se++++ 

x x x x x x 

36. Perhaps rhe end of the ltne continued around rhe edge, 

+ + + 
-" 

+ + 
+ + 
000 

+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + 
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462 23. Puzur-Nurtlufda to lbbi-Sin 1 

49. 
NI 
N2 
N3 
N4 
N5 
XI 
X3 

lti tab-ba nu~tuku lil nu~mu~un",dn~8a>e 

+ + 
0 0 0 

+ + + 
+ 
+ + 

+ + + 
# 

50. so-ni sa 

NI + + 
N2 0 0 0 

N3 + + + 
N5 + + 
Xl + 'I' + 
X3 'su-[ I "i 

51. 
Nt 
N2 
N3 
N5 
XI 
X3 

++ 
00 

++ 

++ 

0 

+ 
0 

+ 
0 

+ + + + + + + 
0 0 0 + + + 
+ + e . + 
a 0/ + 0 0 
+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ + + + + + + 

nu .. rnu~un~da~ab .. dull,..ga"ta 

+++++.++ 
o 0 a rna I1 .. ab._ta .. ta 
+ + ,31 0 , +ta 1 + 

o 0 0 ulb! +. 0 

nu .. ub.",du::"ga : 
mu..-un ... ib ... ib l .. du

ll 
;ga,..a,.r ta 1)6 

+ 
0 0 + 0 0 

+ . { + + 
0 0 + + + + 

~ + 
./ 

+ • 
+ + 
+ 
0 0 

00 

+ + 

o 
+ ~ 

o 0 [a]-ma-ru-kam 
+ + + 

Catchline N3: [(I)puzJur4-dnu-mu[~_da ... l (IbPul [24]) 

In N5 and Xl followed by IbPul (24) 

Colophon 0 (Xl) 

37. Sign looks more like the beginning of da rather than ofun Th' r b th 
'8 R d' of I . ere IS no room rot o· J, ea mg lne uncertain, . 

24. Ibbi .. Sin to Puzur .. Numusda 1 
(IbPul, 3.1.20, ReU 22) 

Composite Text 

Version A (Short Version) 

1. 'puzur/nu-mus-da ensi ka-zai-iu'; 
2. u-na-a-dug, 
3. dj_bf_den.zu lugal-zu na·ab-be-a 
4. u, erin-ta mU·ffi-suh-a.gin, nam-ensi ka·zal-Iuk:-sc mu-ra·gal 
5. ga-e-gin.;-nam erin·zu dugud-da-zu in·nu-u 
6. a-na-as-am urs-gin, 16 mu-,,-si-gi, 
7. Jis-bi-er-fa ugu-guw-sc igi-ni im-ma-si-in-gar 
8. u ga-e u-mu-IID-liub ga-am-gin 
9. en-na g-bi-er-ra kut Bu-ni bf-in-gi,-u a'gin, nu-e-zu1 

10. za-e git-bu-bu ensi gir-kalkl-a-ke, 
12. a-na-a~-a.m etin ~u-zu-se H!al-Ia igi-ni-se la-ba-an-suB-ge-za-na 
13. kur ki-bi gi.-gi,-da a-gin, mi-ni-lb-sum-mu-za-na 
13. u4 na-me den-iii-Ie ki-en-gi hul mu-un-gi4 
14. UJlUugu,_bi kur-bi-ta ,,-de nam-sipa kalam-ma-Se rnu-uldl 
15. i-ne-es den-lil-Ie iu im-saw-saw nu-Iuh-haw 

16. liS-bi-er-ra numun ki-en-gi-ra nu-me-a nam-Iugal-Ia mu-na-an-sum 
17. ga-nam pu-uh-rum'" dinglr-re-e-ne kl-en-gi sag ba-ab-dug. 
18. a-a den_liI dull-ga-dull-ga-ni dab,-be-da 
19. en-na uri,ki-ma lu erim-sa rnu-un-ri-a 
20. is-bi-h-ra IU m:ki"'-ke, suhus-bi ba-bu-re 
21. ki-en-gi he-ag-e Uf,-gin,-nam bi-ln-dug, 
22. "rukurn-bi ensi uru-didli Hlar-gat-re-en-ze-en 
23. inim den-ifl-ia-ta is-bi-er-ra I-bal-e-es-am 
24. lu tab-ba-gin, uru erim-fa ba-surn-mu-na-ta 
25. "za-e arad gi-na-ilulO-gin, g-hi-er-ra nu-mu-un-zu-a 
26. '-ne-e. inim duIC-ga gi.-gi,-de 
27. lui dus-duB-,,-da he-ni-ib-tum-tum-mu 
28. un-zu bUfUl4-ba h,,-ak-e-ne 
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29, za-e na-an,gurlO,un ugu,gulQ,se nam-ma-lii-du,"n 
30, su-ni urukl,a nam-b{,ib,sa,di 
31. lil ma-r(k'-ke,galga ur're nam,en na,an,ak'e 
32, ),ne-68 amurrum kur,bi,ta "en,l1l a,dah'gu10 im,ma-zi 
33, elamhzag mU'lm'tag'gc U dis,bi,er'ra mu,un,dab"be 
34, kalam ki,bi gi4'gi"de nam,kala'ga kur-kur,ra he,zll'zu 
35, a,ma'ru,kam za,e nam-ba-c-se-ba-e,de-en,ze-cn 

Translation (A) 

["Speak to puzur-Numusda, governor of Kazanu, 'saying (the words of) lbbi, 
Sin, your king; 

4 Ever since I selected you out of the ranks and made you the governor ofKazaUu, 
5 have you not been honored among the troops as my representative? 6 How could 
you send someone to me (with a letter beginning) thus: 7 "I,bi,Erra has presented 
his matter before me," 8 (and ending with) "811d as fur as I am concerned, when he 
(malty strikes, I will have to flee!" 9 How is it that YOH tiD not know when Hbi-Erra will 
tal", back control o."r his enemy cOHntry?' lr~l[ Why did you and Girbubu, governor of 
GirIcal, not confront him with the troops that are under your authority (while you 
still had the chancel? 11 To restore the lands to their previous condition-that was 
the assignment you were both given! 

13 At some time in the past, Enlil had already come to hate Sumer, I' and had 
elevated a monkey descending from his mountain (home) to the stewardship of the 
homeland. 15~16 But now Enlil has given the kingship to a (mere) pedr11el' of exotic 
spices, to Iwi-Erta, who is not even of Sumerian seed, li Moreover, the assembly of 
the gods has scattered'Sumer, is Father Enlil conveyed his decisions: ""As long as 
an enemy is installed in Ur, 20 ISbi-Erra, the man of Mari, will continue to rip out its 
foundations, U and so Sumer will be measl1l'ed out (like grain)"-thus he spoke! Z2 

But if you both gather together the governors of all the individual cities, nit iE by 
the (very) command of Enlll that they will overthrow Isbi-Erra! Zq5 But even if you 
should hand over the city to the enemy as an ally, do you think that 15bi-Erra would 
not recognize that you are my trusty servant? 

Z6 Now, to return to reconciliation 27 and bring an end to all treason, . , . Z8 and have 
your men work on their harvest. 29 But neither of you should do the reaping yourself 
nor run away to me; 30 I assure you that he will not conquer (your) city; 31 the man 
from Mari, with the mind of a beast,' will not exercise legitimate power! }2 For even 
now Enlil has roused up the Amorites from the highlands to aid me. J3 They will 
repulse the Elamite (forces) and capture ISbi,Erra 34 to restore the homeland, so that 
all the lands will know the power! 35 Please, you both must not neglect (my orders)! 

2, Vat,: How is it that you do not know when I~i,Erra will teturn (back) to (bi,) enemy 
country? 

J Alt. tr.: with hostile intenrions, 

The Roya[ Corresporulence of the Ur HI Kings 

Sources 

Version A (short version) 

Nl ~ CBS 7772 (M13! 9) 
N2 ~ CBS 14224 (PBS 13 3) 
N3 = CBS 14230 (PBS 136) + N 2964 + N 3003 
N4 = CBS 7787 + NI200 + NlZ03+ N1204 + N1208 + 

KI210,Z7a + N121O,27b + Nl21O-27d + N12IO,27e + 

465 

~ 18-35 
= 1-18 
~ 3·~35 

NI2J2 + N1214 + N12J8 (+') Nt 4061 " 
Nt 4188 (ISET 2 118,19) iii-tv 

Kil AO 10630 (PRAK II CIO) 
Sil ~ SL 557 (Copy R Geers)' 

~ 1-2; 5-13, 14-33,34-·35 
~ 10--11; 14~16 

= 4~·12; 30--35 

Version B (long version) 

XI ~ A 7475 iii 24-iv 34 = 1-61 (A 1-35) 
13-36; 39~45 X2 = MM 1039 (M. Molina and B. B6ck, AuOr 15 [1997]36) 

(A 8-17, 19~25) 
X2 collated on photographs provided by Miguel Civil and Manuel Molina, 
Xl possibly from Sippar, X2 reportedly from Babyloll, Nl and N2 were 

written by the same scribe. 

Tablet typology: Compilation tablets (Type 1): N4, Xl; all othel'S type IlL 

Textual Matrixes 

Version A (short version) 

N2 ++ 
1:\4 0 a 
Xl ~+ 

++ + + 
00 0 x + 
+sul~ r gi~ra 1 

+ + ++ 
+ 

2. upna~a",du&t 

~2 + + T + 

N4 0, -. 

Xl 

3, di,b{,den,zu luga\-zu na,ab.re,a 

~2 +, ++~ + + + I, + + + 
N3 00000 0 0 

Xl ++T+~+ 

o 0 0 

o , + 
o 
o 

4. This text bas a double Une after line 35 and therefore definitely had the short version, 
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466 24. Ibm-Sin ttl Puz:ur-Numusda 1 

4. 
N2 
N3 
Sil 
Xl 

5. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 

6. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
XI 

7. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 

8. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Sll 
Xl 
X2 

9. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Sn 
Xl 
X2 

+ .,. 

mu~ra"Sl1h~a ... gin7 

+ + + ++ + + 

ka ... zal ... lukj~se 

+ + ++ + + + + 
o 0 

o 
o o 0 0 

o 
00 

00 

+. 

o 
o 

o 
+ 

rka ' 0 0-1-

+ + + + + + 

ga-e.gin,-nam erln-zu 

+ . + + + 
o 

+ 
o 

o 
+ 

dugud.da·zu In·nu-u 
+ + + + + -1-

+ + + + o 00 0 

00 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
o o. 
+ ++ + 

kalam·truJ 
lwlam ... ma 

o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 + 

+ + + + 
0000 00 

+ + + + + 

o 0 0 

+ + 
za~e ga .. .r ra 

o 
o 0 0 

+ 0 

ur, '-gin, hi 

+. + 
o 000 0 

o 000 0 

mu-e-si.in·[gi, ( ... JI 

000 0 0 0 

+. 0 o~rel .. gar"'ra 

Iis"bj.Yet~ra 

't,++ ++ + 
000000 

ugu-gu:o·~e igl-n! im-ma-§!-in-gat 

++++++++++ 
o 

+. 0 00 + 
d+ + ... + + gulO + 

+ + + + + 

o 
00000000 

u ga-e u-mu·un·sub ga-am.gin 

+++++++ +++ 
0000000 

+ 00+ 

+ + ". + + 
+ + . + + 
0000000 

+ DU.DU 
am-mla 1 
r ga '~am~ma ... si~r gin 1 

o X + 

+ + ++ + + 
00 00000 

++++++ 
--su~'nr. + + 

+ + + 

+ 0 0 0. + 
+ + d, + ,,+ 
+ + cI++ .. + + 
00 0000 

+. + + + 
00000000000 

kur kl·bl.'" gil-gil-a a.gin., nl1-e-zu 
kur ki~bi,.rse gi4 1 ~a a~gl~ l1u"e .. zu 

5. It Is possible that the last two words were either wrapped around and broken. or may have 
been at the begltmlng of line 10. 

10. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Kil 
Sll 
Xl 
XZ 
II. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Kil 
Sl 
Xl 
X2 

12. 

N2 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 
Xl 

13. 
N2 
N3 
N 
Xl 
X2 

14. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Kll 
Xl 
X2 
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za .. e gir..-bu ... bu ensi ~(1'~kalh ... a~ke4 

+ + + + + + ... + 
o 0 0 0 0 

+ 

000000 

+ + + + 0 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 0 

++ 

+ . -1- + 

+ + + 0 

. -
o 0 000 

+ + ..,.. .. + 
+ + ++ -1-

+ + . + 
o 0 0 

+ + ..... amo 

++":"+++++, 
o 
+ + + si 

00 00 0 

00 o. + 

00 00 0 o 0 0 

o. 
+. 
00 o o 0" 

o 0 0 0 

+en+ + 
+ + + 

-1- + + + + + 0 00 0 

+ + + .. -1- + 
o 0 In-gal-Ie-ell 

o 0 0 + o 0 0 0 0 

+ + + 0 + + +..... + + + + + + 
00 0 0 0 

x + -1- + + + + + 
0000000. 

0+++.0 xx 
o 0 0 00 

+ + se+ + de + + 
o 0 ogurj.'ru'·us + + 

0000000 

+ + ++ fun' 
+ + ib+ + + + 

U4 na .. me 

+ 
o 0 0 

"en.lfl-Ie ki-en.gi hul mU'lU1-gi, 

+ + + + + 
00000++ + 

o 

+ 
o 

00 ooax 
(1aKan~ga~ma ++ + + 
00 0000 

o 0 

+ + + 
o 0 " 

""'ugu.,-hi kur-hl-ta ".de nam·sipa 

++++ "j+ + 
o 
+ 
o 
+ 
o 

o 0 

+ + 
o 0 0 

+ + + 
o 0 0 

6. Writren AUOU. 

+ + 
00 

o 0 

+ .. 
1 1 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

o 
+ 
+ 

+ + 
_ 0 

o 0 0 

ba,..an .. f gig" 

ba-an-gig 

kalam-ma-se mu-un-fl 

+ + + 

+ 

+ 
+ 

o 0 0 0 0 

+ 0 0 0 0 

+ + + 0 

+ cba_e '-gub.btl-de 
+ ke4 x x x 
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468 24. Ibbi-Sin to Puzur-NumuSda I 

15. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Kil 
Xl 
X2 

16. 

N2 
N3 
N4 
IGl 
XI 
X2 

17. 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

18. 

N! 
N2 
N3 
N4 
Xl 

19. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

20. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
XI 
X2 

+, + ++ + + + + + + + + + + 
00 0 00 0 + + + + + 0 0 0 0 

++ + ++ + 0 0 0 + + 0 

00 0 00 0 0 0 0 + ha la + 
n .. da~lam (ien~ l(l ... le nL! ... luh .. ha:~ar' saw.-s3

1O
".r de lU!~ tumu nfgin 

00 0 00 0 a 0 0 0 0 nu ha 1'a 

°is .. bi .. der .. m numun kj ... en .. gi.-ra nu"me"u nam .. lugal .. la mu""na .. an~§tim 
f+ + ++ + + 
6, 0 00 0 

+++ ++. 0 

0000000 

+++ .. +;- + 
000000 0 

+ + 
+ 

+ + + 

+ 
+ 

++++++++ 
+++++++ 
0000000 

o 0 00 

++++++++ 
00000+++ 

+ 
+ + 

++ 
+ + + 

+ + + 
+ 0 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ + + 
o 0 + 

o 0 a 0 ~ma!1 

o 0 0 0 0 

[im' .. mJa1-an ... sum 
+ + 

ba-ab.dug, 

+ + + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
o 0 

o 0 0 

+ + + .. + 
o 0 0 0 0 

00. 00 0 + 
+ + + + + + bir·bit-re ba-[ ... dujg, 
o 00 a 0 x u"bf"'in~rdug11 

a·a ''en.11I dull·ga.du,,-ga.ni dabs.he.da 

+ + ++ + + + + + dib + + 
+ + ++ + + + + + + + + + 
+ + ++ + + 
+ + ++ + 0 0 0 dib + + ali 
+ + ++ + + + + + + + + + aska[tam] "".[bjal-e 

en,..na urisld"ma lU erim~sa mu .. un~ri~a 

+ + + +. 
+ + 00 

+ + + + + 

+ + 
o 

+ 

+ +7 + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + + + 
+ + + + +se + + fa + + . DaS 
traces 

is .. bH:r~ra Itl ma~r~i~ke4 

+ + + + + + ++ + 
suhus-bi ba-bu-re 

+ 
+++ 000000 

d+ + J, + ++ + + 
d+ + + + + + ++, + 
00000000.· 

+ + + 
0++ 

+ + en 
+ ba-ab-'hu-re' 
o 0 0 

7, Proceeded by an erased urad. I 
I 

21. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

22. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

23. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

24. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

25. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 
X2 

26. 

NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 

Z7. 
Nl 
N3 
N4 
XI 
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+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 

+ + + + + 
o 0 0 0 

o 0 + 

+ 
o 
+ 

+ + + + + 
000000000 

+.1- + 
o + 
+ + 
+ rfb'+ 

u tukum-bi ensi uru·didli H!ar-gar-ro·en·re-en 

+ + 
+ 
+ 
o 
o 0 

+ + 
o 0 

o 0 

+ 
o 0 

+ + 
o 0 

+ 
.rutu1+ 
,ruru',' 

++ + + + + f. 

00 0 0 + + + 
++ + + + + 

x 0 0 0 0 

-. r
ne

, 

inim den-lfl.la-ta is-bi·',,-ra ,·bat.a.os-am 

+ .+ + + + + + + + + + + + a 
+ 
+ 
o 
o 

. + 

00 0 

o 0 0 0 

+ + :1++ 
+ + + + e 
o. + + + 
00 00 0 

-he" -ni-bat-e 
00 00 0 

000000 

+ + +8 + 
+ + + + 
+ 0 

+ + 

+ 
+ + 

+++ +++ 
o 0 + + + 
+a . 0 .un ... ne~ta 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 o 
+ Be ba .. ra ... mu .. un .. rsum-ma .. ta' 

ma ba~ra,'an~sum...-ma~8 

u za ... e arad gi~na ... gulO .. gin? is .. bi ... er~ra nu~mll~Un ... zu ... a 

++++ +++ + +++++++++ 
+ + + + + + 0 + + + + + + + 
+ + 0 0 +++ 00.+++++ 
u di~ ... bi .. er .. ra 
o 0 0 0 

za .. e thad gi .. na~gu1J .. gin7 n{ ... ba mi .. ni ... ib"Zll-a~ta 
o 0 0 0 0 0 , + nf .. bi mU.-lln .. zu .. a 

\·ne-.o! inim dulO-ga gi,-gi,-de 

++ + + + + + + + 
.+++ +++++ 
+0 0 + + + + + + 
en-na u,-bi-da.ke, inim dulO gi,-br.ib I gin-na '·ne·'" inim dulO gi,-ib : 

tul du.-du,.u-da he-nHb-rum·tum-mu 

+++++++++++ 
0+++++++++ 
.00000 ++++ 
luI duw·ud-ak.da mi-ni-in-tum-tum-mu 

8. Written as su. 
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NI 
N3 
N4 
XI 

29. 

NI 
N3 
N4 
Xl 

30. 

NI 
~3 

N4 
Sil 
Xl 

31. 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 

32. 
NI 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 

33. 

Nt 
N3 
1'<4 
Sil 
Xl 

24. Ibbi-Sin to Puzur-Numusda 1 

+ ba + 
o 0 

o 0 0 

+ + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + + +. 
o 0 + + ~ 
+ + + .. + 

+ + + + + + + + + 
o 0 + gur4 ru + + + + 
0000000 ++ 
"t" + nam .. ba~da~g(r .. e + + + + 

8lH)! urul:i~a nam~b( .. ib~sa~di 

++++++++,..+ 
+++ + ++++ 

ooooooo+++x 
o 
+ + 

00 0 

+~nisa 

o 0 0 0 

nU~ltb~dul1 .. ga 

Itt ma~r~!~ ke,- galga up·re nam ... en 

+ 
+ 

+ + + 
+ + T 

+ 

+ + or + 
+ + + 
.,. + + 

+ - + 

+ + + + + 
+ + + + 

+ + + + + 
+ + ++ + 
00000 o 
o + ++x 0 

+ + +++ + 

+ 
000 

+ + + 

+ na 
000000 

+ bi + + + + 

++ + + 
++ + + 

+ + + 4-+ + + + 
+ + + ++ + + + + 

+ + + 
+ + + 

(), + "+ + 00 ,+ 0 

'1·ne'-08 ti-da·nu·urn [ .. . ]1 'en·[fl ku",bi·ta ".d[ah-gu".§(, im-ma.(anhiJ 
l .. ne .. es ti~da .. ;ma~rum amurnlmkl~a/den~lfl~le kur·bi~ta a .. dah~RuHl .. se im~ma .. an .. zi 

elamki zag mu~un ... tag~ge U cis .. bl.-er.-ra mu .. un~dab5~be 
+ +kj+ 
+ + + 
o 
+ 
+ 

o 0 

+ + 

+ + + + + ++,. + + + + + + 
+ + + + + ++..). + + + + + + 
o 

+ 

x+ 000000 

++0000000 

+ + gal + ++ + + + 

o 0 0 

+ 0 0 

ba ab + 

o 
o 
+ 

kalam ki.bi gi.-gi,.de nam·kala-ga kur.kur-ra he.m.zu 
+ +..)..++++ 

+++++..).. 
+++++..)..+..).. 

+-r-++++++ 
000000 000 

+ f. + + ...j.. da 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00; 

34. 
Nl 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl kalam ki·bi.se br.(b.gi,.gi4 i kala-ga'gu" kur-te b{.lb.zu-zu 

Nl 
N3 
N4 
Sil 
Xl 

+ + + + 
+ + ,t + 

+ + + 

+ + 
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+ + ..;- + ~ + - + 
+ + + '"I"+-r++++ 

+ + . +. . + + 
.' nam.ba·se-be-d[c] 

+ + nam"ba~sc ... be.-de"'ne 

+ 
+ + 

+ 

Version B (long version) 

Xl with variants from X2 (equivalent lines in A in right-hand column)LO 

471 

L :puzur-dsul-'gi-ra u-na-a-dug' 1-2 
2. "i·bi-den.zu [uga[l.zu nla-ab-'be'-[al 3 
3. u, erin-ta mu-ra-suh-a-g[in, naJm.' ens!' 'ka '.zal-Iu'ke.[se muVe' .gar-' ra' 4 
4. ga-e·gin,.nam kalam-ma d[u!,'Ud-da-zu i]n-nu-'u' 5 
5, ka-zal-Iu" [u-hlu [ .. ,p".,,,,, b[l-... J 
6. 1.1 al-m c-a-gin? 'iI" x [ .. ,J a [ ... J 
7. ma·da-zu-ta "en·lfl-'Ie nU'lfia '-ra-ab-ruk[u ... J 
8. dtri hl za .. e.-giu

7
"nam nam furu 1 tur11 ... ra ... f ta P x[, .. ] 

9. a-na'aS-",n ni sa-zu·se ,-bu. 'bu ' 
10. nlul.-'Ia' mn-c-te igi tur.'zu' mu-'e,gfd'.[i.,.J 
1 L za-e ga-' fa ur,' .gil'\,; lu mu-e.si·in.[gi4 (. • ,)] 6 
12. diS ... bt .. rer ... ra1 

... e ugU"gulO"se igi ... nt ma .. fan ... gar1 7 
13 ... -.' ,- '" 1 f 1}; b r 1" X' r • -. 8 '. u ga-' e u -mu- un -oU ga ·am-ma'.'- gm 

X2 [ \-x_gin'" 

13a. * 
Xl [ Ix-e-NE [ )"en' e su •• 'den-e. 

14. en-na diS-bi-h·ra kur ki-bi·se ga.-~a-a a'gin, nu·e-zu 9 
X2 [ ria kur ki.bi-'se gi, '-a a'gin? nu-e-zu 

15. za-c gir.bu-bu 'ensi' ~{r-kalk..ke4 10 
X2 [ ens\i gir-kalk'-a-ke, 

16. a·na·aS-am crin sn·zu·se gal·la igi.ni-se la-ba-su,-ge-za-[na\ 11 
X2 [ I in·gal-Ie-d igi-ni-se la-ba.an·suB·sus·ge·eS 

17. kur 'ki' ·bi·se gi,'g4-de a.gin, mi-ni-ib-sum·' rnu-un' 12 
Xl [ gur]} tU 1"U8 a.-gin? lui ... ni;«b ... sum .. mu .. za ... na 

18. u, na-an-ga-ma den·/(J-le ki-en-gi hul ba-an-' gig' 13 
X2 [ Ix hul ba-an-gig 

9. The equiv81enlll of the beginning parts of the line may have been on line 34. 
10. Xl has deteriorated somewhat since 1 hm began tD study it. 
11. There seem to be remnants of the last stgn of at least tlu'ee lines before this, <IS well as 

the additional line thar. does not appear to march XL Unfortunately, I have not been able to 

inspect this tabtet in person. 
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19. """ugu,-bi kur-bi-ta "·de nam-sipa kalam-ma-'se ba-e '-gub-bu-de 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24. 

Xl [ I ',,'-de" 'nam '-sipa kalam-ma.kc. x x x 
a-da-lam 'en·1l1-le nu-Iub-ha'ro,' salO-salO.'d" h1''' tumu nfgin 

X2 [ I nu-ha-ra 
dls-bi-er-ra numun ki-en-gi-ra nll-me-a nam-Iugal /im'-mJa(-an-~um 

Xl [ nul-me-a nam-Iugal-la mu.'na'-sum' 
ga-nam pu-uh-rnm dlngir-re-e-ne ki-en-gi bir-bir-re ba.[ ... d]ug, 

Xl [ Ix 'sag' 'l-bl-in-'dug,' 
a-a den-lil dun-ga-dull-ga-ni dabs-be·da-a! ka[1al11] 'l"-[blal.e 
en~na urilj~tna,..se 1tl erim"ta mu.-un,J rC.-[ .. ,J~as 

Xl traces 
25. diS·bi-er-ra lu ma:.r('Vkc4' suhus.bi ba.ab-'bu-re' 

X2 [ ] -ke/ suhuB' [ .rle 
26. 'ki.en-gl he'-ag-e ur,-gin1'nam 'br-[b.dug; 

X2 [ 1 'hi-in-dug; 
27. [u tu]kum-bi 'ensl urn-urn '-didli 'gar' x [ 

X2 [ I 'urn·uru-didli' gar.gar-e-ne' 
28, [inim "en-H1-Ia:-ta 'r18-bi-er-ra' [ I 

X2 [ is]/bi-er-ra' 'he" -ni-bal-" 
29. [lu tab-bal-' gin, uru' erim-", ba-ra-mu-un-'sum-ma.ta' 

X2 [ erlim-ma ba-ra-an-sum-ma-a 
30. u dis-bi-"r-ra za-e arad gi·na-gulO-gin, nf.ba mi-ni-ib-zu-a-ta 

X2 [u (dlis-biVer'-ra nf-bi mu-un-zu.a 
30a. X2 [ I he-me·en 

(XI: *) 

31. mu-e-dull-ga-zu nfll-na-me nam-ba-e-hul 
X2 [ I-e-iii-hul-

32. mu-e-zu-zu digir-ra g:i-a-kam 
X2 [. 1 'ga'-a-kam 

33. a-a den-W dull-ga-dull-ga-ni dib-be-da-as kalam l-hal-e-es 
X2 [ 1 x.NE.A kalam-ma l-bal-e 

34. 

35. 

36. 

38. 

39. 

gin l-ne-es ma-ra ma.ab-gi4-gi, 
X2 [ Vab'-gi,-gi4 

i-dutu kiri, su-ta ba-gal 
X2 [ 1 kid3 su gal-la-ga 

en gal "en-lfl-Ie gestu-hi mu-un-gar 
X2 [ dj'en-lfl.la' gestu-bi mu-ri 

igi n{g-sv' ga '-ni ga-fa mu-un-si-in-bar 
Xl * 

sa-ne-sa,-gu lO ~a leu·hi-se mu-un-gar 
X2* 

kfg'gi,-a-guw uzu silim-ma-ke, rna-an-gar 
X2 [kfg-gif·aFga' lIZU silim-ma im-ma-an-gar 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

15 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 
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UZu zi-da-na uzu gilb-'ba'-ila" :i-did ll-nl-ak 
X2 [ z]i-da ,,-gub-bu-ba a-diri u-mu-ni-ak 

!i1tukul a z[-da-ga gU-bi zi-da ul gljf-ru mi-ni-sum 
X2* 

"tuleul gub-bu-na gu-da lfi..!a gu-rl-bi gar-ra 
X2* 

lU hul-ilal-fiulO su-lia l-ga-ga sag giS bf-ra 
X2 [ Vgal'-e su-ga ha-ni-in-gal sag gis bi-ra-ra 

un hikku-ga-ke, zalag-se e-de diir silim-' rna' nu-de 
X2 [ j_C ga '-kef zalag-se e-' de dLir sHim '-ma nu-de 

dutu en ka-as-bar an-ki-ke, a-ag-ga im-ma-an-gar 
X2 traces 

en-na u4-bi-da-kef inim dUI, gi,-bf-ih 

473 

47. gin-na l-ne-es inim dulO gi,-ib lui duw-ud ak-da mi-ni-in-tlim-tLirn-rnu 

48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 

ug-zu ebur-ba he-ak-ne 
za-e nam-ba-da-gfr.e ugu-gulO-", nam-ma-du 
su-n; ufU-ni sa nu-ub-dull-ga 
IU mii.rl"-ke, galga uMe nam-en-bi na-an-abe 
l-ne-es ti-da-ma-rum amurrum"-a 
"en-lfl-ie kur-bi-ta "-dah.gulO-'" im-ma-an-zi 
u,-ne-a an den-HI den-ki-bi-kef 
'uris '''·ma sa mu-ub-du!l-ga an-ta-bi aka-de 
elamki zag mu-un-tag-ga 
U <1lS-bi-er-ra ba-ab-dab"be 
kalam ki-bi-se bf-fb-gi4-gi, 
kala-ga-fiuw kur-re bf-ib-zu-zu 
rU11~na ... me inim za .. e mu ... sa6~ga ... zu 
'a·ma '-nt-kam za-e nam-ba-~e-be-de-ne 

Colophon 0 (Xl) 

Translation (8) 

26-27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

)32 

}33 

}34 

35 

1-2 Speak to Puzur-Suigi, governor of Kaza!!u, 'saying (the words of) 'lbbi,Sin, 
your king: 

j Ever since I selected you out of the ranks and made you the governor of Ka· 
zallu, 'have you not been honored throughout the homeland as my representative? 
5 Kazallu ... 6 A man who is .. J Enll1 has not ... from your frontier area. B Someone 
excellent, a man who is like you ... the responsibilities over the smaller cities ... 
9 Why is it that all valor has been tom from your heart, 10 why are you so panicked 

t'v ( , ) th 12 12"1"'-' E and full of contempt? . lOU even sent someone to me saymg us: SuI- rra 

12. VaL: But you sent me someone with the following message. 

• f 

, 
I 
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has presented his matter before me, 13 and as far as I am concerned, when he finally 
strikes, I will have to flee!" [£ How is it that you do not know when LSbi-Erra will restore 
his own enemy country? "-"Why did you and Girbubu, governor ofGirkal, not stand 
up against,him with the troops that are under your authority (while you still had the 
chance) I" To restore the lands to their previous condition-that was the assignment 
you were both given! 

13 Enli! had earlier already come to hate Sumer, 19 appointing a monkey descend
ing from its mountain (home) to the stewardship of the homeland. 10-21 But now Enlil 
has handed kingship to a (mere) peddler of exotic spices, one who chases the wind, to 
lSbi-Erra, who is not even of Sumerian descent. 12 Moreover, once the assembly of 
the gods (decided) to scatter the (inhabitants of the) Sumer, 1.1 Father Enli!, having 
conveyed his commands, proceeded to overthrow the homeland. l' "As long as Ur is 
imbued with evildoers, 1slsbi_ Erra, the man of Mari, will tear out its foundations, '6 and 
Sumer will be measured out," thus he spoke! 27 And if the governors of the individual 
cities should gather together, 'Sby Enll!'s command Isbi-Erra will fall. 

19 But even supposing that he is not (betrayed) as if being handed over to an en
emy city by a comrade, 10 and you, although acting as if you were my trusted servant 
recognize IShi-Erm by yourself/out of fear, 31 your statements would do nothing t~ 
upset me, "for you know very weI! that I am (a favorite) of the gods. 

JJ Father Enlil, by means of his angry commands, has overthl'Ov.'!l the homeland, 
"('..ome now, he has returned to my side! 35 My complaint, were submitted Ir; humble 
prayer, l<5 and Great Lord Enin heard me out; "he cast his t~\vorable glance ~pon me 
3B set his holy heart on mercy, 39 and established for me my favorable omen. 4() And 
after I had the follow-up reading made concerning his pars familiaris and my pars 
hostilis,13 41 the weapon· mark on my right side, its trunk is straight, and that (good 
news) gave me joy; flon the weapon·mark on his (Le., ISbi-Erra's) left side a filament 
is suspended, [4 it is placed (against) the other side. '3(The message was;) "My enemy 
shall fall into my hands, he shall be killed, 44 the people, having come out of darkness 
into the light, will lie in peaceful habitations." '5 U tu, lord who makes the decisions 
of the heavens and the earth, has provided (this) omen. 

4UReturn to reconciliation a.s before, 47 come now, (you too) must return to rec
onciliation, so tluu aU treachery is undone, 48 so that your can people can work on 
their harvest. '"You must not hurry to come to me; 50(1 assure you that) he will not 
conquer the city that he (wants), 51 the man of Mari, with the mind of a beast will 
not exercise sovereignty therel 51.E3Now Enltl has mustered the Tidnumite(s) in' (the 
land of) Amurrum as my helper(s). 54-55 .•• 56The Elamite (forces) will be repulsed, 51 
ISbi-Erra will be captured, and 58 the homeland will be restored (to me). "The foreign 
land(s) will learn of my strength! 60 From now on you .... 61 It is urgent, you must 
make sure dlat everyone must not neglect (my orders)! 

13. So Xl; X2 omits 41 and 42; After I had the follow-up reading made concerning the left 
and l'ightsides, (the messagewa,); ... 

14. All. tr.: is attached. 
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Commentary 

This letter is known in two versions, a shorter one (A) from Nippur, Kish, and 
Sippar, and a longer one (B) attested in two manuscripts of unknown provenience. 
As noted above, there are clues that suggest that Xl may come from Sippar and 
Xl from Babylon, but the evidence is hardly conclusive. Version B adds six lines 
between lines 5 and 6, fourteen or fifteen lines between 25 and 26, and two lines 
between 32 and 33. The short version appears to be fairly stable, with few substantive 
variants, hut the two sources of B clearly represent different redactional traditions. 
Xl is dated to tbe 27th year of Samsu-iluna, providing a historical context for one 
manuscript the long version. Moreover, the text was lmown to the compiler of the 
llrukLetter Catalog, as documented by the entry in line 8: puzur,-dsul·g[i PJA.TE. 
(SD kla-zal-lu"], 

The differences between the two versions are not only in length. A has many 
difficult passages, and some of them seem to have been as puzzling to some ancients 
as they are to many of us. Redactors of what became "B"-itself not unifonn--at· 
tempted to make sense of some version of "An that was at their disposal, reinterpret
ing some of the grammar and vocabulary to fit a specific understanding of the text. 

BIO. This difficult line, which is not in the short version, contains words that are 
otherwise rare in Sumerian. The noun n( .. uL, IIfear, tetror/' occurs, to my knowledge 
only once in anothertext, in Inin.\agura 161 (see A. Sjllberg, ZA 65 [1975] 161): nt
fun ur4·te nl 'ut.' nl·'ri'·ti-Ia nl gal me-lam-ma, which consists ofa series 
of synonyms and quasi-synonyms for "fear," "terror." Here ul4 seems to qualify the 
noun in the compound verb nf ... te, "to fear"; it could either be construed as ul, = 
piqittl<, "terror," or as the adverb "greatly" (magal); see now M. Jaques, Le vocabulaire 
des sentiments, 189. 

The verb must be igi-tur .. ,gfd-i, "to hold in contempt, despise," which is oth· 
erwise only attested in SP ColI. 2 16 and in bilingual and lexical texts sef:Utam 
leqam). 

A6 = BU. Note that ur,-gin, is used, like its Akkadian equivalent kfam, to intro· 
duce direct speech. In line 22, it follows the quotation and the form is urs-gin7·nam, 
which corresponds to kfamma, which is likewise used to introduce quoted statements. 

The verbal form in A is, technically speaking, in the third person-"he sent a man 
to YOll"-but this is dearly incorrect. A redactor of B attempted to clarify this with 
the superfluous za-e !la·ra, "you to me." 

A 7-8 = BIZ-l3, These are the incipit and last lines of the previous letter; this is a 
unique example of the way in which one could refer to previous correspondence in 
Sumerian. 

A9 = B14. The syntax of this line is difficult, The first parr, governed by a temporal 
adverb (en-na = adi), must be dependent on the main d31L'e, which is introduced by 
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an interrogative preposition (a-gin1 = 1(1). Redactors of the long version recognized 
the problem and attempted to resolve it by changing tbe predicate of the dependent 
clause but only managed ro introduce more confusion. The rentative interpretation 
of ~u ... gi, as "to take charge of" is inspired by the comments of W. Sallabell'cr 
Klein AV 250. b , 

A13-15 = BIB-20. The proper understanding of this passage relies on the fitst 
word, which is u. na-mc in one manuscript of A but clarified as u, na-an-ga-ma 
in B,15 The scribe of Xl has taken pains to interpret a difficult passage, since in all 
other cases u4 na.-me occurs wirh negative verbal fonus (matima, Ifnever"; see com .. 
mentary tn IblSlA 13' [22]): here it must be a remporal adverb. These lines have 
to be compared to Lugalbanda II 74-77 (e. Wilcke, ]NES 27 [1968] 241, and idem, 
Das Lugalbandaepos 98-100 with commentary on p. 159; H. Vanstiphout, Epics of 
Sumerian Kings, 140-41): 

U4 na ... an~ga"'ma musen,..c gud~bi"'se sid l7 un~gi4 
amar-bi gitd-bi-ta gu ba-ni-ib-gi"gi, 
l~ne~es musenre gud~bi;se 
amar-bi gud-bi-ra gu nu-um-ma-nl-ib-gi,-gi4 

Earlier) whenever the bird screeched at its nesr. 
Its young answered it from its nest) 
Bur now, when the bird scree""hed at its nest j 

Its young did not answer it from its nest. 

11mB, the phrases governed by the adverbs li,-na-mc , .. l-ne-es (A) and u, na
an-ga-ma ... a·da-Iam (B) are stnlcturally identical, conrrasting earlier and later 
events. This is extremely important; we now realize that the word "monkey" does 
not refer ro iSbi.Erra, i;lS has always been thought, but must be a characterization of 
someone else, undoubtedly "Elamites." Is it possible that this refers to events that 
provided the enigmatic name of Ibbi-Sin's 23rd and penultimate, year: mu di_ bi
den.zu lugal ~ri;"-ma-ra ",Uugu4-bi dugud kur-bi mu-na-e-ra, "The year: 
Th;, dumbffonnidable monkey struck out from its mountain against Jbbi-Sin, king of 
Ur. ~ote that the Gunans are described as having the form of monkeys (uludin 
ugu4-bi) in the Curse of Agacle, 156, and the same expression is used to charactet: 
ize Amorites in the Marriage of Amurru (line 127). This may be a [eference to some 
other highlanders here, Elamltes, or perhaps the Amorites, according to IbISlA: 14' 
(22), .although the latter is definitely untrustworthy. More importantly, if this holds 
true, It would date the Puzut-Numusda correspondence to the verv end of lbbi-Sin's 
reign. See p. 201 above. ' 

A 13 = BlS. The verb hul ... gig( gi4) is usually translated as "to hate." The sense 
here is more precise: Enlil has broken his bond with Sumer, and thus the verb is used 

15. Note that Uq na~an~ga"'ma, HearHer;" :L.<;; derived from na~an"ga;ma, "moreover) 
furthermore,n 
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hete in the "judicial" sense of scorn or repudiation discussed in M. Jaques, i.e vocabu
laire des sentiments, 156·-58. 

A15 = B20. The expression lu im-sa,,-sa lO nu-luh-ham
, which is attested in at 

least five manuscripts of the short version, is grammatically and lexically difficult. 
The term nu-luh-ha"', Akkadian nu~urtH or tfjatu., has been rendeted "asafoedita," 
ever since it was thus defined in R. e. Thompson, DAB, 354--58; see B. Landsberger, 
FS Baumgarmer, 179 n. 1, with earlier references to our passage. As far as I can 
gather, there is not a single othet example of th is word in any Sumerian text out
side of the lexical tradition (documented in the dictionaries). It is listed in an OB 
school coefficient list of unknown origin, followed by se-16"', presumably "cori
ander," (E. Robson, Mesopotamian Mathematics, 193:15-16). The presumption has 
been that asafoedita is a foul-smelling spice, and thus peddlers of such a substance 
would have been tainted by its odor. But there is no evidence ro support this iden
tification, etymology aside ("unclean"), hecause the extant documentation provides 
nO evidence on the nature of this plant. t6 Moreover, asafoedita, as anyone who has 
cooked northern Indian food knows, "is virtually odorless until it is powdered, when 
it releases its strong charactelistic smell" (]. Sahni, Classic Indian Cooking, 9). It was 
a foreign plant, at least in Assyria, since it was listed as such by Assurna~irpal in his 
"Banquet Stela" (Iraq 14 33 [1952]: 48 = RTMA 2 AO.101.30).17 Perhaps this is the 
clue to the metaphor: lSbi-Erra is a mete peddler of exotic foreign substances, once 

again stressing his foreign origins. 
The two versions have different forms of the line: 

A )~ne .. es :len~l(l"le 16 im .. saJO~salO nu .. luh .. hailH 

B a"da .. lam den .. l(1 .. 1e nu,.luh~har,ar) sa\0~salO~rde lun tumn nlgin 
(At present the end of the line in Xl reads: sa,,-saw-dle Ill] tUlUUeX) 

The text was in better condition when it was cited by B. Landsberger, FS Baumgart
ner, 179 n. 1. X2 has the idiosyncratic syllabic writing nu-ha-ra. The end ofthe line 

may have to be tead lu' im-nfgin. 

A16 = B21. The phrase numun ki-en-gi-ra ll11-me-a is unique. Compare, per
haps, the invective raised against Sam~i-Addu by Puzur-Sin of Assur: /a SIT aSSur, "not 
of the flesh of the city of Assur" (A K. Grayson, ARRIM3 [1985] 12 lines 12-13 and 

25; sec already J. Cooper, Curse of Agacle, 35 n. 42). 

A17 = B22. aa-nam seems to be used in two different ways, either as an adverb 
meaning "mor;over" (Akk. appuna) or as a particle introducing irreaHs (piqa, tHsama, 

16. See now CAD T 400: "The IdemHication with asafoedita in Thompson, DAB 358 is not 

supported by the botanical evicience,ll , 
17. D, T. Potts; Mcsopotflrnian Ci'1.!ID.wtion, 661 claims that asafoedita was grown m the 

gardens of Metodach-Baladan (CT 14 50:65) but the plant in question is ,urbu, a different, al
beit unidentified plant. The identification of the plant as asafoedita was already questioned by 

A. KUmer, OrNS 29 (1960) 297 n. 1. 
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etc.; see C. Wilcke, ]NES 27 [1968] 240-42). Note that the inealis occurrences as 
well as all Akkadian translations, are post-OB and have no relev1Ulce for this pass;ge. 

The writer ofX1 reinterpreted sag ... dug1 = saPil!Jum, "to scatter," with a synonym 
bir-bir but in a sense combined the two, apparently creating a neologism, a com
pound verb bir-bir ... dug •. 

AlB = B23. In A, the idiom du:1-ga-dull-ga dabs is a calque from Akkadian 
awatam ~abatum, "to convey a message" (CAD $ 25). It may not have been properly 
understood by the author of B. 

A19 = B24. The final sign in bl-NE.RU-sa (only in A; B: -raj presents a problem. 
This passage Was discussed by A. Sj6berg, ZA 83 (1993) 18-19. Most of the evidence 
points to a reading <"rim ofNE. R U, but this clearly demonstrates that some scribes 
read the signs NE.RU.DU as ne-ru-sa4• 

A24-25 = B29-30. The interpretation of A offered here is hardly secure, because 
the Ime has no known parallels and the syntax is difficult to analyze. These prob
lems may have already vexed the ancients; somewhere along the line of transmis
sion, someone either did not understand the passage correctly or wanted to amend 
it to reneet better a particular understanding of the lines. This may have been a 
multi-step process. In A25, the verbal form ba-sum-mu-na-ta is positive, but in 
B29 the two sources differ. Xl has the negative ba-ra-mu-un-Mm-ma-ta, but X2 
has ba-ra-an-sum-ma-a, which may be eitber negative or positive second-person. 
This change is echoed in the verb in the next line, where the negative prefix nu
has been reinterpreted as nl, "fear," or as the reflexive particle, and the verbal form 
changed to positive. The new interpretation may have then led to the insertion of 
the two new lines thatYollow in B but were not in A. 

From a syntactic point of view, these lines are difficult to analyze; at first glance, 
we have two subordinate clauses with no main sentence. With some reservations. I 
take nu-mu-un-zu-a not as a subordinated verbal form but as a question. although 
one would expect *nu-mu-un-zu-u. The basic meaning of the passage is: even if 
you were to surrender to him, do you think he would really believe that you were no 
longer loyal to me? 

A29=B49. The first verb is different in all manuscripts. The composite text follows 
Nl (gUl';o); N2 has a phonetic variant gut,. The tradition of Xl (B) once again fol
lows a track of reinterpretation. The root I gu r I was found wanting and was under
stood as ul4 (i.e., gfr-gunM = !Jamiltum, "to hurry"; under Akkadian influence, the 
two verbs in the line were taken as hendlaclys. 

A30 = B50. The predicate Is su + sa ... dug, a calque of qalam /wradum, "to con
quer," discussed in the commentary to Pulbl: 16 (23). Indeed, this line undoubtedly 
alludes to that panicular line in the letter that this one answers. The use of the un
separated sa-di, used in all three Nippur sources, is characteristic of Larsa Sumerian 
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but is unique in this letter, in which compound verbs are otherwise are properly used 
correctly. Kate that the author ofX1 insisted on a correct form (sa nu-ub-dull-ga). 

A33 = B56. The complex ideological games that are being played here are ecl10ed 
in the OB omen tradition, which preserves a very different version of these events, 
using very similar language, albeit in Akkadian (YOS 10 46 v 4-6): summa(dis) 
kaklmm(gis. tukul) ra-bu-um i.-na i-mi-tim sa-ld~im4M, e-Ii mar-tim ra-Id-ib lwkkum 
(giS. tukul) lis-bi-er-ra, sa e-/a-am-tam is-ld~I)U, "If there is a large Weapon-mark pres
ent in the pars familiarls and it straddles the gall-bladder, it Is the Weapon-mark of 
Isbi-Erra, who repulsed the Elamite (forces)." Kote that Akkadian saJ<.iipum is the 
lexical equivalent of Sumerian zag ... tag, "to push away. to repulse." In both ver
sions of the letter. the promise is that it will be Ibbi-Sin who will repulse Elam and 
capture IBbi-Erra. 

B36. Note the use of the uncommon gestu ... ri in X2, while Xl has gestu ... gar. 
For examples of the former, which is often misinterpreted, see F. Karahashi, Sumerian 
Compund Verbs. 86. Both mean, "to listen, pay attention." 

B37. The normal Sumerian version of this expression does not have nfg: e.g., Nip
pur Lament, 229: an-ne den_ln_Ie igi sa6-ga-ne-ne im-si-in-bar-re-es-,"n, 
"An and Enlil looked favorably at them (Le .• Girsu and LagaS)." The only other 
example known to me that is similar to the one found here is found in an OB in
cantation VAS 17 14:17-18 dutu agrun-na-ta [e-a-ni'!. Igi nfg-sa6-ga-ni h[e
em~ku-ge], "May Utu [purify it] upon coming out of his lower region abode." The 
difference between AD] and nlg-AD) in Sumerian Is not clear to me. 

B39-43. This is the only actual omen in Sumerian and therefore requires a full 
discussion. The technical vocabulary is unique; it must be compal'ed to the Akkadian 
language of extispicy, since there are no second-millennium omens in Sumerian. The 
passage in question is attested only in non-Nippurean manuscripts and was clearly 
invented by some northern scribe, who cleverly invented a Sumerian technical vo
cabulary for extisl'icy. The observations In Michalowski, FS Leicht!y, 247-58 must 
now be adjusted accordingly. Nevertheless, the new rendition of these lines remains 
hypothetical, at best. 

B39. This line contains two technical terms: kfg-gi4,a and uw silim-ma. The for
mer is undoubtedly tertum or amutum; see D. Foxvog, FS Sjoberg, 172··73. Sumerian 
uzu is sometimes used as synonym for tertum, but here it probably has a more limited 
meaning; the phrase is a back-translation from Akkadian Si'rum sa/mum. "favorable 
ominous part." As such, uw probably reflects the more generalized technical use of 
Si'rum to designate various sorts of ominous phenomena, as discussed by J.-P. Durand, 
ARM 26, 15-19. 

B40. In Xl, the two sides of the liver are here described as mu zi-da and uzu gub
bu; the pars familiar!s and pars hostilis, for which see I. Starr, Rituals of the Diviner, 
15-29. In X2, there are only the two sides. without uw; this scribe also omits lines 41 
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and 42-that is, the laborious Sumerian description of the exta, Without additional 
duplicates, it is impossible to decide if X2 actually omits theEe lines or if they were 
added by the scribe of Xl. 

The reading a-did, or perhaps better, a-SI.A, if correct, presents multiple difficul
ties, PSD A/1I51 renders d -d i ri as "superior EtK'1lgth," and this is clearly not at issue 
here, There remains the administrative terru a diri, "additional work (assignment)," 
listed in the dictionary on the following page, and one might consider the usage in 
the letter to be related to the latter, [ see three possibilities. Either the author used 
it here in an adverbialscnse, and the hence the translation should be "additionally, 
{u:rthermore," or this is another attempt to create a Sumerian extispicy term in Sume
rian. The two texts differ substantially here, but notc that the technically incorrect 
ascription of the right side to [,bi-Erra and the left to Ibbi-Sin in Xl in line 40 seems 
to be reversed in 41 and 42. Therefore, with all due caution, I suggest that a-d iri 
is an attempt to render Akkadian aQitum, "follow.up," As I understand it, Ibbi-Sin 
implies, according to the Old Babylonian author, that he had omens perforrued, and 
the follow-up was favomble to him, as he relates here. 

B41-42. The expressions i"tukul a zi·da and g"tukul glib.bu are renditions of 
Akkadian kak imittim and kak rume/im, "Weapon of the right/left (side of a perma
nent feature); for the Akkadian, see U. Jeyes, OBE 82. The 'wkkum has no parts in 
Akkadian extispicy; Ulla Koch suggests to me that gu may therefore refer to some
thing else, perhaps a part of the gall bladder. 

In Akkadian divination texts, gu = qum, "filament," is another negative mark; see U. 
leyes, OBE, 91-92, and U. Koch·Westenholz, BLO 63, with previous literature. As 
J eyes observed, this featu're connotes restraint or obstruction, which in this case must 
pertain to Isbi·Erm. The verb 11£ renders Akkadian sULjallulum, "to be suspended, 
dangle," or perhaps even kamum, "to attach" (suggested to me by R. D. Biggs), both 
of which are commonly used in conjunction with the "filament." 

B43. Note that the apodosis of this omen contains a Sumerian calque of an Ak
kadian expression that is found in omen and dream reports from Mati; ilu .. , gar 
here used in the sense of ana qiiti mullu, "to deliver to someone," Note ARMT X 8 
AEM 1/1 214 12-14: na-alvri·/w a-na qa-~Iw u-ma-al-la, "I will deliver your enemies 
to you," (quotation from the speech of a woman who fell into a trance in the temple 
of Anmmitum). Similar phrases are found in the highly formalized letters of Dam
lJura~im to Zimri·Lim, ARMT X 62 and 63. 

B44. The motif of turning darkness into light, or the reverse, a metaphor for the 
reversal of fortune, is well attested in Sumerian literature; see, e_g" Eridu Lament 
1:22-24 uru·a U 4 zalag-ga e·a U 4 ba-da-ku:o-ku lO , eridukt.ga U 4 zalag-ga e-a 
U4 ba-da.kulO-ku ,o, dutu an-ur.ra su-a-gin, an-usan-se ba-dli, "In the city 
where bright sunlight used to shine forth, the day darkened. In Eridu, where bright 
sunlight used to shine forth, the day darkened, As if the sun had set below the 
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horizon, it turned into twilight"; see also Letter of Sin-iddinam to ~tu 7, or Letter of 
S' -~amuh to Enid 48, Sumerian zalag was "read" as nUTUm already III Ur Ill; note the 
"In f I "'t' h .uh_ZALAGki for the place name Huhnuri in B. Lafont, Docu-
p ay u wt! mg u , £ d' OB "h' 
ments 79: 13, More to the point is the similarity with expresSIOns lOun Ill, l~-
torical" omens pertaining to Sargon and the otherwise unknown TE-En!tla: amut 
Sarruken la ek!etam i!1ikuma/ifJbutma nuram/nurum imuru!n;;ia!iiium, "Omen of Sargon ' 

ho went throuah/made an incursion into the darkness and then saw/had appear 
~aht to him;" a;ut TE·Enlil sa nurum n;;iaSsum, "omen of ThEnli1 for whom the 
li~ht appeared;" for references, see A. Goetze, ]CS 1 (1947) 256-57, 263, and also J. 
S, Cooper, Death in Mesopotamia, 102. 

The end of the line is grammatically difficult. One could read ed/nu-ne rather than 

'/ . d' e l1,u ... e. 

A27 = B46. The two versions have very different interpretations of this line; i~im 
du is here equivalent to sali'mum, "peace, reconciliation," known only from bdm
gu~l t~xts and as a logogram in Akkadian, rather than the more common "favorable 

pronouncement.'! 

The temporal adverb u .bi.da.(k) in B is very rare; it is found only in inscriptions 
ofWarad-Sin and Rim;Sin in the expression did u4·bi-da.se/ka, which seems to 

mean "more than previously/before." 

A2B =B47. The expression luI du.-dug-li-da he.ni.ib-tum-tum-:uu isuniqu~; 
it must be compared with the line in Father and Son 63: dUJo-a~:a,-d~ 1~.I.da m,l' 
ni.in.tum-tum-mu nu-mu-e-,i-in-se, translated by A. Sjoberg ~' "Bltt~ lch 
kann nicht zulassen, dass du immer wieder unzuverltissig und falsch b,st (]CS 25 
[1973]116, with commentary on p. 124), My interpretati0r: is based on dus-~us as 
pu./Jburu, "to undo," The author of B had trouble.,with t~:s IIll~ and may have mter
preted dus-dus-il-da as duro-ud-uk = tespitum, prayer, pOSSibly mfluenced by the 

Father and Son line cited above. 

A31 = B51. The translation of this line has been taken for granted but it is not 
without problems. Were it not for similar sentiments found in other texts, ~ne wo~ld 
interpret [!alga ur-re, the form found in all the N,~ppur manuscripts, as of hos~lle 
intentions," rather than as "the mind of a dog/beast. For ur 11,1 the, sense of ~kkadlan 
nakru, see, e.g., Uruk Lament 4.11 gu-ti.um ur-!'e ba-e- bal [ ... J, Gutmm, 
the enemy, overturned. , . ," "Mind of a beast" would be galg~ ur·ra .or galga u~. 

.k and indeed the former is what Xl writes. The most Instmcl1ve parallel IS 
ra e", , d' I' 'I - I / h s in Curse of Agade 156, where Gutium is described as: 1m-rna u:u u ga ga ar u 

/ / I dl'n ,guugu .bi "Wirh human instinct but the mmd of a dog/beast, 
u£·ra a e u u, 4' . 11 I ) 
and monkey's looks" (see J. Cooper, Curse of Agade, 31, 353 n. 46, ":'lth pa,~a e ~ . 
It is probable that the Nippur scribes understood this passage as refe~tlng to hostile 
intentions" but that the ever-vigilant author of Xl hypercorrected It to conform to 

the usage he knew from other texts, 
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A32-33 = B52-53. From the purely formal grammatical point of view, the Amori
tes are referred to in singular third person of the animate class. The tradition rep
resented by Xl (B) indicates that someone recognized this and attempted to take it 
literally, hence the otherwise inexplicable writing ti-da.ma-rum, which I take to 
be a clumsy attempt at a Sumerian nisbe, hence the reading -rum rather than -as. 
Note that only manuscript Sil among the A version texts has ti-da-nu-um. 

A35 = B61. Following the singular second-person pronoun za·e, most manuscripts 
have a different form of the final verb: two have second-person plural (N2, N3), 
one has first/second-singular (N 1 but this might be simply abbreviation of the plural 
form), one has third-plural (Xl, probably also Sill. Most probably, the confusion 
derives from the contrast between the singular independent pronoun, addressed to 
puzur-Numusda, and the plural verb form that references both him and Girbubu, 
governor of nearby Girkal. Compare Letter of Nanna-ki'aga to Lipit-Estar (SEpM 4) 
18: lugal-gu lO nam-ba-e-se-ba-e-ne, "my king, (the troops) will not neglect 
(your orders)." 
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Lij,lt-EStaT H,,-.m A 85 
Lugalbanda II 74-77 
Lu.gale I 25 
MDl' 27 104:1-2 
Ningisdiza Hymn A 27 
Nippur Lament 229 
Nil)fr~r Lament 231 
Rim-Sin Hymn B 35 
Rim-Sin H,,-.m E 1-2 
Samsuiluna inscription 

E4.3.7.8:61-62 
Schooldays 8 
Schooldays 53 
Schooldays 88 
She£p and Grain 128-29 
Sin~idinnam inscription 

E4.2.9.1:79-83 

24: A14,16 
9:4 

p. 44 n. 9: 12:12 
p. 229 

24: 837 
p. 119 n. 54 

12:13 
1:23 

14:8 
18:31 
4:18 

2:3 
3:2' 

Siniddinam Inscription D 6~71 
SP ColI. 5.74 B 5-6 

4:23 
19:38 
19:29 

SP ColI 13 39 2:3 

Sumerian King List subscript (Ur Ill) 
Sumerian King List 284 

1:10 
21:47 

1:18 
3:9' 

Summer and Winter 230 
Supervisor arul Scribe 18 
Sulgi Hymn A 3 
SUlgi Hymn A 45-47 
Su!gi Hymn A 48 
Sulgi Hymn A 70 
SU!gi Hymn B 229 
SUlgi Hymn B 339-341 
Sulgi Hymn B 66 
Sulgi Hymn B 70 
Sulgi Hymn B 98-99 
Sulgi Hymn C (Seg A) 28 
Sulgi Hymn 0 22 
Su-Stn inscription E3/2.lA.l.l 

v 24-29 
TCL 1689:10 
Tree atul Reed 243 
UET 6/2 350:4 
Ur Lament 221-222 
Ur-Namma Hymn A 8,9 
Ur-Namma Hymn A 10-11 
Ur-Ninurw Hymn A 49 
Urnk Lament la:3 
VAS 17 14:17-18 
YOS 11 86:33-34 

4:23 
1'.128 
4:2-4 

1:30 
6:5/8 
1:14 
4:22 
9:6 

18:24 
1:23 

1925-27 

p.86 
21:25 

2:3 
1:35 

21:25 
p.210-11 

p. 244 
18:8tlO 
l3: 16c 

24: B37 
21:25 

Indexes to the Text Editions 

In the following indexes the first number refers to the composition, the second to the 
line number in the commentary or in the text ItBelf. 

Index of Words Discussed 

Sumerian 
7200 13:27 bala 3:5' 

:L .. ag 18:3-7 bar inim~tna 7:4 
a4ig.-gJ 2:31,14:39 barag !:18 

a,ba~aH: lugaH~ulO 21:47 bir-bir( ... dug.,) 24:AI7 522 
a.-bad 14:12 buranuna 23:7/23 
a bal 3:18-19 dabs 3:9&12, 15,17-18, 

agar 3:8 & 15 21:12 
a ... bi,.-se gin 3:9' dagal 14:4 
a.. ,dar lld8 /dalli1/ (dan"",.) 4:20 
a.-diti 24:B40 dana 18:11 

a ... ga-gn 18:19 dc,-(g) 21:6 

" ... gar 18:19 di1,di4 23:24 

a.gar J:B/15 d(m,maaub, 13:30 

",gl,-b. 3:9' d(m~ma ma .. d.'1 kUr 18,24-25 

a~ma~ru .. ka1U 15:15 dirt u"bl-da-se;ka Z4:A27 B46 

a~na .. as,..am 2:5 d/n(g) 21:6 

3 u.,-da 1:8 dugud(-JRI 6:5 
a,,~a.an~gar~ra 16,10 duh 18:31,21:12 

a..so 1:8 dlduh 14:8 

a sub 14:27 dUll~ga~duit~ga dabs 24:A18 ,,, BD 

ad-g~-g~ 15:9 dUIO"ud~ak 24:A27 ~ 1147 

aga~us sa!H~a 1:21 Ol~:dupsik 13:27, 18:16 

agrig ~u~dim4pma 3:10' dur ... gar 1:11 

alal 1:35 dur( ... ),1 1:11 

al~me~a 3:11' dusu 13:27 

atl~g'<l~e.m 2:5 ",,(e(d) 21:17 

a~ra zu 1,5 "-gal 1:9 

b.-al 19,38 ekaskaHia) 1:14 

hal 14:36--37 eme,:gal 12:17 

525 
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ernedu 2:30 hi~d~(um 19:38 lU"garza 2:21 pirig 4:23 

II' 
enam,-sul 15:28 hu-luh 14:8 1(l im"$ajil~;;alC nu-luh .. ha"'" 24:AI5~B20 puzur 14:1 

eden 3:2f~7f hul 15:26 lu-kar-ak 1:29 ra.-hi sf .. (k .. ka .. tum 8:5 

li' en 23:20 hul ... gig(gl,) 24:A13 = BI8 lU-krg-ak 3:7' RI 21:6 

it en.-nuwug 3:9&12 her-sag 16:9 !u-la-ga 3;2~ sa{-da-) 23:48--49 

.' en .. nu .. ug kala .. ga 3:9&1Z {cl .. kur"ra 21:16 lu .. mah 23:20 sa-dl 21:5 

I 
'i' en ..• tar 4:27/29.14:18 igi"du 15:10 hi nam .. tag .. ga 15:26 sa. , . dug, 1:23,21:5 

I: ! ere~ .. digir 23:20 igL "gar 10:7, 18:3·7. 23:48- IU-NE.RU-Sa 24:A19 = B24 saw(- )R1-de 21:6 

crin 11:4 49 iu nfg·ha .. lam,.ma 21:40 sag ... dug. 24:AI8· B22 

crin 5,18:16 igi,. ,hut 2:23 1U sa~ .. du nu~tuku 22:B 17 sag (. .. )gfd 13:16 

erin (Zli-kelda) 7:3 IGt.IGl 2:13 I" sag keg 14:24 sag-gin 15:25 

ga-nam 24:A17 = B22 igl."kilt 3:9&12 Iugal-iiu:o I: 1 sag gi~ , .. fa 4:23 

gaba .. , zi 4:22 igi .. tur. , , gfd·i 24:B 1C hJruiu 2:24 s~"slg 3:18--19 

ganba 15:17-18 W1H1ar 21:14 L(lxGANA-'ena 23:34-35 saga 23:20 

gi; 11:5,11:15, 15:6 im/tumu 4:13 luI dU8~du!(da tum 24:A27 = B4? sabar 3:16 

gi.(bi 12:13 im."ri~a 18:24 luI. .. ,I 12:11 si 18:30 

gin~gin 23:41 im~sarrra 2:31 g;.tma~gurs 21:13 ,I ... sal + kasbl) 1:3 

gu Z4:B41-42 tm si~si(g) 3:2' ma~~gana 14:13 51 (sigto) 4:13 

gu-la 18:24 im~sik 14:15" n rne~er ... ga 12:13 s]g-,Ig 2:13 

gil 24:Bl4-42 inirn dUlQ 24:A27 =B46 me~8e den 22:B3 silig 18:41 

gU ... ak 23:14,23:46 inim, .. St 21:42 me~Se gin 22:B3 silim~nHI. 1:10,14:18 

gu ... bar 23:46 In-nu-(t.) 19:29 mf .. ,dug, 1:17 slpa nl~h,Yi~na 10:5 

gti ... dl.t 3:9' isib an"'na. 1:23 mi~ir~ga 12:13 sisig 2:13 

gU..erim 9:9 b ... bal 22:B4 mud 1:12 Sli •.• 21 1:30 

gu " . ~.H 14:32,23:14 ka ... de, 1:8 na..-nir-babbar",.dlli 12:14 ~bal 14:18 

gil ... 51 21:42 KA.SDM.SUM 2\:42 n:l..j.;zU~lum 12:16 fa ki~bi gil 4:28 

gu",'sub 14:27 KA ... rak, 14:32 nam 2:29,13:15 !::Ibm 23:20 

g\i".surn 21:42 ka-ta( ... ) tak, 4:23 nam~hHjlu 2:29 saga ... ak 23:3+·35 

gub 2:22,4: 12-14 kan 1:24 nam"nir~gal 19:25-27 sakanka 15:17-18,21:5 

gu! 2:23 kar (-da-) 11:9 nam~ur~sag 2:29 !akkana 15:25 

gur 23:39 kar 1:29 nf 24:A24 .. 25 BI9·3C se,.be~da 21:54 

gtJf 23:39 kaskalsi , , , sa 1:3 n(", te 1:30,2:22 Se. "de 4:13 

gur(u)" 23:46 ka.!, 1:34 n("uL. 24:BlO Ie::.!. 4:13 

guru] 23:46 keld 18:3J nig .. 24:B37 se slg 21:11 

gun ge~.u 15:10 kl-duru, 16:7 nfg (-a-na) 14:15·22 len 1:35 

ga-a-ra 23:13 KI.LAM 15:17-18 n(~ a-no 2:5 wr7'.Qa 6:5/8 

~a.e",gln7·nam 2:6 ki-ni·fe gur 23;29 nfg-a-taka, 14:32 SU" .dhn4 
3:10' 

gal 14:32 ki-sag-g:il 5:19 nfg ga-e.glu1"nam 2,6 su-duo .. a 2:3,15:17-18 

galga ur .. re 24:A31 = E5l ki·tuS ne,-ha 14:8 nfg-ba-lam-ma 21:40 !u-Iuh 1:23 

';" gar 2:22,14:12 k(g~gi,(a 18:3-7,24:B39 nfg..f.i'ga + PRO 12:12 !u,PRO-ta gal 22:A 20' 

I: ga-rig, 14:12 kl1!-gi,-a-a! . 18:3-7 nfg-Mm 11:9 Su." gi4 
3:l4',9:5 

garza 2:21 klrid 3:5' ninda kaskal-Ia 14:31 !usa ... du", 23,16, 24:A30 ~ B50 

;,' 1< 
gestu .. , gar 24:B36 kud 2;15 NIR,da 6:5/8 su:: . tak, 6:4/14 

ge.~tu ' , , ri 24:B36 kur-gam-ma,hi (PN') 9:10 nlt-ga! 19:25-27 SU, , ,zi 12:12 

'1 ill; an-bar 14:38 1. 14:37. 24:B41-42 flu-banda 2:3 su.zt/zu , , . gar 9:4,15:5 

i",' "'!!iri-gub 1:19 li"'mu-um 1:23 nu..dulO-ga 12:10 sub 21:54 

:i glri bad 9:6 lib,. lib, 2:13 flu·luh·h."!"''' 24:A15 BIe SUbtutn1 19:12 
, 

OIS.OIS 21:15 lirum (Hrurn) 21:25 nurnuh ki ... en-gi"ra nu .. me-a24:A16 "" B21 5ukur 1:14 

gi!kim 13:12 \6 du-luh 14:8 pam 15:20 sam 11:9 

gi!klm .. . dUll< 15:?,15:25 lU~dun .. a 2:3 PA.PA 2:13 Sll" . gar 24:B43 

I" 

heS j 23;34·35 ]U,gud-apin-Ia 3:7' peSt" 16:7 t~l1Sutur 1:18 

, 1,1, 
. , 

: 
i ." , 
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tdktltuku 4:23 uSltM gin7 
tehe 16:8 0511 tll 
Ri~tub5ik 13:27 uS-lim 
tug-:nah 1:18 u<5utn«gal 
n:iltukul ;j zi-da 24:B41~42 us<rngul 
"'tukul gtllrbu 24:B41-42 LIlli 

LuI' 18:30 um gub-bu 
TU!UUR 23:24 tlZU 3Him~1na 
uw~ru 18:20 mu zi-da 
':,,-bkla-(k) HA27 ~ B46 ~ra 

lHm-a,..dug
1 2:31 Zl:H::-me,..en-ze-en 

u{ na-an-ga-ma Z4:AI3-15 ~ B18~20 za-e-el1"ze~en 
u4 lla-me-ka(m) 22:A 13', 24:A13,15 za .. larn,gar 
~ Bj8~2O ili!za .. am~ru,..tum 
/tlgubi/ 22:A 14' za.-mi-rf-turn 
u"'gu , .. de 2:13 zag-gu/gIi-!a/la 
ugu-bi diri 3:1.3 zag .. , tag 
ugu tuku 21:19 2ar 
ugnin:; 19:33 zar . , , sal 
ul, 15:17~18, 24:11IC zaI-ia 
urnu~,..bi a~a-um 19:16 2i 
Ul'1 15:17-18 dg 
ur5~gin? 24:A6 = Bl1 zu 
urs'i.-me-a 2:5 Zlj .. kesda 
ur-mah 4:23 

Akkadian (cited without mimation) 
abatu 2:23 qiita w§iidu 
aiJa !akiInu 18:19 Idam .: i 
al;uu 24:B40 hfamma 
anumma 1:8 kirimmu 
ana qilti muUu 24:B423 Jd~i1< sarTi 
ana Simi lequ 21:6 1~U1'.n~matum (PN) 
appUna 24:A17 = B22 iapatu 
apputu 15:15 Utir lim,; 
ara/)u 15;17-18 mabi'l'u 
araru 15:17~18 matima 
awata~tu 24:A18 = B23 
mrtu 7:3 mafil 
bit e;lua 15:28 metlucu 
dannis 15:3 mitll.J('u 
dekil 14:23 muntaUw. 
dunnunu 21:12 maS'u u mUiilalu 
ctlucu 15:28 muSti u UTr'U 
gafar.u 1:12 nasa!;" 
i;alwu 1:14 nu[mrtu 
ilkum 13:27 pariidu 
isu; 15:5 Plbiltu 
kakim.itti 24:B41-42 quUulu 
bklwmeU 24:B41-42 qulu 

15:3 
13:13 
4:23 
4:23 
4:23 
24:B39 
24:B40 
24:839 
24:B40 
1:3 
19:29 
19:29 
14:13 
21:14 
21:14 
23:18 
24:A34~ B56 
21:17 
2l:l7 
3:16 
8:22 
18:8/10 
2:9 
7:3 

23: 16, 24:A JO B50 
24:A6 Bll 
24:A6 ~ Bl! 
21:25 
7:3 
9:10 
2:23 
18:30 
15:17~18 

22;A 13', 24:A13-15 
~ 1ll&-20 
18:30 
IHS 
15:9 
15:9 
14:38 
14:38 
2:23 
24:AI5~B20 

1:12 
2;29 
15:26 
1:12 
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yah! ,if.kaw/; 8:5 
sakiipu 24:A34 = B56 
samUrtu 21:14 
,/rum 24:B39 
$idrw. 14:31 
Iabluq'u 21:40 
sepa i>arilsu 9:6 
!ertu 5:5, B 
SfTU salmu 24:B}9 

Index of Personal Names 

s = sender 
recipienr 
variant 

Aba-ind.s. 
S~ 4 
5:3,6:3,7:3,7:7,8: 14 (a-ba-nn-do-s.), 9;11 

Amat~S'n. future ruler of U r 
&: 16 
017 

ApHaS"9, prefect 
1:6, lad 1,2:14, 3B: 14', 8:l4, 11:8 

Aradmu, (grand vizier) 
r: 2,5, 6 
s: 1, la, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12: 
11:12,1413: 6', 14 MBl:31 

Babati, high commissioner 
11,12,15:8,19:35 

Glrbubu1 governor/ruler of Girkal 
23:45, 24A:II, 24B:15 

Ibbi·Sitl, kIng of Ur 
r: 22, 24 
,,21,23 
21:43 

!ddi of Malgium 
23<44 (V< Iddiluma!Xl]) 

Bbt~Erra, in roya1scrvice/king of lsin 
r: IS, 22 
S! 21 
23:4, 24A:8, 24A:lQ, HA,17, 24A:21, 24B12, 

24B:14,24B30 
Kakllgani! governQr of the inland territory 

13:19 (v. SlI;NlImuroa (Xl]) 
Klln~i,.rnatum 

9:1C (Sum,: Kurgamabi) 

Kurgarnabi 
9,10 (Akk.< Kunli-matum) 

Lllgal~melam~ the overseer of the 
::'j~ektllm conal 

IH7 

subtu 19:12 
fudmuqu 15:5 
sutlumu 15:5 
tekrta .,.a..ro 14:32 
rertum 24:B39 
t~acu 24:AI5=B20 
wJdU 15:7,15:25 
zamirl'tu 21:14 

Lu,Nanna, governor of Zimudar 
r. 20 
140BIA,20, 140Ill.; 4',14 OBlb: 19, 14 

MBI;29, MB1;35, 18:27 (v, Lu-fu'i [N]), 
li9:31 (wrltten <len~ki [Xl}) 

Nigdugani, temple administrator of Nippur 
23:33 

Nur~abi (=Nur~ab-um), governor ofmnunna 
22A:18~(wr:tten "nu·ur·e~a)1 23:.36 (v: NU1'~Ea 

lSi!, Xl]) 
Puzut"Numu~a 1, governor of Kazallu 

r. 24 (v Pumr-Sulgi IXI]) 
,,23 (v Puwr-Sulgi [Ud, Ur2, Xl)) 
22&14 

Puzur.Numulkia 2, governor ofUllum~~rum 
D:15( v: Su-Marduk [Kill, So-Nunu [Xl]) 

Purur-Sulgi, general of Bad,lgihursaga 
r: 14 (v: Pu:mr"Numu~a {N41, Puzur-Marduk 

[Kil]) 
d3 

Puzur~Tutu, governor/ruler of Ba<kiaba 
22A,19',23:38 

~an'um~Cani, prefect 
r: 19, 2e' 
&:18 

Su~Enlil1 governor/ruler of Kish 
22A:17',23:37 

Sulgi, king of Ur 
r: 1, la. 3, 4, 7, 81 9, 10, 11, In 13, 15. 16 
l!: 21 5, 6j 14, 17 
3:8', H8, 13:32, ;9:28, 19:J() 

SulgiAxAx;x 
8:18 

Su.Sin, kingofUr 
d8 
s: 19 (written Jsll), lot 

/ 
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Takil~lIisu, Omd Inspector of the Abga: 2nd 
Me~Enlila Waterways 

19;21 
Ur-dun, comrnertlcial agent 

s: 11 
12:8,12:9,12:14. 12:l9 

Index at Geographical Names 

Includes cities, territories, ({peoples," construc~ 

tions, a!l well as wateri.X)UCses. 
A)uba Magana 

2],9 

Abgal 
13;21, 14Ib,5,18,9, 23,1, 23,43 

Amurrum 
9,9, 14Ib,4,15,20. 18,13,21<7, n9, 21:11, 

22A:8', 22A:12', 2.23:15, 24:33 
&d~ 19ihursaga 

nA,l1',221l':4 
Bad-ziaba (Jlorslppa?) 

22A:19', 23:38 
Buranun 

10,8, 141m5, lB,6, 23.7, 23:43 
Ebih 

IB,I5 
lllcmnugaJ 

21:39,23:23 
EkUf 

73:22 
Ham 

15:20, 2i:23, 11:40, 24:34 
E~nunna 

UA.IS',,23.36 
Girkal 

H45,24.11 
Outium 

10:5' 

Hamad 
2),9,23:35 

Hursag 
16,9 

Idigpa 
10.8,10.9,14 h5, 18,6,23:7,23043 

tdil-pa,unu 
23:3 1 

Ur .. Nur:)ma, king ofUr 
6.10 

Zlnnum 
23,34 

Isin 
21:3,21:29,22./\:24',23:11 1 23:18,23:27,23:30 

Klsh 
UA,l7',2337 

Kazallu 
21.3.23,2.23,16,24:1,24:5 

Ivlada murub 
13,19,18,ll 

Malgium 
23:44 

Mati 
10,6',24:21,24,32 

Me-Enlila 
13:21, 2.];7, 2-3:43 

MuriqTTidn:m 
I&.l 

NippC;f 
21,29, 22A.£4', 23.32, 23033 

Rapiqum 
10,0' 

Simmtu 
18.14 

Subir 
1:3, 1a,3. 23:34 

Sudalunumffi 
13:28 

Segseg (Sd!ektum ,,,mal) 
13,17 

Unur:l~~ebrum 
lH5 

Ur 
21,35,21:46,21,35, UB,7, 24,20 

Zimudar 
M,ll,!3, 141a,19, 14 MB,29, 14 MB,35, 18,9, 

19:31 




